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PREFACE.

THE material of the present volume consists of the substance

of lectures delivered, from time to time, during my tenure of

••- the Sadlerian professorship of pure mathematics in the University

of Cambridge. The last occasion, when such lectures were given

by me, was during the Michaelmas Term of 1909.

As the volume does not pretend to be a complete treatise on

g^ differential geometry, and as it is restricted to the contents of my
lectures, readers will find that not a few sections of the vast range

_, of the subject are discussed only shortly and that some are left

~ undiscussed. In lectures, my aim was to expound those elements

with which eager and enterprising students should become ac-

quainted ; they could thus, in my opinion, be best prepared for

the penetrating consideration, which is suited for the private study

rather than for the lecture-room or the examination-room. No
lack of individual interest was implied in omitted branches of the

^ subject; to give an instance of a purely personal kind, my lectures

^ never even mentioned the application of Lie's theory of continuous

'- groups to the construction of the differential invariants for space

-':. and for surfaces in space—a matter to which, elsewhere, I had

devoted some attention. One of my ideals, in lecturing to students,

was to provide them with some of the instruments for research;

consequently this volume is mainly intended for students who,

later, may devote themselves to original work.

The book can be regarded as composed of three main sections

;

its divisions are only partially indicated by the chapters, which

are numbered consecutively. Throughout, it deals solely with

configurations in ordinary Euclidean space.

In the first section, consisting of a single chapter, the properties

296^28



VI PREFACE

of skew curves and of their associated lines and planes are ex-

pounded, without regard to any family or families of surfaces upon

which the curves may happen to lie.

In the second section, consisting of chapters ii—vi, the subject-

matter is the properties of curves upon any general surface in space.

Some classes of these curves {e.g. lines of curvature) are organically

connected with the surface ; they are completely determined by

the elements of the surface to which they belong. Other curves,

such as geodesies, have an equally organic relation with the surface;

but they are not determined solely by the elements of the surface,

for they can satisfy some arbitrarily assigned condition or conditions.

Again, quite arbitrary curves and families of curves can be assumed

upon a surface ; not a little attention has been devoted to methods

for constructing differential invariants which, being in value in-

dependent of parameters of reference, express the geometrical

magnitudes of the curves, subject, of course, to the dominance

of the intrinsic magnitudes of the surface containing the curve

or curves.

In the third section, consisting of chapters vii—xi, the subject-

matter is surfaces in general, rather than particular configurations

on surfaces. The most ordinary methods of point-to-point corre-

spondence and comparison of surfaces are explained. Surfaces,

which are defined (wholly or partially) by intrinsic properties,

are considered, special attention being paid to minimal surfaces.

Families of surfaces are discussed, according to the respective

definitions that ultimately establish the families ; the most

obvious instance relates to those surfaces which have plane or

spherical sets of lines of curvature. Lastly, a brief sketch of

the simplest fundamental properties of triply orthogonal systems

is given.

The book concludes wdth a single chapter that contains an

introduction to the elementary theory of congruences of curves,

specially of straight lines and of circles!
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Scattered throughout the book, examples (over two hundred

in number) will be found ; many of them are extracted from

memoirs by vai'ious authors. At the end, there is a set of

miscellaneous examples collected from Cambridge examination

papers in recent years ; for the collection, I am indebted to

Mr R. A. Herman.

To facilitate reference, I have constructed a customary table

of contents at the beginning of the book and a customary subject-

index at the end ; and, because a more or less persistent significance

is assigned to many of the symbols that are used, I have given (at

the end of the table of contents) a list of these symbols with the

passages where the significance is first stated.

From the frequent references throughout, as well as in the

references in the brief half-historical introductions to most of the

chapters, it will be seen that one of my special desires has been to

direct students to the work of the mathematician who, I think,

would be generally hailed as the greatest living master of the

subject. The treatise by Darboax must remain, at least for this

generation, the classical exposition of Differential Geometry.

In exposition, it may have been rash on my part to restrict

myself throughout to a treatment, which is based mainly upon the

analysis used by Gauss and by those who followed him in its use.

Certainly I have made no attempt to give what could only have

been a rather faint reproduction of Darboux's treatment, which

centres round the tri-rectangular trihedron at any point of a curve

or surface or system. My hope is that students may experience

an added stimulus of interest when they find that different methods

combine in the development of growing knowledge.

Of course, in so extensive a subject, indebtedness naturally is

not confined to one great worker alone. The names quoted in the

course of my pages (and all have been quoted, whose work has

been used by me) will give some hint of the multitude of workers

who, through the long sequence of years, have constructed the
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immense fabric of acquired knowledge. Great as many of those

names are, I wish here to place on record my own sense of gratitude

to Darboux and to his work. My tribute of homage is gladly

rendered in this year, the jubilee of his doctorate at Paris.

For valuable help given to me in many ways during the revision

of the proof-sheets, as well as for suggestions and criticisms that

proved useful to me, I tender my most cordial thanks to my

friend Mr K. A. Herman, Fellow and Lecturer of Trinity College

Cambridge, and University Lecturer in Mathematics.

Finally, in past years and on other occasions, it has been my
good fortune to receive the unfailing assistance of the staff of the

University Press at Cambridge. On this occasion, their assistance

has been forthcoming in the same generous and unstinted measure

as before. To them, as only is their due, my thanks once more are

given.

A. R F.

February, 1912.

The present issue is nearly an exact reprint of the original

issue ; the few changes in the volume could not justify a claim

that it is a new edition.

A. K F.

Imperial College op Science

AND Technology, S.W.

November, 1919.
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SYMBOLS USED, AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE.

The following list of symbols has been framed for convenience of reference. The

meanings assigned are those which are most frequently used ; they are given in the

definitions on the respective pages indicated by the numbers. It should be understood,

however, that other meanings are occasionally and temporarily assigned^ to them ; and it

will be found that some symbols, such as those which have a significance limited to a

special investigation, are not included.

A Innary form connected with the curvature of a normal section, 191.

A magnitude for a ruled surface, 381.

A,B,C =EM- FL, EN- GL, FN- GM, 96.

J, B, (7, F, 6', H quantities connected with triply orthogonal systems, 433.

a, a', a" direction -cosines of the tangent to a skew curve, 20.

a, 6, c parameters of plane or spherical lines of curvature, 311.

a, b, c direction-cosines of generator of a ruled surface, 381.

a, b, b', c quantities connected with a rectilinear congruence, 476.

B magnitude for a ruled surface, 381.

B,B' [B= d({>/dn = {A (^)}i], covariants, 220, 23 1

.

b, b', b" direction-cosines of the principal normal to a skew curve, 20.

c, c', c" direction-cosines of the binormal to a skew curve, 20.

I) multiplier connected with geodesic polar coordinates, 90,

D magnitude for a ruled surface, 381.

D, Biy Di quantities in the equations of geodesies, 191.

i?) F, G fundamental magnitudes of the fii'st order for a surface, 33.

E, F, G fundamental magnitudes of first order for first sheet of ceutro-surface,

111.

E', F', G' fundamental magnitudes of first order for second sheet of centro-

surface. 111.

(is excess-function in calculus of variations, 128.

e, /, g fundamental quantities for a spherical image, 2.55.

e, /, g quantities connected with a I'ectilinear congruence, 477.

/ a relative invariant, 211.

./i critical function for range of geodesies, 126.

(/, A) Jacobian magnitude in partial dift'erential equations, 176.

/=0, g= equations of congruences of curves, 468.

g multiplier connected with geodesic polar coordinates, 90.

H mean curvature of a surface at a point, 44.

H, H' measures of mean curvature for centro-surface, 112.

Hi, Z?2, Hi magnitudes for triply orthogonal surfaces, 411.
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h binary form connected with two curves on a surface, 231.

/«!, /i2) ^3 magnitudes for triply orthogonal surfaces, 410.

/ zero or unity, in connection with a binary form, 191.

/ an invariant connected with a curve, 218.

di — bi geodesic contingence of a curve on a surface, 150.

?',
,/ angles between geodesic and parametric curves, 149.

J Jacobian in a congruence, 471.

J binary form connected with a curve on a surface, 231.

J, J\ J" three binary forms connected with a curve, 218, 219, 230.

J Jacobian for two sets of parametric variables, 205.

K specific (or Gauss measure of) curvature of a surface at a point, 44.

K, K' measures of specific curvature for centro-surface, 112.

J parameter of plane or spherical lines of curvature, 311.

^1 , h focal lengths along a ray, 481.

X, J/, N fundamental magnitudes of the second order for a surface, 38.

L, M, N fundamental magnitudes of second order for first sheet of centro-surface,

112.

L', M', N' fundamental magnitudes of second order for second sheet of centro-

surface, 112.

direction-cosines of binomial of a skew curve, 5.

derivatives of magnitudes of first order for a surface, 45.

shortest distance between two consecutive rays in a congruence, 478.

I, m,
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t parameter along a curve, 2.

-T- differentiation along a geodesic tangent to a curve on a surface, 224.

t, ti , t-i distances along a ray, 479, 480.

M length along generator of ruled surface, 381.

u parameter of plane or spherical lines of curvature, 311.

u, vl binary forms connected with a curve, 230.

M^n double-suffix notation for derivatives, 211.

Ml, M2) '?^3> ••• derivatives of ?(, 410.

M, V, w parameters of triply orthogonal surfaces, 410.

M, V Weierstrass parameters for minimal surface, 281, 292 foot-note.

[«, v\ connected with Lame relations, 420.

{«, w} connected with Lame relations, 420.

w, V parameters of nul lines (symmetric variables) on a surface, 77 ; or lines

of curvature, 94.

V = {EO - F'^)i, a magnitude of the first order for a surface, 34.

V a fundamental quantity for a spherical image, 258.

V, v' binary forms connected with a curve on a surface, 231.

W binary form connected with lines of curvature, 191.

IV binary form connected with two curves, 230.

w a complex variable in a relation F{v.', z) = 0, 239.

W2, w^i wi', W3 four binary forms connected with a curve, 218.

x', x", ... derivatives along a curve with regard to the arc, 2.

Xi, X2, ^11, ... derivatives with regard to parameters, 33.

Xi, X2, X3, ... derivatives of x, 410.

X, F, Z direction-cosines of the normal to a surface, 36, 472, coordinates in

spherical image, 255, tangential coordinates, 261.

X, Y, Z (sometimes) functions o{ x alone, oi 1/ alone, of 2 alone.

X, Y, Z direction-cosines of a ray in a congruence, 476, 485.

X,Y,Z ^

X', Y', Z' I elements for infinitesimal deformation of a surface, 395, 397.

Z" )

.V, 3/, z coordinates of a point on a curve or a surface.

^o> ^oj ^0 point on an adjoint minimal surface, 299.

z, Zq { = x+ ii/, x — iy) conjugate complex variables in a plane, 237.

a radius of curvature of siu-face along one line of curvature, p= constant,

65.

a, ^, y direction-angles of the tangent to a skew curve, 17.

a, ji}, 7, S, e derived magnitudes of the fourth order for a surface, 58.

/3 radius of curvature of surface along one line of curvature, g'= constant,

65.

r, r', r" quantities connected with magnitudes of first order for a surface, 46.

y radius of geodesic cm'vature of any curve, 150, 193.
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y, y, y quantities connected with fundamental quantities for a spherical image,

260.

•y', y" radii of geodesic curvature of parametric curves, 151.

A, A', A" quantities connected with magnitudes of first order for a surface, 46.

A0 Beltrami's first difierential parameter, 165.

Ao ((^) Beltrami's second difierential parameter, 208.

V binary form connected with two curves, 230.

A (<^, >//) a covariant intermediate to two curves, 207.

S, h' two binary forms connected with a curve, 218.

S, S',
5" quantities connected with fundamental quantities for a spherical image,

260.

c?f angle of contingence of a skew curve, 4.

e =(^(^2'^-2i^0i02+ G^<^i2)i, 154.

6 angle between tangent to a cm-ve on a surface and a line of curvature,

193.

6 inclination of generator of ruled surface to directrix curve, 381.

{t, ^o) critical function for range of geodesies, 127.

A binary form connected with two curves on a surface, 231,

X quantity of first order when a surface is referred to its nul lines, 81.

X angle at which two curves intersect, 231.

X parameter of plane or spherical lines of curvature, 315.

A, A', A", A'" quantities connected with derived magnitudes of the third order for a

surface, 60.

X, X', \", X" quantities connected with derived magnitudes of the third order for a

surface, 60.

X, /i, V direction-angles of the binormal to a skew curve, 17.

|Li, /i', /x" derivatives of fundamental quantities for a spherical image, 260.

I/, v\ v" derivatives of fundamental quantities for a spherical image, 260.

|, x), f direction-angles of the principal normal to a skew curve, 17.

^, /;, f centre of curvature on first sheet of centro-surface, 109.

I', r;', f centre of curvature on second sheet of centro-surface, 109.

^(jt), j), T] {p,q) quantities in infinitesimal transformation, 211.

p radius of circular curvature of a skew curve, 4, of a curve on a surface,

193.

p radius of curvature of a normal section of a surface, 41.

p' radius of curvature of normal section of a sm'face, 152, 193.

p" radius of curvature of a second normal section of a surface, 231.

p, p', p", p'" quantities connected with derived magnitudes of the third order for a

surface, 60.

a radius of torsion of a skew curve, 5, of a curve on a surface, 193.

(r\ tr" radius of torsion of geodesic tangent, 193, 231.

dr angle of torsion of a skew curve, 5.

rh' angle of torsion of geodesic tangent to a curve, 155.

V parameter of plane or spherical lines of curvature, 315.
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« quantity connected with geodesies, 192.

^ azimuth of point on a surface of revolution, 133.

<P central function in "Weingarten deformations, 402.

<f>= i> family of geodesic parallels, 166.

(Py 9)= <^ equation of curve on surface, 34, 195, 211.

* (<^, V') a covariant intermediate to two curves, 208.

, 80 ,y=^ = c family of geodesies, 167.

^X angle of screw curvature of a skew curve, 12.

Q binary cubic connected with variation of curvatm-e, 193.

a> angle between parametric curves on a surface, 34.

ra- inclination of principal normal of curve on a surface to normal of the
surface, 152, 193.

^' ^Qgle between parametric curves in a spherical image, 258.





CHAPTER I.

Curves in Space.

Ajiong the books to be consulted on the matter of this chapter, one is the classical

treatise by Monge, Applications de Vanalyse a la geometrie ; the most useful edition is that

by Liouville (1850), which also contains the famous memoir by Gauss on the general

theory of surfaces, as well as various Notes by Liouville, Serret, and others.

The portions of Darboux's great treatise*, Theone gemrale des surfaces, that should be

consulted, are the first four chapters of the first volume and Xote iv appended to the

fourth volume. Of Bianchi's treatise t, Lezioni di geometria diferenziale, which also is

excellent, the first chapter will repay reference in the present connection.

This chapter deals solely with real curves in space. Certain imaginary curves in

space (such as miiiihial or nul lines, and some curves of constant torsion) have important

relations with real surfaces. The consideration of such curves, other than nul lines,

belongs to a discussion of differential geometry more extensive than is here possible ; but

nul lines will be considered later (§§ 55—59) in connection with surfaces.

1. Curves in space, when they are not plane, are called skew, or twisted,

or curves of double curvature (of flexion or circular curvature, and of torsion);

when an epithet is necessary, the word skew will be used.

Skew curves occur in various manners. The two simplest of these modes

arise by analytical definition and by the expression of organic properties.

When a curve is defined analytically, the coordinates of a current point

are usually expressed in terms of a variable parameter. Sometimes an

equivalent (but more cumbrous) definition is aliopted when the curve is

the whole, or a part, of the intersection of two surfaces ; it is then given

by combining the equations of the surfaces.

When a curve is defined by an organic property, that property is often

relative to some surface upon which the curve lies. Thus lines of curvature,

asymptotic lines, geodesies, are families of curves, characterised by their

respective relations to the surfaces on which they exist. Consequently it is

necessary to deal with surfaces in general, before the adequate expressions

for curves defined by organic properties can be obtained ; only the elements

of the general theory are required for the purpose.

* It will usually be cited as Theorie geiierale or as Darhoux.

t It will usually be cited as Geometria dljf'erenziale or as Bianchi ; the references will be to

the second (Italian) edition.

F. 1



2 LINES AND PLANES [CH. I

We shall be concerned with intrinsic properties of curves and of surfaces,

almost without exception. The position in space, and the orientation, of

curves and of surfaces retain in this theory nothing of the significance and
the importance that usually belong to them in algebraic geometry. The
properties and relations are obtained by means of the diflferential coefficients

of the magnitudes connected with the curves and the surfaces ; hence the

subject is often called differential geometry.

Moreover, except in rare instances, we shall avoid singular points of all

kinds on curves and surfaces, and also singular lines on surfaces, in spite of

their importance in other branches of geometry and in the theory of

algebraic functions. Our purpose is the formulation of the fundamental

properties of the curves and surfaces within a range of the geometrical

configuration that is devoid of singularities.

Principal Lines and Planes of a Curve.

2. Let the coordinates of a current point on a skew curve be expressed

in terms of a parameter t in the form

x = x{t), y = y{t), z = z{t).

As we are dealing with an ordinary range of the curve, the functions x{i),

y{t),z{t) are taken to be regular throughout the range of the parameter;

and we assume the positive direction of currency along the curve to be that

which is given by increasing values of t

The arc measured along the curve from some fixed point is denoted by s
;

we have

ds_{/dx^ /chjY- f^Yl^
Jt~\\di) '^KdiJ ^\dij\ '

where the positive sign is taken for the square root. Occasionally the arc s

is the dependent variable in an investigation ; then it is usually convenient

to keep s a function of t. Otherwise, there is convenience in making the

arc s the actual parameter ; in all such cases, we denote the first derivatives

of X, y, z by x
, y , z ; and similarly for derivatives of higher orders. Clearly

x- + y'- + z''- = 1.

If ^, 7), ^ are the coordinates of a point Q on the curve, whose arc-distance

from P is u, then

^ = X + ux + \u-x" + ^li^x" + . .

.

'

7? = 2/ + uy' + luiy" + lu'y"' +.

^ = z + uz' + ^U'z" -+- \u^z" +. . .

)

where the coefficients of the powers of u are the values of the derivatives at P.
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3. The tangent is the limiting position of a secant thi'ough P and a

consecutive point ; hence the equations of the tangent are

X—x_Y—y Z—z
X ~ xj ~ z' '

where X, F, Z are current coordinates along the line. The direction-cosines

of the tangent at P are x'
, y\ z; the positive direction of the tangent is taken

to be that in which s and t increase.

The plane through P perpendicular to the tangent at P is the normal

•plane; its equation is

{X - x) x' + (Y-ij)y' + {Z- z) z = 0.

Every line passing through P in this plane is a normal to the curve.

Any number of planes pass through the tangent at P; their general

equation is

{X-x)l^{Y-y)m +{Z-z)7i = 0,

with the condition

Ix' + my' + nz' = 0.

The osculating plane at P is defined as the one of these planes through the

tangent at P which also contains the tangent at a consecutive point; as

the direction-cosines of this consecutive tangent are proportional to

X + ux" + ..., y' + uy" 4- . . .
, z + uz" -I- . . .

,

we have, for the osculating plane,

I {x 4- ux" +...) + 771 {y + uy" +...) + „(/ + uz" +...) = 0,

that is, using Ix + my' + nz' = 0, we have

Ix" -h my" + nz" =

in the limit. Hence the equation of the osculating plane is

X — X, Y — y, Z — z =0.

x' , y' , z'
I

x"
,

y"
, z"

I

As the tangent at P is the limiting position of a secant through P and a

consecutive point P', and the tangent at P' is the limiting position of

a secant through P' and another consecutive point P", the osculating plane

at P is the limiting position of a plane through P and two consecutive

points. Three points usually suffice to determine a plane uniquely ; and so

the osculating plane at P is the plane which, of all the planes through P,

has the closest contact with the curve. Moreover, through three points a

unique circle can be drawn ; hence, lying in the osculating plane, there is a

circle which is the limiting position of the circle through P and two points

on the curve consecutive to P. It is sometimes called the osculating circle

;

its radius is definite in position and magnitude, and is called the radius of

circular curvature (sometimes the radius of flexion, sometimes the radius of

1—2
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curvature simply), while the curvature of the circle is called the circular

curvature of the curve (sometimes the flexion, sometimes the curvature

simply).

It is easy to see that the intersection of two consecutive osculating planes

is a tangent to the curve.

4. Among the normals at P to the curve, there is one which lies in

the osculating plane ; it is called the principal normal. The centre of

circular curvature lies on this principal normal, and is the intersection of

two consecutive normal planes and the osculating plane ; hence it is

given by

{^ - x) x -\- {7} - y) y' -\- {i;- z) z = 0,

(^ - x) x" + {v-y) y" + (^ - -2^) z" = x"" + %}'- + z- = 1,

(f - ^) (/^" - ^Y') + (^ - y) (^V' - x^z") + (r- ^) {x'y" - yV) = 0.

It follows that

^-x ^ y)-y ^ ^-z ^ 1
.

x" y" z" x"-' + y"-' + z"-''

and therefore, denoting the radius of circular curvature by p, so that

we have

\ = x'^ + y''^^z'\
P

We select the positive sign for {x"- + y"^ + z"-)~ '-^ as giving the value of p.

The positive direction of the principal normal is taken as towards the centre

of curvature from the point on the curve ; and therefore the direction-cosines

of the principal normal are px", py", pz".

Further, let cle be the angle between two consecutive tangents at P and

P', and let ds denote the arc PP'. Then

l_de

P ds

'

so that

The angle de, being the angle between consecutive tangents, is sometimes

called the angle of contingence; and the circular curvature is sometimes called

the curvature of contingence.

5. Among the normals at P to the curve, there is one which is perpen-

dicular to the osculating plane ; as it is perpendicular to two consecutive

tangents, it is called the binormal. The equations of the binomial at P are

X-x Y-y Z-z
y'zf' - z'y" z'x" - x'z" x'y" - y'x'

." >
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and its direction-cosines are

±p{yz -zy ), ±p{zx -o:z ), ±p{xy -yx ).

The direction-cosines of any line are customarily taken to be the direction-

cosines of its positive direction. For the tangent and for the principal normal,

these have been settled ; the binormal is merely perpendicular to the

osculating plane, and so the choice between the two possibilities for the

positive direction is a matter of convention. We shall choose the positive

direction of the binormal so that the positive direction of the tangent PT,

the positive direction of the principal normal PN (the curve being concave

to JV), and the binormal PB, stand to one another in the same way as do

the coordinate axes Ox, Oy, Oz in the usual rectangular configuration ; and

then the direction-cosines of the binormal are

p {y'z" - z'y"), p (^'^" - ^'^"), p i^'y" - y'^")-

The figure formed by the three lines and the three planes is called the

trihedron of the curve at P (sometimes the principal trihedron, sometimes

the mo\dng trihedron) ; and the lines are sometimes called the principal axes

or lines of the curve at the point.

6. The angle of torsion is the angle between consecutive osculating

planes or between consecutive binomials. If this angle be denoted by dr,

the quantity drjds measures the rate per unit of arc at which the

osculating plane turns round the tangent. It is usually denoted by la,

so that

\_dT
<r~ ds'

and cr is usually called the radius of torsion, while 1/a is often called the

curvature of torsion, or simply the torsion. But there is no circle of torsion

associated with the curve in the same kind of way as the circle of curvature

;

the radius of torsion is devoid of direction, though the torsion itself has

a sign that will be used (§ 9) with the foregoing convention. If I, m, n be

the direction-cosines of the binormal at P, and I + dl, m + dm, n + dn be

those of the consecutive binormal, then

that is

Now

sin- c?T = 2 [m {n + dn) — n (m + dm)]'-,

- = -^= [{mn' - m'n)- -f- {nV - nl)- + {Ini - I'mff

m = p {z'x" - x'z"), vi' = p izx" - x'z'") + p {z'x" - x'z"),

n = p (x'y" - y'x"), n = p {x'f - y'x") -h p {o:y" - yx')

;
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hence
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i' - m'>i= p^ {(z'x" - x'z") {x'y'" - y'x'") - {x'y" - y'x") {zx"' - x'z'")]

= p-x X
, y ,

z

x" , ij" , z"

X , y ', z"

Similarly for the other two quantities in the expression for Ija. Substituting,

and taking the positive sign for the square root, we have

p^a

^", y", z"

x"\ y"\ z'"

thus leading to an expression for the torsion.

Also, as IV -\- mm + nn' = 0, we have

a
Now

l' = piy'z"'-z'y"')^-p{y'z"-zfy"),

and so for the others ; substituting, and evaluating, we have

1 1 n'2
--„ = p' {x"'^ + y'"-^ + z'"^-) - -, - ^ ,

o-- p- p-

another expression for a, which will be deduced otherwise in another

connection.

7. These particular results as regards the expressions for de. and dr,

and other results specially relating to inclinations of lines organically related

to any curve, can be obtained by the use of the spherical indicatrix. Through
the centre of a sphere of radius unity, let a radius be drawn parallel to a

line whose direction-cosines are a, ^, y ; the extremity of the radius can be

regarded as representing the line. Thus, corresponding to all the tangents

of the curve, there will exist a continuous curve upon the sphere which

consequently provides an image of the sheaf of tangents.

Let another radius be drawn parallel to a consecutive line whose

direction-cosines are a + da, ^ + d^, y + dy. The angle between this line,

and the line that has a, /3, 7 for its direction-cosines, is equal to the length

of the arc between the representative points on the spherical indicatrix
;

hence it is equal to

[{d<xr^{d^f + {dyy]^.

Thus the angle of contingence is

= {{dx'f + {dyy-v{dzy]^

= {x"' + y"' + z"'-)^ ds
;
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and the angle of torsion is

= {{diy + (dmr- + (dny}i

= {{mn' — nin)- + {nV — niy + {Im — I'mYY ds,

as above.

8. Through the circle of curvature at P, any number of spheres can be

drawn ; their centres lie on a straight line, through the centre of curvature

at P and perpendicular to the osculating plane ; and each of the spheres

contains the three consecutive points which determine the circle of curvature.

A sphere is, in general, uniquely determined by four points ; hence, when we
choose that one of the spheres which passes through four consecutive points

on the curve, we have the sphere which has the closest contact with the

curve. It is called the sphere of curvature ; its centre is called the centre

of spherical curvature ; and its radius is the radius of spherical curvature.

Let Xo, Fo) Zq be the centre of the sphere of curvature, and R its radius

;

then the equation

(Z - X,Y + ( F - Y,r + {Z- Z,y = R^

must be satisfied at P and at three points consecutive to P. Thus

(x - x„)2 +(ij- Y,y +{z- z,y = E^

(cc-Xo)a;' +(,j-Yo)i/' ^{z-Z,)z' =0,

{x-X,)x'^{y-Y,)y" + (z - Z,) 2" =^-x'' -y' - z' = - 1,

{w - Xo) x" + (y- Fo) 2/"' + (2- 2o) z" = - x'x" - y'y" - z'z" = 0.

From the last three equations, we have

{x - Xo)

that is,

and similarly

x\
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because

Again,

SPHERE OF CURVATURE

x'x" + y'y" + z'z" = 0,

x'x'" + y'y'" + z'z"' = - x"^ - y""- - z''

[CH. I

--W

pV^
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The normal distance of the point Q on the curve from the sphere of

curvature at P being n, we have

(R + ny = (f - x\r + {v- Y,y + (r- z,y.

Retaining only the lowest power of n, and the lowest power of u that is

significant, we find

2Rn = yV^^V>

where

fi = p-

X , y

x"", y""

Denoting this determinant by D, we have

y ,
z- Vp"

D
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taken as axes of reference, the most important terms* in the expressions for

the coordinates of Q are

^ 1 w^ 1 p' 1 w^ 1 p' .1 w'

b p- 8 p"* 2 p b p^ b per

When <T is positive, the current point of the curve passes at P from the

negative to the positive side of the osculating plane ; when a is negative,

the passage of the current point is from the positive to the negative side of

that plane.

Routh's Diagram.

10. The association of the kinematics of a rigid system with geometry

is of ancient occurrence ; and it has been much used by writers on geometry,

very specially by Darbouxf. A simple and effective use of the notion in

discussing the properties of skew curves has been made by Routh;]:.

In the accompanying figure, drawn for the case of positive torsion,

PT, PN, PB are the tangent, the principal normal, and the binomial, of a

curve at a point P, so that BPN is the normal plane, TPN is the osculating

plane, and TPB is the rectifying plane ; G is the centre of circular curva-

ture, and S is the centre of spherical curvature, so that CS is perpendicular

to the osculating plane TPN. The principal normal at a consecutive point

Q distant ds from P is QG\ which does not meet PC because it lies in the

consecutive osculating plane at Q ; the centre of circular curvature at Q is

C ; and PQC is the osculating plane at Q. The centre of spherical curvature

at Q is S'; so that G'S', which is the intersection of two consecutive normal

planes at Q (and therefore passes through S, the intersection of three

consecutive normal planes at P), is perpendicular to the plane PQG'; thus

S, C, G, P lie on a circle, for both the angles SGP and SG'P are right.

Then
PG=p, QG' = p + dp=PG', KG' = dp,

neglecting powers of small quantities higher than those retained. Also

de = angle of contingence

= inclination of the consecutive normal planes SG'P, SG'Q

= angle PG'Q,
and

dr = angle of torsion

= inclination of the consecutive osculating planes GPQ, G'PQ

= angle GPG' = angle GSG'
;

* For higher terms, see Mathews, Quart. Joiirn. Math., vol. xxvi (189.3), pp. 27—30.

f It is made fundamental in his treatment of the subject : see, passim, his treatise Theorie

generale.

+ Quart. Journ. Math., vol. vii (1866), pp. 37—44.
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and therefore

DIAGRAM 11

KG = pdr = pds/a,

OS = KC/angle CSC = dp/dr = ap'.

Further, PS = R, so that

R' = PC+CS' = p'- + a-p'',

tan GPS = ap'/p.

IB

while

Again, as regards the locus of S, we have

dE = its angle of contingence

= CSG' = dr,

dT = its angle of torsion

= inclination of GSG' (a normal plane) to the consecutive normal plane

= de.

Further, taking SY parallel to GP and PM parallel to G'S\ we have

Y'M = S'C' -SG= variation of SG =^ dr,
ar-

SS' = S'G' - SG' = S'G' -SG + SG -SG' = ^dT+ GK
dr^

= ©+?)<«-;
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and therefore, for the locus of S,

the radius of circular curvature {pi) = p + -r^ ,

the radius of torsion (a-j) = - f p + j~) .

11. The use of the diagram can be developed. Thus PC and QC do not

intersect ; so the principal normals of the curve have no envelope. Let dc

be the arc-element of the locus of C ; then

(dcy = (CKy + {G'Kf = (pdry + (dpy = r^ (dry,

so that

'dc\- _R' _p''

dsJ ~ 0-2 ~ <r- ^
'

while, if ^ denotes the inclination of the tangent CC to the principal normal

at P (being equal to the angle CSP), we have

cot
(f>
= arp Ip.

Next, denoting by c?;^ the angle between PC and QC, we have, from the

spherical indicatrix,

dx==[{dey + {dry]^,

and so

ds \p^ a^J

a magnitude sometimes called the screw curvature of the curve at the point.

12. Two consecutive normal planes at P intersect in the line CS, which

is called the polar line. The plane TPB, perpendicular to the principal

normal PC, is called the rectifying plane; it contains the binomial PB, but

two consecutive rectifying planes do not intersect in the binomial. Their

intersection, a line PR through P, is called the rectifying line; it can be

obtained as follows. The equations of QC, the radius of curvature at Q, are

X-ds ^Y^ Z
-de 1 dr'

and therefore the equation of the rectifying plane at Q, which is perpendicular

to QC, is

- (Z - ds) d6+Y+ Zdr = 0.

Where this plane cuts l'=0, the rectifying plane at P, we have

- (Z - ds) de + Zdr = 0,

or, ultimately,

-Xde^-Zdr=^0;

hence the equations of the rectifying line PR are

r=0, Z=Xde/dr = X(T/p.

Thus the inclination of PR to the binormal is tan"' (pjcr).
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Associated Developables.

13. The equation of any plane, organically connected with a skew curve,

contains a single parameter ; the envelope of the planes is therefore a develop-

able surface. Among these, the most interesting are the envelopes of the

principal planes of the curve.

On the surface, which is the envelope of the osculating planes, the original

curve is the edge of regression (or cuspidal locus). To the consideration of

this developable we shall return in § 16.

The envelope of the normal plane is called* the polar developable. Its

equation is obtained by eliminating the parameter between

(X-x)x' +(Y-y)y' +(Z-z)z' =0,

{X-w)x" + {Y-y)y" + {Z-z)z" = aj''' + f- + 2'-^=l.

When these equations are taken together, without elimination of the variable,

they are the equations of the polar line ; they can be changed into the

form
X-(a; + p^x") ^ Y-(y + pY) _ Z-{z + p'-z")

• y'z" — z'y" z'x" — x'z" ~ x'y" — y'x"
'

verifying the property that it passes through the centre of circular cur-

vature and is perpendicular to the osculating plane ; and any point on it

is a pole of the circle of curvature. Moreover, being the intersection of two

consecutive planes which are tangent planes to the polar developable, the

polar line is a generator of that surface.

The edge of regression of the polar developable is the locus of the centres

of spherical curvature ; and therefore (by § 8) its equations are

X-x ^ Y-y _ Z-z _ _ ^
' rii I III / III I III / /// / /// — P O".

y z — zy z X — X z x y — y x
'^

Also, the osculating plane of the edge of regression at X, Y, Z is the normal

plane of the original curve at x, y, z; and the normal plane of the edge

of regression at X, Y, Z is parallel to the osculating plane of the original

curve at x, y, z.

14. The envelope of the rectifying plane TPB is usually called the

rectifying developable.

The reason for using the epithet arises from an intrinsic property of the

surface. The principal normal of the original curve is PX, perpendicular to

the plane TFB, and therefore coinciding with the normal to the rectifying

developable ; hence the original curve is a geodesic (a line of shortest

distance) upon the surface. When a surface is deformed without stretching

* The names of the various surfaces were assigned by Mouge, Applications de I'analijse a la

geovietrie (1795), quoted on p. 1.
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or tearing, there is no change in the length of any portion of any curve

;

when a developable surface is developed into a plane, every geodesic becomes

a straight line. Thus, when the rectifying developable is developed into

a plane, the original curve becomes a straight line ; hence the name of

the surface.

The equation of the surface can be obtained by eliminating the parameter

between the equations

(X-a;)x" +{Y-y)f +{Z-z)z" =0,

{X - x) x'" + ( F- y) xj" + {Z-z) z"' = x'x" + y'y" + z'z" = 0.

When these equations are taken together, without elimination of the variable,

they are the equations of the rectifying line through P. They can be taken

in the equivalent form

X-x Y-y Z-z

Since

'/ /// /' itr II III II III II III II III

y z — z y z X — x z x y — y x

{y"z"' - z"y"J 4- {z"x"' - x"z"J + {a^'y" - y"x"J

= (x"-' 4- y"' + z"") (x"' + y'"-' + z'"^) - (x"x"' + y"y"' + z"z"y

p^ + a-

the cosine of the inclination of the rectifying line to the tangent is

p'cr

ip' + a^y

X , y , z

II II II

X , y , z

„'" „ /" "X , y , z

which is equal to p (p- + o") -, agreeing with a former result.

The edge of regression of the rectifying developable is given by the

equations

{X-x)x" +{Y-y)y" +{Z-z)z" =0,

{X-x)x" +(Y-y)y"' +(Z-z)z"' = x'x" +y'y" +zz" =0,

{X - x) x"" + (F- 2/)
y"" + (Z-z) z"" = afx'" + y'y"' + z'z"' = - l/p^

;

and therefore the point corresponding to P is given by

X-x ^J-y Z-z __ 1
... ..-.n- .. ... ...... ^.._____,

// III II II' II III II 'II II III II III

y z — z y z X — X z x y — y x

where E is the determinant

X
,
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The value of E can be found in the same way as the value of D in § 9.

We have

^ I till
'S* " ""

S^ 11 IIIZx X

X ^

•S^ III /,

2.x X

When the values of the constituents in this determinant are substituted, we
find*

E

15. The rectifying developable can be usedf to determine curves the

ratio of whose curvatures is a knoiun variablel function of the arc.

Take any such curve, and construct its rectifying developable. The

curve is a geodesic upon this surface and cuts the rectifying line at an

angle -»/r, where

p = a cot a/^,

while the rectifying line is a generator of the developable.

Now suppose the surface developed into a plane. The assumed curve

remains a geodesic and so becomes a straight line ; take this straight line

for the axis of x. The edge of regression becomes a curve in the plane

;

and the tangents to this curve are the developed

tangents to the edge of regression, that is, are the

developed rectifying lines. Let the initial point for

measuring the arc along the assumed curve be taken

as origin; let this be ^, let P be the current point,

and let {x, y) be the point R on the developed

edge of regression where the rectifying line at P
touches the curve. Then for the plane curve, we

have
dyjdx =

J)
= tan -v/r,

and for the distance s (which is AF) we have

V
s = x—^.

P
But along the curve, we are to have ajp equal to some given variable function

of 5- ; let this be expressed by the relation

* The value also cau be obtained from the Eouth diagram (p. 11), by noting that the distance,

ds cos i
from P along PR, of the point on the edge of regression is -——- , where i, =tan~i (p/cr),

di

is the inclination of the rectifying line to the binormal.

t Pirondini, Crelle, t. cix (1893), p. 238, Ann. di Mat., 2^ Ser. t. xix (1892), p. 213.

X The case when the ratio is constant is treated in a different manner: see § 20, post.
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Then the plane curve into which the edge of regression has been developed

satisfies the equation

p

The primitive of this Clairaut equation is

y = cx — cG (c),

giving the aggregate of tangents ; and the singular solution, being their

envelope, is given by the equations

y = ex — cG (c) 1

0^x-G{c)-cG'{c)\
'

which thus is the equation of the developed edge of regression. Hence we

have the result :

—

To construct skeiu curves satisfying the relation s = G {crip), form the -plane

curve

x=G{c)-\- cG' (c), y = c'^G' (c)

;

bend the plane about the tangents to this curve, according to any assigned

laiu, so as to form a developable surface ; tiie original aocis of x in the plane

becomes, on the developable surface, a skew curve having the required property.

16. The oscidating developable is the envelope of the osculating plane

of the curve. Its generators are the tangents to the curve ; and its edge

of regression is the curve itself

This property suggests another method of analytical definition of a curve

in which the initial element is not a point of the curve as in the preceding

investigations, but is the variable osculating plane. This method was adopted

by Serret*, who has deduced by its means a number of results. The equation

of the osculating plane is taken in the form

2=zpa; + qy — u,

where p and q are functions of the single parameter u. The envelope is, of

course, a developable surface ; its generators are given by the equations

2 =px +qy — ul

= p'x + q'y — ij

which thus are the equations of the tangent to the curve; and its edge

of regression is given by the equations

z = px + qy —u\

= p'x + <iy
— 1

Q=p"x -[ (fy

* Llouvillc's Journal, t. xiii (1S48), p. 353.
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Thus the current point on the curve is given by the equations

^ _ y _ z + u __ 1

Let
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with the convention already adopted (§ 5), whereby these lines could be

displaced into coincidence with a set of coordinate axes without changing

the sense of any line*. Then

cos a, cos /8, cos 7 = 1

;

cos 1^, cos 77, cos ^

cos \, cos iJb, cos V

and each constituent of the determinant is equal to its minor. Also

cos a, cos ^, cos \ are the direction-cosines of the axis of x,

cos /3, cos 77, cos /A „ ,, „ „ y,

cos 7, cos ^, cos V „ „ „ „ z,

when the principal lines of the curve are taken as the axes of reference. Now

cos a — X, cos ^ = px"

;

hence
d cos a _ cos ^

Pels

together with two similar relations for the derivatives of the other two

direction-cosines of the tangent. Again, we have

cos a cos X + cos /3 cos /x + cos 7 cos v = 0,

so that, because
cos ^ cos A. + cos 77 cos /jb + cos ^ cos V = 0,

it follows that

d cos A, ^d cos a d cos v .

cos a —J 1- cos p—^j^
1- cos 7 , = U.

Also

hence

that is.

cosX

ds

d cosX

ds
+ cos /U,

ds

d cos /Lt

-F COS V

ds

d COS V

ds
= 0;

rf COS X

ds cos /x COS 7 — cos y cos /3

1 c^ cos X Id cos /A 1 c^ cos v
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SO that

(T

hence
d cos \ _ cos f

ds a
'

together with two similar relations for the derivatives of the other two

direction-cosines of the binormal. Further,

cos ^ = cos fjb cos 7 — cos V cos /3,

and therefore

d cos f d cos 7 c? cos B d cos li ^d cos y—^^— = cos fjb
—

-, cos V —-, 1- cos 7—=

—

~ — cos B—=

—

ds ds ds ' ds ds

= - (cos /i cos ^ — cos V cos 77) (cos 7 cos n — cos ;5 cos ^)

cos a cos X,= +
,

P '^

together with two similar relations for the derivatives of the other two
direction-cosines of the principal normal.

These are the Serret-Frenet formulw satisfied by the derivatives of the

direction-cosines of the principal lines. They are taken by Darboux in the

form *

da _b db _ c a dc b

ds p' ds cr p' ds a'

Particular sets of simultaneous solutions of these equations are

a, b, c = cos a, cos ^, cos X,

a, b, c = cos /3, cos 77, cos p,,

a, b, c — cos 7, cos ^, cos v.

The complete resolution of the equations can be made to depend upon
that of a single equation. Letf

J
_a + ib

where i denotes V— 1 ; then

dl 1 fda . db\ a + ib dc
-7- +* ^ +

ds 1 — c \ds ds) (1 — cf ds

~ta ~p^~Ya'

* As compared with Darboux's earlier form, there is a change of the sign of cr (or of c), due
to the convention concerning the axes. But Darboux's later preference, Theorie geiierale, t. iv,

p. 428, is for the form here adopted.

t This combination of direction-cosines is of frequent use in differential geometry; its effec-

tive introduction appears to be due to Weierstrass, though it occurs earlier in the work of

Lagrange and of Gauss on the conformal representation of a spherical surface upon a plane.

2—2
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which is an equation for I of the Riccati form *, when p and a- are regarded as

known functions of s. When I is known, however it has been obtained, the

complex quantity conjugate to I is known ; hence, writing

J
_a + lb \ _a — ih

1 — c m 1 —

c

we have
1 — hn , . 1 + Im I + in

a = , G = t -.
, c = -.

.

I — m i — HI I — m

18. These Frenet-Serret formulae can be obtained by another processf,

which is based directly upon their significance in relation to the curvature

and the tortuosity.

We take the direction-cosines of the principal lines at a point according

to the tableau

( a, a', a" ).

b, b', b'

c, c', c"

The direction-cosines of the principal lines at a consecutive point, referred to

the principal lines at the original point, are given by

1 , de , , for the tangent,

-de, 1 , dr, „ „ principal normal,

,
— fZr, 1

, „ „ binomial.

Hence

and therefore

a + da = a + hde,

b + db = — ade + b + cdr,

c + dc= — bdr -h c
;

da __b db _ c a dc _ b

ds p' ds a p' ds a'

with similar relations between a, b', c; and a", b", c".

These relations are of fundamental importance in the theory of skew

curves. The present process of establishing them is independent of the

earlier analysis ; and so they can be used to obtain, easily, many of the results

already given. Thus
_dx , _dy „ _dz

""^'ds' " ^Ts' "^ "ds'
and therefore

, d'-x „ ,, d'^i/ „ j„ d-z „
b = p^=px, b=p^^=py. b =P^.=P^,

* For some of the properties of this equation, see my Treatise on Differential Equations,

(3rd ed.), § 110.

t I am indebted to Mr R. A. Herman for this process.
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SO that

Similarly

x" = -
ds'^ ds \pj p \a- p

and so for y'" and /"; thus

21

p' {x"' + y"' + z"') = 1.

d-a _ d /6\ _ 1 / c a\ h ,
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Hence

-J-
(cos a cos a' + cos ^ cos f + cos X cos X') = 0,

and therefore

cos a cos a' + cos ^ cos f + cos X. cos X,' = constant.

Now suppose the two curves so placed in space that the two respective

initial points from which the arcs are measured coincide ; and suppose the

two curves to be so orientated at that point that their principal lines coincide

there in direction. Then at the point we have Oo = a^, ^o = ^q, '^o = ^o'- and

so the constant is equal to unity at the point ; that is,

cos a cos a' + cos ^ cos |' 4- cos X cos \' = 1.

Also
cos^ a + cos- ^ + cos- \ = 1,

cos^ a'+ cos" ^' + cos- A,'= 1

;

hence
cos a = cos a, cos ^ = cos ^', cos X = cos X',

the first of which is

dx _ dx

ds ds

Similarly, we have
dy _ dy' dz _ dz'

ds ds ' ds ds
'

and therefore

a; — ic' = constant, 3/ — i/' = constant, 2^ — / = constant.

The initial point has the same coordinates for the two curves, so that each

of these constants is zero ; hence

x — x' = 0, y — y' = 0, z — z' = 0,

and therefore the two curves everywhere coincide. But the only changes

made in the second curve were in its position and its orientation in space

;

thus the two curves were originally the same, save for position and

orientation in space. Hence the proposition.

We can at once infer one result. iJt is known that both the curvatures

of a helix on a circular cylinder are constant ; hence every curve, which has

both its curvatures constant, is a helix on a circular cylinder.

More generally, it follows that all magnitudes, intrinsically belonging to

the curve, can be expressed in terms of p and o- and of their derivatives.

The main inference from the general proposition is that, for the intrinsic

and unique specification of a curve, we need to have the values of p and a given

as functions of s ; any complete equivalent of such data would also be needed,

if they were not provided ; and the data are sufficient. If then only a single

equation is given, of any form, between p, a, s, we must expect some arbitrary
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element to exist in the equations of the most general curve which satisfies

the condition implied by the single equation. In other words, we shall have

a family of curves : and a curve will be selected from the family by the

assignment of some special form to the arbitrary element.

Thus it has been seen that curves can be constructed satisfying an

equation s= G{(t/p). For the purpose, it is sufficient to have a family of

developable surfaces bound by the property that, when the surfaces are

developed, the edges of regression become one and the same curve in the

plane ; and the curves, satisfying the equation, are given by taking one curve

upon each member of the family of surfaces.

We shall now take a number of other examples* of this general result.

Curves having their Curvatures in a Constant Ratiof.

20. Let pla = k = tan A, suppose, where J. is a constant. The Serret-

Frenet equations now are

da _b dh _ a c _ — {a — ck) dc _ b _ bk

ds p' ds P cr p ' ds a p
'

which are linear in a, b, c ; hence

d . i

-r (a cos ^ — c sin ^ + ib) = (a cos A — c?,\nA-\- ib).
as pcosA^ '

Let

'ds[ds

i7'
u = sec A

P

so that u is a real quantity, being a function of 5 ; then

a cos A — c sin A +ib = Re~^^,

where R is an arbitrary constant. We must suppose that R is complex ; let

R^Pe-^\
where P and h are real ; then

a cos ^ — c sin J. + ib = Pg- '("+«).

Consequently

a cos A — cBmA — ib = Pg'(«+^)

;

and a- + 6- + c- = 1,

* The reader would do well to consider Darboux's treatment of these examples, and of others,

in his Theorie generale, t. i, §§ 6—12, 32—39.

t This is the one case not covered by the example in § 15. It appears to have been discussed

first by Puiseux, Liouville's Journal, t. vii (184:2), pp. 65—69. The analysis, which follows, is more

detailed than the treatment in Darboux and in Bianchi ; it is given so as to secure the most

explicit form of the analytical definition of the curves.
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Solving these three equations, we find

a cos A —c^\nA= P cos {u + h) = sin p cos {u + h)

— b = P sin (u + 8)= sinp sin (w + B)

asin J. + ccos^ = (1 — P^)^ =cos^

giving the values of a, b, c, the cosines of the inclinations of the three

principal lines to the axis of x.

Similarly, let ])' and B' be the constants of integration for a', b', c', and

p" and B" be the constants of integration for a", b", c", the respective cosines of

the inclinations of the three principal lines to the axis of y and the axis of z.

Then

a'cosJ. — c'sin-4 = sinp'cos('u + 8')
]

a"cos-4 — c'sin^l = sinp"cos(w + B")
'

— b' = sinp'sin(M + S') r
,

— 6" = sin ja" sin {u-\-B")

a'sin J. + c'cos^ = cos2)' / a"sin^ +c"cosJ. = cosj9"

The primitive of all the three sets of equations, in this form, apparently

involves six constants ; but they reduce to three. The three lines having

a, b, c; a, b', c ; a", b", c" ; for their direction-cosines are perpendicular

to one another ; the necessary conditions are satisfied by the relations

cot jo cot jL>' _ cot ;j' cotp" _ cotp" cotp _
cos (B — B') cos (B' — B") cos (B" — B)

To obtain the analytical definition of the curve, we note that

a = cos A sin p cos (u + B) + cos p sin A,

so that

X — a-,) = s cos p sin A + cos J. sin p I cos (u + B) ds,

and similarly

y — y^ = s cos p sin A + cos A sin jj' I cos {u + B') ds

z — Za = scosp" sinA +cos^sin^" I cos (ti + B")ds

where

A I'ds
sec A \ ~

,

P

and cCq, y^, z^ are arbitrary constants. The new arbitrary constants

a?o, 3/0 > ^0 affect the position of the curve in space: the surviving constants

S, B' , B" aff'ect its orientation.

There is nothing in the problem to limit the value of p. Hence it may

be taken to be an arbitrary function of s ; and so, for the range of variation of

this arbitrary function, we have a family of curves intrinsically distinct from

one another. But all the curves of the family have two properties in common.
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We have

a sin J. +ccos^ =cosp, a' sin J. +c'cosJ =cos^j', a"sin J. + c"cos^ = cos«";

hence
sin yl = a cos p + a cosp + a" cos p",

cos ^ = c cos p + c' cos p + c" cos p".

The first of these two relations shews that the tangent to the curve is at a
constant inclination ^-rr — A to the line whose direction-cosines are cos p,
cos 2), cosy (for S cos- ^ = 1), that is, to a fixed line; and the second shews
that the binormal is at a constant angle A to the same line. Moreover

= 6 cos^j 4- b' cosp' + b" cos p",

that is, the principal normal is perpendicular to the same line. It therefore

follows that this line is the rectifying line of the curve : that is, along any
curve the rectifying line has a constant direction, and the rectifying developable

is a cylinder. The generators are the rectifying Ivies: and the curve is a
geodesic on the surface.

A curve on a surface which makes a constant angle with a fixed direction

is called a helix. It therefore follows from the preceding investigation that

a curve, having the ratio of its curvatures constant, is a helix. The establish-

ment of the converse proposition—that a helix has its curvatures in a constant

ratio—is left as an exercise.

Curves having assigned Torsion, variable or constant.

21. Let the torsion be given as a function of the arc. With a, a\ a" •

b, h', b"
; c, c', c" ; as the direction-cosines of the principal lines, we have

7, V ,// / dc b' dc" b"a-bc —be, -r = , --,- =
ds a ds

Therefore

/' „ dc , dc"
a = - a- [c -. c -^

V ds ds

with two similar equations ; so that

dx= ads = — (T(c"dc' —c dc")

dy = a'ds =-cr(c dc" — c" dc )

dz = a"ds = — a{cdc —c dc )

Also we have

c- + c'' + c''^=l:

and from the value of the torsion in general, we have

a

\dsj \dsj \ds J 0-2

Now, when the torsion is given, cr is a known function of s ; and therefore

the quantities c, c, c" are three functions of s, subject to these two equations,

that is, one arbitrary element survives among the three functions.
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The first of the equations is satisfied by taking

c = sin ^ cos
(f),

c' = sin 6 sin 0, c" = cos 6,

for any values of 6 and
(f)

; and then the second of the equations is satisfied,

provided

With these values, we have

dx = — o-(cos 6 cos (^ sin dd^ + sin ^d6)\

dy = — a- (cos 6 sin <j> sin 6d(fi — cos (f)d6) y

.

dz — asm-6d(}) j

All the magnitudes involved are functions of one parameter, which can be

chosen at will ; we choose z to be the parameter. As already indicated, an

arbitrary element will remain in the equations ; accordingly, we assume

tan
(f)
= f(z),

where / is an arbitrary function of z. Then

f

and therefore

sin' 6=^^^, cos2^ = ^^^ Ir^'l

^^ -
[i +/2 2 /' 2ds dz) [af - 1 -p) '^''

Consequently

f 1+p f ff 1 /" 1 da- dsV ^ (1 dsV

a (1 +/2)
'^
af'-i -f U +/- 2 7' 2 ds dz] U dz)

'

a relation between z and s, involving the arbitrary function /; in particular,

it expresses ds/dz in terms of z and s. Also

dx + idy = - e'* cot ^ {dz — lo- tan ^c?^)"j

dx—idy = — e~'* cot ^ (d^ + ia tan ^d^)J
'

which are the (integrable) analytical equations of the curve when substitution

is made for (^, tan 6, dd ; and they involve an arbitrary function /, while z is

the parameter of the equations.

As is to be expected, the simplest case arises when the torsion is constant.

It is not necessary, for the construction of the analytical equations of the

curve, that the equation giving dsjdz should be retained. We have

dx + idy = -e"^
(^

-^

^ _^_ p )
\^ + b<^ A-, _\ _ p\f~\

^^
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as the equations of the curve ; or, substituting for cf), we find

dy = ^^ -^
r dz

f'{af'-\-fr~

as the analytical equations of curves of constant torsion 1/cr, where/, =f(z),

is arbitrary in the equations*.

Curves of constant torsion have formed a subject of many investigations

in comparatively recent years, especially those which are algebraic curves.

Thus taking the formulae

dx = — a- {c" dc — c' dc'y

dy = — cr {c dc" — c"dc ) >

,

dz = — a (c' dc — c dc'
)^

where a now is supposed constant, Fabry assumes that c, c', c" are integral

functions of sines and cosines of integer multiples of a parameter t, such that

each of the quantities on the right-hand side is devoid of a term not involving

sines or cosines when expressed as a sum of terms each involving only one

sine or cosine. Again, Fouch6 takes the Weierstrass expressions (§ 17)

_ l-«/3 , _ . 1 +a/3 „ _ a +^
a — p a — p a — p

with a and /S as algebraic functions of a parameter : and imposing the

conditions that dx, dy, dz must be the exact differentials of some algebraical

functions, he obtains a critical equation that admits many evident solutions f.

And from the relation

it can be proved that no algebraic curve of constant non-zero torsion exists

on a sphere.

Curves having assigned Circidar Curvature.

22. Let the radius of circular curvature be given as a function of the arc.

Then the quantities a, a, a" satisfy the relations

a^ -(- a'" + a"- = 1,

ida^'^ /da\^ (da'y _ 1

Vds) '^Kd^j '^VdiJ ~^'

* This is Serret's form of the equations of curves of constant torsion : see Liouville's edition

of Monge (quoted p. 1), p. 566.

t References to the memoirs by Fabry and by Fouche as well as to other papers on the

subject are given by Darboux, Theorie generale, t. iv, p. 429, in the course of a Note on the

torsion of skew curves, which is specially commended to the reader's attention.
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where /> is a known function of s ; and therefore a, a, a" are three functions

of s, subject to these two equations, that is, one arbitrary element survives

among the three functions. Also

dx = ads = apdS, dy = a'ds = apdS, dz = a'ds = a'pdS,

where ^S is a new parameter related to s by the equation

-r=dS;
P

and then

cc — Xo= j
apdS, y — y^=\ a'pdS, z — Zq= a'pdS,

where a, a', a" are functions of aS' such that

a^ + a- + a"'^ = 1

,

fdaV [da\^ fda'V _
V^V ^ \ds) "^ [dSJ

~

The case, when p is constant and equal (say) to k, is not analytically

simpler than the case when p is variable ; the parameter S is merely sjk.

EXAMPLES.

1. When the circular curvature of a curve is zero at all points, the curve is a

straight line ; and when the curvature of torsion is zero at all points, the curve is plane.

2. Shew that the determinant

.y ,
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5. Prove that, if a curve be drawn so that its tangent has a constant inclination to a
fixed direction in space, the ratio of its curvatures is constant.

6. Shew that, for a spherical helix,

p= a sec a (cos2 a - cos^ 6)^, a= a cosec a (cos^ a - cos^ 6)^,

and that the cross-section of its rectifying developable is an epicycloid.

7. A loxodrome is drawn on a sphere of radius a, cutting a set of meridians at

a constant angle a. Shew that, at an angular distance 6 from the pole, its radius of
_ 1

circular curvature is a (1 — cos^ 6 cos^ a) ^ sin $, and its radius of torsion is

a {I — cos^ 6 cos^ a) sec a cosec a.

8. Prove that the radius of circular curvature of the edge of regression of the recti-

fying developable at the point corresponding to P is seci-r- (cos^j— J, where i is the

.inclination of the rectifying line to the binormal at P; and that the radius of torsion is

d ( ,.ds\

Pds['''''di)-

9. Prove that the circular curvature of the locus of the centre of circular curvature of

a skew curve is

m ds Hi ^p2^*J

10. Obtain the direction-cosines of the rectifying line in the form

[px' + p(r {y'z" - z'y")} {p^

+

0-2) \
with two similar expressions.

d^x
11. Denoting -j^ by Xi, and similarly for derivatives ofy and z, prove that

^l-'^'m+ yiym+ ^l^m
and

are independent of the axes of reference.

12. Shew that the torsion of the curve

X'l,
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14. In the Serret-Frenet formulae, let

a+ ib (v-e)i

where e denotes the integral / p~'^ds ; shew that v satisfies the equation

dv i . , ,

-r = - sin {y — c).
as (T

15. In a particular curve, the direction-cosines of the binormal are given by

c= Xcos^-f/iCOs3^, c' = X'sin^+/:i sin3^, c" = k + 2(i cos 2^,

where ^ is a current parameter, and X, X', /x, k, d are constants such that

fj^ fj.
/^ /^ ^a/x*

c^s + et^V" + 6(^V - 2rfV -V = 4t^'/-

Prove that the curve, if of constant torsion, is algebraic.

16. Curves (often called Bertrand curves*) are such that the relation

m n

P o"

is satisfied, where m and n are constants : shew that the curve is analytically defined by

the relations

dx= 9nAdS— n{A"dA' — A'dA") ^

dy— mA'dS-n{AdA" —A"dA ) I,

dz=mA"dS— n{A'dA - AdA' ) j

where A, A\ A" are three functions of a parameter subject to the conditions

A'^+ A'-^-^A"^=\,

{dSf= {dAf+ {dA'f+{dA"f.

17. Prove that, if two curves have the same principal normals, their osculating planes

cut at a constant angle a ; and shew that they are Bertrand curves.

Also prove that, if c denote the common distance of corresponding points,

a-(T'= c^ cosec^ a.

18. Shew that a curve, intrinsically defined by the equations

p = ks, (T= Is,

where k and I are constants, lies on a circular cone, and is a helix on that cone.

19. Prove that, for any skew curve,

\ , P „ I
, , „ , „,X = - —X -- X + ~{yz -zy

),
p' p a-

with corresponding expressions for y"\ z'" ; also

with corresponding expressions for y"", z"" ; and indicate a method of obtaining the

general form of the expressions for the nih. derivatives of .r, y, z with regard to s.

Shew that the value of x""'^+y""'^-\-z""'^ is

* After Bertrand's memoir, Liouinlle's Journal, t. xv (1850), p. 332.
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20. Denoting four consecutive points, at equal small intervals ds on a curve, by 1, 2,

3, 4, by 12 the chord joining the points 1 and 2, and so for the other chords, prove that

12.34+ 23.14-13.24 = ^ J^. {dsf.

21. A helix is drawn on a surface making a constant angle a with the axis of z. Shew

that its curvature is given by the equation

where Ri and Ro are the radii of curvature of the principal sections, iii and 712 are the

direction-cosines with regard to the axis of z of the tangents to the sections, and x is given

by the equation

cos a sin;( = ?i3,

where cos~i % is the angle between the axis of z and the normal to the surface.

22. The six coordinates of the principal lines of a curve with regard to fixed rect-

angular axes are a, a', a", a, a, a" ; b, b', b", /3, /3', /3"
; c, c, c", y, y', y"

; the first three, in

each case, being the direction-cosine-s. Prove that

ds p
'

ds P ds a

23. A curve is given as the intersection of two surfaces

^(•», y, 2) = 0, ^{x,y,z)=0;

the quantities D, E, F denote the determinants

DtE,F= \ (f)x, (pu, <^3

Ic denotes {iy^-\-E--^ F-)~^^ and a derivative of any quantity U is denoted by IJ\

where

u'={-d1^eI+fI\u.
\ Cx dy azj

Obtain the following results* for the curve at any point:

—

(i) The equation of the osculating plane is

{X^x) {EF'-E'F) +{Y-y) {FD' - F'D)-^{Z-z){DE' - D'E)^0
;

(ii) The radius of circular curvature and the radius of torsion are given by the

relations

-,= /C-6 {{EF' - E'Ff + {FD'- F'Df + {DE' - D'Ef],

pV
=ifi Z), E, F

B\ E, F'

D", E\ F"

Other results are given by Frost, Solid Geometry, (3rd ed., 1886), §§ 628 et seq.



CHAPTER 11.

General Theory of Surfaces.

Much of the present chapter is founded upon the memoir by Gauss, Disquisitiones

geaerales circa superficies cureas, (Ges. Werke, t. iv, pp. 217 et seq.); and some account of

the memoir is given in Salmon's Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions.

Frequent reference should be made to portions of the first volume and the third

volume of Darboux's treatise. Much of chapter iii and chapter iv of Bianchi's treatise

will be found useful, as also will the first section of Knoblauch's Einleitung in die

allgemeine Theorie der krummen Fldchen.

It is unnecessary to give copious references in detail ; the subject-matter is bound to

be treated in any book on differential geometry.

Fundamental Magnitudes of the First Order.

23. In the discussion of the intrinsic properties of a surface, the position

of the surface relative to coordinate axes is not of importance; and therefore

there is convenience in substituting, for the equation of the surface in

Cartesian form, other equivalent equations that shall have more direct refer-

ence to variation upon the surface itself. This usually is effected by expressing

the coordinates of any point on the surface in terms of two independent

parameters p and q, through relations

x^x{p,q), y-^y (p, q), z = z {p, q) ;

the elimination of p and q between these relations leads to the equation

of the surface, if it should be required. We shall assume, unless there is

explicit statement to the contrary, that we have to deal with surfoces or

portions of surfaces, which are regular in character, and within the range of

which no singularities (whether of point or line) occur. The parameters p
and q are not necessarily real ; often it will be expedient to take conjugate

or other complex variables as the parameters of reference. Within the

range considered, the functions cc{p, q), y{p, q), z(p, q) are finite and

continuous, usually uniform ; if they are multiform, we shall usually restrict

the variations to regions which admit no interchange of branches of

the functions. Also, a representation in terms of two parameters is not

unique ; for if we make p and q two independent functions of two new

parameters p' and q', we shall have x, y, z given as functions of p' and q, of

the same type as before.
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A curve drawn upon the surface can be represented by some relation

between p and q, say

cf>{p,q) = 0,

whether the relation be integral or differential. Sometimes the curve can

be obtained by making p and q functions of a single parameter ; for instance,

geodesies are discussed by this method of representation among others.

A notation for derivatives with respect to p and q will be requii'ed

;

w^e write

dx dec
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and similarly for F and G. Hence E, F, G are often called the funda-

mental magnitudes of the first order, sometimes the primary quantities. It

is convenient to have a symbol for EG— F-; accordingly, we write

V' = EG-F\
so that E, G, V^ are greater than zero, while we take V to be positive, on a

real surflice when j) and q are real. And, unless there is a specific state-

ment to the contrary, we shall assume that jj and q are real.

25. Any curve upon the surface can be represented bj' an equation

^ (p> 9) — 0- The simplest of such equations are

p = constant, q = constant

;

the curves, thus represented, are called the parametric curves. We take the

positive direction along the curve p = a 'At any point to be that in which

q increases, and the positive direction along the curve 5 = 6 at any point to

be that in which p increases.

The element of arc along p = a is G^ dq, and its direction-cosines are

X2G~^, y-2G~^, ZoG~^; the sign of G^ being taken positive.

The element of arc along 9 = 6 is E"^ dp, and its direction-cosines are

x^E~^, 1/1 E~^, ZiE~^; the sign of E^ being taken positive.

The angle at which the parametric curves cut is usually denoted by co
;

then

cos oi =lx,G~^ .x^E'^- = F (EG)~K

sin a) = V (EG) ~ ^ tan tw = VjF.

Let dS be the element of area of the surface bounded by the parametric

curves p, q, p + dp, q + dq, each constant ; then

dS = E^dp.G^ dq . sin « - Vdpdq.

26. Let PC be the curve defined by

and let ds be the element of arc along PC; then

4>idp + (fy-idq = 0,

ds- = Edp^ + 2Fdpdq + Gdq-,

so that

^i^=--^s=(^^-^^^.*=-«^-^')-*

The direction-cosines of the tangent at P to PC are

dp dq
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and so, U 6 is the angle (taken as in the figure) at P between PG and p = a,

we have

cos

= (Fcf>, - Gcf>,) \G{E<p^ - 2^^,0, + G<^^)]-^-,

sme=G-^~v'^^^
as

= V<f>, [G {E<^i - 2F4>,(f>, + G(ji{')]-K

Similarly, if 6' be the angle (taken as in the figure) at P between PC
and q = b, so that

+ c' = w,

we have

\ as as

= {Ecf>, - F<p,) [E{E(j>i - -iFcfi.cf), + (?<^f)} " ^

sin^' = ^-*F
âs

V4>, {E{E^i - 2F<f>,ct>, + G<Af)} -i

Next, let another curve PC' be given by

and let 8s, 8p, Sq represent small variations along the curve at the point P.

Let ')( denote the angle at P between PC and PC ; then

dsSs cos X = 2 {x^dp + Xodq) {x^hp + X2hq)

= Edp hp + F [dp Sq + dq Bp) +Gdq 8q,

dsSs sin ^ — V(dp8q — 8pdq),

so that

^
{E(li.r-2F(t),cl3,+ G6{')^(Eylr^-2Fy{r,ylr, + Gylr,')i'

,i^
T^(0^3^^•l-^|^.c^l)

{E<j>,' - 2F<fi,(f), + G4>{')^ {Ey\r:- - 2Fy{r,y}r, + Gyfr,')^

It follows that two directions, given hy dp : dq, and 8p : 8q, are perpen-

dicular, if
E dp 8p + F (dp 8q + dq 8p) + G dq Sq = ;

and that, if two directions are given by the quadratic equation

dp- + 2^ dp dq+^ dq- = 0,

3—2
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their inclination ;^ is given by

sin \ cos \

so that they are perpendicular if

Thus the curves orthogonal to a family /(ja, q) = a, for varying values of

a, are given by the differential equation

27. Let X, Y, Z be the direction-cosines of the normal to the surface

at P. It is perpendicular to ever}^ tangent line to the surface and therefore,

in particular, to the tangents at P to the parametric curves; hence

X.T, + Yy, + Zz, = 0, X^, + 7^2 + Zzo^ = 0.

Also

consequently*

^ = (yi^2 - y-iz,) V-\ Y = {z,x. - Zox^) V-\ Z = {x^y. - x^y^) V-\

or, with a customary notation,

X, Y, Z= y x^, 3/i, z^

^'2, 112, Z^

The following relations, capable of easy verification, may be noted for

future use

:

Y =

x,Y-y,X={z,F -z.E) V-'

y,Z-z,Y = (x,F-x,E)Y-'

z,X-x,Z = {y,F-y,E)V-^

X, r, z

^2, ^2. ^2

.^2 F- 2/,Z = (^1 (? - z,F) V-'

y.Z -z,Y = {x,G-x,F)V-'

z,X-x,Z=(y,G-y,F)V-^

^ = -y,Z + z,Y

= ZoX — x.,Z
dV

dV „ „

aF
ei/2

dY
dz.

= — 2"! A' -f ^1 Z

=^-x^Y+y^X

* As F is taken positive, the signs given to A', 1', Z are effectively a definition of the positive

direction of the normal.
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V
d-V

GZ'- V

= - FX

= -FY

V

V

dzidzn

= GXY

= GYZ

= GZX

= - FZ'

V

V

di/,dz2

dz-^dx^

dx^di/i

dy^dz^

dzidxj^

= VZ -FXY

= VX-FVZ

= VY-FZX

^d'V= EZ'

V^^^=EYZ
oy-idz.

V = EZX

r.^4- = - VZ -FXY\
dx,oy

V
dyo3z,

dzo cXi

= _ VX - FYZ

= - VY-FZX

An equation of the surface, in differential form, can be obtained at once.

Let any direction at P in the tangent plane to the surface be denoted by

dx, dy, dz; then, as it is perpendicular to the normal, we have

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = 0,

which is the differential equation indicated.

When X, y, z are given (and therefore X, Y, Z are deduced) as functions

of p and q, the equation is satisfied identically—a result to be expected

because the integral equation is implicitly contained in the expressions

for X, y, z.

When X, Y, Z are given as appropriate functions of x, y, z, the "condition

of integrability" must be satisfied*. A verification that it is satisfied will be

given in § 30 ; assuming this, we have (on integration) an integral of the

surface in a form
U = constant.

Manifestly,

du du^du
dy ' dz

'X: Y
dx

Fundamental Magnitudes of the Second Order.

28. The primary quantities are constructed from the first derivatives of

X, y, z with respect to p and q. We now proceed to construct quantities that

involve their second derivatives. As before, denote small independent

* See my Treatise on Differential Equations, (4th ed.), § 152, for the condition, and for the

method of integration of the equation when the condition is satisfied.

296';'28
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variations of p and q by dp and dq ; then the value of x belonging to

p + dp, q + dq has two forms, viz.

X + dx + ^d-x + ^d^x + ...,

and
X + (xidp + x^dq) + ^ {x^idp- + 1x^o,dpdq + x^d(f) + ...;

and so, taking the small quantities of the second order, we have

d-x = Xiidp' + 2xi2dpdq + x^d(^.

Similarly

d?y = y^^dp- + ly^odpdq + 2/2-2 1^?',

d'^z = z^^dp^ + 2z^odpdq + z-z^dq-.

The fundamental magnitudes of the second order (sometimes called the

secondary quantities) are defined by the expressions

L = Xx,, + 1>„ + Zz,,

M = Xx^o. + F_yi2 + Zz^^

N= Xx.^ + Yy.. + Zz...

It is convenient to have a symbol* for LX—3P; we write

Though L, M, N are real on a real surface when p and q are real, it is not the

fact that T'^ is necessarily positiv'e.

Manifestly we have

VL = •^1 > 3/1 ' ^

^n ) yu

VM =

11

X,
,
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29. The quantities A'^, Y, Z are functions of p and q \ their first derivatives

with respect to p and q can be expressed by means of L, M, iV. For

Xx^ + Fy/j + Zz^ = 0,

and therefore

X,x, + Y,ij, + Z,z, = - (Xxu + Yiju + Zzu) = - L.

Similarly, from Xxo + Yy^ + Zz. — 0, we have

X,X:, + Y,y^ + Z,z., = - {Xx^^ + Yy,o_ + Zz,;) = - J/

;

and, as X- + Y- + Z-=l, we have

X,X + Y,Y+Z,Z=0.

Solving these three equations for Xi, Y^, Z^, we have

X,V=- L {y,Z-z,Y)-AI(z,Y-y,Z),

and therefore (§ 27)

X, V' = -L {xfi - x,F) - M (- x,F + x.E)

= X, (FM -GL) + x,{- EM + FL) \

and similarly
[

Y,V = y, (FM - GL) + y, (- EM ^ FL) r
Z,V = z, (FM - GL) + z, (- EM + FL) I

In the same way, we find

X,V' = X, (FX - GM )+x,(- EN + FM)\

Y.V' = ij, (FN - GM) + 3/2
(- EX + FM) i

.

Z,V' = z, (FN -GM) + z, (- EN + FM) )

From these, we have

x,r- = X,(-EN+FM) + X,(EM-FL),

X, r- = X, (- FN + GM) + X, (FM - GL)

;

and similarly for y^ and 3/0 in terms of Yi and Y^, and for Zj^ and z.2 in terms

of Z^ and Zo.

Also we have

3/1, 3/2, \FM-GL, -EM-hFL
z„ z,

I I

FN - GM, - EN +FM
V^(Y,Z,-Y,Z,) =

= VX.V^T%

and so for the others ; thus

V(Y,Zo-Y._Z,) = T'X \

V(Z,X^-Z,X,) = T'Y I

V(X,Y,-X,Y,)=T'Z J
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Again, Avriting

[CH. II

V'e = EM' - 2FLM + GD
V\f= EMN - F {LN + M^-) + GLM
V-g = EN- - 2FMN + GM-

we similarly prove

r- ( Y,Z- YZ,) = V {fX\ - eX,) \ T^{ V,Z - YZ.^ = V {gX, - /X)

T^{Z,X-ZX,)= V{fY, - eig ,
T'{Z,X-ZX.;) = V{g\\ -/K)

THX,Y-XY,)= V{fZ, - eZ.;) ) T\X.T-XY.;)= V(gZ, - fZ.^ I

results which will be useful when Ave come to deal with tangential coordinates.

Lastly,

X, Y, Z ==T\fV

Xi, i 1, Zi

X,, Y,, Z,

by using the above expressions for Y^Z.,— Y.,Zi, Z^X., — ZoX^, X^Yn — Xo^ i-

30. We now formally prove that, if X, Y, Z are given as functions of

a; y, z and not as functions of p and q, the condition of integrability of the

equation Xdx + Ydy 4- Zdz = is satisfied. For then we have

8Z -bX -dX

?ix f)y dz

and

hence

that is,

Similarly,

dX dX dX
dz

'

and therefore

>?)Y dZ

x.,X,-x,X,= v{-Z~+Y—),

Y^-Z^^^V-ix.X.-x.X^.

X^^ -Y^^ = V-Hz,Z,-z,Z,);
oy ox

\dz Oy) dx dz J ' \dy dxj

= - V-' {x, X, + y, Fi + z,Z,) + V-' (X, X, ^ y, Y, + z,Z,)

= F-» 31 - F-iM
= 0,

which is the required condition of integrability.
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Curvature : the Gauss Measure and Characteristic Equation.

31. The primary quantities involve only the first derivatives of x, y, z\

hence thev can only be concerned with arc-lengths upon the surface, and with

tangential properties. The secondary quantities involve the second derivatives

of a;, y, z ; hence it is to be expected that they will be concerned with curvature

properties, among others. Their simplest occurrence is in connection with

the curvature of the normal section of the surface.

Let a normal section of the surface be drawn through any tangential

direction at a point. It is a plane curve ; and so its radius of curvature lies

in that plane and is perpendicular to the tangent, that is, it lies along

the normal to the surface. Instead of taking the radius of curvature to be

always positive (as in § 4), let us assume it to be positive, when the normal

section is concave to the side of the surface which is taken as positive, and

assume it to be negative, when the normal section is convex to that side

of the surface. Then, denoting the radius of curvature b}" p, we have always

px = ^v
, py = I

,
pz = Z,

and therefore

- = Xx" + Yy" + Zz".

P
Now

x" = x-^-^p- + 2:i\op'q + x.jsq- + x^p" -t- Xoc/',

and similarly for y", z" ; consequently

- = Xx" + Yy" + Zz"
P

= Lp'-' + ^Mjj'q' + Xq'^-

_ Ldp' + 2Mclpdq -f Xdq^
~ Edp- + -IFdpdq + Gdq-

'

thus giving the curvature of the normal section of the surface through the

direction dp : dq.

32. It is known from the elementary properties of surfaces that the

noi'mals at contiguous points do not necessarily intersect ; and that, at an

ordinary point, there are two directions on the surface such that normals at

contiguous points in either of those directions meet the normal at the point.

Proceeding thus from point to point in a continuous direction at each point,

we obtain a locus upon the surface ; this locus is called a line of curvature.

Through an ordinary point there pass tAvo lines of curvature ; and on the

surface there are two systems of lines of curvature. But while the normals

to the surface at successive points along a line of curvature intersect, they are

not necessarily (nor even generally) the principal normals of the curve ; in

other words, the osculating plane of a line of curvature does not, in general,

give a normal section of a surface.
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The intersection of consecutive normals along a line of curvature is called

a centre of curvature of the surface ; as there are two lines of curvature at

each point, there are two centres of curvature and both of them lie upon the

normal. As we pass over the surface, we have two such points associated

with each point on the surface ; the locus of these points is called the surface

of centres. The distance between the point and a centre of curvature, with

its proper sign, is called a radius of curvature of the surface ; thus at any

point there are two radii of curvature, sometimes called the principal radii.

They are the radii of curvature (as defined in § 31) of normal sections

through the respective directions.

At a point x, y, z, let r be a radius of curvature, and let |^, ?;, ^ denote the

corresponding centre of curvature ; then

^ = X -\- rX, 7j = y + rY, ^= z + rZ.

For a normal at a consecutive point on a line of curvature, the quantities

^, 77, ^, r are unaltered ; hence first variations along the line of curvature are

such that

= dx + rdX, = dy + rd Y, = dz + rdZ,

and therefore, for the line of curvature, we have

= (xi + rXi) dp + {x^ + rX^) dq,

= (2/1 + rFi) dp + (?/2 + rY^) dq,

= (z, + rZ,) dp + {z. + rZo) dq.

These are apparently three equations ; in reality, they are equivalent to only

tAvo equations because, multiplying them by X, Y, ^respectively and adding,

we have a nul result.

Multiplying the equations by x-i, y^, z^ respectively and adding, we have

= (^ + rl.x,X,) dp + {F+ 7'2.TiX,) dq

= (E- rL) dp+(F- rM) dq
;

and multiplying them by x^, 2/2. Zo, respectively and adding, we have

= {F+ r^x^X,) dp + {G + r^x^X^) dq

= (F-rM)dp + {G- rX) dq,

so that along any line of curvature we have

= (E- rL) dp + (F-rM) dq^

= (F-rM)dp + {G-rN)dq\

These two equations, combined, determine the directions of the lines of

curvature and the radii of curvature at any point.

For the directions, we have

= Edp + Fdq - r (Ldp + 31dq),

= Fdp + Gdq - r (Mdp + Ndq)
;
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they are given by

Edp + Fdq , Fdp + Gdq =0,

I
Ldp+Mdg, Mdp + Ndq

\

that is, by

(EM-FL) dp' + {EN -GL)dpdq + (FX - GM) dq' = 0.

Unless the equation is evanescent, it is quadratic in the ratio dpjdq ; and

therefore at any point of a surface there are generally two lines of curvature.

Moreover, as

E (FN - GM) -F{EN-GL) + G (EM- FL) = 0,

the two lines are perpendicular to one another (§ 26) at the point.

Exception to the conclusion, that there are U\o lines of curvature at

a point, occurs when the equation giving those directions is evanescent.

We then have

L^M^N _1
E~ F~ G' ~ k'

say. The radius of curvature of a normal section of the surface through any

direction, being

Edp' + 2Fdpdq+Gdq^
L dp" + 2Mdp dq + Ndq- '

is equal to k, independent of the direction and therefore the same for all

directions through the point. Such a point is an wnhilicus on the surface;

the character of the surface in the vicinity of such a point will be considered

later.

To determine the magnitude of the radii, we eliminate dpjdq betw^een

the equations. Then

E-rL, F-rM =0,

F - rM, G - rN
that is,

T-'r' -(GL- 2FM + EN ) r + V = 0,

so that there are two values, respectively corresponding to the two directions.

These must be associated correctly. Should a value of r be given, the value

of dpjdq (w^hich determines the direction) is equal to either of the fractions

F - r2I G - rN
E-rL' F-rM'

Should a direction be given, the radius of curvature of the surface (which, in

general, is not equal to the radius of curvature of the curve) is equal to either

of the fractions

Edp + Fdq Fdp + Gdq

Ldp + Mdq ' Mdp + Ndq
'
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33. A pair of symmetric combinations of the radii are of importance.

These are the mean curvature H, where

and the total curvature (or the specific curvature or Gauss measure) K, where

. _ _1_ _ r^

al3~ V^'

the quantities a and B denoting the two radii. It will be proved that T- is

expressible in terms of derivatives of E, F, G, so that the total curvature

depends only upon the fundamental magnitudes of the first order. The same
property does not belong to the mean curvature.

Later, it will be seen that, for a minimal surface (that is, the surface of

least area with any assigned boundary), the mean curvature H is zero, so that

the equation

GL-2FM + EN=0
is characteristic of a minimal surface. But this equation may be satisfied

along a line or lines, on any surface.

The Gauss measure of curvature is positive for a synclastic surface or for

the synclastic portions of a surface, that is, at places where all the surface near

the point lies on the same side of the tangent plane ; familiar instances of

synclastic surfaces are provided by the inside of a bowl, a closed soap-bubble,

and the palm of a hand. The Gauss measure of curvature is negative for an

anticlastic surface or for the anticlastic portions of a surface, that is, at places

where different adjacent parts of a surface lie on different sides of the tangent

plane
; familiar instances are provided by a saddle-back, the top of a mountain

pass, and a ridge between two fingers of a hand. The Gauss measure of

curvature is zero for a developable surface ; familiar instances are provided by

the rolling shutter of a desk, and a crumpled piece of paper.

Note. Other expressions can be obtained by proceeding differently from

the equations (p. 42)

= {wi + rXi) dp + (x2 + rXo) dq,

= (y, + rY,) dp + {y., + rK) dq,

= (^1 -I- rZ,) dp + (zo + rZ.^ dq.

Multiply the equations hy Xi, Fj , Z^ and add ; and then multiply the

equations by Xa, Y.,, Zo, and again add. We have

= (- Z + re) dp + (- M + rf) dq,

= (- M + rf) dp + {-N + rg) dq,
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e = X,' + ¥{' + Z,^
,

f=X,X,+ Y,Y,+ Z,Z,,

g= Xi + Yi + Z^
,

being quantities that occur in the spherical representation (§ 159) of the

surface.

The directions of the lines of curvature are given by the equation

Ldp + Mdq, edp + fdq =0,

Mdp + Ndq, fdp + gdq

that is, by the equation

{eM -fL) dp" + {eN - gL) dpdq + (fN - gM) dcf = 0.

The magnitudes of the radii of curvature are given by the equation

j

L - re, M - rf = 0,

I M-r-f, N-rg
that is, by the equation

T' - r {gL - 2fM + eN) + r- {eg -p) = 0.

Hence

jj_ gL-2fM+eN
eg -P

eg-P
and these can be proved equal to the former expressions for H and K by
using the values of e, f, g given in § 159.

The equation characteristic of a minimal surface, for which H is zero, is

gL - 2fM + eN = Q.

34. To establish the result stated at the beginning of § 33, viz. that the

total curvature is expressible in terms of E, F, G and their derivatives, as

well as to establish the intrinsic significance of the six fundamental magni-

tudes which have been introduced, it is necessary to obtain further relations

;

and then it will appear that the six magnitudes are not functionally

independent of one another. Let quantities ?n, m, m", n, ri , n" be defined

by the equations

m = x^x^^ + 2/1^11 + z^z^i = ^E^

m = x^x^^ + 2/i2/i2 + ^1^12 = i^2

m" = x^x.. + 2/i2/.^2 + ZiZ^ = F^-k^i
n = x„xn + y2?/ii + ^2^11 = ^1 - h^2

n = x.,x,o + 2/23/12 + ^2-^12 = Wi
n" = x.Xo,^ + 2/22/22 + ^2^22 = W'i
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other quantities F, F', F" ; A, A', A"; will be required, as defined by the

equations

F^F =mG -nF \ F^A = nE - mF
|

FT' = luG - 11 F \
,

F-A' = n'E - m'F >

,

V-T" = m"G - n"F
'

F'^A" = n"E - m"F)

which also give

m = EV-^F\\ in=ET'^F^'\ m" ^EV" + F^"\

n = i^F + (?A ]' n' = FT' + GA' )
' n" =Fr" + Gi\" I

'

Solving the equations

Xocu + Yi/n + ^^u = L,

^'lA'u + yiVn + 2i2-i, = m,

^2^11 + y-iVn -r Z.2Zn = n,

for iCji, yn, ^'ii, we have

Vxu = L {y,z. - z,y.^ + m {y.^Z - z.^Y) + n {zJl^ - y^Z)

= LVX -h T^ (a^i (? - X-^F) + -n- (- 3L\F + x^E),

that is,

ij'ii = LX + a^i F + a^'a A.

Similarly for y^^ and ^^ ; the values are

ii'ii = LX + A'l F + A-o A^

3/„ = Xr + yiF + 3/,A .

^11 = Z-^ + ^iF + ^oAJ

We proceed in the same way to obtain the other second derivatives of x, y, z
;

their values are

x^., =MX + x^T' +x.A'\

y,,= MY + y,V' +yM\,
z,o= iMZ + z,r' +z,A')

a'2, = iV.Y + X, F" + J'.A"
I

^.^ = .YF+y,F' + .y,A" .

z..,= NZ + z,r" + z^^'j

For the moment, let

I — XiiX.22 + yuy-n + z-^iZ^,

l' = x,i +yj +Zi.f;

then

7)1.2 — >ih" = I' — I, }ii — ?i.2 = I' — I,

and the common value gives

l'-l = ^_iE,,-2F,,+ Gn).
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Now
^1-2' + 2/12'

+

zj = ^t (Za;,2 + r?/i2 + ^^12) + r' (aji^jjo + 2/13/12 + ^1^12)

= 31- + {En' - 2Fn'm' + Gni') V-'

= M' + {EV^ + 2J'r'A' + G^A'O,

and

^n«22 + 2/112/22 + •2'n^22 = L (XCC^ + Yy.^ + ^^22) + r {X^X.;^ + ?/i?/22 + ^i^oo)

+ A (^2a^22 + 2/22/22 + Z'l S'k)

= Zi\^ + \Enn" - F {nm" + n"m) + Gmm'] V'^

= LN+ [EFT" + F(rA" + r"A) + (?AA"}
;

hence

LN-M- + [E (nn" - n-) - F (nm" - 2nm' + 7i"m) + G {mm" - m'^)] V-"

= 1-1'

= -h_{E^-2F,.^+Gn),

and therefore

LN - lyp = V^K = - 1 {E.,, - 2F,, + Gu)

— [E {nn" — n'~) — F {nm" — 2nm' + n"m) + G {mm" — m'-)] V~'

= -i(E^-2F,,+Gn) + {E,F,Gir\^y-(E,F,G^r,A^r",^").

This is sometimes called* the Gauss characteristic equation. Its chief

significance lies in the fact that LN— 3P is expressible in terms of E, F, G
and their derivatives of the first and the second order ; hence it follows

that the total curvature is expressible in terms of the fundamental magnitudes

of the first order and their derivatives, a result that is important in connection

with the deformation of surfaces.

Mainardi-Godazzi relations.

35. There are also two relations of a differential type. We have

1 _1

and so, substituting for x-^^ and x-^o, their values that are linear in X, x-^, x.^

{% 34), we find

LX. + x^ r., + ^2 A. + XL. + a;i2r + x^,_A

= MX^ + a-i r/ + X. A/ + Zi/i + a;„ r' + a;i2 A'.

On substitution for Xj, A'2, Aii, ajj^, Xo^i in terms of X, Xi, x.2 (§§ 29, 34), this

equation becomes
Xi-d + ^10' + a^o©" = 0,

* It was obtained first by Gauss iu his celebrated memoir of 1827 already (p. 32) quoted.
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where

0' =FK + To-T,' + r'A-r':y [.

©" = - EK+A. - A/ + FA'- r'A + AA"- A'-

J

Proceeding similarly from ?/,i and y^^, and from ^u and z^o, we have

F© + y,e' + y.0' - 0,

Z8 + ^10' + z.B" = 0.

It follows, from these three relations linear in 0, 0', 0", that

©==0, ©' = 0, 0" = O,

as their determinant is not zero.

When the same process is applied to a-'jo and a^.;^2 ', to _Vi2 and y^o
',
and to Zi2

and 2^02 ; three relations are obtained which similarly lead to

$ = 0, <!>' = 0, <^" = 0,

where

^ ^K,-M, + AfA" + Lr" -MF'-XA' ^

^' =-GA'' + r/'-r.; + rr"-r- + r A'-r"A' >.

<^" = FK + A," -A,'+r"A-T'A' J

Apparently, there are six relations; we proceed to shew that all of them

are satisfied in virtue of

(i) the Gauss equation,

(ii) the relations = 0, <t> = 0,

(iii) necessary identities.

The last are connected with the derivatives of various quantities that occur,

and they are as follows.

Because

^E, = m = Er + FA, ^E, = m = AT' + FA',

it follows that

I- {EV + FA)==^ (EV + FA'),
dq op

When this is expanded, and we substitute for F.— Fj' and Ag- A/ in terras

of 0' and 0", we find

£'0' + i^0" = O.

Similarly, proceeding from

^G, = n' = FT' + GA', ^G, = n" = AF ' + GA",

we find

F^P' + G<^' = 0.
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Again, because

when we expand the left-hand side and use the Gauss equation, we find

F& + G%" =<d.

Lastly, because

m," - r,u: = F,.,- \E^,- :lG,^,

when we expand the left-hand side and use the Gauss equation, we find

E^' -t- F^" = 0.

Hence, retaining the Gauss equation, we have the relations

£-(--)' + F0" =
1 Eii?' + F^" =

1

Fe' + Ge" = oj '

F(^' + G^" = oj

'

which are satisfied in virtue of our necessary identities ; that is, we have

B' = o, e" = o, ^' = 0, ^" = 0,

because F^, = EG — F"^, is not zero.

It therefore follows that the relations to be retained are the Gauss charac-

teristic equation, together with the relations = 0, $ = 0. These two
new equations are

L, + TM + A.V = M, + V'L + A'J/

}L + T'M + A'.V = X, + V'L + A' J/J

they frequently are called the Mainardi-Codazzi relations*. In all, therefore,

there are three differential equations which the six fundamental magnitudes
of the first and the second order must satisfy. It remains to be seen what
element, if any, of generality is possessed by a surface if and when it is

determined by six magnitudes, which are given initially and which satisfy

the thi-ee differential equations.

The Mainardi-Codazzi relations can be expressed in a different (but

equivalent) form. We have

dq[vj
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and similarly

a fN

= ~ (- XA" + 2il/A' - i\"A)
I

-.4(y) = 7<-^r'>2,wr-AT)

which are the Mainardi-Codazzi relations in another form.

36. The necessary identities used in establishing the relations can be

used also to obtain two other results, connected with the angle &> between

the parametric lines. We have

8 /FA\ a /FA'\

dq\E ) dp\ E J

FA,„, .. ^ V^^ ^ ,^ FA',^ ^„ FA „ FA'
= -^(r +A) + -^(A,-A/)--^(r + A')-^^. + -^^^.

= ^(A, - A/ + AA" - A'- + FA' - T'A)
Jii

= VK,

in virtue of @" = 0. Similarly, in virtue of <J>" = 0, we have

Now the angle o) between the parametric lines is given by tan « = V/F\

hence
FdV-VdF

^^" =—m—
Consequently

and therefore

and similarly

so that

= ^j^^(FGdE-2EGdF+ EFdG).

2EGVco, = FGE, - 2EGF, + EFG,

= FG . 2m - 2EG{n + vi) + EF . 2n

= -(2Er' + 2GA)V-,

/FA vr'\

l^A' VF"
-. = -1-^ + -^

FA VV
dco = (o,dp + (o,dq = - (^-^ f ~^j dp - ^~^~ + -^j dq.
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Moreover,

and

a /FA vr\
dq\E G

+
cq G

+ VK \

y>
FA'

^

]^''

dpK E ^ G

which are the two results in question. The second of them gives Liouville's

form for the total curvature.

Bonnet's Theorem.

37. We now come to the theorem which is the essential justification for

considering the differential geometry of surfaces in connection with the six

fundamental magnitudes. It was proved* first by Bonnet, and may be

enunciated as follows :

—

When six fundamental magnitudes are given, and when they satisfy the

Gauss characteristic equation and the two Mainardi-Codazzi relations, they

determine a surface uniquely save as to its position and orientation in space.

The equations, satisfied by X, x^, Xo when they are regarded as three

dependent variables, are

and

a^ii — LX
Xi2 - MX

P = X.

- y^ (FM - GL) X, -y (- EM 4- FL) x, =

-V X,

- T'x,

- /\x^ =

- A'a;, =

41

- y {FN - GM) X, - y{- EN+FM) x., = 0\

.(ii).Q=x^^-MX -r'a-i -A' ^2 =

R = x^-NX - V"x, - A"x. = OJ

Both sets are linear in the dependent variables ; derivatives with regard to p
occur only in set (i) and with regard to q only in set (ii).

The primitive f of the linear set (i) is of the form

X=^A+rjB + ^C\

X\ = f«i + »?^i + ?2i
(

(iii)'

* Journ. Ec. Polytech., cah. xlii (1867), p. 31.

t See my Treatise on Differential Equations, (4th ed.), § 173.

4—2
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where ^, rj, ^ are arbitrary constants so far as concerns derivation with respect

to p, that is, are arbitrary functions of q so far as concerns set (i). Also

X, x^, X2 = A, «!, a^',

X, Xi, X.2 = B, bi, bo',

X, Xj , X2 = C , Ci, Co',

are particular sets of integrals of the equations, linearly independent of one

another ; and any linear combination of them with coefficients, that are inde-

pendent of jj and that combine them as in (iii), is also a set of integrals of the

equations (i).

But the equations (ii) are to be satisfied simultaneously with (i). Con-

sequently they must be satisfied by the quantities (iii) ; and the variables at

our disposal for this purpose are ^, 77, ^, which are functions of q alone.

Accordingly, for the equations (ii), |, rj, ^ become the dependent variables

while q is the independent variable. Let

F, Q, R take values Pj, Q-^, R^ when X, x^, Xq = A, a^, 02',

P., Q.,R. =B,b,,h;

Pz,Qi,Ri = 0, Ci, C2;

then when the expressions (iii), which must satisfy the equations (ii), are

substituted in those equations, we have

These equations (iv), regarded as deterinining ^, 77, ^, must provide a primitive

involving those quantities and expressing them as functions of q alone, even

though the coefficients in these equations involve the quantity p, which now

is parametric. The requirement will be met if the values of ^, ?;, f, as given

by (iv), also satisfy the relations

^dpdq V dp
'^'^

dp ^ dp)
dAdl dBdv
dp dq dp dq ' dp dq

da,d^ db.d'n dc,d^ l^dQ, dQo dQ,\\

dp dq

da^ d^

dp dq

db^ dij

dp dq

dc,dX_

dp

dp

dQ,

dp Jdp

- - ^ _ _ / j- 9-^1 ^^"
I y

dp dq dp dq dp dq \ dp dp dp J

.d_Rs\

•(v);

and these relations will be satisfied if it can be shewn that they are conse-

quences of equations (iv) and of the earlier equations, regard being paid to

the three differential relations satisfied by the fundamental magnitudes.
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The three equations in (v) can be taken separately and the process is

mainly the same for each of them ; we therefore set out the details in con-

nection with the first.

Because of the first of equations (i), we have

V'^ = (FM - GL) a, + (- EM+ FL) a.

say; and

dp

op

Multiply the second of the equations in (iv) by s, the third by t, add, and use

the immediately preceding results ; we have

This will be the same as the first of the equations (v)—which accordingly

will be a consequence of earlier equations—if

dp

We proceed to shew that these relations are satisfied. We have

P^ = 1^ - 1^ (i^^iV^- G^i/) a, - ^^ (-£.¥ + i^#) a^

dA 1 , ,

say ; and, similarly,

Hence

R, = ^-XA-T"a,-^"a..
' dq

' -
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and therefore

9P] s da-i t da^

'dp
" F- dq^V-d^

vy dp If
s' f-
Y^

{LA + Fa, + Aa^) - ^ U^^^ + r'"i + A'a^)

+ ^^ (sM + iiA^ - s'Z - t'3I).

When the coefficient of «! is evaluated, it is found to vanish in virtue of the

Mainardi-Codazzi j'elations. The coefficient of a^ vanishes in the same way.

And the coefficient of A vanishes identically. Hence

dp

Similarly

dP
dp

V^-^-l^ = sQ, + tRs.
dp

Consequently, the first of the equations in (v) is satisfied in virtue of

earlier equations and of the differential relations among the fundamental

magnitudes.

Next, to obtain the second of the equations in (v), we multiply the three

equations in (iv) by L, F, A, and add. After corresponding calculations

similar to those just given, and by using the relations in § 35, satisfied in

virtue of the Gauss equation and the Mainardi-Codazzi relations, we find

that the result reduces to the required second equation in (v).

And to obtain the third of the equations in (v), Ave multiply the three

equations in (iv) by 21, T', A', and add. Calculations similar to those for the

second equation are required ; the result reduces to the required third

equation in (v).

Thus the equations (v) are satisfied, in virtue of earlier equations that

are retained, and in virtue of the differential relations among the fundamental

magnitudes. Consequently the equations (iv) possess a primitive which

expresses ^, t), ^ as functions of q alone even though the coefficients in the
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equations, in the form in which they actually occur in the general investiga-

tion, may involve p parametrically. This primitive is of the type

V = '^Vi + Ml + vrji

where X, ^i, v are arbitrary constants; ^^, rj-^, ^j, being functions of q alone,

are a special set of integrals; and likewise for ^o, r}.., ^..i ^3, rj^, ^3; the three

special sets being linearly independent. When these values of ^, ?;, ^ are

substituted in the expressions (iii), we have

X = \A -\- fxB + jC
]

a;i = Xai + ycibj + 2'Ci '- (vi)i,

X2 = Xa., + /ibo + /'Col

where
A = ^,A + v^B + ^fi,

a, = ^lUo + vA + ^iCo,

and so for B, bj, h^; and C, c,, Cg. Thus A, aj, 3,2; B, bj, bo; C, Cj, c^; are

three particular sets of solutions of the original six differential equations to

be satisfied ; and the values of A^, cc^, a:, in (vi)i constitute the primitive of the

six equations.

The equations, determining Y, y^, i/.^, are precisely the same in form as the

six which determine X, x^, x^; and likewise those for Z, z-^, z.^. Hence the

primitive of the equations for F, 3/1, y., is

Y=\'A. + fi'-B + v'C\

y, = X'ai + /Li'b, + i/'Ci
\

(vi),,;

yo = X'a.. + fi"b.. + v'c.,}

and the primitive of the equations for Z, z^ , z.^ is

Z = X"A + fM"B + v"C\

Zi = X"aj + /Li"bi + i^"cij- (vi)3;

z., = \"a,2 + ix'ho + v"c.J

where, in (vi)o, X', fi' , v' ; and, in (vi)3, X", yu-", v" ; are arbitrary constants.

38. Thus the complete primitive appears to contain nine arbitrary

constants which are produced in sets of three by the integration of the

equations. But these equations are themselves merely inferences from

earlier fundamental equations, among which are

A"- +Y- +Z- =1, X,- + y,- + z,- = E,

Xa\ + Yy^ + Zz^ = 0, x,Xo + y,yo + z^z, = F,

Xxz + Yyo + Zzo = 0, X2- + .iy-j- + 22' = G ;

and therefore these equations must be satisfied.
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Now, substituting in X^ + Y- + Z-= 1 the values given by the primitives,

we have

A-SX= + 2AB1V + B-lfi' + 2ACl\v + 2BClfxv + C-lv' = 1.

But A = X,'B=Y,C = Z are particular solutions, so that

A- + B- + C- = 1.

Hence writing

k\, k„ t„ l'„ k-,, h = 1X^-1, SX/i, Sm-- 1, 3:\j/, IfMv, Ir-- 1,

we have

A-il-i + 2ABA-, +B% + 2ACA-, + 2BCA-5 + C-A-„ = 0.

Similarl}^ from Xxi + F3/1 + Zzi = 0, we have

AaiA'i + ( Ab, + aiB ) A-o + BbjA-, + (ACj + ajC) k^ + (BCj + bjC) A-., + CCjA's =
;

and from the other four relations in turn, we have

AagA^i + (Abo + aoB) A-o + Bb./'. + (Ac, + sl^C) k, + (Be, + b,C) A-, + CCoA'^ = 0,

ai-A'i + 2a,biA-, + bj-A-g + 2ai c^k\ + 2biCiA'5 + c{% = 0,

ai aoA'i + (aibo + a,bi) A-., + bibgA-'a + (ajC, + aoC^A-'j + (bjC, + boC, ) A-., + CiCoA-^ = 0,

ao-A'i 4- 2a2b,A;o + h.;% + 2a..2C.A-i + 2boC.,A'g + c/A-g = 0.

Thus there are six equations linear and homogeneous in the six constants k.

The determinant of the coefficients on the left-hand sides is equal to

A, B, C

ai, bj, Ci

a,, bg, Ca

that is, to V^, and so it does not vanish. Hence all the constants A' are zero,

that is,

tX- -1=0, Ifxv = 0,

lfJL--l= 0, Sv\ = 0,

tv^-l= 0, %Xfi = ;

and therefore the nine constants X, /x, v are the direction-cosines of three

perpendicular lines.

Finally, we have, for the surface itself,

dx = x^dp + Xodq,

that is,
'

x—l = \\ (s-idj) + SL^dq) + fx,
I

(hidp + h.^dq) + v {c^dp + cdq),

= Xu + fMV + viu
;

and similarly

y — l' = \'u + jx'v -t- v'lv
,

z —I" = X" u + ix"v + v"iv,

where I, I', I" are additive arbitrary constants of integration.
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The relations between the constants X leave the orientation of the surface

undetermined ; the existence of the constants I, I', I" leaves the position of the

surface undetermined.

And so we have Bonnet's theorem as enunciated.

39. It follows from this theorem that the six fundamental magnitudes

E, F, G, L, M, N, together with their derivatives, are sufficient for the

expression and the determination of all magnitudes and all properties that

are intrinsically possessed by the surface. Later we shall see that, as is to be

expected, some properties are common to all those surfaces which (roughly

at the moment) may be described as having E, F, G in common, without any

regard to L, M, N other than the Gauss characteristic equation. At present,

the important result is that the six magnitudes give uniquely the intrinsic

determination of a surface and that therefore they suffice for the expression

of all properties of the surface which are independent of its position and its

orientation.

Derived Magnitudes.

40. It has just been stated, as an inference from Bonnet's theorem, that

properties and magnitudes intrinsically possessed by a surface are expressible

in terms of the three fundamental magnitudes E, F, G of the first order,

of the three fundamental magnitudes L, M, X of the second order, and

of their derivatives. Now it happens, as might be expected, that certain

combinations involving first derivatives of L, M, N have relations with deri-

vatives of x,y, z of the third order similar to those possessed by L, M, N with

derivatives of x, y, z of the second order. Similarly, certain combinations

involving second derivatives of L, M, JSf have corre.sponding relations with

derivatives of x, y, z of the fourth order ; and so with the respective orders

in succession. The combinations, which thus arise, are sometimes called

fundamental magnitudes ; having regard to the essential significance of the

fundamental magnitudes of the first order and the second order, the new

combinations may be called derived magnitudes of the various orders.

The derived magnitudes are perhaps most simply defined in connection

with the variation of the curvature of the normal section of the surface

along a curve*. In particular, those of the thii^d order are defined by the

relation

^ (-\ = Pp'^ + SQp'''/ + SRp'q' + Sq'^

The values of P, Q, R, S are obtained as follows. As before (§ 31), we have

- X = x" = .rjip- + 'Ixyqj'q + ^22?'" + x-^p" + ^\(l"

y

P

* This will be seen, at a later stage, to imply the consideration of geodesic tangents to the

curve.
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with two similar equations. Multiplying them by .x-^, y^, z^ and adding, we

have
Ep" + Fq" + nip''^ + 2m'p'q' + m"q'^ = ;

multiplying them by a'a, 3/2, 2^2, and adding, we have

Fp" + Gq" + np- + 2n'pq' + ii'q- = 0.

Hence

Now

and therefore

^ /I

ds \p

-p'- = rp'- + 2r'p'q' + r"q'']

-q" = Ap-+ 2A'p'g' + A"q'- \

-=Lp'- + 2Mp'q' + Nq-,

(-^ = L,2)'' + (L, + 231,) 2) h/ + {2iM, + X,)p'q' + JS\q'

+ 2 (Lp + Mq')p"+ 2 (iVp' + Nq) q

= (L, - 2LT - 2MA) p''

+ (L, + 2M, - 4Xr' - 2Mr - UIA' - 2N/\)p'-'q'

+ {2Mo + N,- 2Lr" - 4.21V'- 221A" - 4NA!)p'q''

+ {No- 2Mr" - 2NA") q\

on substitution for p" and q". Having regard to the Mainardi-Codazzi

relations, and reverting to the definitions of F, Q, R, S, we have values of the

derived magnitudes of the third order in the form

P = Xi -2(Xr +2IA) \

Q=L,-2(Lr' + 2IA')
I

= 21, - (LV + 21A') - (2IT + NA) [

R = M,-(2ir'+NA')-(Lr" + 2IA")

= N,-2 (2IT' + NA')

S=N^-2{2ir" + NA")

It is not difficult to verify that these derived magnitudes of the third order

satisfy the differential relations

Po-Qi=2(Pr' + QA') - 2 (QV + RA) + 2K{FL - £21),

Q, -R, = FT" + QA" - (RV + SA) + K (GL - EN),

R, -S,=2 (QV" + RA")- 2{Rr' + SA') + 2K(G2I- FN).

41. The derived magnitudes of the fourth order are defined * in con-

nection with the second derivative of the curvature along the normal section

from point to point of any curve ; they are such as to give

d^fV
ds- \pj

* See a paper by the author, Messenger of Math., vol. xxxii (1903), pp. 68—80.

|^Q=(«,/3,7, S,6$//,(/>.
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By a process similar to that used for the investigation of the values of

P, Q, R, S, we find

a = Pi - 3 (Pr + QA)

S = P,- 3 (Pr' + QA') - fZ (FL - EM)
= Q,-2{Qr + PA) - (PV + QAO + ^K (FL - EM)

y = Q,-2{Qr' +PA') -(Pr"+QA")-hK(GL -EX)
= R,-2{Qr' +EA')-(Rr +SA) +\K{CtL -EN)

8 = R.,-2 iQT" + PA") - (Pr' + ^A') - hK (GM - FN)
= S, - 3 (RV + SA') + fZ (GM - FN)

e = 8., -SiRF' + SA")

The derived magnitudes of any order thus defined, involve derivatives of

cc, y, z of that order.

42. The first derivatives of the Gauss measure of total curvature, and of

the measure of mean curvature, can be expressed in terms of the derived

magnitudes of the third order. We have

V'^K = LN - M'

;

and therefore

V'K, = L,N+ LN, - 2MM, -2^ (LN-M'^).

When we substitute for Pj, i/j, N^ in terms of P, Q, R and other magnitudes,

also for Vi, and reduce, we find

V^-K, = NP - 2MQ + LR ^

V'K, = A^Q - 2MR + LS J

In the same way for H, the measure of mean curvature, we find

V^H, = GP- 2FQ + ER
\

V'H,= GQ-2FR + ES \'

Cor. When a surface has the property that there is a functional relation

between its principal radii of curvature, the relation can be expressed in

a form

f(H,K)=0,
or in the Jacobian form

thus its fundamental magnitudes must satisfy the equation

GP - 2FQ + ER _ GQ - 2FR + ES
NP - 2MQ + LR~ NQ- 2iMR+LS

'

Such a surface is usually called a Weingaj'ten surface, and referred to as

a surface W : some of the properties will be discussed hereafter (§§ 203

—

208).

and, similarly,
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43. The derivatives of x, y, z of the third order can be expressed as

linear functions of Z, ol\, Xo\ Y, yx, yi\ Z, z^, z.., the coefficients involving the

derived quantities of the third order and derivatives of E, F, G. Taking the

equation

.«,! = LX + x^r + a-^i^,

differentiating with respect to j), and substituting for X^, w^i, a'12 in terms of

X, x^, X2, we have

a^iu = AX + x^X + x^p
;

and so for the other derivatives. The results, after reduction, are as follows

:

a-jii = AA' + XiX-\- x.,p \ ^„.. = X'X 4- ;i'i X.' + x.jP \

Zni = AZ + ^1 A, 4- Zop '

2/112 = A'F+ 2/1 X' + 2/2/3'

z^i2 = A'Z + z^\' + Zop

X2-22, = A"X + x{\!" + x^p'"

y,^_ = \"'Y+y,X"+y,p"'

^222 = ^"Z + 2-1 X'" + Z.p'"

Xi2i = A"A'' + a\\" + x..p" '\

y,., = A"Y+y,X" + yop" \

z^.22 = A"Z +z,\" +z.p" )

where the coefficients are given by the equations

A =P + S{Lr-{-MA)

A' ^Q + 3ir + NA + 2(Lr' + MA')

A" =R + 2(Mr' + N^') + Lr" + MA'
A'"=>S'+3(3/r" + A^A")

EX + Fp= m, ~ D -^^ [En'' _ 9Fnm + Gm^]

FX + Gp = «i — LM— -yr^ [Enn — F {nin + n'm) + Ginm]

Ex' + Fp = iiu - LM -
y:, [Enn - F (nni + n'm) + Gmm'

Fx' + Gp = n. - LN -
y:, [Emi" -F{nm" + n"m) +

= Wi - 3P - -^- [En- - 2Fnm + Gm^\

Gmm'

EX" + Fp" = m," - LN-^ [Enn" - F {mn" + n"m) + Gmm"\

1= /?io' — M^ y:, [En'-' - iFnm + GnP]

Fx" + Gp"= n.; - MN - ~ [En'n' - F {n'm" + n'W) + Gmm']
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E\:" + Fp"' = mi' - MN -
-^^ [En'n" - F {n'm" + n"m) + Gm'm']

F\"' + Gp" = ??.;' - N-' -^^ [En"' - 2Fn"in" + Gm'"']

It is easy to see that the derivatives of x, y, z, of any order greater than

unity, can be expressed similarly as linear combinations of X, x^, x^; the

coefficients in the combinations involve the derived magnitudes and derivatives

of the fundamental magnitudes E, F, G.

EXAMPLES.

1. Two directions at a point P on a surface are given by

Qdp^+ 2^dpdq + 'ir dq^= 0,

and a third direction is given by bp, bq, ds, making angles a and /3 with the former

directions. Shew that, if

J={E8p+ F8qf<i^-2 (E8p + F8q) {F8p + G8q) $ + {F8p+ 08qy e,

I={{E\-2F<P+ Gef-4 {EG-F'^ {e^ - *2)}4,

then
8s^ cos a cos ^=J11,

852 sin a sin i3
= -

-J
(e 8^2 + 2* S/; Sj +^ 8q^\

and
.., . , ^, 2V\E8p + F8q, F8p+ G8q\.
8s^ am (a - 8) = -^ I

. ^
' ,^

^ '^^ /
\
e8p+ ^8q, ^8p + <ir8q\

2. Shew analytically that, if L, M, jV vanish everywhere on a surface, the surface is

plane.

3. A surface is given by a Cartesian equation in the form

2=/(-^,3/);

the partial derivatives of z are denoted, as usual, by />, q ; r, s, t. Shew that

E=\+p\ F^pq, G= \-V(t, n=i+^'2 + y-2;

X Y Z 1

-P -? 1 (l+i02+
L M N 1 ^,^ rt-s^

jj^ {l + q'^)r-2pqs^-{l+p'^)t j^^ rt - s^

and obtain expressions for the derived magnitudes of the third order.

4. A surface is given by the equation F{x, y, s) = 0, so that the direction-cosines of

the normal are given by

Xdx~ Ydy" Zdz~ \\dx) "^ \dy) ^\dz

Shew that the mean curvature H is

z dz
'\dx ^ cy)'^ Z Iz^ .
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with two similar expressions, and that the total curvature K is

with two similar expressions.

5. The parametric curves are orthogonal, and a curve is drawn on the surface making

a constant angle a with the curve />= constant ; shew that the differential equation of the

curve is

1=^(1) ^^""-

6. Obtain the equation of the lines of curvature in the form

dX, dV, dZ =0;

dx, di/ , dz I

A', r, z
I

and shew that, if

ti=llZ-zY, v= zX-.tZ, %c=xY-yX,

(so that X, 17, Z, t/, V, in are the six coordinates of the normal), the differential equation of

the lines of curvature is

dudX+dvdr+ divdZ= 0.

7. Shew that, at any point of a surface,

2^i„2= a2 +^X2 +2FXp +Gp^

2a-ii22= a'2 +^X'2 +2F\'p' +Gp'-^

2.^•l2.22
= A"2 +^X"2 +2F\"p" +Gp"^

2.r222^= A"'2+ EX'"^+ 2FX"'p"' + Gp"-\

where the symbols on the right-hand side have the same significance as in § 43.

8. A surface is given by the equations

X _\-\-v.v y u — v z 1 — iiv

a u-rv'' h ti + v^ c u + v
'

shew that the equations of the lines of curvatui'e are

{l--2au-^ + u^ridu±{l-'2av^+ v*)-^dv= 0,

where a= {a^ — 2b-+ c-)!{a'^+ c-) ; and obtain an expression for the total curvature.

9. A skew surface is generated by the binormals of a curve. Prove that, at a point

on a generator distant d from the curve, the total curvature is — o-2(a--+ rf2)-2 . ^nd that,

at the curve it.self, the principal radii of curvature of the surfece are given by the

equation

- + --1 = 0.

,
o-- p

10. A skew surface is generated by the radii of spherical curvature of a curve. Shew
that, at the centre of spherical curvature of the curve, the total curvature of the surface

is — <ri~^ where o-i is the radius of torsion of the locus of the centre of spherical curvature.

Shew also that, at the curve itself, the total curvature of the surface is —cr^R~*, where

R is the radius of spherical curvature.
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11. A surface is generated by straight lines which meet the lines y=±.rtana
z='±\c; and the intercepts between the axis of z and the points where the generator

meets the lines are w and v, functions of a parameter. Shew that, at a point on the

surface in the plane of xy^ the total curvature is

— 16c%'V2 sin^ 2a

{c2 (m'2 Jf- 2it'v' cos 2a + v"^) + {tiv'+ u'vf am- 2a}2
'

and that, at a point on the surface in the first line, the principal radii of curvature are

given by the equation

1_ 2c sin 2a u-v cos 2a dv c^ sin^ 2a fdv \ 2

r^ r {c- + v^ s,n\^ 2a.)^ du {c^-itv^iim^2af\duJ

12. A surface is given by the equations

A'= sin u (cosh^ v — cos a cos ?i cosh v -2 cos^ a),

^= sinh V (cos^ a cos'^ u — cos a cos « cosh v— 2),

s= sin a cos u cosh v (cosh v— cos a cos u).

Prove that the curves of reference are the lines of curvature, and that the principal

radii of curvature are

(2 cos a cos li — cosh v) (cosh v+cos a cos uf cosec a,

(2 cosh V — cos a cos ?<) (cosh ?; +cos o cos m)^ cosec a.



CHAPTER HI.

Organic Curves of a Surface.

The present chapter is occupied with an account of the chief curves upon a surface,

with which thej have organic relations as being determined, mainly or partly, by the

nature of the surface itself. There will be no elaborate discussion of the properties and

characteristics of any of them, though a more detailed treatment of two classes of them,

viz. lines of curvature and geodesies, will be found in later chapters.

For the immediate purpose, reference may be made to the tirst volume of Darboux's

treatise, particularly to the tirst three chapters of the second Book. The subject-matter

is discussed in the third chapter of Bianchi's treatise, and in the second section of

Knoblauch's treatise, as well as in the iirst section of Stahl and Kommerell's Die

Grundformehi der allgemeinen Flachentheorie.

Orthogonal Curves.

44. We have seen (| 25) that the angle co between the parametric

curves at a point on a surface is given by

cos (o = F(EG)~^.

Hence the curves are perpendicular at a point if i^ = at the point ; and

they are perpendicular everywhere if i^= over the surface.

In the latter case, they often are called an orthogonal system; and F=0
is the sole condition, necessary and sufficient to secure that the parametric

curves form such a system.

Lines of Curvature.

45. When the surface is referred to any system of parametric curves

p = const,, q = const., and when the fundamental magnitudes of the surface

of the first order and the second order are denoted by E, F, G ; L, M, N
;

the directions of the lines of curvature through a point upon the surface are

given by
Edp + Fdq , Fdp + Gdq = 0.

Ldp + Mdq, Mdp + Ndq
|

If the parametric curves are themselves lines of curvature, the foregoing

equation must (as an equation for directions) be equivalent to

dpdq = 0.
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Hence we must have

EN-GL^O,
EM -FL = 0, FN- GM = 0.

From the last two equations, we have

(^.V- GL) M=0, (EN- GL) F^O,
and therefore

J/=0, F = 0,

are the conditions that the parametric curves should be lines of curvature.

When the conditions are satisfied, the radius of curvature for jj= constant,

say a, and the radius of curvature for q = constant, say /3, are

a=G/N, ^ = EjL.

The conditions i^= 0, J/ = 0, are necessary and sufficient to secure that

the parametric curves are lines of curvature. The condition ^=0 makes the

parametric curves an orthogonal system; the new condition J/ = makes
them the special orthogonal system constituted by lines of curvature.

46. Two well-known theorems can be stated in connection with the

general formulae of the preceding chapter.

Take any curve on the surface. Let Ijr be its circular curvature ; and
let Ijp be the curvature (defined as in § 31) of the normal section of the

surface through the tangent to the curve. The direction-cosines of the

principal normal to the curve are 7^x" , ry" , rz" ; hence, if 6 be the angle

between this principal normal and the normal to the surface, we have

cos ^ = Z . rx" -h Y . ry" + Z . rz".

But
x" = Xnp'- + '2xy2p'q' + x<^q- -i- x-^p" \- x^q'

,

and similarly for y" and z" ; hence

—— = Ax + 1 y + Zz = Lp- + zMp q -\- jSq'- = -
.

This is Meunier's theorem.

Next, at any point take a normal section of the surface through a direction

making an angle -v/r with the line of curvature p = constant. Let the surface

be referred to the lines of curvature as parametric curves, so that F = 0,

J/=0: then

cos>/.= G*^^, ,inir=E^f.^ as ^ as

The radius of curvature of the normal section is given by

F. n
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which is Euler's theorem on the curvature of a normal section through any

direction not coinciding with a line of curvature *.

The relations of the indicatrix

a ^/3

to the curvature are at once suggested ; they are discussed in text-books on

solid geometry. Only one remark need be made here, for ulterior use. If the

indicatrix is an ellipse, p is finite for every normal section. If the indicatrix

is a hyperbola, p is infinite for each of the directions t/t = tan~^ (— ^/a.)'^, which

are the directions of the asymptotes of the indicatrix.

The detailed development of the analysis connected with lines of curvature

and with associated properties will be deferred until the next chapter.

Conjugate Directions.

47. The familiar notion of conjugate diameters (or conjugate directions)

in a central conic can be extended, through the indicatrix, so as to give rise

to the notion of conjugate directions (and conjugate lines) on a surface f. In

the case of a conic with centre C, a direction given by two points P and Q on

the curve is conjugate to CR, where the tangents at P and Q intersect in R;

and the definition makes an asymptote of the conic conjugate to itself.

In the case of a surface, let a line PR be drawn through a point P
parallel to the intersection of the tangent plane at P with the tangent plane

at a point Q; when Q tends to coincide with P (or becomes a point con-

secutive to P), the limiting positions of PQ and PR are called conjugate

directions at P.

The condition that two directions dp, dq ; and dj), dq ; are conjugate can

be deduced from the definition. Let PQ be the direction dp, dq; and let PR
be the direction dp, dq', so that PR is parallel to the ultimate intersection

of the tangent planes at P and at Q. Let P be the point x,y,z; the tangent

plane at P is

(^-^)X + (.?-2/)r+(r-^)^ = o,

where ^, rj, C ^^'^s current coordinates. The tangent plane at Q, say x + dx,

y + dy, z + dz, is

{^-x-dx){X + dX) + {'n-y-dy){Y-^dY) + {^-z-dz){Z + dZ) = 0.

But
Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = 0,

and therefore the latter equation can be taken in the form

t {(I
- x) {X + dX) - dxdX] = 0.

* The result can be established from the quite general formulm, without any special choice of

parametric curves.

t The extension originated with Dupiu, Developpements de geometrie (1813), p. 91.
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The quantity dxdX is of the second order ; hence the line of intersection of

the two planes is given by

Let a point x + dx
, y + dy , z + dz be taken on the surface, so that it lies

ultimately on the direction FR\ thus dx , dy' , dz determine the direction PR,
and for that direction

^ — x: T] — y: ^ — z = dx' : dy' : dz .

The first equation is satisfied identically. The second equation is

dx'dX + dy'dV+ dz'dZ = 0,

which accordingly is the equation to be satisfied by the direction conjugate

to PQ. Now
dx' = x^dp' + Xodq, dX = X^ dp + X^dq

;

and therefore

(Sa^i Zi) dpdp + (S^2X^ ) dp dq + (S^i Z.) dq dp + {^x^X^ dq dq = 0,

that is,

L dp dp + M {dp dq + dq dp ) + Ndq dq' = 0.

This is the condition that the two directions should he conjugate to one another.

As the analysis manifestly is reversible, the condition is seen to be sufficient

as well as necessary.

The symmetry of the condition between dp, dq ; and dp , dq; justifies the

assumption in the phraseology that the conjugate property is reciprocal.

When written in the form

(Ldp + Mdq) dp + {Aldp + Ndq) dq = 0,

the condition shews that the two directions are conjugate diameters of the

indicatrix ; for the equation of the indicatrix is

L ^ 2M ^ X
. ,

^ {EGY ^

Thus only a single condition requires to be satisfied in order that two

directions may be conjugate. Hence one direction can be taken arbitrarily,

and the other is then determined by the condition ; and it is uniquely deter-

mined, for che condition is lineo-linear in the quantities dp/dq, dp'jdq. Thus
let a curve be •

<f>{p,q) = constant,

so that we have a family of curves when the constant is parametric ; the

direction of the curve at a point is given by

But the direction dp/dq, conjugate to BpjSq, is given by

(L dp + Mdq) Bp + (Mdp + Xdq) 8q = 0;
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that is, the conjugate direction at the point satisfies the equation

{Ldp -f- Mdq) ^^ - {Mdp + Ndq) ?^ = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

cq dp \ oq op J dp

an ordinary differential equation of the first order, the primitive of which

gives a family of lines conjugate to the family 4>(p, g) = constant. If this

conjugate family be yjr (p, q) = constant, then

X^ ^_± _ J/ f^ ^^ +^ ^^ + i\r^^ = 0.
^ dq dq \dp dq dq dp J dp dp

48. When two directions Sp, 8q; Bj)', Sq'; satisfy an equation

A dp- + 2Bdpdq + Cdq'- = 0,

then
BpBp' _ BpSq + BqSp' _ Bqhq'

~~G~^ -2B ~ A'
and therefore the condition that the two directions should be conjugate is

CL-2BM + AN = 0.

The condition is sufficient, as well as necessary, to secure the conjugate

character.

The parametric curves p = a, q = h, where a and b are constant, are

given by
dp dq = 0.

Taking A=0, C=0, and B not zero, we infer that the condition necessary

and sufficient to make the parametric curves a conjugate system is

M = 0.

In particular, the lines of curvature are conjugate to one another. This is a

consequence of the fact that when the lines of curvature are made parametric

curves, then one of the conditions is M = 0, which makes them conjugate ; and

it can also be verified from their general equation

(EM- FL) dp- + (EN - GL) dpdq + (FN- GM) dq' = 0,

by making A, B, C = EM - FL, EN - GL, FN-GM, respectively, in the

foregoing relation.

The direction dp', dq, which is conjugate to dp, dq, is given by

dp' _ dq ^0
Mdp + Ndq -(Ldp + Mdq)

say, where

^ = (EM-' - 2FLM 4- GD) dp'

+ 2 (EMN - FLN - FM' + GLM) dpdq

+ (EN- - 2FMN+ GM-) dq"- = S',
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SO that

. ds

Let X denote the angle between the two conjugate directions ; then

dsds' cos
'x^
= Ed]) dp + F(dpdq' + dqdp) + Gdqdq

= [{Edp + Fdq) (Mdp + Ndq) - {Fdp + Gdq) (Ldp + Mdq)\,
that is,

© ds cos X = {EM - FL) dp' + (EN - GL) dpdq + (FN- GM) dq\

Manifestly the onl}^ conjugate directions perpendicular to one another are the

lines of curvature.

49. The equations relating to surfaces in general, as obtained in the

preceding chapter, were constructed for any unspecified system of parametric

curves. When any particular specification is introduced, some corresponding

simplification in the equations may be caused. When the parametric curves

are conjugate, we have
il/=0

in all the equations. This causes a special simplification in three of the

partial differential equations (of § 34) satisfied b}^ the coordinates, viz. those

involving x-^2, yio., Zu- W^hen the parametric curves are conjugate, these

equations are

that is, X, y, z are three solutions of the equation

= r^^ + -^V-
dpdq dp dq

'

This is a linear partial differential equation of the second order, and usually

is called Laplace's equation, being written in the form (with the cu.stomary

notation for j)artial differential equations)

s = ap + bq,

where a and b are functions of the independent variables.

The primitive* of this equation involves two arbitrary functions; hence

the most general values of x, of y, and of z, obtained solely as integrals of the

equations, are expressions each of which involves linearly an arbitrary function

of^ and an arbitrary function of q. The arbitrary functions are not unrelated;

for assuming T' and A' known, we have

V'r' = iGE,-^FCr„ V'M = hEG,-h^FE.„

as well as the Gauss characteristic equation and the Mainardi-Codazzi

* For the general theory of Laplace's linear equation, and for the special construction of the

primitive when the latter can be expressed in finite terms involving the two arbitrary functions,

see the author's Theory of Differential Equations, vol. vi, chap. xiii.
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relations ; and all these conditions must be satisfied when the values of

X, y, z are substituted.

Even so, a large amount of arbitrary generality will survive in the

complete solution which, through this stage at least, is rather an investigation

in partial equations than in geometry. Geometrical applications arise by the

assignment of further conditions ; and illustrations of these, in connection

with particular surfaces or families of surfaces, will be given from time to

time.

The amplest discussion of the equation, together with many compre-

hensive applications to surfaces, will be found in the second volume of

Darboux's treatise.

50. One particular family of surfaces, referred to conjugate lines as

parametric curves, is instanced by Darboux* in the form

^ = ^ (p - aj^ {q - ay\ y = B{p- by (q - 6)", z = G{p- c)'^(q- cf,

where A, a, B, b, C, c, m, n are real constants. It is easy to verify that

(q — p) Xi2 = nxi — mx2

{q-p)yi2 = nyi-mtj.^

{q —p) Zy2 = nZi^ — mz2 j

so that, multiplying these equations by X, Y, Z respectively, and adding, we

have
if=0;

and therefore the parametric curves given hy p=^ constant, q = constant, are

conjugate.

More generally, the direction on the surface given by Sp, 8q is conjugate

to the direction given by dp, dq, if

m (m —l)dp8p _ n(n — l) dq Sq

(p -a)(p- b) (p-c)~ {q- a) (q - b) (q-c)'

The family includes many important sets of surfaces. When m = w, we

have the " tetrahedral " surfaces

special cases of which arise, in Steiner's surface for 7n = n= 2, in a well-

known cubic surface for m = w = — 1, and in the trivial plane for ?» = » = !.

When m = f , 7i = ^, we have (as will be seen later) the surface of centres of

the ellipsoid ; when ?n = |, ?z = i, we have a hyperboloid ; and so for other

special values of m and n.

* TMorie generale, t. i, p. 1-42.
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Asymptotic Lines.

51. Various definitions of asymptotic lines are given, according to the

property selected to characterise them. They are associated simply with

conjugate directions; an asymptotic line is then defined as a curve on the

surface whose direction at any point is self-conjugate. The direction dp'/dq

must then be the same as dp/dq; that is, a self-conjugate direction is given

by either of the equations

dadX +dydY + dzdZ =- 0,

Ldp"' + 2Mdpdq + Ndq- = 0.

Consequently there are generally two asymptotic directions at any point of

a surface. When the total curvature is positive (so that LN > ]\P), the

directions are imaginary and different ; when it is negative, they are real

and different ; when it is zero (so that the surface is developable), there is

only a single asymptotic line through a point, and it is the generator.

The curvature of the normal section of a surface through the tangent to

an asymptotic line, being

Lp'^- + 2Mp'q' + Nq'\

is zero. The tangent to the line then coincides with an asymptote of the

indicatrix at the point ; hence the name.

Consider the tangent plane at a point (x, y, z) on the surface. The
distance of a neighbouring point x + dx, y + dy, z + dz from that plane

= Xdx+ Ydy + Zdz

= ^ {Ldp^ + 2Mdpdq + Ndq") + other terms,

the other terms being of the third and higher orders in dj) and dq. Thus

any tangent to the surface, being a straight line in the tangent plane, meets

the surface in two consecutive points ; but a tangent to the surface in the

direction of an asymptotic line meets the surface in three consecutive points.

The directions of the asymptotic lines are therefore often called the inflexional

tangents at the point.

Another method of stating the last result is to declare that the asymptotic

directions are the tangents to the curve of intersection (which has the point

for a double point) of the surface by its tangent plane. On a hyperboloid of

one sheet, they are of course the generators.

Let ^ denote the angle between the asymptotic lines

Ldp^ + 2Mdpdq + Ndq'^ =

at any point ; then (§ 26)

2V(M'-LN)^
^^'^^- EN-2FM + GL
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or writing

ap a p

where a and ^ are the principal radii of curvature at the point, we have

If the asymptotic lines az'e everywhere perpendicular on a surface, so that

% = ^TT, then

that is, the surface is minimal.

52. The analytic determination of the asymptotic lines upon a surface

can be made to depend upon the integration of the differential equation

Ldjf- + 2Mdpdq + Ndq^ = 0,

of the first order and second degree. For any surface, what is required in

this mode of determination of the asymptotic lines is the preliminary con-

struction of the quantities L, M, N.

Ex. 1. On a sphere, we can take

x=cos,pco^q, ^ = cosps{nq, z=smp;

and then, by simple calculations, we have

Z=-l, i¥=0, ¥=-1,

so that the asymptotic directions (being imaginary, for the sphere is synclastic) are given by

dp^+ dq^-= 0,

that is, they are

p + tq = const., p- iq = const.

Ex. 2. Prove that, at the origin on any surface

2z= ax"^ + 2/lvi/ + hy'^ + terms of higher order in x and y,

the asymptotic directions are

ax"^+ 2hxy+ hy''"= 0.

Ex. 3. As a last example, consider the asymptotic lines on Fi'esnel's wave-surface*

1 1 =1
'/^ -a r^ -0 r- — c

where r'^= x^-\-y'^ + z-. We have

and so we take

+ vS- + ^>— = 0;
T' — a v — b r^ — c

'•^= A'^+3/-+ 2-= 2',

ax"^ by'^ cz"^ _abc {6-p){6-q)
e^ "* 6^ "^ J^c ~ ~p' {6^a){e-b){e-c)'

as equations defining the parameters p and q, the latter equation being satisfied identically

for all values of 6.

* For a full discussion, see Note viii at the end of Darboux's fourth volume.
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We then have

^^J)C_ {a-q){a-p)

p {a-b){a-c)^

with similar expressions for 1/ and z ; hence

X. 1 a

X 2p{a —p)

x<i_ 1 1

X 2a-q

Xii_ 1(4/) — 3a) a

X 4 p"^ {a —p)^

X12 1 «

X ip{a—p) (a—q)
j

'

A-22_ 1 1

X ~ 4 (a-?)-^

Xx= Tr(6 — c) {be -{b+ c) p +pq} {a -p) (a - q),

where ^V is a multiplier, common to X, Y, Z, the value of which is immaterial at present.

Then, writing

U={a-b){b-c){c-a\
we have

X= 2X^11

= ^Xx.-'"^
X

— _ 1 XV Tj J*^^ {?•
~ (^ + ^+ c) y+ a6 + fee+ ca} + a&c (g — 2/>)

I ^(a-p)(6-^)(c-p)
i/=2Xri2

N='2,Xx29

_ ^
™,, — o6c+ (a6 + 6c+ ca) p — (a+6+c)jD2—^^(5- — 2^)-~^ "

i^r_c.q){b-q){c-q)
'

Inserting the values of Z, J/, X, we at once have the diflferential equation for the

asymptotic lines.

Darboux {I.e.) shews that, by introducing a parameter s in place of ^, defined l)y the

relation

p{p-q){p-s)={p-a){p-b){p-c\

the differential equation can be obtained in the form

(s-a)(s-6)(s-c) {q-a){q-b){q-cy

the primiti\'e of which can be expressed algebraically.

53. The conditions that the parametric curves should be asymptotic

lines are easily derived from their general equation

Ldp- + 2Mdpdq + Ndq^ = 0.

If these are the parametric curves j^ — «^, q = b, the equation must effectively

be the same as

djidq = 0,

and therefore we must have

L = 0, N=0, J/+0.
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(The complete difference between the condition, that the parametric curves

should be two different conjugate directions, and the conditions, that they

should be two self-conjugate directions, will be noticed.)

Moreover, as the analysis manifestly is reversible, the conditions are

sufficient as well as necessary.

As the asymptotic lines are a couple of systems of curves distinct from

one another on all surfaces which are not developable, it frequently is

convenient to choose them as the parametric curves of reference. In that

choice, we make X = and iV = in all the general equations which have

been obtained; consequently there is much simplification in the forms of

those equations. Thus the Mainardi-Codazzi relations take the form

M, = (r - A') M, M. = (A" - r ') M.

The equation of the lines of curvature (on dropping the non-zero factor M)
becomes

Edjf--Odq^ = 0.

We have
V V
^^ = r + A', ^ = r + A",

always, and therefore (for this particular reference)

M'^ V ' M'^ V
—r J 9 A" = —.- J

2r= "h*^. 2A'=-^+'^-

while, as always,

and the measures of curvature are

FM M"

54. To illustrate the use of asymptotic lines as curves of reference,

consider surfaces of constaftt negative total curvature (often called pseudo-

spherical). The asymptotic lines are real and, assuming the measure not

to be zero, are distinct from one another ; so they are convenient curves

of reference. We have, from the definition,

where yu. is a real finite constant ; hence

so that

M V^-^ = 0, that is, A' = 0,
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and
M V
^-Y = ^' thatis, r' = o.

Reverting to the definitions of V and A', we have

m'G - n'F = 0, n'E - m'F = 0,

and therefore

m' = 0, n = 0,

that is,

E. = 0, Ct,= 0.

Consequently E ib a. function of p only ; by changing the variable p to jj'

where E^dp = dp, the new quantity in place of E is unity, and therefore

without any loss of generality, we can take E =1 for the surface. Similarly,

as (t is a function of q only, we can take G = 1 without any loss of generality

for the surface.

The angle between the parametric curves has been denoted by oo ; hence

in the present case

F= cos CO, V = sin co,

and therefore

^^^F^sino,
/i ^

Now for any surface we have (§ 36)

dpdq~dp[ E J'^dqKG J'^ ^'dpdq dp \ E J dq

and therefore, in the present case, we have

d-co 1
= — sin (I),

dpdq ij?

Avhere /^ is a real finite constant.

Upon the integration of this equation, the determination of the most

general pseudosphere rests. When any solution is found giving &> in terms

of ^ and q, we then know

j^(=l), G(=l), L{=0), N{=0), F(= cos co), M (=fjL-^ sin co);

that is, by Bonnet's theorem, we have a pseudosphere completely determined

save as to position and orientation. Thus, as so often happens in the

differential geometry of surfaces, the solution of the problem depends upon

the integration of a partial differential equation of the second order. The

primitive of the equation

has not yet been obtained.

d'co 1 .

dpdq fT
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The lines of curvature upon the pseudosphere are given by

dp- — dq- = 0,

that is, they are given by

p + q = ^i = constant, p — q — v = constant.

When the surface is referred to the lines of curvature as parametric

curves instead of the asymptotic lines, so that u and v are the variables of

reference, the preceding ditferential equation of the surface becomes

d-at d^oo 1 .

Nul Lines.

55. The nul lines (or minimal lines) on a surface are defined in connection

with arcs of zero length ; they are given, as to their variables, by

Edp- + 2Fdpdq + Gdq- = 0.

On any real surface, the nul lines are imaginary ; and their parameters are

conjugate complex variables, unless V is zero, a case which usually is

excluded* from consideration. But it will appear that, though the variables

are imaginary, they have definite and important relations with real isothermic

systems of lines upon the surface.

In order that the parametric curves may be nul lines, the equation

Edp'- + 2Fdpdq + Gdq^ = 0,

which is the defining equation of such lines, must effectively be the same as

dpdq = 0,

which is the general equation of parametric curves. Hence

£ = 0, G = 0, F^O,

(and therefore F=t=0). The expression for any arc then becomes

ds''=2Fdpdq.

To determine the nul lines on a surface when they are not the parametric

curves, we have to integrate the equation

Edp'' + 2Fdpdq + Gdq' = 0,

that is, the equations

Edp +(F+i V)^q = 0, Edp + (F-iV)dq = 0,

where we shall assume that p and q are real. Let the primitive of the first

of these two equations linear in dq/dp be

u = ^ {p, q) = constant,

so that II is a complex function of p and q. If v is the conjugate to u,

V = yfr {p, q) = constant

* Darboux (t. i, p. 148) shews that, when 1^=0, the surface is a developable circumscribed to

the imaginary circle at infinity.
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is the primitive of the second of the equations linear in dqjdp. Then

du = fx[Edp-^{F + iV)dq],

dv= v[Edp + {F-iV)dq],

where ix and v are conjugate quantities; hence

ds' = Edp' + 2F dp dq + G dq^

=—f^ dudv = \ du dv,

where X is a real quantity on a real surface.

The nid lines then are given hy the equations

u = a, V = b.

These variables u and v are often called the symmetric variables. Later (§ 61)

it will be seen that, while symmetric variables are not unique for a surface,

the choice of such variables possessing the symmetric character is narrow.

56. When a surface is referred to nul lines as parametric curves, the

various equations in the general theory are much simplified. We then have

^ = 0, G^ = 0, V'=^-F-'-

r = FjF, r' = o, r" = o,

A = 0, A' = (), A"=Fo/F.

The Mainardi-Codazzi relations become

X, + ^M/ = il/„ N, + pM = M„

which can be written

and the Gauss equation becomes

LN-M' = F,,--^'-^'

The mean curvature is

and the total curvature is

H=2^,

LF-M^

F

M

1 d"-

{\ogF).
Fdpdq

The differential equation of the lines of curvature is

-Ldp^ + Ndq' = 0;

and the equation of the asymptotic lines is unaffected, being

Ldp- + 2Mdpdq + Ndq^ = 0.
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It will appear that the discussion of the geodesies upon a surface is

simplified, so far as their equations are concerned, by referring the surface to

nul lines as parametric curves ; for only a single fundamental magnitude (F)

of the first order then occurs in the equations, instead of all three when the

parametric curves are any general unspecified curves.

57. As a passing example of the use of nul lines as parametric curves,

consider surfaces with a constant mean measure of curvature, say 2h, where

li is a constant. Then

^ F~h'
so that

Mh=F.

From the Mainardi-Codazzi equations, we have

Z. = 0, iVi = 0.

Thus i is a function oip only, if it is not zero ; when we change the variable

to p where L^dp = dp', the new quantity L is unity, that is, we can take

L = \ without loss of generality. Similarly we can take iV = 1 without loss

of generality, when it is not zero.

The Gauss equation now becomes

\-M^^F,,-^,
that is,

d' (log F) _l F
dpdq ~F k''

a partial equation of the second order to determine* F. Suppose that some

integral of this equation is known; it gives F, and therefore also M which

is equal to F/h. Thus we know E, F, G, L, M, N] that is, by Bonnet's

theorem, there is a surface uniquely determined by these quantities, save as

to position and orientation in space.

The lines of curvature upon the surface satisfy the equation

— dp- + dq- = ;

that is, they are given by
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The asymptotic lines on the surface satisfy the equation

F
dp- + dq-+2j dpdq = 0,

that is, they are given by the equations

hdp + [F ± (F' - ¥p^ dq = 0.

58. It is possible to have nul lines in space, as well as nul lines on any

given surface ; and they possess the important property that, from them, it is

possible to construct minimal surfaces analytically.

One method of constructing nul lines in space is given by Lie as follows.

Take any plane

tx + uy + vz = 1,

subject to a specific relation

t- -i- li- + v- =

and to any arbitrary non-homogeneous relation

f{t,u,v) = 0.

The two relations determine (say) m and v as functions of t; thus the

equation of the plane contains only a single parameter, and therefore the

envelope of the plane is a developable surface. The edge of regression of
this surface is a nul line ; and so, by taking any number of different relations

/= 0, we have any number of nul lines.

The verification of the statement is easy. A point on the edge of

regression is given by

tx + uy + vz = 1 \

X + uy + v'z = ^ \,

u"y + v"z = j

with the conditions

t- + u- + V- = 0, t-\- uu +vv' = 0;

and these equations give x, y, z as variable functions of t, so that dx, dy, dz

are not zero. But along the edge, we have

that is,

and therefore

tdx + udy -{-vdz + {x + uy + v'z) dt = 0,

dx + udy + v'dz + {u"y + v"z) dt = 0,

tdx+ udy + vdz = 0,

dx + u'dy + v'dz= 0,

dx dy dz

uv — u'v V — tv' tu — u
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where jjl is not zero because x, y, z are variable quantities. Hence the

element of arc ds is given by

— ds" = {xiv — u'v)- + (v — tv'y + {tu — uf

= (1 + iL- + v'-) [u- (1 + li'-) + i;- (1 + v'-) + •2uvu'v'],

on substituting — {lui + vv') for t. The second factor is

llr -'t V- + {Ull + VV'Y

= u- + y- + t- = 0,

and so

ds = 0,

thus verifying* the statement that the edge of regression is a nul line in

space.

59. These nul lines in space are used"f- by Lie to construct minimal

surfaces, according to the theorem

:

Let Ni and No he two md lines in space ; let Pi be any point on iYj, and

P^ any point on X^; then the locus of the middle point of the straight line

P1P2 is a minimal surface.

The coordinates of Pj can be represented by

x,^2A,(t)=^2A„ y, = 2B,{t) = 2B„ z, = 2G,{t) = 2C\,

where

because ]\\ is a nul line. The coordinates of P, can be represented by

a;, = 2AAd) = 2A,, y,= 2B,{e) = 2B,, z, = 2C,(e) = 2C„
where

y1,'- + p.;- + 6V- = o,

because i\^2 is a nul line. The coordinates of the middle point of PiPq are

x = A,(t) + A,{0),

y=B,(t) + B,{d),

z==C,{t) + C,{e);

and therefore, for its locus, we have

E = :iw,' = A,''' + B,' + 6V- = 0,

G = txi = a:-- + b:-- + c:^ = 0.

* For the purpose, the Serret formulae of § 16 can also be used ; in them, we write

t u
^ V V

while the u of those formulaa now becomes - Ijv. Then we verify that T, which is equal to

{p'- + q'-+{pq'-p'q)-}-,

vanishes ; and so ds = 0.

t Math. Ann., t. xiv (1879), p. 337. Lie chooses the middle j^oint ; the locus of a point, that

divides P\P,> in any constant ratio, also is a minimal surface.
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Also

and therefore

M=0.
Consequently

£N-2F2I+GL = 0,

the equation characteristic of a minimal surface.

It thus appears that minimal surfaces can be derived from any two

minimal curves.

If Ai, Bi, C\ are algebraic functions, and also A^, Bj, Co are algebraic

functions, then x, ?/, z are algebraic functions of t and 6 ; that is, the minimal

surfaces then are algebraic. Hence if the arbitrary relation f{t, u, v) =
be chosen as an algebraic function in each case, we shall have a succession

of algebraic nul lines ; and thence a succession of algebraic minimal surfaces

can be constructed.

In particular, ii A^{t) and A. {6), B,(t) and B.^iO), C,(t) and C\(d) are

conjugate pairs of complex quantities, the minimal surface is real though

both the initiating nul lines are imaginary. For instance, let

t^a + ^i, e = a- ^i,

where a and jB are real. An algebraic minimal curve is given by

X, = St - t% yi = - i (^t + f), z, = 3^-,

and another by

the minimal surface derived from these as initiating curves is Enneper's

minimal surface* (also algebraical, and of order 9)

^ = 3a+3ay8---a^, 2/ = 3/3 + 3a^y3 - /3^ z = S{a'-^').

Isometric Lines.

60. In connection with the determination of nul lines upon a surface, we

saw that the element of arc could be taken in the form

ds- = \dudv,
where X is a real constant,

du = fi [Edp + {F+iV) dq], dv^v [Edp + {F- iV) dq],

fi and V being magnitudes independent of differential elements. On a real

surface, these symmetric parameters are conjugate complex variables; so we
can take

u =.P + iQ, v=P- iQ,

where P and Q are real variables. We now have

ds' = \(dP-' + dQ^);

and the curves F = constant, Q = constant, are parametric and real.

* First obtained by Enneper, Zeitschr.f. Math. u. Physik, t. ix (1S64), p. 108.

F. 6
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Because there is no term in ds- which involves dPdQ, the parametric

curves are orthogonal to one another.

Now take a number of parametric curves in succession, such that the

variations dP and dQ in passing from any curve to the next curve are

equal to one another, the common value of all of them being k. Then the

element of arc along Q = constant intercepted between two successive

P-curves is equal to X^ k, and the element of arc along P = constant

intercepted between two successive Q-curves is also equal to X^k ; and

the curves are orthogonal to one another. Thus the selected rectangle is a

square ; and so, by the parametric curves as chosen, the surface is divided

into small squares. Such a system of parametric curves is called isometric,

sometimes isothermic, sometimes orthogonal and isometric, the division of

the surface into small squares being the distinguishing property.

61. Isometric variables are not unique. Take any function, say

/(P + iQ), of two variables given as isometric for a surface ; and separate

/(P + iQ) into its real and imaginary parts, so that

f(P + iQ) = P' + iQ'.

Let g{P — iQ) be the conjugate of f{P + iQ)—should all the coefficients in

/ (P + iQ) be real, g(P- iQ) is / (P - iQ) ; then

g(P-iQ) = P'-iQ'.
Hence

and therefore

where

(dP + idQ)f' (P + iQ) = dP' + idQ',

(dP - idQ) g' (P - iQ) = dP'- idQ'
;

cZs- = X (dP- + dQ')

= X(dP'"' + dQ''),

\ = \'f'(P + tQ)g'{P-iQ),

so that \' is a real quantity. Consequently, the new parametric curves

P' = constant, Q'= constant, are an orthogonal isometric system.

Moreover, P' and Q' constitute the aggregate of isometric variables when
complete variety of form is permitted to the function/, a property which can

be established as follows. Reverting to the initial symmetric variables u and v,

connected with the isometric variables P and Q, we have the element of arc

upon the surface in the form

d.s- = \dudv.

Let any other reduction for the arc-element, expressed by means of symmetric

variables connected with other isometric variables, be represented by

ds' = X' da dv.
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Then u' and v are independent functions of the first parametric variables

;

hence we must have

^77 ^ / /f^"' 7 c>«' , \ fdv J dv' ,

\daav = \ ( ^i:— du -^ -7— dv
]

(
—- du +-::- dv

\du ov 1 \du dv

for all variations of u and v. Consequently

du dv _ du dv _

du du ' dv dv
'

hence either

(i) ^sr- = 0, so that m' is a function of u only, and then ^r- = 0, so that v'
^ ' dv

-^ du

is a function of v only ; or

(ii) -X— = 0, so that u' is a function of v only, and then ^r- = 0, so that v'
' du "^

dv

is a function of u only.

The two cases differ only in an interchange of variables ; effectively they are

only a single case, represented by

u'=f{u), v'=g(v).

As u and v' are conjugate variables, g(v) is the conjugate of /(u). The

foregoing relations between P + iQ and P'+iQ' therefore produce the

aggregate of isometric variables.

It will appear later, in the discussion of the representation of a surface

upon other surfaces, that the relations express the conformal representation

of the surface upon itself; and further, that the reference of a surface to an

isometric surface implies the conformal representation of the surface upon

a plane, the coordinates in the plane being the parametric variables.

62. Simple systems of isometric lines are provided by the lines of

curvature upon a surface of revolution and by the lines of curvature upon

a central quadric.

For a surface of revolution, the lines of curvature are the meridians and

the parallels of latitude. Let r denote the distance of any point from the

axis of revolution, cf) its longitude from some meridian of reference, and let

^=f{r)

be the equation of any meridian curve ; then

ds- = dr"^ + r^ dcp- + dz^

= {\+f'')dr"-+r^d4>\
Let

7 .T ^'ov4 d^'
dp = (1 +/ r-

-
;

then

ds"" = r^ {dp^ + d</)-).

An isometric system is therefore provided by the curves </> = constant (which

are the meridians) and r = constant (which are the parallels).

6—2
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In the second case, it is known, from the theory of confocal central

quadrics, that the coordinates of any point on the surface

x-ja + y-jh + z-jc = 1

can be expressed in the form

- ^ya^ = a (a +p) (a + q),

- ryay^= h(b+p){b +q),

- a^z- = c(c + p) (c + q),

where cc, ^, y = h — c, c — a, a — h. Then

4KP 'Jf'^^^+p^i^^^^c + p) {a + q){b + q)(c + q)]'

so that the curves p = constant, q = constant (that is, the lines of curvature)

are an isometric system.

63. The conditions that any original parametric curves should be an

isometric system are easily obtainable.

In the first place, they must be orthogonal ; hence

F=0.

Next, the element of arc must be expressible in the form

X(dF' + dQ%

and p = constant, q = constant, are to be the same effectively as P = constant,

Q = constant ; hence

E=\f{p), G = \g{q),

where / and g are any functions of p and q respectively. Thus

EJip)
G 9{qy

and therefore

which is the other necessary condition.

When an element of arc is given in the form

Edp''-+Gdq\

and the necessary condition is satisfied, an appropriate change in the variables

leads to the form

and then the necessary condition is

E=0.

But it must be remembered that, for this form of the condition, one special

isometric system has been chosen.
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What is required is the determination (as far as may be possible) of th(

quantities \, L, N. The equations which they have to satisfy are

N,
2 X

{L + N),

^= WiL + N),

so that

Writing

we have

1/Z^X^ X

dq[\) X^

A = Ny\ B = L-j\ fi = log X,

dp"^' ' dq~^-'
AB-)^,

we must eliminate A and B between these three equations. Now

dA r)Ti

Bj~ = 2'^%-Afi.;^, .4|^ = 2^^i-5/x,^,

BSA-=_^^^+2'^%,+ 2%%-A{fl.^,+l^y:^) - fM,fl.2^'.

But
dpdq dp dq

d-'A

dpdq
= /ti,2^ + /ii^2

;

hence, equating these values of ^—^ , substituting for ^ and ^ , and

reducing, we jfind

Let

then

Also

Hence taking

we have

/Zjo^ - /ii^o = J,

2^^io - 2^,% - 2^>, fi2 = D;

AI + BJ = D.

2AI = D + A, 2BJ=D-A.
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Geodesies.

65. Among the important lines upon a surface, one class is constituted

by the curves called geodesies. Unlike lines of curvature, asymptotic lines,

and nul lines, they are not determined uniquely or in pairs at a point by

the surface itself. A direction taken at a point determines uniquely a

geodesic having that dii-ection at the point. The detailed consideration of

their properties will be deferred until a later chapter. They are mentioned

here solely because they provide a system of coordinates for the representation

of the surface, corresponding in notion to the system of polar coordinates in

a plane ; in consequence, these are sometimes called geodesic polar coordinates,

sometimes geodesic orthogonal coordinates.

The original definition of a geodesic on a surface is that it is the shortest

distance measured along the surface between two points on its course. It

is therefore a curve along which a tightly stretched string would lie at rest

between the two points on a smooth surface. At any element, the internal

forces due to the tensions at the two extremities lie in the osculating plane

of the curve, while the external force is the pressure which acts along the

normal to the surface ; as these balance because the string is at rest, the

osculating plane of the curve at any point contains the normal to the surface

at the point. This property, characteristic of geodesies, will later be derived

also from non-statical considerations.

Later (Chap, v) we shall see that there may be a limit to the range of the

curve when it is to be the shortest distance from any initial point to every

other along its course. When such a limit exists, each extremity of the

range^iis called the conjugate of the other; and then, as will also be seen, it

is possible to draw more than one geodesic between two points when either

lies beyond the conjugate of the other. For our immediate purpose, we shall

assume the domain of the surface in the vicinity of a point to be so far

restricted that it shall not include the conjugate (if any) of the point along

any geodesic.

66. Without waiting for the full discussion of the general equation of

geodesies, it is desirable to notice one simple and important property, viz.

if a geodesic he a plane curve {which is not merely a straight line), or if it

be a line of curvature, then it is both a plane curve and a line of curvature.

When a geodesic is a plane curve, its principal normals intersect, save

only when it is a straight line. These principal normals are the normals to

the surface along its course ; they therefore intersect, and so the curve is

a line of curvature.
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Next, let a geodesic be a line of curvature. Take four consecutive points

on the curve, say A, B, C, D. The normals to the surface at B and C
intersect in some point, say ; these are the normals in an osculating plane

of the curve at B, so that the points A , B, C, lie in one plane. Similarly,

the points B, C, D, lie in one plane. Hence the points A, B, C, D lie in

one plane, and so for points in succession; that is, the curve is a plane

curve.

But the converse is not true ; that is, a plane line of curvature {e.g. a

parallel on a surface of revolution) is not necessarily a geodesic on the

surface.

67. Adopting for the moment the definition relating to the shortest

distance, and having regard to the statement at the end of § 65, consider

two geodesies through a jDoint making an infinitesimal angle

with one another at 0. Along them measure any the same

distance to points A and B, so that OA = OB ; then* the small

rectilinear arc AB is perpendicular to both the geodesies.

If not, take BG = AB sec ABG ; then BAG is a right angle,

while ABG is an infinitesimal plane triangle and GA, one of the

sides, is less than GB, the hypotenuse. Thus

OG + GA <OG + GB

< OB

< OA,

for OB and OA are equal. Then the path in the surface along OG and GA
is shorter than the path along OA, in opposition to the fact that OA is the

geodesic between and A. Hence the angles OAB, OBA are right angles.

Now take any number of consecutive geodesies through ; and along

them measure any the same distance, obtaining points A, B, C, We shall

thus obtain a curve as the locus of points at a given distance from measured

in the surface along geodesies through 0. The curve is sometimes called a

geodesic circle; and sometimes, because it is orthogonal to the geodesies, an

orthogonal trajectory of the geodesies ; and sometimes a geodesic parallel,

though the term geodesic parallels includes the orthogonal trajectories of any

family of geodesies, whether concurrent or not. But it must not be assumed,

and it is not in fact the case, that a geodesic circle is itself a geodesic on the

surface.

68. The property makes a point, and a geodesic distance, and the inclina-

tion of this distance to a geodesic of reference through the point, coi-respond

to an origin, and a radius vector, and the angle between this radius vector and

* The proposition is due to Gauss.
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an initial line in a plane. The associated variables (the geodesic distance

and the inclination to the geodesic of reference) are called geodesic polar

coordinates.

Accordingly, take any number of consecutive geodesies through an origin

0; and let two of them meet any curve in points P and Q. Let OA, any

fixed geodesic, be used for reference ; let the

angles at be

AOP = q, AOQ = q + dq, POQ = dq.

Along OQ, measure OM from equal to OP
;

then the small rectilinear arc PM is perpendicu-

lar to OQ at 21. Also PM vanishes when P and

Q coincide, that is, when dq vanishes ; hence, as

PM and dq vanish together, we can take

PM=Ddq,

where D naturally will depend upon the geodesic distance OP and may (and

usually will) depend upon the variable q. Also, let

OP=p, OQ=p + dp;
then

2IQ = dp.

Thus the arc PQ of the curve (being any arc on the surface) is given by

ds' = {QMf + {MPy

= dp- + D^dq^
;

so that we have an expression for the elementary arc in terms of geodesic

coordinates ; and the magnitude Z) is a function of p and q. Sometimes the

expression for the arc is taken in the form

ds^ = dp"- + gdq^.

When we compare this expression for ds- with the general expression

ds- = Edp"" + 2Fdpdq + Gdq\

the line p = constant being a geodesic circle, and the line q = constant being

a geodesic, we see that the conditions, necessary and sufficient to secure that

the general expression for any arc should have reference to geodesic polar

coordinates, are

^=1, F=0.

On a real surface, G = g, = D^, and is therefore a positive quantity.

In establishing the expression for the arc, no account was taken of

secondary magnitudes at P or of curvature properties ; and so the geodesic

polar coordinates do not, of themselves (as do the asymptotic lines, for

example), lay any limitation upon the secondary magnitudes. But, of
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course, the Gauss equation and the Mainardi-Codazzi relations must be
satisfied. We have

r = o, r' = o, r" = -y„
A = o, ^' = yjg, ^" = h9.lg;

so that the Mainardi-Codazzi relations are

^\ 9 9 J

The Gauss equation is

and therefore the total curvature is

K = ^{LN-M')
9

= --^,i^99n-9i)

-i^'9^

When we use the quantity D in place of ^, and we write K = —^, where a and
a/3

^ are the principal radii of curvature at the point, the last equation becomes

dp'
"^

a/9
~

'

a property first established by Gauss.

The mean curvature is given by

9

One property of the quantity D may be noticed. When P is near 0, the

geodesic OP is appreciably a straight line so that PM =pdq; hence, when

p is very small, we have

D = p + higher powers of small quantities,

and so, at 0, we have

~dp '

As already stated, the detailed developments of the analysis, connected

with geodesies and their properties, will be deferred until Chapter v.
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Summary.

69. It may be convenient to make a summary statement of the different

sets of conditions satisfied by the fundamental magnitudes when the para-

metric curves belong to one or other of the various classes of curves

considered in this chapter. The curves are

(i) orthogonal , i( F= :

(ii) lines of curvature, if F= 0, M = ;

(iii) conjugate, if il/ = ;

(iv) asymptotic, if Z = 0, iY = ;

(v) nul,\i E = 0,G = Q;

(vi) isometric (or isothermic) orthogonal, i( E = G, F=0 (with a special

selection among the variables) ; if the special selection is not

made, then F=0, ^ \og{E/G) = 0;

(vii) geodesic j)olar, if £"= 1, F= 0.

EXAMPLES.

1. Obtain an equation of asymptotic lines of the surface given by the equations

.r2= (6-c)(p-a)(j-a), f= {c-a)(p-b){q-b), z^ = {a-h){p-c) {q-c).

2. Shew that the asymptotic lines of the tetrahedral surface

{xla)"^+ (,y/6)'»+ (2/c)'"= 1

are determined by the equation

a (.;/a)i'" + /3 (y/6)^'» + y (2, c)*'" = 0,

where a, (3, y are arbitrary constants such that a^+ ^^+y^= 0.

3. Prove that a conjugate system of curves on a siu"face remains conjugate when the

surface is submitted to any projective transformation.

4. Prove that the condition, necessary and sufficient to secure that the parametric

curves are conjugate, is that all the four coordinates in a homogeneous system should

satisfy an equation

where A, B, C are functions ofp and q only.

Shew that an equation of the same form (though with different values of J, B, C)

must be satisfied by each of the coordinates in a tangential system.

5. Two families of spheres are defined by the equations

x'i^y'ijf.z^-p^x-poy-pzZ-pi^O, x^+f + z'^-qi.v-q.,i/-q3Z-qi-=0,

where pi, ...,pi are functions of p only and j^, ..., q^ are functions of q only ; shew that

the envelope of the radical plane of any sphere of the first system and any sphere of the

second system is a surface possessing two families of conjugate plane curves.
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6. A sphere of radius unity is referred to nul lines as parametric curves. Shew that

the parameters u and v can be chosen so as to give

so that the nul lines are also asymptotic, and the equation for the lines of curvatiu'e is

evanescent.

Prove also that the equations of geodesies on the sphere then are

u" 2v v" 2u

where u =du]ds and v' = dvlds ; and obtain a primitive, other than the integral

ill' v'= {l + uvY, in the form
au + bv= uv— 1,

Verify that the curve so determined is part of a great circle.

7. Shew that the only developable surfaces which have isometric lines of curvature

are either conical or cylindrical.

8. Shew that the variables of the nul lines satisfy the equation

\dqj op dq \cpj

9. A surface is given by the equation

ds^= {f{p + q)-g{p- q)} dp dq ;

aud its Gaussian measure of curvature is constant, and not zero. Prove that either

(i) f{P'rq) = Kip{p+ q\ 9 ip - q) = <^ (p-q),

where ^ denotes the Weierstrass elliptic function ; or

(ii) f(p + q)= K cosec^(p+ q), g (p — q) = K cofiec^{p~ q) ; or

(iii) f{p-\rq) = K{pJrq)-\ g {p-'q) = K {p-q)-\

10. Shew that the developable surfaces, given by the equation

ds^= {f{p+ q)-g{p-q)}dpdq,

can have one or other of the following expressions :

(i) /(P+?) = KCOsh(^+ g'), g {p - q) = K cosh, {p-q);

(ii) f{p + q) = KeP+^, g{p-q)= KeP-i;

(iii) f{p + q) = K{p+ q)% g{p-q) = K{p-qf;
(iv) f{.p+ q) = K{p + q\ g{p-q) = K{p-q);

aud obtain the most general form.

11. Shew that the circumference of a small geodesic circle of radius p is 2Trp (1 — ^K^p-),

and that its area is np"^ (1 —^^K^p'^), where Kq is the total curvature of the surface at the

centre of the cii'cle.
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Lines of Curvature.

Concerning the topics about to be discussed—viz., the determination of the lines of

curvature on a surface, the configuration of the lines of curvature near an ordinary

umbilicus on a surface, and some properties of the double-sheeted centro-surface belonging

to an ordinary region of any surface,—some references are given in the course of the

chapter. The student should also consult Darboux's treatise, t. iii, pp. 334—356, and

Bianchi's treatise, chapter ix.

70. Some of the immediate and elementary characteristics of lines of

curvature have already been given, mainly to fix them individually in the

scheme of organic curves upon a surface. Among these are the properties

that, along a line of curvature, consecutive normals to the surface intersect

;

that, at any general point, there are two lines of curvature which are perpen-

dicular to one another, and that there is a centre of curvature for each of the

lines at each point of the surface ; that there is a surface of centres, being the

double-sheeted locus of the centres of curvature ; and so on. We now proceed

to consider some developments of such results, as well as other properties of

the surface which are specially controlled by the lines of curvature.

In the first place, it is important to obtain an integral equation or integral

equations for their analytical expression. We know that, when the surface

is referred to two parametric curves, the directions of the lines of curvature

at any point satisfy the equation

{EM - FL) dp' -f {EN - GL) dpdq + {FN - GM) dq' = 0,

which is definitely non-evanescent except at an umbilicus. Accordingly, it is

necessary to integrate (directly or indirectly) this equation which, being of

the first order and the second degree, is equivalent to the two equations

2{EM-FL)dp+{EN-GL-V''{H^'-4^K)^dq = 0,

2 {EM-FL) dp + {EN- GL + V'{H' - 4>K)^ dq = 0,

each being of the first order and the first degree. Let the respective

primitives of these equations be

M = constant, v = constant;

then these primitive equations give the lines of curvature. Thus the deter-

mination depends upon the solution of a couple of ordinary equations of the

first order, when we know a parametric representation of the surfaces.
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The same result can otherwise be expressed in terms of partial diiferential

equations of the first order. When a line of curvature is given by

u = constant,

its direction at any point is given by

Uidp + iMlq = ;

and the ratio of dp/dq thus determined must satisfy the general equation.

Hence
(FN - GM) iH' - (EN - GL) u,u., + (EM - FL) ui = 0.

The same equation is satisfied by v, when the other line of curvature is

given by
V = constant.

Hence the lines of curvature are given by two functionally independent

integrals of

(FN - GM) e,' - {EN - GL) 6,6^ + {EM - FL) Oi = 0,

which is a partial differential equation of the first order, in two independent

variables. This has to be integrated (say) by Charpit's method; when the

solution admits analytical completion, we have equations for the lines of

curvature.

Umbilici.

71. The equation for the directions of the lines of curvature thus leads

definitely to equations for the lines after some process of integration, always

on the assumption that the equation exists. But the result cannot be inferred

when the equation ceases to exist through becoming evanescent ; and so this

possibility must be considered further.

At such a place on a surface, called an umbilicus, we have

L_M^N _1
E~F~G' " k'

say. The curvature of a normal section of the surface through any direction

dp/dq, being
Ldp"^ + 2Mdpdq + Ndq~

Edp- + 2Fdpdq + Gdq''

there becomes I/k, and consequently is independent of the direction. Thus

the two principal radii of curvature at the point become I/k—it will be

remembered that a principal radius of curvature of the surface usually is not

the radius of circular curvature of the corresponding line of curvature itself

—

and the radius of curvature of every normal section also is 1/k. Thus there

seems no specific line of curvature at the point ; and so we inquire into the

form of the lines of curvature in the immediate vicinity*.

* The subject was first investigated by Cayley, for the umbilicus of an ellipsoid, Coll. Math.

Papers, vol. v, pp. 115—130: and more generally by Darboux, in Note vir, at the end of the fourth

volume of his treatise. See also, in a note by the author, Messenger of Math., vol. xsxii (1903),

pp. 75—80
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72. At first sight, it might appear convenient to take the lines of curva-

ture as parametric curves, because F and M would then be zero over the

surface and the equations would be simplified. But the lines of curvature at

and near an umbilicus have not yet been determined, and their determination

is the matter at issue ; we must therefore choose other parametric curves.

It is equally impossible to choose asymptotic lines for the purpose ; being

the asymptotes of the indicatrix-conic, which is a circle at an umbilicus,

they are not definite there. We might choose isometric orthogonal lines. We
shall however leave the parametric curves quite general and unspecified,

merely noting the simplification which would arise had isometric orthogonal

lines been chosen.

Writing dp/dq = t, and

A^EM-FL, B = EN-GL, C = FN - GM,

so that A, B, C vanish at an umbilicus j9o) ([o, we have

At' + Bt + C =

as the equation of the lines of curvature. At a point ^^o + p, <]o + 9'. very near

an umbilicus, we have

A = A,p + A.q + ^ (A,,p- + 2A,,pq + A.^cf) + . .
.

,

B = B,p + B,q + ^ (B,,p' + 2B,,pq + B,,f) + . .
.

,

C = C,p + C,q + i (Cnp^- + 2C\,pq + a,,(f) + ...,

where the coefficients of the various powers of p and q are the values, at the

umbilicus, of the derivatives of A, B, C. For the present purpose, the first

derivatives are critically important. Now
A, = E,M + EM, - F,L - FL,

= EQ- FP,

on substituting for il/j and L, in terms of the derived magnitudes of the third

order (§ 40) and using the umbilical relations LjE = MjF = NjG ; and similarly

A^ = ER- FQ,

B, = ER- GP, B, = ES - GQ,

C, = FR-GQ, C, = FS-GR.
We have, always,

EG -FB + GA^{);

and therefore, at an umbilicus,

EC, - FB, + GA, = 0, EC, - FB, + GA, = 0.

(Had special isometric orthogonal lines been chosen as parametric curves, we

should have had E = G, F =0; and then A, + C, = 0, A,+ G2 = 0. These

special relations give no essential simplification.)

Owing to the form of the occurrence of t in the differential equation and

to the fact that full variation of some variable is needed, we make t the

independent variable. Following Darboux, we use a contact-transformation

qt-p = ^,
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so that q = d^jdt, p = td^ldt — |; and p and q are to be expressed as functions

of t. We are to have p and q small ; and so ^ and d^idt must be small.

Substituting in the differential equation, we find

where the unexpressed terms contain squares and higher powers of ^ and

d^/dt: and therefore the terms of lowest order in the equation* are

Consequently, when we require values of ^ that are small (given in the

present case by having a small arbitrary constant of integration), so that we
remain in the immediate vicinity of the umbilicus, the governing part of ^

satisfies the equation

{A,t' + {B, + A.^f- + {C\ + B,)t + C^^^=(A,f' + B,t + C\) ^.

Let
A,t' + (B, + A,) t- + {C\ + B._) t + C, = A,{t- t,) {t - t,) (t - ts)

;

and suppose that the quantities ^i, (2, ts are unequal, and that no one of them
is a root of ^i^- + 5i^+ Cj. Then let

A^t- + Bit + Ci _ wij nio m^

we have

mi + m2 + ms= 1.

The governing part of ^, say ^, is then given by

where c is an arbitrary constant ; and, as f is to be small for the investigation,

we take c to be small. Then

2
=

dt

m-i vio m-i
+ T^7 +

t-U t-L t-ts

in,. to mJ.
+ 7^T +^ dt ^ \t-U ' t-to' t-t

fyiiiti 'in,.to riists , ^

niiit^-to)
, visits -t.)p-qt,='^\~i^^^ t-t.

p-qts = ^-~^:^ +
t-t.

it being always remembered that c is a small quantity.

* For the general properties of such equations, see the author's Theory of Differential Equa-

tions, vol. ii, chap. v.

F. 7
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73. The configuration of the lines depends upon the values of m^, m.2, m^,

which satisfy the relation

nil + Wi2 + wi3= 1.

First, suppose that the quantities m are real. Then they also satisfy the

inequality

mi^n^ms > 0,

which can be verified as follows. We have

so that

hence

But

EC,-FB, + GAi = 0, EC,-FB.,+ GA,=^0,

E -F G
A,Bi - AiB, C, Ai - GiA, B.C^ - B^C, ~ X '

^"^^

'

{C,Ai-C,A,Y + (A,B,-A.M{B,Gi-BiG,) = -\'V-'<0.

m, =
^1^1^ + 5^^^ + Q^

" A,{t,-t,){t,-t.^'

and so for m.^, m^; hence

{A, ti^ + Bit, + CO (Ait^ + B,t^ + CO (^1^3^ + Bit, + Gi)
niim^ms =

-Ai'{ti-t,y(t,-t,y{t,-tir

(G,Ai - GiA.y + (AiB,- A,Bi)(BoC\- BiG.^

- Ai*{ti-t,f{t,- t,y{t,-tiY

and therefore mim.2m, is a positive quantity, as stated. As m^, in^, m-i are

real, there are two general possibilities, viz.

(a) all the quantities vii, m^, m, are positive and less than 1

;

(/3) one of the quantities, say nii, is positive and greater than 1, while

the other two are negative.

When a quantity ??ii is positive and greater than 1, then for values of

t nearly equal to t^, we have

q = Ki(t — ^i)'"'~^ + higher powers of t — t^,

p — qti = /Co (t — ti)'"' + higher powers of ^ — ^i,

and therefore j) and q remain small for such values of t, while

2) - qti = Kq'"^-' Fig. i.

near the origin. The lines of curvature therefore are as in fig. i.

When a quantity nii is jjositive and less than 1, then (in

spite of the small factor c in ^) both j) and q tend to become

large while p — qti remains small ; that is, the line ^j — qti =
is an asymptote to the curves. The lines of curvature there-

fore are as in fiff. ii. Fig. ii.
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When a quantity nio is negative, then (again in spite of the small factor

c in I) both j) and q, as well as p — qU, tend

to become large for values of t nearly equal to

U, while near the point

jj — qt^ = Kq^"-~^,

ni2l{m.i—\) of course being positive; that is,

we have a parabolic asymptote. The lines of

curvature therefore are as in fig. iii.

Combining these results, the whole arrange-

ment for (a) is shewn in fig. iv, and the whole

arrangement for (/3) is shewn in fig. v, these giving the dispositions of the

lines of curvature near the umbilicus.

Fig. iii.

Fig- i^- Fig. V.

The results and the diagi-ams were given first by Darboux.

The preceding investigation is the same as Darboux's, already cited {% 71),

in substance though it is formally different in analysis. Darboux refers the

surface to the tangent plane at the umbilicus, so that its equation has the

form
z = U' {a^^ + y-) + i (cu:^ + Shx-t/ + Sb'xf + a'f) + ....

The equation for the values of t is

b't' + (2b - a') t- + (a - 26') t-b=0;
and

^^^ ^ _ (1+^1^(1 + ^:^3)

(^-^.)(^i-^3)

with similar values for vio and m^.

74. It was assumed that wii, vi., m^ were all real. The alternative is that

only one of them, say m^, is real ; then nio and ms are conjugate. As

miniums =
A,'{t,-t.^"-{t,-t,y{t,-t,y'
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it follows that rthm^m^ is negative. Now monh is the product of two con-

jugate quantities and therefore is positive ; hence iih is negative.

Then for values of t nearly equal to t^, we have p, q, p-t^q all large,

while there is a parabolic asymptote

p - qti = Kq'"'~^
;

and so the configuration of the lines of curvature is as in fig. vi.

Fig. vi.

75. The suggested determination of the lines of curvature, by means of

the differential equation of the first order which they satisfy, presupposes

a knowledge of the fundamental magnitudes;, and this may be neither given

nor obtainable easily in the absence of obviously suitable parameters. Yet

it may be necessary to have some integral equation giving the lines of curva-

ture ; and we can then proceed in one or other of two modes.

By the first, we make two of the Cartesian coordinates the parameters

—

say X and y ; the parametric curves are then not orthogonal (save at special

places), though their projections on the plane of z are orthogonal. Then

with the usual notation for derivatives of z with respect to x and y, the

fundamental magnitudes* are

E=l+p', F^pq, G = l + q\

and so the differential equation of the lines becomes

{(1 -f- p") s -pqr] dx" + {(1 +p"-)t-{l+q') r] dxdy + [pqt - (1 + (f) s] dy- = 0.

The primitive of this equation will give the projection of the lines of curva-

ture upon the plane z = 0; when it is combined with the equation of the

surfice, we have equations sufficient for the analytical expression of the lines

of curvature.

* See Ex. 3, p. 61.
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76. The other mode of proceeding depends up(jn the use of anot-her form

of the equation ; and it is effective with some special classes of surfaces.

Let u, V, w denote three quantities proportional to the direction-cosines

of the normal, so that

ox Oy cz

if the equation of the surface is {x, y, z) = 0: then any point on the normal

is given by
^= X -{ In, 7) = y + lv, ^= 2 + liu,

where ^ is a variable parameter. Take the consecutive normal at a jDoint

along a line of curvature ; denote by f, 77, ^ the point where the two normals

meet, and by ^ + d^, ri + dr), ^ + dX the point where the second normal is

met by the normal at a second consecutive point along the line of curvature.

Then d^, drj, d^ is an element of the normal, so that

d^ _dr) _ d^ _
u V lU

say; hence

that is,

and similarly

Hence

fiu = dx + Idu + udl,

= dx + Ida + u (dl - yu.)

;

= dy+ Idv + V (dl - fx),

= dz + Idiu + w {dl — fi).

dx, dy, dz =0,

du, dv, dw !

U , V , w

an equation satisfied in connection with variations along a line of curvature

;

it is a differential equation of the lines of curvature.

If, with the concurrent use of ^ {x, y, z) = and derivatives from it, we
can obtain a couple of independent integrals

f{x,y,z)=p, g(x,y,z) = q,

where p and q are arbitrary quantities, these are the equations of the lines of

curvature
; p and q are the parametric variables of the lines. The difficulty,

of course, lies in obtaining such integrals ; there is no general process by

which the integration is reduced to mere quadratures.

As an example, let us find equations for the lines of curvature on the cubic surface

Xi/Z=l.

We can take
1
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The diflferential equation is

EXAMPLE

dx , cly , dz

dx dy dz

111
X ''

?/ ' z

[CH. IV

= 0,

and so quantities A and B exist such that

\=(A + ^^dx, i=(^ + |)c^3/, ] = {A + ^;)dz,

that is, if 5= XJ,

. o?^_ J^ = -

(^S 1

s'^+ X'

But any direction on the surface is such that

dx dv dz „— + -^ + —=0.
X y z

Hence there are two vahies of X, each associated with a hne of curvature ; and they are

given by the equation

1 1 1

+ ;;2ZY + x = 0.
.v^+ X y^+X S-+ X

Take the Hne of curvature d'x, d'y, d'z which is perpendicular to dx, dy, dz, so that

dxd'x+ dyd'y + dzd'z— Q
;

then, along that line,

Also

xd'x vd'y zd'z
V ——— A =0

A-2+x^^HX^s2+x ''•

d\ dx d\
x'^ + \ y^+ X z^+ X

adding and effecting a quadrature, we have

(a-2 + X) (?/2+ A) ( r2^ X) = constant.

Let Xj and Xg denote the roots of the equation

1 +^,+ i^^o,
x^-+X y'^ + X z'^ + X

regarded as a quadratic in X; then the lines of curvature on the surface xyz—l are given

by

(x''-+ X,)(y'-+ Xo)(/+ X.^ =q}'

where p and q are the parametric variables.

Changing p and q into 4p and 4q, Cayley shewed that these equations are equivalent

to

X^ + W?/2 + co%2= 3 (ph + gi ) s

where w is an imaginary cube root of unity.
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77. We have already seen that the conditions necessary and sufficient

to make the parametric curves lines of curvature are

F=0, 31 = 0,

the first of which makes them perpendicular and the second of which makes
them conjugate. We then have

2 E' 2 E' 2 E'

2G' 2G' 2.G

Also, since M = 0, we have

Xiz^oSiT' + X2A',

yi2 = 2/ir'+2/.A',

^•j, = z^V + ^oA'.

Hence, if 9 denote any one of the three coordinates x, y, z, the equation

d-e 1 1 dEdd 1 idGdd ^
dpdq 2Edq dp 2Gdpdq~

is satisfied, when the parametric variables p and q belong to the lines of

curvature, a result first given by Lam6. We can verify at once that

6 = *'- + y- + z- also satisfies the equation.

But the fact that x, y, z satisfy an equation

d-e dd de .

dpdq dp dq

is not a consequence that comes only when lines of curvature are parametric

curves. The equation is of the same form when the parametric curves are

merely conjugate, without being perpendicular; in the latter case, however,

the values of \ and //, (being V and A') have the general form given in § 34

and not the above special form ; and then 6 = x- + y" + z- does not satisfy the

equation.

The Mainardi-Codazzi relations, when i^=0 and ilf=0, become

The principal radii of curvature are a, along p = constant, and ^, along

q = constant ; thus

so that

G ^ E

1 1_L I[ ^^
^LN

oL^ I3~ E^ G' OL0~ EG'
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But
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dqQ ~
dq [e.

— ^ -. F
E E' -

and similarly

III
dp \a.

IE,
2 E
IE,
2 E

1 Gi

2G
hence the Mainardi-Codazzi relations can be written

dp[a)-2[- ' -a/

dqW 2 U /3

The Gauss characteristic equation is

op

dlogE

LN = -l{E^ + Gn) + Tn (EA + G^) +~ {Efi, + Ei).4G
But

^ /j_aG5\_ i_

dp \e\ dp J 2E^-q\

dq \q^ dq )~ 2E^G^

I G-n
1 G,

Er„ —
1 E.

and therefore the Gauss equation becomes

^i^ V^-i c*iJ y dq\Q^dq

4>E

^, G,

E '^ G

LN
EiG^

E^
a/3

which can also be obtained directly from Liouville's form (§ 36).

The derived magnitudes of the third order are

N
G

dp

dq \G J dq\oc
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78. Consider, in particular, the formulre for a central quadric

105

X- y- z^

a b c

they will be required later in dealing with its surface of centres. It is known

that the lines of curvature are the intersections of the quadric with the

confocal quadrics

+
y-

+
a +}) b + J) c + p

+
y-

a + 5 b -\-q c + q

so that p and q are the parametric variables of the lines of curvature upon

the given quadric. The coordinates of a point on the quadric are given by

— ^yx' = a{a + p) (a + q)
'

— yay- =b(b +p) {b + q) r

'

— a^2- = c(c +])) (c +q) ^

where
a, /3, y = b — c, c — a, a — b.

Then, if r is the distance of a point on the quadric from the centre, and

if -BT is the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent plane at the point,

r- = X- + y- + z- = a + b + c + p + q

a- b- c- abc

We have

E = p ip - q)

^{a-\-p)){b + p){c+p)

G = i <i(q-p)
4!(a + q)(b + q){c + q) !

F=0
Also

X =

Y =

Z =

and

be (a + p)(a + q) ]
2

'

/37 jjq I

ca {b+p){b + q)\^

7a p^ J

ab (c'+ p){c +q)\-2

>;

L=\r^r

pq

q-p
4!\pqJ (a + p) (b +_p) (c +^j)

^^lfabc\i p-q
4 \pqj I

il/ =
pqj (a-\-q){b + q){c+q)
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The principal radii of curvature (say o! and yS') are

1 _ ^ _ _ (i^^- 1

a' G~ \pq) q

The umbilici are given by

p = q;

but the quantities p and q are separated in general by — a, —b, —c, according

to the values of these quantities ; and so, at an umbilicus, p = q = — a or —b
or — c. Thus, on an ellipsoid for which a > ?; > c > 0, the umbilici are given

hy p = q = -b.

The magnitudes of the third order are

2 p 2 q 2 p 2 q

79. Among the many simple properties of relation between a surface

and the surfaces derived from it by inversion, we have the property* that

tulien a surface is inverted, its lines of curvature are transformed into lines of

curvature.

Let c be the radius of inversion, and take the centre of inversion as origin.

Denoting by |, ?;, f the point which is the inverse of x, y, z, we have

e = c- - , ?7 = C" -, , C= c^ - , r' = X"-\- II' + z:

Then

?i = c---2— ri, ^2 = c- -" - 2—- r-s,

with similar values for t/j, 77.3, ^1, ^2 ; while

'?'ri = xx-i^ + 2/3/1 + zz-i^ , rr2 = xxe, + yy^ + ^^^'o.

Hence, for the inverse surface,

and therefore

G^' = r.^ + w + ^-^G^;

* It appears to have been noted first by Hirst, Ann. di Mat., t. ii (1859), p. 164.
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For the direction-cosines X' , Y', Z' of the normal to the inverse surface, we

have

where
W^xX^yY^zZ,

and W is the perpendicular from the origin on the tangent plane. Also

r-

Again,

7" r^ r^ n

with corresponding values of ?7ii, ^n, while

rrii = xx^^ + 2/3/n + zz^^ + E- ?\-

;

hence

L'=^X'^n+Y'vn+Z'^n

= -—E—-L.
r^ f-

Similarly

Consequently

E'M' - F'L = - -^ (EM - FL),

E'N' - G'L = - -[ {EX- GL),

F'X' - G'M' = - -] {FX - GM)
;

and therefore the lines of curvature of the inverse surface, being given by

{E'M' - F'L) dp"- + {E'X' - G'L') dp dq + {F'X' - G'M') dcf = 0,

that is, by

(EM- FL) dp' + {EX - GL) dp dq + {FX - GM) dq" = 0,

are the same as the lines of curvature upon the original surface. The pro-

position therefore stands.
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We may further note that

(i) the angle betiueen any two curves is unaltered hy inversion

;

(ii) nul lines are inverted into nul lines

;

(iii) conjugate lines are not generally inverted into conjugate lines

;

(iv) asymptotic lines are not generally inverted into asymptotic lines.

Let the principal radii of curvature of the new surface be a!, along p = con-

stant, and /3', along q = constant. Then

1 ^L
/3'~ E'

1 _ 1 - _ !i71 _ I'
a 13' ~ c-\a is,

and therefore umbilici are inverted into umbilici.

1 7-2 1

OL G c- a. c-

so that

For any normal section,

-, = 2l^
p c- p c^

The mean measure of curvature of the new surface is

r- W
c- C

and the total curvature of the new surface is

A =-A+2-— fi^ + 4—-.
c* c* c*

Surface of Centres.

80. We have already defined the surface of centres of a surface (some-

times called its evolute, sometimes its centro-surface) as the locus of the

centres of curvature along the lines of curvature given by the intersection of

consecutive normals. Usually it is a two-sheeted surface which may have
singular lines even when the original surface is free from singularities; but in

the case of a surface of revolution one of the sheets degenerates into the axis

of revolution ; in the case of a developable surface one of the sheets lies

entirely at infinity; and similarly for some other classes of surfaces. We
proceed to consider some of the simpler results belonging to centro-surfaces.

Let P be any point on a surface, referred to its lines of curvature as

parametric curves ; let PQ be the line p = constant, PR the

line q = constant ; and let QT, RT be the other lines of

curvature through the consecutive points Q and R. The
lines PAR, QAR', RA'R, TA'R' are the normals to the

surface at P, Q, R, T, intersecting as in the figure.

Because the consecutive normals along a line of curvature

intersect, the normal planes to the surface through the

tangents to a line of curvature have, as their envelope, a

developable surface of which the normals are generators.

The edge of regression of the developable surface is the locus
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of the intersection of the normals, that is, a curve upon the centro-surface,

and so it is the intersection of the centro-surface and the developable

surface. At the point P, we have

P4 = «=|. PB = e = ^.

It will be convenient to call the sheet of the centro-surface given by the

centres of curvature along the lines p = constant the first sheet, this being

the locus of the points A for all the points on all these lines ; and similarly

the sheet for the centres of curvature along the lines q = constant will be

called the second sheet, this being the locus of tlie points B.

The normals at P and R, meeting at a point B on the second sheet, touch

the first sheet at A and A' respectively; thus AA' is a tangent line to the

first sheet. Also PAB is a tangent line to the first sheet; consequently the

plane PBR is the tangent plane at A to the first sheet. The normal at A
to the first sheet is perpendicular to this plane and is therefore parallel to

PQ at P. Similarly the plane PAQ is the tangent plane at B to the second

sheet; and the normal at B to the second sheet is parallel to PR at P.

Hence the normal at any point on either sheet is parallel to the tangent to

the corresponding line of curvature ; and the normals to the two sheets at

the two centres belonging to any point on the surface are perpendicular to

one another.

But A A' is not necessarily nor generally parallel to PR, nor is BB'

necessarily or generally parallel to PQ. We are not therefore in a position

to assert that A A' and BB' are perpendicular to one another; as will be seen

later, it is only exceptionally (in one or other of two directions on the surface

at P) that associated arcs on the two sheets of the centro-surface are perpen-

dicular.

Next, consider the osculating plane of the edge of regression at A. It

contains two consecutive tangents to that edge ; that is, it contains two consecu-

tive normals to the original surface along the line of curvature, and therefore it

contains the tangent to its line of curvature. But at the point on the sheet,

the normal to the sheet is parallel to that tangent to the line of curvature.

Consequently, the osculating plane at any point of the edge of regression

that lies on the first sheet contains the normal to the sheet ; it is therefore

(| 65) a geodesic on the sheet. The same holds for the second sheet. Hence

the edge of regression on the developable surface generated by the normals

to the given surface along a line of curvature is a geodesic on the corre-

sponding sheet of the centro-surface.

81. As regards the analytical formulfe, let ^, t], ^ be the coordinates of

A, a point on the first sheet ; and let |', rj', ^' be the coordinates of 5, a point
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on the second sheet ; A and B being the associated centres for P. Then

we have

oci + /3Xi = 0, X2 + C1X2 = 0,

' z, + l3Z,=0, 2o + aZo=0.

^= o' + aX, ^' = x + ^X\

d^ = (a-j + OLX^) dp + XdoL

= ^1(1 — -o)dp + XdoL,

d^' = (x, + ^X,)dq + Xdl3

= x,(l-^^dq + Xd^;

But

hence

and so

d^ = a;Jl- ^ dp + Xda
'

c?77 = y/i ( 1 - -5 1 dp + Yda r

,

d^' = xjl -^]dq + Xd^ \

dv' = y,(l-^)dq+Yd^
j.

d!;' = zjl -^]dq+ Zd/3 Id^ = zJl-^yip + Zda ]

In the first place, we notice that

d^d^' + drid-n' + di;di;' = dad^
;

and therefore associated arcs on the two sheets are perpendicular only if da.

or d^ is zero, that is, only for directions

Pdp + Qdq = 0, Rdp + Sdq=0,

on the original surface (§ 77).

In the second place, we notice that along the geodesic on the first sheet,

which is the edge of regression of the developable surface generated by the

normals along j) = constant, we have

8^ = A' ha, Srj = YBa, S^ = ZSa.

If the orthogonal trajectory of this curve on the sheet be given at the point

by the foregoing values of d^, dr), d^, then the necessary and sufficient

condition

d^B^ + dr]87] + d^8^=0
leads to

da = 0;

that is, the orthogonal trajectories of the regressional geodesies are given by
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the curves on the sheet corresponding to the loci on the surface at which the

curvature of the associated line of curvature is constant.

We can at once verify from the formulse that the normal at any point to

a sheet is parallel to the tangent to the associated line of curvature. Thus,

for the first sheet, we have

|, = ^,(l-|)+Xa„ ^, = Xa,,

vi = 2/1 ( 1 - oj + ^«i' V2 = y^i,

at the point, the direction-cosines of the normal to the sheet are propor-

tional to

^2, V2, ^2 II

that is, to

X, Y, Z

that is, to X2, 3/2: z-i, which are proportional to the direction-cosines of the

line of curvature p = constant. Similarly, for the other sheet. Let these

direction-cosines be A, B,G for the first sheet, and be A', B', C for the second

sheet; then

A = G~^~Xo, B=G'^y2, C=G~h,
]

A' = E-^~x., B'=E-K., C' = E-hj'Vu

Let da denote an elementary arc on the first sheet, and E, F, G denote

the fundamental magnitudes of the first order for that sheet ; and let da',

E', P', G' have the similar significance for the second sheet. Then

f^(r2 = rf|2 + rf^2 4-f/^2 = ^ 1

^
dif -\- da-,

so that

da'- = cZf'2 + dir + dX'-' = d/3'+g(i- -\ d(f,

E = Gf + ^ ( 1 -

F = aiao

G = a.^

«V1
/S

G' = I3.^ + g{\ -^

It is to be noted, from the form of the expression for da, that the curves

p = constant are geodesies upon the first sheet, while the curves a. = constant

are their orthogonal trajectories—in agreement with former results ; and

similarly for the curves q = constant and yS = constant on the second sheet.
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Let L, M, N denote the fundamental magnitudes of the second order for

the first sheet ; and let L', M', N' have the similar significance for the second

sheet. Then

m = A^,, + Bv^2 + C^^, = 0,

1 or..

and similarly for L', M', N'. The whole set of values is

M =

N =— - Qfj

M' =

V = -E^ /3.

/3J

The values of the fundamental magnitudes for either sheet are deduced

from the set for the other sheet by interchanging simultaneously p and q,

E and G, L and X, a and /3.

Manifestly, neither F = nor P' = save in the special circumstances

that a principal radius of curvature is a function of one of the parameters

only. But M = and M' = ; hence the two curves on either sheet, that

correspond to lines of curvature on the original surface, are conjugate to one

another, hut in general are not lines of curvature on the sheet.

The total curvatures for the two sheets are

K = - 1 /3.
K' =

and the measures of mean curvature are

1 a^., G^a,-^'H =

(cc-^y/3,'

G*
Qh (a - /3f Eaao (a - /3)- aa.

'

H'=TT
/Sai E^jSM E^

82. The lines of curvature on the first sheet, being in general

(EM - PL) dp' + (EN - GL) dpdq + (PN - GM) dcf = 0,

are, on substitution, given by the equation

E OySo
J „

1 Oo
«i "2 -^1 -7^7 dp- + aiOo Cr^ — dq^

+ "+^(i-i
^i ao E a „r, dpdq = 0.
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The lines of curvature on the second sheet similarly are given by the

equation

+ dpdq = 0.

These two equations are the same if the coefficients are proportional to one

another. Writing them momentarily in the form

a dp' + bdpdq + cdq~ = 0,

a dp- + h'dpdq + c'd(i- = 0,

we have the necessary conditions given by

c _h' _ a'

c b a'

C it

The condition — = — leads to a relation
c a

and, when this relation is used, the condition i- = — leads to a relation
6 a

«! = A

;

that is, we have

a,-l3^ = 0, a., - /3o = 0.

Consequently we must have

a — /3 = constant,

and so we have the theorem due to Ribaucour*:

When the lines of curvature on one sheet of the centro-surface correspond

to the lines of curvature on the other sheet (that is, when they are determined

by the same analytical relation for the two sheets), the difference of the principal

radii of curvature of the original surface is constant.

Moreover, we then have

that is, the Gauss measure of curvature is constant and negative and the

same everywhere on each of the sheets.

83. The asymptotic lines on the first sheet, being in general

Lf//y- + 2m dpdq + Ndq'' = 0,

are, on substitution, given by the equation

Ed-^odp- — G^-dodff = 0.

Those on the second sheet are given by

Ea-^^dp- — G^'a^dq- = 0.

* Comptes Rendus, t. Ixxiv (1872), p. 1399.

F. 8
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These two equations are the same if

that is, if a relation

f{o,/3) =

subsists between the principal radii of curvature of the original surface

Avithout the occurrence of other variable quantities. Such surfaces are called

Weingarten surfaces (§ 42) and are to be discussed later. Meanwhile, we

have the result* that the asymptotic lines on the tivo sheets of the centra-

surface of a Weingarten surface correspond to one another; and, conversely,

if the asymptotic lines on the two sheets of a centro-surface correspond to one

another, the original surface is a Weingarten surface.

84. As an example of the general theory, consider the centro-surface of

an ellipsoid

or y^ z- _- + y- + - = 1,
a c

and suppose that a>6>c, all three quantities being positive. The expressions

for cc, y. z, X, Y, Z, and for the principal radii of curvature have already (§ 78)

been obtained. The radii of curvature are positive on the concave side of

the surface (§ 31) ; hence the centres of curvature are

^ = aj- 13'X =

^=y-^'Y=

^=z-^'Z =

^' ^ X — a!X =

v' = y-ocY=

^' = z — a Z =

1

a/37

1

h'yoL

1

1

a/37

(a+p)n« + 5)

{h-Vprih^-q)

{c+pY{c + q)

(a+2)){(t + qy

-b:ia'^''+i'^'^'' + 'jy

COL^
{c^p){c + qy

i

Elimination of p and q among the values of ^, 77, f leads to a relation

between ^, ?;, ^ which is the equation of the first sheet. But elimination of

p and q among the values of f, ??', ^' manifestly leads to the same equation

;

that is, there is a single equation representing the two sheets of the surface.

Now we have
ap

,
hrf ,

c^-

{a+py

a^^

+

+

{h+py

hrf

+

+

(c+i?)'
= 0,

= 1
{a + pf ' {h+pf ' {c+py

The result is also due to Eibaucour {I.e.
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and the equation -would be obtainable by the elimination of p between these

two relations. The elimination can be effected as follows. Take the

equation

a+t b+t c+t

where ^ is a disposable parameter. It is a quartic in t ; and the two pre-

ceding equations express the two conditions that the quartic should have a

triple root. Write the quartic in the form

rhere

A = a + b + c,

B = bc + ca + a.b,

C = abc,

P + 4>k,f + 6k,t^ + 4k,t 4- k, = 0,

U\ ^e +A-X,
Qk, = eA+B- r,

4A-3 = eB+c-z,

k, = ec,

X = e + T+^\
y= (b + c) f + (c + a)r}"- + {a + b) ^"-,

Z = 6c|- + cayf + «6^-.

The conditions, that the quartic should have a triple root, are that the quadrin-

variant and the cubinvariant should vanish ; hence

k^ - 4^k\ks + SAV- = 0,

1, k„ h =0.

ku k,, k,

h, k,, k.

The former gives

and the latter gives

where Xo and fi, are of degree 0, X, and /m. of degree 2, X, and yu, of degree 4
and yug of degree 6, in the variables, each of them being an even function i

its own degi'ee. Eliminating 0, we have

m

Xo,
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To obtain a notion of the form of the centro-surface, consider it near the

plane ^=0 and, in particular, its section by that plane. In that plane we

must have — p = c, or — </ = c. When — p = c, then

- ay«7f^ = (« - cy (a + q) = - /3^ (a + q),

-hyarj- =(b-cy(b+q)= a^b + q),

so that

an ellipse, being the locus of points where the normal to the ellipsoid along

the principal section is met by the normal at an adjacent point on the other

line of curvature. For small values of ^ near that ellipse, we take c+2i = —P
where P is small ; then, approximately,

{
ay

) \ 2/3,

"^
{ by i V 2a^

so that there is a cuspidal edge of the centro-surface at the ellipse. When
— q = c, then

(ay^-)l = a+23, (- byr]-)^ = b + p,

so that

the evolute of the principal section of the ellipsoid. For small values of ^

near that evolute, we take c + q = -Q where Q is small ; then

_ ay37f = (a +py (- /3 - Q), - byav' = (b +py (a- Q), - ca^^' = -(c + py Q,

so that the plane ^=0 is normal to the surface and the evolute section is an

ordinaiy curve upon the surface. As regards the degree of the intersection,

the degree of the ellipse must be counted thrice because of the cuspidal edge,

and the degree of the evolute is six ; hence the degree of the intersection is

twelve, as is to be expected.

Similarly for the other coordinate planes. The sections are :

in C = 0, '-|: + ^' = 1, (ap)* + (bv^)^ = yt,
p- a-

in 1 = 0, ^V$^ = l, {b^^-)l+(cC-)^ = a%
T P'

a' y-

The form of the two sheets of the surface in the positive octant is as shewn

in the figures. In the left, a + c> 26 ; in the right, a + c < 26. The point G
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corresponds to an umbilicus on the ellipsoid. The dotted line GH is a nodal

curve where the sheets intersect ; and they touch one another at G.

The nodal curve is given by the equality of f, rj, ^ for one set of values

p and q to ^', rj', ^' for another set of values j) and q. Thus

(a +2)Y (a + q) = (a +})') (a + qf,

(b+py{b + q) = {b+p'){b + qj,

(c + pf (c + g) = (c + p) (c + q'y
;

and so p, q, p could be expressed in terms of q : or all four quantities p, q, p , q

could be expressed in terms of one parameter. As q and p occur linearly in

the equations, they can be eliminated at once ; we have

a{a + qY-a{a+p)% (a + qf, {a+pf =0.

b{b + qy-b{b+ pY, {b + q)% (b +pf .

c{c + qy-c{c+pf, {c + qf, {c -\- pf \

Removing a non-vanishing factor (a — b)(b — c) (c — a) (p - q'y, and writing

A = a + b + c, B = ab + bc + ca, C = abc,

we find

Spq(p + q')+A[(p + q'Y+2pq']+SB{p+q') + 2C = 0.

as a relation giving p in terms of q'. To express them in terms of a single

parameter a, we take

Spq +A{p + q) +B = 'la,

and then

Apq +B{p + q') + C==-a(p + q),
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that is,

Apq' + (B + a){p + q) + G = 0.

Hence

pq P + 9 1

AC - B- + Bo- - -la' AB-2Aa-SC SB + da-A''

thus p and q' are the roots of the equation in P

(SB - A' + 3a) P- + (30 -AB + 2Aa) P + AC - B' + Ba -2a- = 0.

The values of q and p' are then given linearly by the original equations

;

they are

9 ^ £
C {2q -p) - (^ + jj + ^') (p C {2p - q') -{A+P + q')p'

3P-yl^ + 3(r

~ (^ZC-AB + 2Ao-)(t'

There are two nodal lines, each closed, each passing through the centres of

curvature at two umbilici ; they are symmetrical with reference to the surface
;

and they do not intersect upon the centro-surface unless a + c = 2b, in which

case they touch at two points.

For further details and properties of the centro-surface of an ellipsoid, a

memoir* by Cayley may be consulted.

Derived Surfaces.

85. In addition to the surface of centres, there are various surfaces

specially connected with the centres of curvature which suggest themselves

for consideration. Thus there is the middle evolute, which is the locus of the

point midway between the two centres. There are also the parallel surfaces,

being the loci of points taken at a constant distance along the normal from

the given surface.

Consider, generally, a derived surface obtained by measuring along the

normal a variable distance I from the surface ; thus I will be a function of p
and q and, unless the surface be a Weingarten surface, I can be regarded as a

function of a and /3. Let the point thus associated with x, y, z be denoted by

f, rf, \\ then

^ =x + lX, 7J = !/ + IZ K=z + lZ.

We have

h = x. + lXo + Xk=-{l-a)'^^Xk,

* Coll. Math. Papers, vol. viii, paper 520, where other references are given.
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and similarly for derivatives of rj and ^. Let E, F, G denote the fundamental

magnitudes of the first order ; then

E =

G =

k

l-a

E+l-']

G + k\

Also let X, Y, Z be the direction-cosines of the normal to the nevt^ surface,

and write

EG., ._. ^... . ,.n-cLV ^ .
,rl-^\

then

F^=^^-^.=||(^_a)-3(^_;3>^+^^.(^^yG+^,.(^y^;

l-^ 'l-a,._r,)('_^,_^,)_('^,_z,)(^,,_K,)

VZ=^(l-a)il-^)Z+lJ-^^z, + lJ-^p.j

When the normal to the derived surface coincides with the normal to the

original surface, we have X = X, Y =Y, Z = Z ; and so

l^ = 0, L= 0,

except for special surfaces and special values of I such that

l = a, 1.2=0; or ?i
= 0, Z = /3.

Thus, in general, I = constant ; or a surface parallel to the given surface is

the only surface, which is derived by taking points along the normal and has

its tangent plane parallel to the original tangent plane.

When the normal to the derived surface is perpendicular to the normal

to the original surface, we have XX + YY + ZZ = ; and so

{l-a){l-0) = O.

The centro-surface is therefore the only surface thus derived, which has its

tangent plane perpendicular to the original tangent plane.

And generally, the inclination
(f>

of the two normals to one another is

given by

V cos
cl>
= ^{l- a) {I -13).
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For the fundamental magnitudes of the second kind, say L, M, N, we
have

i — ^ ~ ^ r. ^ ^ f ^
\ Yl Y J

S 11 Q ^'ll ~~ ^'^^ I ^ ' + -^ ^11 + '^ 1 'l

on reduction (§§ 34, 77) ; also

5_ (E,l-a lA fG,l-l3 lA

E.l- ^
/3 ^

f.=x|..-^u-«)}..4^^ Go I — a ^L I
I

2(jr a a c(' ^

with corresponding values for the second derivatives of 77, ^. Thus

= ln^(l-a)(l-0)-h^^(2l-2a)-^(l-a)(l-/3y- R\^

+ h
/3- 2E 13

V+L
'[ ^ ) 2G

VM=h,^(l-a)(l-^)-kk^^(2l-cc-^)

'.f-Tw-^C
VN=L

'l-a\-VE. , fl-^\'VG,

V ,, _, .. ,„ F .., ... GF
a/3

y8 y 2G

(^_a)(^_^)_42 ' (2Z-2/9)-

,
.'1-o.VVG,

a/3
""" ""^^

a'/3

J
(la.-, G^ I- a.\ I - /3 -.^

^'W~2^~or)T'

(l-ani-/3)

It is clear that, in general, the lines on a surfece thus derived, which

correspond to the lines of curvature, are not perpendicular, for F is not zero

;

and they are not conjugate, for 31 is not zero. If however I is a function of

only one of the two parametric variables, then F is zero while 31 is not zero

;

then the lines, which correspond to the lines of curvature on the original

surface, are perpendicular to one another. And if I be constant, so that the

derived surface is a parallel surface, then both F and M are zero ; that is, the

lines of curvature on all jDarallel surfaces correspond to one another.

86. Various simplifications arise in regard to these derived surfaces when

special values are assigned to the quantity /.

We have already considered the cases when I is made equal to one or

other of the principal radii of curvature ; the derived surface is the centro-

surface.
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When I = i {a. + /3), the derived surface is the middle evolute ; it was

apparently first considered by Ribaucour*, and discussed subsequently as

to its properties by Appell and by Goursat. The latter, in particular, dis-

cussed the inverse problem of determining a surface or surfaces which have

an assigned surface as their middle evolute; the resolution of the problem

f

depends, as many inverse problems in differential geometry depend, upon

a knowledge of the most general integral of a partial differential equation

of the second order.

For a Weingarten surface such that a + /3 = constant, the middle evolute

is a parallel surface. A minimal surface is its own middle evolute. But for

surfaces not of special character such as Weingarten surfaces, the properties

of the middle evolute are not of conspicuous importance.

87. One property of parallel surfaces—the persistence of the lines of

curvature through all the surfaces which are parallel to a given surface

—

has already been indicated. The normals at associated points coincide ; and

the lines of curvature on the two surfaces correspond. But the asymptotic

lines do not correspond, nor do the nul lines.

As regards the measures of curvature, we have

The principal radii of curvature, being G/W and E/L, are a - I and /3 - I, a.s

is to be expected. Also

fj 1 1 H-21Ka =
, +

K

r 13-1 l-lH + l'K'

I K
(a-Ol/3-/) I-IH+PK

In particular, if K be constant and equal to Ijor, and we take 1= ±a,
then

a

that is, a surface parallel to a surface of constant total curvature 1/a- at

a distance a is a surface of constant mean curvature. This result, one more
link between surfaces having constant measures of curvature, is due to

Bonnet.

* Liouville's Journal, 4™'^ Ser. t. vii (1891). pp. 5—108, 219—270. Other references are given

by Darboux, Theorie generale, t. iv, p. 327.

t Goursat, Amer. Journ. Math., vol. x (1888), p. 187.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Obtain the lines of curvature on the surface .vi/= az, where a is constant, in the

form

2. Shew that the lines of ciu'vatui'e upon the surface

where I, m, n are constant, and a is a parameter, are given by the equations

where X and /x are the roots of the equation

I m n+- +1 = 0,

C ra n

regarded as a quadratic in 6, the parametric variables of the lines of curvature being

p and q ; and prove that the principal radii of curvature are pk and qk, where

k = {l-/x^ + ra-ji/^ + n^jz^)^. Prove also that the surfaces a = constant, p = constant,

q — constant, are orthogonal to one another.

3. Shew that the ellipsoid X'ja- + 7/'/b'^ + z^lc-= l has real umbilici at the points

y= x^= ', 5—', ^^=-\ ^j

on the assumption that a>b>c. Discuss the lines of curvature in the vicinity of any

one of these points ; and shew that they have the configuration in fig. vi (p. 100).

4. Verify that the lines of curvature on the quadric

^ + ^= 4.
a c

are the intersections by the confocal quadrics

?/2 z-^^+ = i{.v-p).a—p c—p

Trace their course upon the surface ; and find the principal radii of curvature in terms of

the parameters of the confocal quadrics.

5. A surface is inverted with respect to any centre. Shew that the quantity r/p +p/r
is unaltered, save as to sign, where r is the distance of a point from the centre of inversion,

p is the perpendicular upon the tangent plane, and 1/p is the curvature of the normal

section at the point in any direction.

6. A surface is referred to its lines of curvature as the parametric curves ; shew that

FXn = - L^X -{P+LV) x, - LA.V2 ]

EXio= -{Q+ Lt') xi - La'.v.2

GX^2= - ^Vr'.ri -{R+ Xa') x.2

GX.i2= -A2X- Xr'% - (S+Xa")xo

with corresponding formulre for derivatives of V and Z.
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7. A sphere of diameter a rolls on the outside of a closed oval surface of volume 1'

and area S; and the parallel surface, which is its outer envelope, has volume V and area .S".

Shew that

8. A surface, parallel to a given surface, is generated as the envelope of a sphere of

constant diameter a rolling on the surface. With the customary notation for magnitudes

on the given surface, shew that the fundamental magnitudes for the parallel surface are

E'= {l - cfiK) E+{a^B -2a) L ^ L' = {l-aff) L+aKE^
F'= {l-a^K)E+(a^JI-2a)M\, 3r= {l-aE)M+aEF[

.

G' = (1 - a^E) G+ {cCm- 2a)N i X'= (1 - ciH) X+ aKG J

9. A distance ^, equal to the harmonic mean of the principal radii of curvature, is

measured along the normal to the surface ; and da- denotes an elementary arc on the

surface, which is the locus of the point so obtained. Prove that

and give a geometric interpretation of the result.

10. Prove that each sheet of the evolute of a pseudo-sphere is applicable to a catenoid.



CHAPTER V.

Geodesics.

The literature conuected with geodesics is very copious. Only a few important

references will be given here ; fuller references will be found in the authorities quoted.

For geodesics on surfaces of revolution in particular, a full treatment will be found in

the first chapter of the sixth book in vol. iii of Darboux's treatise ; and reference should

also be made to Halphen's Fonctions elliptiques, ch. vi.

For the general properties of geodesics and the use of the notion of geodesic curvature,

the fundamental memoir is that of Gauss*; and full treatment is given, as usual, by

Darbous t.

The method of determining geodesics by means of the solution of pai'tial differential

equations of the first order is expounded by Darboux in his third volume, pp. 1

—

39 and

pp. 66—85. At the end of the fourth volume he has appended a Note (ii) by Kcenigs,

dealing sj^ecially with geodesics which can be obtained through quadratic integrals and

summarising a number of results deduced in another memoir |.

One jjortion of the subject-matter has been omitted deliberately—the analogy between

theoretical dynamics and the theory of geodesics. It was developed first by Jacobi § ; and

an excellent account is given by Darboux in the last two chapters of the second volume of

his treatise.

Reference may also be made throughout to the sixth chapter of Bianchi's treatise.

At the beginning of this chapter, various propositions from the calculus of variations

are stated. In their application to the theory of geodesics, they are used especially in

connection with the range along which a geodesic is actually the shortest distance on the

surface.

88. The definition and a few elementary properties of geodesics have

ah-eady been given ; these curves will now be discussed in fuller detail, and

three main methods of discussion will be indicated.

A geodesic upon a surface has been defined as a curve of shortest length

measured in the surface between two points ; and a descriptive property was

deduced to the effect that the osculating plane of the curve contains the

normal to the surface. The curve may be produced to any length on the

surface, and the deduced descriptive property will be possessed at every

* Disquisitiones generales circa superficies curvas, Ges. Werke, t. iv, pp. 217—258.

t See, in particular, the second volume of his treatise, pp. 402—437 ; and the third volume,

pp. 113—192.

t Mem. des Sav. Etr., t. xxxi, No. G, (1894).

§ See his Vorlesungen ilher Dynumik.
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point ; but the curve is not necessarily the shortest distance between any

two points however far it is produced. Thus on a sphere a great circle is

a geodesic curve ; the shortest distance on the sphere between two points is

the smaller arc of the great circle through the points, and not the greater

arc, though the latter everywhere possesses the deduced property. Hence

we must possess some method of determining the limits, if any, between

which a geodesic curve is actually the shortest distance, and outside which it

may cease to be the shortest distance, though it possesses everywhere the

deduced property. For this purpose (as for other connected purposes) the

calculus of variations will be used ; fortunately, the expression of an arc

involves only derivatives of the first order, and so only the simplest

propositions will be required.

In a second range of investigation, the property (which will sometimes be

called the geodesic property) that the osculating plane of the curve contains

the normal to the surface is used, initially to obtain equations for the geodesic,

and later to determine their properties, especially when the geodesies are

drawn as tangents to non-geodesic curves. For this purpose (as also for

other connected purposes), the Gaussian analysis for surfaces will be used.

In a third range of investigation, the analytical association with theoretical

dynamics is used. Thus, to take only the simplest instance, w-e know that a

particle, moving on the concave side of a smooth surface under the influence

of no forces other than the pressure, describes a geodesic. More generally,

the Lagrangian equations of motion of a particle in a conservative field

have the form characteristic of the equations of a geodesic as deduced by

the calculus of variations. The theory of partial differential equations of the

first order is much used in the developments of those Lagrangian equations

;

and so it may be expected that the theory will be useful in deriving some

properties of geodesies. Some illustrations, especially as connected with the

actual determination of the curves, will be given in due course.

Application of the Calculus 'of Variations.

89. Without pretending to give a full summary of the results obtained

in the calculus of variations for problems of the first order, it will be sufficient

for our purpose to state the essentially useful propositions, as they can be

applied to geodesies on a surface*. It is the length of the arc between two

* The proofs will be found, with varying elaboration, in any one of the more modern test-

books on the Calculus of Variations, such as those by Bolza, Hadamard, Hancock, Kneser.

Some of the propositions are of old standing. Thus the simplest case of the first (or, what is the

same thing, the fifth) is due to Euler. The second is due to Legendre, and the third to Jacobi.

The fourth is due to Weierstrass, who reconstructed the subject and whose lectures, in authorita-

tive form, are not yet published.
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points on the surface which is to be made a minimum ; so we have to consider

integrals

jiEp'- + 2Fpq + Gq'-f- dt, j{E + 'IFO + 0$')^ dp,

where, in the first, p> and q are to be made appropriate functions of t, while

p = dpjdt and q = dq'dt ; and, in the second, 6 = dqjdp, and q is to be made

an appropriate function of p ; always so as to secure the minimum. The

propositions are as follows.

I. When the quantity to be made a minimum is

f{p, q, p, q') dt,

where the function / is homogeneous, and of the first order, in p' and 5', the

quantities p and q must satisfy the equations

dp dtXdp) ' dq dtXdq'J

Because f is homogeneous and of the first order in jj' and q, these two

equations are equivalent to the single equation

u = 5^ -J^' + (pY - qplfi = 0,
dpdq dq&p ^ ^ ii- ^ j

owing to the relations

dp dt\dp) ^' dq dt\dq) ^'

the quantity/] being

p'q dp'dq''

Thus either equation can be treated alone. In any of the forms, it is the

characteristic equation ; the primitive gives a possible minimum.

It is an addition to the proposition that, even if the curve should suffer a

sudden change of direction at a free (and not fixed) point in its course, the

values of df/dp' and df/dq' are continuous in the passage through the fi-ee

point.

II. The preceding quantity fi must be positive everywhere along the

curve if a minimum is to exist.

This condition is necessary, though not sufficient, to make the second

variation positive. The preceding condition is necessary and sufficient to

make the first variation zero.

Ill (i). When the primitive of the characteristic equation can be deter-

mined, let it be denoted by

p =
(f)

{t, a, b), q = ^ (t, a, h),
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where a and h are arbitrary constants ; and write

'!=*'«•
i!=*.». I=*=w.

t=^'(')' l^t.(o, t-^.M
Construct the functions

u, = y^' (t) 4>,(t)- 4>' (0 f, it) = xi {t),

n, = ^' (0 cp, it) - cf>' it) f, (t) = X2 {t),

and take the independent variable t as increasing throughout the range of

integi-ation. Then a range of integration, beginning at ^o, must not extend

so far as the root of © {t, 1^) = which is next greater than ^o-

A geometric expression of the condition is due to Jacobi. Take a curve

satisfying the characteristic equation and passing through the lower limit of

the integral represented by ^o ; and take a consecutive curve (that is, one which

makes an infinitesimal angle at to with the preceding curve) also satisfying the

characteristic equation and passing through the same initial point. Let the

first point after the initial point at which these two curves ultimately inter-

sect (if they do intersect) be called the conjugate of the initial point. Then
the range nmst not extend as far as the conjugate of the initial point.

Ill (ii). When the primitive of the characteristic equation is not known,

it may happen that some special integi-al is known. In that case, the critical

function © {t, t^,) must be obtained by another process. Let

and form the equation

d f , dii\
J.

!(/

where u is the dependent variable, inserting the values of y! , q, p", q" derived

from the special integral. This linear equation in u of the second order has

to be completely integrated ; its primitive is

u = cui + c'u.2

= cxi (0 + c'x2 (t),

where c and c' are arbitrary constants. The critical function is (t, to),

where

®(t,to) = xi(t)x2(to)-x2(t)xiito);

the condition, as regards the range of integration, has already been stated.
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IV. Let

/, = i/i {p, q, p, q')> ^, = 92 {p, q, p', q')

;

and construct the function (B such that

(B = [gAp,q,^',Q')-9^{p,q,p',q)}P'

+ {g,(p>q,P',Q')-9Ap,q,p\q')]Q'-

This function dB must be positive everywhere along the geodesic curve for all

directions given by P' and Q', other than F' = p' and Q' = q. The functions

g^ and g^ are homogeneous of order zero in p and q ; for the function (B, the

independent variable can be taken to be s, the arc of the curve.

These tests are sufficient and necessary to secure that the curve provides

a minimum ; that is, the integral receives a positive increment for small

variations of p and q. These variations are called weak, when hp, 8q, 8p, 8q'

are small and tend to zero ; they are called strong when 8p' and 8q' are

not small, though Sp and Sq are small and tend to zero. The first three

tests are sufficient to secure the minimum property for weak variations ; the

additional fourth test (the excess-function test) is necessary and sufficient to

secure the minimum property also for strong variations.

V. When the integral, which has to be made a minimum, has the form

W(p,q,e)dp,
I

where = dq/dp, the first three tests have a simpler form ; and they represent

the older stage of the calculus of variations, when the variations considered

admissible were of the type called weak.

The characteristic equation in (I) is

dp[dd) dq
~

The test contained in (II) is that the quantity

must be positive everywhere.

For the test in (III), let the primitive of the characteristic equation be

q = g (p, ('> ^)-

Then the quantity

A^9 ,fi^9

where A and B are arbitrary constants, must not again acquire in the course

of the range the value that it has at the beginning; so that the range is thus
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limited. But if the primitive is not known, while some special integral is

known, then the equation

I d(f dp [dqddJ] " dp [ dd' djj)
"

(when for q and their values derived from the special integral are substi-

tuted) must be completely integrated. Let the primitive be

Then the quantity Au^ + Bu2 must not again acquire in the course of the

range the value that it has at the beginning.

Such are the tests needed for our purpose. We proceed to apply them,

first, in general to all geodesies as far as possible and then, later, to some

particular geodesies when they can be applied only upon a knowledge of

details.

90. The element of arc upon the surface is, as usual,

ds' = Edp' + 2Fdpdq + Gdq\

When the curve is a geodesic, some relation must exist between p and q so

as to define the curve ; or, what is the same thing, p and q must be expressible

in terms of a single parameter, say t. Then if p' — dpjdt, q' = dq/dt, 6 = dq/dp,

the arc is given in either of two forms, viz.

ds"- = (£>'- + 2Fp'q' + Gq') df; ds"- = (E + 2Fe + GO') dp'
;

and therefore, when the arc on the surface between two points has a minimum
length, the integrals

jiEp' + 2Fp'q' + Gq')^ dt, ((E + 2F0 4- GO'-)^ dp,

must satisfy the minimum tests provided by the calculus of variations.

Two of the tests are satisfied for all geodesies on all surfaces, it being

remembered that we are dealing with portions of surfaces which are devoid

of singularities.

Consider the test in (II). When we write

f=f{p> (h P'> ?') = i^P'' + ^Fp'q' + Gq')^,

where we naturally take the positive sign for the real radical, we have

p'i ^p"(^q'

-Yl

on reduction. This is always positive on a real surface ; and so the necessary

condition is satisfied.

F. 9
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When we write

W=W (p, q, e) = (E+ 2Fd + G&')K

again taking the positive sign for the real radical, we have

anr_ V

which always is positive ; so that the condition is satisfied for this form also,

as is to be expected when it is satisfied for the other form. It follows that,

in the discussion of geodesies, we need pay no further attention to the test

in (II).

Next, consider the excess-function test in (IV). We have

Ep'+Fq' _ dp dq
^'- 7 -^ds-^^ds'

_ Fp' + Gq; _ T^dp.ndq,
^'-

f ~^ds^^ds'
and therefore

<B = [EP' + FQ' - {Ep' + Fq;)] P' + [FP' + GQ' - {Fp + Gq')] Q'

= 1 — cos n,

where H is the angle between the direction ;j', q' and the direction P', Q'.

Thus the excess-function is positive for all directions given by P' and Q', other

than P' =p' and Q' = q. The test is satisfied for all geodesies on all surfaces

;

and therefore we need pay no further attention to the test in (IV).

Accordingly, we now have only to consider the characteristic equation

and the determination of conjugate points.

91. When we develop the characteristic equation

dt {dp'J dp '

where /= (Ej/- +2Fp'q'+ Gq'-)-, we have

I ]
^ (Ep' + F2')| - 1 {E,p'^ + 2F,p'q' + G,q'-^) = 0,

that is,

and so

that is,

Ep^^+F'pi.-,,n{ff + 2m'
^-f p + ,« ' ('^Y = 0.

ds^ ds- \dsj ds ds \dsJ
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Similarly, when Ave develop the characteristic equation

dt\dq'J dq '

we find

F d-p
, p^ , (^^P\' , 9 ' ^h^ ^h " f^?Y' _ rv

d8- ds- \dsj
"^ " ds ds \dsj

~

These two equations are the equations of geodesies in general. They serve to

determine ^j and q in terms of s, taken as a parameter ; when s is eliminated

between the determinate values of j) and q, a single relation survives which

is the integral equation of geodesies on the surface.

As regards the significance of the equations, we note that

ds^
- "^^

\dsj + ^'"^^
ds ds ^ -"''

\Ts)
-^ '-' ^^ + ^^ ^ '

with similar expressions for d^g/ds'^ and d-zjds'^, these relations holding for any
curve. Hence

d'x dry d-z

= 0,

when the curve is a geodesic ; and similarly

Hence

that is,

d^x d^y d-z

1 d'oc _ 1 d-g 1 d^z

g^Zo — Zig.2 ds- z^x^ — x^z.^ ds- x^g., — g^X2 ds-

'

X ds'~Yd?~'Zd7''

so that the principal normal of the curve coincides with the normal to the

surface, in accordance with the earlier inference (§ 65) that the osculating

plane of the curve contains the normal to the surface.

We may remark here that this j^roperty is sometimes made the basis of

a definition of a geodesic.

92. Other forms can be given to the general equations. In their first

form, they are

Ep?; + Fp^=-ra (f( - 2m' $ $ - m" f^^^

9—2

ds- ds- \dsj ds ds \ds

Fp^ + Gp = - n {'^\ - 2«'f il - n" (^2)';
ds^ ds- \ds/ ds ds \dsj
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when thev are resolved for —^ and -j^ , we find
''

as- as-

as- \dsj as as xasj

ds- \dsj " ds ds \dsj

These also are therefore general equations of a geodesic, and they prove more

useful than the general equations in their initial form.

Moreover, we are to expect that the two characteristic equations are

equivalent to one only ; and we know that the integral equation of a geodesic

is a single relation between p and q, so that the single characteristic equation

ought to be a relation between p and q which (owing to the form of the

general equations) should be an ordinary differential equation of the second

order. Now
dp dq _ dq fdpV d'q _ dp d'-q dq d/p

ds dp ds ' \dsj dp- ds ds- ds ds-
'

hence

''S=r'(|)V(2r'-A")(|)V(r-2A-)|-A,
dp- \dpj \dpj

'^ dp

which is the (single) general equation of geodesies on a surface.

One important inference can be made from this form of the equation.

Consider a region of the surface devoid of singularities ; then the quantities

r, r', r", a, a', a" are finite and (even when they are not uniform fimctions

of j9 and q) have regular branches in that region. It is known* that a unique

solution of an ordinary differential equation of the foregoing form exists, which

gives 9 as a uniform function oi p and is such that, for an assigned value oi p,

both q and dq/dp have arbitrarily assigned values ; in other words, a geodesic

through any ordinary p)oint on a surface is uniquely determined by its direction

through the point. Thus we have a justification (among other things) for the

use of geodesic polar coordinates.

It is to be noted that all the forms of the general equations of geodesies

involve, among the fundamental magnitudes of the surface, only those of the

first order and their derivatives. Hence when a surface is deformed in any

way, without stretching and without tearing, so that the arc-element is

unaltered, the geodesies remain geodesies on the deformed surface ; for the

quantities E, F, G are unaltered during any such process. And the result is

essentially contained in the deformations of the type indicated.

Further, it is to be expected that the nul lines on a surface will possess

analytically the geodesic property of being the shortest distance between two

points on a surface ; thus the relation

/= (Ep'^ + 2Fp'q + Gq'-f- =

* See the author's Theory of Differential Equations, vol. iii, § 209.
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should satisfy the characteristic equations. It is easy to verify that, from the

first form of the characteristic equations, we have

{Ep' + Fq')
J^=

[Ep" + Fq" + 1 E,p'-' + E,p'q' + (F, - ^ G,) q^] f,

{Fp' + Gq') ^= [Fp" + Gq + {F, - h^E,)p-^ + G.p'q + ^G^q'}/,

which clearly are satisfied by

that is, by the nul lines on the surface.

Geodesies on Surfaces of Revolution.

93. The general equation of geodesies does not appear to admit of

integration in finite terms for all surfaces. But it is possible to integrate,

wholly or partially, the equation for many classes of surfaces ;
and special

methods, sometimes individual to a class of surfaces, sometimes general in

scope and effective in particular cases, are used to obtain the primitive.

If by any method we can obtain an integral equation containing two

independent arbitrary constants, it is effectively the primitive of the general

characteristic equation. All that then remains, in order to complete the

process at present under consideration, is the determination of the range

between conjugate points.

Among surfaces which thus admit integral expression for their geodesies,

one conspicuous class is constituted by surfaces of revolution. We proceed

to consider them briefly in this regard.

Take the axis of z as the axis of revolution ; and let the equation of the

surface be
r- = X- + y- = 2u (z) = 2a.

Let X = r cos
(f), y = r sin

(f),
so that cf) is the azimuth of a point on the surface

and let the geodesic cut the meridian at an angle yjr ; then

sin./. = .^.
Also, we have

rdr = u'dz,

so that

ds^ = dr- + r-d(fr + dz-

= r"-d4>- + (^ + 1 j dz\

Thus, for the characteristic equations in ^ and z, we have
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This quantity / does not involve
(f>

explicitly, so that df/dcji = ; thus the

characteristic equation in ^ becomes

dt\d<f>'J
'

hence

- r-cp = It,

that is,

ds
'

where h is an arbitrary constant. (When we are dealing with the motion of

a particle upon the surface, as indicated in § 88, the quantity ^ is a constant

multiple of the moment of its momentum round the axis.) We thus have a

first integral of the equations ; it can also be written

r sin y\r = h.

Further, we have

and therefore

'2u + u''\^ , /r"+u'-\^

Hence
<'^<i^)'^^-mr^^-

d(b = - d$

r^ + u'-\~ hdz

r-

_ /r^ + u -\

(f)
— y = h

r"- + u"\^dz

so that

. r- — h' J r"

'

= Z,

say, where 7 is an arbitrary constant of integration. We now have an

integral equation containing two independent arbitrary constants h and 7 ; it

is the general integral equation of geodesies on surfaces of revolution.

When a geodesic curve between two given points on the surface is

required, the constants h and 7 for the curve are obtained from the

conditions which result from substituting the coordinates of the points in the

integral equation.

In order that the curve may be real, we must have

r ^ h.

If and when ?- = h, we have

sin -v^ = 1

;

that is, the geodesic touches the parallel at the point which thus is a highest

point or a lowest point on the geodesic.
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Moreover as r may not be less than h, it is necessary to take account of

the range of values of h.

94. First, consider the vicinity of a parallel of minimum radius c ; we

there have a neck of the surface, the parallel itself being a geodesic.

I. Let h = c. Near the neck, let the surface be

r- = c^ + X^z"+ ...,

there being no first power of z because of the neck ; then

u' = \2Z + ...,

7-2 + w'- =c" + (^2 + Xo-) z~+...,

and so

'f'-y^l^XSr^J '''

—- i - + positive powers ) dz,

so that
(f)

becomes large ; that is, the geodesic on such a surface near the

neck-circle is asymptotic to that circle. Such is the fact at the neck of a

hyperboloid of one sheet.

II. Let h > c. Then as Ave are to have ?" ^ li for reality, we must have

r > c, so that the geodesic never meets the neck-circle. It touches the

parallels given by ?• = h ; and otherwise lies above the upper parallel or below

the lower parallel as in the figure.

III. Let h < c. Then as r ^ c, we have ?•>/«, and so sin yjr is never

unity ; thus the geodesic crosses the neck-circle, cutting it at a finite (non-

zero) angle.

Hence near the neck of a surface there are three kinds of possible

geodesies. The first of the classes indicated is a boundary between the

second and the third of the classes.

95. Next, consider the vicinity of a parallel of maximum radius a ; when

the surface is symmetrical with respect to the plane of the parallel, we have

an equator.

As sin yfr = h/r, and r cannot be greater than a, it follows that h cannot be

greater than a.
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I. Let h = a. Then a is the only possible value of r, in order that the

curve may be real ; we have the parallel of niaxinnun radius a, which is

itself a geodesic.

II. Let h < a. Then -^ is real so long as r is not less than li; it is i tt

where r- = h, that is, the geodesic touches the parallel

or parallels given b}' r = h ; and it is sin~^ (/i/tt) at

the parallel of greatest radius. Also, as r changes con-

tinuously from h to a, yjr decreases continuously from

Itt to sin~^(/t/a); and as r then changes continuously

from a to h, yjr increases continuously from siu~^ (/'/«)

to ^TT. Thus the geodesic undulates between the

two parallels, which are given by ?• = h, nearest to the parallel of greatest

radius.

Take the plane of the parallel r = a as the plane 2 = 0. Above the

plane ?•- = 2u (z), and below the plane r- = 2u (— z) ; hence, as

the difference of longitude, say B, between a place of highest latitude and

the nearest place of lowest latitude is

D = h
r- + u'- (z)] 2

+
r- + u'-{-z)\^ 1

dr,

D = 2A

rii {z) \ r^ — h^ j rii' (— z)

If the parallel r = a is an equator, so that the surface is symmetrical with

respect to its plane, then

-a [r2 + w'2 (z)] i dr

r" - h^ ] ru (z)
'

Such a geodesic is not usually a closed curve ; but it is a closed curve* if

D is commensurable with ir, that is, if

D = 711,^,

where m is a commensurable number. Take the latter symmetrical case.

Let a new variable t for integration and a new constant g for a limit of

integration be defined by relations

^ = ' + 0= S = i?+.T=.

and write

then

1 1 o /,X

unr
Jo (n-tS^{g-tf

For this investigation, see Darboux's treatise, t. iii, § 582.
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Now m is j)iirely numerical ; consequently* we must have

that is,

r- u"{z)\ a^ — r-

and therefore

dz\^ (7H-— l)a2 + r^

drj a^ — r^

But ^ is a maximum or minimum (so that dz = 0) when r = h; hence m is

less than unity, and
dzv" _ r" - Iv"

4r) ~
o? - r-

'

which is the equation defining the surface of revohition that possesses closed

geodesies undulating across the equator.

As regards this surface, its element of arc ds is

ds- = dr^' + iH^^ + dz"

or — h- J , .,-,,,= -^ „ a?-- 4- r-ad)-.
a- — r-

Now h- = a^ (1 - m^) ; let

r = a sin u, = m^'
;

then

ds- = nihi- (du- + sin- ud(p'-).

But the last expression is the square of the arc-element on a sphere of radius

ma; hence the surface of revolution in question is deformable into a sphere,

which is Darboux's result.

96. But it may happen that, in the vicinity of the parallel of maximum
radius a, there is no parallel given by r = h; as our only condition is that

h < a, it might happen that on the whole surface there is no parallel given

by r = h. In either case, the geodesic crosses the parallel given by ?• = a at

a finite non-zero angle ; in its march away from that parallel across parallels

of decreasing radius, it crosses the meridians at a constantly increasing angle,

which however remains less than a right angle unless and until it reaches a

parallel given by r = h.

97. It now becomes necessary to investigate the range along the geodesic

curve for which the curve is actually the shortest distance between the

extreme points, or, what is the same thing, to determine the conjugate of a

given point.

* The result can easily be established. It is an example of a theorem given by Abel [CEuvres

completes, 1881, vol. i, pp. 1-1, 15) in a memoir now regarded as a pioneer in the subject which,

under the name integral equations, has attracted many investigators in recent years.
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There are two cases to consider. In the first, h is not zero and the curve

is not a meridian ; in the second, h is zero and the curve is a meridian.

In the former case, we have

''r- + u'-\~ dz

r^--"/Oy
provided that the geodesic curve is not given by the very special case r = h,

dz = 0, that is, provided it is not a parallel of maximum or minimum radius

(in which event, the method of treatment is similar to that adopted for thte

case of geodesic meridians). Then

(^7 9/' J (7-2 _ ]^f

and the condition is that, in the range, the quantity

shall not again attain the value which it has at the beginning of the range

;

that is, the quantity

dh

must not again attain its initial value.

Suppose that there is no parallel given by r = /i (so that every point on

the surface is at a distance from the axis greater than h). Then the subject

of integration in d^jdh is always finite and positive, and dz has the same sign

along the curve ; thus d^jdh is always increasing or always decreasing along

the geodesic, and so it cannot again acquire its initial value. There is no

finite limit to the range of shortest distance along the curve ; no point on the

geodesic has a conjugate at a finite distance.

Suppose that there is a parallel given by r = h. Then fi'om the initial

point of the range until the parallel is neared, the subject of integration is

finite and of the same positive sign while dz is of uniform sign. In passing

through contact with the parallel, the relations

'^ = ^'\-r-u] t:^'
d(-^] = \ _

^{, dz.
'^ — h^J r-

'

\dh
{,--1i^f

shew that —y passes through an infinite value and always increases as <^

increases in passing through the contact ; that is, -^ changes its sign in

passing through the infinite value and begins to increase from — oo . After

some stage it will increase to its initial value; at that stage, we have the

conjugate of the initial point. But the actual analytical determination of the

conjugate in precise expression depends upon the particular surface.
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The same result can be obtained by regarding the conjugate of the

initial point as the ultimate position of the next intersection with a con-

secutive curve through the initial point. In order to have such a consecutive

curve, we need values h + dh, 7 + dy of the arbitrary constants ; in the

figure, let this curve be represented by the dotted lines (for positive aud

negative values of dh respectively), while the original curve is represented

by the continuous line. Then the point C is the conjugate of A for the

direction AC ; and a range along the geodesic, beginning at A, is the shortest

distance for all points from A to C short of C. Similarly B is the conjugate

of A for the direction AB.

Note. In dealing with the critical function

I
3 dz,

it proves necessary to exercise care in the choice of the current variable for

the integral, so that it shall admit of continuous increase (or continuous

decrease) throughout the range of integration that corresponds to the con-

tinuous range of the curve.

98. Consider, for example, the non-meridian geodesies on an oblate

spheroid*. The surface is

x' + y' z'^-^

a^ c-

so that we can take

z = c cos 6, r = a sin d, x = a sin 6 cos cf), y = a sin 6 sin ^.

* See two notes by the author, Messenger of Math., vol. xxv (1896), p. 84, p. 161. Eeferences

to Jacobi, Halphen, and Cayley are given on pp. 94, 95, [I.e.).
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We know that a non-meridian geodesic undulates between two . parallels

;

so let E be the highest point of our geodesic EP,

and let GE, CP be the meridians through E and P. c_

We thus have a geodesic triangle CEP, right-angled

at E ; the angle ECP is 6. Let CPE = ^|r ; and let

a be the value of 6 at E. Then (§§ 93, 95)

and therefore

-; sin- 6 .
(f)'
= h;

a sin^^ -T- = sin a,
as

which is a first integral of the characteristic equation.

This leads to

(1 — e^ sin- ^)- sin a
d^ =

(sin^ 6 — sin-a)- sin 6
dd,

which can be regarded as the differential equation of the geodesic. The

explicit integration requires elliptic functions and can be effected as follows.

Let
cos 6 — cos a en u,

where ii is a new variable vanishing when 6 = a, and where the modulus k

of the elliptic functions is given by

e-cos^a

Then

so that

d<^ =

1 — e-sm-a

(1 — e-sin-c£)2 dn^u

sin a 1-1- cot^a sn^ u

(1 — e-sin-a)2 /« dn^z<

du,

sma 1 -Hcot^asn^M
du

= U,

say.

The general equation of geodesies, without the initial choice of the

meridian of reference, would be

containing two arbitrary constants a. and 7.

As regards the arc of the geodesic, we have

ds sin- 6

a
d<f>sm a

= ( 1 — e- sin^a)- dn'^ u du,
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and therefore

OBLATE SPHEROID

s = a(l — e- sin- a)^E {u),

141

where E is the second elliptic integral ; the arc being measured from the

place u = 0, that is, from the point E.

As CPE = ^Jr, we have (§ 93)

/• sinyjr = h = a sin a

;

hence

Hence

and

sin 6 sin-v/r = sin a.

tan ^= — sm a tana

(sin*^-sin-a)2 sni*

tan 6 cos -v/r = tn u.

Manifestly, some of the relations for the parts of the geodesic triangle

CPE on the spheroid are similar to those of a right-angled triangle on a

sphere ; for the respective surfaces they are

sin ^ sin -v/^ = sin a

en u cos a = cos 6

tan i|r sn it = tan a y ,

tan 6 cos yjr = tn u

s (1 — e-sin-a)~ - =aE{u)^

sin ^ sin -v/r = sin a"^

cos u cos a = cos 6

tan t/t sin u = tan a
;

tan 6 cos a/t = tan u

s = au

But it should be noted that, on the spheroid, is not the angle subtended

by CP at the centre, as it is on a sphere ; nor is a. the angle subtended by

CE at the centre, as it is on a sphere.

On the auxiliary sphere of the spheroid (that is, a sphere having the same equator),

take the projection of the spheroid orthogonal to the equator. Let C", E\ P' be the

projections of C, E, P ; the great circles C'P' and CE' are the projections of the meridians

CP and CE ; while E'P', the projection of the geodesic EP, is not a great circle. The

angles subtended by CE' and CP' at the centre are a and 6; also E'C'P' is (/>, and

CE'P' is a right angle. Let the angle E'P'C be denoted by \//>', and the arc E'F by s
;

then we have the ec^uations

s' = a (1 — (r sin- a)- am u,

sin 6 sin \//''= sin a dn «,

tan ^' sn u= (1 — e- sin- a^ dn »? tan a,

tan ^ cos »!/ = i'l — e- sm- a) - tn u.

The establishment of these relations is left as an exercise.
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Also, we have

,_i /tnu\ 1 f" dnw — dn^M ,

6(1 -e- sm-a) - = tan-^ -.— - -^— .p-, r ^"^^ \sina/ sinajo l+cot-asn^it

on the spheroid, and

\sma/
on the sphere.

The geodesic undulates between the two parallels determined b}' 6 = a,

$ = 77 — a. Where it cuts a parallel determined hy 6 = ^, we have

cos /3 = cos a en w

;

thus the successive points are u = Uu u = 4>K — u^, ii — 4;K + Ui, and so on.

The difference in longitude between the highest point and the nearest lowest

point of the geodesic is

1 f-^ dn w — dn- u
(1 - e- sin- a)- -^ TT - -.— -— — du\

,

^
(

sin a j 1 + cof^ a sn^ m
j

and is therefore less than it.

To find the conjugate of any point on the geodesic, we take the general

integral equation in the form

4>-y-j dO = I.
(1 - e-sin'^)- sina

(sin^ ^ — sin''^ a)^ sin ^

Then

da da' dy

The critical function A -^ + B ^ is not again to acquire its initial value, that

or
is, — is not again to acquire its initial value. Now

da

dl [(l-e^sm^e)^sm6cosa ,^— = -^ da
c'a J (sin2 6'-sm-^a)*

(1 — e^sin-a)- /'dn-w ,= — —r- du,
cos a J sn^u

on introducing the elliptic functions ; and

[dn-u , ,,, Ti/ X en i< dn ti—7— du = k -u — h (u) .

J sn- u sn u

Hence, if Wi be the conjugate of «o. we have

,. r. ^ cni^dnw, ,,, t,, x cn?f„dn?to

sn Wi sn i<o

so that

E{Ui- «o) - a; ' {ih - Wo) = •

sn Ml sn Mo
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The required value of Ui is the root of this equation, regarded as an equation

in Ui, which is next greater than Wq- By tracing the curves

2/ =—

^

,
y=E{x- Uo) - k - {a: - Vo),

"^ sna-sni/o ./
^ / V /

it is easy to verify that, when < ^^o < 2-^> then

4'K > u^ > Uo + 2K.

99. In the second case mentioned in § 97, when the curve is a meridian,

h is zero, and
(f)

is constant. We cannot deduce the critical function fi'om

the value of
(f),

and must proceed to obtain it as the primitive of the linear

equation of the second order given in § 89, V. Returning to the general

surface of revolution, we have always

the arc being
|
fdz ; hence, denoting d^/dz by 0', we have

for/does not explicitly involve </> ; and

d-]f j;"

when we insert the zero value of
(f)'.

The equation for the critical function

Uis

d f H dlJ] _
dz\^J^'2^^.2^i dz\~ '

and therefore

U = B + A ({u'-' + r^)*^

.

The range is limited by the condition that U must not again acquire the

value which it has at the beginning of the range ; in other words, the

quantity

f. ,„
idz

must not again in the range acquire its initial value.

Another form of the function is

4 d

J^ r-u

It will be noticed that the form of the function coincides with the critical

function in the earlier case when h is made zero therein.
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Note. As before, so here, in dealing with the critical function

dz
/(u'^ + r'O*

it proves necessary to exercise care in the choice of the current variable for

the range of the integral, so that it may increase continuously (or decrease

continuously) throughout the range.

Ex. 1. In the case of a circular c^'linder r= constant, «'= 0; the critical function is

~, and alouE' a (rectilinear) meridian this function never resumes its initial value. There

is no limit to the shortest-distance property.

Similarly for a circular cone.

E.v. 2. In the case of a sphere, we have

r'= a^-3'^, u'= -z,

so that the critical function is

adz

I

that is - tan-i 1
, Hence the conjugate of any point z,^ on the meridian is given by co+ an,

a a

that is, the diametrically opposite point on the meridian
;
and therefore (as is to be

expected) a great circle is the shortest distance for any length less than half the circle.

Ex. 3. In the case of a paraboloid of revolution, the axis of the parabola being the

axis of revolution, we have
r^= 2lz, u'= l,

so that the critical function is

that is.

Hence any arc of the meridian, whatever its length wlien it does not include the

vertex, is a shortest distance. When an arc of a meridian does include the vertex, and ri

is the distance of any point from the axis, then the shortest distance along the arc must

not extend so far as a point distant r.^ from the axis, where

sinh-i ^ -l-siuh-i 9 = - (P + n-)^- + - (^- + ^2^)^ .

Ex. 4. In the case of an anchor-ring, we have

2=asin^, ?• = c -t- « cos ^.

{ add 1 1

The critical function becomes I l^^^^.Q^Qyi >
'^^^^'^^ is

— {cy\f-a sin-\//').

{c^-a^Y
where

tan \^ =
[

) tan \d,
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and, in the function, yj/- has to lie between — ^tt and +^7r. In the march of the function

with the increase of 6, the angle -^ increases ; when it increases beyond ^tt, we must take

y^z — TT in its place.

Thus the conjugate of a point on the meridian is the point half-way round the

meridian.

The Gauss Theory of Geodesies.

100. We proceed now to the discus.sion of geodesies upon a surface and

their relation to other cun'es on the surface, without any special regard to

the range within which they are the shortest distance between two points.

The fundamental property is that the principal normal of the curve coincides

with the normal to the surface at any point. This property is sometimes used

as the explicit definition of the curve (§ 91); it has been derived (§ 65) from

statical considerations; it has been shewn to be a consequence (§ 91), under

the calculus of variations, of the definition by the shortest arc-distance.

Under the last method, it was deduced from the characteristic equations

in the calculus of variations. It is important, however, that the establish-

ment of these characteristic equations should not be based solely upon that

method; so, accepting the geodesic property (whether as a definition, or as

derived from statical considerations), we can establish the general equations

as follows. Now
x" = x^p'- + 2xi<,p'q' + x.^q''^ + x^p" + x^q",

where dashes now denote differentiation with regard to s ; and therefore, on

the assumption of the characteristic property, and taking the sign of the

radius of curvature of a normal section as in § 31, we have

and similarly
P

— = Vup ' + 2?/,o jJ q +y^_q- + y,p +yoq
,

r

— = 2np- -^ "znp q + z-22<i ' + z^p + z^.q .

Multiplying by X, Y, Z, and adding, we have

l = Lp-'+2Mp'q' + ]\Y'\

the customary formula for the curvature of a normal section; it therefore

gives the circular curvature of the geodesic at the point. Again, multiplying

by Xi, j/i, 2i, and adding; and multiplying by ^2. y-2> ^2, and adding; we have

Ejy" + Fq" + mp- -f 2m'p'q -f m"q'^ = O'j

Fp" + Gq" + np'- + 2n'p'q' -h n"q- = 0/
'

which are the general equations of a geodesic on a surface.

F. 10
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From these, as before (§§ 91, 92), we have

J = r"(|)V.2r-.",(|T.(r-2.')|-A,

as the single general equation of geodesies on the surface.

In all the forms of the equations as given in § 92, the parametric variables

are general and the parametric curves are completely unrestricted. Some

simplification arises when the parametric curves are specialised.

101. As an example, consider the geodesies upon the quadric*

^2 ^,2 2r _

-+f + - = 1.
a c

Let the quadric be referred to its lines of curvature as usual ; then (§ 78)

we have

E = l(p-q)P, i^=0, G = l(q-p)Q,
where

PP =
. .

.,,^ .. . . , Q =
{a+p){b+p)(c+2))' ^ {a + q){b + q){c + q)-

Hence (§77)
1/ 1 P'\ 1 P

^- 2[p-q^p)' ^ 2(q-p)Q'

2p-q ^q-p

~ 2{p-q)P' 2\q-p^Qj'

where P' = dP/dp, Q' = dQ/dq. Writing

,_dq „ _d?q
^ ~dp' ^ ~ dif

we have the equation of the geodesies in the form

2 {p - q) PQq" = {Qq' " P)W -P)-{p- q) PQq' (^' - ^) •

To integrate this equation, introduce a new quantity u such that

P ^ Qq' _ Qq'-P
u+2) u + q q — p '

Then
P; _ w' + 1 _ Q'q' _ 2 1.' + ''' +J' = 0.
P u+p Q " q' u+q

* For a discussion of geodesies upon quadrics not of revolution, see a paper by the author,

Pioc. Lond. Blath. Soc, vol. xxvii (1896), pp. 250—280,
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Substituting for u, and inserting the value of q' from the differential equation,

we have

u + q u+j)

that is,

u' = 0,

and so

u = constant = 6.

Thus a first integral of the equation of geodesies on the quadric is

6+p d + q'

Let

R {p)=p (a +2)) {b +p) {c +2}){d+p).

R{q) = q (a + 9) (6 + q) (c + q) (0 + q);

then the equation is

'pdp qdq

[Rip)]^ {R(q)]r

where the lower sign is chosen for a geodesic along which ^; and q increase

together or decrease together, and the upper sign is chosen in the alternative

cases. Now
pdp- qdq- 4:ds-

(a-i-p){b + p)(c-{-p) _ {a + q)(b + q)(c + q) _ p-q
6 -\-p 8 + q

~ p-9.'
and therefore

2c?s _ pdp _ _ qdq

p^~[Ripr^^^[R(^y
Let the upper sign be chosen ; then

dp ^ dq ^ 2
jls_ /I _ 1\ _ 9 f^

Accordingly, the first integral of the equation of the geodesies can be taken in

the form

dp _^^_dq_^^^^^

2{R(p)}^ 2{R(q)]--

pdp ^ qdq _ r

'

2{R{p)\^ 2[R{q)-^

being the canonical equations for hyperelliptic integrals; and*

ds = —2)qdv.

* This agrees with the form given by Weierstrass iu 1861 ; Ges. Werke, t. i, p. 262. See also

Cayley, Coll. Math. Papers, vol. vii, p. 493, vol. viii, p. 156, p. 188.

1.0—2
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Also we have

SO that

that is,

— {bc—pq)dv,

ds = dT — bcdv,

s — So = T — bcv.

The integi'ation of the equations thus requires the use of hyper-

elliptic functions of the simplest class*, just as elliptic functions are

required for the oblate spheroid, and circular functions are required for

the sphere.

Let the quadric be an ellipsoid, so that a, b, c are positive ; and suppose

that

a > 6 > c.

Then we have

a>— p>b> — q>c.

The curves, p = constant, are the intersection of the ellipsoid with the

confocal hyperboloids of two sheets ; and the curves, q = constant, are the

intersection of the ellipsoid with the confocal hyperboloids of one sheet. To
secure real values, we must have R(p)^0, R{q)^0; hence

-p> 6 > — q,

and so

a >—p > 6, b> — q> c.

Because 6 and b lie between — p and — q, there are three cases according

&sd = b,6<b,e>b.

(i) When 6 = b, the geodesic passes through an umbilicus and, when

continued, through the diametrally opposite umbilicus.

(ii) When < b, the geodesic touches (but does not cross) a line of

curvature given by 6 = — q: it undulates between the two lines of curvature

given by q = — 0, and these are lines upon the confocal hyperboloid of one

sheet.

(iii) When 6 > b, the geodesic touches (but does not cross) a line of

curvature given by 6 = —p\ it undulates between the two lines of curvature

given by p = — 6, and these are lines upt)n the confocal hyperboloid of two

sheets.

* The expressions for the coordinates and the length of the arc in terms of the current

parameter v are given in the author's paper, already quoted. It may be added that only elliptic

functions are required for the equations of umbilical geodesies.
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Ex. Let OT denote the perpendicular from the centre of the ellipsoid upon the tangent

plane at any point ; and let D\ D" denote the semi-diameters of the ellipsoid, parallel to

the respective directions of any geodesic through the point and of a line of curvature

through the point. Prove that izD' is constant along the geodesic and that usD" is

constant along the line of curvature. Is the converse true for either line or for both 1

Discuss the configuration of the curves

where k is a parametric constant, and D is the semi-diameter of the ellipsoid parallel to

the tangent to the curve at the point.

102. Returning now to the general equation of geodesies, let i denote the

angle, made by a geodesic with the parametric curve q = h through the point,

and measured towards the curve p = a. Then (§ 26, 6' now being denoted

by i, and 6 later by j), we have

# cos i = Ep + Fq,

and therefore

j^{E2i' + Fq') = h^E-^{E,p ^E,q;)coBi-E^j^^mi

=4 {E.P + F,q') {Ep + Fq) - Vq |

;

consequently, along a geodesic, we have

h {E,lP + 2F,p'q' + G,q^-) = ~(E,p' + E,q) (Ep' + Fq) - Vq' ^^ .

Hence

F-^A , F-A' ,

Thus, along a geodesic, we have

Ê
di = — Adp — A'dq,

together with

ds cosi = E~^ (Edp + Fdq), ds sin i = E~'^ Vdq,

where i is the inclination of the geodesic to the parametric curve q = b.

Similarly, if j is the inclination of the geodesic to the parametric curve

p = a through the point, measured towards the curve q = b, we have

^dj = -r'dp-T"dq,

together with

ds cosj= G~^ (Fdp 4- Gdq), ds sinj = G ~ - Vdp.
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These results are in accord with the relation (§ 36)

for the variation of the angle between the parametric curves.

Geodesic Curvature of Curves.

103. We now are in a position to develope a notion as to another curvature

of curves on a surface. We have already considered the circular curvature

and the torsion of any twisted curve, and therefore of any curve upon a

surface. In the case of a plane curve, we regard the curvature in connection

with the deviation of the curve from its tangent. Geodesies on a surface

have much analogy with straight lines in a plane, even when the surface is

not developable ; and so it is natural to consider a curvature of a curve

upon the surface in connection with the deviation of the curve from its

geodesic tangent.

Accordingly, let a curve at any point cut the parametric curve g- = 6 at an

angle i] and at the point draw the geodesic tangent to the curve. At a

consecutive point on the curve, let i + di be the inclination of the curve to

the parametric curve, q = constant, through the point ; and let i + hi be the

inclination of the consecutive geodesic tangent at the consecutive point to

that consecutive parametric curve. Then the angular deviation (measured

from the parametric curve q = h towards the curve j9 = a) of the curve from

its geodesic tangent is di — hi, that is,

,. FA, FA'
di+^ dp+ -^ dq.

This is called the angle of geodesic contingence of the curve ; the rate of arc-

variation of this angle is called its geodesic curvature. Denoting* the latter

bv 1/7, we have

— =di+ -p- dp + —^ dq.

Similarly, we have
7

ds ( ,. vr'
,

vv" ,
N

where ?" is the inclination to the parametric curve p = a, and the geodesic

contingence as measured from that curve is hj - dj.

Of course, when the curve itself is a geodesic, its geodesic curvature is

zero ; hence
di VAdp VA'dq ^
ds h ds E ds

* Sometimes the symbol pg is used, instead of 7.
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is the equation of a geodesic. When the value of i is inserted, this equation

reduces to the earlier general equation of geodesies.

Let 1/7" be the geodesic curvature of p = a, and I/7' be the geodesic

curvature of q = b. The element of arc along p = a is G^ dq ; hence

G^dq , FA'
7"

ao) H—TT- dq,

that is,

G^dq VF" ,

77^ = 7T~ dq,

1 a

7

1 ^_ia«^FA'
7 3g ^(;!2

Similarly,

-, = FA^-^
]

I ... . a

7

1 ^ ^,1^0) FP
7' 9p ^5 (? )

Now, in general, we have

l_di V^dp V^' dq

y ds E ds E ds

di G^A . . A' . .

= T" H—pr- sm 7 H—I sm i.

ds E E^

The simplest case arises when the parametric curves are orthogonal. Then

z+j=a) = i7r, V' = EG,

Jl =^ _ ^^ 1 -^ = _ ^^ •

7"~#~2G^^' i~ E " 2EG^

1 dt cost sinz
- = X + -— + -^

'

y as J 7

which effectively is Liouville's formula*.

Further simplification would occur if we could choose the parametric

curves so that I/7' and I/7" are zero, that is, if there were two orthogonal

families of geodesies on the surface. In that case Gi = 0, Eo—O; that is, E

* lu his edition of Monge's Application de VAnab/fie h la Genmetrie, p. 575. The signs of

7, 7', 7" in the text differ from those in Liouville's formula ; they agree, when the geodesic

contingenee is taken to be 5i - di instead of di - 8i.
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is a function of p only which can be absorbed into djf-, while G is a function

of q only which can be absorbed into dq^ ;
thus

ds- = dj)- + dq",

and so the surface is a developable surface*. Thus the suggested simplifica-

tion cannot be effected in general.

104. We can obtain another expression for the geodesic curvature by a

different method, due to Liouville also.

Let AB, BC be two consecutive equal elements of arc, which can be taken

as infinitesimal straight lines. Produce the line

AB to D so that BD = AB, and let DE be the

normal to the surface at E: join BE, EC.

Then ABE is the geodesic having the arc-

element AB in common with the curve; that

is, it is the geodesic tangent to the curve.

Also ABDC is the osculating plane of the

curve ; and ABDE is the normal plane to the

surface. Hence

angle EBG = angle of geodesic contingence,

DBC = angle of circular contingence,

D5£' = angle of contingence for normal section.

Let fs denote the angle between the principal normal of the curve and

the normal to the surface, measured from the former towards the latter, so

that OT can range fi'om -I- tt to — tt ; in the figure f, the angle CDE = ct. Also,

now let

p = radius of circular curvature of the curve, taken positive as in § -i

;

7 = geodesic ;

p'= curvature of normal section of the surface, taken as in § 3L

Then
1/17?-

DE = BD .?in^\e DBE =^^

,

2 p

DC = BD. angle DBC = ^^

,

EC = BE. angle EBC = \^^

.

* See also § 114.

t The figure obviously assumes that the normal section is such as to give p' positive and

that 0<w<hir. The figures for the possible alternatives are easily constructed; they lead to

the same analytical results, regard being had to the sign of p and the range of w.
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But

hence

GEODESIC CURVATURE

DE = DC COS -nr, EG = DC sin ^

153

cos 57 sm SI

P

The first of these two results is Meunier's theorem. The second is a new
expression for the geodesic curvature.

The direction-cosines of the binomial of the curve are

p iy'z" - z'y" ), piz'x" -o;'z"\ p{x'y" -y'x"),

and the direction-cosines of the principal normal are px"
, py" ,

pz" ; hence

cos -37 = Xpx" + Ypy ' + Zpz"

,

so that

cos OT

= Xx" + Yy" + Zz"

the familiar result. Also

sin tn- = Xp (y'z" — z'y") + Yp (z'x" — x'z") + Zp ixy" — y x"),

so that

smCT

7
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and these should be equal to one another. Now

E^ cos i - Ep' + Fq, E^ sin i = Vq
;

hence

Ep" + Fq" = - E,p' - (Eo + F,)2j'q - F.q'-

+ hE-^-{E,p + E^^q') cos i - E^ sin i ^

,

C?5

F5" = - F,/^'- K5"^ + i^~*(i;i/ + ^,9')sini + ^^cost^,

Multiply the latter by E^ cos i, the former by E^ sin i, and subtract ; then

(U

ds
EV (pY - q'p") = E'^-( V.p'q' + Y4^) {Ep' + Fq')

+ {E,p'' + (E, + F,)p'q + F,q'-^} Vq'.

Now (§ 34)

F, = F(r + A'), K= V{r' + A"),

E,==2 (EF + FA), F, = EV + i^(r + A') + GA,

E, = '2 {EV + F^\ F, = Er'' + F {V + A") + GA'
;

substituting and reducing, we find

diE V {pq -qp")^E^^+ VAp' {2Fpq + Gq'^) + VA'q {Ep'"' + 2Fpq + Gq"")

- EV{2A' - T)pY - EV{A" - 2r')p'q'- + EVVq^

which proves the equality of the two expressions for the geodesic curvature.

Another expression, due to Bonnet, for the geodesic curvature of a curve

is required when the equation of the curve is given in the form
(fj {p, q) = 0.

Let O denote the positive square root of E^i — 2F^i<^2-\- G^^; then, as

^iP + (b-.q =0,

we take

P' ^ i ^1

thus assigning the direction along the curve that is positive. Also

and therefore

®W -
<1'P") + ^nP' + ^<l>y2p'q + 4>.^q- = 0.

Now

dp\ ' J'^dqK )

= y {pq - q'p" + Ap' + (2A' - T) p'-q' + (A" - 2T')p'q'"- - Vq''},
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on using the preceding relations ; and therefore

y~v\dp\ ® 'J dq\ (^J /]'

which is Bonnet's expression for the geodesic curvature * of the curve

<f>{p,q)==0.

106. From the two relations

1 cos -ST 1 sin -57

P P IP

155

we have

1-1 i-
p" p'' r

'

consequently, inserting the values of p and 7 that have been obtained, we

have an expression for the circular curvature of any curve on the surface.

Thus, for the curve p — a, we have

'11 _ N^ W"'
Av =a~G'^ G'

'

and for the curve q = b, we have

"1^

The curvature of torsion of the curve could be derived from the formula

1

p-a-
X , y , z

X , y" , z"

X

but the expression is complicated, requiring the use of the derived magnitudes

of the third order. Another and more convenient (but equivalent) expression

for the torsion, connecting it with the torsion of the geodesic tangent to the

curve, can be obtained as follows. Let dr be the angle of torsion for the

geodesic tangent ; so that, in passing to a consecutive point, its osculating

plane (being the normal plane to the surface) turns through an angle d-r

about the tangent. The inclination of the osculating plane of the curve at

the point to the osculating plane of the geodesic is -m ; the inclination at

a consecutive point is ct + c^ct, so that the osculating plane of the curve has

turned, round the tangent, through an angle d'Ts relative to the osculating

plane of the geodesic ; and these rotations are in the same sense. Hence

the angle through which the osculating plane of the curve has turned in

space round the tangent is dr — d-ur ; and therefore

1 dr d-ay

a ds ds
'

the expression in question.
* See also §§ 135, 142,
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dr .

107. The quantity -j- is the torsio7i of the geodesic ; sometimes (but less

often than formerly) it is called the geodesic torsion of the curve. The analogy

of this name with the geodesic curvature of a curve (which is the arc-rate of

deviation of the curve from its geodesic tangent) is not justified by any

intrinsic property of the magnitude ; so we shall not use this descriptive

name which implies that the magnitude specifically belongs to the curve.

The actual magnitude of the torsion of the geodesic can be expressed

analytically in a simple form as follows. At a point on the surface, let the

configuration be referred to the indicatrix with the lines of curvature as the

directions at the point of the axes of reference ; and suppose (as in | 46) that

the geodesic makes an angle ^jr with the line of curvature associated with

the principal radius a. The circular curvature of the geodesic (being the

curvature of the normal section through the tangent) is given by

1 cos- ylr sin- yjr

The equation of the surface in the vicinity of P is

2z = ^Q + higher powers.

The direction-cosines of the tangent to the geodesic at P are cos yfr, sin i/r, ;

the direction-cosines of its principal normal (being the normal to the surface)

are 0, 0, 1 ; hence the direction-cosines of the binormal are sin yjr, — cos yjr, 0.

The direction-cosines of its principal normal at a neighbouring point, distant

ds from P, are

ds , ds . , ^

cos -ur, —77 sm ylr, 1

;

a ^ 13

hence the direction-cosines of the consecutive binormal (which, of course, is

perpendicular to the first tangent) are

sin -v/r, — cos yjr, ds ( ^ j
sin -^jr cos ^|r.

The last of these direction-cosines is cos {hir + dr'), when we take the tangent

to the curve, the positive direction (§ 31) of the normal to the surface, and

the binormal to the geodesic as a set of lines similar to the customary

rectangular configuration. Hence

dr /I 1\ ...
^=(^-^jcos^^sm^|.,

which is the expression for the torsion of the geodesic.

Manifestly the torsion vanishes at a point on a geodesic where the

geodesic touches a line of curvature ; and it vanishes at an umbilicus for

every geodesic through the umbilicus. Manifestly also two geodesies at

right angles have equal and opposite torsions.
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Families of Geodesies and Geodesic Parallels.

108. We have seen that, when geodesic polar coordinates are used upon

a surface, the element of arc on the surface can be expressed in the form

ds- = dp" + D-dcf ;

in this form, the parametric lines q= b are a family of geodesies. But it

so happens that, in the deduction of this form, the geodesies are a family of

concurrent curves ; and it might be desirable to have one set of parametric

curves composed of a family of non-concurrent geodesies.

Accordingly, consider generally the possibility of having one set of para-

metric curves, say q = constant, constituted by geodesies. Then the relations

5 = 6, p'=E~i,

where b is an arbitrary constant, must satisfy the general equations, which

are characteristic of geodesies, viz.,

2^^{Ep' + Fq) = {E,,F„G,lp',qy-,

2^^{Fp'+Gq) = iE,,F,,G.^p,qJ.

The former becomes an identity. The second equation gives

dp \^2/ dq^

and therefore some function of p and q exists such that

dp' ^l dq'

Thus, for the element of arc on the surface, we have

ds- = Edp^ + 2Fdpdq + Gdq-

=
[dpj

dp- + 2^^^dpdq + Gdq-

= dd- + gdq-,

where

\dq^

It is manifest, from the form of the expression for the arc, that the curves

6 = constant, q = constant,

are perpendicular to one another. The curves q = b are geodesies ; the curves

6 = a are the orthogonal trajectories of the geodesies. But, further, the

element of arc along any geodesic 9' = 6 is given by

ds = dd

:
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that is, the geodesic distance between two ^-curves, given by

6 = $1, 6 = da,

is 6?i
— ^0. and so is the same for all geodesies q = constant (which, of course,

cut the ^-curves orthogonally). The curves 6 — a are called a family of

geodesic parallels. The members of the family are given by the parametric

values of a ; and the geodesic distance between two members of the family

is the difference between the values of their parameters.

The equations are thus the same as when we use geodesic polar co-

ordinates. In other words, the ' arc-element and everything that depends

upon the expression for the arc-element are the same whether the geodesies

are concurrent or not concurrent ; and the orthogonals of the geodesies are,

in both cases, geodesic parallels.

Note. The question as to whether the orthogonal geodesies of any family

of geodesic parallels are, or are not, concurrent, can be settled by proceeding

to form their envelope, if any. They are concurrent, if the envelope is a point.

Thus it is found that, on the surface

ds'^ = 'if(p — q) dj)dq,

geodesic parallels are given by

dip 'r q)— I [or —/(OP dt = constant,

where a is an arbitrary constant ; the orthogonal geodesies are

- {p + q) — I
{«" — f{i)\

~^ dt = constant

;

where, in both equations, t denotes p — q.

Along the geodesies, we have

/ Or \^
dp + dq - \^^^^-—j {dp-dq) = 0,

so that, if I = dq/dp, we have

a-^ Vl + |/

as the differential equation of the first order, satisfied by geodesies. The

envelope (if any) of the curves is obtained by assigning equal roots to ^;

hence it is given by

/= or,

which in general is a curve (real or imaginary) and not a point. Thus the

geodesies in the family indicated are not concurrent in general ; when they

happen to be concurrent, we have geodesic polar coordinates.

The meridians on a surface of revolution are a family of concurrent

geodesies when the axis of revolution meets the surface in real points.

109. One remark, partly in connection with the general notion of parallel

curves on a surface, may be made here. It is not possible to take any

arbitrarily assigned family of curves 6 {p, q) = a, where a is the parameter, as
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a family of geodesic parallels ; and the reason is simple. Measure a small

distance 8n along the surface normal to any curve of the family 6 (j), q) = c
;

as the tangential direction along the curve is given by Oidp -j- 6.dq = 0, the

direction of the normal distance 8n is given by

8p _ Bq _ Bn

GO, - Fd, - £6, - F6, - Y^Ed.^ _ ^Fd.d, + Gd^f

'

If the other extremity of this normal distance lies on a curve of the same

family, then, as

e (p + 8p,q+Bq) = (p, q) + S^Bp + O^M

= c + ^ {Edi - 2Fe, 0, + Gd^f,

we must have

^{EO.i - 2Fe,e, + G^,-)^ = function of 6,

in order that it may belong to the same family. This condition is not

generally satisfied, either by the equation of an arbitrary family of curves, or

by the equation of any member of the family taken in the foregoing form.

The matter however suggests the general idea of curves, parallel to any

assigned curve of the family; but the parallel curves, thus derived from

any curve, form another distinct family which, as will be seen, are geodesic

parallels.

110. Take any curve ; and through successive points on the curve draw

the geodesies which cut it orthogonally. When
we measure a length t along the curve from a

fixed point 0, say to 31, and take a length I

along the geodesic normal at M, say to P, we

have a uniquely determined jDoint P on the

surface. The locus of P, for a constant length I

measured along the geodesic normals, is said to

be parallel to the original curve ; and, by taking

any number of different lengths /, we obtain any number of curves parallel

to the original arbitrarily assumed curve.

All these parallel curves cut orthogonally the geodesic lines drawn as

normals to the original curve ; and so the parallel curves form a family of

geodesic parallels. The property can be established as follows.

Let a consecutive point N be taken ; and along the geodesic normal at

N, let another length I + dl be measured, so that il/iV = dt, QN = I + dl.

Taking RN = I, we have QR = dl Denote the angle QRP by co ; and let

PR, which is not necessarily equal to 31N, be denoted by rdt, where the

variable quantity r is equal to unity when / = 0. Then the arc PQ on the

surface is given by
ds'- = dl- — 2rdtdl cos co + r'-dt-.
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Now the equation t = constant, under our construction, gives a geodesic

;

hence as E =1, the condition in § 108 becomes

^ (?' cos (o) = 0,

so that r cos &j is a function of t alone. To find this function of t, consider

the position at M ; we there have co = W, r = 1, so that the function of t is

zero. Thus w = ^tt, and the locus of P is normal to the geodesies MP.
Moreover,

thus the curves I = constant, being the curves parallel to the original curve,

are a family of geodesic parallels.

Ex. Consider a sphero-conic given by

.^2 4- j/2 ^ -2_ y.2^ (^j.2^ 5^2 4. ^ -2 _
Q^

assuming that no one of the quantities a, ^, y(=zb — c, c-a, a — b respectively) vanishes.

On the sphere, draw great circles orthogonal to the sphero-conic ; and along the great

circles measure any the same distance subtending an angle y\r at the centre of the sphere.

A new curve is thus obtained, parallel to the sphero-conic ; let x\ _?/', s' denote the point

on the parallel curve correspouding to the point .<, ?/, z on the sphero-conic
;
prove that

X -+y ~ + z f = 0, x.v+y y-\-zz= r'' con y\r,

and verify from these equations that the locus of .r', y\ z' cuts orthogonally the great

circles orthogonal to the sphero-conic. Shew also that the locus of .^', y\ / is not a

sphero-conic ; so that the family of curves on the sphere, parallel to the sphero-conic, are

not a family of sphero-conics.

It thus appears that any assigned curve can be taken as initiating a

family of geodesic parallels. The result is not in contradiction with the

result of § 109 ; for the locus of P is given by an equation of the family of

parallels, while the equation of the original curve is not generally, as given

initially, some particular case of this equation. Let the equation of the

original curve be 6 {p, q) = ; and let the equation of the family of parallels

be
(f> (p, q) — I, where I has the same significance as before. The equations

^ = 0, = 0, can be simultaneously satisfied, though there is no functional

relation between and <^ alone ; the condition of § 109 is satisfied for

= / or 0. while it usuall}^ is not satisfied for 6 = a.

Ex. In a plane, E=l, E=0, G= l. The equation of a parabola d=y^-4:X= does

not satisfy the condition of ^5 109, for ^i--f ^2^ is not a function of d alone.

Let the curves parallel to the parabola be drawn ; the curve at a distance c is given by

the equations

/x being a parameter, and also by the equation

c« - Ml c* + uo 6'2 - (jf - 4^)2 {f + {x-iy]= 0,

where the values of ?<i and w^) polynomials in x and y, are not immediately important.
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The equation of the family of parallels is c=(/) {x, y). It can be verified directly (with less

labour from the two equations than from the single equation) that

for all values of c. Manifestly the original parabola is given by c= 0; we then have

0(:r, 3/)= 0, which is satisfied solely through the real curve 6=y'--\x=% though there

is no functional relation between (^ and 6 alone.

It will appear later (§ 115) that the necessary and sufficient condition, in

order that a family of curves Q (p, q) = a may be geodesic parallels, is that

Ee.^ - 2Fd, 0, + Gd,' = EG- F\

111. We have seen that when a family of geodesies (whether concurrent

or not) and their orthogonal geodesic parallels are taken as parametric curves,

the arc-element is given by
ds- = dp- + D'-dq-;

and so (§ 68) the Gauss measure of curvature is

J_ _ _ i ^'^

a/3~ D dp-

Consider any closed area on the surface ; when an infinitesimal element dS
of this area is taken, its total curvature is

d8_

a/3'

and so the total curvature of the closed area on the surface is

'dS

the double integral extending over the whole of that area. We proceed to

obtain the expression, due to Gauss, for the total curvature of a geodesic

triangle on the surface.

112. A preliminary property of geodesies must first be established.

When the element of arc on the surface has

the form
ds' = dp- + D'-dq-,

we have (§ 68)

r = o, r' = o, r" = -DD„
A = 0, A' = D,/D, A" = DJD

;

A

and so (§ 92) the general equations of geodesies are

Let A be an angular point of our geodesic triangle, and TP the opposite

geodesic side ; and let AF be a geodesic {q = constant) from J. to a current

point F on the opposite side, so that AF =p. Then, if \fr be the angle AFT,

we have

//;

,
dp . ^dq^

cos^/.= ^, sm>/.= Z)^^,

11
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and therefore the first of the two equations becomes

ds ds

that is,

dD
dyjr = — D^dq = - ^ dq.

which is the property in question. The second equation (as may easily be

verified) leads to the same result.

113. Now consider a geodesic triangle ABC; we shall use geodesic

polars. An element of area is dp. Ddq;

and so the total curvature of the geodesic

triangle is

_ I'fDdpdq

Integrating with respect to p, and re-

membering (§ 68) that, at wd, ^ is equal

to unity, we have

as the integral ; that is, the integi-al is equal to

jidq + df).

Now Idq, for the triangle, is equal to the angle A ; and jd\jr, for the triangle,

is ')^' —
'x^,

that is, C — (tt — B). Hence the total curvature of the geodesic

triangle is

A+B+C-TT,
a result first established by Gauss.

When the surface is a sphere, the result is Girard's theorem on the area

of a spherical triangle. When the surface is everywhere synclastic, the specific

curvature is positive ; when the surface is developable, the specific curvature

is zero; and Avhen the surface is everywhere anticlastic, the specific curvature

is negative. Thus the quantity ^ + -^ + C'— Tris positive, zero, or negative,

according as the surface is synclastic, developable, or anticlastic. Two
geodesies, diverging from a point on an anticlastic surface, cannot again

intersect ; the range (§ 89) of a geodesic on such a surface is unlimited.

If the surface is such that we can take a closed geodesic returning upon

itself, and if we stop at the point of return, we have a special case. Then

Idq = 27r; and ;^' = ;^, because -v/r returns to its initial value ; hence the total

curvature is 27r, that is, one-half the surface of the indicatrix sphere.
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114. It is reasonable to expect that, through the notion of geodesic

distance, it will be possible to construct for a surface relations which have

some analogies with relations in a plane.

Thus, suppose a famil}^ of geodesies given, and let them be cut by any

two curves. Let PQ and P'Q' be two neighbouring

geodesies of the famil}', cut by the curves PP' and QQ'
;

and let the geodesic parallels through P and Q be PM
and QN. Then if p and p + dphe the geodesic-distance

coordinates for P and P', while
P(,

and p^ + dp,^ are those

for Q and Q', we have

PQ=p-p, = MN,

ds=P'Q'-PQ
= [p + dp- (po + dj),)] -{p- po)

= dj) — dpo.

But if PP' = dt, QQ' = dto, we have

dp = P'M = dt cos PPM, dp, = Q'N = dt, cos QQ'N
;

and therefore

ds = dt cosPFM - dto cos QQ'N,

being the expression for the increment of the geodesies cut by the curves.

Again, let P be any point on the surface ; and from P drop two geodesic

perpendiculars PM and PiV upon a couple

of selected curves, one belonging to one

given family of geodesic parallels and the

other belonging to another given family

of geodesic parallels. When P describes

a locus on the surface such that

PM±PN
is constant, then, if P' be a consecutive point on the locus, we have

dPM±dPX=0,
so that

PP' cos PP'M' ± PP' cos P'PN = 0,

and therefore

cos PPM' ± cos P'PX = 0.

Hence the tangent in the surface to the locus of P bisects the angle MPX,
either externally or internally. Such loci are known as geodesic ellipses (for

external bisection) and geodesic hyperbolas (for internal bisection).

To give analytical expression to this descriptive property, we choose

initially, as coordinates of P, the geodesic distances u and v from the two

curves ; then

ds- = edu- + 'Ifdudv + gdv-.

11—2
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Let 11 = constant represent the geodesies which are orthogonal to the geodesic

parallels u = constant ; then we have

ds^ = du- + D'du"^,

so that ds- — dv} is a perfect square, when regarded as a function of the

differential elements, that is,

(e - \)div' + 2fdudv + gdv^

is a perfect square, when regarded as a function of du and dv. Hence

f=g{e-l).

Similarly, because v is a geodesic distance,

f-=e{g-l).
Consequently

^==9' /' = e(e-l);

and thus, taking e = cosec^&}, so that /=cos &) cosec^co, the arc-element

becomes
ds^ = (du^ + dv' + 2dudv cos &>) cosec- a>.

To indicate more explicitly the analogy between ellipses in a plane and

geodesic ellipses, we take

u + v = 2U, u-v = 2V;

then the arc-element takes the form

sm'^ ^ ft) cos^ ^ ft)

The quantity (o depends upon the particular geodesic parallels chosen as the

base of the geodesic perpendiculars, as well as upon the surface itself

We have a special result (originally due to Liouville) to the following

effect : if a surface admits two families of geodesies lohich cut at a constant

angle, the surface is developable. For if w is constant, e,f, g are constant;

their derivatives are zero, and so LN — M- vanishes ; that is, the specific

curvature vanishes, which establishes the result.

Tlie Equation A</) = 1.

115. We have seen that, in one method of determining the integral

equation of geodesies upon a surface, it is necessary to integrate the general

equation, which is an ordinary non-linear differential equation of the second

order between p and q. But the fact, that the arc-element on the surface

can be expressed differentially in a form which arises most simply when

geodesic polar coordinates are used, can be employed to determine systems

of geodesic parallels and the associated systems of orthogonal geodesies.
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Let a family of geodesic parallels on a surface be represented by the

equation

(f) (p, q) = constant

;

and let the equation

"^ (P' 9) = constant

represent the family of orthogonal geodesies. Then, after preceding ex-

planations, we know that the arc-element on the surface can be expressed

in the form

cl(f)- + D'd^lr',

where D is ft-ee from differential elements ; hence

Edp' + 2Fdpdq + Gdq- = dcf)' + D'-dy\r",

and therefore

Consequently

or, if we write

we have

A<f) = 72

A0 = 1,

as a necessary condition.

It is also a sufficient condition. For, when the relation

(E-cf>^) {G-cf>.f)-(F- <f>,<j>^
=

is satisfied, Ave have

ds' - d(j)' = (E- (f>f) dp' + 2{F- (f),(f).^
dpdq + (G- (p,') dq\

The right-hand side, regarded as a function of differential elements, is a

perfect square because of the relation ; and therefore

ds' - d(fi-' = (Adp + Bdqf = DHy^\

The condition therefore is sufficient as well as necessary ; and so we have the

result :

—

The general solution of the equation A^ = l determines a family of geodesic,

parallels cut orthogonally by a family of geodesies.

The function A<^ is called* the first differential parameter of the

function (j>.

Now this equation A^ = 1 is a partial differential equation of the first

order in two independent variables. To integrate it, we can always use

Charpit's method, though in special cases we may use simpler methods all

* After Beltrami who introduced it in his Bologna memoir of 1869, hereafter to be quoted.
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of which can be exhibited as special standard forms of the general method *.

The procedure in the general method is as follows. The subsidiary set of

equations

dp dq d(f)i d4)o

is constructed. One integral of the set is required which, while distinct from

A^ = 1, must contain (/>i or c/)., or both ; let it be

/(/>, q, <^i> </)2) = o-

This relation is combined with Ac^ = 1 to express <^, and ^^ in terms of p and

q : when their values are substituted in

f?</)= ^^dp + (^ndq,

the right-hand side becomes an exact differential; and the integral of this

equation is obtained, by quadratures merely, in a form

(^ = (/)(y^, q, a) = 6!

Here a and h are arbitrary constants. Our desired geodesic parallels are

given by
</) {p, q, a) = b.

It will be noticed that, for their complete expression, we need one integra-

tion of a set of ordinary equations and one quadrature.

116. When a family of geodesic parallels, satisfying the equation A^ = 1,

has been obtained, the family of orthogonal geodesies can be constructed in

two ways.

It might happen that a somewhat special family of geodesic parallels is

obtainable in a form

(f) (p, q) = b,

where
(f>

contains no arbitrary constant a. Then

Df, = {E- (^r)*, Df, = {G- 4>if

;

and so the corresponding family of orthogonal geodesies, ilr = constant, is

given by

{E - <^r)i dp + {G- 4^^^ dq = 0.

The integral equation of the special family of geodesies is then obtained, not

by a mere quadrature but by the integration of this equation.

When, however, it happens that the general families of geodesic parallels

are obtained in the form

4>iP>(l> «) = ^>

where
<f)
now contains an arbitrary constant a, the orthogonal geodesies can

be constructed by a direct process. We have

ds- = dip- + D-df\

* See the author's Treatise on Differential Equation-^, 4th ed., § 201.
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On the right-hand side occur the quantities p, q, dp, dq, which are current

variables, and also a, which is a parametric variable ; while ds" does not itself

explicitly involve a. Hence

all over the surface. Along each geodesic, we have

df = 0;

and therefore, along each geodesic, we have

so that

d4>d
f^^

= o,

d4> = 0, or d^^ = 0.^
da

Now we cannot have d\}r = and d(f) = together, for -v/r and
(f>

are

functionally independent of one another. We therefore have

df = 0, d|^ = 0,

dd)
simultaneously ; so that -v/r is a function of ~- alone. Merging the derivative

function in the multiplier D, we can take

^ da'

in other words, the geodesies, which are orthogonal to the general families

of geodesic parallels
(f) (p, q, a) = b, are given by

da'""'

where c is an arbitrary constant. Moreover, as a is not a purely additive

constant in ^, this equation of the orthogonal geodesies contains two arbitrary

constants a and c.

Further, the inference has already been drawn (| 92) from the theory of

ordinary equations of the second order that a geodesic through an ordinary

point on the surface is uniquely determined by its direction at the point. The

inference can be established as follows, without recourse to that theory.

For the purpose, it will be sufficient to shew that the geodesic parallel

j>{p, q, a) = b can be made, at the point, to adopt an assigned direction

—

of course, perpendicular to the assigned direction of the geodesic. The

direction of the geodesic parallel is settled by the ratio ^il<^2 ',
if this ratio

were independent of a, so that

where X is a function of p and q alone and is not a function of a, the two

equations
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would determine ^i and <^2 as quantities independent of a ; and then

(f) (p, q, a) would not involve a, contrary to hypothesis. Thus ^i/^o involves

the arbitrary constant a ; this ratio can be made to assume any value, by

taking all possible values for a; and so the geodesic parallel (and conse-

quently the geodesic) through the point can be made to lie in any assigned

direction at the point.

As regards the multiplier D, we have

everywhere on the surface. But

.^ = /^;

substituting, and dividing out by d-^, we have

^ da Oil oa-

on-the surface. Hence

^ da da da-

and therefore, writing

and so on, we have

^ da da da-

Ji^^j^ dD^j(cf>",c}>)

where J {u, v) is the Jacobian of u and v with respect to p and q. Con-

sequently

and therefore

3/ (0, f ) J (f, (/>") = / ict>, cf>') J (</)', f").

A first integral, proper to the surface, of this equation of the third order

in a, is

which can be established independently.

It is easy to verify that the curves

d<b
6 = constant, ~ = constant,^ da

are orthogonal. The direction dp/dq of the former is such that

<t)idp + (fi^dq = 0.
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The direction 8p/8q of the latter is such that

These directions on the surface are perpendicular if

But we have

E4>.? - 2F4>, (j), + G(f),- = F^

and E, F, G, V do not contain a ; hence the condition, necessary for ortho-

gonality, is satisfied.

117. One other result may be noted. Suppose that the general equation

of geodesies is given in the form

where a does not occur in a merely additive form in yjr ; it is desirable to have

the geodesic parallels. Xow along any geodesic, we have

^i8p + yfr.2Sq = ;

consequently the orthogonal direction dp/dq, being that of the geodesic

parallel, is given by

(Ef, - F^lr,) dp + (Fyp-, - Gf,) dq = 0.

Thus a quantity /x, independent of differential elements, must exist such

that

fi {{Eyir, - Fyp-,) dp + (Ff, - Gy}r,) dq} = d<f> ]

and
(f>

is such that A(/) = 1. Hence

fi {Ef, -F^{r,) =
<f>„ fjL (Fyjr, - Gyfr,) = (f>,

,

fj,^
{E^|r.f - 2Fylr,y}r, + Gy{r^-) = 1

;

therefore

cj>, = {Ef, - F^|r,) (Ef^ - 2Fylr,f, + Gi/r.^)"*,

(f,.^

= (Fyfr, - G^r,) (Ef.^ - 2Ff,f, + G^,T^,

SO that, with these values inserted, the equation

^^dp + (p2dq =

represents the geodesic parallels, tuhen yjr = c represents the orthogonal geodesies.

A quadrature alone is necessary in order to have the integral equation

4> iP' 9' a) = ^•

A simple equivalent form can be given to the expressions for 0, 0i and 0.,.

Along the geodesic we have

and therefore

Sp _ 8q Ss
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Hence

and therefore

_[(E + Fq') dp + {F + Gq') dq

H' (E+2Fq'+Gq'-')i

where q', = — ^^l^i, gives the direction of the geodesic. Now q' involves a

and therefore the integral involves a ; thus

f P^'

8« I {E + 2Fq' + Gq'^y^
"^^

If then we regard

as a first integral of the general equation of geodesies, a second integi-al (and

therefore the primitive) is given by

c = V— = ^.r :^(dq- 6 dp).

This is a known theorem of Jacobi's connected with the theory of the last

multiplier*.

Ex. 1. Consider surfaces such that E, F, G are functions of only one of the parametric

variables, say p. Let
e = E^.^ -2F(l)^(l>.,-irG(j)i'^ - (EG - F-^) = 0.

The subsidiary system for the integration of 6= is

dp _ dq _ d(f>i _ d(f)2

2 {G(l)i - Fcf>.^
^ 2 {E^.^ - F(^i)

~ 7^""!^'
dp dq

In the present case, ^ = 0; hence we must have d(p2~0 in the subsidiary system, that is,

an integral is
(f)2
= a. (The integral can be obtained by expressing the equation 9= 0, for

the present case, in one of the standard forms indicated in § 115.) This integral is to be

combined with e = ; so we find

G(f)i = aF+V{G-a^)^.
Consequently,

(}i= j(pidp+ (f)2dq

= aq+ [^ [aF+V{G- d^)^ } dp ;

and therefore the geodesic parallels are given by

aq+j^ {aF+ V{G- a^)* } dp = b,

where a and b are arbitrary' constants.

* See the author's Treatise on Differential Equations, 4th ed., § 174, Ex. 3.
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The orthogonal geodesies are

da~^'
that is,

where a and c are arbitrary constants ; and this equation accordingly is the general

equation of geodesies upon the particular surface.

Let

1 F
VG - ^dp = du, dq-\--p dp = dv

;

then the element of arc on the surface becomes

ds'-= dv?+ Gdv^^

where 6-', a function of jo alone, is a function therefore of ^l and not of v. Thus the surface

is deformable into a surface of revolution.

The equation of the geodesies becomes

adu

{G{Q-aF))^

Let CO be the angle at which the geodesic cuts the meridian ; then

d& sin w = &'2 dv^ ds cos w= du^

so that

, ^,1 dv
tana)= Cr2 ^- =

or

G^ sin (i)= a,

which (§ 93) was the former first integi'al of geodesies on a surface of revolution.

Ex. 2. Consider the geodesies on the Liouville surfaces given'^by

ds^= {P- Q) (R^dp^+S-^dq^),

where P and R are functions of p only, while Q and *S' are functions of q only. (It is

clear that the parametric curves yield an isometric system.)

The differential equation A0=1 is now

a standard form of equation. An integral is known to be

this result being derivable also from the subsidiary system in § 115. Hence

so that

therefore

(f>= [r {P-a)^ dp + JS {a - Q)i dq.
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The general equation of geodesies, being ?0/?a = constant, now becomes

ylr=lR{P-a)-hdp- j
S (a - Q)- idq = c,

where a and c are arbitrary constants. This is the primitive of the general equation of

the geodesies ; a first integi-al is »

— o?p Y dq=0.

Let o) be the angle at which the geodesic cuts the parametric curve, §'= constant

then

ds cos a)=R {P- Q)^dp, ds sin <o = S {P—Q)-dq,

and therefore, along the geodesic, we have

cos 0) sm ft)

(P-a)^ («-#'
that is,

P sin^ (o + Q cos^ o) =a,

which may be regarded as a first integral of the general differential equation of the

geodesies.

Further, we have

c?\//-=
J-
dp r dq,

(P-a)^ («-#

d(l) = B{P-a)^dp+S{a-Q)^dq,
so that

d(}i^-+ {P-a)(a-Q)df^={P-Q){R^-dp'^+ S^dq'')

=ds\

which puts in evidence the fact that the curves, a//-= constant, are a family of geodesies

while the curves, = constant, are their orthogonal geodesic parallels.

It is manifest that the geodesic curve touches a parametric curve given by P= a, if this

equation has real roots, and a parametric curve given by Q= a, if this equation has real

roots.

JVote. The surfaces include, as special cases, planes, spheres, central quadrics. The
applications to these surfaces are developed by Darboux*.

Ji^x. 3. Obtain, by Charpit's method, an integral equation of geodesic parallels on the

surface

ds^

=

- dp^+ - do-
q '^ p ^

in the form
_ 8 . _ n

q ^ sin^ ft) - p - cos^ &> = a,

and an associated integral equation of geodesies in the form

q ^ cos^ ft) \-p - sur o) = c,

where a and c are arbitrary constants, and ft> is the angle at which a geodesic cuts the

parametric curve, q = constant.

* III his treatise, vol. iii, pp. 12— 16.
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118. Much simplification is introduced into the analysis connected with

this branch of the theory of geodesies by referring the surface to its nul lines

as parametric curves. The arc-element then (§ 56) has the form

ds^ = 4i\dpdq.

The ordinary equations for geodesies become

d-q _ X., fdqV Xi dq

dp^ A, \dpj X dp
]

The partial differential equation for geodesic parallels is

^\^-2=^F =X.

Consider, however, the ordinary equation for a geodesic. Along the curve,

let t denote dqjdp ; and suppose that a first integral has been obtained in a

form
t = 9iP> 5' a),

where a is an arbitrary constant. Now

dt _dg .dg _dt dt
_

dp dp dq dp dq

'

hence, as the ordinary equation of the second order has to be satisfied in

connection with the supposed first integral t = g, we have

dt^ dt X2 X,

dp dq X X '

and therefore

satisfied along the geodesic. Now, along any arc on the surface, we have

ds~ = 4>Xdpdq.

Along a geodesic, the element of arc is given by dcf), so that (as tdp = dq)

d<j)r=2 (Xtr dp
1

= (Xt)^dp+(^ydq.

The last expression is a perfect differential because of the relation

dq^^^^^ ^-dplVt)

which has just been established ; hence the element of arc is given by dcf), so

that (as tdp = dq)

<f>
= j\(Xt)^dp + Qydq
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Thus the value of <^ can be obtained by quadratures ; and we manifestly

have

in accord with the partial differential equation of the geodesic parallels

Hence we have the theorem* :

—

When a first integral of the characteristic ordinary equation of a geodesic

is known, the geodesic parallels can be obtained merely by quadratures.

Further, the theorem of § 116 can be deduced at once. Let

i/r {p, q, a) = c'

be the general equation of geodesies ; then along any member of any of the

families, we have

But

so that

Consequently

so that

d^_l /M* dt 9^2 __ 1 A\^ 9^

da~2\t) da' da~ 2 UV da'

oa da

^<f>i , d(f>2
, ^

/ Clf)-^-
As this Jacobian does not vanish in virtue of -xfr = c because c does not

occur, it must be satisfied identically ; there is therefore a functional relation

between -v/r and^ , say

Hence the geodesies are given by

where c is an arbitrary constant ; and so we have again the known theorem

for the derivation of the general integral equation of geodesies from the

general integral equation of geodesic parallels.

* It harmonises with the theorem of .Jacobi's on the last multiplier (§ 117) and was enunciated

by Beltrami in this form, O^jc/e Mat., t. i, pp. 366—373.
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Ex. 1. Consider the surface for which

^=f{p-q).
The general ordinary equation for the geodesies becomes

while

hence

and therefore

|iiog/(.-,))=(i-.)f4^|

(1 + 0^ a

U /'

where a is an arbitrary constant. Hence

t=
U(a-/)i'

consequently

ft= {ah - (a -f)i }2, I = {ai+ (a -/)i }%

so that the arc along the geodesic is given by

<P=j{ft)hdp+(tj' dq

=
I
{ah (dp+ dq) - (a -/)i (dp - dq)]

= «i (p + q)- Ua-e)i de,

where 6=p — q, Q=f{d). Thus the geodesic jjarallels are

a^ {p+ q)- j{a-e)idd=b;

and the geodesies themselves are given by

Ex. 2. Obtain the integral equation of the geodesies on the surface

ds^= 4/' {pq)dp dq
in the form

, p [f a \^ dd

where d=pq, e=f{6) ; and deduce the equation of the geodesic jjarallels.

Ex. 3. Shew that the geodesies on the surface

ds'= ^\f{p-q)-g{p + q)]dpdq
are given by the equation

[ d{p-q) ^ f d{p+ q)

r"
Note. This form, together with all derived from it by transformation of the variables,

includes the cases, at present known, in which an integral equation of the geodesies can be

expressed in finite terms.
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Polynomial Integrals of A<f) = l.

119. We have seen that geodesies can always be deduced from a

primitive integral equation of geodesic parallels. The latter can be obtained

if we have an equation

/((/),, cf>,, p, q) = a,

where a is an arbitrary constant, together with the equation

A = A</) - 1 = 0.

The condition of coexistence is the Jacobian relation

(/:a) = o,

which, in full, is

dp d(f>i d(f)i dp dq 3<;62
^(f>-^

dq
'

and any integral of the subsidiary system (being the subsidiary system in

Charpit's method, § 115)

d(f)^ _ d(}).2 _ dp _ dq

"^dK" _ dA'dK ~dK '

dp dq 801 d(f>2

which involves 0i or ^^ or both, can be used for the function /(^i, (f>2, p, q)-

The two equations A = 0, /= a are to coexist ; so the form of / is always

modifiable by means of the equation A = 0.

Now the number of cases in which an integral of the subsidiary system

can be obtained (by which we usually mean that it can be obtained in finite

terms) is comparatively small. Among these, some special attention has

been devoted* to the cases when /is polynomial in ^j and ^oj the conditions,

necessary and sufficient for the existence of such a function/, can be obtained

in the simplest instances.

Accordingly, suppose that /is polynomial of order n in 0i and 02 ; and let

the terms in /of the same order m be gathered together and denoted hyfm,

so that /is expressible in a form

/=fn +fn-i +fn-2+ +/ +/ +/o,

where the coefficients in /„, /n_i, ... are (or maybe) functions of p and q.

The actual expression of / can be modified by the use of the equation

A0 = 1 ; as A</) is quadratic in 0i and
(f>.,,

a set of even terms in/ will remain

even, and a set of odd terms will remain odd, after such modification. The

equation

(/ A) =

• See Darboux's treatise, vol. iii, pp. 23—39, 06—85, where (p. 66) references are given ; and

a note by Koenigs at the end (pp. 368—40i) of the fourth vukuue.
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is to be satisfied, always concurrently with the equation A^ = 1 ; that is, the

equation

(/;, A) + (/,_,, A) + (/._„ A)+...=0

is to be satisfied concurrently with A0 = 1. Hence the even terms in/ by

themselves satisfy the equation, and the odd terms in /'by themselves satisfy

the equation, in the form

(/„, A) + (/,_„ A)+ =0,

(/;_„ A) + (/,_3, A)+ =0,

each concurrently with A<^ = 1, Consequently, the odd powers of /taken
together constitute an integral, and the even powers of / taken together

constitute an integral.

Consider the aggregate of even powers

/0+/+/4+...+/2M;

it can be transformed into

/ {Acf>'f +/ {Acf>y-^ +/ (A0)--^ + . . . +/m,

that is, into a homogeneous polynomial of even order 2/i. Similarly, the

aggregate of odd powers

/i+/3+/;+---+/2^-fi

can be transformed into

/ (Acf>y 4-/3 (Ac^)-^ +/. (A<^)^- + . . . +/,+„

that is, into a homogeneous polynomial of odd order 2/x + 1. We are

therefore led to inquire what are the integrals/ in the form of homogeneous

polynomials in <^i and (f)o, of the lowest orders in succession.

We do not consider the case (if any) when /is of order zero, that is, when

it does not involve (^1 or ^o. It cannot effectively be combined with A^ = 1 to

determine ^j and ^2, so as to lead to the quadrature necessary for the

determination of (p.

As in § 118, we refer the surface to its nul lines, so that the arc-

element is

ds^ = ^\dpdq
;

and then

so that the differential equation for geodesic parallels becomes

A = <^,<^o-\ = 0.

When
/(01, (/>2, P> ?)=«

F. 12
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is an equation to be associated with A = 0, the condition of coexistence

(
/", A) = becomes

9^1 d(f>2 dp dq

We are concerned with integrals of this equation that are polynomial and

homogeneous in 0i and 02-

120. When there is a linear integral, homogeneous in <^i and (f).;,,
it must

be of the form

where a and /3 are functions of j; and q. In order that it may be an integral,

the equation

aX, + /3\. + </>o (tti
(f},
+ /3i cf>.;) + </)i (a,

(f),
+ /3o (^2) =

must be satisfied concurrently with

Hence
a., = 0, ySi = 0, aXi + Xa, + /3X.3 + X/3o = 0.

From the first two, we have

where P is a function of j) only and Q is a function of q only. Now a occurs

in the combination «</>!, that is, a ^- ; hence, if P is not zero, by taking

a new variable d2)' = dp/P, we do not alter the character of the arc-element

and we make the new a equal to unity. Similarly, if Q is not zero, we can

change the variable so as to make /3 equal to unity without altering the

character of the arc-element. Also, P and Q do not vanish together, for

otherwise / would be evanescent. Hence there are two cases effectively, viz.,

(i), a = P = l, ^ = Q=l,

(ii), a = P = 0, /S = Q = 1.

For (i), the third condition becomes

\^ + X. = 0,

so that

hence

We have

hence

and so

X = k(j)-q);

ds^ = 4^k{p — q) dp dq.

</>! - </)2 = ± 2 (a- - A-)-,

# = {« ± (a- - k)^dp + {a + {a^- k)^ dq.
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Consequently the geodesic parallels are given by

a{p -\-q) ± \{a- — A')- {dp — dq) = h
;

and the geodesies are given by

p-\- q ±a
I

(a- — k)~^ (dp — dq) = c.

Moreover, writing

p = ^ (v + iif), q=^[v — iTj), {k (ir))]^ d-q = du, k {irf) = U,

the ai'C-element is

ds- = dir + Udv',

so that the surface can be deformed into a surface of revolution ; and with

these variables, the geodesic parallels and the geodesies are given by the

respective equations

,

/' „ .^\du , ^ f^T^-r ,s-idu
av ± 1{U — a-)-

jf
= o, V + a i{u — a-)

ff
= c.

For (ii), the third condition is \.2 = 0, so that X = F(^;), a function of j;

only. Writing
F{]i)dp = dp,

(for modification of the variable p still is possible), we have the arc-element in

the form

ds- = idp'dq.

This is a special form of the preceding case. Thus the surfaces luhich

provide a linear integral of the equation {f A) = are deformahle into

surfaces of revulution.

121. When the equation (/, A) = has a quadratic integral other than

A0, let it be

/= a<f),' + 2/9(^1 <^o + 70./ = 4a.

In order that it may be an integral at all, the equation

2 («(/>! + ^(f)^) \ + 2
{j3(f), + ry<f),) \.

+ 4>2 (ai0r + 2A</>i</>2 + 7i</>2') + 01 {a-2(f>i' + 2/3,(f>,c}io_ + y,(fi.f) =

must be satisfied concurrently with
(f)^(f).2

= X; the necessary conditions are

cr, = 0, 7i = 0,

2a\i + 2/3X., + Xa, + 2X(3. = 0,

2^X,+ 2y\. + 2X8,+ Xjo =0.
Hence

where P is a function of p only and may be zero, and Q is a function of q

only and may be zero ; but a and 7 do not vanish together, for then / would

be a multiple of A0—a possibility which is to be excluded. Thus there are

two cases :

—

(i), a = P, not zero
; j = Q, not zero

;

(ii), a = P, not zero
; 7 = 0.

12—2
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Case (i). The other two conditions are

hence
d { id ., 1.

!j,{'''i,^^^-^~^^'^^^^'''>^-dq \ dq

Let

P~ -dp= dp, Q~^dq = dq', \P"Q" = /j,;

then the equation is

dp^'^dq^''

so that

fi = g{l)' + q') + h{p'-q'),

where g and h are any functions whatever. Also

consequently
'^/3 = -9{p +q) + h{p' -q').

The element of arc is

ds- = 4!\,dpdq

= 4>ixdp'dq

= 4!\g(p' + q') + h {p - q')] dp dq
,

4>i4>2 =fi = g(p' + q')+h {p - 5').

= </>/^ + </>.'^ - ^g (p + q') + 2/. {p' - <?'),

and

Also, as

we obtain

and therefore

<^=\{4>^dp -V<l>:dq')

= j{a + g {p + ?')}- {dp' + c??') ^-^ia-h (p' - q)]^ (dp' - dq').

Consequently the geodesies are

C dp + dq ^ r dp - dq ^
^^

h^+9(p' + q')]^ h^^-hip'-q'Vr

where a and c are arbitrary constants, and the radicals clearly can have either

sign.

Surfaces, which have their arc-element of the foregoing form, are often

called Liouville surfaces (Ex. 2, § 117).
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Case (ii). The other two conditions now are

Changing the variable p so that

P~'^dp — a.~^dp = dp,
we have

Hence

Xa- = p'Q' + Q = ft,

where Q and Q are any functions of q. Thus

a surface first given by Lie* ; and

<^i'-
= a - 2X/3 = a + 2Q,

Consequently

<^=\{(p;dp -^(^odq)

= (a + 2Q)^p+\—^,dq;
(a + ±Q)'

and therefore the geodesies are

V f Qdq ^^

where a and c are arbitrary constants.

Note. If the surface is real, then ds- must be real and positive ; hence j;'

and q are conjugate variables, and

2yQ' + Q = qQo+Qo,

where Q,, is the conjugate of Q and Qo is the conjugate of Q'. Each side of

the equation manifestly must be bilinear in j^' and q ; hence

fM = ap'q + hp + cq + e,

where a and e must be real, while 6 and c are conjugate. When a is not

zero, linear transformations lead to

fji=2)'q + l;

writing

p = ue^", q = ue~^",

we have
ds- = 4 (i/2 + 1) (du^ + u^dv-).

* In his investigations on geodesies that admit infinitesimal transformations, Math. Ann.,

t. XX (1882), pp. 357—454.
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When a is zero, linear transformations lead to

Avriting

p =u-\- iv, q= u — iv,

we have
ds'= 8u (du- + dv-).

Both surfaces are deforniable into surfaces of revolution.

122. Returning to the Liouville surfaces, which constitute the more

general case, we have

« = P, 7=Q, P-idp = dp', Q--^dq = dq',

\P^-Qi= g(p' + q') + h(p'-q'),

X0=-g(p' + q') + h(p' -q).

The simplest instance of all arises when a = 1, 7 = 1, so that p = p, 4 — 9.'->

and then

^ = 5^ (2^ + H) + ^ (P - Q)-

The geodesies are now given by

dp + dq f dp — dq _
{a + g(p+q)]^ J{a-h(p-q)}^

Conversely, when \ is given in the form

\ = g(p + q) + h(p-q),
,

we manifestly can have

a = l, 7 = 1, \^=- g(p + q) + h(p-q),

as a set of coefficients satisfjdng all the conditions for the existence of a

quadratic integral of the equation (/, A) = 0, and so leading to the deter-

mination of general families of geodesies. But the question arises :—can

there be more than one set of coefficients a, /3, 7 satisfying all the conditions

for the existence of a quadratic integral, so that there would be more than

one set of general families of geodesies upon the surface ? To answer the

question, we return to the conditions

2aXi + Xtti + 2y8X, + 2Xy3o = 0, 27X0 + X7,, + 2/9Xi + 2X/3i = ;

eliminating /3, we have

2o(X„ + SotiXi + Qn^ = 27X22 -f- 872X0 4- 722^-

This equation, in which
'^ = g{p + q) + h(p-q),

is to be satisfied by a = P, 7 = Q, where P is a function of p alone, and Q
a function of q alone.
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For the full discussion of this relation, reference should be made to the

investigations by Koenigs already (p. 124) quoted. Some simple examples

may be adduced.

I. Let

where m is a constant. Then the equation becomes

2m (m - 1) (a - 7) + 3m (a' - 7') (p + q) + (a" - 7") (p+qy = 0,

where a is written for «! and 7' for 70. Operating twice in succession with

r—;r- , wc have
dpdq

(Sm + 2) (a" - 7") + 2 (a'" - 7'") (p + q) = 0,

As a = 7 when p + q = 0, the last relation gives

a = Cop^ + ifCip^ + Qcop^ + 4C3P + Ci,

7 = Co5^ - 4ci5^ + 6c25^ — 4c35' + C4.

When these are substituted in the last relation but one, we find

m = - 2
;

and then the critical equation is satisfied without any further condition.

Hence on a surface for which

we have
P = Cop^ + 4ci^3 + 6C2P' + 4C3P + Ci]

.

Q = Coq'- 4ci55 + 6co5' - 4c3g + cj
'

in other words, there are five distinct sets of coefficients for quadratic

integrals of the equation (/, A) = for this surface, and there are five

distinct general families of geodesies. Also

in this case ; so that the quadratic integral is

Pc^i^ - 2P^Qi (}),(}>, + Q(^2- = a,

that is, it is the square of a linear integral ; nevertheless, the five constants

Co, Cj, C2, C3, C4 remain unconditioned.

II. Let
'^ = iHp + q)-iHp- q),

where ^ denotes the Weierstrass elliptic function. The critical equation is

2aX„ + 3a% + a"\ = 27X^2 + Sy'Xo + y"\
;
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it is satisfied by a = l, 7 = 1. It is not difficult to verify that the equation

is also satisfied by

and therefore, when regard is paid to the periodicity of \, the equation is also

satisfied by

a = ^(p + 6)1), y = ^(q + o)i),

in other words, we can take

a = Co + c,ip (p) + Co^o (p + &)j) + C3^(p + 0)2) + c, ^J (p + (Os),

7 = ^0 4- Ci^ (q) + c.,p{q + eoj) + c^^iq + co.^ + cp (q + o),).

The five constants Co, Ci, Co, Cg, c^ are unconditioned; they occur in the general

integral equation, which therefore includes five distinct general families of

geodesies.

Ex. 1. Shew that, on a surface for which

ds^= {{p-q)~^+ b} dp dq,

where 5 is a constant,

a= CQ + Cip + C2p\ y= Co+ c^q+ C2q-.

Ex. 2. Shew that, on a surface for which

ds'>-={{p^q)-^-{p-q)-^-}dpdq,

we have

Note. These examples are due to Koenigs, who gives tables of the

various cases. All these surfaces, which admit iive distinct families of

geodesies, have their specific curvature constant (or zero).

123. The preceding investigation has related to the use which can be

made of a single integral of the subsidiary system of (/, A) = in the

construction of the function ^ which determines the geodesic parallels and

the geodesies. It is conceivable that two integrals of that subsidiary system,

/ and k, both involving <^i and ^.y, should be known and that they could

coexist. In that case, they must satisfy not merely the relations

(/A) = 0, (^, A) = 0,

as they will unconditionally because they are integrals of the subsidiary

system, but the further relation
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which is the condition of coexistence* of/ and I'. We then should have

three equations

A(/) = l, f=a, k = h,

which coexist; eliminating <^i and (/>,, we obtain a relation involving two

arbitrary constants which would be an equation of geodesic parallels.

But can the combination occur ? We have seen that distinct quadratic

integi'als can exist for an appropriate surface ; they will coexist if the

Jacobian condition (/, k) = is satisfied.

Accordingh', consider the surface

ds- = 4iXdpdq = 4 (^ (p + q) + h (p — q)] dpdq.

We know that there is a quadratic integral

where
'^^ = -9{p + q) + f^ (p - q)-

Let another quadratic integral be

k = a(f)f + 2p {^1
(f).2

4-
y(f>2-,

where a = P, 7 = Q, and

2a\ + a'X + 2 (\p., + X.p) = 0,

27X0 + y'\ + 2 {\p, + \p) = 0.

If/ and k coexist, then (/, ^) = ; that is,

(<^i + i3<f>.2) (<^iV + 2p, 0, <f>.^
- (0Lcf>, + pcji,) W, <f>l </>2

+ {/3<f>, + <f>,) {2p,cf,,<j>, + <^./7') - (p^, + 7(/>,) 2/3,<f>,(}>,
= 0,

which must be satisfied concurrently with ^j cf).,
= X. Hence

a' = 0, 7' = 0,

Pi-al3i + ^p,-p^, = 0,

p-2-7/32 + /3pi-p/3i = 0.

From the first two of these we have

a = constant = «', 7 = constant = 6'.

The relations, which allow k to be an integral, are now

aX + ^ (Xp) = 0, b'X, + ~{\p) = 0,

and therefore

a'Xu - b'X,.2 = 0.

* We are not here dealing with the question of merely distinct integrals of ( f, A)=0, but of

coexistent integrals. When the integrals /= a, k = b are distinct but not coexistent, the relations

A0 = 1, /=a

lead to one family of geodesic parallels, while the relations

A<p = l, k = b

lead to another family.
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But Xii = Xoo ; hence
a = h' , = c,

say. Thus we have

cXi + ^ (Xp) = 0, cXg + ^ (Xp) = 0,

and therefore

\p = - eg (p + q) + ch{p - q) = c\^,

so that

p = c/3.

The remaining conditions for the coexistence of/ and g are satisfied. But

A; = a^i^ + 2p(f>i(j)2 + y4>2- = cf;

therefore the integrals, when they coexist, are not independent.

It therefore follows that, if there are two independent quadratic integrals,

they cannot be combined to give the equation of geodesies. Each of them, by

itself, leads to a family of geodesies ; the two integrals determine two distinct

families of geodesies.

124. As another example, leading to a similar conclusion, consider the

surface

ds- = 4<\dpdq = 4<f{p — q) dpdq.

It possesses a linear integral

g=(t>i + <^o.

Can it possess a quadratic integral, independent of <f)i<j)2/\ and of g"^ ? If so,

let it be
/i = a</)i-+2/3</>i(^2 + 7(/)./,

where a = P, y = Q,

2aXi + aiX + 2 (/3Xo + X/9o) = 0,

27X2 + 7.A + 2 (/3Xi + \/S,) = 0.

The condition of coexistence is (g, A) = ; that is, the equation

a, <p,' + 2/3i cf>, 0, + 7,</)/ + 2^,<j>,
<f>,
= 0,

must be satisfied concurrently with <^i<^.2 = X. Hence

ai = 0, 7, = 0, /3, + /3, = 0.

From the first two, we have

a = constant = a, 7 = constant = b'.

Now Xi + Xo = ; hence the earlier conditions give

a = h', — c,

say. Then
cXi + /3\, + X/3o = 0,

that is,

cXi = ^X, + X/3i

;

and
cX, + /3Xi + X/9i = 0,
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that is,

thus

l3\ = cX + k,

where k is a constant. Hence

h = c</)f + C(\).f + 2cX + Ik

in other words, h is not independent of g and Ac/).

It follows that the coexistent integrals are not independent. The in-

dependent integi'als determine distinct families of geodesies ; but they cannot

be combined to determine one and the same family.

EXAMPLES.

1. Representing the surface of an anchor-ring by the equations

x=rcos,(f), i/= rsm(p, z= a sin 6, /•=c+ acos^,

obtain the equation of geodesies in the form

,

,

ahdr
a(p= —

where h is an arbitrary constant ; and find an equation for determining the conjugate of

any point on the geodesic.

2. Discuss the geodesies on a hyperboloid of one sheet, not of revohition ; and describe

their course on the surface. In particuhir shew that, when the parameter 6 of integration

(§ 101) vanishes, fhe geodesies are the generators of the surface.

3. On an ellipsoid taken as in § 101, a geodesic through an umbilicus cuts the section

of the siu-face through the real umbilici at an angle v ; shew that the arc-element at any

point on the surface can be expressed in the form

where i/ is the distance of the point from the umbilical section, and

2dic= \- ^ ,1 ' dp ± j, U y dq.

Shew that an umbilical geodesic does not return upon itself ; and obtain equations for

the lines of curvature through a point in the form

tan \v tan ^v' = constant, tan ^v cot \v'= constant,

where v and v' are the angles at which the geodesies from the point to two umbilici, that

are not diametrically opposite, cut the umbilical section.
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4. Obtain a first integral of the equation of geodesies on the quadric

iu the form

P~^pdp->rQ~^qdq = 0, P~'^ p^dp + Q~^ q"dq = ds,

where
(c-a)3/2= 4a(a+jD)(a + ?), (« - c) z^= 4:C (c+p) {c+ q),

F=p{a+p){c+p){e+p), Q= q{a+ q)ic + q){d-{-q),

6 being a constant of integration.

Trace the geodesies.

5. Shew that, through any point on a surface, there passes at least one geodesic such

that four consecutive points of the curve lie on its circle of curvature ; and obtain an

equation for the direction in the form

Pdp^+ %qdp-dq + ZRdpdq'^+ Sdq^ = 0,

where P, Q, R, S are the derived magnitudes of the third order.

6. Shew that an equation of geodesies on the surface

ap-'rbq ap + bq
is given by

3 _

,

n {{a'p+ b'q)~i cos oo -tr {ap+ bq) z sin co}"'-= constant,
r=l

where co is the angle at which the geodesic cuts the curve p = constant, and ti, to,, ^3,

«i) 02? 03 ^r6 constants such that

h~au-\- h'u^ — a'v? u — ti u-t^ u—t^'

7. Let the equation (/, A) = have a cubic homogeneous integral of the subsidiary

system in the form
.4 (^1^ + i?</)./+ 3a 0i2 (^2 + 3/3 (^1 4>i= a,

the equation A = being ^j^o — ^= 0- Shew that

A = P, B=Q,
where P is, a. function of p only and $ is a function of q only, which may not vanish

together for a proper cubic integral.

When neither P nor Q vanishes, so that new variables p' and q' can be taken in the

form

P~^dp= dp\ Q~^dq^dq',
shew that

x„p-»-p, xpi,5.^. x,«-i.||.

where u satisfies the equation

d_ /o^ chi \ _^ / d-u dhi\ ^^
dp' \dp"^ cp'cq'J cq' \cp'cq' cq"^J

When Q vanishes but not P, so that a new variable p' can be taken in the form

P~^ dp= dp', shew that . _

where (^ is a function of q only. Shew also that

dq dp

where v satisfies the equation

dp' \dp' dq) ^ dq V ??/
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8. The equation (/, A) = has a quartic homogeneous integral of its subsidiary system
in the form

the equation A= being 0i (^2-^ = 0- Shew that, if

then

x/3=-2i:, x=f!i, x^'=-?i:,
cp'' cpcq cq^

3 dr_ d'^u c^u chi chi

2 dp dq^ dpdq^ tpdq cq^'

3 dT_ cht c^u Tflu cH
2 cq cp^ dp'^cq cpcq cp^'

so that u satisfies an equation of the fourth order.

If the equatio)! has a quartic integral of its subsidiary system in the form

(^iH 4/3(^i3<^2+ 6y(^i'<^2-+ 4/3' 01 02^= «^

then, denoting X^y by r, shew that

^^=1' ^"-|. ^^'-«'

3 9r_ ,, 9w on^^^'

3 dr_ cu dht cu c^u

2 cq cp cpdq dq cp^*

where Q is & function of q only, u satisfying an equatif)n of the third order.

9. The equation (/, A)=0 has a polynomial integral of its subsidiary system ex-

pressible in the form

«n'^l''+ ^K02"+ f'n-2<^l"~^+ <^n-202"~"+---=COllStant,

the equation A= being (j)icf)o= \. Shew that a„ cannot involve q, and that c„ cannot

involve p ; and obtain the relations satisfied by the remaining coefficients in the integral.

10. When the equation (/, A) = 0, where A = (f)i(f)2-^ = 0i has an integral of its sub-

sidiary system in the form

a(f)i +^4>2 ^
y0i -+- 02

where no one of the quantities a, j3, y vanishes, shew that

a= Py, ^=$,

F being a function of p only, and Q a function of q only. Shew also that X and y satisfy

the equations

^;{Xy(P-^)}-hX(2' = (^.^,.^ ...--V'^oj

i{xT/^}-^--r
3 in the form

dq

and obtain the geodesic parallels in the form



CHAPTER VI.

General Curves ox a Surface : Differential Invariants.

The present chapter consists of two connected parts, and relates to curves that have

no particular organic relation to the surface but are specified by some assigned analytical

definition.

In the first part, the expressions for the various geometric magnitudes are obtained

in connection with simultaneous binary forms, associated at once with the curve and the

surface ; and it proves possible to obtain some relations among the magnitudes.

In the second part, there is a discussion of certain functions called diflferential in-

variants (sometimes differential parameters). They maintain their values unaltered

through all changes in the superficial variables of reference, and so they represent

geometrical magnitudes of the curve and the surface. Their expressions are constructed,

and their geometrical significance is established.

Various methods have been devised for these differential invariants ; and references to

some of the authorities are given in § 132. The method here adopted is based upon Lie's

theory of continuous groups and, in the form adopted, was the subject of a memoir by the

author which is quoted in § 132. The reason for the adoption of this method, in spite of

its laborious detail, which however becomes mechanically easier as soon as its algorithm

is recognised, and in spite of its initial non-geometrical aspect, lies in its compelling

quality. Besides giving the expressions of the covariants, it indicates how many of them

are independent, and indicates also a merely algebraical method of expressing all the

covariants in terms of an algebraically independent set ; consequently, when once the

geometrical significance of all the covariants is established, we know how many of the

geometrical magnitudes are independent and we have all the relations (up to any order

of derivation) that exist among the magnitudes.

General Curves on a Surface.

125. We now proceed to consider general curves on the surface, rather

than special curves as in preceding chapters, especially for the purpose

of obtaining the analytical expressions for the more important geometrical

magnitudes. As the actual values of these magnitudes for a given curve

must be the same whatever system of superficial coordinates be adopted, it

follows that the \arious expressions must have an invariantive character

under all changes of the coordinates. Hence connected with the surface,

and with a curve or curves on the surface, there will exist covariants and

invariants persisting through all transformations of the parameters; so it
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becomes necessaiy to construct all such invariantive functions and to establish

their geometric significance.

As before, we use p and q to denote the current parameters on the

surface ; the parametric curves are not assumed to be an orthogonal system.

A curve on the surface can be selected either by some relation between p
and q of the form

4>{p,q) = 0,

or by having ^) and q given, explicitly or imj^licitly, as functions of some
parameter, say s, the arc of the curve measured from a fixed point. We shall

use the latter method first, and shall denote derivatives of p and q with

regard to s by/, p" , ...,q', q", ....

It is convenient to recall some earlier results. Let

I=Ep'' + 2F2)'q'+Gq%

A=Lp'^-\-2Mp'q +Nq-,

W=y Ep'+Fq, Fp +Gq
|,

Lp' + Mq, Mp + Nq
\

A = Vp'^ + 2r>Y + r"5'2 + jy",

A = A/' + 2Ay5' + M'q'- + q",

D=V(p'D,-q'D,)

= V {p'q" - q'p" + Ap'^ + (2A' - V) p'hi + (A" - 2r') p'q'" - T"q;%

V' = EG-F%
T' = LN-M\
U = EN-2FM+GL;

and write, temporarily,

VW=C.

For all curves that are not nul lines, /=1: for nul lines, 7=0. The
asymptotic lines are given by ^ = 0; the lines of curvature by C' = or

W = ; the geodesic lines by A = or A = or i) = 0.

Also we have
dl

so that

hence

c/.=^'

{Ep + Fq) A + {Fp + Gq) A =
;

A ^ A ^D
Ep ^Fi -{Fp' + Gq') V
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SO that

>.D
D, = {Ep' + Fq') y, A = - {Fp + Gq)

,. D
V

and therefore

D' = ED,' + 2FD,Do + GDI

Now / and A are a couple of simultaneous quadratic forms ; and their

asyzygetically complete concomitant system (that is to say, the aggregate of

linearly independent quantities that are invariantive for linear transformations

of p' and q) is constituted by the set /, A, C, V~, T-, U. By a known result

—

which also can easily be verified directly—in the theory of binary forms, we

have
C' = IAU-T'I'-V^A\

so that (introducing the mean measure of curvature and the Gaussian

measure)
W'~ = IAH-KI'-A\

Thus, in the case of nul lines (the importance of which is analytical), we
have

W=±iA.

In the case of asymptotic lines, Ave have

W=±iK^- = ±iTIV.

In the case of all lines, other than nul lines, we have

W' = -A'^-AH-K

Again, we have

WD =

= (--A\
\0L J

^~~^)-

A, A

where

Also

Ep' + Fq', Fjj'+Gq

Lp'+Mq, Mp' + Nq

1, A =^-A^,
^, ^

^ = {Ep' + Fq') A + (Fp' + Gq) A = 0,

^ = (Lp' + Mq')A + {Mp' + Nq) A
= p'^{LT + i/A) +/V (2Lr' + 271/A' + MV + NA)

+p'q'-' (LT" + il/A" + 2Mr' + 2NA') + q' (MV" + NA")

+ (Lp + Mq')p" + (Mp + Nq) q.

dA
-T-^"^ (Lp + Mq)p" + 2 (Mp + Nq) q"

+ p'L, + p'q (L, + 2J/i) + jj'q' (2M, + N,) + q'N,
;
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and therefore
d A^ - 2$ = Pp'^ + ^Qp'-'q + 3i?p'g'2 + Sq'^

= n,

say, on reduction and after introducing the derived magnitudes of the third

order. We thus have

^ = 2DW+n,
as

where O now is a cubic form associated with the former system.

126. The circular curvature and the torsion of the curve, the circular

curvature and the torsion of the geodesic tangent to the curve, and the

geodesic curvature of the curve, can be brought into analytical relation with

the foregoing magnitudes. These geometrical quantities will be denoted by

the following symbols, all the conventions (§§ 103, 104) as to signs of ftiagni-

tudes and as to directions in which angles are measured remaining unaltered:

—

p = radius of circular curvature of the curve

|

a = radius of torsion of the curve J

'

p' = radius of circular curvature of the geodesic tangent, being the^

radius of circular curvature of the normal section of the surface

through the tangent,

a' — radius of torsion of the geodesic tangent,

7 = radius of geodesic curvature of the curve.

Also we write

OT = inclination of the principal normal of the curve to the normal to the

surface,

6 = inclination of the tangent of the curve to the line of curvature for

which 1/a is the principal curvature of the surface.

Now
a;" = a^iija'^ + Ixy^p'q + x<^(l''- + Xip" + x^q

= AX ^ xj)^^ xj)^,

on substituting for a-'u, x^^, x^^, their values (§ 34) in terms of X, x^, x^\ and

similarly

z" = AZ + 2,D, + z.D^.

By Meunier's theorem, we have

cos ^ 1 _ J

P ~ P'~
F 13
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Let X, fi, V be the direction-cosines of the binomial of the curve ; then

X = p{y'z"-zY)

= pA {Zy - Yz') + pD, {y'z, - z'y,) + pD, {y'z., - z'y^

=^ [x, {Fp' + Gq') - X, {Ep' + Fq')] + pXD,

on reduction ; and similarly for fi and v. Hence

sin -OT = \X + jjbY + vZ

that
1 sin ZT

= D.
7 P

To obtain the torsion of the curve, we use the third SeiTet-Frenet formulae

dX _ I dp, _ 7)1 dv _ n

ds a' ds a ' ds a

'

where I = px" , m = py", n = pz". Now

sin ST = XX + fiY + vZ

;

hence
dsT ^ X, cZA,

,
^^ dX

cos -ar -T- = ^-^ -;- + ^^ ^—
ds ds ds

cos -or

-{p'tXX. + q'txX,.

But with the values of A''! and X^, as given in § 29, we have

^\X, =^ [M {Ep' + Fq;) - L (Fp' + Gq')],

IXX, =^ [N (Ep + Fq) -M {Fp + Gq')} ;

and therefore

dny cos •or pA ^^^^j. cos -sr ,„
cos «r -^- = 1- Sy VW = + II cos ST.

ds a V a-

Proceeding similarly from the equation

cos VT = XI + Ym + Zn,

and using the second Serret-Frenet formulae, we find

dtJT sin C7 pB jj.j,j. sin -57 -,,;. .

- sm CT -r = c--VW = W sm sr.

ds a V a

Thus, from these relations, we have

dsT 1 ,„
-T + - = W.
ds o
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Further, this result shews that —^ ~t~ is the same for all curves through

the point on the surface which have the same tangent as the given curve.

Take the geodesic tangent ; for that particular curve, sr is always zero, and —

is the torsion of the geodesic ; hence

a as

', = ¥•

1 d^ I
- + :j- = -
(T as a

in agreement with the result of § 106.

Also, we have
1 _ cos^ 6 sin^

^ (^ ^\ ^— = -r cos o sin

For the radius of spherical curvature, we have

^p' + p'^a-iAA' + DDJ.

Again, from the equation

cos or
-=A,

we have
sin xa dvr cos -ur dp _ dA

p- ds ds

= 2Z)lf + n

ds

^ sin sr fdsT 1 , _

and therefore

2 „ d'ST\ sin -57 cos -S7 c?p ^
(T ds J p p' ds

127. We shall need the expressions for the various geometrical magni-

tudes belonging to the curve when it is given by an equation between

p and q, say

</)(p, 5) = 0.

13—2
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Writing

e = {E<t>.^-2F(f>,<{>, + Gcf>,'')K

we obtained (§ 105) an expression for the geodesic curvature in Bonnet's

form

V^l
f
Fcf^,-G<f>A I /F<j>,-Ecf>A

y dp\ J dq\ )'

Later (§ 140), it will appear that this relation can usefully be taken in the

modified form
1 V

where
a =

(f),,
- T(f), -A</)2,

6 = (/),o - r'</)i -A'<^2,

c = cf>,,-r"(f>,-A"(f>,.

Thus the geodesic curvature is e:xpressible, save for the factor — F©~^ as an

algebraic quantity, homogeneous in <^i and
(f>2,

with coefficients that depend

upon the curve and the surface.

Further, we have

-, = Lp''+2Mp'q'+Nq'^

F=i| Ep'+Fq', Fp' + Gq'

I

Lp + Mq, Mp + Nq

1

Again

F@^

and

F(j>,-F(}i„ F(f>,-G<p,

tan -57 = —

With these values of w and W, the torsion of the curve is given by

1 d-uT ,,,.—

I

= W
a ds

'

while the torsion of the geodesic tangent is given by

Thus various magnitudes belonging to the curve and its geodesic tangent

can be expressed, save for factors involving a power of V and a power of 0,

as algebraic quantities, homogeneous in ^i and
(f)^,

with coefficients that

depend upon the curve and the surface.
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Consider the special forms for the parametric curves ; it is convenient to record the

values of all the magnitudes.

For the curve jo= a, we have



ds ds
'

a- a
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Again, if the line of curvature be also a line of curvature on another

surface so that it is the intersection of two surfaces, we have

1 diu 1 dts^'

a ds
'

(T ds
'

for the two surfaces. Then
ot' — -57 = constant

;

hence the two surfaces cut at a constant angle—a theorem also due to

Joachimsthal.

Similarly, if two surfaces cut at a constant angle, and if the curve of

intersection be a line of curvature on one surface, it is a line of curvature on

the other also. For, as

-ot' — CT = constant,

we have

and therefore

so that

W' = W.

If then either W or W vanishes, both vanish—which establishes the pro-

position.

Further, if a plane cut a surface at a constant angle, the curve of inter-

section is a line of curvature on the surface. For

ds '

owing to the constancy of the angle, and

a
because the curve is plane ; hence

F = 0,

shewing that the curve is a line of curvature.

We have seen that inversion with respect to any centre conserves lines

of curvature (§ 79); and we know that inversion changes a plane into a

sphere. Hence Ave may expect some properties of spherical lines of curvature

similar to the preceding properties of plane lines of curvature.

Suppose, then, that a line of curvature lies on a sphere. Its geodesic

tangent is a great circle, that is, a plane curve ; and therefore the torsion of

the geodesic tangent is zero, so that, on the sphere, we have

1 _ dm
a ds
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As the curve is a line of curvature on the surface,

_1 ^rfw,

(T cls '

hence

•nr' — -Bj- = constant,

or the sphere and the surface cut at a constant angle.

Similarly, if a sphere cuts a surface at a constant angle, the curve of

intersection is a line of curvature on the surface. For

that is,

and therefore

proving the proposition.

cls ds
'

1 1
W,

Tr = o,

129. Consider, next, the asymptotic lines on the surface. For them,

^ = 0,

that is, their directions are given by

Lp'^ + 2Mp'q' + Nq' = 0.

For one of the asymptotic lines, we have

where

Now

M+iT -L~^'

fx-" {2E2r- - 2FLM - ELX+ GD + 2iT{EM - FL)] = 1.

^ V Ep' + Fq', Fp' + Gq

Lp'+Mq, Mp' + Nq'

i7y
V

iT

EM -FL + iET, FM - GL + iFT

L , M+iT

Similarly, for the other asymptotic line

P

we have
M-iT -L

W=-y=-iKK
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Both results are in accord with the relation

when A = 0, 1=1.

Now, because A = for the asymptotic lines, we have

cos ^ _ f.

P

Hence, when the lines are not linear generators, we have

•OT = Jtt.

In that case, we infer the following properties :

—

(i) the geodesic curvature of an asymptotic line is equal to the circular

curvature

;

(ii) the torsion of an asymptotic line is equal to the torsion of its

geodesic tangent

;

(iii) the square of the torsion of an asymptotic line is equal to the

specific curvature of the surface with its sign changed, so that

the asymptotic lines on a surface of constant specific curvature

have constant torsion

;

(iv) the torsions of the two asymptotic lines at any point are equal and

opposite.

Next, consider a section of the surface made by any plane drawn through

the tangent to an asymptotic line. At the point on this plane section, p' and

q' are the same as for the asymptotic line ; and so, there, we have

A=0.

Hence, for the plane section, we have

cos -STj

Pi

This condition can be satisfied in two wa3\s.

We may have

so that then, for any plane section of the surface other than its section by its

tangent plane, the point of contact is a point of inflexion.

Or we may have

and then pi can be merely finite ; but stj is equal to ^tt only at the point and

not everywhere along the plane curve, so that the quantity dzTi/ds does not

vanish. Now, in general, we have (§ 126)

2 d'ST\ sin nr cos '^ dp _ _

a ds ) p p'^ ds
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SO that, for the asymptotic line, we have

pa-

At the point, H is the same for the asymptotic line and the plane section,

being Pp'^ + SQp\/ + SRp'q^ + Sq'^ ; and for the plane section, we have

l/o-j = 0. Hence, for the plane section,

as pi

so that

2 _ 8 fZcTi

pa pi ds

Again, at the point, W is the same for the asymptotic line and the plane

section. Hence for the asymptotic line

and for the plane section

so that

Consequently

a result due to Beltrami.

a

as

dtS]^ _ 1

ds a

'

2pi = 3p,

130. Consider, next, geodesies on the surface. We then have

D = 0, A=o, A=o.

No value of the ratio p'/q' is determined by these equations ; but we know

(§ 92) that any value of the ratio at the point determines uniquely a geodesic

on a part of the surface enclosing no singularity.

The direction of the geodesic through the point having maximum or

minimum curvature is obtained by making

where fi^p'jq', a maximum or minimum. The necessary condition is

EiM + F, Ffi + G = 0,

LfjL + M, Mfi + N 1

that is,

]r=0;
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SO that the directions of the particular geodesies are those of the lines of

curvature—a known result. Further, the torsion of a geodesic is always

given by

a

hence

(i) at a point of contact of a geodesic with a line of curvature, the

torsion is zero

;

(ii) if a geodesic be either a plane curve or a line of curvature, it is

both

:

both being know^n propositions (§§ 129, QQ). Also, as A^ljp for geodesies,

we have

Va p) \p /3

= (4--Ysin2(9cos^6^,
^ P OLJ

as before. Manifestly the geodesic of maximum torsion bisects the angle

between the lines of curvature.

As regards nul lines on a surface, being conjugate imaginaries on a

real surface, their properties are entirely analytical. As / = for nul lines,

the relation

gives

Let r and r' be the analytical quantities corresponding to the radii of

curvature of normal sections of the surface through the tangents to the

nul lines, and let s and s' be the analytical quantities corresponding to the

radii of torsion of the nul lines ; then

l = W,^iA, = -,
s r

and therefore

-, = W, = iA, = -,,
s r

ss rr
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131. We have seen that a geodesic can be a line of curvature, and then

the curve is plane. It is natural to inquire what analytical combinations of

characteristics among lines of curvature, asymptotic lines, geodesies, and nul

lines are possible.

(i) When a curve is a line of curvature and asymptotic, then

^ = 0, W = 0,

so that either /=0 or ^ = 0. W^hen we restrict ourselves to real curves on

real surfaces, we must have ^=0; the surface is developable, and the curve

is a generator. Without that restriction, we could have /=0, so that the

curve is a nul line.

(ii) When a curve is a line of curvature and geodesic, then

F = 0, D = 0, A = 0, i)2=0.
Thus OT = 0, so that

i=0;
a

the curve is plane, and it arises as a normal plane section of the surface,

(iii) When a curve is a line of curvature and a nul line, then

F=0, 7=0;

and therefore ^ = 0. We again have part of case (i).

(iv) When a curve is asymptotic and geodesic, then

^ = 0, i) = 0.

Thus
1
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Differential Invariants.

132. The preceding results shew that many of the quantities connected

with a surface and wath curves on the surface are expressed as functions

connected with binary forms. But a set of parameters on a surface can be

changed at will, while the quantities themselves are unaltered in value

;

hence the expression in terms of the new parameters must be equal to the

earlier expression. In other words, we have an invariant or a covariant of

the forms.

Now it is important to know all the invariants and covariants which can

occur, as well as their geometrical significance. It is equally important to

know what relations may exist among them, for these will be relations

among the geometrical quantities themselves. Moreover, it is desirable to

know the tale of invariants of different kinds, such as those involving the

fundamental magnitudes of the surface without reference to any assigned

curve, and those involving the fundamental magnitudes of the first kind

(but not the magnitudes of the second kind) and any assigned curve or

curves on the surface.

Differential invariants (or differential parameters) were introduced by

Lame for relations of space. The association wdth the theory of surfaces

was first made* by Beltrami, to whom many of the early results are due.

Another method, based more definitely on the pure algebra of the theory

of forms, was initiated by Christoffelf, and has led the way to many
investigations:!:.

Differential invariants of the type considered must belong to the general

class of differential invariants which constitute Lie's generalisation of the

theory of the concomitants of homogeneous forms. It proves possible to

adapt Lie's methods, used in the theory of continuous groups, for the con-

struction of the functions required§ ; and so, as the process also indicates the

amount of independence among the magnitudes constructed, we shall use it

for the immediate purpose.

* In his memoir, Mem. Ace. Bologna, 2''* ser., t. viii (1869), pp. 549—590. Beltrami there

gives also a sketch of the early history of the subject. Au account of the theory, developed on

the basis of Beltrami's researches, is given by Darboux in his third volume, pp. 193—217.

t Crelle, t. Ixx (1869), pp. 46—70.

X Special mention should be made of a memoir by Ricci and Levi-Civita, Math. Ann., t. liv

(1901), pp. 125—201.

§ It was first effected by Zorawski for one class of the invariants; see his memoir, Acta

Math., t. xvi (1893), pp. 1—64. The method was modified to some extent, and the construction

of all classes of the invariants up to a certain order, was effected in a memoir by the author,

Phil. Trans., (1903), pp. 829—402; and certain new relations among the geometrical magnitudes

of a surface are there given.
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133. Some simple examples will indicate the kind of invariance which
is to be characteristic.

Let the parametric variables j) and q be changed to other independent

parametric variables p' and q' ; and write

dp'dq' dp'dq'_
^-dpdq~Tqdp-P''^''-P'-'^''

so that J does not vanish. Let E', F\ G' denote the fundamental magni-

tudes of the first kind with the new variables ; and similarly for the other

magnitudes. Then

Edp^ + 2Fdpdq + Gdq^ = ds''

= E'dp'^ + IF' dp'dq + G'd(i\
and therefore

E = E'i->;-^ + 2F'p;q;^G'q;\

F = E'y^p; + F' {plq: + q;p:) + G'qiq;,

G = E'p;'^2F'p:q;^G'q^:
Hence

that is, the function Y"^ is equal to the function V^ save for multiplication

by a power of J. We call V^ a relative invariant.

Again, we have

^= =p(yi ^2-^2^1);

hence

y, _ 1 (dy dz dy dz\

~V'\d^'d^'~d^'d^')

V'J [dp dq dq dp)
'

and similarly Y' = Y, Z' = Z. Quantities like X, Y, Z are absolute invariants,

or (more simply) invariants.

Further,

d<i-

Ldf- + 2Mdpdq + Ndq' = —

= L'dp'-' + 2M'dp'dq + N'dq\

so that the relations between L', M', N' and L, M, N are the same as those

between E', F', G' and E, F, G. Similarly for the derived quantities of the

third order; we have

Pdp^ + SQdp'dq + SRdpdq' + Sdq^

ds \p)

= P'dp'' + ^Q'dp'dq + SR'dp'dq'' + S'dq'',
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SO that

P = P'p,'' + SQ'prq,' + SR'lH'g,'' + S'q,\

Q = P>iV + Q' (2p,'p,'q,' + p^S) + R' (P-2qi" + 2i)/?iV) + S%%',

R = P'2),'p.r- + Q' {Ip.'p.'q,' +p,'%') + R' (p/g/^ + 2p,'^,V) + S'q^q^"-,

S = P'p,'' + SQ'p/'q: + SR'p,'q,'' + S'q,".

Then
LN - 3P = (L'N' - M") J^

EA'- 2F3T+ GL = {E'N' - 2F'M' + G'L') J%

P', 2Q\ R',
I

J^

0, P', 2Q',R'

Q', 2R', S',

0, Q', 2R', S'

P, 2Q, R,
1

=

0, P, 2Q, R

Q, 2R, S,

0, Q, 2R, S

the last being the discriminant of the cubic form ; thus

1 (LN - 3P) = ^^ {L'N' - M'%

y^ {EN- 2FM+ GL) = ^,{E'N' - 2F'M'+ G'L'),

are invariants, being the two measures of curvature of the surface ; and

~ P, 2Q, R,
I

0, P, 2Q, R
I

Q, 2R, S,

! 0, Q, 2R, S

also is an invariant of the surface.

But we also have covariants, as well as invariants. Let

W = p. Edp + Fdq, Fdp + Gdq I

,

Ldp+Mdq, Mdp + Ndq I

where Tr=0 is the equation for the lines of curvature. From the foregoing

relations, we have

Edp + Fdq = E'lhdp + F' {pidq' + q^dp') + G'q/dq'

= (E'dp + F'dq')p,' + (Fdp' + Gdq') q/,

and so for the other constituents in W ; hence

1W =
V

" v

= w.

E'dp + F'dq', F'dp + G 'dq

L'dp + M'dq, M'dp + N'dq

E'dp' + F'dq, F'dp + G'dq

L'dp + M'dq, M'dp + N'dq

Pi

P->

9i

^2
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Thus W is an absolute covariant or (more simply) a covariant. The in-

variantive character of W is to be expected ; for the lines of curvature must

be the same, whatever parameters be used.

134. But there are other types of covariants. Take any curve

(f> (p, q) = constant

;

in the new variables, let it be

<f>' {p , q) = same constant,

so that

4>{p, q)=(f)'{p',q').

Then
</>! = 4>iPi + i^-^Qi'

(/),, = (f),'po + j)^q^,

and therefore

^ct^,'^{Ep,'-^-2Fp,'p: + Gpn

+ 2<f>,'(f>.;
{Ep,'q.; -Fip^q.: + p:q;) + Gp^ql]

+ <j,,'HEq^^--2Fq,'q,'+Gq,"-)

= r {E'ct>,'^- - 2F'cfi,'cf>,' + G '</)/"-).

Consequently

^^ {E4>i - 2Fct>,i>, + Gc\>:-) =^ (^V- 2i^>;</,; + (?>/^)

;

and therefore, if

A ((/,) = y^ {E<f>.^ - 2F4>, cf>, + Gcf>,^),

then A (0) is an absolute covariant, connected with the curve upon the surface.

It is Beltrami's first differential parameter.

As A ((/)) is an absolute covariant, so also is A ((^ + X'^) for all arbitrary

constant values of \. Now

A (</) + \-v|r) = A {(\>) + 2\A (0, i/r) + X^A {f),

where

A (c^, i/r) = 1-^ \E4>,^^, - F {cf>,y{f, + f,<f>.;) + GcP,f,\.

Hence A (0, ^jr) is another absolute covariant, connected with two curves,

<f)
= constant and '\/r = constant, upon the surface. Sometimes it is called an

intermediate covariant, sometimes a mixed covariant.
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Further, let

V p>q
then

*'(*''^')=I^(M)

y \ p, q / \p,q

SO that ^
{(f),

yjr) is another absolute covariant, intermediate to the two curves.

But it is to be noted that the covariants so far obtained are not algebraically

independent of one another ; they are connected by the relation

A (</)) A (yfr) - A-
((f), yfr) = <P^-

((f), yfr).

Again, we have

G(f)^ - Fcf), = (f),'
(Gp,' - Fp.:) + (f>:(Gq; - Fq,')

= Jq,' (G'(f),' - F'(f).:) + Jp.: (F'(f),' - E'<f),'),

so that

G(f>i — F(f)o _ , G' (f)i
— F' (f>o' , F' ^i — E' ^^

y —^2 y +P2 y,

Similarly

F(f)i — E(f)2 , G (f)i
— F

(f>2 , F (f)i
— E

(f)2

y ^ ^1 jr ~ + ^1 y' •

Hence

d_ / G(f>^-F(f>A _d_ /F(f>, - E(f),

dp[ V J dq[ V

_ a (G'(f>:-F'^: \ _ a fF'(f>,'-E'(f):\

on reduction and substitution. Let

1 a
f
G(f),-F(f),\ 1 a /

- F<f), + E(f),\

^'^"P^-VdpK V I'^vdqK V )'

then

A,(</>) = A,(f)>

that is, A2(^) is an absolute covariant. It is Beltrami's second differential

parameter.
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We thus have the set of covariants

^{<}>,ir), A(<^), A((/),^|r), A, (</)).

By repeating the operations, we have other covariants

A(A<^), A(<^, A(/)), $((/>, A<^),

and so on, to any extent. Darboux proves* that any co variant, which involves

two or more functions cf), y\r, ... and their derivatives, with E, F, G and

their derivatives, can be obtained through the adequate repetition of the

symbolical operations A and <l>.

135. To illustrate the use of these differential parameters and other

covariants, let p' =
(f){p, q), q' = yfr{p, q), be taken as new parametric

variables ; then any arc-element upon the surface can be expressed in the

form _ _ _
cW = Ed<^^ + 2Fd(lidylr + Gdyjr-.

Now _ _ _ _ _ _
A (</)) = Gj V\ A (a/t) = E'l y\ A (0, t) = - Fl V\

on substitution ; then

1/ F^ = A ((/.) A (t) - A^ (c^, ^/^) = $^
(<^, ^\

and so

(^'{<j),ylr)' 02
((/), i/r) ' "^ ^"-{cf),f)'

Consequent!}' the arc-element upon the surface becomes

, _ A (%/r) d(f>- - 2A (<^, yjr) d4)dyjr + A (0) d^jr'-

When the new parametric curves are nul lines for the surface, we must

have
A(^) = 0, A(</,) = 0;

that is, the nul lines for a surface are obtaiuable by taking two functionally

independent solutions of the equation

When the new parametric curves are an orthogonal isometric system for

the surface, we must have

A((^) = A(>/r), A{cf>,.{r) = 0;

that is, an orthogonal isometric system for a surface is obtainable by taking

two functionally independent solutions of the equations

A(^) = A(^), A((9, ^) = 0;

and then the arc-element is given by

, , d6- + fZ^-

* Treatise, t. iii, pp. 203, 20i.

p 14
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The variables for the isometric system are connected with the variables for

the mil lines by the customary relation (§ 60) ; for, writing '^ = ± i^, where

and ^ are real, we have

A (x) = A (0) - A (^) ± 2tA {0, ^),

so that the equation for the variables of the nul lines leads to the equations

for the variables of the isometric lines.

Again, by direct substitution in the expression for the second differential

parameter, we have
A,{0) = O, A2(^) = 0;

thus both the parametric variables for an orthogonal isometric system satisfy

the equation Ag (/i) = 0.

Ex. Taking the arc-element on a surface in the form

rfs2= (l +p^~) dx^--\-2pqdxdi/ + {l +q^) dy";

prove that parallel planes cut a minimal surface in isometric curves.

Lastly for the purpose of immediate illustration, we can prove, by the

method adopted in § 134 for A., (</)), that

V\d2)\ "
J dq\ /]

where denotes (E<p.i — 2F(f)-^(f)o+ G(f)i^)~, is an absolute covariant. In order

to obtain its geometrical significance, we specialise one of the new parametric

curves, and we take ^ (p, q) = q. Then 0i = 0, ^2 = 1. = -£"-
; the absolute

covariant becomes

that is, VAE~^. But (§ 127) this quantity is the geodesic curvature of the

curve q = constant ; hence we again have Bonnet's result

1 = 1^1 flh:z^\ , 1 (
F<i>,-Ecf>,\]

7 V\dp\ J dq[ J}'

136. The results in § 134 stir a larger question. We are challenged

with the problem of finding and interpreting all the invariants upon a surface,

and all the covariantive functions, which are connected with curv^es upon the

surface and involve E, F, G, L, M, N as well as their derivatives. Merely for

purposes of finite enumeration, we shall take derivatives only up to a finite

order ; and for purposes of precise illustration, we shall take only low orders

of the derivatives of the various quantities. Moreover, we only want those

<;ovariants which are algebraically independent of one another; our quest

is not for an asyzygetically complete system.
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As regards the quantities to be included, we shall take E, F, G and their

derivatives of the first order ; in place of these derivatives, we shall take the

six equivalent quantities F, A, F', A', F", A ' of § 34, as convenient for our

purpose, though not convenient if higher derivatives were required. The

transformations of these quantities under the transformations of the variables

involve the first and the second derivatives of jj and q w^ith respect to p
and q. The laws of change for L, M, N are the same as those for E, F, G;

and therefore to the retained order of derivatives of p and q, we take

L, M, N and their derivatives of the first order. But the last are not inde-

pendent of one another, owing to the Mainardi-Codazzi relations; in place of

them, we shall take the four derived magnitudes of the third order P, Q, R, S.

We can take one curve, <^ = constant, on the surface ; or we can take two

independent curves,
<f)
= constant, and yfr = constant, on the surface ; it is no

use taking three curves ^,'^,X~ constants, for there is a functional relation

between three functions of two variables. In the first instance, we shall

take one curve, </> = constant, for the present purpose. The quantity ^ itself

will not occur ; the relation ^ = 0' contains no derivatives of p and q, but it

provides the means of obtaining relations between the derivatives of ^ and ^'.

Clearly we shall have derivatives of ^ of the first and the second orders,

as these involve the retained order of derivatives of p' and q'. Thus our

invariantive functions involve E, F, G, F, A, F', A', F", A", L, M, N, P, Q, E, S,

<t>w, <f>o\, ^20, </>ii, <^02, where*

for all quantities u, and for all values of m and n.

Ultimately we require absolute invariants. These can be obtained as

ratios of relative invariants ; as the analysis for relative invariants is simpler

than for absolute invariants, we construct the relative invariants. If /" be

any such function, and if/' be the same function under the new variables,

our definition is that the relation

/=JT
must be satisfied for some integer value of the index

fj,.

137. To utilise this equation we have recourse to Lie's theor}^ of con-

tinuous groups, particularly to the fundamental propositionf that a continuous

group is determined by the aggi'egate of infinitesimal transformations which

it contains. Accordingly, we shall deal only with infinitesimal transformations

ofp and q which (in Lie's notation) are

p' = p + ^ (p> q) dt> q =q + v (p> q) dt,

• This double-suffix notation is convenient for the expression of derivatives of all orders,

though it is less convenient than the earlier notation for derivatives of the first order alone.

t Theorie der Beruhnuigarans/ormationen, vol. iii, p. 597; see also Campbell, Contimtous

groups, p. 80.

14—2
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where powers of dt above the first are neglected ; and then, to secure all

kinds of relations between p , q, p, q, we take | and 7; to be completely

arbitrary functions of p and q. As the quantities retained for our invariants

involve derivatives of p and q' up to the second order, we shall have deri-

vatives of ^ and 7] of the first and second orders.

As regards J, we have

J = {I + ^,,dt) (1 + rj,,dt) - ^oidtViodt

= 1 + (lio + '/oi) dt,

on neglecting dt^. Also

hence our defining relation becomes

df
dt
+ M (?io + Voi)f= 0.

which is to be satisfied for all functions f and rj. We thus need the increment

of/; and this arises through the increments of the various quantities it

contains.

We have (j) = (f>',
and therefore

<^io = Pifpio + qi<f>oi = (1 + ^lodt) <f)w + Viodt4)oi,

<^20 = |(1 + ^lodt) ^, + r,,,dt ^\ {(1 + ^,,dt) (/),o' + Vii>dt(j>n]

= (1 + 2^10(^0 <^2o' + ^Viodt(f)n + i^2o4>w' + V2o(f>oi) dt,

on neglecting squares of dt, and so for other derivatives of ^. Hence

<f>w'
— <j>io= — i^io4>io + Vio'^oi) dt.

On the right-hand side we can replace </)io' and (^01' by ^10 and 0oi respectively,

as we neglect squares of dt ; hence

—
dT ~ ^^°'^'° '?io9oi'

Similarly for the other derivatives ; the required tale of results is :

—

^. = gio9io + '7io9oi

d^n t . , .

^^
= 2fjo</>20 + 2?7jo^11 + t^4>lO + '720 <^l

#11 _

}

dt

dt
~

^io<f>u + ^oi4>20 + Vw(t>02+ V(}i(f>n + Ill</>1O + ^110O

2|oi^ll + 2?;oi^02 + ^02^10 + '»7o20Ol
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To obtain the increments of the magnitudes of the surface, we proceed in

the same way. We have

= (l + 2^,,dt)E' + 27j^odtF',

which at once gives dE(dt. Similarly for all the magnitudes ; the required

tale of results is :

—

dE ' ^
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= -l:or"+foi(2r'-A") +277oir"+^o2

[CH. VI

dT
dt

dt

djr

dt

dA"
dt

138. The arguments that can occur in a covariantive function / are

twenty-one in number, viz. <f>^o, </)oi, ^20) 4>n, ^02 j -£"> ^, G, T, A, V , A', F", A";

X, J/, iV ; P, Q, R, S. Denoting any one of them by u, we have

df_ ^ dfdu
dt u dtt dt

'

The value of -j- has been obtained for each argument; hence the critical

equation becomes

r^ df du ,

J. .J.

The equation must be satisfied for all arbitrary functions f and 7) whatever;

and therefore the coefficients of all the derivatives of ^ and of r) on the

two sides must be respectively equal to one another. We thus obtain ten

equations in all, arising through the coefficients of ^10, ^01 ; ''7io, ^01 '> ^20. ^hj ^02 *>

^2o> Vu, V(r2- They are :

—

0910 0(^20 0911

;./=^|C + 2Gi-f3/^f^+2i^f+(2| + 2i^|C + 3^f{

.(i).

dF dG dR dS

^aA + ^ dV'^"^^ dV"^^ 8A"

^°^d(f)oi "9011 '^^d<f)oo

.(ii).
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coming from the coefficients of f„ and t;^! respectively ; and

- A I + (r _ A') 1^ + A gf 4 (2r' - A") |; + 2A' ^1,.

+ *'«8f,+*»f. + 2*"3|; W'

+ 2r'| + (2A'-r)g^ + r"f, + (A"-r')^-r"j|l

+ <^»a|; + 2*"£ + ^«^| (">

« = lF + *-'a|;
(™)-

« = af' + *'«af;
••<"')-

" = s1^' + *-a|;
<^'>-

o=al + *•!; (^i>'

o=f. ' '-^

BA' + '^»-at
<™)-

« = af- + *"3f,
(VIII).

coming from the remaining coefficients. This is the aggregate of equations

arising out of the critical equations.

Conversely, a function/, that satisfies these equations in connection with

a suitable integer value of fi, possesses the property

f=rf',

that is, it is a covariant. Hence what is required for our purpose is the

aggregate of algebraically independent functions satisfying these ten equa-

tions, the last eight of which are homogeneous and linear in the derivatives

of/
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The theory of such equations, as well as the method of integration, is

known*; so we proceed first to integrate them, and then apply the theory to

indicate an independent aggregate.

139. Consider the last six of the equations, viz. (Ill)—(VIII), by

themselves. All the Poisson-Jacobi conditions of coexistence are satisfied

identically. Hence they form a complete Jacobian system. The total number

of variables, with respect to which derivatives of f occur, is nine—viz., the

three second derivatives of
(f>,

and the six quantities F, A, F', A', T", A".

Thus the total number of algebraically independent integrals, involving

some or other of these nine variables, is three ; for the number of such

integrals is the excess of the number of such variables over the number of

equations in a complete Jacobian system. Now it is easy to verify that the

quantities

satisfy the equations; and it is manifest that they are algebraically inde-

pendent of one another. Hence, writing

a=
(f)2Q

— T <^io - A (^01

1

b = <t>n— r" ^10 — A' ^01 }

'

c = 4>(,2 — r"<^,o — A"^oi-'

we have a, b, c as the three integrals above indicated.

If, then, we take / to be any function of a, h, c, and of ^lo, 0oi. E, F, G,

L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, then the six equations are satisfied ; and the most

general function of those arguments is the most general integral of those six

equations. We therefore now limit/ to be a function of those arguments;

and we need take no further notice of the six equations. To avoid confusion,

we denote the function/, in its new form, by g.

Let the equations (i), (ii), (I), (II) be written

/^/=Vi/ H'f^^J, = A,/ = A„/

We easily find

Via = 2a, V,h = h, VjC^O,

Voa = 0, Vo6 = b, V„c = 2c,

Aia = 0, Ai6 = a, AiC = 26,

A^a = 2b, Aob = c, A2C = 0.

* See the author's Theory of Differential Equations, vol. v, chap. iii.
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Then as/, now denoted by g, has become a function of a, b, c, ^lo, (^oi>

E, F, G, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S only, the four equations take the form

+ 2a^ + 6| + 0.^ (i),

da 00 ocpio

-'%-'4-^"i,
(^^>'

+ ^'|-|-*»-ai
("»•

These four equations satisfy the Poisson-Jacobi conditions of coexistence, and

so they are a complete system. When we take

equation (i) — equation (ii) =

with (I) and (II), we have a complete Jacobian system, each being linear and

homogeneous in the d'erivatives of /. The arguments, with resj)ect to which

derivatives are taken, are fifteen in number ; this complete Jacobian system

contains three equations ; and therefore, by the customary theorem, there are

twelve algebraically independent solutions.

Further, we take a new equation, given by

equation (i) + equation (ii) = 0,

so that we have substituted two equivalent equations for (i) and (ii). The

solutions to be obtained will be homogeneous in certain groups of the

quantities ; let any one of them be

of degree n^ in E, F, G,

71., ... L, M, N,

ns ... P,Q,E,S,

7ii ... a,b,c,

«5 ••• <^io) </>oi;
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then this last new equation is satisfied if

2,a = 2?ii + 2/20 + Sjis + 2^4 + 7?5,

so that ?i3 + «5 must be an even integer.

140. Now the three equations

(I), (II), equation (i) — equation (ii) = 0,

are the complete Jacobian system of the differential equations for the

invariants and covariants of the simultaneous system of binary forms

?y./' = (a, b, c][</)oi, -(/)io)'.

W3 =(P,Q, R, S'^4>oi, -<^io)';

and we therefore require an algebraically complete (not an asyzygetically

complete) set of concomitants of these binary forms, the set to contain twelve

members. An algebraically complete set is not unique ; it can be modified

by exclusion and inclusion, provided it remains an algebraically complete

set of twelve members.

Such a set can be taken initially as follows :

—

V^ = EG-F\
w/ = {L, M, N^(f>o, ,

- 0io)-,

r~ = LN-M\

\9oi >
— 010/^^01 >
— <^]

= {EM- FL) (/>or
- {EN- GL) <^„c^,o + {FN - GM) <^,^,

w^'={a, b, c\(^n, - 4>iq)-,

I=Ec-2Fb + Ga,

\<poi, — (pioJ

= {Eb - Fa) </)„,= - {Ec - Ga) 4>,, (f>,, + {Fc - Gb) <I>J,

iv, = {P,Q,R,S^4>,„-<f>,oY,

8 = {E'S - SEFE + {EG + 2F-'} Q - FGP] (^,,1

- [EFS - {EG + 2F') R + ^FGQ - G'P] </>,„,

B' = {ER- 2FQ + GP)
<f},,

- {ES - 2FR + GQ) <^,o,
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\9oi, — 9io/

= {EQ - FP) </>o,^
- {2ER -FQ- GP) 4>,,'<p,,

+ (ES + FR-2GQ) <^o:(^.o= - {FS - GR) cf^J.

In terms of the members of this algebraically complete set. every other

concomitant of the system can be expressed; and each member of the set

is a relative invariant or covariant.

To obtain the absolute invariants and covariants, we require the index /x

of each of the foregoing quantities, as given by

We easily find

yU, = Hi + ??2 + '>h+ h (3"3 + ''5)-

fM=2, for W2, V-, 1U.2, T'-, Wo", I:

yLt = 3, for J, J', W3, B'

:

/A = 4, for B, J"
;

and therefore an algebraically complete set of absolute invariants and

covariants, eleven in number, is given by

w^ < ^' W' jf j/ j/;' W3 i^ ^ J^
17-2' yi' Y2> -pa' ^2' ys' y3' ys' ya' yi' yi'

As already indicated, the system can be modified by the exclusion of

some of the retained concomitants and the subsequent inclusion of some of

the omitted concomitants, the same in number, and independent of one

another when the set is restored to completeness.

Some instances of concomitants, omitted from the system and expressible

in terms of its members, can easily be given ; they will be deferred until the

geometrical significance of the retained concomitants has been established, so

that their geometrical significance can be given simultaneously.

141. Two directions at any point of a curve on a surface are specially

determined by the curve, viz. the tangent to the curve, and the direction

which lies in the tangent plane to the surface and is normal to the curve.

These two directions may be denoted by -^ , -^ ; and ^ . j^ ; respectively.

Now we have, for the tangent,

together with the universal equation
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as in §§ 26, 105, we take

dp -1 dq -I

Again, for the direction of the normal in the tangent plane, we have

^dpd^^^/dpdq _^dpd_q\^dqdq^^^
ds dn \ ds dn dn dsj ds dn

and, as dn is an element of arc on the surface, we have

\dnj dn dn \dn/

therefore

Before proceeding to the identification of the invariants, we obtain the

simjDle interpretation of the Beltrami operators A and ^, We have

Next, we have

ds

Wi~'P''dn'^ "P"' d^

IVo

V '
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dn-^'\ln^^''dn

ds and dn in the differentiation being determined by the curve <h = constant.

Hence (except as to the invariant factor — B) Beltrami's invariant <1> (</>, -v/r) is

-^ , and (except as to the factor B) his invariant A ((^, -»//) is -^ ; and

repetitions of the Beltrami differential operators <^ and A are, effectively,

repetitions of the operators -j- and y- . Moreover, we have
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Next,

GEOMETRICAL SIGNIFICANCE

LN-M'

[CH. VI

V- EG - F'

1
= K =

a/3'

the Gaussian measure of curvature. Further,

J = {EM- FL) ct>,f - (EN - GL) <^oi(/>io + (FN'- GM) <f>,,'

dp\- dp dq
„, [(EM - FL)

C^j
+ (/?iV - QL)

f^
gi + (FN - GM)

{^

l'dq\-

ds

= tv,VW

(T

and therefore

Next, we have

so that
<t>wp" + 4>^Aq" + (^iqP' + ^(f'upq' + <po2q'' = ;

^2'^ ip'q" - qp") + — (<^2o</>oi' - 2(^,1 </>oi<^io + <Ao2</)io') = 0.

Hence, using the symbol D of § 1'25, we have

Wo-
D

and therefore

Consequently,

^_ A;/^ - (2A' - T) ^y^f/' - (A" - 'iV')p'q"- - T''^''

+ <f>2o(f>0l^ — 2^11 <^oi ^10 + <^02</>Io'" = 0,

^i'-j-p'+w., =0.

5^

7

where - is the geodesic curvature*.
7

Next, we have
d _dp d dq d

ds ds dp ds dq

* See § 105.
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SO, operating on the equation

02 _ '^2

we have

_^-72
on reduction. Consequently

Similarly, we have

-^ J'

V ds

d _dp d dq d

dn dn dp dn dq

'

so that

^"^'^
dn ^ ^^"^^ " ^"^''^

dp
"^ ^^^"^ ~ ^^^"^

d<2
'

so, operating on the equation

we find

2= yr^ ^tJ, / - 21^2",

on reduction*. Hence, substituting for Wo and W2", we have

V^ dn 7

"

It is easy also to verify, as regards Beltrami's second differential parameter,

that

In order to interpret W3, we must return to the initial definition (§ 40)

of the derived magnitudes of the third order whereby they were connected

with the variation of the curvature of the normal section of the surface

through the tangent to the curve, that is, with the variation of the circular

* In making the reductions, here and elsewhere, the algebra can be greatly abbreviated

hy using the known property of covariants that they are uniquely determined by their "leading

terms." Thus in the foregoing reduction, it is sufficient to take account of the highest power of

^01 > when once the quantity I (which is the intermediate invariant of M'2 and 1V2") has been

segregated.
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curvature of the tangent geodesic. Accordingly, let arc-variation along the

geodesic be denoted by ->- ; if a quantity u does not relate to contact, then

du _du
ds dt

'

because the curve and the geodesic touch ; if « relates to contact of any

order, then
du du

ds dt

is usually not zero because usually there is a non-vanishing geodesic con-

tingence. Examples will occur later. Meanwhile, we have
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on reduction, so that we have no unidentified covariant on the right-hand

side. But, substituting the values of all the covariants as known, we have

ds \p'J dt \pj ja'
'

an illustration of the foregoing statement that arc-variation of a quantity,

connected with the contact between a curve and its geodesic tangent, is

not the same along the curve as along the geodesic tangent.

The result could also have been derived from the relation

rf A^ = n-i-2DW,
as

given in § 125 ; for when the values of A, fl, D, W are inserted, we have

d /1\ _ d^ /1\ 2^

ds\^')~Jt\p')^^'
Similarly, we have

Substituting the values of the covariants already known, we find

V dn \p'j ^ <t' ds'

This result completes the establishment of the significance of the covariants

in the algebraically complete set as retained.

The following is the aggregate of the results which have been obtained :

—

V^~ p"

r-

y
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p/ 70-

J

V'~ dt [p'l
" [ds \p

V'~ dn '

^_r.dH
V'~ ds

'

V* dn [p'J
^'^ a ds'

143. To illustrate the theorem that, to the order of derivation included,

this system is algebraically complete, some examples will be taken.

The quantity EN—2FM+GL is the intermediate invariant of Wg and

1U.2, and its index is 2 ; so we write

H denoting the mean curvature as usual ; thus H is an absolute invariant.

Now
J' = {EN - 2FM + GL) w^iv^ - THui - VHv.;'

;

and therefore, when the values of the quantities are substituted from the

above set, and a factor B^V^ is removed,

"" P P'"

shewing that H is expressible in terms of the retained quantities. A more

familiar form of the relation is

o-'- \a p J \p' 13

J

The quantity Lc — 2Mh + Na is the intermediate invariant of ivj and jf.^",

with index 2 ; thus {Lc — 2Mb + Na) V~^ is an absolute invariant. Now

w, {Lc - 2Mb + Na) = Iw.: + H V'w," --JJ'-~ V'w,'iu^',^ W2 Wo

and H is expressible as above ; consequently the new absolute invariant is

expressible in terms of members of the system. When the values of the

invariants are inserted, we find

.^, {Lc - 2Mb + Aa) = -, K- + " - H--,-r-
F^ p \dn 7/7 o- ds

p dn a' ds 7 \<t'- a/Sj

'

The quantity ac — b- is the one invariant of m,", regarded as a binary

form, and its index is 2 ; hence {ac - b-) V~^ is an absolute invariant of the

system. Now
J- = Iw^w.," — {ac — b-) Wo- — V^w-i"-,
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so that {ac — ¥) V ^ is expressible in terms of members of the system. When
their vahies are inserted, we find

l(„o-6, = -^''^^' BdB
V'^"'-'''> = -\:S)-ydn-

There is an invariant intermediate to iUq, w./, w./', viz.,

E, F, G

L, M, N
a, b, c

and its index is 3. It must be expressible in terms of members of the
system ; in fact,

//
J l/a,,,,'/ l/2/y / z_ 1/2 /,,^

Wa W^^
"

Wo, W^-
E, F, G

L, M, N
a, b, c

and H is expressible in terms of members of the system. When the values

of the invariants are inserted, we find

E, F, G :F-=(;-i_i dB
^J ds

+
dB B
-r + -
an y

L, M, N
a, b, c

The cubic Ws has the quadricovariant Hg, where

H, = {PR- Q^) </>or - (PS - QR) <^o: 0,0 + (QS- R^) </,,o^

and its index is 4. Now
/"- = lu.^iVsB' — V-w-f — W2-H3,

and therefore

H, ^p,.dH d /I

V' ~ ds dt \p -m-H.^)^i
2 dBY-

ds

Similarly, it has a cubicovariant <I>3, where

4^3 = {P'S - SPQR + 2Q0 «^oi^'
- {SPQS - QPR^- + SQm) (/>or>,o

+ (- SPRS + 6Q'S - SQR') </,oi <f>io'
- {PS' - SQRS + 2R') 0lo^

and its index is 6. Now

^<;./<J>3 = w^w^'S - 'iw^w^h'J" + 2 V''iv.?J" - 2/"^

;

insertion of the values of the known covariants leads to the value of <I>3.

144. These examples indicate a way of obtaining the value of a covariant

of the system. It is sufficient to express the covariant in terms of the

fundamental members of the algebraically complete system and then to

substitute, in the expression, the values of those members which occur.

But the process can be used, in the same way, for another purpose. It

may happen that geometrical magnitudes exist, which lie within the order

15—2
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of derivation retained and which do not occur in the set of those which have

occurred. They necessarily are covariants of the system, and consequently

are expressible in terms of members of the system ; thus they can be

evaluated in terms of the set of magnitudes retained. Hence we are led

to relations among the geometrical magnitudes.

As an example, consider the Gaussian measure of curvature K. Both

the quantities dKjds and dK/dn lie within the order of derivation retained.

Now
dK _,(. d r d\

so that (§ 42)

dK
ds

Also

lu.^ V'^= {NP - 2MQ + LR) </>oi

-

{NQ - 2MR + LS)
<f>.

* ^ f =h- - ^^»^) k + <^^°^ - ^^•«>
a-J

^'

so that

u<i V'~= {SEL - R {2EM + FL) + Q (EN + 2FM) - PEN}
(f>,,

- [SFL - R {2FM + GL) + Q (FN + 2GM) - PGN] 4>,,.

When we express these covariants in terms of the members of the complete

system, we have

^ i F«^ = -^ iw^w.h' - VHvi) -—, JJ" + -4^ (u'.Wo'HV - Vhu^').

Substituting the values of the covariants which are known, this gives

dK_\dE (^ 2\d/\\2d i\\ 4 dB
ds p ds \ p J dt \p' J a' dn \p'J Ba~ ds

'

the relation required. Other forms can be given to it. We have

so that

^d^^dK_^dH _/^_2\ dn
cr'^ ds ds p ds \ p j ds \p

_,^_2\{d / 1\ _ ^ (\\\ _ 2 ^ /1\ ^dB
"'

'^\clt\pj ds\p)\ a'dnKp') Bcr-'ds'

and therefore

that is,

a'^ ds \ p'J y dn \p') Bcr' ds
'

^ /J.\ _2_ (jfi d^ /IN /I 1 _ 2\ 1

ds \<t' J Ba ds dn \p' ) \a /3 p'J y
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Proceeding similarly with the covariantive expression for iv^ V'^ -r- ,

we find

dK 1 dH /,. 2\ d /1\ 2d
"^ [^ p'J dn [p'J

^ a' dt \p')dn p dn \ p J dn \p

4> dB 2 dH 2H dB
+

Bp'a' ds a ds Ba' ds
'

and this can similarly be changed to a relation

d_f\\__d f\\ _^__/l ^_^\^dB dH
dn \a'J ds \p'J ya' \a /3 p'J B ds ds

And so for other instances*.

145. The preceding investigation is concerned with invariants which

arise in connection with a single curve upon the surface. It was pointed out

(§ 136) that we might consider two, but that we could not consider profitably

more than two, independent curves upon the surface. The method adopted

for invariants connected with a single curve is applicable to the construction

of invariants connected with two curves

<f)
= constant, -v^ = constant.

We shall develop the results only for the simplest case—when the order of

differentiation among the equations of transformation is only the first, instead

of the second as in the preceding analysis.

In that simple case, the arguments which can occur in an invariant / are

E, F, G, L, M, N, (j)io, 4>ou '^w, "^/^oi- Every such invariant / satisfies four partial

equations constructed in the same way as the ten equations in § 137 ; the

four equations are

"/"^aT+^^l + ^sTf+^^^i+^-af + ^-al;'

These equations satisfy the Poisson-Jacobi conditions of coexistence. Taking

the equation, which arises from the difference of the first two equations, and

associating it with the last two, the set of three equations thus constituted

is a complete Jacobian system. The number of- variables, with respect to

which differentiation occurs, is ten, being the total of the arguments which

can occur in /; hence the number of independent solutions is seven, being

the excess of the number of variables over the number of equations in the

complete Jacobian system. Every solution of the equations, that is, every

* Several are given in the memoir by the author ah-eady (§ 132) cited.
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covariant within the order of differentiation of the relations of transformation,

can be expressed in terms of those seven solutions. Moreover, if a solution

is homogeneous and
of order »«i in E, F, G,

nu ... L, M, N,

'/'3 ••• <^10> 001,

m^ ... -(/^lo, "^m,

the equation, which arises by taking the sum of the first two equations, is

satisfied if

fi = 7^1 + nio + h {lUs + m^).

Now the four equations shew that every solution is a concomitant of the

system of binary forms

(E, F, G'^4>ou —<f>io)'>

("^l^io, '^oi^(f>»i' — 0ioX

or, what is the same thing in an algebraically complete system, is a con-

comitant of the system of binary forms

{E, F, G~^ylr,„^ylr,,y,

(L,M,NJ^f,„-f,oy,

(010, (f^.n^^oi, -ir^o)-

We shall take them as concomitants of the first of these two systems.

An algebraically complete set of solutions (each one of which is a relative

covariant) is made up of the set

:

U = (E, F, G][0o:, -010^

u' = (L,M, N'^(f),„ -</)io)-,

V = EG-F\
T"- = LN-M";
W = (-v/tio, i/^oiH^oi, - 0id),

J =
j

^001 — -^^lo , -^001 — 6^010
j

,

V'^ (0, a/.) = V = i E<^,, - F(f>,„ Fcf>o^ - G(f>,

I

-^10, ''^Ol

For these relative covariants, we find

H = 1, for IV,

11 = 2, for u, u, F^ T', V,

yu. = 3, for J
;

and therefore an algebraically complete set of absolute covariants within the

order retained is made up of the six functions

w n u T^ V J
y"' yz' pa' y2' yi' "ps*
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146. The symbols already used to denote the geometrical quantities

related to the curve
(f>
= constant, will be retained. An elementary arc along

the curve -v/r = constant will be denoted by ds', and one in the surface normal

to that curve will be denoted by dn. We write

^=d^-
and take

p" = radius of circular curvature of the geodesic tangent to the curve

yj/ = constant,

a" = radius of torsion of that geodesic tangent,

A, = angle between the two curves,
(f),

yp' = constants.

Also other simple covariantive forms occur, within the order of variation

retained ; among them, we note the following :

—

h = L(f)oiylr,a —M (001^^10 + 0io"»|^oi) + ^<f>io'^io,

A = (EM -FL) 001 toi - i {EN-OL) {(f>o,ir,o+ </>iotoi) + {FN-G3I)(f>,of,o

•

Each of these must, of course, be expressible in terms of the members of the

algebraically complete set already retained.

In proceeding to the geometrical interpretation of the foregoing covariants,

we shall as far as possible use the earlier results applying in the case of a

single curve.

As before, we have

^=u .<^,, _^ = -u K/,.0,

dp _i , do _i
,

dn Y^^2^
^ dn y^^^

^ = -A_ (_ F^^^ + G^,), ^, =-^ {E^,. - Fir,,).
cm yy- '*' Vv~

Then (§ 142) we have

a'- \a p J \p' /8
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and similarly for the curve -v/r = constant, we have

cos

Also

hence

Similarly

hence

It follows at once that

V' Kdn'J
-^^^'

V"- p

a - \a p"J \p" /3

ds dn' \ds ds' ds' dsj ds ds'

_ 1 _ 1 „= u - V ^ V
;

V
T7-, = BB' cos X.

sm _ -j^ /dp dq dq dp \

\ds ds' ds ds'J

= — u ' V - Vw
;

Tr=— BB sm A-.

IV- \^ „, „,, uv

giving the expression for v in terms of the members of the algebraically

complete aggregate.

Again, we have

u^-v' = u'^"- - 2w/V - w'u'V + wufi {EN - 2FM + GL)
;

when the values of the various quantities are inserted, the equation

reduces to

1 cos2X sin 2X /I 1\ • ,,
H ,— + - + 7^ sin-X.

p p a \0L p/

Similarly, we have

icQ = J^"- + Vw[2V-' u - u {EN - 2FM +GL)}- V"-Jw'
;

when the values of the various quantities are inserted, the equation reduces to

1 cos2X [1 1 /I l\] . ^,—, = -, -^- - TT - + ^ H- sm 2A,.

a <t' [p 2\0L /3j]

Both these results can be verified, by using Euler's theorem on the curvature

of a normal section and the equation for the torsion of a geodesic given

in § 107. Moreover, we at once have

cosX sinX cosX sinXpap
cosX (1 1/1 1\] . , cosX [1 1/11,, . .

u J. (_4--Hsin\ = -!-. — - (-4- — l> sni X.



^ nn' fcos\
^

sinX\
7

pV-.
= -BB'^-^ + ^-;
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Next, we have
uh = i/V — Jiu,

and therefore

We also have

leading' to

the two expressions for )i being equal.

Also
mA = J^ + y-wu - \wu {EN - 1FM+ GL),

and therefore

We also have

and therefore

vh = v"^ + Jw,

h n D' /^cos X, sin X

2 \a pj

A 55' cos X

V^ ^ a' [p'

v\ = J^ - VHuv' + hvv {EN - 2FM + GL),

A BHcosX f 1 1 /I 1\] „p, . ^

the two expressions for A being equal.

Some of the corresponding results relating to differential invariants

within the next order of derivation of the equations of transformation of the

independent variables, which lead to relations between the geometrical

magnitudes involved, are given in the author's memoir cited (§ 132). And

further results are derivable, in this field of research, by the use of the same

method.

EXAMPLES.

1. Shew that, if two systems of orthogonal curves have constant geodesic curvatures,

thej are isometric curves.

2. With the notation adopted in § 146, for the circular curvature and the torsion of

two curves = constant and \//-= constant, and for other magnitudes connected with the

curves, prove that

1 sin^ X /cos X sin X\ ^

PP aP \ P

1 1/1 1 ^ . .^

(T cr 4 \a p

"cosx fi 1/1 lyi .
"

3. The orthogonal trajectories of the curves ^ (p, q) = c are drtiwn ; denoting by 1 -y

the geodesic curvature of. one of these trajectories, prove that

where J' is the covariant of ^ 142. Interpret this result for the case when the curves

(f)
= c are geodesic jjarallels.
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4. Prove that

d^Y d^-Y 1 dY \ dB dY I dY I dY
dsdn dnds y ds B ds dn y ds y dn''

where Y is any absokite invariant of the surface, l/y is the geodesic curvature of the

orthogonal trajectory of the curves ^ = constant, and the otlier quantities in the equation

have the customary significance. Prove the result also when Y= B.

5. Shew that, if Y denotes any quantity (such as H or A'), which is related to any

position on the surface and the expression of which is independent of any direction

through that position,

d-Y _ d^ _\ dY
ds^ di'^ y dn '

where ds, dn, dt are elementary arcs, along any curve, normal to the curve, and along its

geodesic tangent, respectively.

6. With the notation of § 142, whereby djds denotes arc-variation along any curve,

<^= constant, while djdt denotes arc-variation along its geodesic, shew that

ds^ \p') dt'^ \p'J ds \y<r'J ^y dt\<T'J'

where the quantities p', a', y have the customary significance in connection with the curve

and the surface. Shew also that

ds [dt [p'Jj dt \ds \p)j
"

y3 dt \a')
"

7. Writing ?«,= -/'</)oi + G*0io, ^2= ^^01- -^^m, %'= - J/^m + ^Vc^io, i'/= X0,)i -^V0io,
obtain the following results, as interpretations of the respective covariants :

—

(Z, M, .Vlu.,, v.^^=V^B'-(h--\;

{E, F, G'lu./, v.y-=V*B^{^-Ky,

{a, h, du,, v,Y=V^B-^^^-

{EM- FL, EN- GL, FN-GM^u^, v.^f= - V- -, ;

a

{Lb -Ma, Lc-Na, Mc-MJcj,,,, -0io)-^= V^ (?: ^ j, ll\ .

\ P ds ya- J

{LQ-MP, 2LR-MQ-NP, LS+MR-2NQ, MS- NR^ci>,,^, -0k.)'

= V^

{aQ-hP, 2aR-bQ-cP, aS+bR-2cQ, bS-cRj<f>ou -(t>wf

( ds ds \p J y dn \p/)

Evaluate also the following covariantive magnitudes :

—

{r-S - ?.LMR+ {LN^- 2J/2) Q - MNP} (^,,1
- {LMS- {LN+ 2M^) R +3MNQ - N'-P] </,,o

;

{P, Q, R, Slu.{, r.;)3

;

{aR - 2bQ+ cP) 0oi

-

{aS-2bR+ cQ) 0io ;

and the discriminant (|:^ 133) of the cubic form {P, Q, R, ^J^yi, -0io)^.

p dn \p'J a dt \p'J) p tr' ds



CHAPTER VII.

Comparison of Surfaces.

The present chapter deals with three methods used for the comparison of surfaces.

The process of conformal representation had its origin in Lagrange's theory of maps of

surfaces of revohition. It was generalised by Gauss, and now has become an important

feature in the theory of functions of a complex variable*.

The theory of geodesic representation of surfaces, whereby geodesies ai'e to be

conserved, proves to be of somewhat limited range. It was initiated by Beltrami, and

has been developed t by Dini and Darboux.

For spherical repi'osentation of surfaces and for the use of tangential coordinates,

special reference should be made to Darboux's Treatise (Book ii, ch. vii, in vol. i ; and

Book viii, ch. viii, in vol. iv) and to Bianchi (ch. v, in vol. i).

147. We now pass from the discussion of curves on surfaces to the more

direct consideration of surfaces them.selves ; and we begin with the repre-

sentation of surfaces on one another. This comparison of surfaces is important

alike in practice and in theory. In practice, it includes the whole matter of

maps, on whatever principle they are constructed. In theory, it admits the

derivation of classes of properties of a surface, by assigning one or other of

the simpler surfaces on which a surface can be represented under postulated

laws and conditions.

In all the representations that arise for consideration, a surface and its

representation correspond point by point ; and even of such representations,

only some will be discussed. Such theories as those of inversion and polar

reciprocation belong mainly to the domain of non-differential geometry, and

will find no place here. We shall limit the immediate discussion to three

kinds of representation, called conformal, spherical, and geodesic respectively.

In conformal representation, the aim is to secure the detailed arrangement

of two surfaces so that, when they are compared, there shall be the greatest

amount of similarity pos.sible. Thus two spherical surfaces can be coordinated

so that the only element lacking from complete similarity is the scale ; and

even the scale is uniform. But a spherical surface and a plane cannot be

coordinated to that degree of similarity.

* For references, see the chapters on conformal representation in the author's Theory

of functions.

t References are given in §§ 154, 156.
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In the geodesic representation of one surface upon another, the purpose

is to relate the surfaces in such a way that geodesies on one of them always

correspond to geodesies upon the other. Thus if a surface can be geodesically

represented upon a plane, its geodesies are derived from straight lines by the

equation of relation. But, as will be seen, it is not always possible to make
any two surfaces geodesic representatives of one another.

Of spherical representation, we have already had one particular instance

in the spherical indicatrix connected with a skew curve. General attention

is concentrated more upon the tangent plane at its point of contact than

upon the point itself; for we draw, through the centre of a sphere of radius

unity, a line parallel to the normal, and we take the point, where this line

cuts the spherical surface, as the image of the point on the surface. Thus

any configuration on the original surface will have its representation in a

configuration on the spherical surface ; and the question has to be solved as

to how far a spherical image can be substituted for the original configuration

or can determine it. It will appear (§ 159), however, that developable

surfaces do not admit of spherical representation.

There is still one other correspondence of surfaces of the utmost

importance ; it occurs when a surface is deformed in any manner that

excludes stretching or tearing. The theory of deformation is reserved for

a separate chapter.

Co nformal Representatio n

.

148. In general, it is impossible to depict two surfaces so that all the arcs

upon one of them correspond exactly to all the arcs upon the other; the

relation would require that, subject to a uniform scale of change, the one

surface would be deformable into the other. But it is possible to bring them

into relation with one another so that all the infinitesimal arcs at a point on

one shall correspond to all the infinitesimal arcs at a point on the other, the

magnification between the arcs being the same for all of them at the two

points. The magnification will, however, vary from point to point ; so the

similarity between the surfaces exists between infinitesimal areas at each

point, and is not uniform over the whole surface. It follows from elementary

geometry that, because of the uniform magnification at a point, the angle

between two corresponding infinitesimal arcs is unaltered ; in other words,

the indicated relation conserves angles. This relation is called a conformal

representation. It is essential to the constitution of a geographical map, made
as perfect as possible ; it secures similarity in detail, even when similarity at

large cannot be obtained.

When two surfaces are conformally related to one another, and one of

them is conformally related to a third, the other also is conformally related

to that third surface, because at corresponding points the three surfaces are
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similar to one another. Hence, in order to bring any two surfaces into

conformal relation with one another, it is sufficient to have each of them
conformally related to some standard surface ; and the simpler this standard

surface is, the simpler the equations for conformation. We therefore take a

plane as the standard surface ; and so our problem is the construction of an

equation (or of equations) which shall represent a surface conformally on

a plane.

Accordingly, at a point P take any arc ds on the given surface ; and in

the plane at a point P', made arbitrarily to correspond with P, take any arc

ds. Then if

m ds = ds',

where the magnification m is some function of position, not involving the

differential elements ds or ds' in any way : and if this relation holds for all

arcs at P and P', we secure detailed similarity at the points between the

surface and the plane. It is a differential equation ; its integral gives a

conforming relation ; and we have to see what elements of generality it

contains that may be at our disposal. Denoting the point in the plane by

a; and i/, the equation is

Edp~ + -iFdpdq + Gdq-= m-- {dx' + dy-).

In the first place, it is clear that the lines x = a', y = h', give a double set of

orthogonal isometric lines ; and we therefore, in effect, have to determine the

orthogonal isometric lines of the surface as a practically equivalent problem.

Let u = a, V = b, be nul lines through P, so that (§ 60)

du = fx [Edp ^iF + i V) dq], dv = [X, [Edp + (F - i V) dq]

,

where /j, and /Xq are free from differential elements ; then lo and v are conjugate

complex variables; and fi and /j^ are conjugate magnitudes, which maybe
entirely real in special cases. Also, let

z = a; + iy, z^ = x — iy\

then our differential equation has the form

dndv = ^^^ dzdzo= Xdzdz^,

where \ is a real positive quantity.

When du vanishes, dzdz^ also vanishes, that is, either dz vanishes or

dzo vanishes. Suppose that du and dz vanish together ; then u and z are

constant together. But u is a function of two variables p and q, and ^ is a

function of two variables x and y; hence u and z can be constant together,

only if some functional relation of the form

u=f{z)
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exists, f denoting any unrestricted function of its argument. Let g{za) be

the conjugate of /(^); then
v = g {zo),

which now is a consequence of the relation between the complex variables

u and z.

Had we taken dz^ instead of dz as the magnitude vanishing with du, we

should have had a relation

u = F{z,),

with a conjugate consequence v = G{z). The effect is only to change the

sign of y, or to take a reflexion of the configuration in the axis of x—a process

that does not affect conformation ; and so we can regard the first relation as

covering both cases.

Moreover, as regards the result, no limitation has been imposed on the

function/. Hence we have the theorem :

—

A surface is conformally represented on a plane hy the relation

u=f(x + iy),

luhere f is any function ivliatever, and u is a parameter of nid lines of

the surface.

And we infer that every conformal representation of the surface must be

derived through some appropriate form of the function / Also, we have

v = g{x- iy),

where g is the conjugate of/; hence

dudv =/' {x + iy)g' {x — iy) (dx" + dy"^),

so that

^^ = ^„-^-^'(" + ^>>^'^^-*»'

giving the magnitude m associated with the function/.

Different functions / give different conformal representations of the

surface on the plane. All these representations on the plane are conformal

with one another; that is, different functions/ lead to conformal representa-

tions of the plane upon itself

In the above result, the function / is general. It may be made special

by the assignment of appropriate conditions or requirements, additional to

the conformal quality of the representation.

Exx Consider the surface

manifestly deformable into a surface of revolution, fi being a constant. The Gaussian

measure of curvature is —
ij-~^, so that the surface is a pseudo-sphere (§ 54).
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The mil lines are given by
dp±iePdq= ;

that is, we may take

for any form of the function /; and then we have a copy of the surface on the plane.

The general equation of geodesies on the surface is easily found, by the method of

§§ 115, 116, to be

where a and b are arbitrary constants.

If we take/(A-4-2.y) = .r+ ?y, then the figures in the map corresponding to geodesies are

that is, circles having their centres on the axis oi t/.

149. The simplest class of cases, in its analytical aspect, arises when the

surface to be represented conformally on a plane is itself a plane. When lu

is the complex variable of any point in the plane to be represented, the

conforming relation is

w=f(2);

or, as /is any function of its argument, the conforming relation can be taken

to be
F(iv,2) = 0,

where ^ is a quite general function of its two arguments.

Round this equation, and specially connected with the particulari.sation

of the function F, so as to satisfy one or other of special conditions, there has

grown a vast body of investigations belonging to the theory of functions of

complex variables ; and a multitude of functional properties find their

elucidation through the conformal representation of the two planes of tv and
of z. As such investigations really belong to the theory of functions and
only secondarily to differential geometry, an account of them must be sought

elsewhere*.

150. An extensive class of important cases, which really were the base

of Lagrange's investigations into maps and map-making, is provided by
surfaces of revolution.

Let r denote the distance of a point on the surface from the axis of

revolution, z its height above some plane perpendicular to the axis of

revolution, cf) the longitude (relative to some fixed meridian) of the meridian

through the point, and dcr the element of arc of the meridian at the point.

We have

da- = fZr- + dz'-,

* An account of the functional theory of conformal representation of planes will be found in

the author's Theory offunctions of a complex variable, (3rd ed.), chapters xix and xx.
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so that ?•, z, da are functions of the current parameter of the meridian ; and

ds"" = (da- + r'^d(f>-)

= r" {dyjr- + dxj)'),

where
, dad^= —,

so that -^ is a function of the current parameter of the meridian only. Then

the relation

^ +i-»|r =f{x 4- iy),

for any form of the function /', gives a conformal representation of the surface

of revolution upon the plane ; and the magnification m, being the ratio of an

elementary arc on the plane to an elementary arc on the surface, is given by

1 = m-r-'f' {x + iy) g {x - iy),

where g{x — iy) is the conjugate oif(x + iy).

If we take the conforming relation to be

X + iy = F
{(f>

+ iyjr),

then

m-r- = F'
{(f> + if) G'

((f)
- iy^).

Manifestly the lines in the map, that represent the meridians on the surface,

are given by the equation

f (x + iy) + g (x ~ iy) = constant

;

and the lines in the map, that represent the parallels of latitude on the

surface, are given by the equation

f(x + iy) — g (x — iy) = constant.

151. The surface of revolution which occurs most frequently in this

connection, through geographical and astronomical problems, is the sphere.

The natural current parameter to choose for the meridian is the latitude X,

so that

r = a cos X, da = a dX,

where a is the radius of the sphere ; and then

7 . da d\
r cos X

so that

sech y{r = COS X,

the constant of integrati(m being chosen so that X and yfr vanish together.

The conforming relation is

+ ix/r=/(.t + {?/);
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==f'{x+iy)g {x-iy);

the magnification m is given by

1

m^a^ cos- X

and various conformal representations are given by various forms of the

function /.

There are three forms of / which are of special importance—two for

geographical maps, and one for star-maps.

For the first form, we take/(u) = ujk, where ^ is a real constant; then

k
{(f)

+ iyjr) = x + iy,

so that

X — Jc<f), y = ky\r.

Thus the meridians (0 = constant) and the parallels of latitude (-v/r = constant)

are two sets of straight lines in the map ; they are perpendicular to one

another, as is^ to be expected under the conservation of angles. Meridians,

with a constant difference of longitude, become equidistant parallel straight

lines. Parallels of latitude, with a constant difference of latitude, and \yvag

on the same side of the equator, become parallel straight lines whose distance

from one another increases towards the pole. Also g {x - iy) = j(x — iy)

;

hence

m = - sec A,.

a

Thus the magnification is uniform along a parallel of latitude ; and it

increases along a meridian away from the equator, the increase being very

rapid towards the pole. This map is known as Mercators projection.

But though the meridians become straight lines, no other great circles

become straight lines.

For the second form, we take

so that

Also

so that

hence

and therefore

X = ke~'^ cos
(f), y = ke~* sin ^.

/• / • % 1 1
oc +iy

f(x + ^y)= -Aog—j^,

1 x- iy
9(cc-iy) = -^\og

-J—;

m-a^ cos^ \ = x- -\- y'^,

k , ^ k 1m =-e "^ sec X
a a 1 + sm X

16
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The meridians (</> = constant) are represented by the concurrent straight

lines

y = X tan <^.

The parallels of latitude (•\|r = constant, A, = constant) are the concentric

circles

1. .->, , o 1 — sin X,

^
1 + sin X

of course orthogonal to the concui-rent meridian lines. This map is known

as the stereograpMc projection ; the South pole is the origin of projection.

For the third form, we take

x + iy = A-e'-''(*+'*)

where k and c are real constants ; and c is different from unity, being a

disposable constant used to secure some property or to satisfy some special

condition. We have

X = ke~'''^ cos C(f), y = ke~^'^ sin C(f).

Also,

hence

so that

1 , x + iy J,, . .

</> + ^t = - log -^ =f{x + ly),

</> - ^'t = - - log^-^ =9(^- iy)
;

ni^a^ cos- X. = c^ (x- + y^),

ck „, ^

a

_cA-(l -sinX)^"'-^ '

"~
«(l + sin\)5"'+i»'

The meridians
{<f>
= constant) are the concurrent straight lines

y = X tan ccf) ;

the parallels of latitude (A, = constant) are the concentric circles

7 . •>., 7 >
/I — sinXX'^

^
\l + sm Xj

of course orthogonal to the concurrent meridian lines.

The representation is used for star-maps ; and the constant c is deter-

mined, for any one map, by making the magnification the same at the

parallels of highest and lowest latitude on the map. But these parallels

must not be equidistant from the equator.
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152. The conformal representation of a surface of revolution on a plane

was first effected by Lagrange*. The general conformal representation of any

surface upon any other surface is duef to Gauss, who obtained the necessary

results for a number of problems and applied them to geodesy. There are

many memoirs on the subject by other investigators; but the geometrical

relations of the surfaces considered soon becqme merged in the analytical

results, and tlie subject passes into the range of the theory- of functions.

Some results are appended as examples.

Ex. 1. A plane map is made of a surface of revolution ; shew that the curvature in

the map of a meridian at a point -^ \s :rj i—
; j

, and that the curvature in the map of a

parallel of latitude at a point dj is -— (
—

)

c0 \inrj

Ex. 2. A plane map is made of a surface of revolution, so that the meridians and the

parallels of latitude are circles. Shew that, if r and 6 are the polar coordinates of the

point in the map which represents the point (p, -yJA on the surface,

= - 2ac {ae-*^* cos 2 (c0 -\-g) + b cos (g + h)},

—^ = 2ac {ae^'^^ sin 2{c(j)+g) + b sin (g + h)],

where a, &, c, g, h are constants : and prove that the centres of the meridians and the

centres of the parallels of latitude in the map lie on two perpendicular straight lines.

Ex. 3. Shew that, if .r, y, 2 be a point on a sphere of radius or, every conformal repre-

sentation of the sphere on the plane x', y' is given by

for varying forms of the function f.

Can /be determined so that all great circles become straight lines in the maj) ?

Ex. 4. Shew that rhumb lines of the meridians on a sphere become straight lines

in Mercator's projection and equiangular spirals in a stereographic projection.

Ex. 5. In a star-map (§ 151), shew that the magnification is a minimum for the

parallel of latitude sin~^ c ; and obtain an expression for the deviation of this parallel

from the middle parallel of the map.

Ex. 6. A point on an oblate spheroid of eccentricity e is determined by its longitude

^ and its geograjjhical latitude X. Shew that a map of the surface on the plane is

given by the equation

x+ iy=f{<p-\-iQ),
where

.9= sech~i (cos X) -e tanh"^ (esin X).

Discuss the maps for the forms of f which correspond to the Mercator's projection, the

stereographic projection, and the .star-map for the .sphere, especially in the cases where

powers of e higher than the second can be neglected.

* See his collected works, vol. iv, i^p. 63-5—692.

t Ges. Werke, t. iv, pp. 2-59—340.

16—2
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153. It may be added that, for practical purposes, various other pro-

jections of the sphere are adopted ; but they do not possess the conformal

property. Three of them are more important than the rest*.

Thus there is a perspective projection. An origin, not on the surface of

the sphere and not its centre, is joined to every point of a curve on the

sphere ; we obtain a perspective projection of the curve on a plane, when we

take a section of the cone by the plane. (When the origin is taken on the

sphere and the plane of section is parallel to the tangent plane at the origin,

we have a stereographic projection.)

There is an orthographic projection. It is the special case of a perspective

projection when the origin of perspective moves off to infinity : so that, in

effect, we have projection by a cylinder.

There are central (or gnomonic) projections. The origin of projection is

taken to be the centre of the sphere ; the same construction as for perspective

projection is made, and the plane of projection is a tangent plane. When
the tangent plane is taken at the pole, the projection is called central polar.

When the tangent plane is taken at a point on the equator, the projection

is called central equatorial.

Geodesic Representation.

154. The fundamental property of conformal representation—that a

surface and its map should be similar to one another in minute detail at

every point, though the similarity cannot be secured for any full extent

owing to the variation of the magnification—is not the only useful quality

that may be required in the comparison of surfaces. Whether for charts,

or for deformations of surfaces, or for other purposes of representation of a

.surface, it is manifestly desirable to know the possibilities of ranging two

surfaces together in such a fashion that geodesies upon one of them corre-

spond to geodesies upon the other—in general, that is to say, and not merely

some special family. Thus to take the simplest instance, consider a central

projection of a sphere, which has just been mentioned; the great circles,

which are geodesies on the sphere, are projected into straight lines, which

are geodesies on the tangent plane, a property that is of manifest importance

in maps of the heavens. We thus are faced with the question of the geodesic

representation of two surfaces upon one another, such that they correspond

point by point ; and the simplest form of the question arises when we seek

for the representation of such surfaces (if any) as will allow the image of

their geodesies to become straight lines upon a plane. In this limited form,

the question was propounded by Beltrami; he shewedf that the only surfaces

which can be thus represented are those of constant curvature. The result

can be established as follows.

* A number are set out by Tissot, Comptes Retidus, t. 1 (1860), p. 475.

t A)Ui. (U Mat., t. vii (1866), p. 185.
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Choose a family of geodesies and the orthogonal geodesic parallels as the

parametric curves on the surface ; then the arc-element has the form

ds-= dp- + D'-dq^,

and the general equation of geodesies becomes (§^ 68, 92)

dp'
~ ^^' ^dp) ~ D [dp) ^ Ddp-

Among the geodesies on the surface are the family q = constant ; and all the

geodesies are to become straight lines on the plane of representation. Thus

we can take q as one of the variables in this plane ; if lu denotes the other

variable, the equation

Aw + Bq + C =

is to represent geodesies, that is, this equation is to be the primitive of the

differential equation of all the geodesies for an appropriately determined

magnitude iv, as a function of p and q. Now

and therefore

that is,

dp^ lUi \dp)
*"

Wi \dp) Wi dp

'

This differential equation is equivalent to the postulated integral equation,

and so it must be the same as the general equation of the geodesies. Hence

^^ = _ DD 2—=-— ^=-2 —
Wi

^' Wi D' Wi D'

From the third of these relations we have

where Q is any function of q alone ; and from the second of the relations

we have

/)„. 2 _ A

where P is anj' function of ^ alone. Hence

r, P Q

and therefore

w =e.+«/^.
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where Qi is any function of q alone. In order that the first relation may be

satisfied, we must have

«,"+«"[§:= IV.

= - DD.iu,

P'

PQ''

and in this form the relation must be satisfied identically, for otherwise there

would be a relation between the independent variables. Differentiating

with respect to p, we have

P^ Q'dpKPj'

that is,

and so each side of this equation mast be equal to a constant, say a. Thus

and therefore

^W--
P'Y a ,

where 6 is a constant ; hence

P'2 = 6P2 _ a,

and so

P" = bP.

The Gauss measure of curvature of the surface is given by

Ddp'

and so is constant ; hence we have Beltrami's result that tlie only surfaces,

which can he geodesically represented on a plane, are those with a constant

measure of curvatm^e.

155. There are three cases to consider, according as the constant measure

is zero, positive, or negative.

First, let the constant measure be zero. Then

P" = 0,

and so

P = a'p,
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where a is a constant ; no generality is lost by making the unexpressed

additive constant of integration equal to zero. Also

Q'Q"^-PP" + P'^-=a\

and therefore

hence

(c'Q2 _ a'2)i = c'q,

again making the additive constant of integration equal to zero without any

loss of generality. Hence the surface is

= dp- + p'^dq'^,

on changing the variable q. Also we had

y, [dp P'

which, on substitution for P and Q, gives

Q^'=0,
SO that

Q, = a"q + b".

But Qi is an additive part of iv, which appears in the equation

Aw + Bq+C=0;
hence no generality is lost by taking a" = 0, h" = 0. Thus

Now
c'a'dq , ,

^"^TT^ = dq
,

that is,

c'q = a tan q,

and

c'Q- = a'^ sec^ g-'.

Hence, except as to constant factors,

1 , , ,

w = - sec g , q = tan f/
,

p
and therefore the geodesies on the surfaces, having their arc-element in the form

ds-= dp^ + p-dq'\

are given by the equation

Aw+Bq + C = 0,

that is, by the equation

A'p sin q + B'p cos q' + C = 0.
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Secondly, let the measure of curvature be positive and equal to a~'\

Then

D dp"
~

a'
'

so that

i) = Qs sin - + Qi cos -

.

(Jb 0/

But

no generality is lost by taking

Also

and therefore

leading to

a?c'Q^ = 1 + (rtc'^ + 6')-

= 1 + a-c'~(f,

without loss of generality. Let

I _^dq _ ac'dq

so that

ac'g = tan q',

a"^ c'Q" = sec- q.

Write
_p = ap'

;

then the arc-element is

P-
ds- = dp^ +

jY^
d(f

= a^ {dp^ + sin" p'dq'-).

Also

Q/' + Q"\ pi^-pQi'

which, on substitution for P and Q, gives

Q,"=0.

As Qi is an additive part' of w, no loss of generality (so far as the geodesies

are concerned) is incurred by taking Q^ = 0. Then

w
'-q,^qI%

= — aQ cot - = — aQ cot p.
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The geodesies on the surfaces, having their arc-element in the form

ds'^ = ar (dp''^ + s\n^ p'dq''-'),

are given by the equation

A' sin q' sin p' + B' cos q' sin p + C cos p = 0.

The sphere, of course, is one of the included surfaces ; the last equation shews

that the geodesies on the sphere lie on planes through the centre, that is,

are great circles.

Thirdly, let the measure of curvature be negative and equal to — a~^. The

analysis is the same as for the second case, save that hyperbolic functions

occur instead of circular functions. The result is that geodesies on the

surfaces, having their arc-element in the form

ds^ = a^ {dp'- + sinh'^ p'dq'"),

are given by an equation

A' sin q' sinh p' -f B' cos q sinh p' + C cosh p' = 0.

The Cartesian coordinates for the plane upon which the geodesies are

represented as straight lines are

a^ = p sin q', V =P cos q'
;

X = sin q tan p, y = cos q tan ja'

;

x = ^\nq tanh p , y = cos q tanh j)'
;

in the respective cases.

156. It thus appears that the variety of surfaces which can be represented

geodesically upon a plane is gravely limited ; and so it is natural to enquire

what surfaces can be represented geodesically upon one another, without any

restriction to a particular surface as that upon which the representation is to

be effected. A solution of the problem, though initially not complete, was

given* by Dini ; a lacuna was supplied f by Lie; and another solution has

been given
J:
by Darboux.

In order to effect the geodesic repi'esentation of one surface upon another,

it is necessary and sufficient to secure that the general equation of the

geodesies, viz.,

5 = r"©%(2r'_A")(|)%(r-2A')|-A,

should be the same for the two surfaces. This requires that the quantities

r", 2r'-A", r-2A', a,

* Ann. di Mat., 2" Ser., t. iii (1869), pp. 269—293.

t Math. Ann., t. xx (1882), p. 421.

X In the chapter, pp. 40—65, of the third vohime of his treatise.
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should be the same for the two surfaces. The equations thus obtained are

considerably simplified, if the same parametric curves are orthogonal on either

surface; still greater is the simplification if those parametric curves are

orthogonal on both surfaces.

But is this possible ? The answer to the question is to be found in the

following theorem, due* to Tissot :

—

In any hirational correspondence between the real points of two real

surfaces, an orthogonal system on one surface exists having an orthogonal

system on the other as its homologue ; and the system is unique, unless the

correspondence is conformal, or unless nul lines are homologous to nul lines.

Let the arc-elements on the two surfaces be

ds"" = Edp"" + 2Fdpdq + Gdq\ ds' = E'dp' + 2F'dpdq + G'dq\

When the correspondence between the surfaces is a conformal representation,

we must have

ds'^ = m^ds^,

where m is independent of the differential elements ; hence, in that case, we

should have

E F~ G'
or, if we write

F'G-FG' = A, G'E-GE' = B, E'F-EF' = C,

the conditions for conformal representation are

^=0, B = 0, C=0.

When the nul lines of one family on the first surface are homologues of

the nul lines of one family on the second surface, the equations ds^ = and

ds'^ = have one root dp/dq common ; its value is given by

dp^ 2dpdq dq^

F'G - FG' " G'E - GE' " E'F- EF'

'

that is, by
dp- _ 'Idpdq _ dq-

~A ~ ~B^ ~U '

and the condition is

B'-4>AC=0.

We need not consider the case when both families of nul lines are homologous

with both families of nul lines ; for then

Edp^ + 2Fdpdq + Gdq' = 0, E'dp' + 2F\lpdq + G'dq' = 0,

would be the same equations, and we should have

^' _ ^ _ G'

E~ F~ G'

that is, we should have the preceding case of conformal representation.

* Nouv. Ann. Math., 2""= S6r., t. xvii (1878), p. 151.
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If possible, then, let 8p, Sq ; and B'j), S'q ; represent an orthogonal pair of

directions on both surfaces. We have

E BjyS'p + F {Sp8'q + SqBp) + GSqS'q = 0,

E'SpS'p + F' (8p8'q + Sqb'p) + G'SqB'q=^0;

and therefore

Sphp=dA,

Sp8'q + 8q8'p = eB,

8qS'q = 6C.

Hence the directions Bq/Bp and B'q/B'p are the roots of the quadratic

At''-Bt + C=0.

We thus have a unique pair of orthogonal corresponding lines, unless either

the quadratic is evanescent so that A, B, C vanish, or the quadratic has equal

roots so that B^ = 4<AG. The former exception gives rise to conformal

representation. The latter requires that one set of nul lines should be

homologous, a correspondence that is imaginary for real surfaces. Hence we

have Tissot's theorem.

157. Deferring for the moment the two possible exceptions, let us

assume that the two surfaces have, in common, a unique system of orthogonal

curves. We take them as parametric curves, so that the arc-elements on the

two surfaces are

ds' = Edp''+G dq\ ds'^- = E'dp' + G' dq\
.

The general equation of geodesies on the first surface is

dp'~[dp) 2E '^[dpj [e 2G)^d^\jE g)'^2G'

and the general equation of geodesies on the second surface has the same

form. If the two surfaces can be represented geodesically upon one another,

the two general equations must be the same ; so the necessary and sufficient

conditions are

G^_Gl
E E"

E2 (to El Go

^~2G^W~W"
El Gi El Gi

2E~'G^2E''~W
E,_El
G~G'-

From the second of these, we have

G G' '
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where P is a function ofp only; and from the third, we have

E E'^'

where Q is a function of q only. Thus

E = E'P'-Q, G = G'PQ\

When we substitute these values of E' and G' in the first condition, it

becomes
G,{P-Q)=GP,;

and then _
G = Q-^{P-Q\

where Q is a function of q only. When the values of E' and G' are substi-

tuted in the last of the conditions, it becomes

E,{Q-P) = EQ,-
and then _

E = P^{P-Q),

where P is a function of^ only.

Hence the two surfaces are

ds'- = (P-Q)(p--d,f + ^d(f),

'^'' = (5"?)(?*' + f'^*')'

and these are Liouville surfaces (§§ 117, 121). Consequently, a Liouville sur-

face can he represe)ited geodesically upon an associated Liouville surface.

We have seen (p. 172) that geodesies on the first are given by

P{P-ay^^dp-Q{a-Q)-^-dq = 0.

This equation is unaltered if we change P into — P~^, Q into — Q''\

P into PP~^, Q into QQ~^, a into —1/a'. These changes turn the first

surface into the second ; and so there is a direct verification that the two

Liouville surfaces can be represented geodesically upon one another.

158. We have to deal with the two exceptions to which Tissot's theorem

does not apply.

In the first of them, there is conformal representation, so that

ds' = m ds.

Thus the nul lines on the two surfaces are the same. Let them be chosen

as the parametric curves ; then

ds'^ = 4Xdp dq, ds'- =^4:X'dp dq,

and therefore

X' = 7n-X.
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The general equation of geodesies on the former surface is

d-q _ Xi dq Xo i^qV _

dp- X dp \ \dp)
'

and on the latter it is

drq _ \i dq X2' f^qV
dp- X dp \' \dpj

When the two surfaces can be represented geodesically on one another, these

two general equations must be the same; hence

A-2 A,] A,2 A,2

A. A, A. A.

and therefore

— = constant,
A,

that is. m is constant. Thus the two surfaces are similar to one another in a

constant magnification.

In the second of the exceptions not included in Tissot's theorem, the

homologues of a family of nul lines on one surface are a family of nul lines

on the other.

Let one surface be referred to its nul lines as parametric curves ; its

arc-element is

ds- = 4:Xdpdq.

Let q = constant be the family of nul lines, of which the homologues are a

family of nul lines on the other surface ; then its arc-element has the form

ds'-=2Fdpdq+ Gdq-.

For the latter surface, we have

r=5, A=o,

and the general equation of geodesies is

g = r"(|)%(2r-A")©V(r-2A0|-A.

On the former surface, the general equation of geodesies is

d^q _ \2 idq\- Xj dq

dp^~~\\dp) '^Xdp'
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When the two surfaces can be represented geodesically on one another, these

two general equations are the same ; hence

F X'

The third of these conditions yields the relation

F= \Q,

where Q is a function of q only. When this relation is substituted in the

second condition, the latter becomes

The first condition now gives

(r2 _ Xg 2 Q'

2G~'\^'S Q'

so that

G = a\'Q^P-\

where, so far as the condition is concerned, P is a function ofp only, and a is

a disposable constant. Substituting this value of G in the modified form of

the second condition, we find

hence

where Q is a function of q only.

Now let

so that i^ is a function of q only, and u is a new variable ; then

or, choosing a = — 1,

Also

Thus the first surface is

II = Q— uR',
a

/^ = Q + uR-

F=fMPR-\

G = - fx'R-\

ds-= 4</jidudq

= 4 (Q + uR') dudq,
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where Q and R are any functions of q alone ; and the second surface* is

ds'^ = 2^iR-'Hudq - iM'R-^dq-,

where

IJL — Q + uR'.

These two surfaces can be represented upon one another so that their

geodesies correspond. Now (§ 121) the geodesies on the surface

ds'=4<{Q-\-uR')dudq

are given by the equation

'^ _ 2 r ^^g ^ c

(a+2i^)^ J{a + 2Rf

where a and c are arbitrary constants ; this equation therefore gives also the

geodesies upon the geodesically associated surface.

Spherical Representation : Tangential Coordinates.

159. We now come to the representation of a surface on a sphere,

already indicated in § 147 ; it frequently is called the spherical representation

of the surface, and it is due to Gauss originally. We take a sphere of radius

unity and through its centre draw a line parallel to the positive direction of

the normal to the surface ; the point on the surface has its image in the point

where the sphere is cut by the line. It thus follows that, in the represen-

tation, we are partly considering the tangent plane to the surface ; and so, in

using the direction-cosines of the noimal, we are in effect using three of the

tangential coordinates of the surface. We shall therefore find it convenient

to deal with equations, expressed as far as possible, in terms of tangential

coordinates ; for they are essential to the resolution of the question as to

how far a surface is determined by a given spherical representation.

The coordinates of the spherical image of a point on the surface, where

the direction-cosines of the normal are X, Y, Z, are themselves X, Y, Z, which

are subject to the condition X' -f Y- + Z- = 1. Let dS be an arc-element on

the sphere ; then

dS' = dX'' + dY-' + dZ' = e dp' + 2fdpdq + g dq\
where

e= X,' + Y,^ + Z;' =-EK+LH,
/=XiX,,+ Y,Y^-\-Z,Z, = -FK + MH,

g= Xi + IV + Z:- =-GK+NH,
on substituting the values of the derivatives of X, F, Z given in § 29.

We have

eg-f=V-^K-';

* The result is due to Lie ; see § 156.
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and therefore, as eg —f' > 0, the surface to be represented cannot be a

developable surface.

Manifestly we have

P

with the usual notation for the curvature of the normal section. Now

j^ H _ 1 /I IWcos'^a/t sin- x//-

p a/3 \a ^J \ a. yS

_ COS^ ^fr sin^ yjr

where -^ is the angle between the tangent to the curve and a line of

curvature ; and therefore

rfS= =(^ + ^-^)rfs'.

Hence tJie spherical image usually is not a conformal representation. But

there arc two classes of surfaces for Avhich spherical representation is con-

formal. For one class, we have cl = /3; its Cartesian equation, in the most

general range, is

y + fxx = </) (fi)

where ^ and y\r are arbitrary functions. For the other class, we have

a + yS = ; they are minimal surfaces, and will be discussed later (in

Chap. viii).

160. Some simple properties can be established at once.

I. When the parametric curves on the surface are orthogonal, we have

When they are orthogonal on the sphere also, then

/=0;

and therefore, unless H =0, we have AI = 0.

Further, when F=0, M = 0, we have /= whether H vanishes or not.

Hence the spherical image of the lines of curvature is an orthogonal system

;

and the lines of curvature are the only orthogonal system whose spherical

image is orthogonal, unless the original surface is a minimal surface—in

which case the spherical representation happens to be conformal also, so that

any orthogonal system remains orthogonal in the representation.

II. But further, the spherical image of a line of curvature is parallel

(directly or reversely) to the line ; and if the spherical image of a curve is

parallel to the curve, then the curve is a line of curvature.
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For the first part, take the lines of curvature as the parametric curves,

so that

F=Q, il/=0.

We then have (§ 29), for the respective lines,

" ~ E'x^
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This can be established independently as follows. Taking the conjugate

lines as the parametric curves, we have il/ = ; and therefore

As usual, denote by w the inclination of the parametric curves on the surface

which now are conjugate ; and denote by w the inclination of their spherical

images. Then (§ 25)

cot (t) =F/ V, cot co' —f {eg -/-)
~

^.

Now
v'' = eg-p = y''K'',

and we take v positive, just as V has been taken positive (§ 24) ; hence

v=±YK,

the upper or the lower sign being used, according as the surface is synclastic

or anticlastic. Thus
cot ft)' = ±f\yK,

that is,

cot &)' = + cot ft),

which gives the property in question.

V. We can, by means of the spherical representation, prove Joachim-

sthal's theorems (§ 128) as to plane lines of curvature and spherical lines of

curvature.

In the case of a plane line of curvature, let a, 6, c be the direction-

cosines of the normal to the plane. If at any point, ot is the angle between

the normal to the surface and the principal normal to the curve, we have

sin CT — aX + bY +cZ;
and therefore

d , . ^ f dX ,dY dZ\dS
ds^''''''^

= V'dS^^ds'"ds)ds

_ , ( dx , dy dz\ dS
~

\ ds ds dsj ds

'

because the spherical image of a line of curvature is parallel to the line.

Now a, h, c are the direction-cosines of the normal to the plane in which

the line of curvature lies ; thus

d.T , dy dz ^

ds ds ds

Consequently, sin ct = constant ; or the plane and the surface cut everywhere

at a constant angle—which is the theorem as to plane lines of curvature.

Moreover, the equation

aX -{-bY -h cZ = sin liT

now shews that the spherical image of the line of curvature is a small circle,

unless the line of curvature is also a geodesic, in which case its spherical

image is a great circle.
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Also, if a family of lines of curvature is composed of plane curves, their

spherical image is a family of small circles. If both families of lines of

curvature are plane curves, then (because the spherical image of two lines

of curvature is two orthogonal lines) the spherical images are two families of

orthogonal small circles. We shall return later (§§ 197, 198) to this matter.

Next, consider a spherical line of curvature. Let the sphere be of radius r

and have its centre at x^, (jo, z^\ then, denoting by % the angle between the

normal to the surface and the normal to the sphere at a point on the line of

curvature, we have

COS X— ^ ^ -* —^ + ^

Consequently

d , , \ ( ^,dx ^r dii „ dz\ dS fdX x — Xn dY y — w„ dZ z — z^

dS /x — Xq dx y — y^dy z — z^ dz

ds \ r ds r ds r ds/

because the spherical image of a line of curvature is parallel to the line.

The quantity within the brackets on the right-hand side is zero because the

line of curvature lies on the sphere ; hence

cos x = constant,

and therefore the sphere and the surface cut at a constant angle along the

line of curvature—which is the theorem as to spherical lines of curvature.

(The angle ^ is the angle sr' — -sr of § 128.)

161. The fundamental magnitudes of the second order, say L', M', N',

for the sphere can be obtained simpl3^ Denoting the direction-cosines of

the positive direction of the normal to the sphere by X', Y\ Z', we have (in

accordance with §§ 27, 29)

X' =- {Y,Z,-Y.Z,) = - KVX = + X,

according as the surface is synclastic or anticlastic ; and similarly Y' = ± Y,

Z' = ± Z, the upper signs being used together, and the lower signs being used

together. Thus

L' = X'Xn + Y'Yn + Z'Z,,

= ±{XX,, + YYn + ZZu)

= ±i~ {XX, + YY, + ZZ,) - (AV + Y,^ + ^r)|

= + e;

and similarly M'=^f, N'= + g. The radius of curvature of any normal

section of the sphere, being

edp^ + 2fdpdq + gdq"

rdp" + 2M'dpdq + Nliq^
'

1.7—2
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is mimerically equal to unity, as was to be expected ; it is positive or negative,

according as the normal to the positive side of the sphere has to be drawn

inwards or outwards.

Thus only the fundamental magnitudes of the first order for the sphere

need be taken into account. It is convenient to have the relations between

them and the fundamental magnitudes of the surface. Substituting for K
and H in the expressions for e,f, g, we find (see also § 29)

V'e = EM"- - 2FLM + GD,

V'f= EMN - F {LN + M') + GLM,

V'g = EN' - 2FMN + GAP

;

and therefore

v"-E = eAP - 2fLM + gL\

v'F = eMN -f{LN + M^) + gLM,

v^G= eN^ - 2fMN + gM\

We require quantities corresponding to F, F', F", A, A', A". Let

fi = \e^, fi' = \e.j
, ix" =/2 - \g, ,

Then we take

vS =l^g -vf\, v"-8' =v'e -^'f ;

v-y = /jl g — V J ) v-6 = V e — fx J )

and we thus have the quantities required. Moreover, they give

fi =ey' +fS' \, v =fy' +g8' \,

f^"=ey"+f6"] p"=fy" + g8")

corresponding to the relations in § 84.

As the values of the quantities e,f, g involve all the magnitudes E, F, G,

L, M, N, these quantities yx, /x', fx" , v, v, v" must be expressible in terms of

the derived magnitudes of the third order for the surface. We have

^^ =
^^ [2mM' -2{n + m') LM + 2n D] + ^ [2M,{EM - FL) + 2L,{GL - FM)\

dp

-y^{V+^') {EM- - 2FLM + GD)

=
y^ {{GL

- FM) P + {EM - FL) Q + F^ {eV +/A)}

;
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and similarly for the others. The aggregate of results is :

—

fji =y^\{GL-FM)P^-{EM-FL)Q] + eV +/A

/.' = ~ [{GL - FM) Q + (EM-FL) R] + eV +/A' V

,

fx," =— {{GL - FM) R + (EM - FL) S} + eV" +/A"

V =^^[{GM-FN)P + {EN-FM)q\+fV +gA

v' =~\(GM-FN)Q + (EN-FM)R}+fr' + gA'

i;" =^J^(GM-FN)R + (EN-FM)S]+fr" + gA"

and it is easy to shew that

V'K(y -r ) = FN-QM} V'K{8 -A ) = -PM+QL]
V'K(j' -T') = QN'-RM>, V'K{8' - /\' ) = - QM + Rl\ .

V^K iy" - T") = RN- SM J V'K {S" - A") = -RM+ SL )

162. The tangential coordinates connected with the surface are defined,

as usual, in connection with the tangent plane. Let x, y, z be the coordinates

of any point on the surface, and let T (with, of course, a new significance for

the symbol, different from the significance adopted in § 28) be the distance*

of the tangent plane from the origin ; then the equation of the plane is

xX^-yY-^zZ^T.

The quantities X, Y, Z, T are the tangential coordinates of the surface.

We require various quantities, and some of our established equations,

expressed in terms of the tangential coordinates. For x, y, z we have

xX +yY +zZ =T,

xX, + yY,-^zZ, = T„

xX, + yY,+ zZ,= l\.

Now (§ 29)
X, Y, Z ^VK,

X,, Y„ Z,

X2, I 2) ^2

Y,Z,-Y,Z, = VKX,

Y,Z-YZ,=^{gX,-fX,),

YZ,-Y,Z =^{-fX, + eX,);

Sometimes iris used (as in § 79, and regularly by Bianchi).
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hence

a; = TX + \ {eX/T,-f{X,T, + X,T,) + gX,T,] \

y = TY+'^^[eY,T,-f{Y,T, + Y,T,)+gY,T,] L

z = TZ + \ [eZ.T. - f{Z:r, + Z,T,) + gZJ,]
J

giving the point-coordinates of the surface in terms of the tangential

coordinates.

It therefore follows that, when the tangential coordinates are given, the

surface is completely determinate even as to position and orientation.

163. Again, we have (§161)

ZZ„ + YY,, + ZZ,, = -e.

Also, from the definitions of the quantities yu, and v, it follows that

XiA''i, -r liFji + ^lAi = A*)

X.X,,A-Y.\\,\Z^Z,, = v\

solving for X^, Fn, ^n, we find

X„=-eA + 7Zi + 8X;

and similarly for Fji, Z^^. Thus

Xn = — eX + 7X1 + 8X2

F„ = -eF+7F, + SF2

Zyv = — eZ + jZi + BZ^

Similarly

and

X,, = -/X +7X + S'X,]

F,, = -/F+7'Fi+8'k[,

A^„=-5^X-f 7"Xi+S"X2

Y,, = -gY+y"Y,+ 8"Y,

Z.^ = -gZ + ry"Z^ + S"Z,

These are the equations of the second order satisfied by A'', F, Z.

There are corresponding equations for T. We proceed from

T, = a:X, + yY, + zZ,;

then

Tn = ocXu 4- y F„ + zZn + x,X, + y, Y, + z^Z^
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Similarly for T^^, T^^\ the results are

It therefore follows that E, F, G, L, M, iV are directly expressible, without

any inverse operations, in terms of e,f, g, T, and their derivatives. Hence,

when T and a spherical representation are known, the surface is uniquely

determinate save as to orientation and position. The organic lines on the

surface are expressible in terms of these quantities ; it is easy to verify that

the quantities A and TF of § 125 are given by

-AVK = 2\,

y'-'Tf =

TuP'"- + 2T,,pq' + T,,q\

Z,^p''+2Zy,p'q + Z^_q",

T,,p' + T,,q, T,,p + T^q,

XuP + Xy.q, Xiop' + X..2q,

YnP'+ y^^q', Y,,p'+ Y^q',

Zup + Zy,q', Z,2p' + Z.„_q,

where ^ = is the equation of the asymptotic lines, and W = is the

equation of the lines of curvature.

X„
Y-2,

Z„

T^,

X„
Y„

Z^,

T

X
Y
Z

T.

X,

Y,

Zo

164. We have seen that, when the tangential coordinates X, Y, Z, T are

known as functions of two parameters, the surface is completely determinate

;

and that when e, f, g, T are known, the surface is uniquely determinate save

as to orientation and position. The data required for these inferences are

—

a knowledge of X, Y, Z, in the one case, and a knowledge of a spherical

representation in the other case—together with a knowledge of T, which

is quite independent of the sphere.

The question then arises as to how far a surface is defined by means

solely of X, Y, Z, supposed given ; or solely of a spherical representation,

supposed given. In the one datum, we assume that X, Y, Z are known

functions of p and q, subject to the condition X- + F" -\- Z'^ = 1; in the other,

we assume thate,/, ^ are known functions oi p and q, subject to Gauss's

characteristic equation when it gives unity as the measure of curvature. The

answer to the question depends upon the determination of the quantity T.

When the values of L, M, N, which have just been obtained, are substi-

tuted in the expressions

v'E = eiP - 2fLM + glJ,

v'F = eMN ~f{LN + M'^) + gLM,

v'G = eN^ - IfMN + gM\
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the quantities E, F, G become functions of known quantities, of T, and of the

derivatives of T up to the second order inclusive. Now, for every surface,

the six fundamental'magnitudes must satisfy the Gauss characteristic equation

and the two Mainardi-Codazzi relations, viz.

LN - AP = - i (E,, - 2F,, + Gn)

_ 1.^ [E {nn" - n'-') - F {nm" - %/m + n"m) + G {mm' - m"')],

L, + FM + AN = M, + V'L + A'if

,

M, + r 'M + A'iV^N, + T"L + A 'M.

When the foregoing values of E, F, G are substituted in these equations

—

the algebra is exceedingly laborious—and then, when substitution is made

for L, M, N in terms of the quantity T and the given magnitudes, the first

of these relations gives a partial differential equation for T which is of the

third order. (Owing to the presence of Eo.^-2F^.+ (t„, the equation might

have been expected to be of the fourth order ; but the terms of that order

cancel.) The second of the relations gives another partial differential equation

for T of the third order; and the last of them gives yet another partial

differential equation for T of the third order. (In both of these equations,

the terms of the third order disappear from L^-M„ and M^-N^, respectively;

but they arise from the values of T, V , V" , A, A', A", and they do not

disappear.)

Thus in general, when a spherical representation of a surface is given, it

is necessary to solve three simultaneous partial equations of the third order

if the surface itself is to be determined thereby.

165. But simplifications of this complicated result can be secured by the

assignment of particular conditions—these conditions really being limitations

upon some of the arbitrary functions that occur in the primitive of the three

simultaneous partial equations of the third order.

Let there be an assigned condition that the parametric curves on the

sphere shall be the images of asymptotic lines on the surface. Instead of

dealing with the specialised forms of the equations of the third order, it is

simpler to deal with the original equations that are fundamental ; so we

assume the condition that the asymptotic lines are to be parametric, viz.,

L = 0, N = 0,

and then the Mainardi-Codazzi relations are

(r -A')M = M,
,

(A" - r') M = M.,.

Moreover, we have

(r + A')F=F,, (A" +V')V = V,;
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SO that

Consequently

dq dp ' dq dp
'

differential relations which, of course, are special under the special system

of parametric curves.

Having regard to these curves, the values of P, Q, R, S (as given in § 40)

are

P=-2J/A, Q=-2i¥A', E=-2Mr', S=-2Air".

Also we now have

v'E=eM"-, v'F=-fJ\P, v-G=rjM\
so that

vV = M\
and

-M-_ V _ V-

As regards the quantities y, 7', 7", 8, 8', S", there are simple relations

connecting them with T, T , T", A, A', A" under this system. We have

(§ 161)

7 -r =-^eM=«=-2A',

r^^'^^'Ji
7' - r' = - ,^,RM= ", = - 2r',

and therefore

7 = r-2A', S" = A"-2r',

7'=-r', 7" = -r", 8 = -A, S' = -A'.

Consequently we also have (always under this system of parametric curves)

dy d8" dy' 98'

dq dp' dp ~ dq
'
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as relations identically satisfied ; thus the spherical representation cannot be
chosen arbitrarily. Also

therefore the arc-element on the surface is expressible in the form

els- = - ^ (edp- - 2fdpdq + gd(f).

And then the quantity T is an integral common to the two equations of the
second order

n,-y"T,-8"T,+gT=o\'

Ex. Let these results be applied to a pseudo-spherical surface. We have, for all

surfaces referred to asymptotic lines as parametric curves (§ 42),

rVi'i = - 2J/$, y^K^= - 2MR
;

and therefore, for a pseudo-sphere,

= 0, R= 0.

Thus

y= r'= 0, g'= A' = 0, y = T, r = A".
Now

in this case ; and so

<?2= 0, 5-1 =0. 4

The same inferences follow from the conditions S' = A' = 0. Hence e is a function of jo

only ; it can therefore be made unity, because it can be absorbed into the term e dp^.

Similarly ^r is a function of q only ; it can therefore be mtide unity, because it can be

absorbed into the term. gdq^. Thus the arc-element on the sphere is

dS'^= dp^ — 2dpdq cos w -I- dq-,

and on the pseudo-sphere is

t/s^= - y> {dp^ - Idp dq cos w -f- d(f).

The parametric curves are asymptotic lines ; so that, over an ordinary region of the

surface, asymptotic lines of the same family do not meet. We thus do not have an

asymptotic triangle (like a spherical triangle on a sphere, or a geodesic triangle on any

surface) ; but we do have an asymptotic quadrilatei-al. If co

denote the angle between the parametric curves, we have (^5 36) ^ ^/ ^/^
in general

__8^_^/rA'\ a /Fr'\ „.,

Ip^q ~dp\E J^dq \G~r '

and therefore, in the present case,

82a)

^ ^ = sm CO.

opcq
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Now the area of the quadrilateral is

dpda .

-S^ sin «A

=4//
{a)c— (tt-oj^)- (tt - ci)^) 4- a)_^}

where *S' is the sum of the internal angles of the quadrilateral on the surface.

Other simplifications can be suggested ; the results are left for detailed

working.

When the parametric curves are required to be orthogonal on the surface,

we must have F = 0, that is,

ei/iY-f(LN + M-') + gLM = 0.

When the values of L, M, N in terms of T and its derivatives are substituted,

we have a non-linear partial equation for T of the second order.

When the parametric curves are required to be conjugate on the surface,

we have M =0, that is,

We have a linear partial equation of the second order; it is of the Laplace

type*.

When the parametric curves are required to be both orthogonal and

conjugate on the surface, that is, are required to be lines of curvature on

the surface, we have F =0, M = 0. Then

and the linear partial equation for T is

le Ig

again of the Laplace type. When T is known, then

9

* See the author's Theory of Differential Equations, vol. vi, chap. xiii.
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When the surface is to have its mean curvature constant, then the partial

equation for T is

{LN - ilP) H = eN- 2fM + cjL,

of the second order and the Monge-Ampere type.

In all these cases, we have to integrate a partial differential equation of

the second order. Its primitive contains two arbitrary functions; and so

there is, in each instance, a double family of surfaces with the assigned

spherical representation.

EXAMPLES.

1. Any two stereographic projections of a sphere are inverses of each other, the origin

of inversion in either being the origin of projection for the other.

2. Shew that the spherical images of the asymptotic lines on a minimal surface, as

well as the asymptotic lines themselves, are an orthogonal isometric system.

3. Two surfaces have the same spherical representation. A family of spheres is

drawn having their centres on one of the surfaces and the envelope of the spheres is

constructed ; shew that the other surface is normal to the chords of contact.

4. Shew that, if

uv+ V uv+ l
' uv+V ^ "

the lines of curvature on the original surface are given by

dud ^ dvd ^= 0.
ou cv

Also shew that, if another surface is given by the equations

dt , dt

^'=3^' ^= ^' '=-'-^''du^

its asymptotic lines are given by the foregoing differential equation.

5. Prove that, when e, f, g, T are known, the lines of curvature on the original surface

are given by the equation

I

dq^
,

-dqdp
,

dp'-
[

= 0.

\

e.
, f , ff

^^

\ Tn-yTi-8T.>, T^..-y'T^-b'T., T.»-y"T^-b"T.,\

6. Shew that the surfaces, which have one system of lines of curvature in parallel

l)lanes, are given by the equations

x=f{v) cos V -/' (•<>) sin v + {g (u) sin u+g' (u) cos u} cos v,

y=f{v) sin v-\-f' (v) cos v+ {g (u) sin u+g' (u) cos «} sin v,

z =g (u) cos u -g' (u) sin ii,

where /and g are any functions whatever.
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Minimal Surfaces.

The amount of mathematical literature, devoted to the subject of minimal surfaces, is

of vast extent.

The theory was initiated by Lagrange, mainly in his non-geometrical treatment of the

stationary values of double integrals. It attracted the fruitful attention of other great

mathematicians such as Monge, who was the first to give a general solution of the

question ; and of Legendre, who first applied what now is called a contact-transformation

to the partial differential equation of the second order that is characteristic of the surfaces.

All this work belonged to the later jmrt of the eighteenth century. Its progress continued

intermittently in the earlier half of the nineteenth century until the researches of Bonnet,

published in 1853 and later, which marked an entirely new development in the deter-

mination of real surfaces. Soon there followed the investigations of Weierstrass, who

gave the useful forms to the equations obtained by Monge and from them constructed

the generalities of the theory of minimal surfaces that are real and of surfaces that are

algebraic ; the significance of the theory of real surfaces being due to the fact that the

analysis is bound uj) with functions of complex variables. Moreover, the researches of

Weierstrass inspired the work of Schwarz who has contributed many important develop-

ments to the subject, on its geometrical side and its functional side. And Lie's work added

substantially to the theory of algebraic minimal surfaces that are subjected to assigned

conditions.

Mention also should be made of the memoirs of Beltrami who made notable additions

to the subject and, in one of his early memoirs, gives a survey of the progress made down

to 1860.

Above all, there is the section (Book iii, vol. i) in Darboux's treatise dealing with the

whole matter, its history, its development, its later issues, problems half-solved or unsolved.

That section is practically a complete treatise at the time of its publication (1887) ; what-

ever advances in detail may have been made since that date, Darboux's exposition should

be studied carefully by every student of the subject.

The Critical Equation H=0.

166. We now proceed to consider one particular class of special surfaces,

usually called minimal surfaces. For many reasons, they are important.

They are related to the calculus of variations, as providing the simplest

significant example of a condition for the minimum of a double integi-al ; it

was in this relation, that they arose in investigations of Lagrange. They are

related, in their analytical expression, to the theory of functions of a complex

variable ; implicitly beginning in results due to Monge, the association has

been developed in many researches that have their foundation in some

memoirs of Weierstrass, supplemented by the work of Schwarz and of Lie.
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They are connected with problems in mathematical physics, of which the

most picturesque is that of the soap-bubble.

Let surfaces be drawn so as to pass through an assigned closed curve

(whether continuous in direction or not) and be required, along the curve, to

touch an assigned developable surface passing through the curve. For the

moment we are not concerned with the limitations imposed upon surfaces by

these requirements, or with the extent of further condition that may be

imposed simultaneously with the limitations. Among all these surfaces, let

a surface be selected such that its area is a minimum—in the sense that,

when small variations of any kind upon the surface are effected subject to

the limitations, the result is to give an increase of area for the modified

surface. The original surface is called minimal. It may or may not be

unique. It may even be non-existent, owing to the complication of the

conditions.

We have seen (§ 25) that the element of area on the surface can be

represented by the quantity Vdpdq; and therefore the area of the surface

bounded by some assigned curve is

Vdpdq,

where the double integral is taken over the range limited by the curve. If

then the area of the surface is to be a minimum among the areas of all

surfaces which can be drawn through the curve, this double integral must be

a minimum.

The conditions that the first variation should vanish (a condition which

secures a stationary value for the double integral) are that the equations

dx dp Kdcc^ / dq \dx2 J
'

dy dpKdyJ dq\dyj~ '

dz dpxdziJ dqKdz^J '

should be satisfied. Now, as a function of the variables, F explicitly involves

^1. ^-2: 2/u ?/2) ^1. -2^2 ; but it does not involve x, y, or z, so that

Again (§ 27)

dx ' dy ' dz

dV „ „ dV „ ^

hence the first equation becomes

y.,Z^ - z.,Y^-y,Z^ + z,Y^ = 0,

that is, on substitution for the derivatives of Y and Z (§ 29),

VX {EN - '2FM + GL) = 0.
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The second and third equations similarly give

VY(EN - 2FM + GL) = 0, VZ(EN - 2FM +GL) = 0;

hence all the conditions, required in order to make the first variation vanish,

are satisfied by the single relation

EN'-2FM + GL = 0.

Thus H, the mean measure of curvature, vanishes ; the two principal radii of

curvature are equal and opposite, and therefore the indicatrix is a rectangular

hyperbola.

When, instead of parametric curves, the coordinate axes are used for

reference, the area is

{l+2)- + q'')^da:dy,
\h

where p and q now denote the derivatives of z. The condition for a stationary

value is

^ P l + lj ^ 1=0
^^\(l+p' + q^f^

ay 1(1+^2 ^^2)il

which becomes

(1 +(f)r- 2pqs + (l+p-)t = 0,

in accordance with the preceding relation when the values (Ex. 3, p. 61) of

the fundamental magnitudes are inserted.

167. The result can also be obtained without recourse to the general

formulae of the calculus of variations ; and the process* leads to one condition,

critical as regards a minimum, which is important for weak variations (§ 89)

of the variables x, y, z of a point on the surface.

Let a length I, chosen as an arbitrary function of p and q, be measured

along the normal to any surface ; and suppose the surface referred to its

lines of curvature. Then (§ 85) the quantity V for the surface, derived as the

locus of the extremity of this length /, is given by

EG,, .„,, ^,., , //-aV^ j.fl-/3'
v-'^^^Ai-^n'-0r.','(^-^)G.i,(^^^ E.

For the present purpose, the length I determines a small variation under

which the surface is to be minimal ; hence I itself is small, and (when we

assume the small variation to be weak) the quantities l^ and I.2 are small, of

the same order as I. Expanding Fin powers of the small quantities I, Zj, I2,

and neglecting powers of these quantities higher than the second, we have

Tr. Tr, ^ 07 /I l^ „/l 1 4\ l,^ li

that

= F-^ |l - 2lH^l'(H-^ + 2K) + |' +
||

F=f|i-///+-^(2A^Z^ + | + |
* It is substantially due to Darboux, t. i, §§ 184, 185.
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The area of the derived surface, corresponding to an area I Vdpdq of the

original surface, is I Vdpdq; hence the variation of area, being

jjVdpdq-jjVdpdq,

is given by the expression

- ljlVHdpdq + '^\l(2Kl^ + ^-^ + ^^^Vdpdq.

If the original surface is to be minimal, this quantity must be positive for all

arbitrary small quantities I, on the understanding that l^ and ^o also are small

of the same magnitude as /. In the expression, the term of the first order

governs the rest unless it vanishes. When it does not vanish, we could

make the sign of the term positive or negative at will by changing the sign

of I ; and then the condition for a minimum would not be satisfied. Hence

the term of the first order must vanish ; as Z is arbitrary, this requirement

can only be satisfied if the equation

holds everywhere on the surface. (If H does not vanish everywhere, we can

make the first term positive or negative at will, by choosing I everywhere of

the same sign as H or everywhere of the opposite sign.) We thus have the

former result as to the equation, which is characteristic of minimal surfaces.

Thus for weak variations of minimal surfaces, the most important term in

the variation of the area (it is usually called the second variation) is

7 2 /2x

\K^2Kl'+^-^, + ^£j Vdpdq.

In this expression E, G, V are positive, while K is negative ; in order that

the surface may be a real minimum, the quantity must be positive for all

non-vanishing weak variations. As I is arbitrary, subject only to the

condition that it must vanish along the closed curve through which the

minimal surface is bound to pass, the requirement of a positive sign for the

second variation provides a test for a real minimum.

It is easy to prove that, when general parametric curves are selected

instead of the lines of curvature, the second variation is

WW^Kl' + ^. {El^ - ^FIJ, + GlA Vdpdq.

Ex. Taking weak variations x+ ^, 't/+ r], z+ ( of s, y, 2, so that ^, ?;, ^ and their

derivatives are .small, substituting and using the formulae of § 27, shew that the second

variation of the area can be expressed in the form

where
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We shall see (in § 188) that the requirement of a positive sign for the

second variation, in order to secure a real minimum, causes a limitation of

the range over which the integration can extend; we shall have the conjugate

of an initial curve, when it is associated with an initial tangent developable.

But its discussion must be deferred until we have indicated other conditions

which make a minimal surface precise.

When strong variations are taken into consideration (that is, variations

which keep ^, rj, ^ small and do not demand that fj, ^2, iji, r/g, ^1, ^2 shall be

small), it is necessary to construct the excess-function, as in § 89, IV.

Both investigations, in their general form, belong more to the domain of

the calculus of variations* than to that of differential geometry; it ma}^

suffice to mention that the excess-function for a surface given by ^ = is

positive, and so the minimal surface satisfies another test for a true minimum.

For our purpose, the important property is that the relation

H = EN - 2FM +GL =
is satisfied at every point of a minimal surface.

Some General Properties.

168. Before proceeding to obtain integral equations, which shall be

equivalent to the characteristic equation H=0, whether they give the surface

intrinsically or express the coordinates of a point explicitly, it is worth while

to notice some simple properties generally common to all minimal surfaces.

(i) The nul lines on a minimal surface are conjugate. Let them be

taken as the parametric curves for the surface ; then E = 0, G = 0, and F is

not zero. But always

EN - 2FM + GL = 0;

hence, in this representation, M— 0. Thus the parametric curves, being the

nul lines, are conjugate.

(ii) The asymptotic lines on a minimal surface are perpendicular. liet

them be taken as the parametric curves for the surface; then L =0, N=0,
and M is not zero. Again, always

EN-2FiM+GL = 0;

* A full discussion for any double integral

F(x, y, z, xi, i/i, zi, X2, yo, z.2)dpdq

was first given by Kobb, Acta Math., t. xvi (1893), pp. 65—140. The particular result in the text

agrees with Kobb's general result {I.e., p. 114) when the integral is / I Vdpdq ; his quantities

Fi , F2, -F3 , I\ then are

Fi=GIV, F2 = EIV, F^=-FIV, Fi = 2KV.

Also, the excess-function [I.e., pp. 121— 123, 139) becomes equal to l-cos5, where 5 denotes the

angle at which the strong-variation surface cuts the miniujal surface. Thus of the full tale of

three tests—viz., the characteristic equation, the positive sign of the second variation, and the

positive sign of the excess-function—there remains only the test as regards the second variation

;

it will be considered in § 188.

F. 18
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hence, in this representation, F = 0. Thus the parametric curves, being the

asymptotic lines, are perpendicular.

The property follows also from the fact that the asymptotic lines are

ahvays the asymptotes of the indicatrix which, in the case of a minimal

surface, is a rectangular hyperbola.

(iii) The converses of the two preceding propositions are valid ; that is,

if the nul lines are conjugate, or if the asymptotic lines are perpendicular, the

surface is minimal. The result is obtained by verifying that the relation

EN-2FM+GL =
holds in each case.

(iv) Let the lines of curvature on a minimal surface be taken as the

parametric curves. We then have F=0, M=0; and the characteristic

equation of the surface becomes

EN+GL = 0,

that is,

Now, with this representation, the Mainardi-Codazzi relations are

Hence
L,= 0, iV, = 0;

that is, i is a function of p only and iV is a function of q onl}^ As

E__G

we now have
dHogE _dHogG
dpdq dpdq

which is the condition that the parametric curves are isometric (§ 63).

Thus the lines of curvature on a minimal surface are isometric.

But, as is known (§§ 62, 64), the converse is not valid ; that is, a surface

can have its lines of curvature an isometric system without being minimal.

Thus it may be a surface of revolution, or a central quadric, or a surface of

constant (non-zero) mean curvature.

169. Some properties of a simple character belong to the spherical

representation of a minimal surface.

The fundamental quantities e,f, g in any spherical image are given by

e = -EK + LH, f=-FK + MH, g =-GK + NH;
hence, for the image of a minimal surface, we have

e = -EK, f=-FK, fj = -GK.

The following properties may be noted.
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(i) The spherical image of a minimal surface is a conformal representa-

tion of the surface (§ 159). For the arc-element on the surface is given by

ds^ = Edp^ + 2Fdpdq + Gdq\

and the arc-element in the spherical image is given by

dS'^ = e dp- + 2fdpdq + g dq-

;

hence

dS^ = - Kds\

Thus the magnification is the same in all directions at a point—which is the

test for conformal representation.

(ii) The converse of the last proposition is partly valid ; that is to say,

if the spherical image of a surface is a conformal representation, the surface

either is minimal or has its principal radii of curvature equal to one another.

When the spherical image of a surface is a conformal representation, we
have

-EK+LH=fiE, -FK + iMH=fiF, -GK +NH = ixG,

where fi is independent of the differentials in the arc-elements ; hence

LH = E{K + fi), MH= F{K + fi\ N'H = G(K+ fi).

Multiply by N, — 2M, L, and add; we have

2KH = H{K+fi),
that is,

Multiply by G, - 2F, E, and add ; we have

H-' = 2{K + fi).

Hence either

H=0, /Ji = -K;

so that either the surface is minimal, or

and so

that is, the surface has its principal radii of curvature equal at every point.

The latter alternative follows at once from the original equations. For,

when fM is not equal to — K, they give

E~ F~ G'

and therefore, at every point, the curvature of the normal section is inde-

pendent of the direction of the section. This can happen only when the

18—2
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principal radii of curvature are equal to one another at every point of the

surface. Its integral equation* has already (§ 159) been given in the form

z — ix (1 + yu.-)2 = <f{ix))

the only real surface with the property is the sphere, and it is given by

taking

(^ (^) = 6 + a^ + i^ (1 + ^2)i ,|r (yit) = c - iRy^ - ia (1 + yit-)^,

where a, b, c, R are real.

Hence, if there be a restriction to real surfaces, we can declare that, when

the spherical image of a surface is a conformal representation of the surface,

the surface is either minimal or spherical.

(iii) The spherical images of nul lines on a minimal surface are nul lines

on the spherical image.

Taking nul lines as parametric curves on the original surface, we have

^ = 0, (? = 0.

Hence, in the spherical image of a minimal surface, we have

that is, the parametric curves are nul lines on the spherical image.

(iv) The nul lines are also asymptotic lines in the spherical image. For,

taking them as parametric curves, we have (§ 161)

that is, the parametric curves (being the nul lines) are asymptotic lines in

the spherical image.

(v) The converse of the proposition in (iii) is partly valid; that is to

say, if the spherical images of nul lines on a surface are themselves nul lines,

the surface either is minimal or has its principal radii of curvature equal to

one another.

Take the nul lines on the surface as the parametric curves ; then E = 0,

G = 0. Now
e = -EK+LH, g = -GK + NH;

hence, when these parametric curves are nul lines on the sphere, we have

LH = 0, NH = 0.

We may have H = 0; the surface then is minimal. Or we may have H not

zero ; and then

L = 0, N=0.

* See a note by the author, Messenger of Math., vol. xsvii (1898), pp. 129—137.
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Thus
-2MF_^M -M^_AP^

^ - _ _^2
- ^ jr > -^^ ~ _^2- ^".'

hence
B' - ^K = 0,

and the principal radii of curvature are equal.

The same remark about the latter alternative, as was made at the end of

the discussion of the property in (ii), holds in the present case.

(vi) The images of isometric lines on a minimal surface are themselves

isometric lines.

Take the isometric lines as the parametric curves for the surface ; then

where P is a function ofp only, and Q is a function of q only. Hence, in the

spherical image of the minimal surface, we have

J
' P Q'

that is, the parametric curves in the spherical image of the minimal surface

are isometric lines.

The property also follows as an immediate consequence of the fact that

the spherical image of a minimal surface is also a conformal representation of

the surface.

(vii) The converse of the proposition in (vi) is partly valid ; but the

range of alternatives, when no extra condition is imposed, is wider than in

the preceding converse propositions.

Suppose that the spherical images of isometric lines on a surface are

themselves isometric lines. On the surface, take isometric lines as parametric

curves ; then

where P is a function of p alone, and Q is a function of q alone. As the

parametric curves are isometric in the spherical image, we have

^
' Px Q.'

where Pj is a function of p alone, and Qi is a function of q alone. Let

E = P\, G = QX, e = P,/M, 9 = Q,/^;

then we have

P,fi = -PXK + LH,

Q,fi = -Q\K + NE.
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The middle relation can be satisfied hyH = 0; and the other two relations

can then be satisfied by

Pi Qi
-p- = yy = constant.
-I Y

The surface is minimal ; but there must be a specialised relation between

the isometric lines on the surface and the isometric quality of their image.

When the surface is not minimal, so that H is not zero, we must have

M=0. As F=0, M=0, the isometric lines are lines of curvature on the

surface ; the surface accordingly belongs to the class of surfaces which have

isometric lines of curvature (§ 64). The other two conditions remain ; they

impose limitations upon these surfaces.

As an illustration of the latter case, consider the specialised relation

between the isometric lines on the surface and the isometric quality of

their image given by
Pi Qi
-p = ^ = constant

;

we shall have once more the class of surfaces with their principal radii of

curvature equal. For, choosing the special isometric system (§ 63) such that

P = i, Q = i,

we then have

Pi = c, Qi = c,

where c is a constant. The two conditions now are

Cfj, + \K = LH, c/ji + \K= NH,

and, by the present hypothesis, H is not zero. Hence

L = N.

Thus E=G, F= 0, L = N, M = ; and then the principal radii of curvature

are equal.

In the last alternative, the same remark applies as in (ii) and in (v).

170. The general intrinsic equations of minimal surfaces can be deduced

from some of the preceding results. After Bonnet's theorem, we know that

any surface is determinate intrinsically (that is, save as to orientation and

position) when the six fundamental magnitudes, satisfying the necessary

equations of universal condition, are known.

Let the nul lines be taken as the parametric curves; then

^ = 0, (? = 0,

and, because the surface is minimal,

i/=0.
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Then (§ 56) the Mainardi-Codazzi equations are

Xa = 0, N, = 0;
consequently

L = P, i\=Q,

where P is a function of p alone, and Q is a function of q alone. Also the

specific curvature is

that is,

Let F=PQ^',

then the equation for ^ is

dpdq

This is a well-known partial equation of the second order ; its primitive (first

given by Liouville) is

^ ^(Pi +W
where Pi is any arbitrary function ofp alone and Q^ is any arbitrary function

of q alone. Thus

We now have the values of E, F, G, L, J/, N; hence the surface is intrinsically

determinate.

The arc-element

= 2Fdpdq

PO

The lines of curvature are given by the equation

Pdp--Qdq^==0,

and the asymptotic lines are given by the equation

Pdp' + Qdq' = 0;

in the case of both systems of lines, the integral equation is obtainable by

quadrature.

Denoting by r and — r the principal radii of curvature, we have

' LN~ "" "^ P,'-'Q,'-'
'
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SO that

If we change the parametric variables so that

P Q
-pidp = id^, Q, dq = idrj, Pj = H, Qi = H,

the arc-element is given by

dti- = (B + Uyd^drj,

the form used by Bonnet.

Integral Equations, after Monge and Weierstrass.

171. We now proceed to a more explicit determination of the integral

equations of the minimal surface, by obtaining expressions for the Cartesian

coordinates of a point upon it in terms of two parameters. These expressions

have a variety of useful forms.

Still taking the nul lines as parametric curves, we have

r' = 0, A'-O;

and so three of the equations (§ 34) satisfied by the Cartesian coordinates are

av, = MX, 2/j2 = MY, Zr2 - MZ.

When the surface is minimal, and the nul lines are parametric,

il/=0;

and therefore the equations are

*'i2 = 0, 2/io = 0, ^•la = 0.

Hence

where U^, C/a, U^ are functions oi p alone, and Fj, Fg, V^ are functions of q
alone, all arbitrary so far as the particular equations of the second order are

concerned. But we must have £"=0, G = Q, all the equations of the second

order having been deduced from values of E, F, G among other relations ; hence

F-/2 + F'^ + V^-' = 0.

Subject to these two relations, the functions U and V are arbitrary functions

of/? and q respectively.

These equations have already (§ 59) been obtained, though in an inverted

sequence, during the establishment of Lie's theorem that a minimal surface

is the locus of the middle point of a straight line joining any point on one

nul line in space to any point on another nul line in space. That theorem,

indeed, is the interpretation of the preceding equations and conditions.
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The variables p and q are the parametric variables of the nul line ; but

we can take any function of p, instead of p itself, and any function of q,

instead of q itself, and still have parametric variables of the nul lines. Thus

p and q are not uniquely determinate quantities ; and so some simplifications

can be introduced by making the variables more precise. Accordingly, take

Ui^P, Vi = q, U2=4>(p) =
(f>,

Vo = ylr(q)=yir;

then the conditions are satisfied if

Then the integi-al equations become

x=p+q ^

y = (f)
+ f

[_^

z = il{l + (f>'')^dp + i [(1 + y^'^fdq
J

where <^ is any function of p alone and -^ is any function of q alone, both of

them arbitrary. This form of the integral equations of a minimal surface

is usually associated with the name of Monge, by whom they were first

obtained *.

172. Another method of satisfying the two conditions, to which the

functions U and V are subject, is as follows. Let a new variable u be

introduced, defined by the relation

u^ + iu.; = -uu:;

manifestly u can be taken as the parametric variable for one set of nul lines.

The condition among the functions U is satisfied if

u; -iu: = -u:,
u

which accordingly can be used instead of the condition. From these two

linear equations, we have

say; as the one relation afiecting the quantities U (which are arbitrary

functions of ^;) is satisfied, the function F{u) is arbitrary. Thus

U, = lj(l-ii:')F{u)du,

U2 = ^i
I

(1 + U-) F{u) du,

U^= \ uF{u)du.

Applications de Vanalyse « la geometrie, p. 211.
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Next, let a new variable v, conjugate to u, be introduced by the relation

which is conjugate to the former relation ; manifestly v can be taken as the

parametric variable for the other set of nul lines. The condition governing

the functions V is satisfied if

which accordingly can be used instead of the condition. Proceeding as

before, we have

V,=^j{l-v"-)CT{v)dv,

V^ = -hil{l+v')G(v)dv,

V, = lvG(v)dv,

wheie the function G(v) is arbitrary. Hence the integral equations of the

minimal surface become

x = ^j{l-u^)F(u)du + h({l-v"-)G{v)dv
"'

y = it
[ (1 + i(-)F{u) dii - ii

I

(1 + V') G {v) dv

z = I uF(u) du + I vG (v) dv

where F (u) is any arbitrary function of ii alone, and G (v) is any arbitrary

function of v alone.

If X, y, z are to be real—that is, if we are to deal with only the real sheets

of the surface

—

G{v) must be the conjugate of F {u). Denoting by Rw the

real part of a complex variable w, we can write the foregoing equations in

the form

x= EJ(l-u^)Fiu)du, ij = Ri j {I + u"-) F {u) du, z = R2 j uF{u)du.

Both forms suffer from the disadvantage of appearing to require quadra-

tures ; but the disadvantage can be removed by changing the arbitrary

functions. Let

F(u)=f"(u), G{v)=g"'{v),

where f{u) and g{v) are new arbitrary functions of u alone and of v alone

respectively ; then the quadratures can be effected, with the result

x = ^{\- u^-)f" (u) + uf (u) -f(u)

+ ^a-v')9"(v)+vg'(v)-g(v)

y = li{\ + u^)f"{u) - iuf {u) + if{u)

- ^ 2 ( 1 + 1)») g" {v) + ivg {v) - ig (v)

z = uf" (u) -f (li) + vg" iv) - g (v)
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As before, if x, y, z are to be real, so that then we should be dealing with

only the real sheets of the surface, g (v) must be the conjugate of f(u). In

that case, the last set of equations can be written in the form

x = R{{l- n^f" (n) + 2uf (u) - 2f(u)]

y = R{i(l+ u')f" (n) - 2nif' (u) + 2if{u)]

z=R[2xif"{u)-2f'{u)}

All these forms are due* to Weierstrass, though the first suggestion of

satisfying the conditions for the functions U and V in the preceding manner

was madef by Enneper.

173. Before proceeding to use these forms of the integral equations of a

minimal surface, it should be noticed that one assumption has tacitly been

made and two possible exceptions have tacitly been ignored. It has been

assumed

(i) that the nul lines are distinct

;

(ii) that u, as defined, is variable and not constant

;

(iii) that v, as defined, is variable and not constant.

Account must be taken of the cases, if any, in which these assumptions are

not justified.

(i) Let us enquire whether it is possible to have a minimal surface on

which the nul lines are coincident. When the arc-element, as usual, is

ds-'^Edp' + 2Fdpdq + Gdq\

the condition that the nul lines should coincide is

EG-F' = 0.

Let this single direction be taken for the parametric curve q = constant ; in

order that this curve may be a nul line, we must have

^ = 0.

The former condition thus gives

F=0.
As the surface is minimal, we have

EN-2FM+GL = Q;

and therefore, as G is not zero because the arc-element is given by

ds^=Gdq-,

L = 0:

we have

that is,

E = 0, F=0, L = 0.

* Berl. Monatsher., (1866), pp. 612—625, 855—856.

t Zeitschriftf. Math. u. Physik, t. ix (1864), pp. 96—125.
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Thenr = 0, r'=0, V" = --lGO,; A = 0, A' = 0, A" = ; and so one of the

sets of equations in § 34 becomes

^n = 0, 2/„ = 0, Zn = 0.

Hence

where the functions A, B, G are functions of q alone. But we are to have

E = 0, F = 0;

hence

A,' + B-' + C^ = 0,

A, (pA,' + A,') + B, {pB; + i?/) + G, ipG,' + G,') = 0.

From the former we have

A,A,' + B,B,' + GA' = 0;

and so the latter becomes

A,A,' + B,B./ + G,G,' = 0.

By another of the sets of equations in § 34, we have, for the present case

MX= x,^ = A,'\

MY = y,,= BA,
MZ = z,, = Gn

so that the direction-cosines of the tangent plane to the surface are propor-

tional to Ai, Bi, C/. Let the current Cartesian coordinates in space be

momentarily denoted by ^, t], ^\ then the Cartesian equation of the plane is

{^ - x) a: + {,j -y) B,' + iK- z)G,' =0,

that is,

1^/ + vb; + ^c/ = a,a; -f- b,b; 4- c,a/.

Thus the equation to the tangent plane to the surface contains only one

parameter. Hence the surface is a developable ; and manifestly it is

imaginary.

Also

{xiy2 - x-iyif + (2/1^2 - y-^ZiY + {zix. - z.,x;f = V^

= 0,

in the present case ; hence

Z2 -f- Y' + Z^ = 0,

that is,

A,'-' + B,'^ + G,'' = 0;

or the imaginary developable surface touches the circle at infinity*.

* See § 55, note.
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(ii) Next, suppose that one (but not both) of the quantities u and v is

constant. Let u be constant ; then take

_ldP
~2 dp'

where P is a function of p only. The integral equations of the minimal

surface become

\
a; =

-I (1
- u') P + ^ {l-v')G (v) dv

7/ = ^{(l + u') P - ^ij (I + V"-) G(v)dv

z = uP + j
vG(v)dv

The curves, v = constant, on the surface are straight lines meeting the circle

at infinity ; the surface is an imaginary cylinder.

(iii) Lastly, if both 21 and v are constant, we find similarly

y=^i(l+ir-)P-^i(l + v^)Q

z = uP + vQ

The surface manifestly is a plane.

174. These exceptions may now be set aside. We return to the general

integral equations of a minimal surface ; when it is referred to nul lines as

parametric curves, these equations are

x = \{\-re)f"(xC)^uf'{u)-f(,u)

+ 1(1- w^) g" (y) + vg (v) - g {v)

y = ^i (1 + u^)f" (u) - iuf (u) + if{ti)

— |t (1 + v"^) g" (v) + ivg' {v) — ig (v)

z = uf"(ii)-f(u) + vg"{v)-g'iv)

where, for the present, the arbitrary functions f(u) and g (v) will not be

limited by the condition of being conjugate to one a,nother.

We write Xi for dx/du, x^ for dx/dv, and so for all the derivatives. We
have

x, = ^(l-u^)f"', 2/1= ^i{l + u")f"', z^ = uf"',

x,^\{\-v-)g"', y, = -\i{\ + v^)g"\ z, = vg'";

and therefore

E=0, F=\{l + uvff"'g"', G = 0, V={F;
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thus the arc-element is

Further,

and therefore

X=

c^s- = (l ^uvyf"'g"'dudu

u + v

1 + uv

'

,^ . v — u _ uv — 1
1 = Iz —

, Z=
1 +UV l-\-uv'

X + iY X-iY

giving another significance to u and v in connection with the normal to the

surface *

The fundamental magnitudes of the second order are

L = Xxn + yyn-\-Zz,, = -f"\
M= Xx,. + l>io + Z^j, = \.

N=Xx^-\- Yy.^ + Zz,^ = - g'"
J

Also

r = S' =
2y f""

F 1 + uv ^

The derived magnitudes of the third order are

\ -\- uv' -'

1 + w^'

175. The lines of curvature on the surface, being

Edu + Fdv, Fdu + Gdv =0

Ldu + Mdv, Mdu + Ndv
\

in general, now are

f'du'' - g'"dv' = 0.

The asymptotic lines are

f"'dii^ + g"'dv'' = 0,

and manifestly are perpendicular to one another.

As the nul lines are the parametric curves, the geodesies on the surface

* These are the conjugate complex combinations already mentioned in § 17.
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are given (§ 118) by

d-a F^ /du\^ _ d~v F.. (dvV- _

d^^~~F [diij '^iFdii'

(The equations are satisfied by

u = constant, v = constant,

thus verifying the theorem (§ 92) that the nul lines satisfy the equations for

geodesies.) When the value of F is inserted, the third of the equations

becomes

du''
~ U + uv

"^ g"'j [duj
'^

[l + uv ^ f" J du

'

The lines of hyperosculation are

fr-^/'" +/""
) du' + fT^^ g'" +g""] dif = 0.

176. Three of the tangential coordinates, X, Y, Z, have been obtained

in terms of u and v. For the remaining coordinate T^ we have

T=Xx^Yy + Zz

V / -. ^'/ + uq
J ^^ - i + uv

'

on substitution and reduction.

For the spherical representation of the minimal surface, we have

jr^LN ^ 4

-F^ {l + uvYf'Y" '

and therefore constructing the coefficients in dS'-, which gives the element of

arc on the sphere, we find

4
dS- = TT dudv.

(1 + uvf

The spherical representation is manifestly conformal, as is known (§ 159) ; the

magnification m of the surface on the sphere, being (— K)^, is such that

l = i(i + .,)V"y".

Also

7 = —
, 7=0, 7=0,'

1 + uv '
'

2x1
g = 0, 8' = 0, S"=-

l + uv'
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and so (§ 163) X, Y, Z, T are four solutions of the equation

dudv (1 + uvY

Since the foregoing expression for T involves two arbitrary functions, the

primitive of this equation is given by 6 = T. The quantities X, Y, Z are

special solutions, derivable by assigning special forms to the arbitrary

functions ^' and ^ in T; thus

T becomes X, when /= — o » 9 — ~ h>

y, /=-¥> 9= hi

^, /=-i«*. 9 = -2v-

Moreover, the tangential equation of the minimal surface can be obtained

at once ; for

_ X + iY _ X-iY
"~ 1-Z ' ^~ 1-Z '

so that

„ ^.,/X + iY\ , ,fX-i7\

- (X - iY)/{^-) - (X + iV) g(^) ,

being the tangential equation in question.

When w^e deal with only the real sheets of real surfaces, u and v are

conjugate, while f{u) and g {v) also are conjugate; and then some simplifi-

cation arises in the expression of the tangential equation. Thus for

Enneper's surface (§ 177), given by

/= u^, g = v^,

we have

4-2Z _ y

an equation of the sixth class, when made homogeneous and rational ; for

Henneberg's surface (§ 177), given by

we have

(T -4.Z){X'+ YJ = 4>Z {X "- - Y'') (3Z- + 3 F^ + 2Z%

an equation of the fifth class.

177. Some special examples of minimal surfaces may be taken in

illustration of the formulae.
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Ex. 1. EnneiJer's surface* has already (§ 59) been mentioned. We take

and so

y= i (3m + vF) — i (3v+ y3) t

.

Since the expressions for ^, y, s in terms of the parameters are algebraic and rational, the

surface is algebraic and unicursal. When the parameters ai'e eliminated, the Cartesian

equation of the surface is found to be

2 (233 _ 27^2+ 27y2+ 2163)3= 27^ {27 {x^ ^y^) z+ 24^3 + 162 {x-^ - /) + 8642}2
;

and the surface (known to be of the sixth class) is clearly of the ninth order.

The equation of the lines of curvature is du^— dv^= ; hence, when we write

u = a + i^, v=a — i^,

the quantities a and jH are the parameters of the lines of curvature. We then have

^=6a+ 6a;j2_2a3|

-y = 6/3+ 6a2/3-2/33 -.

3=6a2-6/32 i

Thus
.r + as = 6a + 4a3

;/+ /32= -6/3-4^3

these are the equations of the lines of curvature, which are plane.

The equation of the tangent plane is

2ax+ 2,% + (a- + ^^ _ 1 ) ^= 2a^ - 2/:i<+ 6a- - 6/3--^

;

and therefore

y_ 2a 2i3 a-^ + ^2 _]

a2+ /3-^+l' a2+j82+l' ^ a2+^2+l-

Taking the plane lines of curvatiu-e as parametric curves, we find

^= 6^= 36 (l + a2+|32)2, F=Q;

L=-U, M=0, #=12.

The asymptotic lines are given by du'^ + dv'^= 0, that is, by

a + /3 = fi, a-^= C2,

where c^ and c-^ are constants. Along the fomier, we have

.r=6c'i - 2ci3 - 6 (1 - Ci2) /a - 4^3,

-y=6(l+Cl2)^-]2tl^'^+4^3,

3=6ci2-12cii3,

so that the line is a twisted cubic ; and similarly for the other. Their spherical images

are small circles

X+ r=ci (1 - Z), J - Y= Co (1 - Z).

The spherical images of the lines of curvature are the small circles

Z=a(l-^), r=/3(l-Z).

* ZeiUchriftf. Math. u. Fhysik, t. ix (1864), p. 108.

P. 19
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Ex. 2. Henneberg's surface* is given hy

and the integral equations are

f{^,) = \{\-v,'^)\ 9{v) = \{\-v'^f-

x^\{\-u^f + \{\-v'^f\

3/-^-^(l+w2)3_4-(l + e,2)3
i

2= 3(-^ + ?i--^W3( ., + i;2'

The surface is manifestly algebraical. Its fundamental magnitudes are

^=0, 6-'= 0, F=lS{l-u'^){l-v^){l+uvfio-*v-\

Z= 6(A-l), J/=0, ^V=6(l,-l).

The lines of curvature are algebraical, being given by the algebraical equation which is

the equivalent of the differential equation

and the asymptotic lines also are algebraical, being given by the algebraical equation

which is the equivalent of the diffei-ential equation

,
I du , , , ,i dv ,

U- V'

Er. 3. Prove that the order of Henneberg's surface is 1 5.

Ex. 4. As a family of particular surfaces, let

f"'{u)= F{u)= e'''u-'\ y"(i.) = 6'(v) = e~'%~'
;

and, assuming u and v to be conjugate, write

id —ieu=re , v=re
Then

-x=le^(^+ u\ + y-'" Q + V

= rcos(^+ a)+ -cos {6-a)\

— y= r sin (^+ a) + - sin (5-- tt) I

'

1— 2 = 2^sin a-2 (logr)cos a /

giving a helicoid t. We have

ds^=fl+^^ (dr^+ r'^de^),

so tliat the arc-element is independent of a ; consequently, the surfaces in the family

constituted by all parametric values of a, are deformable into one another. Also

X _ Y _Z 1_
2co8^~2sin5~' 1

~
1

'

r— /• 4-
r r

* Ann. di Mat., 2''" Ser., t, ix (1878, 9), pp. 54—57.

t Frost, Solid Geometry, (3rd ed., 188C), p. 218.
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so that, at correspondiug points determined by the same vaUies of r and 6 on the family

of surfaces, the tangent planes are parallel ; and so the surfiices have the same spherical

representation. Also

2 2L=—5 cos a, M=-sina, xV=2cosa:

and therefore, as

the Gaussian measure of curvature is the same for all the surfaces at corresponding

points—which will appear as a property of surfaces deformable into one another.

The lines of curvature are given by

—+ (cot a ± cosec a) d6= 0,

a,nd the asymptotic lines by

(cot a ± cosec a) dd= 0.

JVote. Among this family of surfaces, there are two important special members.
When a= j7r, the surface is

— 2=2 tan" ^ - .

1/

When a= 0, the surface is

the catenoid ; it is a surface of revolution.

Ex. 5. The catenoid is the only minimal surface of revolution. For any surface

of revolution, we have
.f=rcos^, y= rsin^, z= R,

where R is a, function of r only ; so

E=\+R'\ F=0, 0=r\

Z = /?"(l+i2'2)-^ i/=0, N=rR' {y^R"^)-^.

When the surface is minimal, we have

rR' (1 +/Z'2)^ +7-2/?" (1 + ii"2)
- i = 0.

Then

R'= a\r^-a?)~^^

where a is an arbitrary constant ; and so

'/•

=

a cosh {R — c)= a cosh iz - c),

where c is an arbitrary constant. This surface is the catenoid in question.

Real Surfaces; Algebraic Surfaces.

178. The analytical connection, between the formulae giving a minimal

surface and the general formulae in the theory of functions of a complex

variable, is too obvious to require any laboured discussion. Two initial

questions, to which in special cases some special answers have been given,

present themselves. In what circumstances is a minimal surface algebraic ?

What are the conditions that it should be real ?

19—2
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Two arbitrary (and therefore disposable) functions occur in Weierstrass's

formulae for a minimal surface. If these functions / and g are algebraic, the

formulae express x, y, z as algebraic functions of u and v ; when the parameters

are eliminated between the three equations, the eliminant is an algebraic

relation between x, y, z\ that is, the minimal surface is algebraic.

The converse also is true ; that is to say, when a minimal surface is

algebraic, the functions / and g are algebraic. Consider the nul lines on

the algebraic surface ; they are given by

dx- \- dy- ^dz^ = ^, dz = 'pdx-\-qdy.

Now p and q are algebraic functions of x, y, z, that is, owing to the equation

of the surface, they are algebraic functions of x and y ; hence these equations

for the nul lines determine two sets of values for dx:dy: dz, each of which

is composed of algebraic functions of x and y. But the surface is also

minimal ; so we have

Z^
'

Z-^ U
'

Z2
'

Z2 V
'

from the Weierstrass equations*. One direction of nul lines is given by

x-^du: yidu : z^du,

that is, by
X,: yr. z,.

The direction has just been proved to be expressible by algebraic functions

of X and y ; hence tt is an algebraic function of x and y. Similarly for v.

Thus u and v are algebraic functions of x and y; consequently ./ and y (and

therefore z also, owing to the equation of the surface) are algebraic functions

of u and v.

Now each of the coordinates x, y, z is expressed, by Weierstrass's formulc'P,

in a form

hence, as each of them is an algebraic function of u and v, we have a relation

A {d(u)+'^(v), u, v} =0,

where A is algebraic. In this equation, let any constant value be assigned

to v; then ^(v) also is constant; and so the equation determines (u.) as an

algebraic function of u. Similarly it determines ^ (v) as an algebraic function

of V.

The quantities (u) in the expressions for x, y, z respectively are

7}=^i(l + ll')f" - ill/' + if]

* As
(-"^i

+ i-yijl^i lias the same value whatever paraintter of the mil line is used, being

(dx + iily)ldz for the line, the expression determines the actual value of 11 for a given minimal

surface. Similarly for v.
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and each of these is an algebraic function of u. But

/= - i {(1 - "') 1 + ^(1 + ^<^') V + ^u^}
;

and therefore f is an algebraic function of v. Similarly g is an algebraic

function of v.

Hence in order to have an algebraic minimal surface, it is necessary and

sufficient that the functions / and g should be algebraic functions of their

arguments.

179. To discuss the reality of a minimal surface, it is simplest to proceed

from the equations

a; = i l(l-u^)F(u)da+h
I
(1 - V') G (v) dv,

y = ii I (1 + u"~) F (ii) du ~^i I (1 + V-) (v) dv,

z = I uF(u) du + I vG (v) dv.

When the paths of integration for u and for v are such as to give conjugate

complex variables at corresponding points, and when F (u) and G (v) are

conjugate, then w, y, z are real and the surface is real. The converse is true.

The nul directions, as given by

dx^ + dij^ + dz" = 0, dz = pdx + qdy,

are given by conjugate complex variables on a real surface; as they also are

given by

z^ Z2

it follows that u and v are conjugate. Also

.Tj — iy-^ = F {n), Xo + iy-2 = G {v),

and Xi — iyi, x^ + iy-i are conjugate; hence F (u) and G(v) are conjugate,

shewing that the conditions for reality are sufficient.

The reason, why it is simpler to discuss the last matter through the

functions F and G rather than through / and g, is that, as the functions are

defined by the relations

f"'(u)=F(u), g"(v) = G(v),

the functions/(u) and g(v) are not definite but are subject to additive terms

au^ + '2hu + c, dv^ + Ih'v + c
,

respectively. The effect of such additive terms is to add to x, y, z respectively

the constants

a—c + d — c, \i{a + c—d — c), — 2b — 2b'

;

and these can be zero without making au- + 2bu + c and dv- + 2b' v + c

conjugate, that is, without keeping /(w) and g {v) conjugate.
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I

180. It is clear that, when functions F {u) and G (v) are given, the

values of x, y, z are determinate and unique save as to additive arbitrary

constants that arise in the quadratures ; hence given functions F and G
determine a minimal surface uniquely save as to its position in space.

It is not, however, the fact that a minimal surface leads to a unique

determination of functions F (ii) and G{v), in connection with nul lines as

parametric curves. The quantities u and v are determined as a pair of

magnitudes, being the joint parameters of the nul lines. Accordingly, let

u and v be another pair of magnitudes as parameters of nul lines, and let

A (u) and B {v) be the corresponding functions in the expressions for x, y, z.

Then we have two cases :—(i) when u' is a function of u, and v is a function

of V
;

(ii) when u' is a function of v, and v is a function of u.

In the former case, we have

(1 - II}) F {u) du = (1 - u'-') A (ii) du', (1 - V') G (v) dv = (l- v'') B {v') dv,

( 1 + u^ F {u) du=={l+ u~) A {ii) du', (1 + v"") G {v) dv = {l + v') B {v) dv',

uF (w) du = u'A (ii) du, vG (v) dv = v'B {v) dv
;

and these relations can only be satisfied if

u = u, F (u) = A («'), v = v', G (y) = B (v).

No new expressions for x, y, z are given in this case.

In the latter case, we have

(l-u')F(u)du= {l-v'-)B(v')dv', (l-v')G(v)dv= (I - u') A iu')du\'

(1 -{- ii'') F (u) du = - (l + v'') B {v') dv', (1 + v") G (v) dv = - {1 + u'') A ( u') du,

uF{u) du = v'B {v') dv', vG(v) dv = u'A (u) du'
;

and these relations can only be satisfied if

uv' = -l, F(u) = -v''B(v), uv = -l, G (v) = - u'A (u).

When the surfaces are real, F and G are conjugate, and A and B are

conjugate ; and

A(u) = -^,G(v)

= --.«(--)u* \ u J

Thus there are two forms of function, F(u) with its conjugate, and

T^Gi 7) with its conjugate, for the expressions of x, y, z as a point

on a given real minimal surface.
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Consider, further, this double analytical representation of a real minimal

surface. The direction-cosines of the normal in the first representation are

given by

„ u + V ,^ . V — u „ uv — 1
X =

^ ,
1=1 ^ , Z = ;

1 + uv 1 + uv 1 + uv

and in the second representation the direction-cosines of the normal are

given by
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same variations as in the vicinity of the point ,
— -

. The vahies of
'' ' V u

the parameters at any point are determinate functions of the position of the

point; hence, when the integration for x, y, z is effected, either

(i) the vahies of x, y, z in the first representation differ from those in the

second by constants ; or

(ii) the values of x, y, z in the first representation are the same as those

in the second.

In the first case, a suitable pure translation (determined by the constants)

will make the two sets of values of x, y, z the same ; that is to say, a suitable

translation of the surface will bring the part of the surface in the vicinity of

the point u, v to coincide with the part of the surface in the vicinity of the

point , . Such a surface is periodic and therefore not algebraical.

In the second case, the part of the surface in the vicinity of the point w, v

coincides (without any translation) with the part of the surface in the vicinity

of the point , . When the function F is algebraical, such a surface F^ V u "

is algebraical.

Now the normals at these two different parametric points, which geo-

metrically coincide on the surface, lie in opposite senses on the same line.

Accordingly if we trace a path on the surface from the point u, v to the point

,
, we return to the same geometrical position on the surface while,

at the end of the path, the normal assumes a position directly opposite to

its initial position. Thus it is possible, without any breach of continuity,

to pass from any position to the same position as though the surface were

pierced at that place ; in other words, the surface has only one side*, instead

of the familiar two sides. The notion of these minimal surfaces is due to

Lie"f* who called them double surfaces. The test that a surface should be

double is that, if F and G are conjugate functions in the quadrature

expressions for the coordinates of a point on a real minimal surface, the

relation

should be satisfied identically,

* The simplest example, in model form, of a one-sided surface occurs when a long rectangular

strip of paper ABCD (of which AC and BD are the diagonals) is twisted once, or an odd number

of times, and then joined into a twisted ring by making the edge AB coincide with the edge CD,

so that A coincides with C, and B with D.

t Math. Ann., t. xiv (1878), pp. 331—416; ih., t. xv (1879), pp. 465—506.
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182. Special examples of double surfiices can be obtained directly by

solving (either generally or specially) this functional equation. Let

and let 0o be the function conjugate to cf) ; then the equation is

(/,(0 = -<^o(-y)

A solution of this equation is given by

(f)
(t) = ia,

where a is a real constant ; then

and we have the helicoid (§ 177, Ex. 4), a periodic surface.

Another solution is given by

Avhere a is a real constant ; then

and we have another periodic surface.

Another solution is given by

(/,(0 = a(^^-i),

where a is a real constant ; then

f(r) = a(l-J),

and then we have Henneberg's algebraic surface (| 177, Ex. 2).

The general solution is given by

II) = 1

where the quantities c and a. are real.

183. We have already (§ 59) dealt with Lie's method of generating

minimal surfaces by taking them as the locus of the middle point of the

chord joining any point on cme nul line in space to any point on another nul

line in space. This method of generation (which really is an interpretation

of the Monge formulse and the Weierstrass formulae) is the foundation of Lie's

researches on minimal surfaces.
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When the nul lines are one and the same, the chord comes to be a chord

joining any two points on the nul line in space ; the locus of its middle point

still is a minimal surface ; and it is the fact that this minimal surface is a

one-sided or double surface. The proof of this theorem, which is due to

Lie, is left as an exercise.

Deformation of minimal surfaces.

184. The general discussion of the deformation of surfaces has been

reserved for a separate chapter. But the deformation of minimal surfaces,

limited by the restriction that the surface is to remain minimal, is so

particular that it may fitly be discussed here, especially as the detailed

results lead to other issues.

Accordingly, let a minimal surface be deformed without stretching or

tearing so as to remain minimal if that be possible. The arc-element must

remain unaltered ; and therefore, if Wj and v^ be the parameters of the nul

lines in any deformed configuration, we must have

(1 + uvy FGdudv = (1+ UiViY Ffi^du-^dv^,

where F and G are the functions in the Weierstrass equations, being func-

tions of u alone and v alone, respectively^, and likewise for F^ and (tj with

regard to u-^ and v^ respectively. Now

and therefore

dui — ^- du + ^^- dv, awj = ;:— au + ;=— av
;

ou dv da dv

dui dvi _ dtii dvi _
du du ' dv dv

Hence either Mj is a function of ii only and Vi is a function of v only, or u^ is

a function of v only and Vi is a function of u only. The alternatives are

effectively the same ; so we take

Ml = X (u) = X, V^= fJb {v) = fJb,

and then

(1 4- uvfFG = (1 + X/i)- F,G,X'fi'.

7)"

Taking losfarithms of both sides and then operating with ^^^ , we find

1 X'yLt'

that is.

(1+uvy (l+Xfiy

dudv . du.dvi= 4
(1 + uvf (1 + u^v^y

Hence the arc-elements in the spherical representations of the minimal

surface in its different stages are the same ; and so the spherical representa-

tions either are equal to one another or are symmetrical. But the deformation

is continuous and the spherical representations begin by being the same

;
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hence the spherical representation at any stage is equal to the initial

spherical representation. Consequently, choosing an appropriate location of

the two forms of the minimal surface, we have

that is,

Ul = U, t\ = V.

Then

Now F and F^ are functions of u alone, while G and Gi are functions of v

alone ; hence

-^ = 7T = constant = e"*,
r (ti

say, where a is any constant ; that is,

F, = F&\ G, = Ge-^\

Minimal surfaces thus determined are called surfaces associated with the

minimal surface ; and so we have Bonnet's theorem that the only minimal

surfaces, which can be deformed into a given minimal surface, are its

associated surfaces.

185. Among the associates of a minimal surface, there is one of special

importance. It is given by taking a= hir, so that

F, = iF, G, = - iG

;

and it is called the adjoint surface (sometimes Bonnet's adjoint surface).

Let x„, yo, Zq be the point on it which corresponds to the point x, y, z on the

original minimal surface ; then, writing

x^A{u) + A' {v), y = B{u) + B'{v), z = C (u) + C (v),

we have

Xo = iA (u) — iA' (v), yo = iB (u) - iB' (v), z^ = iG (u) — iC' (v).

When the original minimal surface is real, the adjoint surface is real.

The two surfaces are algebraical together. And the same holds for every

associate of a minimal surface.

The adjoint of the adjoint is not the original minimal surface ; it is

symmetrical with that original through the origin of coordinates.

The adjoint surface is not definite in position. For we can write A (u) + a

and A'(v)—a in place of A (u) and A' (v), without altering the original

surface ; but the effect is to add a term 2ia to ^"o. Similarly for y^ and Zq.

And the same holds for every associate.

We have

a; — ixq = 2A (u), y — iy^ = 2B (u), z — iz^ = 20 (u),

X + ixo = 2A' (v), y + iyo=2B'{v), z + iz, = 2C' (v);
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and therefore, if ^, rj, ^are the coordinates of the point which, on the associate

determined by a, corresponds to x, y, z, we have

^= A (11)6'" + A'(v)e-^''

= X cos a.-\- Xq sin a

t] = y cos ot + 2/0 sin a

^= z cos a + Zo sin a
j

Again, we have

dxQ = ix-^du — ix-^dv.

But (§ 27) we have, in general,

Yz, - Zy, = {x,E - x,F) V-\ Yz, - Zy, = {x,F- x, G)V-'
;

and therefore, in the present case, as ^ = 0, G = 0, V = iF,

Yzi — Zy^ = ix^ , Yz2 — Zy.^ — - ix^.

Consequently

dxo = ( Yzi — Zy^) du + ( Yz2 — Zy^ dv

= Ydz — Zdy, «

and similarly for the others ; that is, we have

dxo = Ydz — Zdy \

dyo = Zdx — Xdz \ .

dZ(, = Xdy— Ydxj

These results are due to Schwarz ; and they again shew that the adjoint

surface, being obtainable through quadratures, is not definite in position.

Further, we have
C/Xq , (jXn .

- = IXi, ^r = 1i^2)

du dv

and similarly for the other coordinates ; hence the direction-cosines of the

normal to the adjoint surface are the same as those of the normal to the

original surface, that is, the tangent planes to the two surfaces are parallel.

Also

dxdxQ + dydyo + dzdz„ = 0,

on substituting the values of dx^, dy^, dz^^; that is, corresponding curves on a

minimal surface and its adjoint are perpendicular to one another at corre-

sponding points.

The first of these results (but not the second) holds for any associate

surface. For

dP . dA . d^ . dA'

ou du dv OV

and similarly for the other coordinates; thus the direction-cosines of the
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normal to the associate are the same as for the original minimal surface,

and so the tangent planes are parallel. But

ducd^ + dydrj + dzd^= (S dx-) cos a + (Xdxdwo) sin a

= ds^ cos Of,

which vanishes only if a= ^ir ; and

dx^d^ + di/odrj + dzgd^ = dSf," sin a

= ds^ sin a,

which vanishes only if a is or tt.

The lines of curvature on the original minimal surface are

Fdw'-Gdv'=0

(F and G being the functions in Weierstrass's expressions), and its asymptotic

lines are

Fdu-+ Gdv"--^ 0.

On the adjoint surface the lines of curvature are

iFdu- - (- iG) dv- = 0,

which therefore correspond to the asymptotic lines of the original ; and the

asymptotic lines are

iFdu' — iGdv"^ = Q,

which therefore correspond to the lines of curvature of the original. And so

for other properties.

Minimal surfaces under assigned conditions.

186. The special results just proved and due to Schwarz, which relate to

the adjoint surface and determine it by a process of quadrature, have been

applied by him to a problem of greater importance in the theory of minimal

surfaces.

From any of the integral equations of a minimal surface, it appears that

they contain a couple of arbitrary functions in their expression ; and it is

natural to consider alike the character and the extent of the conditions which

the functions can help to satisfy. On the other hand, we know that the

differential equation of minimal surfaces is substantially a partial differential

equation of the second order, whether it occurs in the intrinsic form

EN-^FM+GL = 0,

or in the explicit form

(1 4- q') r - 2pqs + (l + p'')t =

with the customary notation.
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Now as regards such partial equations of the second order, the funda-

mental existence-theorem* (due to Cauchy) establishes the result that a

unique uniform integral z of the partial equation exists which is determined

by the conditions:

—

(i) that, along any assigned curve (not being one of the ' characteristic

'

curves), the quantity z assumes an assigned value, and

(ii) that, along the same assigned curve, one of the derivatives of z

assumes an assigned value.

In the case of the partial equation for minimal surfaces, the characteristic

curves are given by

(1 + f) (If + "Ipqdxdy + (1 +/)-) da? = 0,

that is, by
dx- + dy- + dz"^ = 0,

which are the nul lines on the surface. Therefore, in applying Cauchy 's

theorem, it is necessary to exclude the nul lines from the curves along which

external conditions can be assigned. Furthei-, along any non-excluded cuive

the value of z is given, as also is that of one of its derivatives, say p ; thus, as

we everywhere have
dz = pdx + q dy,

and as we are given z and /; along the curve, we know q also ; that is, we

know p and q along the curve. Now at any point on the surface, the

quantities p and q determine the direction-cosines of the normal to the

surface, and therefore determine the tangent plane. We therefore can

restate Cauchy 's general theorem for partial equations of the second order,

when it is applied to the equation of minimal surfaces, as follows :

—

A minimal surface is uniquely determinate by the condition tluit it passes

through an assigned curve and that, along the curve, it touches an assigned

developable surface tJcrough the curve, provided the curve is not a nul line upon

the surface.

To have the surface explicitly determinate, it is necessary to find the

forms of the arbitrary functions which shall satisfy the assigned conditions

;

for that end, Schwarz's results can be used.

187. Without entering into all the cases, let us assume that the assigned

curve is such that, along its range, the coordinates of a point x, y, z and the

direction-cosines X, Y, Z of the tangent plane to the assigned developable

surface, can be expressed in terms of a current parameter. We have

X — i/'o = 2/1, x-\- ix'o — tA,

* See the author's Theory of Differential KqinaiDiis, vol. vi, chaps, xii, xx.
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that is,

x-i j(Ydz - Zdy) = 2A, x + i
\
{Ydz - Zdy) = 2A'

;

and similarly

ij - i \{Zdx - Xdz) = '2B, y + i \{Zdx - Xdz) = 2B',

z-i{ {Xdy - Ydx) = 2C, z + ij {Xdy - Ydx) = 26".

These equations, when substitution is made for the values of x, y, z, X, Y, Z
along the curve, determine the forms of the functions A, B, G, A', B', C; and

then taking two parameters p and q, conj ugate for real surfaces, we have the

integral equations of the minimal surface in the form

x=A{p) + A'{q), y = B{p) + B'{q), z = C {p) + C (q),

that is,

2x = {x (p) + X (q)] - i r\ Ydz - Zdy)'
1

% = [y (p) + y (?)} - i {' {Zdx -Xdz)

.

q

'Iz = \z (p) + z (q)} - i \\xdy - Ydx)
J n

One remark, by way of warning, must be made, because the analysis will

not be developed further. The nul lines can remain as parametric curves,

when any arbitrary functions of the parameters are substituted for the

respective parameters ; but it must not therefore be assumed (it is not the

actual fact) that the vai'iables p and q in the preceding analysis are the

variables u and v in the Weierstrass equations for a minimal surface.

Some examples will illustrate the working in detail. But it soon appears

that the determination of a minimal surface in connection with assigned

conditions becomes a problem in the theory of functions and differential

equations ; a full exposition is given in Darboux's treatise.

Ex. 1. Let it be required to find the minimal surface, whicli passes through a cirde

of radius unity lying on a right circular cone of semi-vertical angle a and touches the cone

along that circle.

Along the circle, we have

^= cos^, y=-s,m6, 2= cot a,

X= cos 6 cos a, Y= sin 6 cos a, Z= — sin a ;

and therefore

Ydz —Zdy =sin a cos 6d6.,

Zdx — Xdz = sin a sin 6 dd,

Xdy — Ydx= cos a d6.
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Hence

2A =x -i
j
{Ydz - Zdy) = cos 6-i sin a sin ^,

lA' — x-\-i I
(
Ydz - Zdy) = cos 6 + i sin a sin ^,

25 =y — i I (iTdr — ^^2 ) = sin 6-\-i sin a cos ^,

25' =3/ + i
I
(Zrf.r — Xdz) = sin ^ - i sin a cos ^,

2C =2-1 \{Xdy— Ydx) = coia — id coHa,

2C' =z +i I (Xrfy - Ydx) = cot a+ id cos a.

Thus
x= A {p) + A'{q)

=^ (cos jO+ cos
J') + ^ i sin a (sin q — ainp)

=cos ^(p+ q) {cos I {q — p) + i sw nsin| iq-p)),

y= Bip) + B'{q)

= sin ^{p + q) {cos | (g — />) + isina sin |((j'-jt))},

z=Gip) + C'{q)

= cot a + ^ ?'

(j — p) cos a.

When p and q are eliminated between these three equations, the resulting equation (being

that of the minimal surface) is

f(^-Hy^)^ + (^-^ ^y^ - cos2 a)s
j

I 1 + sin a j cos a

The surface is a catenoid.

Ex. 2. Find the minimal surface which touches an ellipsoid along a line of curvature.

Take the line of curvature as given by

x'^ y^ z^ x^ y^ z^

a b c ' a+p b+p c+p

Along the line in question, the quantities x, y, z, X, Y, Z are the same for the minimal

sin-face as for the ellipsoid ; hence, writing

aM±p) _ 6(6+£)_ c(c+^)_
—py —ya — ap

bc{a+p)_ , ca{b+p)_,, ab{c+p)_,
— ppy -pya -pap

x={a(a+q)]K ^= {h{b + q)]K z= {c{o + q)}K

X=/a'«+^l\ F=(b'^4\ ir=|c'^l^

Ydz-Zdv--\ \''i^+P)^<=+P)]^-
[

g ]^a^

Zdx-xdz= -, fJi±£)(^)f i-r^--\\,

Xdu- Ydv- - ^
jWo+^K^H^p)) * f q \KAdy Idx-

^, ^^^ I i(«+ ,^)(ft + ^)|
«fS

we have (§ 78)

Then
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and therefore, after the investigation in the text, the coordinates of the current point on

the required minimal surface are given by

Ex. 3. A minimal surface is drawn through a helix of pitch tan^^c upon a circular

cylinder of radius unity having its axis along the axis of z ; and the minimal surface

touches the cylinder along the helix. Prove that its equation can be expressed in the

form

.= ctan-i^-otan-4(-^:+<-l)H-tanh-4f":+<-^A^"

Ex. 4. Suppose that a minimal surface is such that a real straight Hue can be drawn
upon it.

Take the straight line for axis of z ; then along this line we have

.r=0, y=Q, Z-^0;

and so the equations of the minimal surface are

.r=-i?; f" Ydz

y= \i I Xdz\
,

where X and Y are appropriate functions of z subject to the relation

A'-^+r-'=i.

When u and v are interchanged, the value of z remains unaltered, while x and y change

their signs but otherwise are unaltered ; hence the axis of z is an axis of symmetr}^ for the

surface. In other words, when a straight line can be drawn upon a minimal siu'face, it is

an axis of symmetry—a result due to Schwarz.

Ex. 5. As another example—(the investigation is due to Lie)—consider the possibility

of a minimal surface having a plane line of curvature. We know (§ 128) that the plane

cuts the surface at an angle that is constant along the line ; and that, conversely, if the

angle be constant, the line of intersection is a line of curvature. Let this constant angle

be denoted by a.

Take the plane for the plane of .r, y. The values of Jf, F, Z along the curve are

„ cLy , .^ ax . „
A=—-f-Sina, J=-T-sina, Z = cosa;

(XS cts

and along the curve, we have

x= x{s), y=y(s), z= 0.

F. 20
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Then the equations of the minimal surface are

= i {x (ii) + x{v)} + ^i {y (u) -y {y)\ cos a y

z=\i\ rfssina= ^i (m — v) sina /

The surface is algebraical if, and only if, x (s) and y (s) are algebraical.

N^ote on the range of a minimal surface.

188. We now proceed to the deferred consideration of the single remain-

ing test (§ 167) that applies to the second variation. The test must be

satisfied if the minimal surface, which passes through an assigned curve and

touches an assigned developable along the curve, is to provide an actual

minimum. For the complete consideration of this criterion, some of the

laborious analysis in the calculus of variations would be needed ; here, the

discussion will be restricted to the case of weak variations, so that we shall

require a positive sign for the value of u, where u denotes the second varia-

tion. We have

2« = ffj- 2
^^
+ y^ {EL: - ^FIJ, + GlA Vdpdq,

where K, now necessarily negative, is denoted by — 1/q"^
; the length I

(measured normal to the surface) is an arbitrary function of p and q, subject

to the condition of vanishing along the assigned curve. It will be proved

that the requirement of a positive value for u imposes a possible limitation

upon the range over which the surface provides an actual minimum, just as

there is a possible limitation upon the range for which a geodesic (§ 89)

provides an actually shortest distance on a surface.

The expression for u must be modified. We take any two variable

quantities A and B, functions of p and q, reserving their assignment for

subsequent use. The value of the double integral

.(f|ai*^''> + 3-/^''>l
''"'«

extended over a region of the variables bounded by the assigned curve at

one limit, and by any other curve at some other limit (the latter merely

indicating a range of the minimal surface to be considered), is zero ; because,

for the weak variations adopted, we assume that I vanishes at each boundary

of the range. Adding this zero integral to 2u, we have

2u=lijJdpdq,
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where

U = ^ {Eli - 2

A

k + Gh') +p[a, + B,-2 ^^)
+ lAlh + 2Blk.

Now U is expressible in the form

provided the quantities \, A, B satisfy the relations

A,+B,-2- = y--2^-~+y-^,.

Obviously A and B can be regarded as known, when X, is known. Eliminating

A and B between the three relations, we have the equation for \ in the

form

dp\VX VxJ'^dqK Vx'^Vx) '^
a' V X' " V X'~ ^ V X"^

'

that is,

EX,,-2FX,,+ GXn- (EF" - 2Fr + Gr)X,

- (^A" - 2FA' + GA) X., + 2 ^" X = 0,

a partial differential equation of the second order.

The characteristics for the solution of this equation are

Edp'' + 2Fdpdq + Gdq- = 0,

that is, are the nul lines of the surface, neither of which (§ 186) can be an

assigned boundary of the surface. Hence, by Cauchy's theorem already

quoted (§ 186), a unique regular integral of this equation exists, satisfying

the conditions :

—

(i) the magnitude X shall, like I, vanish along the assigned curve

through which the minimal surface must pass

;

(ii) along the assigned curve, Xj and X., shall differ from l^ and I2

respectively by relatively infinitesimal quantities.

When X is thus determined, the equation X = ;)^(p, q), for parametric values

of X, gives curves on the surface, one of them coinciding with the assigned

curve when X = 0.

The subject U, in the modified integration for the second variation, is

everywhere positive for real surfaces, because

E >0, G>0, V>0,
20—2
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unless it should happen that the quantities

could vanish together, that is, unless the relation

(where c is a pure constant) could hold, for variations I over the considered

range of the surface. The relation holds at the initial stage of the range,

because both / and A, vanish there. If, therefore, after the initial stage,

X. could again vanish either at or before the final stage, the relation could

hold over the whole considered range of the surface. The second variation

then would be zero, for an assumed choice I = cX; disregarding variations

of higher orders, we could not declare that the included range of the minimal

surface provides an actual minimum area.

Accordingly, we trace upon the surface the family of curves

x{p,q) = \
for parametric values of X ; we call the assigned curve, given by X = at the

boundary of the integral, the initial curve. As A, varies, positivel}^ and

negatively, it may again assume a zero value upon the surface; we call the

curves, nearest to the initial curve in either sense along the surface, conjugate

to the initial curve. We therefore infer the result :

—

In order that an actual minimmn area, may he provided hy a minimal

surface, which is required to pass through an assigned curve and to touch an

assigned developable along the curve, the range of the surface laust not extend

so far as the conjugate {if any) of the assigned curve on the surface.

It follows therefore that the range of a minimal surface must not extend

so far as the conjugate of any curve upon it, if the area of the surface is to be

an actual minimum for small variations. If only the descriptive property

—

that the mean curvature is zero—is required, it would be possessed by the

surface over its whole extent; just as in the case of geodesies, the geodesic

property—that its principal normal is the normal to its surface— is possessed

along its whole course without any reference to conjugate points.

The more detailed consideration of the conjugate of any curve on a

minimal surface belongs to the region of the calculus of variations*.

EXAMPLES.
1. Shew that the surface

, , cos ax
gttg—

cos ay

is minimal ; that it is the locus of the middle jtoint of a chord joining any two points on

a particular uul curve in space ; and that it is the only minimal surface such that

* See a paper by the author, Ann. di Blat., Ser. iii, t. xxi (1913), pp. 121— 142.
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Obtain the equation of the adjoint surface in the form

sin az= sinh ax sinh ay.

2. Two surfaces can be deformed into one another, and their tangent planes at

corresponding points are parallel ; shew that they are associated minimal surfaces.

3. Two surfaces can be deformed into one another and corresponding arc-elements

are inclined to one another at a constant angle ; shew that they are associated minimal

surfaces.

4. Shew that for a minimal surface, given by the equations

2:p(1 -c^)^ =c(^+ (^) + sin ^+ sin

1y (1 - c2)i =1 \d - + c (sin 6 - sin 0)}

22= - cos 6 - cos

the lines of curvature become two families of circles in the spherical representation.

5. In Weierstrass's equations for a minimal surface, take

F{u) = a%iJ', 0{v)= a'v\

where ^ is a real constant, while a and a' are conjugate constants ; shew that the surface

can be deformed into a surface of revolution.

6. A minimal surface possesses a plane geodesic ; shew that the plane of the geodesic

is a plane of symmetry for the surface.

7. A minimal surfece (Catalan's) is given by the equations

x=sm^ u + sin^ V,

y= 2i (sin ii - sin v),

2z= 2u+ sin2u + 2p+sin2v
;

shew that it contains one geodesic which is a parabola, and another which is a cycloid.

8. Shew that the (Henry Smith) surface

z{x^+y^) = x^

has only one side.

9. In Weierstrass's equations for a minimal surface, take

where /3 is an odd integer ; shew that the minimal surface is a "double" surface.

10. Given two associated minimal surfaces ; shew that the lines of curvature on

either of them correspond to isogonal trajectories of the lines of curvature on the other.

11. On two adjoint surfaces, corresponding geodesies are drawn ; shew that the

circular curvature of one at any point is equal to the torsion of the other at the

corresponding point.



CHAPTER IX.

Surfaces with Plane or Spherical Lines of Curvature
;

Weingarten Surfaces.

The present chapter is devoted to some special classes of surfaces, other than minimal

surfaces. The vast variety of modern investigations leads to an extraordinary amount

of detailed result. Here, we shall deal with only some of the principal classes of such

surfaces.

Liouville surfaces have already been discussed, from the point of view of their most

important property—that they can be geodesically represented upon one another, and

that (for the explicit equation of their geodesies) they admit quadratic integrals of the

critical equation of geodesies (§ 157).

Eeference (to the extent of constructing the essential partial differential equation of

the second order which sei-ves for their construction) has also been made to surfaces

having a constant measure of cui-vature—whether the Gauss measure, or the mean

measure (§§ 54, 57).

We have also dealt, briefly, with surfaces which possess lines of curvature of the

isometric type (5^ 64). They will occur, later, under the discussion of triply orthogonal

systems of surfaces in space.

Thus, for various reasons, a selection of two special systems of surfaces is made for the

present chapter.

One of these systems is characterised by the property that the lines of curvature (in

either set or in both the sets) are composed of plane curves or of curves that lie upon a

sphere. The special restriction to plane curves or to spherical curves is due to a

theorem of Joachimsthal's (§ 128) which facilitates the construction of integral equations

of the surfaces. The subject has been the cause of many investigations in the past
;

special note should be made of the memoirs by Serret* Cayley t, RouquetJ, of portions

of Darboux's treatise§, and of Bianchi's treatise||. The literature of this part of the

subject is so great that no attempt at a comprehensive bibliography can here be made
;

many references will be fovmd in the authors just quoted.

The other of the systems of surfaces is characterised by the property that a functional

relation—as ai'bitrary as can he chosen—exists between the princijjal radii of curvature.

Such surfaces are called Weingarten surfaces ; special instances, such as those which have

* Liouville'ti Journal, t. xviii (1853), pp. 113—162.

t Coll. Math. Papers, vol. xii, pp. 601—638.

J M6m. de I'Ac. des Sciences, Toulouse, 8« S^r„ t. ix (1887), t. x (1888).

§ Vol. i, pp. 114—118; vol. iv, pp. 198—266.

II
Vol. ii, chap. xxi.
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one or other of the measiii'es of curvature equal to a constant, are already known ; the

more general investigation of such surfaces is due to Weingarten, to whose memoirs (as

to other investigations) detailed reference is given in Darboux's sections dealing with the

subject*.

Surfaces with Plane or Spherical Lines of Curvature.

189. We have seen (§ 129) that, if a line of curvature on a surface is a

plane curve, the plane cuts the surface at a constant angle ; and that, if a

line of curvature is a spherical curve (that is, if it lies on a sphere), the

sphere and the surface cut at a constant angle ; the two results being

connected with one another owing to the property (§ 79) that inversion

conserves lines of curvature. In each case, the constancy of the angle is

maintained along the particular line of curvature. When there is a family

of plane lines, or when there is a family of spherical lines, the angle that is

constant along any one line can (and usually does) vary from one line to

another. The simplest illustration is provided b}' surfaces of revolution.

The property, originally discovered by Joachimsthal, can be used to

obtain a first integral of some associated differential equations of the surface
;

and the two cases—according as the lines of curvature are plane or are

spherical—can be treated together analytically.

Let an equation

k {x^ + ^^ + ^^) = 2 {ax + bij + cz + u)

be taken ; it represents a sphere if k=l, and a plane if k — 0. It is to be

the sphere or the plane, as the case may be, containing the line of curvature

;

and therefore the quantities a, b, c, u will be functions of one parameter,

which will be constant along the line and will vary from one line to another.

The property, that the sphere or the plane cuts the surface at a constant

angle, is analytically expressed by a relation

(kx - a) X + (kij -b)Y+ (kz -c)Z=l,

where / is constant along the line of curvature and usually varies from one

line to another ; that is, I also is a function of the parameter of the lines of

curvature in the family.

190. Before proceeding further with the discussion of the problem, we

may note one reason (chiefly of manipulative ease) why consideration is

restricted mainly to those classes of lines of curvature which are either plane

or spherical. It is not inconceivable that a family of lines of curyature

* See Ills treatise, vol. iii, Book vii, chaps, vii, ix, x.
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should be curves lying on a family of quadrics ; thus they might be helices

on a family of circular cylinders. The analysis, however, in all such cases

becomes more complicated ; for the first integral, similar to the Joachimsthal

property for planes and spheres, appears to be unobtainable.

To see the distinction between the cases, let the surface be referred to its

lines of curvature as parametric curves. We then have

F=0, i/=0;

and then (§ 29)

EX^ = - Lx„ E\\ ^-Ly„ EZ, =-Lz„

GX, = -Nx^, GY, = -Ny,, OZ, = -Nz,.

Now suppose that the line of curvature, given b}^ p — constant, lies upon a

surface

(^ {cc, y, z, p) = 0.

The direction-cosines of the line at any point are proportional to x,, y^, z^\

so we have
3d) 8d) 8(f) „
l^x.^-^y.\ ^ z., =
ox ay '^ oz

along the line, that is, we have

ex ' oy oz

along the line. What is required is to secure some progress by some less

differentiated equivalent relation.

Let the surfaces ^ (x, y, z, p) = he sl family of planes

ax + by + cz + a = 0,

where a, b, c, u are functions oi p only; the foregoing equation is

aX, + bY, + cZ, = 0,

and therefore an integral is

aX + bY+cZ=l,

where Zis a function of /) only. This gives Joachimsthal's theorem concerning

plane lines of curvature.

Next, let the surfaces <p (x, y, z, p) = he a. famil}' of spheres

x- + y' + z"^ — 2ax — 2by - 2cz — 2m = 0,

where again a, b, c, u are functions of p only ; the foregoing general equation

becomes

{x - a) X, + (y-b)Y, + {z- c) Z, = 0.
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But we always have

hence

I- {(x - a) X + (>/-b) Y + {z-c)Z]= 0,

and therefore

{x - a) X + {y - b) F+ {z-c)Z = l,

where I is a function of p onl}^ This gives Joachimsthal's theorem concerning

spherical lines of curvature.

In each case, the surface of which the line in question is a line of

curvature, and the surface (plane or spherical) on which the line lies, cut

at an angle that is constant along the line. If there were the same integral

for any other surface, w^e should have

[^'h if- ^'^) {(It)"- gr- (irr'-"-- -^ :'y.

where the tactor \{-^) + (^) '^ \^) \

^^^^ ^^ capable of simplification

by the relation <^ {x, y, z, p) = ; but the plane and the sphere appear to be

the only surfaces which allow the integral.

It is conceivable that we could have an integral

X T— + Y -^ + Z ^:— = function of u only,
dx oy OZ r j^

equivalent to the general relation

vx oy OZ

In that case, we must have

-^ / a'^(/) a-0 a-^

\dxdy " 3//- dydz ''

^^\&z''-^^dydzy^^d^^'^) =
^-

Now this equation will be satisfied if a quantity p exists such that

OX- cxoy oxoz
'^

X -?^ + F^ + Z^ = 2 Yp
dxdy dy- dydz "

X^ +7 ^^ +Z^ =2Zp
dxdz dydz dz-
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When the surfaces ^ {x, y, 2, p)=0 are quadrics, say

ax^ + hy' + cz^ 4- 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy + llx + 2my + 2nz + u = 0,

where the coefficients are functions of ^ alone, we have

a- p, k, g =0,

h, h-p, f

so that /o is a function of p only. In the case of a plane, the three equations

are evanescent, for p = 0. In the case of a sphere, we have

f=g=h = 0, a = b = c = p',

the three equations are satisfied identically. In other cases, the three

equations, combined with

determine X, F, Z as functions of p alone. Thus

X,= 0, Y._=0, Z,= 0,

and so

Nx,= 0, Ny,= 0, Xz, = 0;

and therefore as we cannot have x.,, y.2, Zo all zero (for the surface would then

be a curve), we must have

N=0,

in addition to M = 0. The Mainardi-Codazzi relations become

L, = r'L, o = r"L,

and we cannot now have X =
; hence F" = 0, that is, Gi = 0, so that G is a

function of q only which can easily be made unity. Thus the arc is

ds' = dq" + Ed.p\

and the surface is developable ; the lines of curvature, p = constant, are

geodesies and so are plane. There is no new case.

We thus, in the main, restrict ourselves for the present purpose to lines

of curvature that are plane or spherical.

191. Two remarks may be made in passing.

In the case of a developable surface (but not in the case of any other

ruled surface) one system of lines of curvature is made up of the generators,

all of which touch the edge of regression ; and the other system is made up

of their orthogonal trajectories, which are the superficial involutes of that

edge. A generator, however, does not lie in a definite plane ; and so it is

simpler to consider developable surfaces apart.

Again, one system of lines of curvature may be circles. When a circle is

regarded as a plane curve, its plane is definite ; when it is regarded as a
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spherical curve, its sphere may be indefinite. Accordingly, unless the family

of spheres is given, it is usually simpler to discuss circular lines of curvature

as plane curves than to discuss them as spherical curves.

},

Serret-Gayley Treatment of the Two Cases.

192. We now resume the analysis of § 189 ; and we assume that the

other system of lines of curvature also is composed of curves that are plane

or spherical. Let the family of surfaces, upon which they lie, be

fc (jf + y- + z~) - 2ax - 2/3?/ - 'l^z - 2u = 0,

where k is either or 1, and where a, ^, y, v are functions of q alone; then

we have
(kx - a) X + (kij - /3) Y+(KZ-y)Z=X,

where \ also is a function of q alone. Hence, for the whole surface, we have

the equations

= k {x- + y" -\- Z') — 2ax — 2by — 2cz — 2u '

I = {kx -a)X + (ky- b) Y+(kz - c) Z
= K (x'' + y^ + z") - 2ax - 2% - 2yz - 2v

X = (kx - a)X + {/cy — ^) Y + {kz — y) Z
1 = X' + Y-' + Z'

= Xdx + Ydy + Zdz

where k and k are or 1 independently of one another, a, b, c, u, I are

functions of p alone, and a, yS, y, v, \ are functions of q alone. The first

five of these equations determine five of the quantities x, y, z, X, Y, Z, p, q
in terms of the other three, say X, Y, Z. p, q in terms of x, y, z. When the

values are substituted in the sixth and it is integrated—we shall prove that

the " condition of integrability "
(§ 30) is satisfied—we have a new equation

1=0, say ; we then have six equations and can regard them as determining

X, y, z, X, Y, Z in terms of p and q. We thus require this integrated

equation.

Let the direction-cosines of the two lines of curvature through a point

X, y, z on the surface be proportional to dx, dy, dz for the line along which p
is constant, and to hx, 8y, 8z for the line along which q is constant. Then

(kx — a) dx + (ky — b) dy + (kz — c)dz = 0,

Xdx+ Ydy + Zdz = 0,

and therefore

dx : dy : dz = kx — a,

X ,

ky - b,

Y ,

kz — c

Z
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Similarly

8x : 81/ : Bz = , Kx — a, ki/ — ^, kz — j .

\\
X , Y , Z \

The two directions are perpendicular to one another ; hence

2 1 ky — b, kz — c «?/ — /3, KZ — y =0,

\
Y , Z \ Y , Z \

and therefore

(X^ + F^ + Z"--) [{kx - a) {kx - a) + {kij - h) {Ky - /3) + {kz - c) {kz - 7)}

= [X {kx - a) + Y{ky - h) + Z{kz - c)] [X {kx -cc) + Y{Ky -^) + Z{kz- 7)}.

Consequently

^K [k {x- 4- 2/" + Z-) — 2ax — 2hy - 2cz}

+ ^k {k {x- + 2/' + z') - 2ax - 2/3y - 2yz] + aa + 6yS -f- 07 = l\

;

aa. + b/3 + cy + uk + kv = l\.

and

It therefore appears that the parametric coefficients in the equations of the

two families of surfaces, upon which the lines of curvature lie, cannot all be

taken arbitrarily.

193. As regards the integrability of the equation, when X, Y, Z are

determined by the first five of the equations, we have

{kx -a)dX + {ky -b)dY+ {kz -c)dZ = {Xcii + Yb, + Zc, + k) dp,

and

{kx — a) dx + (ky — b)dy + {kz — c) dz = {xa^ + ybi + zc^ + Ui) dp ;

hence, writing

A = Xih + Yb^ + Zci + k

xa^ + 2/61 + zci + Ui
'

we have

(kx - a)dX + {ky -b)dY+ {kz - c) dZ

= A [{kx — a) dx + {ky — b) dy + {kz — c) dz]

= u,

say. Similarly we have

{kx -a)dX + {Ky - /3) dY+ {kz - 7) dZ

= B [{kx — a) dx + {Ky — /9) dy + {kz - 7) dz}

say, where

xa^ + y^i + zy^ + v..
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And
XdX + YdY + ZdZ=0.

Let
n =

,
kx —a, ky — h, kz — c \,

\ KX — a, Ky — ^, KZ — 'y \

\

X , Y , Z

where H is not zero (for otherwise the normal to the surface Avould be

coplanar with the normals to the parametric surfaces) ; then

ndX=U{(Ky-^)Z-{KZ-y)Y}+V[(kz-c)Y-(ky-b)Z},

ndY^U {(kz - y) X- (kx -oc)Z\ + V{{kx - a) Z- (kz - c) X],

ndZ = U {{kx - a) F- {Ky -^) X] + V {{ky - b)X-{kx - a) Y}.

Hence

Xl|?= A {kz - c) {{_KZ - 7) Z - {kx -a)Z]+B{KZ-y) {{kx - a) Z - {kz - c) X],

ny=A{ky-b){{KX-ci)Y-{Ky-^)X\+B{Ky-i3)[{ky-b)X-{kx-a)Y].

Let
P = {kx — a) {kx — a) + {ky — b) {Ky — jS) + {kz — c) {kz — 7)

= aa. + b/3 + C7 + ku + uk,

as before ; then

n fi-^ -^^\=A{PX- {kx -a)l}-B {PX - {kx - a) \].

Similarly

n(^-^-^^)=A{PZ-{KZ-y)l]-B{PZ-{kz-c)X}.

Multiplying by X, Y, Z respectively and adding, we have

But the analytical expression of the orthogonality of the lines of curvature

was shewn to be
P = lX,

and n is not zero ; hence

\dz dy

J

\dx dz J \dy ox)

The condition of integrability (§ 30) of the equation Xdx 4- Ydy + Zdz = in

our set of six equations is therefore satisfied.
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The foregoing analysis shews that the necessary relation

aa + bS + cy + ku + kk = IX

gives the orthogonality of the lines of curvature and the condition of

integrability ; also it shews that these two properties are analytically

equivalent to one another.

It is the resolution of this relation, combined with the general equations,

that gives rise to the various surfaces.

Surfaces with Two Plane Systems.

194. In the first place, consider surfaces having plane curves for both

their systems of lines of curvature. Then

the equations involving the determination of X, Y, Z are

ax + by + cz = u, ax + /3y + yz = v,

aX + bY + cZ=L aX + l3Y+ yZ = \,

X-' + Y-' + Z-' = l,

aa -{ b/3 -\- cy = l\,

Avhile a differential equation of the surface as usual is

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = 0.

Sometimes it will prove convenient to denote the first derivatives of z with

regard to x and y hy p and q; so a change of notation will be made. On the

surface, we shall take ni and /x as the current parameters of the lines of

curvature ; and we shall assume that a, b, c, u, I are functions of vi alone,

while a, y8, 7, v, X are functions of /x alone.

I. If possible, let / = 0, X = 0, so that the plane of every line of curvature

is perpendicular to the tangent plane of the surface ; thus all the lines of

curvature are geodesies. Hence there are two families of geodesies cutting

at right angles; therefore (§ 114) the surface must be developable. Then

aa + 6/S + C7 = 0.

Now a, b, c cannot all vanish ; let a be different from zero, so we can make it

unity, and the relation becomes

a + b^ + cy = 0.

Also /3 and 7 cannot both vanish, for then a would vanish also ; so let /3 be

different from zero. Then we can take* /3 = 1, and thus the relation becomes

a + b + cy = 0.

* In effect, we can divide b}' a in the t'oruier case and by /3 in the latter case ; the homogeneous

equations are substantially unchanged.
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In this relation, b and c at the utmost are functions of m alone, while a and 7
at the utmost are functions of yu, alone. Hence :—either 6 is a pure constant,

c is a pure constant, and a + cy is a pure constant ; or a and 7 are pure
constants, and b + 07 is a pure constant. The alternatives are interchanged

by an interchange of parameters ; we choose the first. Thus one famih^ of

the planes is

X + by -\- cz = u,

that is, by a change of axes, it is

x = u,

so that we can take 6 = 0, c = 0. The relation now gives a = ; and so the

other family of planes is

y + y2 = v,

where 7 and v are functions of /i alone, or (what is the same thing) where v

is a function of 7, say

v = {l + r)iF'(y).

The equations for X, F, Z now are

Z = 0, Y + yZ=0;

hence the differential equation Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = of the sui-face now is

dz = ydy

= 7 {dv — ydz — zdy),

that is,

(1 + 7-) dz + zydy = ydv.

Thus

^(l+7-^)4 = J7(l + 7^)-'(^u

= y{l+y')F'{y)-F(y).

The tangent plane to the surface is perpendicular to the planes

a; = u, y + yz = v,

at the point ; hence its equation is

yy-z={V + rfF{y),

containing one parameter. The surface is a cylinder, having its generators

perpendicular to the plane x = 0; its section by the plane x = 0, or by any

plane parallel to x=0, is the envelope of the straight line

^ = 72/- (1 + 7^)* i^ (7).

II. In the second place, let only one of the two quantities I and \
vanish. Let I be zero ; so that the planes of the lines of curvature in that

system contain the normal to the surface, and the lines of curvature in the
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system are geodesies. The most obvious example is that of a surface of

revolution.

The analysis of the preceding case applies in its initial stage ; we can

take a = l, /3 = 1, and the critical relation is

a + h + cj = 0.

Now consider the alternative rejected in the preceding case ; without loss of

generality, we take

a=0, 7 = 0, 6 = 0;

the equations become

X + cz = u, y — V,

X + cZ = 0, Y=\
where n and c are functions of m alone, while v and \ are functions of //.

alone. Thus we can regard ii as a function of c, and i; as a function of \, say

u =f(c) = (1 + f^)' F' (c), v^g(X)^a- ^^ G' (\).

Then

and so the equation of the surface, Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = 0, becomes

cdx 4+ M:(^\rfx=o,

that is,

i:M.dc-^l-Vc^)^dz-z~^^+'^^^dX = 0,

on substituting from x + cz=f{c). Integrating, we have

2(1+ c'f = c {\ ^ c") F' {c) - F {c) -\-\{\ - \') G' (X) - G (X).

This equation, and

a; + cz=f{c) = (\+ci^F'(c),

y=g(X) = {l-X^)^G'{X),

are the equations of the surfice.

When we take

r^^ ^-cx Xy
^ + ]^(^c) + G(X),

(1 + 0^2 (1 - VF
the equations of the surface are

T-0 ^=0 -^=0
^ ~ ^'

dc ' dX '
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giving it as the envelope of its tangent plane, the equation of which contains

two parameters.

The special case, when F{c) = 0, gives the general surface of revolution.

Some exceptional cases must be noted. It might happen that A, is a

constant. The equation of the surface then is

cdx — dz X 7 ^
1 + i

dy = 0,

(1 + C2)2 (1 - \2)2

leading to

2(1 + c'-f- = c ( 1 + c^)* F' (c) -Fic)+ ^^ y,

(1 - X^F
together with

x + cz = {l + c^)^F' ic).

When we take

T'=^^^+F{c)- -^y,
(1 + c'Y (1 - x'Y

the surface is given by

dc

it is the envelope of a plane containing one parameter, and therefore it is a

developable surface.

It might happen that c is a constant. The equation of the surface then is

leading to

together with

When we take

(1 + C=)5 (1 - X')5

^ + X (1 - X-) G' (A,) - G {X) = 0,

(1 + c^f

y = i\-y^G'{^.

T" = ^^'--\ + ^y
^ - G (X),

(1 + C^)2 (l-\2)2
the surface is given by

and so it is a developable surface.

III. Now suppose that neither I nor \ vanishes ; the critical relation is

aa 4- 6/3 + C7 = IX.

As a, b, c cannot all vanish, suppose that a is not zero ; we can take it equal

F. 21
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to unity, as before. Also, as a, /3, 7 cannot all vanish, suppose that /3 is not

zero ; we can take it equal to unity as before. Thus

a + b + cy = l\

where b, c, I are functions of one parameter m, and a, 7, A, are functions of the

other parameter /x.

We have
6' + c'7 = /%

where b' is the derivative of b ; and similarly for the other quantities. If c is

not zero and 7' is not zero, we have

I' -
'^'

c'

6'= (4 -7)0'.

Hence X ^ — 7 is a constant or is zero, and so there is a linear relation
A.

between b and c. Thus either c is constant, or 7 is constant, or there is a

linear relation between b and c ; that is, the planes of one of the families are

parallel to a fixed line. Let it be the family determined by the parameter m,

and take the fixed line for axis of y ; then

6 = 0,

and the critical relation becomes

a + C7 = l\.

Hence
c 7 = l'\.

If c were constant, we should either have A, = 0, which is excluded, or I' = 0, so

that the family of planes would be only a single plane ; thus

l\
ry = — A,

C

Hence

a={l-^,c]\.

a , c
-=l --C,
7 L

and each must therefore be a constant ; so the planes of the second family

are parallel to a line in the plane of xz. Take this line as the axis of x\

then we have a = 0, and the critical relation becomes

cy = l\,
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that is,

7 I

where ^ is a constant. Writing/=- , we now have the equations

X + CZ = U, 1/ + ryz = V,

cHg-zy + y^{f-zy + z-^=i

ZJ0-9T.

and

Let

the equation

gives

and then

X = -cG

Y = - 7r

G-r '

f-9
G-V
f-9
~G-V

Now
dx = — cdz — zdc + u'dc,

dy = — <ydz — zdy + v'd'y

;

and the differential equation of the surface is

Xdx-\-Ydy + Zdz = 0,

that is,

cGdx -yVdy +^^r-^ dz = 0.
^ f-9

Substituting for dx and dy, and reducing, we find

{^^
-y^dz+{f-g)z (cGdc + yVdy) - (/- g) (cGu'dc + jTv'dy) = 0,

and therefore

^[c~f)~ ^'^'~ 9)j{cGudc + ryFv'dy) = 0.

To have the integral free from quadratures, let

F' <!>'

where F is any function of c alone, and 4> is any function of 7 alone, so that

the generality of u and of v is conserved ; then we have

l-f) + (f-9)[F+'i^-9c^.-fyY] = 0.

21—2
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Substituting this value of z in the equations

F' ,,<J>'

we find

5- p) + (/ -?) |- <= (^ + *) +/-^7 %\ + (- 1 + er) 5^= ^>

These three equations for x, y, z are the parametric equations of the surface.

Other forms can be given to them. Eliminating F' ,
<!>'

; and F, <!>'
; and

F', <I> ; in turn, we have

p = _ cQr^ _ r.Vy +/^~^^ ^ + i^ + O = 0,

equations which represent the surface as the envelope of the plane P = 0.

Moreover, the equations

9c ' 87

are the planes of the lines of curvature of the two systems; the inclination

of the former to the tangent plane at x, y, z is

cos-i ^

(1+c-y

and the inclination of the latter to that tangent plane is

while the inclination of the two planes to one another is

(1 + 0^)^(1+7^)^'

When we take new parameters a and yS, and new functions A and B of

them respectively, where

ka=---cC, ^•/3 = -7^, F = kA, ^ = kB,
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the plane P = becomes

ax + ^y + z[\{\- OL')^ - (V - 1)2 (1 - ^^f] +A+B=0.

The surface is the envelope of this plane, a. and ^ being the parameters.

The earlier form is the form obtained by Serret and Cayley ; the later is

the form obtained bv Darboux.

Dupin's Cyclides.

195. One of the most interesting examples of surfaces, having both its

systems of lines of curvature in the form of plane curves, is provided by

Dupin's cyclide*. The name cyclide was originally given to surfaces all

whose lines of curvature are circles ; it now is given to all surfaces of the

fourth order which have the circle at infinity for a double line, and to all

surfaces of the third order which contain the circle at infinity.

Dupin's cyclide is defined as the envelope of a sphere which has its centre

on one conic and passes through any one assigned point on another conic

;

the two conies are to lie in perpendicular planes, and each of them is to pass

through the foci of the other. Also, the generation is double ; either of the

conies can be taken as the locus of the centre of the moving sphere, but

there is a relation between the fixed points on the respective conies through

which the moving spheres are required to pass.

That the envelope surface, under the double generation, has circular lines

of curvature can easily be seen. Take either generation. Where the surface

envelopes a sphere, the normals to both are the same ; because they are

normals to the sphere, they intersect ; and so, as these normals to the surface

meet one another, the curve of contact is a line of curvature. The curve of

contact is the intersection of two consecutive spheres, and therefore it is

a circle ; and so the lines of curvature in the system are circular. Similarly

for the lines of curvature in the other system.

The analysis is simple. Let the two conies be

^^t-^] ^' _ i' = 1

1

a^'^ ¥ I, c' b' y,

z = o\ y = 0)

the condition that each of them passes through the foci of the other is

c2 = a- - b\

* See Dupin's Applications de geometrie et de mecanique, p. 200; Cayley, Coll. Math. Papers,

vol. ix, pp. 64—78; Darboux, Lemons sur lex systemes orthogonanx, 2"° 6d. (1910), pp. 484—498.
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Denote by a cos 6, h sin 6, 0, the centre of the sphere on the first conic, and by

a, 0, 7, the fixed point on the second conic through which the sphere is to

pass ; the equation of the sphere is

x^ + y"^ \- z- — 2 {x — a) a cos d — 2by sin 6 — a- — y- = 0.

The envelope of the sphere is

(x- + y- + Z' - or — 7^)- = 4a^ {x — af + 4:b''y- :

thus one system of the circular lines of curvature, being the intersections of

these consecutive spheres, is given by the equations

x^ + y' + z^ —2(x - a)a cos 6 — 2by sin 6 — a.^ — j"^ —

(x — a) a sin — by cos & =

For the other generation of the cyclide, denote by c cos cf), 0, ib sin
<f),

the

centre of the sphere on the second conic, and by a, ^', 0, the fixed point on

the first conic through which the sphere is to pass ; the equation of the

sphere is

^2 ^. 2/- + ^2 — 2 (« — a) c cos (^ — '2ibz sin <p — a- — ^S'" = 0.

The envelope of the sphere is

{x- -\- xf -\-
z"- - a- - j3''^f

= 4c- (x-af- 4<¥z^
;

thus the other system of circular lines of curvature, being the intersections of

these consecutive spheres, is given by the equations

^2 ^ y2 ^_ ^2 _ 2 (a; — a') c cos
(f>
— 2ibz sin — a'- — /3'- = )

(x— a)c sin
(f)
- ibz cos </> = j

Moreover, among the constants, we have the relations

a- T , a'^ B'^ , ,.,

d" b^ a- ¥

The two envelopes of the two sets of moving spheres are to be one and the

same surface. When the two equations are compared and these relations are

used, we find that the two equations are the same, provided the additional

relation

a~a — c-a!

is satisfied. We take a new quantity yx such that

c , a
a = a- , a = u- :

a c

and then the equation of the cyclide has the equivalent forms

(af + y- + z''- ix^ + 6')2 =4>{ax- Cfif + Wy-
(a;2 + y- + z- - /x- - b-f = 4 {ex — a/jL)'- - W-z-
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Let Pq be the radius of the circle

X- + y^ + z- — /j:- + b~ — 2 {ax — c/j,) cos 6 — 2by sin ^ = 0,

(ax — Cfi) sin 6 — by cos ^ = 0,

which are the equations of one system of lines of curvature ; and let B be

the inclination of the radius to the normal to the cyclide, being constant

(by Joachimsthal's theorem) along the line. Then

_ (/^ — c cos 6) b

(o^^sin^ 6' + 6^008-^)2'

sin @ _ cos ® _ 1

c sin 6* b ^^^^^ ^^^2 51 _,. ^2 ^os^ 0)^
'

and therefore the principal radius of curvature of the cyclide along this line

of curvature is given by
Rg = /jL — c cos 6.

In the equations of the other system of lines of curvature, the quantity (fi

is imaginary ; taking real arguments, write

cos ^ = sec t/t, sin
(f>
= i tan yjr

;

then the equations of the lines are

af^ + y- + 2^ — /jr — b- — 2 (ex — u^) sec i/r + 2bz tan -v/r = 0,

{ex — a/i) sin yjr — bz =0.

Let p^ be the radius of this circle, and let ^ be the inclination of its radius

to the normal to the cyclide, ^ being constant along the line ; then

_ {/J, cos y^ — a)b
P'l'
~

'. r

'

(a^ sin- -^ + 6- cos^ ^fr)^

sin ^ cos ^ 1

asinyfr b cos yjr (a^ sin^-»/r + ft^cos^A/r)*
'

and therefore the principal radius of curvature of the cyclide along this line

of curvature is given by

R^ = fjL
— a sec yjr.

The coordinates of any point on the surface, given as the intersection of

two lines of curvature, are

_/xa ¥ c cos 6 — fi

c c a— c cos d cos yjr

b {a — p, cos rj/) . .

y= ^
,
sm 6

a — c cos cos l/r

b (c cos — fi) .

z = ^ sm ^a — c cos V cos -v/r
^
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The fundamental quantities of the first order are

F = (^\' + (^1\^ -u f - Y' = ^' ^^ ^^^ "^ ~ ^^'

\de) \de) ^\dd) {a-ccosdcosff

Q = (^X+ (^^Y+ (~Y= ^' ^/^ - g cos ey

yd-ylrj Xdyfrl \9'\|^/ {a — c cos 6 cos yjry
'

F=0;
and the fundamental quantities of the second order are

r _ E _h^ {fJi cos yfr — a) cos ^|r

R^ {a — c cos 6 cos ^y '

-^ _ 6r _ b^ (fx — c cos 6)

Jig {a — c cos 6 cos yjry '
'

The direction-cosines X, Y, Z of the normal to the cyclide, being the same as

those of the enveloped sphere at the point, are

„ a cos 6 cos ylr — c
Ji = ^

a — c cos a cos yfr

y _ b sin 6 cos -v/r

a — c cos 6 cos \/r

'

^_ — 6 sin yfr

a — c cos 6 cos -»|r

'

Two spheres of different systems touch ; the centre of one of them is

a cos 6, b sin 0, 0, and its radius is
j

yu- — c cos ^
|

; the centre of the other of

them is c sec -v/r, 0, — 6 tan yjr, and its radius is\fx — a sec i|r
j

; and so the distance

between the centres is equal to the difference of the radii. The point of

contact is a point on the surface, which therefore lies on the line joining the

centres ; and this line is normal to the spheres and therefore normal to the

surface. (It is easy to verify that its direction-cosines are X, Y, Z.) Hence
any straight line, meeting the initial ellipse and the initial hyperbola, is a

normal to the cyclide.

For other properties of Dupin's cyclides, reference may be made to the

authorities already quoted.

Ex. Shew that, for parametric values of /i, the Dupin cyclides are a family of parallel

surfaces.

196. A limiting case of the preceding investigation has to be noted ; and

one case has not been included. The results will merely be stated, and

their establishment left as an exercise.

The limiting case arises, when the ellipse becomes a circle and the

hyperbola degenerates into the straight line through the centre of the circle

perpendicular to its plane. The cyclide then becomes an anchor-ring, of

which the circle is the central thread ; and the only parametric element in

the equation of the surface is the radius of the core.
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The non-included case arises when the conies, which supply the foundation

of the construction of the surface, are parabolas—of course, in perpendicular

planes and each passing through the focus of the other. When the equations

of these parabolas are taken in the form

2/2 = 4,1 (x + l)) z- = - Ux\

Z=0 \' y=0 \'

the equation of the cyclide (with the double generation as before) is

X (x^ + y- + Z-) + {x- + y-) {I - n)- z^{l + fx)-{x-l - ix){l + fxf = 0,

a surface of only the third order. The coordinates of a point on the surface

can be expressed in the form

X {\ + P + 6"') = l{6'' - 1' \- \) + ^l {6^ + ^- + 1),

7/ (1 + 1' + e^ = n {6' + l)t + 2fit,

z(i + t' + e-) = 2Wt'-'2fjLe,

where t and 6 are the parametric variables of the lines of curvature ; and the

principal radii of curvature of the surface are

/z - It', fx + l(l + &-).

Rouquet's Method, by Spherical Representation.

197. Some of the foregoing results can be obtained* simply, from the

properties of the spherical image of the surface when the latter has a double

plane system of lines of curvature.

It has already been proved (§ 160) that the spherical image of a plane

line of curvature is a small circle, and that the line of curvature and its image

are parallel to one another at corresponding points; also that the latter

property suffices to secure the result that the curves are lines of curvature.

Hence, on the surface of the sphere, there are two series of small circles

cutting one another orthogonally.

Consider two such circles, intersecting

in m ; let and P be the vertices of the

cones that circumscribe the sphere along

the circles. Then mO is a tangent at m
to the circle dmb ; that is, the locus of

for all the circles ainc lies in the plane

d77ib. Similarly, the locus of for all the

circles aync lies in the plane of any other

small circle of the series to which the circle

dmb belongs ; and therefore it is a straight

line. Hence all the planes of the series of

small circles dmb pass through a straight

line. Now the planes amc are polars of

* Rouquet, Tmil. Mem., 8" Ser., t. ix (1887), t. x (1888).
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points on this straight line; hence they all pass through the conjugate

line. Thus the two systems of planes pass through two straight lines which

are conjugate to one another; the latter are necessarily perpendicular to one
another, and the product of their distances from the centre of the sphere

is unity.

Take one of the lines in the plane of YZ, and let OA = g; then any plane

through that line is

X + c(Z-g) = 0,

where c is a parameter varying from plane to

plane, that is, it is the parameter of the spherical

images of the lines of curvature in the famil3^

Take the conjugate line in the plane of XZ, and

let OB=f, so that

then any plane through that line is

Y+j{Z-f) = 0,

where 7 is the parameter of the spherical images

of the lines of curvature in the other plane

family.

Any point on the sphere is thus given by the equations

X + c{Z-g) = 0, Y+ry{Z-f) = 0, X' + Y' + Z^=l,

being effectively the same relations as in § 194 ; hence

where

Let

X- rr^~^ Y- ^r-^~^ :7_fG-9^

02=f+ (f-9) c^ jr, = g + i9 -/) r-

f= cos a, g = sec a,

c tan a = tanh u, 7 sin a = tan v,

so that u and v are a couple of new parameters ; then

C= (cosa)~- cosh «, F = (cos a)- cos y.

Hence

sin a sinh u
F = sin a sin w cos a cosh u — cos v

cosh u — cos a cos v ' ' cosh u — cos a cos v ' " cosh u — cos a cos v

The tangent plane to the sphere at the point, determined by u and v, has

X sin a sinh u + Ys'in a sin v + Z (cos a cosh u — cos v) = cosh u — cos a cos v
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for its equation ; and therefore the equation of the tangent plane to the

surface (which is parallel to this plane) is

X sin a sinh u-^y sin a sin v -\r z (cos a cosh ii — cos v) = F {u, v),

where F {u, v) is some function of u and v. The point x, y, z on the surface

is given by combining this relation with

X. • u S^
X sm a cosh u + z cos a smh « = 7^ ,

on

dF
y sm a. cos v + z sm v = 7:^ .

ov

But

,_ . , sm a. sm ?; „ sin^ a cos i; . ,

y, = — sinh M ,
, -, , Zj = ; -, r- smh u,

(cosh u — cos a cos vf (cosh u — cos a cos vf

so that

Fj sin a cos v + Zj sin v = 0.

The parametric curves are lines of curvature, so that

EX,= -Lx„ E\\ = -Ly„ EZ,= -Lz,;
hence

2/1 sin a. cos v + z^ sin v = 0.

Hence, from the third of the equations that give the values of x, y, z, we have

dudv '

and the same result follows from constructing X2 and Z2, and using the

second of those equations. Thus

F=U+V,
where U is a function of u only, and F is a function of v only ; and now the

equations of the surface are

X sin a sinh u + y sin a sin v + z (cos a cosh u — cos v)= U -\- V\

x sin a cosh u + z cos a sinh u= U' ?

,

y sin a cos v + z sin t' = F' J

which are easily seen to be in accordance with the results previously

obtained (§ 194).

The second and the third of these equations, taken separately, are the

equations of the planes of the lines of curvature.

Note. We may also proceed from the equations for the tangential

coordinates, as given in § 163.

It is easy to prove that

sin'^ a .

^ = /—ii ^o = 9y /=0;
(cosh u — cos a cos vf

*^
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and so, with the equation
xX-\-yY+zZ=T

in general, and the equation

in this case, where

^^ (DT) = DT,, + D,T, + D,T, + TD,,
ouav

= 0,

D = cosh V. — cos a cos v.

we have

when

Thus
DT= U+V,

where fT" is a function of ii only, and F is a function of v only ; that is, the

equation of the tangent plane to the surface is

a; sin a sinh u + y sin a sin v + z (cos a cosh u — cos v)= JJ -\-V,

as before.

Ex. Shew that, if

U= a sinh u+ h cosh u+ c, F= k sin v+ ^ cos v,

where «, 6, c, k, I are constants, the equation of the surface is

{{h-zcosaf-{x&ma-af]^+ {{ysma-kf+ {z+lf\^-\-c=0.

Prove that the surface is a Dupin cychde, having its centre at the point

a cosec a, k cosec a, {l+ h cos a) cosec^ a
;

and find the smallest value of
|
c

j

which allows the cyelide to be real. (When c= 0, the

surface is a point-sphere duplicated.)

198. The general result is ineffective in the special case when

/ = 5' = 1-

The equations then are

Z+c(Z-l) = 0, 7 + 7(Z-l) = 0, X' + Y' + Z' = l:

so that

2c 27 02 + 72-1 0^ + 72 + 1*

The tangent plane of the surface is

2cx + 27?/ + (c- + 7^ - 1) 2^ = ^(c, 7),

where F is some function of c and 7. The coordinates of a point on the

surface are obtainable by joining this equation to the other two equations

IdF
"-^^" = 29^'

IdF
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Also

_ -4c7 4c

so that

Hence

and therefore

(Jcdy
0.

Hence i'^ is of the form C + F, where C is any function of c alone, and F is

any function of y alone ; and now the equations of the surface are

2cx + -Ijy + (c- + 7'- - 1) ^ = C + F
]

x-\-cz = \C' \.

y + yz = \V' j

The second and third of these equations are, as before, the planes of the two

systems of lines of curvature.

Ex. 1. Shew that the surface

a—z b—z

has plane curves for its systems of lines of curvature.

Ex. 2. Shew that, in the general ease for any values of G and of r as fimctions of c

and of y respectively, the surface can be generated as the envelope of spheres having their

centres on the parabola

and as the envelope of spheres having their centres on the parabola

A'= 0, 3/2= 1+ 22.

Obtain the relation between the two families of spheres when both generations are

effective.

One Plane System and one Spherical System.

199. The preceding discussion of surfaces, when both systems of lines

of curvature are plane curves, gives a sufficient indication of one of the

methods of proceeding in the case of surfaces, having one or both systems of

lines of curvature given as spherical curves. For the full detail of cases,

reference may be made to the memoirs of Serret* and of Cayleyf; the

developments, naturally, are mainly of an analytical character.

* Liouville's Journal, t. xviii (1853), pp. 113—162.

t Coll. Math. Papers, vol. xii, pp. 603—638.
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In particular, when we deal with surfjxces having a set of plane curves for

one system of lines of curvature and a set of spherical curves for the other

system, there are seven substantially distinct cases to be set out, according to

Serret's investigations. The fundamental equations (with merely changes of

sign from the general case) are

aX + bY + cZ+l=0
ax + by + C2 + u =

X' + y- + z^- lax - 'l^y - £72 - 2i; =

(a; - a) A" + ( J/
- y8) F + ( ^ - 7) Z - A, = j

where a, h, c, I, u are functions of one parameter m, and a, /3, 7, X, v are

functions of the other parameter fx; and the double condition, at once of

orthogonality for the lines of curvature and of integrability for the equation

of the surface, becomes

cm + h/3 + CJ- lX + u = 0.

The seven cases of the critical equation just indicated are as follows,

account always being taken of simplification without loss of generality :

—

I, ^ = 0, li = 0, a = 0, /3 = 0, 7 = ;

II, u = ml, \ = m
;

III, I = — mc, u = Q, a = 0, /3 = 0, 7 = m\ ;

IV, c = 0, u = ml, a = 0, /3 = 0, \ = iii\

V, c = 0, ^ = 0, u = 0, a = 0, /3 = ;

VI, a = 0, c = 0, u = ml, 13 = 0, \ = ?n

;

VII, c = 0, 1 = ma, If = 0, 0=0, a=-mX;
where, throughout, m denotes an arbitrary constant, and so remains an
arbitrary function of its argument.

200. Among these, consider specially the case where

(i) the quantities a, b, c, are unrestricted by conditions, while u = 0;

(ii) the quantities a and /3 vanish.

The critical equation of orthogonality becomes

cy = l\,

and therefore we may take

A. C

where k is an arbitrary constant. It may be zero, or it may be infinite ; the

latter case is merged in the former, by interchange of parameters. The lines

of curvature of one system lie on concentric spheres.
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I. Take the special sub-case, when the constant k is zero. The funda-

mental equations then are

aZ + 6F-f-c^=0, xX +yY+zZ=\,

ax + by + cz = 0, x" + if + z- = u;

and the critical equation is satisfied.

The equations are homogeneous in a, b, c; so we may assume

a^ + b' + c^ = 1.

Also, a, b, c being functions of u alone, let

a' = ttj (aj^ + bi- + Ci^)
~

- , b' =- b^ {a^~ + b^^ + Cf)

~

thus

aa + bb' + cc' — 0,

a'-' + 6'2 + c'- = 1.

c'=c^(a,'+b,' + C'). 2;

Further, if

we have

a", b", c' a, b , c

a, b', c

aa" + bb' + cc" = 0,

da" + b'b" + cc"= 0,

a"^ + b'^ + c"' = 1.

The aggregate of relations is

X'-+Y' + Z' = l, aX+bY+cZ=0,
a"^ + b"- + c' 2 = 1, a" a' + b"b' + c"c' = 0,

a'- + b"' + c'2 = 1, a'a + 6"6 A- c"c = 0,

a- + b' + c- = 1, a'a + bb + cc — 0.

Hence we may take

X = a cos t — a" sin t, Y= b' cos t — b" sin t, Z= c' cos t — c" sin t,

where Hs a new variable ; these satisfy the two equations in which X, Y, Z
occur. Take other three magnitudes

X' = a' sin t + a" cos t, Y = b' sin t -+- b" cos t, Z' = c sin t + c" cos t,

which obviously are such that

X'-^ + Y'-' + Z' = 1, aX' + 6 F' + cZ' = ;

moreover,

XX' + YY' + ZZ'^O.

Now consider quantities

I = Xa + X'I3, V = Ya + Y'/3, ^ = Za + Z'/3;
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then

r + T + ?— «^ + yS^,

a| + hv + ct = 0.

Comparing these with
ccX + yY + zZ = X,

cc- + y- + z- = V,

ax + by + cz = 0,

a = X, a- + /3- = u,

x = XX-\- Z'(v-V)^,

y = Y\+ Y' (u - X'f,

z = ZX+ Z' (v- X-f,

which are expressions for x, y, z involving three variables, viz. m (through

the quantities a, b, c), fi (through X and v), and t (through X, Y, Z, X', Y', Z').

These three variables can be reduced to two as follows.

We have

a"da + b"db + c"dc = {a"a' + h"b' + c"c') {a;- + bi^ + c{-)^ du

= 0;

hence, as a"a + b"b + c"c = 0, it follows that

a da" + bdb" + cdc" = 0.

Also

a"da" + b"db" + c"dc" = 0.

Consequently

da" db" dc"

be" — b"c ca" — c"a ah" — a"h

'

that is,

da" db" dc"

a b' c

= de,

say, where ^ is a function of in only. Thus

a'da" + b'db" + cdc' = dd
;

and therefore

a"da' + b"db' + c'dc = - dO.
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XXda = dd . sin t,

"ZXda" = dO . cos t,

XXdX' = 2X (Xdt + da .smt + da" . cos

= dt + dd.

Now along the surface, we have

Xda; + Ydy + Zdz = 0;

and the foregoing values of x, y, z must satisfy this relation. Substituting,

we find

dx^.{y- X^f {dt + dO) = 0,

that is,

-dt = {v-X-)~^dk + d0.

With this value of t, the equations of the surface are

cc = {a" (v — A,^)2 + a'X] cos t + {a {v — X.-)^ - a"X] sin t

y = [h" (f — X^)- + h'\] cos t + [h' (v — X-)- - b"\] sin t

z = {c" (v — A.-)2 + c'\] cos t + [c {v — \^)2 — c"\} sin ^

.

II. Now take the less special case, when the constant k is not zero.

The equations are

X'- + Y-' + Z-' = l

aX + bY+cZ=-ck
xX -\- yY -[- {z — kx) Z = X

ax + by + cz =

x"^ + y'' + z- — 2kXz = 2i; J

The equations are homogeneous in a,b,c; so we can take c = — 1. Following

Serret*, let

X = -p(l+2f + q')'^, Y=-q{l+p- + q^)~^, Z = (1 + p^^ + q')~^

,

where jj and q now denote the derivatives of z with respect to x and y. The

first equation is satisfied identically. The remaining equations become

ap + bq+l=--k{i+p'' + q^)2

z -px-qy ^ [k + (1 +p^ + g2)^} X

z — ax — by —

x^ + y- + z- — 2kXz = 2u )

where X and v are functions of /u,, so that X is a function of v. From the

second of these, we have

- xdp -ydq = [k + (1 +^-^+ 5-)2} X'dv + (1 +j)'+q'')~--X{pdp + qdq)
;

Liouville's Journal, t. xviii (1853), p. 141.

22
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SO that, when p and q are taken as the parametric variables, we find

and therefore

Substitute in

z =^ ax -\- hy,

and take account of the first equation ; then

Substitute also in

x^ + y- + Z' - '2.k\z = 2v
;

then

1^.(1 ..-«*PJ(|)VgTH-(p|..|)]x'-(.'-l)V.2.

Consequently,

g^
= (6-^)A, g^ = -(«-p)A.

where

AV = p^ - 1) X^ + 2uj* {l+p^ + q^)~^{ce + 6=^+1 - A;^)"* |^' + (1 ^p'^ + ?-)V'-

The relation

, du ^ dv J

dv = 7—dp + ^ do,
op oq ^

for the determination of v, now becomes

X'dv (b — q) dp — (a — p) dq

{{k^ -1)\^ + 2u}^ (1 + p' + q')^ {a' + 62 + 1 - k'f- [k + {I + p^ + q')^
'

together with

ap + bq + l=-k{l+p' + q^)^.

As the left-hand side of the differential relation is a perfect differential, the

right-hand side also must be a perfect differential. To evaluate it, write

. , /a' -\-
b'' 4- 1 - k'\H + k {1 + p'' + q^)^

sin = -——
^-T-

;

^ V o' + b' ) k^{\^p'^ff
then, after reduction, we find

[{W -\)K' + iv\'^ {d'^ b^) (r/2 -t- 6- + 1 - k'y
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where the variables are separated. We thus have as a function of m and v;

and then from the equation for sin (^, together with the relation between

a, h, p, q, we have p and q as functions of vi and v, that is, we have x, y, z

expressed as functions of m and v, which are the parametric variables of the

lines of curvature.

For a more detailed development of this result, reference may be made to

the memoir by Serret already quoted* and to the memoirf by Cayley.

Ex. 1. Shew that, when u = ml, X = m, a = 0, ;3= 0, y=0, where m is a constant, the

surface is developable.

jEx. 2. Shew that, when all the quantities c, I, u, a, /3 vanish, the surface is one of

revolution.

E.v. 3. Shew that, when the relations

a=0, c=0, u=ml, i3
= 0, \= m,

are satisfied, the surface is tubular.

General Equations for Arbitrarily Assigned Curves.

201. In the preceding discussion of surfaces possessing assigned classes

of curves as their lines of curvature, there has been a limitation to curves

that are plane or spherical; the main reason (other than the comparative

simplicity of the curves) for the limitation was that it facilitated the

construction of integral results by the method of investigation adopted. It

is at least worth while formulating the problem in its most general type,

when the assigned lines of curvature are any two families of curves whatever,

subject of course to such necessary conditions as are demanded by the

equations.

Let the surface be referred to the lines of curvature as parametric curves,

so that
^^^=0, i¥=0;

then the Gauss characteristic equation is

^LNEG = E {E,G, + G,') + G (E,G, + E,^) - 2EG (E.,, + Gn),

while the Mainardi-Codazzi relations are

= '(-
2 \E

Let s denote the arc along the line of curvature, p = constant, the arc being

measured from some director curve ; and let t denote a similarly measured

^rc along the line of curvature, q = constant ; then

ds = GKlq, dt = E^dp.

* I.e., p. 144.

t Coll. Math. Papers, vol. xii, p. 624.

22—2
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The lines of curvature are to belong to known families of curves, so that (§19)

it is sufficient to know the circular curvature 1/p and the torsion l/cr. Then p

and a will be functions of s and, as they may vary from line to line, they may

be functions ofp also ; let

p =/(s, p), <J = h (s, J}).

Further, at the point in question, let cr denote the angle between the normal

to the surface and the principal normal to the line of curvature ; then (§ 126)

1 dsT

a ds
'

and therefore, as

ds ^i.

dq =
^- ^'>>

we have

dis7 ^G^ ^ G^ .

dq a h (s, p)

By the known results, giving the curvature of a normal section of the surface

through the tangent to p = constant and the geodesic curvature of the line

p = constant (§ 127), we have

JV^ cos -ST cos 'ST .....

G p f{s,p)

Gi sin OT ...

2G^2 /(s, p)

Denoting the circular curvature and the torsion of the other family of

lines of curvature by 1/p' and l/o-', we have p and a' as functions of t and g>

say

P=9{i,q\ a' = k(t,q).

Also, at the point in question, we denote by -sr' the angle between the normal

to the surface and the principal normal to the line of curvature ; then we

have the relations

1=^* ^^>'

~'d^~k(i7q)
^"^'^^

L cos vt' ....
-i^ = :

, (Vll),

E.y sin-nr' , ....
'

,
= (vm).

lEG"^ 9 (^' ^)

In the last eight equations, there are initially eight unknown quantities, viz.

s, -nr, t, ct', E, G, L, N, the independent variables being p and q ; the equations
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are potentially sufficient for the determination of the magnitudes, and will

give expressions that involve arbitrary elements. But the quantities E, G,

L, N must satisfy the characteristic equation and the Mainardi-Codazzi

relations ; and so there will be conditions to be satisfied not merely by the

arbitrary elements, but also by the quantities /, h, g, k, -nr, -nr'. In the

simplest instance, when the two families of lines of curvature are plane or

spherical, we saw that the parameters and other magnitudes connected with

the lines are certainly subject to one relation and so cannot all be taken

arbitrarily; the relation is additional to the limitation that the curves are

plane or spherical. A fortiori it is to be expected that, when curves are

assigned initially without the specialising limitation, they will have to satisfy-

some condition or conditions, in order that they may provide the two systems

of lines of curvature for a surface.

Ex. 1. To illustrate the analysis, let it be required to determine surfaces having

circles for both sets of lines of curvature. Then

p'=g{<l\ o-'-i= 0;
hence

dq ' dp
Consequently

where P is a function of p only that may be constant or zero, and ^ is a function of q
only that may be constant or zero ; these two results are, of course, Joachimsthal's

theorem on plane lines of curvature.

Suppose that neither P nor Q vanishes in general. The special equations (other than

the intrinsic relations for all surfaces) are

N cos P
G=JW) ^"^^'

Gx ^ sinP

2GJ^~ fiP) "
^'''^''

L cos ^
^=7(^ ^"")''

El sin§ ..{= 7- (vni),

potentially sufficient to determine Z, J', E. G. The equations (iv)' and (viii)' suffice to

determine E and G ; their primitive is

giq)

where // is an arbitrary function of p and H' is its derivative, while K is an arbitrary

function of q and E' is its derivative. Then L is determined by (vii)' and N by (iii)'.
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These quantities are to satisfy the intrinsic equations common to all surfaces.

Substituting in the Maiuardi-Codazzi relation

^^=1(1
-^-C)^^'

we have
cosP cosQ_ H-\-K d Jcos ^1

Tip)
~ 9(9)~ " A"^ ^ \V¥)i

'

As F is a function of p only and K of q only, while p and q are independent variables, we

must have
1 d fcos Q] . X 1

i^ dq (9 (9)

I

say ; and the foregoing equation then gives

cosP J„ coaQ
]

f{p) I 9(9)}

Each side of this equation must be a constant, say — ^ ; then

cos /' ^
//=

fip)

cosQ

which satisfy all these equations. The same result follows from substituting in the other

Mainardi-Codazzi relation.

There remains the Gauss characteristic equation. Writing

sin P sin Q
TI^^"^" 7(9)-'^'''

so that

and substituting in the Gauss equation, we have

Yl ^ 1

where

A = P, P,^ - A'^ B=Q,Q.,^,- Q,%

so that ^-l is a function of p only, and B is a function of q only. Hence

/'.|(«.+fe|;)+v,'/>,g;=if,

From the last of these derived relations, we have
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where «' is a constant ; and therefore

where h' and c are constants. Consequently

Instead of using the other derived relations, we substitute these values in the modified

form of the Gauss equation ; it becomes

6'Pi + c'^i = - c'Pi - 6'^i - (/tt+ '/«')>

so that
6' = - c', m+ to'= 0.

Accordingly, all the necessary equations are completely satisfied by the set of values

P^}= - dP^+ 2c'Pi -m
I

5^= aPi-^

These values are required for the expressions of E^ G, L, N. When these are formed,

a and ii disappear ; so that, in the forms obtained, three arbitrary constants a', c', m
appear.

The expressions can be simplified by changing the independent variables. Let new

variables and 6 be introduced, defined by the equations

1 ,
1

then

-—= fi
— a cos

(f), j- = yi —c cos I

provided

w= - ^2 , c'= «'M= '»m'j
^''= '''* (m^ - a^)= 1 + to (/x'2 - c2).

The last conditions are satisfied, provided

\t.= /ii', c'^= a^ — 6^
;

and thus, instead of the three constants «', c', ^, we have four constants a, 6, c, /*, tied by

the relation

f-= a^— 6^.

Let £ and &', Z and iV, be the fundamental quantities when and 6 are made the

independent variables, instead oip and j; then

and so for the others. After simple reduction, we find

E= fc2

(M-ccosg)2

(a cos ^ — c cos ^)2

'

-^_ b'^ {fi — a cos cf))^

(a cos <^ — c cos 6)^
'

Z^X^ 1

ii" E fx-c cos ^

iV_iV^ 1

G G fi — a cos ^
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These (together with F=0, i/=0) are the fundamental magnitudes, of the first order and

the second order, belonging to a Dupin cyclide. Hence, by Bonnet's theorem (§ 37), the

surface is a Dupin cyclide.

Ex. 2. In the preceding analysis, it has been assumed that both P and Q are generally

different from zero.

Shew that, when one of the two quantities vanishes, say P=0, the surface is an anchor-

ring, given by the intrinsic equations

E={c + co!iq)-, F=:0, = 1]

L = c + cosq, M=0, JV=1}

Ex. 3. Shew that when both P and Q vanish, the surface is a developable surface*.

202. On the main line of development, especially when one of the

families of lines of curvature is plane, much simplification comes when
1/a- is zero, so that tir is constant and may be zero. The most direct

illustration arises in connection with tubular surfaces ; that is, surfaces

which are the envelopes of spheres, having their centres on any given curve

in space, and having their radii any assigned continuous function of the arc.

Reference in general to surfaces, having one (but only one) system of

plane lines of curvature, may be made to Darbouxf and to BianchiJ.

Weingarten Surfaces.

203. One or two incidental references to Weingarten surfaces have

already been made ; and some special examples have arisen, particularly

surfaces having a constant Gaussian measure of curvature and surfaces

having a constant mean curvature (including minimal surfaces). We proceed

to obtain some properties of these surfaces in general, defining them as

surfaces whose principal curvatures are connected hy some functional relation^

F{a, 13) = 0.

We refer the surface to its lines of curvature, so that

The Mainardi-Codazzi relations are

^ 1 (L N\ „ „ 1 /Z N\ ,,

* As regards these results, a note by the author. Messenger of Math., vol. xxxviii (1909),

pp. 33—44, may be consulted.

t See his treatise, t. iv, pp. 198— 26(5.

X Geometria Dijferenziale, t. ii, chap. xxi.

§ They were first discussed in general by Weingarten, Crelle, t. Ixii (1862), pp. 160—173.
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Now

hence

and therefore

so that

^2 2E\E'^g) E' '

2E [e g)

= ^^[1^1]
2E [^ a)

'

a

E, y8
;/32,

'IE a-^'

(a dS

where P is a function of p only. Taking a new variable p' such that

dp = F^dp, we effectively make P equal to unity ; so we can, without loss

of generality, write

Similarly, we can take

G = e^U P^.
Also

p a

thus the fundamental magnitudes of the surface are known, because the

integrals in E and G are complete through the relation F (a, /3) = 0.

Ex. 1. In the case of a minimal surface, we have

a+ /3= 0,

so that

E=^, = a, L= l, JV=l.

The Unes of curvature are the parametric curves ; the asymptotic lines are given by

Ex. 2. In the case of a surface having its C4aussian measure of curvature equal to a

constant, we have

where c is constant ; then

a—p p—a

so that the fundamental magnitudes are known in terms of a and (i. As before, the lines

of curvature are the parametric curves ; the asymptotic lines are given by

dp^ - dq^= 0.
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Ex. 3. In the case of a .surface having its mean measure of curvature constant (but

not zero), so that
1 1_ 1

we have

As these satisfy the condition that

a^ /, E\
dpdq

the hues of curvature form an isometric system*—a known property of surfaces having a

constant mean measure of curvatui'e (§ 64).

log|)=0,

204. Returning to the general equations for the Weingarten surface, we

can express the fundamental magnitudes in terms of a single parameter. Let

(JfL 1

SO that

and therefore

Now we easily find

SO that

hence

da dd

^^'-^dO'

E = ^'e •'*-^ G=a'e ^^-\
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in general, say

then we have

<.-4^/(«),

that is,

dd da „

d f{a) - a

The arc-element of the surface is

ds^ — —r—, dp- -I- TT^ dq^,

[deJ

where ^ is a function oi p and q.

But the resolution of the equation F (a, /3) = in the foregoing form

y8 =/(a) may not be possible, even when i^ is a rational function. In that

case, the simplest instances would lead to Abelian integrals and algebraic

functions in the expressions for E and G; some of them might be worth

investigation.

l=/(a) =a-^^=-*^2,

Ex. 1. Let a= J(92; then

so that
a + /3= 0;

the sux'face is minimal. We have

E=k6^ G= ie\

so that the element of arc is given by the equation

the lines of curvature being an isometi'ic system. When we substitute in the Gaussian

characteristic equation, we find

or, with the transformation ^= e", we have the equation

Consider the surface of centres of the surface. The arc-elements on the two sheets

are (§ 81) given by the relations

d<T"'=d^^^G(\-^^ dq^,

in general for any surface ; in the present case, we have

da'' = 6Hd&^^dp\

da-^ = e''-{d6^-\-dq^),
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so that, on one sheet, the lines ^= constant and /? = constant (that is, the lines a= constant

and /?= constant), and, on the other sheet, the lines ^ = constant and j= constant (that is,

the lines j8=constaut and § = constant), are isometric orthogonal systems on the surface of

centres.

Ex. 2. Let
... da

1

5 = smia), -72= cos ^£0,

so that

Then
c/a= ^008^^0) du>= \i\ +C0Sa))(3?ci),

and therefore

a=i(w + sina)).

Similarly

i3
= j(a)-sina)).

Hence the functional equation of the Weingarten surface is

2(a-i3) = sin2(a + i3) ;

and the arc-elements on the sheets of its centro-surface are

d(x^ =cos*|a) (io?a))2+ sin* io) {dpf,

da-"^= sin* \<o (A da>f+ cos** i co {dqf.

Ex. 3. Obtain expressions for the principal radii of curvature in terms of a single

parameter for each of the surfaces

1 1 _2_
'^'^ ^^ c

'

205. It follows from the functional equation F (a, y8) = 0, defining a

Weingarten surface, that

As regards its two-sheeted surface of centres, the Gaussian measure of

curvature for one of them is (§ 81)

K= I- A
(a - /3)- 02

'

and for the other of them is

1 «.

K'=-

hence for the Weingarten surface the product of the specific curvatures for

the sheets of its centro-surface is such that

AA = -. .

(a - isy

Again, assuming that the original surface is referred to its lines of
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curvature as parametric curves, we have the asymptotic lines on the first

sheet given by the equation (§ 8i)

and the asymptotic lines on the second sheet given by the equation

When the original surface is any Weingarten surface, these two equations

are the same ; hence the asymptotic lines on the two sheets of the centro-

surface of a Weingarten surface correspond to one another—a result due to

Ribaucour (§ 83).

The asymptotic lines on the original surface are given by

Ldp'' + Ndq-= 0,

that is,

^dp^ + -dq^=0.
p a

If the asymptotic lines on the centro-surface correspond to the asymptotic

lines on the original surface, their equations must substantially be the same

;

that is,

/3 a ' /3 a
'

and therefore

a/3 = constant.

Hence the only Weingarten surfaces, such that the asjrmptotic lines on the

centro-surfaces correspond to the asymptotic lines on the original surfaces,

are those which have a constant Gaussian measure of curvature.

As another result, also due to Ribaucour (§ 82), we have the theorem

that the only surface, such that the lines of curvature on the centro-surface

correspond to one another, is a Weingarten surface such that

a — /3 = constant

;

but these lines of curvature are easily seen, from the analysis used (I.e.) in

establishing the result, not to correspond to the lines of curvature upon the

original surface.

206. Consider any elementary arc on either sheet—say the first sheet

—

of the centro-surface of a Weingarten surface. In general, (§ 81), it is

given by

da- = E(l-^ djf + da-
;

and therefore, for the Weingarten surfaces F(a, /3) = 0, we have

da- = da- +/(ot) dp^,
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where /(a) is a definite function of a, the form of which depends upon the

form of F. Also

/(a) = (l-|y^

q f da

any additive constant being absorbed into the integral ; so that the element

of arc on the first sheet of the centro-surface is

da- = dcL'+ e ' '' ' ^ dp"" = da^ +f (a) dp\

Similarly, the element of arc on the second sheet of the centro-surface is

d<T'' = d/3' + e " ^ - « dq^ = dl3- + g(/3) dq\

Both these arc-elements are characteristic of a surface of revolution

;

hence either sheet of the centro-surface of a Weingarten surface is defor'niahle

into a surface of revolution, a theorem first enunciated* by Weingarten

himself. To consider in slight detail the surface of revolution into which

we can deform the sheet having

da'' = da'+f{oi)dp''

for its arc-element, let the equation be

5 = P (r) = P,

where the axis of z is the axis of revolution, and r is the distance of a point

on the surface from the axis. Its arc-element is

ds^ =(14- P'O dr"" -F r^d(^\

and therefore, under deformation, we have

{I + P'-^)^ dr = da,

d(p = dp,

r'=f(a).

From the last, we have

and therefore

Consequently

<l'^ = kf ^f'd^,

1 _1_ p'2 = 4 /

J(i-5P«;P=.^P'dr=\\\

* Crelle, t. lix (18G1), p. 387.
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an equation which, in conjunction with

determines the surface of revolution.

Thus, for the minimal surface a + /3 = 0, the surface of revolution is

given by
92^- = {cc^ + 2/2 - 1)=*

;

and, for the surface having its Gaussian measure of curvature constant, the

surface of revolution is a catenoid.

Ex. Obtain the surface of revolution, to which the centro-siirface of the Weingarten

surface

can be deformed ; discussing, in particular, the Ribaucour surface for c= -1.

207. A sort of converse of the preceding theorem, also due* to

Weingarten, can be enunciated as follows :

—

Any surface, that is deformable into a surface of 7'evolution, can be regarded

in general as a centra-surface of a Weingarten surface.

The theorem is little more than an interpretation of a different arrange-

ment of the preceding analysis. When the surface of revolution is given,

we have

doi={\ + P'-^^dr,

for the purposes of the theorem ; so that, as P' is known, we can regard a as

a known function of r, determined by the relation

Also

hence

and therefore

that is,

«=/(! + P'-')^ dr.

r^
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208. We must note Lie's theorem* that the lines of curvature on any

Weingarten surface can be obtained by quadratures.

The equation of the lines of curvature on any surface can be taken in the

form

VW = Edp + Fdq, Fdp + Gdq

Ldp + Mdq, Mdp + Ndq

0.

We have seen (§ 133) that W is an absolute covariant for all changes of

the independent variables ; hence, taking the parameters (say u and v) of the

lines of curvature as the independent variables, so that

we have

say. Now

hence

and similarly

p a

=
(f>
du dv,

9 fa d^
., r/3 da

V^ = E'G' = e"^^'^-^
-^Ja^-a.

1 80 _ ^1 - «! a, (3, u ^1 B a.

(j>du /3 — a a /3 jSa — ^ a ^ - a

= 0.

(b dv

Hence

say, so that

(p = constant = 1

,

W = dudv.

Returning to the original form for W, we have

W =y [{EM-FL) dp'-\-{EN - GL) dpdq + (FN- GM) dq'\

= y {EM - FL) {dp + pdq) {dp + p'dq)

= S (dp + pdq) {dp + p'dq),

where p, p , S are known quantities. Comparing the two expressions for W,

we take

du = R {dp + pdq), dv = R' {dp + p'dq),

where
RR' = S.

* Darb. Bull., 2'"" S6r., t. iv (1880), p. 300.
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As the expressions for du and dv must be perfect differentials, we must have

Hence

that is,

Also

dR. dR ^dp dR ,dR' ^,dp

oq ^ dp dp dq '^ dp dp

dS _ „, dR p dR'

dq dq dq

p^dR p' dR' _ldS /dp dp

R^p R' dp ~ S dq [dp dp

IdR 1 dR' _ IdS^

Rdp'^'R' dp ~ Sdp'

1/^7? If)/?'
hence t^^^t- and ^^^r— are expressible in terms of known quantities. The

Mdp R dp

earlier equations then give -p^— and p/-^— in terms of known quantities,

so that R and R' are determinable by quadratures. When their values are

known, and are substituted in du and dv, then u and v are determinable

by quadratures—which is Lie's theorem.

EXAMPLES.

1. A surface has both its systems of lines of curvature plane or spherical. At any

point the plane (or sphere) of one system cuts the surface at an angle wj , and the plane (or

sphere) of the other system cuts the surface at an angle (B2, while the one plane (or sphere)

cuts the other plane (or sphere) at an angle 0)12 ;
prove that

cos CIJ12= cos «! cos 0)2

.

2. Shew that the spherical image of a Weingarten surface is given by the equation

y 9 ^ iy)

where the principal radii of curvature are connected by the relations

I3= (f){y), a = (f){y)-y(j>'{y).

3. Shew that the asymptotic lines of the centro-surface of a Weingarten surface

correspond to nul lines in the spherical representation when

a+ ^= constant
;

and that they correspond to nul lines on the surface when

11 X .- +- = constant.
a fi

23
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4. Shew that, for a Weingarten surface

a-/3 = c,

the geodesic curvature of the parametric curve ^= constant on the first sheet of its eentro-

surface and the geodesic curvature of the parametric curve j= constant on the second

sheet of its centro-surface ai'e equal to one another, the common value being 1/c.

5. The arc-element on a class of surfaces, referred to lines of curvature as parametric

curves, is such that

and the Gauss measure of curvature is given by

prove that the surfaces are of the Weingarten type.

6. Shew that, if a minimal surface has plane curves for one system of lines of

curvature, its other system of lines of curvature also is plane. Illustrate the result

in connection with Enneper's minimal surface by shewing that every line of curvature

is a plane cubic ; and verify that its asymptotic lines are skew cubics.

7. A surface has one system of its lines of curvature spherical
;
prove that the

radius of circular curvature of the lines is

whei'e P and Q are functions of the parameter q of the lines, while e and g belong to the

spherical image of the surface which is supposed referred to its lines of curvatui-e as

parametric curves.



CHAPTER X.

Deformation of Surfaces.

The problem of the deformation of surfaces has attracted many investigators. In

its most general form, the discussion was initiated in the famous memoir by Gauss,

so often quoted ; and other investigations of the utmost importance for surfaces in

general are due to Bour, Bonnet, Darboux, and Weingarten, among others. References

to the original authorities will be found in Darboux's treatise, vol. iii, Book vii,

chapters ii—iv. Eeference may also be made to chapter vii in vol. i of the treatise by

Bianchi ; and important analytical developments are contained in Bianchi's third volume,

published in 1909.

Among surfaces that are subjected to deformation, special interest attaches to the class

of ruled surfaces. This jjroblem seems first to have been considered by Minding* ; among

later writers, special mention should be made of Bonnet t and Beltrami |. References ai-e

given by Darboux § and by Bianchi ||.

Among the deformations of surfaces which have secured much attention from

mathematicians, there is one considerable class, viz. infinitesimal deformations, important

alike on account of their intrinsic interest and the variety of results (as well as of methods)

connected with them. Moreover, while some of the results are of long standing, much of

the body of known doctrine belongs to more recent years. Full references are given by

DarbouxIT and by Bianchi**, both of whom have made important contributions to the

subject ; and no lack of appreciation of the work of Beltrami, Guichard, Koenigs and

Ribaucour is implied, because a special reference is made solely to two memoirs tt by

Weingarten. Only the briefest account of the elements of this interesting part of the

theory will be given in this chapter ; the authorities just quoted should be consulted

for fuller discussion.

Deformation and Applicability; Initial Conditions.

209. Let a surface be supposed flexible ; and let it be changed in any

manner and within any limits, provided there is neither stretching nor

tearing. Any such change is called a deformation of the surface.

* Crelle, t. xviii (1838), pp. 297—302.

t Joum. de VEc. Poly., cah. xlii (1867), pp. 1—151.

+ Ann. di Mat., t. vii (1865), pp. 105—138.

§ In the chapter occupying pp. 293—315 of vol. iii of his treatise.

II
See his treatise, ch. viii.

11 Treatise, practically throughout, vol. iv.

** Geometria Differenziale, vol. ii, pp. 1 et seq., 172 et seq.

ft Crelle, t. c (1887), pp. 296—310; Acta Math., t. xx (1897), pp. 159—200.

23—2
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Again, let two surfaces be given such that either of them can suffer a

deformation into the other, or (what is the same thing) that both of them can

suffer deformations into some one and the same third surface. The two

given surfaces are said to be apjdicable to one another. The mathematical

theory of the applicability of two surfaces is usually (but not always) the

same as that of the deformation of one surface ; so it will usually be

convenient to speak of the latter alone.

Imagine any curve or curves drawn upon a surface ; and let the surface

be deformed. As there is no stretching or tearing, the distance between any

two points on a curve remains unaltered when the distance is measured

along the curve ; in particular, any infinitesimal arc at a point remains

unaltered. The angle between two curves through a point remains unaltered

—a property secured by having every infinitesimal arc at a point conserved

in length throughout a deformation. If, then, an arc-element on a surface is

given by
ds^ = Edp' + 2Fdpdq + Gdq",

and the deformed arc-element on the surface, however deformed, is given by

ds'^ = E'dp' + 2F'dp'dq + G'dq%

the necessary and sufficient condition is that, for all variations of the

parameters, we must have
ds = ds'.

This comprehensive condition must be translated into more amenable forms.

Manifestly, geodesies (being the shortest distance on a surface between

two points) remain geodesies through any deformation ; and similarly, the

geodesic curvature of any curve (being the arc-rate of deviation of the curve

from a geodesic tangent) remains unaltered. In fact, any absolute covariant,

which involves only the equation of a curve or curves and the fundamental

magnitudes of the first order (being those which occur in the arc-element),

remains unaltered in a deformation. In particular, the Gaussian measure of

curvature of a surface is expressible in terms of E, F, G and of their

derivatives of the first and second orders ; accordingly, it remains unaltered

during all deformations. The latter property is a condition necessary to

secure that one surface can be deformed into another; it is not, however,

a generally sufficient condition. But it is sufficient to prevent a sphere or

a hyperboloid of one sheet from being deformed into a developable surface

;

sufficient, also, to prevent an ellipsoid or a spheroid from being deformed

into a sphere. Even a surface of constant curvature cannot be deformed into

another surface of constant curvature, unless the constants are the same.

210. As an example of the deformation of one surface into another,

tested by the invariability of the arc-element, consider the catenoid of revo-

lution

r = (x^ + ?/2)2 = c cosh -
.

c
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Taking

we have
X = r cos ^, y = r sin 0,

ds- = dr^ + r-d^~ + dz^

= dr"^ + r~d(b^- + — „ dr^
/y»J ^_ *^<a

Let

then

Now consider the helicoid

2 o?r- + r^d(fi^.

ds'' = dp' + (jf- + C-) d(f>\

^ = tan

Taking

y = u sin v, x = u cos v, z = av,

we have

ds'- = dii" + {u^ + a^) dv\

Manifestly the arc-elements are the same, for all variations, if

u = p, V = (ji, a= c;

in other words, the catenoid

r = c cosh
c

can be deformed into the helicoid

y ^ z
^ = tan -

.

X c

We leave, as an exercise, the verification of the property that the Gaussian

measure of curvature is the same for the two surfaces at corresponding points.

211. Owing to a specially individual property of surfaces of constant

Gaussian measure of curvature—that such a surface is applicable upon itself

in an infinite variety of ways— , we shall discuss them first of all.

Take such a surface ; and choose, for its parametric curves, a family of

concurrent geodesies and the family of their geodesic parallels. Then the

arc-element of the surface is given by

ds^ = dp^ + D^dq^,

where the curves q = constant are the geodesies, and the quantity j) is the

distance along the geodesic measured fi'om any selected directrix geodesic

parallel. Then, if K be the Gaussian measure of curvature, we have (§ 68)

Ddp"
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moreover, when p = 0, the general conditions (§ 68) require the limitations

1^ = 1. D = 0.
dp

for any non-singular part of the surface. When K is constant, there are

three typical cases according as K is zero, positive, or negative.

When K = 0, we must have

dp'

so that

D=p<f>(q) + ylr{q).

The conditions, when p = 0, require that <^ (5) = 1, yjr (q) = 0; thus

D=p.

Hence the arc-element is given by

ds^ = dp- -\- p-dq"^.

When K is positive, let its value be 1/a^ ; then

J.
a^D__

j^

D dp' a?

'

so that

D = 6 (q) cos -+ ^lr (q) sin - .'^

a ^
^^^ a

The conditions, when p = 0, require that

cl>(q)=0, f(q) = a.

The arc-element is given by

ds' = dp' + a- sin^ " do',
a ^

or (what effectively is the same thing) by

ds' = a' (dp' + sin'pdq').

When K is negative, let its vahie be — l/a- ; then

1 d'D ^ 1

D dp'
~

a'

'

so that

D = (b (q) cosh - + ylriq) sinh - .^ a ^
^ a

The conditions, when p = 0, require that

<t> iq) = 0, f (q) = a.

Hence the arc-element is given by

ds' = dp' + a' sinh' ^ dq',
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or (what is effectively the same thing) by

ds^ = a^ (dp^ + sinh.^pdq^).

Thus (as before, § 155) the surfaces of constant curvature have their arc-

element of one or other of the forms

ds^ = dp^ + p"dq^,

ds' = a^(dp- + sin^ pdq^),

ds"^ = a^{dp^ + ^mhj^ pdq^).

212. Now take two surfaces of the same constant Gaussian curvature.

On them choose any two points and 0'
; and through each of these points

draw a geodesic in any direction, measuring any distance p along the two

geodesies. Let the surfaces be referred to the geodesies and geodesic parallels

as parametric curves ; the elements of arc on the two surfaces are given by

ds- = dp^ +f{p) dq^, ds'^ = dp^ +f{p) dq''^,

for one or other of the three forms oi f{p). The arc-elements will be equal,

and so the two surfaces will be applicable to one another, if

dq- = dq''\

that is, if

a relation which conserves the angle between corresponding pairs of geodesies

through and 0'.

Hence two surfaces of the same constant Gaussian curvature are applicable

to one another, by making an arbitrary point on one coincide with an arbitrary

point on the other and a second arbitrary point on the first coincide with a

second arbitrary point on the second, the geodesic distances between the

point-pairs on the two surfaces being the same. Thus two surfaces of the

same constant Gaussian curvature are applicable to one another in an

infinitude of ways. In particular, a surface of constant Gaussian curvature

can be deformed over itself in an infinitude of ways.

213. Among the surfaces of constant Gaussian curvature, which thus

are deformable each upon itself, it is convenient to know those that are

surfaces of revolution. We refer the surface to its meridians and parallels of

latitude ; the former are geodesies which are not necessarily concurrent, and

so the analysis in § 211 does not apply; we take the arc-element in the form

ds'^ = div^ + 7-"dv^,

where du is the arc-element of a meridian and r, the distance of a point on

the surface from the axis, is a function of ii only. Denoting by K the measure

of curvature, we have
1 d^r _
r du'

'
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and therefore, for a pseudo-sphere having — 1/a- for its measure of curvature,

we have

d?r _ r

so that

r = Ae"' + Be'',

where A and B are constants. There are three cases :

—

(i) Avhen A and B have the same sign ; by adding a constant to u (which

only means changing the origin of measurement along the meridian),

we can make A =B, and then the arc-element is

while

also

so that

ds^ = du- + c- cosh^ - dv\
a

r = c cosh -

;

a

du" = dr- + dz^,

z= \( 1 ; sinh- - ) du:
J\ o? a]

(ii) when A and B have opposite signs ; in the same way as in the first

case, we can take A = — B, and then the arc-element is

ds^ = du^ + c^ sinh^ - dv'^,
a

while

r = c smh -
,

a
and

= ( 1 cosh'-^ - ) du:

(iii) when one of the two constants A and B vanishes (both cannot

vanish) ; let B = 0, and (as is permissible in the same way as

before) take A = 1 ; then the arc-element is

2m

ds- = du'^ + e" dv^,

while

r = e'' = a sin (p,

'=\{^-^^''^^) ^^

= a (log tan
^(f) + cos ^),

which is the curve known as a tractrix.
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In the first case, we have

so that r varies between c and (a- + d^)'^ ; the quantity z is expressible in

elliptic functions in the form

2 = (a'+c')^{E(d)-e},
where

r = (a- + c2)2 dn 6, k (a- + c^)'^ = a.

In the second case, we have

2 _ c^ - ry-

c^ + r^ }
dr,

so that r varies between and (a- — c-)- ; the quantity z is expressible in

elliptic functions in the form

z = a[E{e)-e],
where

r = (ft^ — c-)- en 6, k (-f-
In the first case, the pseudo-sphere (said then to be of the hyperbolic

type) has its meridian curve as in the figure on the left, the range being

there from —K to + K ; and any part between (2m — 1)K and (2m + 1) ^ is

the same as the part drawn.

In the second case, the pseudo-sphere (said then to be of the elliptic type)

has its meridian curve as in the middle figure, the range between the levels

of the cusps being from to 2K ; and any part between 27nK and {2m + 2)K

is the same as the part drawn.

In the third case, the pseudo-sphere (said then to be of parabolic type) has

its meridian curve as in the figure on the right ; it has cusps for ^ = ^tt, and the

axis of z is an asymptote, the range for the curve being from ^ = to <^ = tt.
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214. The formulae for surfaces of revolution, as regards those deformations

which always leave them surfaces of revolution, can be obtained very simply

as follows* Denoting the element of meridian arc by da, and the axial

distance by r, we have
rfo-- = rfr^ + dz\

ds- = da'' + r-d(f)\

For the deformed surface, when it remains a surface of revolution, we have

ds- = da'^ + r'-d(f)'\

All arcs are to correspond ; hence

rd(f) = rd(f), da' = da.

The former is satisfied by
r' = kr,

and the latter gives

dz'^ + dr'- = dr- + dz-,

that is,

dz'^=dz'' + {\-k:')dr\

The required surfaces of revolution are given by

r' = kr, z'=\ [dz-" + ( 1 - A.-^) dr^]^ .

Thus in the case of a sphere, z = sin 6, r = cos ; so

r =k cos 6,

z'=l{l-k'sia'e)^dd,

in agreement with the preceding result.

Ex. Obtain the deformations of a hyperboloid of i-evolution of one sheet, discussing

the configuration of the generators.

Deformation ; General Equations.

215. From the essential property, that geodesies remain geodesies

throughout any deformation of the surface, we can deduce one equation

relating to all deformations.

Let the arc-element on the surface be given by

ds^ = du^ + g-dv"^,

where g may be regarded as a known function of u and v such that, for small

values of u, we have

g = u-^K,u'+ ...,

* Frost, Solid Geometry, p. 350.
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where ^o is the measure of curvature at the geodesic pole u = 0. In any

deformation, let the arc-element be given by

ds'' = dU-'+G'dV';

then we must have

dW + 0-d V-' = diC' + ghlv\

and the deformations will be given by the knowledge of all values of U, V, G
which satisfy this relation. We must have

dUy ri^/dvy ,^ +G'(^) =1,
ou / \ oil J

dUdU (..dVdV^^
du dv du dv

(v:)--"(iD'-=

three relations involving the three quantities U, V, G. When we eliminate

G and the derivatives of V, we find

dUy /dUy

a partial equation of the first order for U containing the function g.

Should, however, g be unobtainable, some other method must be used

;

accordingly, we shall adopt a more generally effective method.

216. By Bonnet's theorem (§ 37) we know that, when the magnitudes

E, F, G, L, M, N are known, the surface is determinate save as to position

and orientation. But if only E, F, G are known, so that the arc-element is

given, the surface is determinate save as to position, orientation, and deforma-

tion. We proceed to indicate the equations for this limited determination of

the surface.

We have

^11 — xj^ — x^^ = LX,

^j2 — iCiF' — iCa A' = MX,

OC22 *^\ -- ^~" *^2 ^^ ^~ -^
' -^^ '

where the quantities V, V , V" , A, A', A", K, Fare known functions of E, F, G
and their derivatives. Also

V'X'=(y,z,-y,2^y

= {y,^ + V) (yi + ^.2") - (2/1^2 + ziz^y

= {E- X,-) (G - X,') -{F- x,x,y

= F^ - (Gx,^ - 2Fx,x^ + Ex,').
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Consequently we have

(iTu — ^,r — x^A) (^22 — WiT" — ocqA") — {Xy2 — cciT' — x.^A'y

= K{V^- (Gx,- - 2Fa;,Xo + Ex^)\,

a partial differential equation, of the second order and the Monge-Ampere

type, for the determination of x.

The same partial differential equation is satisfied by y and by z.

Connected with the solution of an equation of this type, and especially

with the process of obtaining an integral to satisfy assigned conditions, there

is a subsidiary equation (commonly called the equation of characteristics*

of "the differential equation) which is of fundamental importance. Denote an

equation by

n = 0;

its characteristics are given by

Thus, for our equation, the characteristics are

X {Ndq- + 2Mdpdq + Ldf) = 0,

and similarly for the equations satisfied b}'^ y and by z ; that is, the charac-

teristics are given by

Ldp- + 2Mdpdq + Ndq'' = 0.

Hence the characteristics of the equation for the determination of the surface

are its asymptotic lines, a result that will be seen to bring these lines into

specially significant relation with conditions that may be assigned as governing

all deformations of the surface.

217. Some forms of the equation are of special importance ; we shall

consider three of these forms.

I. Let the equation of the surface be

z=f{x, y);

and give to p, q, r, s, t their customary significance as the first and the

second derivatives of z with respect to x and y. We require the equation of

the second order, satisfied by every surface into which the given surface can

be deformed ; so we take x and y U> be the independent variables throughout,

and we denote by Z the ordinate of the deformed surface, and by P, Q, R, S, T

* See the author's Theory of Differential Equations, vol. vi, chap, xx.
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its first and its second derivatives with respect to x and y. Now, for the

given surface, we have (p. 61)

E=l-\-p', F = pq, G = l + q-, V- = l+p' + q\

V"'r = pr, FT'=ps, V'r" = pt,

V^A = qr, V-'A' = qs, F-A" = qt,

j^_ H-s""
~ (T+p^'+qy '

hence the equation, which is

(R-Fr-QA)(T- FT" - QA") -(S-FV- QAJ
= K{V'- (GF"' - 2FFQ + EQ%

becomes

{RT - S-') (l+p' + q') - {rT + tR- 2sS) (pF + qQ) + (P^ + Q^ - 1) (rt - s^) = 0.

The general value of Z, satisfying this equation, will give the general set of

surfaces derivable from

^ =/(*'. 2/)

by deformation. It ought to include (and manifestly it does include) the

possibility

Z = z.

II. Let the surface be referred to nul lines as parametric curves. The
arc-element then has the form

ds^ = '^Xdudv
;

also

A.

A = 0, A' = 0, A" = --

,

j^^ 1 8Mog\
^

2X, du dv

Then, using 6 to denote cc, y, or z, we have the equation for 6 in the form

ouov

To adopt the customary notation for partial differential equations with two

independent variables, we write

d^=p, 02 = q, 011 = r, 0,o = s, 02-2 = t;
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and then, if

Xj _ Xj _ 3' log \
J

\ ' X ' dudv

our equation for surfaces, deformable into a given surface, is

rt — s" — cqr — apt =2b {X — pq) — acpg,

the parametric curves being nul lines on the surfaces. Manifestly we have,

among the coefficients a, b, c and the quantity X, the relations

_ 9 log X
ou

9 logX
c =

dv

J
_^ci _dc _ 9- log

X

dv du dudv

The variables u and v are conjugate quantities, known (§ 55) to be derivable

by integrating an ordinary equation of the first order ; the quantity X is then

a factor, obtainable by merely direct operations,

III. Let the surface be referred to geodesic polar coordinates. The arc-

element then has the form
ds'^ — du^+ D'dv^.

With corresponding changes of notation, the equation, which determines

surfaces that are deformable into a given surface, is

the form being due to Bour. The equation naturally is equivalent to the

equation in the preceding type of representation of the surface ; but it is

dependent upon the determination of the variables u and v, which requires

the integration of an ordinary differential equation of the second order.

218. Two other methods of constructing a critical equation—always of

the second order, for the surfaces that arise by the deformations of a given

surface, should be noted. One of them is due to Bonnet*, the other to

Darbouxj-.

In Bonnet's method, the surface again is referred to its nul lines as

parametric curves, and the arc-element is taken in the form

ds^ = ^X-dudv.

All the surfaces, into which it can be deformed, are given by

dx^ + dy- + dz^ = ^\-dudv,

* Journ. Kc. Poh/techn., cab. xlii (1867), p. 3.

t See his treatise, vol. iii, p. 253.
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^i' + yi' + •s'l' = 0, xi + yi + z.^ = 0,

^1^2 + 2/i2/2 + •S'l'S'a = 2X,-.

The first two of these equations are satisfied by taking

cci = i (m- + n^), t/i = m- — n-, z^ = 2mn,

Xo = i (ni- + n'^), y.2 = m- — n'^, z.^ = 2m'w',

for any values of ??i, n, ni, n' ; and then the third equation is satisfied if

mn — iii'n = iX.

But we must have

and therefore

Hence

say. Also

and therefore

hence

Similarly

Now

3^1 dx.2 di/i _ dyo dzi _ dz^
.

dv du ' dv du ' dv du'

mm.2 = m'm^',

mio = nui,
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where p and q have an altered significance, which correspondingly will be

associated with r, s, t. Thus
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and therefore

Also, with the notation of § 34, we have

m = — pr, m = — ps, m" = 2\^ — pt,

n = 2\i — q7\ n' = — qs, n" = -qt;

and therefore

nn" — n"^ = - 2Xi qt + q" {rt — s^),

nm" - 2n'm' + mn" = 4X1X2 - 2Xij;^ - 2X2(/r + 2pq {rt - «-),

myn" - m^ = - 2\opr + p' {rt - s^).

In order that the Gaussian measure of curvature may be zero, we must have

l{E^-2F,,+ Gu)V^

= — E {nn" — n'^) + F {nm' — 2nm' + nm') - G {mni' — m'%

which, when we substitute and reduce, becomes

the equation in question. Manifestly it is a partial differential equation of

the second order, being of the Monge-Ampere type ; of course, the dependent

variable is not the same as in Bonnet's equation.

Moreover, supposing the value of 2; known, we have

dx^ + dy- = — p'^dii^ + 2 (2X — jxj) diidv — q-dv',

so that

^i' + 2/i- = -p^

^i + yi = -q'\

and therefore
{p"^ + x{-) {q- + x.i) = (2X - pq - x\x.2)-,

that is,

q-x-r — 2 (2A, - pq) x^x., i- p-x^ = 4X- - ^\pq,

an equation of the first order for x.

When X is known from this equation, then

Vi = -
i>'
- x;\ y^y.^ = 2\-pq- x^x^;

and so the value of y is derivable by quadrature.

It thus appears that, whatever process be adopted, an essential and critical

condition—in the form that leads to surfaces which are deformable into a

given surface—is a Monge-Ampere partial differential equation of the second

order. The limitations of sufficiency of the equation, in varied possibilities,

will be discussed later ; we shall now deal with some special examples.

24
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Ex. 1. Consider the surfaces deformable into a plane. The square of the arc-element

is equal to dx^+ di/^, that is,

dicdv,

where %i= x-\-iy, v= x-iy. Thus, for Darboux's equation, X = | ; and so the equation is

rt-s^=0. .

The intermediate integral is

and the primitive is

z=au + vf {a) +
(f)

(a)l

0= u + if{a) + (f)'(a)j'

where /and <^ are arbitrary functions.

The equation for x now is

c^xi^ - 2 (2X - ac) Xix-i+ aP'X.^= 4X2 - 4Xac,

where c—f{a) ; and its primitive is

X= aih + ^v-\r'^ {a) \

d&
, , , N f

'

0= « + .-^ +
>/,'(„)J

where
c2a2 - 2 (2X- ac) a^+ a2^2= 4X2_ 4Xac.

The equations for y are

y{^= —p'^ — x^= —a?— f^ =/i2,

y^^= -q^-xi= -c2 -^2= v^

and so the most general value is

y= ^i.u\vv\p.

The equations can be simplified by taking x and y as the independent variables, say

a;=M, y—v \ then
z=ax^-yf {a)-\-^ (a)\

0= ^+3//'(a) + <^'(«)J

'

being a developable surface, as was to be expected.

Ex. 2. Consider the deformations of a sphere, not restricted (as in § 213) to give

surfaces of revolution.

When the surface is referred to its nul lines as parametric curves, the arc-element is

rfs'2 = -, du dv,
{\ + uv)-

so that

1

for Darboux's equation. Thus

Xi _ - 2v X2 _ -2«

X " l+uv ' X ~
1 -I- uv

'

c^logX _ -2
_

cudv ~
{\ + uvy

and so the differential equation, which governs all the deformations, is

„ ^uqr + vpt
,

^ uv-l ,
4 _
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It is easy to verify that this equation is satisfied by

z=f{uv)=f{ic\
where

the sphere itself being given by

'
• 1 + u-

Ex. 3. Consider the surfaces into which the paraboloid of revolution

can be deformed. To represent the surface, let

2=|X, .r= X2 cos^, y— y^ sin^
;

the parameters of the nul lines are

and the arc-element is

d^=4tKdudv.

We take

|= « + i-= l |'l(i+x)2rfX

(X + l)2-l

though the integrated form will not be used. Writing X'= dXld$, we have

2X 4X + 2X^

and therefore

Xi _ X2 _ 2

X X
(i + x)4'

c^logX 2X

cucv (l+X)^'

so that the Darboux equation is

2(gr+p0 4X ._4g£

(i+x)4 i^+^y ^^ 1+^

Apq 4X-

"'~(1+X)'~(1+X)2'

the customary partial differential equation of the second order and the Monge-Ampfere type.

Fx. 4. When we retain .v and y as the independent variables, and again consider the

deformations of the paraboloid of revolution

2z=x-+ y%
so that

p= x, q=y, ''=1) s= 0, ^ = 1,

then the critical equation of the deformed surface is

(RT-S^){\+s'-+i/)-{R+ T){xP+yQ) + F' + Q-'-l=0,

24 2
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or (with au obvious change of notation)

This equation of the second order is of the customary type ; and it is equivalent to the

equation in the preceding example, regard being paid to the difference of significance in

the symbols.

The critical equation of the second order ; its integi'als.

220. It is clear, from the general theory and from all examples which

are not exceedingly special, that the determination of the surfaces into which

a given surface can be deformed dej^ends upon the integration of a Monge-

Ampere partial differential equation of the second order. Adopting Darboux's

initial resolution of the problem, we have the equation in the form

rt — s^ — cqr — apt — h(\- pq) — acpq,

where

\ \ duOv

The possible methods, at present known, of actually forming the primitive

of an equation of this type are set out in treatises on differential equations.

In general, no one of the methods is of compelling power ; that is to say, a

primitive cannot be obtained in finite terms, unless some special form or

other characterises the quantity \. It may at once be said that no inter-

mediate integi-al (that is, an equivalent partial equation of the first order)

of the foregoing equation can be derived by the method of Monge or the

equivalent method of Boole ; nor can an intermediate integral be derived by

the amplification of Darboux's method for proceeding to the primitive of the

equation. All that remains therefore is to see how far Ampere's method,

which is perfectly general in idea, can prove effectively manipulative in

particular cases*.

Stated briefly for the equation

rt - s' + Ar + -IBs + Ct = D,

where A, B, C, D can be functions of x, y, z, p, q, Ampere's method is as

follows. Writing
A = B'-AG-D,

we construct the two systems of subsidiary equations

dq + Adv -(B + A^) du = \ dq + Adv - (B - A*) du = 0)

dp-{B- Aj) dv + Cdu = 0\, dp-(B + A*) dv + Gdu = > •

dz — qdv — pdu= J dz — qdv — pdu — )

* See the author's Tlieury of Differential Equations, vol. vi, ch. xvii ; and some remarks in a

lecture before the Rome congress of mathematicians (1908) in vol. i of the Atti, as well as in

a presidential address to the London Mathematical Society in 1906.
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We attempt to frame some integrable combination of the first set ; let it be

f{p, q, z, u, V, \) = ot, '

where a is an arbitrary parameter of integration. We attempt also to frame

some integrable combination of the second set ; let it be

9 {p, q, z, u, V, X) = /3,

where /3 is another arbitrary parameter of integration. The quantities a and

/3 are then made the independent variables ; and we form the equations

\

dp

a, <^--*>a|-^a^=«
dz_

a/3

dv du ^

?5 + ^?i:_(B_A*)3^=0
da dot 00.

da da da

da

dv

da ^ da

dup— =

These equations are to be integrated ; the integration has the same range of

practical possibility as the construction of the preceding quantities / and g.

Arbitrary parameters of partial integration for each set are made arbitrary

functions of the latent variable ; and so the primitive may be obtained.

But, as already remarked, it happens only too often in individual cases that,

while the theory is complete, the practicability of a primitive in finite terms

is out of the question*.

And manifestly, at this stage, the analysis is much more concerned with

the integration of partial differential equations than with the properties of

deformation of which they merely are the expression.

Ex. 1. Taking the equation for the deformation of a paraboloid of revolution as given

in § 219, Ex. 3, shew that an integrable combination of the first set of subsidiary equations

in the preceding statement of process is given by

j.-j + 2|(l+X)(l-^)| =a,

and that an integrable combination of the second set is given by

pqp-5-2|(l + X)(^l-

Complete the primitive +.

Ex. 2. Shew that the surfaces of revolution, into which the paraboloid

2z= x^-+ i/'^= r^'

can be deformed, are given by

2=ir(r2+2c)^ +clog{;-+ (r2 + 2c)^},

where c is a parametric constant.

* For a detailed construction of the results stated, see the author's Theory of Differential

Equations, vol. vi, cb. xvii.

t See a memoir by Calapso, Rend. Circ. Mat. di Palermo, t. xv (1901), pp. 1—32.
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221. But, though there is the customary impossibility of integrating the

critical equation in finite terms, there exists the important theorem due to

Cauchy which governs the existence of integrals of partial differential

equations. When it is applied to an equation of the second order, the

theorem affirms the existence of a uniform integral, which is uniquely

determined by the properties that z and one of its derivatives—say 'p—
acquire assigned values along any given curve that is not a characteristic.

The properties can be stated in another form. Let the curve be

^ {xi, v) = 0,

so that

-^du-V ^dv = 0.
ou cv

Now
dz =pdu + qdv,

while z and p are given along the curve ; hence q also is known along the

curve, and therefore the properties can be regarded as giving the values of

p, q, z along the curve. When u and v are x and y, as in the equation in

I 217 (I.), we can say that a surface exists as an integral of the equation,

uniquely determined by the requirements of passing through an assigned

curve and touching a given developable surface along the curve. But the

assigned curve must not be a characteristic ; in the present case, therefore, it

must not belong to either of the families of asymptotic lines.

In the most general form, the quantities x, y, z satisfy one and the same

equation of the second order. Suppose that, when u = a, where a is a

parameter and u is not the variable of an asymptotic line, the values of

X, y, z are required to be A {v), B (v), C (v), and the values of x^, y^, z^ are

required to be a (v), h (v), c (y). Then

aA' -vhB' ^cG' = fV
A'^^ B'^+ G'' = G]

where E, F, G are given quantities ; thus, in the least restricted assignment

of conditions, three arbitrary elements appear to survive. The two inde-

pendent variables are unassigned and arbitrary, yet they would have to

disappear when the surface is represented by a single equation ; so they may
be considered as absorbing two out of three arbitrary elements. It follows

therefore that one arbitrary element certainly survives, when all requirements

are met and the surface is given by a single equation ; and so a question

arises as to the use which can be made of this disposable arbitrary element.

Some instances are given in the propositions which follow.
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Some illustrations as to deformation.

222. For instance, can any general surface S be deformed, while some

curve C upon it is kept rigid ?

On the surface, take a set of orthogonal curves with parameters u and v,

where
v =

is the equation of the curve C ; and let S denote the deformed surface. The

correspondence between the points of the surfaces S and 2 is birational

;

hence, by Tissot's theorem (§ 156), an orthogonal system on S has an

orthogonal system on S as its homologue, and there is only one such system.

By hypothesis, C is conserved through the deformations ; hence the system of

curves given by the parameters u and v on S is orthogonal.

Again, as G remains rigid, its circular curvature is unaltered ; and the

geodesic curvature is not changed under deformation. Hence, with the usual

notation (§ 104), the quantity sinw is unchanged along C; and therefore the

normal to 2 along C coincides with the normal to S along G.

Denote by x, y', z the coordinates for 2, and by X\ F', Z' the direction-

cosines of the normal. Then, along C, we have

X =x,
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that is,

L'N' = LN;

and therefore N' = N when v = 0, unless L' = L = 0. Thus, if N' = N, we

have
X22 — ^22 > 2/22 — 3/12 ) ^22 — ^22 )

when v= 0.

Thus, except in the excluded case, all the second derivatives of x', y', z

agree with those of x, y, z when i; = 0. The same holds of all the derivatives

of all orders when v = ; hence, taking the Taylor expansions, we have

x' = x, y' = y, z = z,

ever3rwhere, that is, S and S coincide. There has been no deformation.

In the excluded case, X = ; we cannot infer that N' = N, or that x^'l, = x.2^,

y22=y22> ^22'= 2^22. When L==0, the asymptotic lines are

2Mdudv + Ndv- = 0,

that is, the curve C is an asymptotic line. We cannot now infer that

X = X, y' = y, z = z,

everywhere, so that S and 2 do not coincide. There has been deformation.

Hence a surface can be deformed while a curve upon it remains rigid, only if

the curve is an asymptotic line*.

The simplest example is that of a hyperboloid of one sheet. The
hyperboloid can be deformed f so that its generators continue generators,

like a netted flexible frame of straight rigid rods.

223. Next, consider those deformations (if any) of a surface such that one

given curve G traced on the surface is deformed into another given curve C.

Denoting the circular curvature of C by Ijp, and the angle between the

normal to the deformed surface at any point of C and the principal normal

of C by zt', we have

sin -bt' 1

owing to the persistence in value of the geodesic curvature of any curve on

the surface ; hence in all cases

1 1

P 7

as regards magnitude. Consequently the circular curvature of the final

curve C must be at least as great as the initial (and unchanged) geodesic

curvature of C at the point. There are two cases to consider.

* On account of this property, asymptotic lines are sometimes called lines offolding.

t For details, see Cayley, Coll. Math. Papers, vol. xi, p. 66.
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I. Let
1 1
- > - .

P 7

On the deformed surface, take an orthogonal system of curves determined by

parameters u and v, such that the final curve C is given by w = ; as any

function of u can be substituted for «, let the magnitude of u be chosen so

that, along v = 0, the arc of C measured from some fixed point is equal to u.

Then the arc-element on the deformed surface is given by

ds'' = Edu^+Gdv",

where E=l when v = 0. Also, du is the arc-element of C on the undeformed

surface ; and E and G are known throughout.

The principal trihedron of C is known at every point. Hence the values

of ^1, 3/i, 2-1 are known when v = 0, for they are the direction-cosines of the

tangent to C". The values of p'x^, p'yn, p'zu are known when v = 0, for they

are the direction-cosines (say cos ^, cos t], cos ^) of the principal normal to C"

;

thus, as p' is known, the values of x^, yn, ^u are known when v = 0. And the

direction-cosines (say cos X, cos
fj,,

cos i') of the binomial to C" are known, that

is, when v = 0.

As ot' is the angle between the normal to the deformed surface and the

principal normal to 6", it follows that ^tt-'st' is the angle between the prin-

cipal normal and the line whose direction-cosines are (T~-a?2, G~-y.2, G "22]

hence

, G~^X2= sin ot' cos ^ - cos ct' cos X,,

Q -3/2 = sni OT cos T] — cos uT cos /j.,

G~^ z^= sin ot' cos ^— cos tjj' cos v.

Thus the values of Xo, y.^, z^ are known when v = 0; and so also the values of

«^i2, ^i2> Zi-2 are known when v = 0. Moreover, the variable x satisfies the

equation

/ E, E. \( G, G., \ ( E.,
,

Gi V
t^-

- 2^ -^^ + 2^ ^•^) (^- + 2^ ^^ - 2^ ^^j -
l*'^-^

"
2:^^

"^ " i^ ^V

= Z(^G^-(Ga;i-^-}-^^20],

while y and ^ satisfy the same equation; hence the values of x.^,, y^2, ^22 are

known when v = 0. Thus, partly from the data and partly from the nature

of the case, all the first and second derivatives of x, y, z are known along the

curve C. And similarly for all the higher derivatives ; e.g., the values of

^111, ^ii2> ^122, when v = 0, are the it-derivatives of «;„, x^^, ^22, and therefore

are known, while the value of x^ is obtained by differentiating the critical

equation with respect to v and then inserting in the derived equation the

values of the other quantities which are known.
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Now consider deformations of the surface in general. For the purpose,

we require integrals of the foregoing critical equation which are such that,

when V = 0,
/ /

tv — tA./ , ^^2 — *^2

y = y'> y-2 = yi

Z = Z , Z. = Z.2,'

They exist, and they are uniquely determined by these relations. Thus the

curve on the deformed surface, given by v = 0, coincides with C" ; in other

words, the deformation of the original surface is possible. A curve, originally

given by V = 0, is deformed so as to coincide with C".

Moreover, in the present case, we have

sin -nr' _ 1

P 7

so that there are two (supplementary) values of -ot'. Thus we have the

result :

—

It is possible (in two different ways) to deform a surface, so that a

given curve G traced upon it can he deformed into a given curve C,

provided the circular curvature of C is greater than the geodesic curva-

tm^e of C on the original surface.

II. The other case arises when

p y'

We must then have -sr' = ^tt. Also, when v = 0, we have

L _ cos ^' _ ^

and E =1, when v = ; consequently

and therefore the curve C" is an asymptotic line. Hence, as in the preceding

case, we are led to the theorem :

—

It is possible to deform a surface so that a given curve G should become

an asymptotic line G' in the deformed surface, provided the geodesic

curvature of C is equal to the circular curvature ofC
These results will suffice to indicate the manner, in which the external

arbitrary data in Cauchy's existence-theorem concerning integrals of the

critical equation can be used to obtain some conditioned deformations of a

given surface. Further developments will be found in Darboux's discussion

of the subject*.

* See bis treatise, vol. iii, especially pp. 253—292.
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Deformation of Scrolls.

224. Among the surfaces which can be subjected to deformation, a special

interest attaches to scrolls, thereby meaning surfaces which are ruled and are

such that their rectilinear generators of any one system do not meet, the

surface not being developable. Hitherto, all the deformations under considera-

tion have related to the conservation of the arc-element, so that only the

fundamental magnitudes of the first order have been involved ; we now

proceed to deformations limited, more or less, by fundamental magnitudes of

the second order.

Some hints have been given that a ruled surface can be deformed, while

each single generator is kept rigidly straight, though these generators are

not kept rigidly connected with one another. Accordingly, we first consider

those deformations, which allow a ruled surface to be changed into a ruled

surface.

Suppose that, if possible, such a deformation exists under which the

generators of one surface (being, of course, asymptotic lines of one system,

and also geodesies on the surface) do not deform into the generators of the

other surface (being also, of course, asymptotic lines of one system, and also

geodesies on the surface). Let p be the parametric variable of the uncon-

served generators on the first surface, and q the parametric variable of the

unconserved generators on the second surface ; and take p and q as the

parametric variables of reference for both surfaces. As the arc-elements of

the two surfaces are the same, we have

Edp" + 2Fdpdq + Gdq" = E'dp' + 'IF'dpdq + G'dq%

for all variations of p and q ; hence

E=E', F=F', G = G'.

The asymptotic lines of the first surface are, as to one set, given by

p = constant, and the general equation is

Ldp- + 2Mdpdq + Ndq- = 0.

Hence we have

N = 0.

The asymptotic lines of the second surface are, as to one set (not being the

set of the first surface), given by g = constant, and the general equation is

I'dp-" + 2iM'dpdq -f- N\kf = 0.

Hence we have
r = 0.

The measure of curvature for the two surfaces is the same ; hence
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that is,

M' = ±M.

Next, p = constant is a geodesic on the first surface, because the asymptotic

lines of the system are generators ; hence

r" = o.

Again, 9- = constant is a geodesic on the second surface, for the same reason;

hence

A = 0.

For the first surface, we have JS^ — O, F" = 0, A=0; hence its Mainardi-

Codazzi relations are

L, + TM = M, + T'L+ A'il/, A"31 = 7l/o + F '3f.

For the second surface, we have L' = 0, F" = 0, A = ; hence its Mainardi-

Codazzi relations are

TM' = M; + MM', N; + A"M' = M.; + T'M' + A'i\^'.

When the condition M' = + if is used, the first two of these relations give

Z,= F'Z,

and the other two give

N^ = MN'.

The quantity F' is the same for both surfaces, and the final value of L after

deformation (being L') vanishes ; hence the former inference leads to

X = 0.

The quantity A' is the same for both surfaces, and the initial value of N'

before deformation (being N) vanishes ; hence the latter inference leads to

N' = ().

Thus there is a third surface which has its asymptotic lines (being geodesies)

given by ^ = constant, q = constant ; that is, the surface is a ruled quadric.

Each of the two surfaces can be deformed into this quadric, on the hypothesis

that the generators of the first do not deform into the generators of the

second ; and a quadric is the only proper surface with two systems of linear

generators, for the intersection of a ruled surface of order n by its tangent

plane is composed of a generator and a proper curve of order n— \. Hence

we have the theorem*:

—

When two ruled surfaces are deformahle into one another, then either

:

—
(i) the system of geiverators of one of them deforms into the systevi of

generators of the other ; or

* It is due to Bonnet, Jouni. de I'Ec. Poly., cab. xlii (1867), p. 44.
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(ii) each of them can he deformed into a ruled quadric, the generators

of one surface deforming into one set of quadric generators, and

those of the other surface deforming into the other set of quadric

generators.

225. We now proceed to consider the more general deformation of ruled

surfaces ; for this purpose, it is sufficient to obtain the surfaces which have

the same arc-element as a ruled surface. The discussion will be restricted to

real surfaces.

On a given ruled surface, let a curve G (to be called the directrix) be

drawn so as to meet all the generators. The position of a point on the

surface is uniquely determined by

(i) the arc of the directrix measured from a fixed point on the curve,

say v;

(ii) the direction-cosines (say a, b, c) of the generator of the surface that

passes through the point of C
;

(iii) the distance (say u) along the generator from the point where it

meets C;

and the coordinates of the point on the surface then are

x = p + au, y = q+ hu, z = r + cu,

where p, q, r are the coordinates of the point on C through which the

generator passes. In these expressions, the quantities p, q, r, a, b, c are

functions of v only. As p',q' , r' are the direction-cosines of the tangent to C,

we have

a- 4- 6' + c' =1,

ap -h hq -\- cr = cos 6 = D,

where 9 is the angle between the tangent to G and the generator ; and then,

when we write

a'^+ h''->rC^ = A,

dp -\- b'q' + c'r = B,

where A, B, D are functions of v alone, the arc-element on the ruled surface

is given by
ds" = du^ + 2Ddu dv + (A uJ" + 2Bu + 1) dv\

Accordingly, all the surfaces into which the ruled surface can be deformed

must have this form of arc-element ; and so, for the general equations relating

to all surfaces, we have

^=1, F=D, G = Au''+2Bu + l,

V' = Au'+2Bu+l-D\
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Also

and therefore

DEFORMATION OF

x^ = a, 2/1
= b, Zx = c,

x.2, = p' + u(i, 2/2 = ^' + ^<^'> Z2 = r'-\-uc'

[CH. X

VX = hr - cq' + u (he - cb'),

VY = cp — ar' + u {ca' — ac),

VZ = a(l — hp + u (ab' — ba).

The quantities Y, T', V", A, A', A", are such that

FT =0,

FT' =-{Au + B)D,

FT" =(D'-Au- B) (All' + 2Bu + 1) - {u'A' + 2uB') D,

F^A =0,

F^A' =Au + B,

F^A" = iC'A' + 2uB' - (D' -Au-B) D.

Further, we have

Xu = 0; 2/n = 0, Zn = 0,

Xi2=ci', yi2=b', ^12 = c',

Xg2=p" + ua", 2/22 = q" + ub", z^ = r" + uc"
;

and therefore

L = Z^i, + F^n + Zz,, = 0,

VM = VXx,, + VYy,, + VZz,,

a, b, c

p, q, r'

a', b', c'

VN = VXx^^ + VYy,, + VZz^

a , b , c

p + ua
, q + lib' , r + uc

1/ , I' '1,1 " " i "
p +ua

, q + ub , r + uc

= ^ir'+2'nu + ^,

where ^, 7;, ^ are functions of v alone. Squaring the determinant which gives

M, we have

VW = 1, D,

D, \, B
0, B, A

A-AD'~-B';
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and therefore the Gauss measure of curvature is

a result also obtainable from Gauss's characteristic equation by inserting the

values

m = 0, m = 0, m" = D' — Au - B,

n = 0, n =Aa-^B, n" = ii'A' + 2uB',

E^ = 0, F,o=0, Gu = 2A.

As the general equation of asymptotic lines is

Ldu'' + 2Mdudv + Ndv' = 0,

and as X = for our ruled surface, one system of the asymptotic lines is

given by
V = constant,

that is, by the generators, as is to be expected. The other system of

asymptotic lines is given by the equation

2Mdu + Ndv = 0,

that is, by
du N \ ^u-' + 2vu + ^

dv 2M ^(A-AD'-B^r-'

As the coefficients of the powers of u on the right-hand side are functions of

V alone, the equation is of the Riccati type ; its primitive is of the form

u
\y-i-8'

where X, is an arbitrary constant, and a, /3, y, S are known functions of v.

Accordingly, this is the integral equation of the non-generator family of

asymptotic lines ; and the members of the family are given by the varying

values of the parameter X.

Take four values Xj, Xg, X3, X4 of X, thus choosing four non-generator

asymptotic lines; and let u^, u^, u^, u^ be the corresponding values of u.

Then we verify at once that

(^1 - ^2) (^3 - Uj) ^ (Xi - Xg) (X3 - X4)

(zti - M3) {u^- M4) (Xi - X3) (\., - X4)

'

a constant for the same four lines. Now u is the distance along a generator

;

and therefore the anharmonic ratio of the four points, where any generator

intersects four given non-generator asymptotic lines, is constant.
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Line of Striction.

226. Take any generator given by

x=^p-{-au, i/ = q + bi(, z = r + cii,

and a consecutive generator for a consecutive value of v, so that its equations

are

X = p + p'dv + U (a + a'dv),

y = q+ q'dv + U{b + h'dv),

z = r + r'dv + U (c + c'dv).

Draw the shortest distance between the two. Let u be the distance along the

former generator from the directrix curve to the foot of this shortest distance,

and u + du the distance along the latter generator from that curve to the other

foot of the shortest distance. The direction-cosines X, /i, v of the shortest

distance are such that

\a + ixh + vc =0,

\a' + jjih' + vc = 0,

and therefore

\ _ /i _ V _ J^
h'c — bc c'a — ca ah — ah' ^\'

The length da of this shortest distance is

da = Xp'dv + /xq'dv + vr'dv

VM ^= —r-dv.

Let d<f) be the angle between the consecutive generators PN and P'3I, and let

MN be the shortest distance between them. Then, in the figure, we have

PP' = dv, MN^KP = da, iid(f> = P'L, du = LK = - PP' cose = -dvcose,

and therefore

?1
A
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and therefore

BU= + -r .~ A

The sign must be determined. When we take the spherical image of the

generators, the quantities a, b', c are proportional to the direction-cosines of

the spherical arc which makes an obtuse angle with PP', and the direction-

cosines of PP' are p', q, r' ; hence B, which is equal to ap' + h'q +c'r', is

negative. The quantity A is necessarily positive ; and u is taken positive

along the direction a, b, c. Hence*

B
u =—-. .

A

The limiting position of the foot of the shortest distance between two
consecutive generators is called the centre of the generator (sometimes, also,

the centre of greatest density). The locus of this centre is called the line of
striction of the ruled surface. Obviously the shortest distance between two

consecutive generators is not itself part of the line of striction.

The equation of the line of striction in terms of the parameters of the

surface is

Au + B^Q.

As A is not zero for real surfaces, the line is determinate; and it is the

directrix curve, if i? = 0.

227. We know (§ 105) that the geodesic curvature of any curve ^ {u, w) =
on a general surface is given by

y du\ 8 J dv \ @
where

Now the directrix curve is given by u = 0, so that ^i = 1 and (/>2 = 0; hence

its geodesic curvature is given by

V d ,^1, d I

F

7 d« dv \Qi

* The result is obtained, without reference to any figure, by Darboux (t.' iii, p. 299) as

follows. The shortest distance between two given generators will be obtained by making ds-,

where
ds-= du^ + 2Ddudv + {Au- + 2Bu + 1) dv"^,

a minimum when u and du are regarded as variables, while v and dv are fixed. Hence

Au + B = 0, du +Ddv = 0.

The former is the required result ; the latter is the incidental relation

dii = - dv cos d.

P. 25
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For the ruled surface in general, we have

E = l, F= cos 0, G = Au- + 2Bu + 1,

V' = A li- + 2Bii + sin- 6

;

and therefore

d .^1. Au + B

for the directrix curve, and

— —J =
i- -, ^ {A'ti" + 'IB u)

dv\QhJ Qv^ dv 2G^

= — sm a -r .

dv

for the directrix curve. Hence the geodesic curvature of the directrix

curve is given by^
1 B dd

7 sin 6 dv

'

Also the curve is chosen arbitrarily, subject to the condition that it intersects

the generators ; and so we have the theorem :

—

When a curve is draivn upon a ruled surface so as to intersect all

the generators, and ivhen it has any two of the three properties

:

—

(i) that it is a geodesic

;

(ii) that it is a line of striction

;

(iii) that it cuts the generators at a constant angle

;

it has the third property also.

228. Next, consider the orthogonal trajectories of the generators. On

the surface, the family of generators is given by

hv = 0.

The orthogonal trajectory of this fomily upon any surface in general is given

by the equation (§ 26)
{Edu^-Fdv)hu = 0;

and therefore on the ruled surface it is given by

du + cos ddv = 0,

that is, as ^ is a function of v only, by

u + I cos ddv = constant.

Now suppose that one of these orthogonal trajectories is chosen as the

directrix curve ; we then have
^ = i7r.
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SO that

and so the geodesic curvature of the curve is

1_ Au+B
7 Au- + 2Bu + 1

"

Thus the line of striction is the locus of points on the ruled surface where the

geodesic curvature of the orthogonal trajectories of the generators vanishes.

229. When an orthogonal trajectory- of the generators is chosen as the

directrix curve, 6 = hir ; the arc-element of the surface is then given by

ds- = du- +(ic^ + 2-j-u + —j Adv'\

Let

Adv-=dt\ --^ = oi, \{A-B'f = ^;A A
then

ds- = du- -f [{u - af + /3-} dt-.

The centre of the generator is given by u = a. Let the normal to the surface

at any point on the generator make an angle H with the normal to the

surface at the centre of the generator. xA.t any current point, we have

VX = br'-cq' + u{bc-cb')'\

VY = cp' - ar' + u (ca' — ac') -

,

VZ = aq'-hp + u {ah'-ha')]

while the corresponding quantities at the centre are given by

FoZo= hr' -cq +a {he - c6')'|

FqFo = cp — ar' -f a {ca' — ac') \ ,

Vi^Zo = aq — bp' + a. {ah' — ba')]

where

(m - a)- + /3-

V- = Au^ + 25m + 1 =

Fo = Aa- + 25a + 1 =
/3^

Now

FFo cos n = XX, + FFo + ZZ,

= 2 {br - cq')- + {u + a)l {br - cq) {be' - cb') + uat {be - cb'f

= 1 + {u + a)B + uaA

^'
.

25—2
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iience

/3
cos n =

and therefore

w — a = /3 tan fi,

giving the angle between the normals at the points u and a on the same

generator.

Let the tangent plane at the centre of a generator be turned round the

generator through an angle </>. In its displaced position, it is the tangent

plane at a point on the generator given by

111 — a= /3 tan (ft ;

and it is the normal plane at a point on the generator given by

Uo— a = — ^ cot (^

;

thus
{u,-a){u,-ci)+^-'=0.

Hence any plane through a generator is a tangent plane at some point on the

generator and is a normal plane at some other point on the generator ; and,

for different planes, the two points generate an involution having its centre

on the line of striction.

Beltrami's theorem on ruled surfaces.

230. The preceding general properties are necessary to facilitate the

discussion of our main question as to how far a ruled surface is determined

by a given arc-element.

When the element is given, the quantities A, B, D are known. We then

have
d^ + 6- + c- = 1

]

d-+h^+ c'- = A)

p''~ + q"^ + r- = 1

ap + bq + cr' = D
ap + bq + cr = B

five equations in all, consistent with one another and satisfied by six functions

of V. Hence one of the six functions can be taken arbitrarily, or an arbitrary

relation among the six can be postulated; hence there is an infinitude of ruled

surfaces, which possess an assigned arc-element of the form, proper to a given

ruled surface.

Accordingly, let a relation

f(a,b,c) =
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be chosen arbitrarily. This relation, together with the first of the preceding

equations, determines b and c as functions of a; when these values are

substituted in the second equation, the determination of a as a function of v

is a matter of quadrature. Thus we can regard a, b, c as known functions

of V.

For the determination o( p, q, r, we have

ap + bq + C7"' = D,

dp' +b'q' + cr = B,

{be' - b'c)p' + {cd - c'a) g' + {ab' - db) r = -VM

say, where J has either sign of the radical. When these three equations,

linear in p', q , r , are solved, we find

D T

fl = Da + ^d + -T {be — b'c),

T> T

q = Bb +-jb' + -T {cd — c'a),

TO T

r =z Be +-J c' + -j{ab' — db),

Avhile the equation
p"^ + q^ + r'^ = 1

is satisfied in virtue of the value of t/l The determination oi p, q, r is then,

again, a matter of quadrature.

As a^+ b'-+ C'=l, the values of a, b, c give a spherical image of the

generators, through the radii of the sphere which are parallel to them

;

the aggregate of these radii forms a cone which is called the director cone.

Hence as the equation

/(a, 6, c) =

was taken arbitrarily, and as no condition was subsequently imposed on the

equation, it follows that the director cone of a ruled surface possessing an

assigned arc-element of the proper form can be taken arbitrarily.

Thus there remains a disposable element through which some single

added external condition can be satisfied.

231. One property of the preceding solution, first rendered significant

by Beltrami*, is to be noted. When a, b, c are regarded as known, there are

three linear equations for p, q', r' ; but the quantity / in those equations can

have either sign. Hence, given a ruled surface, there is another {and different)

ruled surface applicable in such a ivay that the corresponding generators are

parallel and in the same sense.

* Ann. di Mat., t. vii (1865), pp. 139—150.
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As an illustration, consider the paraboloid

x^ if-

I m
(where I and m have the same sign), so as to obtain the associated ruled

surface.

The generators can be taken in the form

X = h (l^ + I'^y tan 6 + u cos 6 cos a

2/
= — ^ (m^ + Im)^ tan 6 + u cos 6 sin a

z = u sin 6

where

thus

As

we have

so that

Thus

tan a =
( y 1 ;

a = cos cos a, h = cos 6 sin a, c = sin 6,

p = ^(l'+ hny^tanO, q = — ^ {m^ + Im)^ tan 6, r = 0.

p'-+ q'-^ + 7^'"=
1,

2

/ + 711

cos^ ^,

A =
(I + my

cos* 0,

5 = - 77 r-' cos^ ^ sm ^,
(l + my

i> = ^ cos 6 ;

Z + m '

^4--2(^
'''-^cos^^' ^~-cos^"^'

Substituting these values, Ave find

I \^ , [ m

and therefore

so that

^'=0+™)"' «'=-(
1+ m . r' = 0,

^ = 1(^2^ /m)^ tan ^, q = - ^ {m"^ + Im)^ tan ^, ?' = 0,

leading to the original surface ; or else

, _ / I \^l- Sm ,_/ m \^ U - VI .'_n
^ "xl + mj l + m ' ^ ~\l + m) l + m ' ^

~
'
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SO that

Thus the associated ruled surface is given by

a; = - (
-J ) (I — 3m) tan + u cos 6 cos a

z\l + mj
I

1 / w \2
y = -^{ , ) (3^ — m) tan 6 -^ u cos ^ sin a
"^ 2 \Z + 7??,/ ^

^

^^ = w sin ^ '

its Cartesian equation is

,,
,_i Ix'M-m lyH-Sm

z = xii Um) 2 — s y 7 s 7 .

and therefore it is another ruled paraboloid.

£x. 1. Shew that the ruled surface, which can be applied to the hyperboloid of

revolution

so that corresponding generators are parallel, is the helicoid defined by the equations

X u V a^ — c^ . y V

- = cos - + -oT^o Sill -
1a

(a2 4-c2)5
a a^+ c- a\

y u . V a^ — c^ v\
- = r SUl 5-—^ COS - V .

^*. 2. Obtain equations of the generators of the cubic scroll

in the form
p==v, q= \, r= 0,

where

and shew that the ruled surface associated with the cubic scroll, so that corresponding

generators are parallel, depends upon the equations

p' q r _ 1

j;6+ 9y2_4 = i2v^ -4v3~ v«+ 9v2 + 4"

Ex. 3. Discuss similarly the cubic scrolls*

x'^z-'ry'^w=0, x{yw-^xz)+y^= 0,

where w is a linear function of .r, y, z.

* These equations give the two distinct kinds of cubic scrolls ; see Cayley, Coll. Math. Papers,

vol. V, pp. 211—213. It may be added that there are no undegenerate cubic scrolls of revolution.
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Beltrami's method.

232. The preceding method is due to Minding; it leaves an arbitrary

element in the solution without giving any clear indication of the way in

which the element might be used to satisfy some imposed condition. Another

method has been devised by Beltrami* ; it pays special regard to the changes

in the directrix curve during the deformation of the surface.

In the deformations of the ruled surface which leave it a ruled surface,

the arc-element persists unaltered

;

hence the quantities D, A, B, u are

unchanged. The directrix curve will

be deformed, though its geodesic cur-

vature is unaltered; let P, Q, R be the

point corresponding to p, q, r. In the

figure, let AK he the tangent at A
(the point F, Q, R) to the directrix

curve; KAT the tangent plane, and

AG the generator through A making

the unaltered angle 6 {= cos"^ D) with

AK\ J.iV the normal to the surface,

and AC the principal normal to the curve, lymg in the normal plane NAT.

Let l, m, n be the directjon-cosines of AG, while v is the arc measured

along the directrix curve from some fixed point ; let p be the radius of

curvature of the directrix curve, and let its direction make an angle ct with

the normal to the surface. Then

pP"l -h pQ"m -t- pR"n = cos f,

where yfr is the angle between AC and AG; the direction-cosines of AG are

cos 6, 0, sin 0, while those of ^C are 0, cos ot, sin ot, so that

cos yjr = sin sin -sr.

Thus

But

and therefore

hence

IP" + mQ" + n.R" = sin 6
sm-BT

IP' + mQ' + iiR' = cos e,

IP" + mQ" -f nR" = - 6*' sin ^ - (VP' + m'Q' + n'R')

= -e'sm0-B;

sm OT = -6'- B
p sin 6

'

* Eeferences to Minding and to Beltrami have already been given : see p. 355.
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in accordance with the result of § 227. The equation expresses the property

that the geodesic curvature of the directrix curve remains unaltered.

Let the direction-cosines of AK be cos a, cos/3, cos 7; those of AC be

cos f, COST/, cos^; and those of the binormal to the directrix curve be cosX,

cos /Lt, cost*. As the generator AG makes an angle 6 with AK, an angle

cos~^ (sin 6 sin sx) with AC, and an angle cos"^ (sin 6 cos tn-) with the binormal,

we have
I = cos cos a + sin 6 sin ot cos | + sin cos ot cos X

]

m = cos 6 cos /3 + sin 6 sin ot cos 77 + sin ^ cos to- cos /x >

.

n = cos ^ cos 7 -f sin ^ sin tsr cos ^ + sin 6 cos ot cos v J

For the directrix curve, the Serret-Frenet formulae (§ 17) are

d cos a cos ^

cos A,+
,

a

cos ^

where 1/cr is the torsion of the directrix curve. We thus have l', in , n'

.

Now the quantities ^4 and B are unaltered throughout the deformations,

and they are known functions of v. Also ^ is a known function of v. But

B = I'P' -f m'Q' 4- n'R' = I' cos a + m cos 8 -f /;' cos 7,

A= r- + /n'- + ??'-.

When we substitute in the former, we have

sin 37 ^, B
p sin ^

'

a result already obtained. When we substitute in the latter, and reduce

slightly, we find

. „., fcos 6 sin 6 cos ot d , . ^ .A- B- = < -f -j- (sm 6 sm ta)

{ p a dv

d , . ^ , sin 6 sin -57)

dv
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When it is satisfied, we can regard p and a (and then -sr from the first

equation) as known functions of v. The Serret-Frenet formulae would then

be satisfied, as the curve is given, so that the direction-cosines of the

principal lines are known ; and then the values of /, m, n are known.

In that case, the surface can be deformed.

Ex. 1. Consider the possibility of deforming a ruled surface, so that it shall remain

ruled and that any curve drawn upon it becomes an asymptotic line.

The curve is, of course, taken as the directrix curve. In its deformed shape, it is an

asymptotic line. The osculating plane of the latter is the tangent plane to the surface, so

that
uy= \Tr

;

hence

Also

and therefore
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Ex. 3. Shew that, when a ruled surface is deformed, remaining ruled, while some
assigned geodesic becomes a straight line, the equations of the surface in its final form are

a;= w sin ^ cos >//•, y= ?f sin ^ sin a//-, z=v-\-u cos 6,

where

^
_/ sm 6

Ex. 4. Determine the condition that must be satisfied by the quantities A, B, 6 in

order that a given curve on a ruled surface may, in the deformations which leave it ruled,

assume the form of a plane line of curvature.

Other illustrations will be found in Beltrami's memoir and in Darboux's treatise (vol. iii).

Infinitesimal Deformations.

233. When we come to consider the whole aggregate of deformations of

surfaces, there are two modes of approaching the subject.

In the first of them, we can have the coordinates of any point on the

surfaces expressed in a form

^ =/(p. ?' 0> y=9 (p, q> t), ^ = h (p, q, t),

where p and q are current variables on a surface, and t is a parameter

varying from one surface to another. Should t survive in the eliminant

which results from eliminating p and q between the three equations, that

eliminant represents a family of surfaces which, for continuous values of t,

can change into one another in continuous succession. If the fundamental

quantities E, F, G, defined as usual by the relations

E=x{'+ 3/1^ + z{-, F= x^x^ + yiy2 + Z\Zo, G = .r./ + y^^ + zi,

are independent of t, then any two of the surfaces are applicable to one

another; they are usually (but not alwa3's*) deformable into one another.

In particular, when two surfaces arise from values of t that differ only

infinitesimally from one another, each of the surfaces is regarded as an

infinitesimal deformation of the other.

In the second of the methods of discussion, the actual infinitesimal

displacement of a point on the surface (subject, of course, to the persisting

conditions of deformation of surfaces) is considered, rather than the whole

body of the surface. We take

X = X ^r eX, y' ^ y + eY, z = z + eZ,

where e is a small constant of negligible square, and X, Y, Z are functions of

the current superficial variables ; and then any arc-element of the surface is

to remain unaltered, either actually, or subject to changes of small quantities

* An exception occurs in the case of Beltrami's associated ruled surfaces which, owing to the

difference in the sign of J for the two surfaces (§ 230), are not deformable into one another.
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that are of the second or higher orders. Such an instance of infinitesimal

deformation is provided by a small rotation of the surface given by

x = X -\- ey, y' — y — e^', z = z.

The question, as to how far the two modes are equivalent, belongs mainly

to the theory of continuous groups of transformation. As we are concerned

with continuous deformations rather than with the applicability of surfaces

(whether deformed or not), we shall deal with the second mode.

In either case, the essential and sufficient condition of applicability of two

surfaces is that the relation

dx- + dy''^ + dz'- = dx- + dy'^ + dz-

should be satisfied ; when the deformations to be considered are infinitesimal,

this relation is also essential and sufficient. When the values

x = X + eX, y' = y + eY, z' = z + eZ

are substituted, and when the terms multiplied by e" are neglected because

the deformation is infinitesimal, then (on the removal of a factor e) we have

the equation

dxdX + dydY+dzdZ = 0,

which is critical for our purpose. It is the resolution of this equation

which contains the solution of the problem ; and there are various ways of

resolving it.

Before proceeding to two of the ways, we may note an interpretation of

the equation which shews that our problem is analytically tantamount to

another of an apparently quite different kind. The quantities X, Y, Z, being

functions of the two parameters in x, y, z, are the coordinates of a point on

an (unknown) surface: and dX, dY, dZ determine an arc-element on the

unknown surface, just as dx, dy, dz determine an arc-element on the given

surface. The critical equation

dxdX + dydY+ dzdZ =

expresses the condition that the two arc-elements on the two surfaces are

always perpendicular to one another : and so the problem of infinitesimal

deformation is analyticall}^ equivalent to the problem of determining a surface

that is associated with a given surface by means of orthogonal arc-elements*.

* It may be added that a corresponding result applies in the case of deformations which are

not infinitesimal. Let two surfaces be deformable into one another, so that

dx- + dy^ + dz^ = dx'- + dy"- + dz"^;

then, writing

X =x + x', Y—y+y', Z=z + z',

X' = x-x', Y'= y-y', Z'-=z-z\

the two new surfaces are such that

dXdX' + dYdY' ^ dZ dZ' = ^,

and therefore they correspond by orthogonal arc-elements. The transformation is the basis of

one of Weingarten's methods ; see § 237.
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234. We have seen that, when a surface

is referred to x and y as the parametric variables, and when the ordinate of

the surface (however deformed) is denoted by Z, the equation for the

determination of Z is (§217)

{RT - S'){\ + f + q")- {rT+tR-2sS){pP + qQ) + {P^ + Q' -\){rt-s'') = 0.

Now consider an infinitesimal deviation, represented by

Z = z + eZ',

where the square of e can be neglected ; denoting the derivatives of Z' by

P', Q', R\ S', T', we have

RT-S'= rt - s^ + e {rT + tR' - 2sS'),

rT +tR- '2sS =2{rt- s') + e {rT' + tR' - '2sS'),

pP + qQ=p' + q'- + e {pP' + qQ'),

P-^ +Q^-l=p^ + q"--l + 2e ipP' + qQ').

The critical equation, after substitution, rejection of cancelling terms, and

division by e, gives

rT' + tR' - 2sS' = 0.

235. The preceding infinitesimal deformation gives the variation of an

ordinate alone. Consider a more general infinitesimal deformation, repre-

sented by

Z=2-\-eZ", X = x + eX', 7 = .y + eF',

governed by the critical relation

chdX ' + dijdY' + dzdZ " = 0.

The quantity Z" can be taken the same function of X and Y, as Z' is of

X and y ; as Z" is multiplied by e, while X and Y differ from x and from y
by small quantities, we can substitute Z' for Z" in the expression for Z.

Thus Z' is determined by the equation

rT+tR' -2sS' = Q]

the infinitesimal deformation is represented by

Z=z + eZ', X = x+eX', Y=y + eY',

while we have

dxdX' + dydY' + dzdZ' = 0.

The latter gives

dx f^— dx + -^ dy\ + dy i-ir— dx\ -:^dy\ + {^pdx + qdy) {P'dx + C^dy) = 0,
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for all variations of x and y ; hence

three equations to be satisfied by X' and Y' , when Z' is known. Let

f -^«'=^' '^-^^'=-^-

Then
dU d'X'

while, from the first,

so that

Again,

while, from the third,

so that

Hence

oxoy

leading to

rT -2sS' -^tR =0,

the equation* which is satisfied by Z'. Consequently, when Z' is known, we

determine X' (save as to an additive function of y) and Y' (save as to an

additive function of x) from the equations

f.'+^'^' = °- f ^^^'""^

and then these arbitrary functions must be such as to satisfy the equations

d}C_ ^, fdY'

dy

= U

r,. (dY' „,

=
1 [Q (rdx + sdy) — F' (sdx+ tdy)

= j(Q'dp-P'dq).

* This analysis is another establishment of the equation for Z' deduced from the equation

dxdX + dydY + dzdZ = 0.
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Ex. 1. Consider the infinitesimal deformations of the paraboloid of revolution

We have

p= x, q = i/, r= l, s= 0, t= \.

The equation for Z' is

R' + T' = 0,

so that

Z' = 0' [x+ 1^) + -^' {x - iy),

where and y\r are arbitrary functions of their arguments, and their derivatives are taken

in the expression for Z' to avoid transformations needed to effect subsequent quadratures.

Then
-X' =X(i)' {x+ iy)~ (p{x+ iy) + xylr'{x-iy)- yjr{x-iy)+A (y),

- Y' =y(ji' {x+ iy) + i(f) (x+iy) +y^' {x - iy) - i^ {x -iy) +B (x),

U = icf)' (x+iy) - if (x - iy),

where A (y) and B {x) are arbitrary functions of their arguments. When we substitute,

we find

J'(y) = 0, B'{x) = 0,

so that A is a constant, as is B. These quantities occurring in A' and Y' merely give an

infinitesimal uniform displacement of the surface perpendicular to the axis of revolution.

Neglecting this displacement, we have the infinitesimal deformation given by the equations

- A" = X {(ji' (x + iy) +f {x - iy)} - {(t>{x+ iy) + y},{x- iy)},

-Y'=y
{(f)'

{x+ iy) + yp-'[x- iy)} + i {cp {x+ iy) -ylr{x- iy)},

Z' =
(f)'

{x+ iy) + xj,' (x - iy),

where and *//• are arbitrary functions of their arguments.

Ex. 2. Shew that the infinitesimal deformations of the paraboloid

z=xy
are given by

Z=Z + ,{^' + r,'),

X=X+ e{2rj-y{l' + r,%

Y=y+ e{2^-x(^'+r,')},

where ^ is any function of .f, and ?; is any function of y.

236. In various investigations, we have seen that it can be convenient to

refer a surface to its nul lines as parametric curves, the arc-element being

given by the relation

da-= 4:\dudv.

Then, denoting the derivatives of z with respect to w and v by p, q, r, s, t, we

obtained the equation characteristic of any deformed z in the shape (§ 217)

We proceed, as in § 234, to obtain the equations for the infinitesimal deforma-

tion of the surface. Writing

ic = a!a + eX', y — i/o + eY', z = z^ + eZ',

where ccq, y^, Zq are the coordinates of the point on the undeformed surface

and the square of e is to be neglected, we denote the derivatives of Z' with

respect to n and v by P', Q', R', S', T', and similarly for the derivatives of z^^.
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Substituting, omitting the terms which cancel, and removing a factor e, we

have the equation for Z' in the form

UE - 2s,S' + rj' - ^ (qoR' + r,Q) - ^ {p,T + ^o^')

The governing equation

dxQclX' + dy^dY' + dz^dZ' = 0,

on the supposition that Z' is known, thus gives the (consistent) equations

for X' and Y' in the form

du du du du -' "

dXpdX'
^

dyodY'
^

p> ^ ^
dv du dv du

dxo dX' dy, dJT ^, _
y.

du dv da dv
U

dv dv dv dv

These are the general equations for the infinitesimal deformation of the

surface. The result depends primarily on the integration of the Monge

equation of the second order, whatever be the surface.

As an illustration, take the case of the general minimal surface ; we have

(§ 174)
\ = l{l + uvyf"g"\

where f is any function of u only, while g is any function of v only. Also

2o = uf" -f + vg" -g',

so that

Po = uf", qo = vg'",

ro = uf""+f", 6-0 = 0, to = vg""^g'",

2v f X.,_ 2u

X 1 + uv '

g

9
1 + 'UV f"

When these values are substituted and reduction takes place, the equations

for the infinitesimal deformation become

f'R ^ rr + ,'"(^-O P' +/"'(^ -Q) Q = 0.^ ' '^ VI — uv f J W - uv g J

^ du du

^ du du g
.
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the quantity U ultimately dropping out of any particular solution, when

it has been completed.

Hence, in order to obtain the full expression of the infinitesimal deforma-

tion of a minimal surface in general, it is necessary to solve the foregoing

partial differential equation which is of the Monge type in the second order*,

as well as equations of the first order ultimately integrable by quadratures

alone.

Ex. Thus, for Enneper's surface (§ 177, Ex. 1), we have

and so the equation for Z' is

R'+T' + i'^^^^'^O,
\ — uv

of which a particular solution is

Z' =k(\ — uv)%

where k is a constant. When we introduce new variables u' and i'\ such that

u'= u + IV, v =11 — iv,

the diflferential equation becomes a Laplace equation, with equal invariants t ; it can be

expressed in the form

c'^Z" _ ^u'v'

cu' cv' {4 - i {v"^ — m'2)}2
'

where
Z'= {4-i(i;'2-M'2)}Z".

Weingartens Method.

237. We now come to Weingarten's method;]:. He discusses, not merely

the surfaces into which a given surface can be deformed but also two other

surfaces which, at each stage of the deformation, can be associated with the

surface.

Suppose that S' and S" are two surfaces in space, such that S' can be

deformed continuously into S". Let x', y , z be any point on &'
\ and let

x"
,
y", z" be the corresponding point on H" . The necessary and sufficient

condition for the deformational correspondence of the surfaces is that the

relation

dx- + dy'^ + dz"^ = dx"'- + dy'"^ + dz"'^

shall be satisfied everywhere for all variations along the surfaces.

* See Darboux, vol. iv, §§ 913—915.

t This is a special illustration of the general theory : see Darboux, vol. iv, ch. ii.

X Only an elementary sketch will be given here. His chief memoirs have already been

mentioned (p. 355). References have already (/.c.) been given to the accounts and developments

of his investigations which are to be found in the treatises by Darboux and by Bianchi.

F. 26
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Now let

the point cc, y, z describes a surface /S', which can be regarded as a middle

between S' and ;S'". This surface 8 is made the clue to the whole development.

Clearly
dxdu + dydv + dzdw = ;

and so, with p and q as the parametric variables, we have

x^u^ + XoU-^ + yiVn + v/flV, + 2^i'*^'o + z-.w^ = 0,

We use the customary notation for the magnitudes of the first order and the

second order connected with the surface 8 ; and, for the purpose of dealing

with these equations, we introduce a central function ^ under the definition

2 F<^ = xiu^ + yiVo + ^iWo - (^2 "i + y^Vi + Zoiv^).

Then the foregoing equations are

a^iiti + 2/1^1 + 2'i?yi = j

x^u^ + 2/iV, + z^v\ = V(f) I

.^2^*1 + 2/2 'i'l + 2^2^! = - V(f)
I

^2^2 + t/2t;2 + ^2^2 = /

From the first of these, we have

2^1 Mi2 + 'S<Xy2Ui = ;

and, from the second, we have

SO that

— ( V<f)) = Xu^OCn - SWiaJia.

Similarly, from the third and the fourth,

— (F(^) = ^lucc,^ - ^ihx.'!-

Also, as usual (§ 34), we have

x^^ — xj^ +a;oA + LX,

x^2 = ^1 r' + ^^a-^' + ^^\
x,, = x,r" + x,^" + NX,

and similarly for the derivatives of y and of z ; all the coefficients concerned

belonging to the middle surface 8. Then substituting, we find

1
( V(f>) = V(f>r + LXXu. + F(/)A' - MtXu,.

dp
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But we have

and therefore

Similarly

y = r + A';

<^i = y{LlXu, - MXXu,).

4>, = y (MlXil, - XIX u,).

238. Two cases occur, according as the Gaussian measure of curvature of

our middle surface S is zero or is not zero.

When the Gaussian measure of curvature is zero everywhere, then

LN-M' = 0;

and so we have

i\r0i - ilf02 = 0, - i¥(/)i + L(fi, = 0,

equivalent to only a single equation. The central function cf) satisfies a partial

differential equation of the first order.

When the Gaussian measure of curvature is not zero everj'where, the two

equations can be resolved ; they give

tXu,= - ~-y{L4>,- M<p,),

XXu,= -^(M<f>,-X<f>,\

Hence

Now (§ 29)

V'X, = {FM- GL) X, + {FL - EM) x„

V'X, = {FN - GM) X, +{FM- EN) x^,

and similarly for the derivatives of Y and of Z ; hence

V^XX.,u, = - {FM - EN) Vcfy,

V'^X,ii,= {FM- GL)V(j>,

and therefore

d fNcf>, - AI(f>,\ d (L<^o - M<f), \ EN- 2FM + GL
dp\ KV J^dqK KV J^ V </) = 0.

The central function ^ satisfies a partial differential equation of the second

order and the Monge type.

26—2
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As regards the quantities u, v, lu, we have

x.^Ui + y-iVi + Zo'W-i = — (f)V,

which can be solved for Wj, v^, Wj. There is a similar set for u^, v^, lo^. The

resulting values are easily found to be

}

IV, = j^[-L {Z<\>, ~ j>Z,) + M {Zj>, - <j>Z,)]

u, = -^y{-M (Z</,,- <\>X,) + N {X<f>, - cj>X,)}

v.2 =^y {-M {¥<!>, -<!>¥,) + N(Y<t>, - </>F,)l

w, =^{-M {Z4>, - cf>Z.^ + N {Z4>, - cf>Z,)}
I

Thus, when
(f)

is known, the determination of the quantities u, v, iv is effected

by a process of quadratures.

We therefore have the following result :

—

Take any surface S and, in connection with it, determine a function
(f),

by

the appropriate partial equation of the first order when 8 is developable, and

by the appropriate partial equation of the second order when S is not develop-

able ; and construct the quantities u, v, w. Then tltere are two surfaces S' and

S", given by the equations

x" — x-\- u, y" = y -V V, z" = z + lu,

x' =x— u, y' =y ~v, z' = z — w,

such that each can be deformed into the other.

Ex. 1. Let the surface be referred to its asymptotic lines as parametric curves, so that

X= 0, yV=0.

We do not then have i/=0, so that the function satisfies a partial equation of the second

order. This equation is easily found to be

a Laplace equation with equal invariants which, on the transformation
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acquires the canonical form

where

This is the simplest form of the partial equation of the second order which, ultimately

in some form or other, must be solved before the central function ^ can be determined.

Ex. 2. Shew that, if the parametric carves on the surface S are such that

the equation for the function
(f)

can be transformed to

where

and 0' depends solely upon the surface.

239. Consider, under the new analysis, a question already (§ 222) discussed

;

can a surface be deformed while some curve upon it remains rigidly fixed ?

As the parametric variables are at our disposal, again choose them so that

one of them is constant along the rigid curve, say p = a. Now along this

curve, we have
x" = x', y"=-y', z" = 2f,

that is,

u=-0, v = 0, w = 0,

when p = a; and therefore also

1*2 = 0, V.2 = 0, Wo = 0,

when p = a. We shall assume that we are dealing with real surfaces

throughout ; the assumption, that V does not vanish, then is no limitation.

We have

^lUz + 2/1-^2 + ^1^2 = V(f),

in general ; hence we have

</> = 0, (}>, = 0, <^22 = 0, ...,

when p = a. Again, we have

in general ; and therefore, if the middle surface *S' is not developable, we

have

A^(^x = 0,

when p = a.

Suppose that N does not vanish (the influence of the alternative to each

of the suppositions can be considered later) ; so we have
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when p = a, and therefore

when p = a.

The differential equation satisfied by <^ is

dp[ V ')^dq[ J^j + V ^ = ^

in general ; hence

when/) = a, and so all the g-derivatives of (/)ii vanish when ji; = a. Differentiate

the general characteristic differential equation with respect to p, and then

make p = a; we have

when p = a, and so all the ^-derivatives of ^m vanish when p = a.

Similarly for all the derivatives of when p = a—each of them vanishes.

Taking a Taylor expansion of <^ in any non-singular region round the rigid

curve, we see that
(f>

vanishes everywhere in such a region. Hence, when

regard is paid to the expressions for the derivatives for u, v, w, and to the

fact that u, v, lu vanish when p = a, it is clear that

u = Q, u = 0, w = 0,

everywhere in the region. Consequently

II I II I III
X =x, y =y, z =z,

everywhere ; and so there is no deformation between 8' and S" . It therefore

follows that usually a surface cannot he deformed while a curve upon it is

kept rigid.

240. The negative conditions, under which the preceding result has been

obtained, are three. It was assumed that the surface 8 is real—the quantity

V was supposed not to vanish ; the surface 8 was assumed not to be

developable ; and the magnitude N was supposed not to vanish.

We shall maintain the first condition. If F= 0, the two nul lines through

a point coincide ; so that not merely would the surface be imaginary, but it

would belong to a very special class of imaginary surfaces.

Consider the possibility that N should vanish ; in that case, we should

have (along p = a)

Xx^, + Yy^ -\- Zzo^ = 0.

And we always have
Xx^ -f- Yy^ +Zz.^ = ;

hence

^ '. 1 '. Zt = y-2,Z-ii Z^y^n '• ^2*^22 — A'2'2'22 • ^^'2^/22 yZ'^Hi

I II III I II I II I II I II= yz —zy \zx —xz -.xy —yx,

where dashes denote differentiation along the curve p = a. When this curve

is not a straight line, it has a definite direction for its binomial ; hence our
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assumption implies that the normal to the surface coincides with the binormal

to the rigid curve along the whole length of the curve. Now when N is zero,

we cannot infer that ^i = along the curve, and so we should have a function

(j) satisfying the equation of the second order, vanishing along the rigid curve,

but not vanishing everywhere on the surface. Thus the analytical condition

iV^=0 is necessary for the conclusion.

When the surface S is developable, the function satisfies a partial

equation of the first order

^V</)i - M(f)., = 0.

An argument similar to the earlier argument shews that, if N is not zero,

the function (j), which satisfies this equation and vanishes along the rigid

curve, vanishes everywhere ; and then there is no deformation. Thus the

condition is unnecessary, when N is not zero ; and the latter condition has

just been retained.

Summing up, we have Weingarten's theorems*:

—

When two surfaces defor'mable into one another coincide along a curve,

ivhich is not a straight line and the points of which are self-congruent in

any deformation, the whole surfaces coincide unless the normals to the

middle surface of the two surfaces constitute the hinormals of the common

curve.

When the measure of curvature of a real surface is everywhere positive,

N cannot vanish ; and so the exception cannot arise. Hence :

—

Surfaces of a positive measure of curvature cannot be deformed, if

a curve or part of a curve {not being a straight line) on the surface is

kept rigid.

Also :

—

Surfaces of a negative measure of curvature cannot be deformed, if a

curve or part of a curve other than an asymptotic line on the surface

is kept rigid.

If the curve, which is to be kept rigid, is an asymptotic line on the surface,

we can have iV = ; we may have ^ ^ along the line, where ^ satisfies the

equation of the second order, and yet we may have 6 different from zero

elsewhere. The surface may be deformable. The definite establishment of

a theorem, that it is deformable, would require the derivation, from the

equations, of the set of deformable surfaces which have their Gaussian

measure of curvature everywhere negative and which possess one asymptotic

line in common.

For further developments of the subject, reference should be made to the

memoirs by Weingarten.

* Crelle, t. c (1887), p. 307; the earliest (but onl.y partial) establishment of the second of

them was made by Jellett.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Shew that it is possible to deform a surface so that a given curve becomes a line of

curvature on the deformed surface. Are there any conditions to be satisfied ?

2. Shew that a surface cannot be deformed so that a whole system of asymptotic

lines remains asymptotic, unless it is a ruled surface of which the asymptotic lines are

generators.

3. Prove that the Gaussian measure of curvature of a ruled surface is greater at the

line of striction than elsewhere along a generator.

4. Spheres are drawn according to any law, which makes the centres lie upon a

surfiice and their radii a function of the position of the centre upon the surface; and

their envelope is formed. Shew that the normals to the spheres at the points of contact

with their envelope remain rigidly connected with the surface on which their centres lie

when this surface is deformed.

5. Shew that a scroll can always be deformed into another scroll so as to make the

generators of the first become the principal normals of any one of their orthogonal

trajectories.

6. Shew that, if a scroll can be deformed into another scroll so that its generators

liecome the principal normals of two of their orthogonal trajectories, the equation

a2 + iS"''+ 2aa+ 2i/3+ c= 0,

(where «, b, c are constants, and a, /3 are the magnitudes of § 229), must be satisfied.

7. Shew that when a hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet is deformed, while its

generators remain rectilinear, its principal circular section becomes a (Bertrand) curve

such that

where X and k are constants.

8. Prove that the only real ruled surfaces, which can be deformed into surfaces of

revolution, are the one-sheeted hyperboloid of revolution and the minimal helicoid.

9. Prove that a p.seudo-sphere can be deformed in an unlimited number of ways so as

to leave an asymptotic line rigid and to conserve the principal radii of cur\-ature along the

line ; and that it can Ije deformed in one way so that any two lines through a point on the

surface become asymptotic lines for the deformed surface.

10. A given surface can be deformed into a ruled surface, a family of geodesies

becoming the generators. At the points where this family meets an asymptotic line,

the rectilinear tangents to the geodesic are drawn
;
prove that they generate a ruled

surface into which the given surface can be deformed.



CHAPTER XI.

Triply Orthogonal Systems of Surb^aces.

The present chapter is devoted to triply orthogonal systems in ordinary space. No

account will be taken of multiply orthogonal systems in space of more than three

dimensions.

The first important theorem—that the intersections of three triply orthogonal surfaces

are lines of curvature on the surfaces—was obtained by Dupin m 1813. Later, the subject

attracted the attention of a multitude of mathematicians, among whom particular mention

of Lame should be made ; the theory of curvilinear coordinates in space, and a large body

of developed results, owe their origin to him. Later, in 1846, it was pointed out by Bouquet

that any arbitrarily chosen surface cannot belong to a triply orthogonal system. In 1862,

Bonnet had shewn that the determination of such a system must depend upon a partial

differential equation of the third order ; and this equation of the third order was first

obtained by Cayley in 1872. Soon there followed the researches of Darboux, on orthogonal

systems, as on so many parts of differential geometry ; and many workers, among whom
Bianchi may be specially named, have laboured in the field.

It is unnecessary to set out detailed references to the many memoirs that are concerned

with the subject. The reader, who wishes to obtain a comprehensive grasp of the theory,

must refer to Darboux's treatise Lecons sur les systemes orthogonaux et les coordonnees

curviligaes, published (in its completed form) in 1910. He will there find a systematic

exposition of the theory, which deals with all the important matters and includes many

of the latest developments. In that work, ample references to the original memoirs are

given.

Cunnlivear coordinates in space; fundamental magnitudes.

241. Just as a point on a surface can be determined by two variables

which are taken as the parameters of two families of curves on the surface,

so a point in ordinary space can be determined by three variables which are

the parameters of three families of surfaces in the space. We shall assume

that, in any region which will be considered, the surfaces are uniform, regular,

and free from singularities ; hence through any ordinary point of space there

will pass three surfaces, one (and only one) belonging to each of the three

families.
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We shall denote* by u, v, w the parameters of the three surfaces, so that

these are given by

u {x, y, z) = u, V {x, y, z) = v, w {x, y, z) = w.

The Jacobian of u, v, to with respect to x, y, z is not identically zero ; and

we do not consider regions of space where, at points or along lines connected

with any of the surfaces, the Jacobian might happen to vanish (though not

identically) or to become infinite. The surface w = constant will contain

two families of curves, given as its intersections with the family of surfaces

li = constant and the family v = constant ; thus u and v can be taken as the

parametric variables for the representation of points on a •M;-surface. And so

for a It-surface and a v-surface.

When we suppose the variables x, y, z expressed in terms of u, v, lu, we

take them in a form

x = x(u,v, iv), y = y (ii, V, iv), z=z(u,v,w).

Naturally we have the same excluding suppositions about the Jacobian of

x, y, z with respect to u, v, w as about the former Jacobian, the product of the

two being unity.

We require derivatives with respect to u, v, iv, and also derivatives with

respect to x, y, z. We write

du du du _ d'hi _

and so on, with a similar notation for the derivatives of v and of w ;
and we

also write (no confusion need be caused by the identity of the sufiixes)

dx dx _ 9-^' _ , ^ _
du dv dw oii-

and so on, with a similar notation for the derivatives of y and of z.

Three quantities h^, lu, /i^ are introduced under the definitions

v;- + vi + 1-3- = h.?

lu-^ + lui + Wo- = A3-

Moreover, it is customary to assume that the three families of surfaces are

everywhere orthogonal to one another ; and so we have

«ii', + U2,Vo + UzV-i — 0,

1^1Wl + V.AUo + V3?«3 = 0,

U'lttj + WoUo + IV-iU. — 0.

* The notations are very varied. In addition to a, r, w, the quantities p, pj, />, «i"e used

(by Lam6, and Darboux) ; others (e.;i. Biauchi) use pi, po, Ps',
Cayley and Salmon have used

p, q, r; and not a few writers use a, /3, 7.
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Now, as u, V, w are independent functions of three independent variables

X, y, z, we have

Uij\ + Uoij-^ + ^35;! = 0,

i\x^ + Vo-y^ + I'iZ^ = 0,

lUjX^ + tiJoy-i, + w-^Zi = ;

and therefore, from the second and third of these, we have

2/1

But

so that

thus

V2W3 — v^iu^ v-i^Vi — V1W3 ViW2 — v^ru-i,

VjU-i + V0U2 + V3W3 = 0, Willi + Wo lU + IL'i H3 = 0,

Ui _ Uo _ U3
_

V2W3 — VsW2 V3W1 — V1W3 V{W2 — V2W1
'

say. Substituting in

we have

hence

Similarly

Hence

— = ^- = — = <9

111 ^'2 *'3

Wi^i + lt2SC2 + U3X3 = 1,

—
1 = ^ = - = —

u^ H2 U3 hi'

^ = ^2 ^ -- = —
Vi V2 V3 hi'

^3 ys ^ ^
Wi W2 W3 h^-'

XiX2-^yiy.2 + ZiZo=^\

X2X3+ yoy3 + Z.2Z3= >.

^3*'l+y33/l+^3^1=0J

We also introduce three quantities H^, H.^, H,,, under the definitions

^2' + yi + zi = Hi \ •

003^ + yi + zi = Hi J

Manifestly

hiHi = l, hiHi=l, hiHi = l;

or, if Ave give positive values to h^, ho, /is, H^, Ho, Ho, then

h,H,= l, h2H2 = l, /l3^3 = l-
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The following relations can easily be established, and may be useful

hereafter :

—

2/2 -^s yz^2

Also

W2W3 - V^W
A2/' 3 \

2 — 7 "1
K

hzhs
V1W2 — V2IU1 = —j— Mo

hoh, \

^23/3 ~ ^3^2 ~ IT ^^

t2-^-*3

^i^Z ~ ^Z^2 — tf 2/1 ^

2/3^1-2/1^3

W3W1 - IV^ U3 = -p V2 \ ,
Z-iOC^ - ^1^3 = —Tj '

2/'

fhha
UoVn — lUVc, = —i—lLU

U3V1 — u^Vs = —r^Wo
ih

fh ho
Mi^a - t<2Vi = -l— W3

^zVl ^12/3— TJ ^2

2/1^2 - yoZi

>

,

2^X2 Z^Xi — 2/3

J
U, V, w
X, y, z

Hiffo
^1^2 - ^22/1 = --g^ Zs

= h,h2li2Ui,
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(these two equations of the Dupin cyclide being equivalent),

.';-+ v- + 2-+ i--2 r^ .
= -Jax- hy cot 6)'\

sin 6 c^

X'+^^+ z^+ b^- 2bz cot ^|'= -^ (c.r - bz cosec \/r)2.

It is not difficult to verify by direct substitution that

dx ex dy dy oz dz

dx ex cy cy cz ?* _(^

dx ex dy dy dz dz

dyjr djx dyj/ 8/x d-^ d/j.

hence the surfaces are orthogonal to one another. Thus the three families of surfaces

(one of them being a family of Dupin cyelides) are a triply orthogonal system*.

242. The construction of the fundamental magnitudes of the second

order for the surfaces requires the derivatives of x, y, z of the second order

with respect to u, v, lu.

When we differentiate X1X2 + yiyo-\- z-^z.^ = with respect to w, and

similarly for the other two corresponding relations symmetric with it, we
have

0=^^1^23+^-2^13 +yi2/23 + ^22/13 + Z^Z.^ -\- Z.2Z^^ \

= ^2^13 + x^x^^ + y^yy, + y.,yy. + z.^z^^ + z^z^^ \ ',

= x^x^ + o^s^ia + ij^y.^ + yzy,2 + ^i ^23 + 2^3^12 J

which are easily seen to be equivalent to

^1^23 + 2/1 y-23 + -21^23 = 0^

^2^31 + 2/22/31 + 2'2^31 = ^ .

^3^12 + 2/32/12 + ^3^12 = OJ

Further,

>Z"r^'ii + 2/12/11 + ^1^11 = H^
dH,

ou

^1^12 + 2/12/12 + ^1^12 = -"1 "9^

zr 9^1 V
X^Xn + 2/2 2/u + ^2^11 = -H,^^

J^
,

_ TT dffi
^l^\Z + 2/l2/l3 + '2'l'2^13 = -"1 ~^

XT 9-" 1

^3^11 + 2/32/11 + •^3'2'll = — -"1 -^

* In regard to the systems which include Dupin's cyclides, two memoirs by Darboux, Mem. de

I'Acad., t. li (1908), n° 1, n° 2, as well as Note iii at the end of his treatiseon orthogonal systems,

should be consulted.
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aJoa^ia + 3/22/12 + ^2^12 = ^2 -^

rr dH,

«?2«'22 + 2/22/22 + ^2^22 = H,
dH,

dv

[CH. XI

dH... \

TRIPLY ORTHOGONAL SYSTEMS

a^S^^lS + 2/32/13 + •2^3^13 = H;

(^iX-x, + 2/12/33 + ^1^33 = - H.^

^s^'-23 + 2/32/23 + z. Z,.i =H,^ V

djh

du

X2OC2S + 2/22/23 + ^2^23 = ^2 -g^

^:i^22 + 2/32/22 + •2^3 2^22 = — H,
dH,

div
I

a'i'^s^ + 2/22/33 + •3'2^33 = - Hs -^

^S^^SS + 2/32/33 + ^3^33 = Hi

dH,

V

dH.

d\

dH,.

dw

The direction-cosines of the normals to the three surfaces are given b}'

' K H,'

h, H '

7i =
Us _ ^1

'

^i~^i

/32 =

/33 =

h, H'

h~ H'

lu Ho
Os ^2

V72=77= «^ h-

W3 Z;

73 = T~
=
i^J

The parametric variables on the w-surface are u and v ; hence the funda-

mental magnitudes L, M, N for that surface are

T , o ,

H^dHi
^ = a^'-^ii + P32/11 + 73^11 = ~^ "a^

'

M= a-iXjo + /S32/12 + 73^^12 = 0,

N = asx.„ + 13-iy^, + y.^z.^., = -
HndH»
Hs dw

Similar results are deducible for the li-surface and the ?;-surface. The whole

table of the six fundamental magnitudes for each of the three surfaces is as

follows :

—

Surface
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243. It will be noticed that F = 0, 31 = for each surface; so we have

Dupin's theorem :

—

When three surfaces cut orthogonally, the curves of intersection are lines

of curvature on each surface.

The last theorem can be associated with a theorem of Joachimsthal's

already (§ 128) proved—that, if two surfaces cut one another along a curve

at a constant angle, and if the curve be a line of curvature for either surface,

it is a line of curvature upon the other also.

When the constant angle is a right angle, the theorem can be established

very simply by the following method which is an adaptation of the method
of Puiseux to be used hereafter (§ 259, post) for triply orthogonal systems.

Let the surfaces be transferred to any point current along the line of inter-

section
; take the tangent plane to one of them at the point as the plane

z = Q, and the tangent plane to the other as the plane y — ; then, in the

immediate vicinity of the origin, the equations of the two surfaces have the

form

= z + ax^ + by'^ + Wxy + . .
.

,

= y + a'x'^ + cV + Wxz + ...
,

where, in each case, the unexpressed terms are of order smaller than the

retained terms near the origin. The curve of intersection of the surfaces

at the origin (which is a current point on the curve) is

2 = 0, 2/ = ;

on the former surface, it is a line of curvature if C = 0, and on the latter if

B = 0. The condition of orthogonality everywhere is

(2aa; + 2Cy+ ...)(2a'x+2Bz+ ...)

+ {l + ...)i2by + 2Cx+ ...)

+ (l + ...){2c'z + 2Bx+...) = 0;

along the curve of intersection, we have

— z = aa? -f- higher powers of ^, — y = '^''^^ + higher powers of x
;

hence we have

so that the vanishing of B or C means the vanishing of the other.

244. The expressions for all the second derivatives of x, y, z with regard

to u, V, w are derivable from the foregoing equations. We have

«i^u + 2/i2/n + ^1^11 = -ni -^

,

OO.Xu + yoyu + ZoZn = -B, ~ ,

^3^11 + 2/32/11 + ^3^11 = - i/i -^

;
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and therefore

SECOND DERIVATIVES [CH. XI

1 dH,
+ y.

H, dH,\
+ i/.

H,dH,\
^

Again,

X-iX^ + 2/32/23 + ^3^23 = ^3

dw

and therefore

H^ diu

H2 dtv

1 dH,

X^-X,
9,; +^'3^ 9^

^- = ^-^F.-a^^ + ^^:ff:,^'-

^3 dV

% 'do

1 dil.

It may be noted that the last three equations are the forms of equations of

conjugate systems on the it-surface; as they are also orthogonal, they are

necessarily lines of curvature. Similarly for the other surfaces.

The corresponding results for the other derivatives can be obtained by

the cyclical interchange of variables. The remaining formulae which, with

those already given, constitute the full aggregate of second derivatives, are

as follows :

—

f
H,dH,\^ M^^M^ ( H,dH,\

y- = y^ ( - H,^^ J
+ ^4^.^ J

-^ y-' [~h}^)
I H^ dH.\ ( 1 dH.\ [ H, dH.\

'- = ''^-h;^ -d^) + '-^ [hV^J + ' [- H}^ j

1 dH, 1 dH,

18^. 1 dH,

y-^y-^H^-d^^y^H^dw

1 dH., 1 dH,

^''-''H, du '^''H.dw J
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1 dHA '

and

/ H, dH,\ ( H, dH.A ( 1 ai/g

( H, dH,\ ( H, dH^\ f 1 dH^\
y^-^

=
y^ [- H7 -d^j

+ y'r h} ^j

+

y^ [w, dw)

'

'

^=^-^^1
ff;^ aJ H' ^.^ aw n

1 aiTi 1 ai?2^

^^3 aw / ;

iTj aw
'^ H2 du

y^'^y^H, dv ^y^H^du

_ ±dH, 1 dH,

dH,\^.Hl(dH,YHffdH,Y
From these, we have

^ai7i a^, H,dH,dH,
^11^23 + 2/n2/-23 + ^11^23 -

jj^ 3^ g^^ JJ^ 9^^ g^ ,

^12^13 + 3/122/13
"'" ^12^13 — o o... '

^23- + y23^ + ^23- = (^j +(-a7J'

together with others derivable by circular interchange of the variables u, v, w
and of the suffixes.

Some of these relations for the second derivatives of oc, y, z can be

expressed in another form which will be used later. As

we have

O^l — tT ^i> ^2 — TT ^2^ '^3— TT ^S)

d^i~H, ""'' m da~~ H, dv
"' H, dw

"="

on using the value of a?n; and so for the others. The tale of the results is:

—

du Ho dv ^ Ho diu

da, 1 dH,

dv

da,

dw

Hi du,

±dH,
Hi du'"'}

27
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da,

du
^

dv

da,

dw

803

du

Sos

dv

dw

together with corresponding results for ySj, /B,, ^3 and 7,, 72, 7».

Further, it is important (especially for some of the equations of triply

orthogonal systems) to associate a magnitude

6 = x- + y- + z-

with X, y, z, and to have the corresponding equations ; these are
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and along w = c it is LjE, that is,

1 dHo

419

H1H2 du

For the surface v = b, the principal curvature along w = c is

1 dH,

H,H, dv
'

and along u = a is

1 dH,

HM, dv
•

For the surface iv = c, the principal curvature along m = a is

_ _L ^^
HsH, dw '

and along v = b is

]^ dH,

H,H, div

Ex. It is known that a triply orthogonal system is constituted by the complete set of

confocal quadrics

= 1,
a+ X b + X c+ X

for various values of A. Taking u, v, w to be the jiarametric values of A for a point in

space, shew that

{ti -v) (u — w) \

4i7i2:

4zr/=

A.H?--

(a + u) [b+ u) {c+ u)

{v-w) (v—u)

(a + v)lb+ v){c-^ v)

(iv — u) (W— 'V)

^ {a+ w){b+w){c+ iv))

and obtain all the fundamental masrnitudes of the second order.

Lame relations satisfied by H^, H.,, Hi.

246. Although there are only three functions H^, H.2, H^ of the three

independent variables u, v, w, yet it appears that they satisfy a set of

differential relations, which can be obtained in the same way as the

Mainardi-Codazzi relations for the fundamental magnitudes of a surface.

The space-relations are six in number. One set of three is made up of -the

equations
' ' 1 dH,\

,
1 dH, dH,

M. dvdu

d_

dv

d

//j du J dv SI.,- 0W aw

1. ^A + 1
H^ dv J dw yH, dw )

1 dE^\ 1 dE.,dH., ^

H^ du du '

1 WA +

1

dw V-H3 dw J du
1 ^
Hi du

+ J^ dJI, dHi

H? dv ~dv

27—2
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they sometimes are called Gauss relations, more often Lame relations, and

may be briefly written in the form

[w, v] = 0, [u, w] = 0, [w, u] = 0.

The other set of three is made up of the equations

d'H, 1 dH.dH, 1 dllsdH,

dvdw H2 dw dv H3 dv dw

d'H, _ 1 BH.dH^ 1 dH.dH,
dwdu H-i du dw Hi dw du

d^'H, 1 dH.dH, 1 dHodH,

=

=
dudv Hi dv du Ho du dv

they sometimes are called Mainardi relations, more often Lame relations, and

may be briefly written in the form

{v, w] = 0, {w, u] = 0, [u, v] — 0.

All the expressions for the derivatives of x, y, z of the second order have

been obtained; these derivatives oi x are linear in x^, x^, X3, and similarly for

the second derivatives of 1/ and of z. Now we must have

9a^ii _ dxi2 dyn _ 93/12 9fii _ 9f12

dv du ' dv du ' dv du
'

When we substitute the values of a;„ and ^12, y^ and y^.,, z^ and ^12, eff'ect the

differential operations, substitute again for the second derivatives which are

introduced by these operations, and reduce, we find

= [u, v] X2 + {v, w] Xs,

= [u, v] 3/2 + [v, iv} ?/3,

= [u, v] Z.2 + {v, tu] Z3
;

and therefore

[u, v] = 0, {v, w] = 0.

Similarly, from the necessary relations

dxu ^9^3 8^11

dw du ' dw
we find

[w, u] = 0,

from the necessary relations

dxi2 _ dx^_ dyi2

dv du ' dv

we find

[u,v] = 0,

from the necessary relations

9.^12 _ d^i dyi^
_

dw du ' dw

du
'
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we find

[tu, u] = 0, [iv, u] =0 ,

from the necessary relations

9^'i2 _ dx^ dyn _ dyi3 dz^ _ 9^3

dw do ' div dv ' dw dv
'

we find

[v, iv] = 0, [v, lu] =0
;

from the necessary relations

9^3 _ dx^ dyiz ^ 9y^ 8^13 ^ 3^23

dv du ' dv du ' dv da
'

we find

[11, v] — 0, [u, v\ = 0;

from the necessary relations

9^13 ^ 3f%j 9^3 ^ 9^ 9^2^ ^ dz^

diu du ' dtv du ' diu dti

we find

\w, u'] = 0, [u, v] = 0;

from the necessary relations

dx.22 _ dx^ 9^22 _ 9^23 9^22 ^ 9^23

dtu dv ' div dv ' dw dv

we find

[v, w] = 0, [w, w| = ;

and from the necessary relations

9a^23 _ 9^ 9^23 _ 9^33 9^ ^ 9^33

9w ~
9v ' 9z^ 9v ' dw dv

we find

[v, w'\ = 0, {«, v} = 0.

Hence there are six relations in all, in the two sets as arranged.

247. It thus appears that the three quantities H,, Ho, H^, which arise

from a triply orthogonal system, must satisfy six partial differential equations

of the second order; the independent variables do not explicitly occur in

these equations. Two questions at once propound themselves.

The first can be put into the form:—supposing that three quantities

H^, H^, Hi are known, or are found, as satisfying these six equations, what is

their significance for the construction of a triply orthogonal system ?

The second arises out of an obvious doubt. We are to have six partial

differential equations satisfied by three quantities, regarded as dependent

variables ; and the independent variables do not occur. It is manifest that, if

the equations were quite general in form, common solutions would not exist.
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But the equations are special in form, and have (in the two sets) a circular

syminetry in the variables; and so they may possess common solutions.

Thus a question arises as to whether any conditions must be satisfied in

order that the equations may coexist. Our concern, however, is rather with

systems of surfaces than with systems of equations ; and so the question will

rather relate to the conditions that may be required of families which can

belong to triply orthogonal systems.

The two questions will be taken in turn.

Extension of Bonnet's theorem (§ 37) to space.

248. Accordingly, we proceed to investigate how far a triply orthogonal

system is determined by three quantities H^, H., H^, which are given in

value and satisfy the six characteristic partial equations of the second order.

The equations to be satisfied by the coordinates of a point in space, being

the intersection of particular members of the three families (if they exist),

are three sets for each coordinate. One of these sets is

)-' H^ du ' \ Hi dv ) '\ Hi dw

=±dH,_ J^dH,
^'H, dv ""'H, du

1 dH, 1 dH, _

being a set linear in x^, x^, Xo, and in their first derivatives with regard to u.

The other two sets for x also are linear in x^, x^, x-^, and in their first

derivatives vvith regard to v and to w respectively. The three sets coexist,

after the earlier analysis of § 246, provided the six characteristic equations are

satisfied by H^, H^, H^.

As the foregoing set of equations is linear in x^, Xo, x^, the primitive is of

the form

^1 = ^ai + vbi + ^Ci \

X2 = ^a.2 + 7]bo+ ^Co

003 = las + vh + ^Cs

where |, rj, ^ are arbitrary functions of v and w, and where three linearly

independent sets of particular solutions are given by

= &i, h, 6,;

= Cx, C2, C3.

Also, no limitations upon |, rj, ^ are imposed by the above set of differential

equations.
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249. The second set of equations in the derivatives of x is

X-n X
1 dH,

— Xo
H» du

/ H^dJL\_ ldIL,_ (_H,dH,\_r.
'""'K H;^ du) ""'H.dv ""'K Hidw)~^

=
H. div

1 djh

H. dv

if the triply orthogonal system exists, this set must be satisfied by the

primitive of the first set. When

are substituted in the left-hand sides of these equations, let the latter become

A^, J.2, As respectively* ; and similarly let them become B^, B^, B. when

«i, Xn, Xs = bi, bo, h-i

are substituted, and become Cj, Ca, Cg when

are substituted. Then, in order that the foregoing set may be satisfied by

the primitive of the first set, it is necessary and sufficient that the equations

should be satisfied by values of ^, 77, ^ which are independent of u. This last

requirement will be satisfied if, at the same time, the equations

dA,
,

dB,^JG,y
du du,

dtti d^ dbi drj dci d!^

du dv du dv du dv
(f^^.,-.r

d^dj dhdjn d^,dj^_(^dj^ dB, M\
du dv du dv du dv V du "^ du ^ du)

d_a,d_l ^dhdv _^d^,dj ^ _ / d_A,
_^

dBj_^^dG,\

du dv du dv du dv \ du du du /

'

also are satisfied. That they are so satisfied, in connection with the equations

which now define |, v, t, can be established as follows.

Take the set of equations now defining f, 77, ^, and multiply them by

H, du
'

H,^ dv
'

Hs' dtv
'

then adding, and remembering that x-^, Xq, Xs = a^,a^, «;, constitute a particular

* The quantity .^i formally is zero : it is retained for the sake of symmetry.
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system of solutions for the first set of three equations in x, and similarly

for a?!, x^, x-i = bi, bo, 63, and for Xi, x^, Xs = Cj, Cg, C3, we have

dui 9^ dbi dr) dCi d^

du dv du dv du dv

~ ^\ 'H, du ^'m dv ^'Hi dw)

"^V '//: du "^'Hi dv 'H.'dw)

— >' f r Jl ^-^1 r Ml ^Jii _ n Mi. ^Mi\H ^iy, du ~ 'Hi dv ^' Hi dw)

Similarly for the second and the third of the set of equations for ^, ?;, ^.

Accordingly, they all will be satisfied, if only nine relations of the type

du 'H, du ^Hi dv 'Hi dw

, _ 1 dH, 1 dH^

are satisfied. Now

so that

dA^

du ~ du "" H, dv
"^' H, du "" du \H, ~d^) "' du

dA, da.,, 1 dH, 1 dH, d / 1 dHA d / 1 dH.i\

But

da^i ddii

du dv

_ ±dH, [ H, dH,\ / H^ dHA
~ ""'' H, du

"^
''''

\ Hi aJ + ''^
V Hi dw )

d
fj^

dH,\ _ I (H^ a^A_ a (H, dH\
^ ^' dv \H, du )

"^
dv {Hi dv ) ''' dv\Hi dw)-

In the expression for -^— , insert this value for ^r^; substitute for tin, ay,
ou du

from the original equations which they satisfy
;
gather together the terras in

«22> ^23, and substitute for ags, cl-h from A.,, A-^: then, after reductions which

are merely laborious, we find

^-^aM^^^^A^I—'
du ~ ^Hi dv 'Hi dw

•

Also Ai = 0. Hence the first of the nine relations is satisfied.

In precisely the same way, the other eight of those relations can be

proved to be satisfied.
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Consequently the three equations defining |, 77, ^ possess a primitive

in which |, rj, ^ occur as functions that do not involve 11. As those equations

are homogeneous and linear in ^, rj, ^ and their derivatives with regard to v,

the primitive is of the form

rj = pr)' + arj" + rr]"' ^
,

where p, a, r are arbitrary constants so far as derivation with respect to v is

concerned ; and where |', rj', ^' are one special set of solutions, ^", t)"
,
%" are

another special set, and ^"', t]"' , t,"' are a third special set, these three sets

being linearly independent of one another. When these values of ^, 77, ^ are

substituted in x^, x^, x.^, we have

x^ = pa^ + o-/Si + T7i|

Xo = pOL.2 + (TJ3.2, + T7a

X.^ = pas + (T/3:i + T73

as the simultaneous primitive of the first two of the three sets of equations

satisfied by x ; and p, a, r are (so far as concerns these two sets) arbitrary

functions of w. Also

= 7i. 72> 7:;;

are special simultaneous sets of solutions of the two sets of equations.

250. The third set of equations for x, viz.

1 dH,

1 dH.

H<, dw

J.
dHj _ \

1 a^3 ^ V

1 dH,

must be satisfied. All that remains at our disposal for satisfying them are

three arbitrary (and so disposable) functions p, a, r, of tv. The procedure is

similar to the procedure for the preceding set ; the difference lies in the fact

that, when the linear equations of the first order for p, a, t are formed, two

subsidiary systems have to be satisfied instead of one alone. All the necessary

tests are satisfied in virtue of the six relations between H^, Ho, H^; and the

result is that the most general values of p, a, r are

p = Xpi 4- pp-2 + vp.
'

O" = Xo"i + pCTo + VCT-,,

T = Xti + fJLT-. + vr-i
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where X, fi, v are arbitrary constants ; and where the other quantities are

functions of w only, forming linearly independent sets of solutions of the

equations for p, a, t.

When these values are substituted in the expressions for x^, x^, Xs, we
have (as the ultimate primitive of the nine equations satisfied by x) the

expressions

X^ = \JTa + yU. Fj + vZo

x.i = \X.^^- iiY-i + vZ^

The quantities \, fx, v are arbitrary constants ; the other quantities are

functions of u, v, iv, which combine to form special sets of simultaneous

solutions of the equations.

The equations determining y^, y.,, y^ are precisely the same as those for

*'i, ^2, ^3 ; hence their primitive is

2/i
= X'Zi + ix' F, + v'Z-,

y. = \'Xn + fju'\\ + v'Zo

lJ^ = \'X:, + fx'Y,-\-v'Z,

where X,
fj,', v' are arbitrary constants. Likewise as to the equations

determining z^, z.,, z.^; their primitive is

z, = \"X, + tJL"Y, + v"Z,\

z^ = \"X. + fi"Y., + v"zS ,

Zs = \"Xs + /J," Fa + v'Za I

where X", jjl", v" are arbitrary constants.

251. Thus the complete primitive of all the equations together appears

to contain nine arbitrary constants. But these equations are not independent

of one another ; they are differential inferences from the earlier equations,

viz. from

^i + y\ + z^' = H^-, x^x^ + y-^yz + z._z.i = 0,

^2 + yi + zi = Hi, x-iX,^ + y^y^ + z-^z^ = 0,

^3' + 2/3' + ^3' = Ss^, ^'1^2 + 2/1 2/2 + z,Z2 = 0;

consequently the complete primitive, which has been obtained, must satisfy

these equations also. When substitution takes place in the first of them, we
have

Zi^SV + 2X, F,2x./i + 2X,Z,tXv + F/^V + 2 Y,Z,l.fxv + Z;'X,r = H;\

But X^, Fi, Z^ = x^, T/i, ^,, constitute a special solution, so that

X,-+Y,- + Z,^ = H,^-

hence, writing

^•, = SV-l, k., = tX/j„ k, = lXv, ^•, = V-1> kr,= ^/xv, k=lv--l,
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X^% + 2X,YJc, + 2X,Z,k, + Y,% + 2 \\Z,k, + Z,% = 0.

Treating the other equations in the same way, we find

X.Xoh + {X,Y, + X,Y,) k, + {X,Z^ + X,Z,) k, + Y, Y,k,

-\-{Y,Z,+ Y,Z,) h + Z,Z,h = 0,

X,X,k, + {X,Y, + X, Y,) k, + {X,Z, + X,Z,) k, + Y.YJc,

+ (Y,Z,+ Y,Z,)h + Z,Z,h = 0,

X,% + 2X,Y,h + 2X,Z,k, + Y,% + 2Y,Z,h + Z,% = 0,

X,X,k, + {X,Ys + X3F2) k, + {X,Z, +XM k, + Y,Y,k,

+ (
Y,Z, + Y,Z.;) h + z,z,h = 0,

Xih + 2Z3 Y,h + 2X3-^3^^3 + Yik, + 2 Y,Z,k, + Z^k, = 0.

Thus there are six equations, homogeneou's and linear in the six quantities

h, K, h, h, h, h. The determinant of the coefficients of the six quantities

in these equations is equal to

X„ Y„ Z,

X2, Y2, Z<i

X^, F3, z^

which does not vanish because the quantities X, Y, Z constitute three

linearly independent solutions of our equations ; hence we must have

A;j = 0, h^ = 0, h = 0, h = 0, k, = 0, k, = 0,

that is,

X.- + X"" + X"- =1, fiv + /x'v' + /.l'v" = 0,

/X^ + IJb'^ + /u."- =1, v\+ v'\' + v'")^' = 0,

j;2 ^ j,'2 _,_ j,"2 ^l Xfl-\- X'fl' + X"fl" = 0.

Thus the nine constants are limited by the six equations satisfied by the

direction-cosines of any three directions in space that are perpendicular to

one another. Now
dec = WT,du + X2dv + x^dw,

and similarly for dy and dz ; hence

X — A = \ x^du + Xodv + x.dw

= Xx' + fxy' + vz' \

y — B=- X'x' + fi'y' + v z \ ,

2: — (7 = X-"«' + fx'y + v'z ]

where x
, y , z are definite functions of u, v, w, and A, B, C are arbitrary

constants. The result can be enunciated in the form :

—

Quantities H^ H.^, H^, satisfying the six characteristic equations,

determine a triply orthogonal system of surfaces uniquely, save as to

position and orientation in space.
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The theorem is the extension, to triply orthogonal surfaces in space, of

Bonnet's theorem (§ 37) concerning the determination of a surface in general

by its fundamental magnitudes. After the theorem, a knowledge of appro-

priate quantities H^, H^, H^ is sufficient to ensure the existence of a triply

orthogonal system
; the difficulty is to obtain this knowledge.

Ex. As an illustration of the use of these equations, consider the conformal repre-

sentation of space upon itself.

Let X, y, z be the coordinates of a point in space ; and let u, v, w be the coordinates of

the associated point in the conformal representation. The arc-elements are given by

ds'^= dx'^+df + dz% ds'-^= dw"+ dv^+ dw^.

As the representation is conformal, we must have

ds'= Xds,

where X is any variable function free from differential elements ; hence

dx^ + df+dz^=^^{du^+ dv^+ dw'").

Consequently

Let these values be substituted in the three relations of the type

^, .
dvdw Ih cw dv H^ cv div

~
'

they give

^- dvdw ' dwdu ' dudv
'

so that

X=U+V+W,
where (so far as these relations are concerned) U is any function of u alone, F of v alone,
and Wofw alone.

Let the values of II^, H.,, H^ be substituted in the three relations of the type

du \Hi cu)^ dv V^2 dv J'^ Hi dw dw '

they give three equations of the form

dii^ '^dv^~x \\du) '^[dvj + \dw) J

•

Inserting the value of A, we find

U"+ V"= V"+ W"= W"+U"

-1/+V+W •

Hence

U"=V"=W";
and therefore, as U, V, W are functions of u alone, v alone, and w alone, respectively, we
must have

U"=V"=W" = - orO,

where a is a finite constant.
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Taking the common value of U'\ V", W" to be 2/a, we have

11=- (u-aiY + ao,

F=- (y- 61)2+ 62,
a

where the new quantities a, b, c are constants. But

TT'2< Y'2< ir'2

U"+ V"= •

when the vahies are substituted, we must have

a2+ b2+ C2= 0.

Hence, changing the origin for u, v, w (which amounts only to a displacement in space),

we have

\=U+V+ W=- {ii^+ v'^ + w%

;hile

Hi = H2 = H3= -.

Let this value, common for H^, H^^ H-^, be substituted in the equations for the

derivatives of nj, a-i,, as, obtained in § 244. They become

3ai 2 da\ 2 Saj 2

802 2 Pa, 2 . , , 802 2

da-i 2 dao 2 Paq 2 ,

cu dk cv a\ cw ak^ ''

together with similar equations for /S^, /32, iSs and yi, 72? 73-

Integrating, and maintaining the relations of the type

ai2 + /3i2+ yi2=l, ^i7i+0272+ /33y3= O,

we have
, 2^2
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Similarly

„ aw
z— 6=

w^+v^+ w^'

These equations express an inversion with respect to the sphere

ifi + v^+ w''= a.

Next, taking the common value of U", V", W" to be zero, and noting the relation

^' + ' - U+V+ W '

we have U', V, W zero. Hence U, V, W, X, ffi, H>, lis are constant, and so the

equations for x, y, z, when integrated, give

x — A, y— B, z-G—{ a, «', a" $ti, v, iv),

I

b, b', b"

I

<^? ^\ <^"

where the constants a, b, c on the right-hand side are proportional to the direction-cosines

of three perpendicular straight lines. These equations express displacement and rotation,

with constant magnification.

Hence there are only two independent methods of representing space conformally

upon itself, viz.

(i) by displacement and rotation, together with constant magnification,

(ii) by inversion.

The two methods can be repeated and combined, in any manner, and any number of times.

252. The difficulty of determining H^, H., H^ does not depend solely

upon the need that, by one method of procedure, we should be obliged to solve

a number of simultaneous partial equations of the second order. An added

complexity is caused by the fact that the number of independent equations

in the system is greater than the number of dependent variables involved

;

and so even Cauchy's existence-theorem cannot be applied to the system.

A preliminary investigation reveals the degree of generality which is the

utmost to be expected among such solutions as exist. In order that three

surfaces

u {x, y, z) — u, V (x, y, z) = v, w {x, y, z) = w,

may be orthogonal to one another (the quantities u, v, w on the right-hand

sides being parametric), the equations

ViWi + V^Wz + v^iu-i =

w^Ui + W2U2 + w-iU^ =

u^v-^ -f- u^V2+ U3V3 =
must be satisfied. Let

_ Si = V, Wj -f V2W., , —8.2=11)1 Ml + WolUi, — S-i = Wi V, + lUV-i \
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then resolving the equations for u^, v., iv^, we find

fS,,%\^- /S,S,\i /SA\i

This is a set of three partial equations of the first order in three dependent

variables, and so we can apply Cauchy's theorem, as follows. Take any

arbitrary (constant) value of z, say * 2 = 0; and let a, /3, 7 denote three

arbitrary functions of x and y, such that no two of the curves

a = constant, /3 = constant, 7 = constant,

in the plane of 2 cut orthogonally. Clearly the quantities S^, So, S^ do not

vanish when z = 0; and so, within some range of values of z, the values of

the branches of u-^, Vg, Wj are uniform and continuous. Then Cauchy's theorem

declares that unique uniform functions u, v, w exist, satisfying the partial

equations, and acquiring the values a, /3, 7 when z = Q; in other words, a

triply orthogonal system exists, determined by the condition that three surfaces

pass through any three assigned curves in the plane of z, provided no two of

these three curves cut one another orthogonally. (The same limitation must

hold for any set of three curves in the plane through which any three of

the surfaces would pass.)

We have taken any plane z = 0. A corresponding theorem, with corre-

sponding limitations, would hold if we chose curves in any plane in space or

curves on any surface in space.

The importance of the result is obvious. The utmost degree of generality

that can be expected from solutions of the six characteristic equations corre-

sponds to the generality represented by the assignment of three arbitrary

functions of two variables.

The critical equation of the third order.

253. To make some nearer approach to the actual determination of

triply orthogonal systems, we proceed once more from the conditions of

orthogonality as follows. From two of them, we have

Vj _ Va _ ^3

where

In order that the function v may exist, it is necessary and sufficient that the

equation
"^.dx + ^.dy + ^sdz =

* This particularisation involves no loss of generality ; it only implies a change of origin of

coordinates.
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should have a single equation as its integral equivalent ; hence the condition

of integrability

^^U^ a^/r -U^ 8W^ nay dw)~^

must be satisfied. Now

where

dx^ dy- dz^

Moreover, the remaining equation of orthogonality is

so that

hence

Similarly for the other quantities of the same kind. When the values are

substituted, the condition of integrability becomes

Wl W 11 + 'i^2 "12 -t- 2^3^13, Wj, <(i =0,

W;i«]2 + W2W22 + W3W23) Wo, ^<2

M;iMi3 + ^2^23 + W;3W33, W3, W3

which, on multiplication by 2, can be written

Aw^- + Bw.^ + Givi + 2F1U0W3 + 2Gw.^Wi + 2Hu'^w., = 0,

where

^ = 2 ( Uo Wi3 — ''3 Uyi), F = U^ U22 — W2?<]2 -f- Ih Ihs — ^h %3

B = 2{ Ustioi — i(i U23), G = Uo Us3 — n-i W23 + "1 U21 — Uo Mu

C = 2 (^/l^^32 — ^2^31). ^ = "s^n — ^1^31 + iuu32 ~ ^h^^-^z

Manifestly the same equation would be satisfied, if we write Vi, V2, V3 in place

of Wj, Wo, W3.

When we associate the equation

UiW^ + U2W.2 + UaW;i =

with the preceding relation which is homogeneous and quadratic in Wj, Wg, W3,

and resolve the two equations for w^ : lu^ : W3, we find

Wi : W2 : 'W3 = U : U' : U"

,

where U, U', U" are two-signed functions of A, B, C, F, G, H, u^, u.^, u^.

(For one of the signs, we have w^ : m^ : w-^, while the other gives the values of

t;, : V2 : ^3.) In order that the function w may exist, the equation

Udx+ U'dy+ U'dz =
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must satisfy the condition of integrability ; hence

\d2 dy J \dx dz

)

\dy dx

)

This relation is not evanescent. It remains as a partial differential equation

of the third order satisfied by u {x, y, z). Moreover, all the foregoing analysis

is reversible ; hence this condition is sufficient as well as necessary. So we

have the theorem :

—

In order that a family of surfaces, represented by

u {x, y, z) = constant,

Tnayform part of a triply orthogonal system, it is necessary and sufficient

that u should satisfy a partial differential equation of the third order.

254. Should the equation be satisfied by u (x, y, z), it still is necessary

to determine v {x, y, z) and iv (x, y, z), in order to have the full system.

These two functions satisfy the same equation of the third order as u (x, y, z)
;

but it is unnecessary to take further solutions of that equation. We have

seen that quantities U, U', U" in the preceding analysis arise, as two-

signed functions; let U, U', U" denote one set, and T, T', T" the other set,

all of them involving derivatives of u alone. Then

Wi : lu^ : lu^ = U : U' : U",

Vi : Vo : Vs =T : T' : T".

The condition of orthogonality ought to be satisfied, so that we ought to

have
Ur + U'T' + U"T" = 0.

Now the two sets of ratios are given by the equations

^f + Bv' + C'C' + 2F7j^+ 20^^ + 2H^v = 0,

^u, + riu.+ ^Us = 0;

hence
ur U'T' U"T"

Bus^ + Cu.f - 2FU.2U3 Gui^ + A u^ — 2GU3U1 Au^" + Bn^^ — 2H%iiUz

'

It is easy to verify that

A + B + G^O,

Au{^ + Bui + CV + 2Fu.2a3 + 2Gu3U^ + 2Hu, u. = ;

hence
rT+ U'T' + u"r" = o,

so that the condition of orthogonality is satisfied without any further

conditions.

The surface, w (x, y, z) = constant, is obtained by the integration of the

equation
Udx + U'dy + U"dz = ;

p. 28
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and the surface, v {x, y, z) = constant, is obtained by the integration of the

equation

Hence, when one of the families of surfaces is known, the triply orthogonal

system can be completed by the integration of two ordinary total equations

of the first order.

255. The equation of the third order, satisfied by any one of the families

in the triple system, is

When the values of U, U', U" are substituted*, we have the equation

required ; but the analysis is long and laborious. In preference, we adopt the

following method of constructing the partial equation of the third order to be

satisfied by a family of surfaces forming part of a triply orthogonal system

;

it is duef to Darboux.

Let a denote any one of the three quantities u, v, w ; the operator D^

is used, where

r, d d d

We have

UiVi + II.2V2 + UaV-i = 0.

Denoting by cc^^ any one of the variables w, y, z, we have

d

and therefore

and, similarly,

Again, we have

say,

hence

and therefore

o (Wi^i + IUV2 + UzV-^ = 0,

DuV.n + Dvtlrn = ;

BuWm + DtvUm = 0.

ViWj + V2W2 + V.ftVs = 0,

m

m in

When this is expanded and a superfluous factor 2 is removed, it becomes

m n

* This is the method adopted by Cayley; see Coll. Math. Papers, vol. viii, no. 518, where the

equation is obtained with a superfluous factor; //;., vol. viii, no. 510, where the superfluous

factor has been removed from the equation.

+ Systenifis orthuyonaux, (1910), §§ 9—12.
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To the last relation, we apply the operator i)„ ; and then, using the above

relations, we find

m n m n m n

Let

SO that

the new equation is

= 1 lllUimn — 2 I^UmlUin,
I I

^mn ''-nm )

We thus have three equations, containing homogeneously and linearly the

six quantities*

•y
1 Wi , VxW. + «2 W] , ^2^2 > y1 W^s + ?^3Wi , ^2W3 + W3W2 > ^3W3

j

they are

Wltfl + V2?t'2 + '^3^3 = 0,

+ U^V3W3 = 0,

A-xiVilUi + A^o (Vi Wo + t'aWi) + ^22^2^2 + -4i3 (V1W3 + I'sWi) + ^23 (^2^3 + VslU.)

+ AssVs^V3 = 0.

Further, we have the earlier equations

u^Vi + 'U2V2 + UnVs — 0,

iiiWi + u^iV2 + W3W3 = ;

so, multipl3dng these by iv^ and v^, Wg and Vg, w-^ and v^, and adding in each

case, we have three further equations

^UlViWi + l(i {ViW., + V2W1) + U-i {ViW-i + ^3^1) = 0,

Ui {V1W2 + ^2^1) + 2U2V..W2 + Us (U2W3 + V3IU.,) = 0,

Ui {VyW-i + V3W1) + U2 {ViW-i + V3W2) + 2U3V3W3 = 0,

homogeneous and linear in the same six quantities. Now these six quantities

do not simultaneously vanish ; hence the determinant of their coefficients in

our six linear equations must vanish, so that we have

All, -^2-2, A33, A., A, A12 =0.

\ly2''11 ) "22 ;
'W33

) ^'23 ) ^31

1
,

1
,

1
,

,

2<ti, , , , U3

, 2?(^2. , M3, , »i

, , 2^3, Wo, Ui ,

* It may be added that, save as to a common multiplier, these six quantities are equal to

C/T, f/T'+C/'T, V't', UT'+U"T, U'T"+U"T', U"T",

in the notation of § 254 ; but these relations will not be used for our immediate purpose.

28—2
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Expanding this determinant, and removing a factor 2, we find

+ tA,.2 [us [ui" (usi - U20) + uJ" {uu - 1%) - u-J" (M22 - Wii)}

where the first summation is cyclical for 11, 22, 33, and the second summation

is cyclical for 12, 23, 31.

As An, -4o2, A3S, A2S, ^31, Ay, contain the derivatives of the third order

linearly, this equation has the form

+ (J) = 0,

where © is linear in the derivatives of the third order,

linear second order,

quartic first order,

while ^ is cubic second order,

cubic first order.

So fixr, however, as concerns the simpler applications, it is easier to deal with

the unexpanded form of equation.

256. Many forms can be given to the equation ; among them is one

which has a similar form, though with a different first row of constituents.

Let

so that Till —

I

; but w^e keep T as the variable* in preference to hi. Then

we have

Tn + -^ =
Y^

(Wi Wu + ^'2 "12 + UiUy,f - ^-3 {Un' + U^i + llyf),

A 3

- p^{UnUn + Wi2^'22 + lluUn) ;

the other second derivatives of T are given by cyclical interchange. Now

AnViWi + A12 (V1W2 + Vo_Wi) + Ays (Vi W3 + UjWi) + ^22^2^2

+ A.S (^2^3 + njV.,) + A ;,:;
/':, w^ = 0.

Substitute from the above relations for the quantities A ;
there are three

aggregates of terms.

* It is easy to prove that T — = 1, where dti is an element of arc along the normal. The

quantity ditldn may be regarded as the parametric dilatation of tlie surface u at tlie point.
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In one aggregate, we have a set involving the second derivatives of T,

the same in form as the left-hand side of our equation with a factor h-'\

The aggregate of terms with the factor S/ji^^ is

/ dlh
,

dJh
,

dh,\ ( dh, dh, dh,\
,

= K-hiK- (^, 5^ + y, g^
+ ..

gj) (^,^ + y.^ + ., .-]

, ,, „, „9A, BA,

dv dw

The aggregate of terms with the factor — ^h{~^ is

(y^Un + ^2^21 + ^3^31) (?f'i«ii + W2W21 + ^<^3«3l)

+ (^1 "12 + ^'2«22 + ^'3 "32) {Wy 11^2 + Wg U.2S, + Wg U32)

+ (?'l ?'l3 + ^'2«i23 + %lh,) {I'h Uy, -I- W2?'23 + ^^^Ih^.

Vl?(„ 4- V.2«2I + Vs^:!! = ^'o- (.r._,??ii + ?/oU.2i + ^gWsi)

dv

II, \^x,m
g^

X,
j^^ ^J ,

1 J 7 9/'i /^i'aA3\

Now

also

and similarly for the others. Hence the aggregate is

' ' ov cw

dv ow

Thus the second and third aggregates cancel ; and so the equation becomes
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Taking the other five equations which involve Vjiv^, V1W.2 + v.iW^, ..., v^Ws

linearly and homogeneously, and eliminating these six quantities, we have

Tn, T.^., T,,, T,„ T,„

11^

Uu, "22, ";13> i<23> Usi,

I , 1 , 1 , 0, 0,

2u,, 0, 0, 0, u„

0, 2v,, 0, u.,, 0, n,

0, 0, 2'Us, u., -Ml,

the other form of the equation indicated.

If this form (which was obtained first by Cayley) be denoted by

n' = 0,

= 0,

and the earlier form by

the foregoing analysis shews that

= 0,

n = - n'A,i

The earlier form is the more direct; the latter will be used to establish

a theorem due to Darboux.

257. Still another form can be given to the general equation of the

third order ; and it is required when the family of surfaces, forming part of

a triply orthogonal system, is given by an equation

(f)
(x, y, z, a) = 0,

where </> is either not actually or not conveniently resoluble with regard to u.

Such a case occurs with the triple families of confocal quadrics.

Instead of proceeding from the last form of the equation, where the value

of T would now be

du\\dxj ^\dy) \dzj )

'

we proceed from the earlier form involving the quantities A. Let

a<^ ^ , d(f) ^ ^4> _ J. ^4>

du

., d<j> a<^_

dz
= 4>3'

as usual, and similarly for the derivatives of other quantities ; then

4),+ llrCf)' = 0,

Hence three of the equations in § 255 become

2^1 Vi Wi + 02 (wi u>i + v^Wi) + <i>i i^iW-j + v.,w,) = 0,

01 (yi«<-'2 + ''2 "'1) + 2cf)nV.2Wn + 03 (^'2 "'3 + v-if^-z) = 0,

01 (viiOs + v.,,Wi) + 0.^ ('^2 1V3 + V3W.,) + 203t'3W3 = ;

for r = l, 2, 3.
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and the equation

is unaltered.

Again, we have

hence, substituting in the equation

^luVitl'i + i(jo(ViW2 + V2W1) + UviiV-^Ws + Vgtt'i) + tl^aVoW^ + lUi{v.W^ + V-ilU.^ 4- U^^V-iW^ = 0,

after multiplication by — <^', we find that the coefficient of </>" is equal to

and therefore is zero ; and the coefficient of 0/ is equal to

and therefore is zero. Likewise for the coefficients of ^.^ and (^3'. Hence

the equation becomes

^llVlWl + (f)y.{ViWo + VM'i) -I- <f)y-(lhW3 + VslVi) + (^-i^V-iW^ 4- ^-23(^2^3+ V3W.2)+ 033^3^3=0.

There remains the sixth equation

-^u^'i^^i + ^12 (I'l W., + V.,W-^) + ^13 (^1 W3 + V3W1) + A^aVn W^

+ ^.,3 (V2W3 + ''3W2) + ^33^3 W's = 0.

Now

as corresponding to the quantities A^-s, we introduce quantities ^,.s under the

definitions

where the summation in each case (as for the quantities -4,.,,) is for i = 1, 2, 3

.

and we substitute in the ^-equation for the various quantities Uygt, Uys, Urt, Ugt,

after multiplying by <p''-\ In the resulting equation, the coefficient of ^"' is

which is zero; the coefficient of (^"^ is

—
2(f) Xut^2^1 Vi 2 M, Wi

,

which also is zero ; and similarly for all the aggregates of terms which contain

^" as a factor. Gathering together the remainder, we have the resulting

equation in the form

^11^1 Wi + Ojo (VilU.2 + y.,Wi) + <I>i3 (ViWs + V3W1) + ^22^2^-2

+ ^23 {V2W3 + l-htl^-i) + ^SsVs'iVs = 0.

Thus, as before, we have six equations, homogeneous and linear in the six
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non-vanishing quantities v^Wi, ..., ..., v.^w-.,: hence the determinant of their

coefficients vanishes, and so we have Darboux's equation* in the form

= 0,^n,
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shall be satisfied at the point; thus if f=W] so that r) = Vo, or if ^=u\ so

that rj = vj2. the requirement is necessarily and sufficientl}' satisfied, unless

«^ - u^-^ = 0,

which also will satisfy the second equation, without limitations upon tj and ^.

Thus all the conditions required, in order to secure the lines selected as

axes, are satisfied except only when

U.2S. — W;« = ;

and the directions are definite and unique at the point, save for the possible

existence of this relation (which will be found to be a current characteristic

of a sphere).

In these circumstances, and with these values at the point, the terms

involving An> ^22. ^;.:i; -^12. -^is in the general expanded equation become

evanescent as aggregate coefficients ; and thus the general equation becomes

Inserting the value of A.>, at the point, and rejecting the non-vanishing

power of Wj, the equation of the third order degenerates at the point into a

critical test represented by the relation

{U.^ - Uss) (zfiMi23 - 2Wi2l<ia) = 0.

But, as already remarked, this test is arithmetical at a current point ; it is

not a differential equation.

E:i'. 1. A family of parallel planes cau belong to a triply orthogonal system. For the

family can be taken in the foi'io

x= v.,

so that

the test is satisfied.

The determination of the other families in the system must be effected specially ; for

the general method of § 254 is ineffective, because all the quantities A, B, C, F, G, Evanish.

The ^/.-surfaces are known ; they are such that

The i)-surfaces must satisfy the equation

U1V1 + U.2V2+ ^'3^3 = ;

hence we must have
1-1 = 0,

and therefore

«'= <^(y, 2),

where
(f)

is any arbitrary function. Thus the i--surfaces are a family of cylinders having

their generators perpendicular to the plane of x, that is, perpendicular to the ^/-surfaces.

The >/.'-surfaces must .satisfy the equations

Ui u\ + v-j. Wo+ M3 W3= 0, Vi Wi+ Vo u-o + 1-3 ;'-3= 0.

From the former, we have
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from the latter, we have

Let an integral of the equation

be given by

C(f>
Wo+ ^ ivs— 0-

cy cz

yjr {y, z) = constant
;

tlien we can take the w-surfaces in the form

yj^iy, z)= w.

(We could take lo equal to an arbitrary function of y\r ; but no generality is gained thereby.)

These ^f-surfaces also are cylinders having their generators perpendicular to the plane of ,r.

Ex. 2. A family of concentric spheres can belong to a triply orthogonal system.

The f;imily can be taken in the form

x'^+y'^ + z^— u,

so that

the test is satisfied.

As 1111= 1122=^33= 2, Ui2= U23= U3i = 0, all the quantities A, B, C, F, G, H vanish ; so

again the determination of the other families in the system must be specially effected.

We have

?<i
= 2.r, ?<2 = 2y, u^= 2z

;

hence the r-surfaces satisfy the equation

xv^+yv2+ sv-s= 0,

so that their equation is

-*(!• .0

say, where is an arbitrary function of its arguments.

The to-sm'faces must satisfy the two equations

xwi+yte2+ ziV3= 0,

Vi Wi + V2 W2 + i'3 W3= 0.

From the former, it follows that vj can be any function of t) and (. Making rj and ^ the

independent variables, we have the second equation in the form

dw

dr,

Let an integral of the equation

be
v|, (rj, ^) = constant

;

then we can take the 2<;-surfaces in the form

As an illustration, let (v, = ^ ; then >// (r], Q = {1 + t]'^) (-'i The triple svsteni then is

x^+y^ + z"^ =u ^

|a.a?*+,f|} + |{,fi*+(iK^)?|}-a

x^+y
y = vx . .

= wz^

)
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Ex. 3. A family of spheres, touching one another at the same point, can belong to a
triply orthogonal system.

The fiimily can be taken in the form

—^ = u;
X

then
2

the test is satisfied.

Once moi'e, the method of >^ 254 cannot be applied* ; for the equations are

and the left-hand side of the latter is a factor of the left-hand side of the former, so that

the equations do not determine two sets of values for ^ ' r] ' ^•

The f-surfaces must satisfy the equation
t

?«! Vj + U-i V-> + Mg I'i = 0,

that is,

/, y^+2^\ 2y 22

Hence, writing

x^+^^+z^ z—y "''' T^'
we have

as the equation of the v-surfaces, <^ being any arbitrai'y function of its arguments.

The it'-surfaces must satisfy the two equations

?f 1 v\ + Ui xc-i -f M3 ;c3= 0,

i\ Wj 4- 1'-2, vj-> + i'ov:^ = 0.

The former equation is the same as the equation foi- the v-surfaces ; hence iv must be some
function of rj and ^ alone. When we take 1] and ( as the independent variables, the second

of these equations becomes

Let an integral of the equation

be given by

^ )/) f) = constant

;

then the ^/--surfaces are given by
ylrd], C) = ic-

* The explanation of the failure in this example and in the preceding examples is simple.

The two equations determine the directions of the lines of curvature on the i<-surtace ; these are

not definite when the surface is a plane or a sphere, and so the two equations must cease to be

effective.
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As a special illustration, let

[CH. XI

then we find

.so that we have a triply orthogonal system given by

y

Another triply orthogonal .system is given by

y

{x^y^+ z^f_

Ex. 4. As a last example for the present, consider a family of parallel surfaces.

The quantity «, in the equation of a family of parallel surfaces given by

u{x, y, z) = -i(,

satisfies a simple partial differential equation of the first order. To find it, measure

a small constant distance p along the normal ; the consecutive surface is given by the

equation

n+ dn = u{x+ j-^p, y + j-p, z +
j^^p)

= u + hip,

, du
so that

As p is constant, hi depends upon u alone ; and so we may take

«i2+ «2Hw3'^ =/(«),

as an equation characteristic of parallel surfaces.

Hence
V.i M12 + 1«2 «22 + W3 «32=if ' ( '0 "2

>

?<lMl3+ M2^«23+W3«33= 5/' («) % ;

and therefore, for our arithmetical test at the point, we have

Again,

Wl«123+ Ml3«12 + «23«22+ W2"223+ «33W23 + «3«233= i/" {u) ^h'"3+ hf (") ^23,

.so that, at the point, we have

Ml23 = 0.
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The arithmetical test is satisfied ; and so any family* of parallel surfaces can belong to a

triply orthogonal system.

It is easy to infer geometrically that the other members of the triple system are the two

sets of developables generated by the normals along the lines of curvature.

259. Proceeding by another method, Puiseux obtains f a number of

arithmetical results applicable at a current point—among them, the more

important factor of the arithmetical test which has just been considered.

He refers a triply orthogonal system to any point as origin, taking the

normals to the three surfaces as the axes of reference ; then, by adjusting

the values of the parameters, he takes the surfaces near the origin in the form

u = X + acif + dy- + gz- + '2Ayz -f ^Fzx + ^Hxy + terms of higher orders

^

y = yJ^}lX^J^ })yi + ^^2 _^ ^Jy^ ^ 2BzX + 2Dxy + I .

w= z +fx"-\- iy'' + cz" + 2Eyz + 2Gzx + 2Gxy + J

Now the equations

Vi^i + v.iWo 4- v-^W:^ = 0,

lU-^U^ + tU.Ali + W-iU-i = 0,

have to be satisfied along the lines of intersection ; hence

= {H + h) X {- {D -^ d) y -\- {A + B) z + terms of order higher than the first,

{) = {^B-\-C)x+{I + i)y + {E-^ e)z+ ,

= (F+/)x + (C + A)y + (G+g)2+

The terms of the various orders must vanish separately ; in order that the

terms of the first order may vanish, we must have

H+h = 0, D + d = 0, A+B = 0,

/ + I = 0, E+ e = 0, B+C = 0,

G + g = 0, F+f=0, C + A=0.

The last column of three relations gives

^=0, B = 0, G=0,

which effectively is Dupin's theorem. Using all the relations, we can take

the surfaces in the form

u = X + ax" + dy^ + gz- — 2fzx — 2hxy

+ jx^ + my'" +pz^ + ay-z + hyz' + riz^-x + kzx" + vx-y + pxy- + vxyz + . .
.

,

V = y -\- hx^ + hy"' 4- ez'^ — %yz — 2dxy

+ qx^ + hy^ + nz^ + ^y^z + a-yz^- + ^z'^x + ezx- + 6x-y + \xy'' + <l>xyz + . .
.

,

w = z -\- fx- + iy- + cz"^ — 2eyz — 2gzx

+ sx^ + ry^ + Iz^ + wy'^z + ^juyz"- + •^z-x + tzx- + 7*'^^ + ^xy"- + 'xxyz + . .
.

,

* We already have had examples, in a family of parallel planes, a family of conceutric

spheres, and a family of Dupin cyclides.

t Lionville, 2">« Ser., t. viii (1863), p. 336.
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the unexpressed terms being of the fourth and higher orders. When we

substitute in the equation

ViU\ + V2IU.2 + v-jW-i = 0,

the terms of the first order disappear ; the terms of the second order, which

are unaffected by the unexpressed terms, are to vanish by themselves, and so

w^e have
= 4fh + 7 + fc-,

= ihi + 4ei + 3r + ^,

= 4fCe -^ 4ei + Sn + /m,

= 2dg- 2be - 2ci - ^e^ - 2i' + « + o",

= 4c?e — ieg — 4<gh + 2/3 + %,

= ^gi - Mf -4>di+2^+ (/>.

Similarly from U'liii + tUoUo + w-^Us = 0, we have

= Mi + a + t,

= 4,cg + \fg + 3^ + OT,

= 4f//+4/^ + 3s + /f,

= 2eh - 2cf- 2ag - 2p - 2/- + 7; + t,

= 4e/- 4/A — 4/u' + 2y + v,

= ^gh - Me - Mg + 2S + X'

and from u-^Vi + U2V2 + I'sV., = 0, we have

= 4<eg + /3 + S,

= Mh + Mil + Sq + v,

= 4>bd + Mh + Sm + \
= 2/1 - 2ad - 2bh - 2d' - 2h- + 6 + p,

= Mf- Mi - ^gi + 2a + (/>,

= 4/<^ - 4e/- \fh + 2e + u.

From the fifth of the second set, we have

7 = - 2ef + 2fh + 2}n - -^v
;

and from the sixth of the third set, we have

e = 2ef+2fh-2hi-^v.

When these are substituted in the first of the first set, it becomes

V = 8fh.

But in the present case, taking the values at the origin, we have

Ui = l, f=-\nii, h = -^Vyi, v=u,^;
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U\lh23 — 2lil2«i3 = 0,
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being one of the factors of the arithmetical test in | 258.

Similarl}'

<f)
= Sdi, ^ = 8>eg,

which are the corresponding tests for the u-surface and the w-surface.

The equations are turned to other uses by Puiseux ; for these uses,

reference should be made to his memoir. In particular, he shews that they

contain the Gauss and the Mainardi-Codazzi relations (§§ 34, 35).

Lame families of surfaces.

260. Whichever form of the equation be adopted, we now have explicitly

the partial equation of the third order which must be satisfied by the para-

meter of a family of surfaces belonging tD a triply orthogonal system. Such

a family is called* a Lame family.

As the equation is of the third order, it is to be expected (from the

general theor}' of partial differential equations) that its primitive will contain

three arbitrary functionsf which (after Cauchy's existence-theorem) may be

taken as (say) the values of u, ti^, u.^^ when z = 0, so that they are then

arbitrary functions of x and y. But the general equation appears too

complicated to admit of explicit integration in finite terms ; so we have to

deal with specialised cases. Nevertheless, these cases have some real degree

of generality. Among them, one of the most important is contained in a

theorem J by Darboux, dealing with a large family of Lame surfaces.

Having regard to the form of the partial equation of the third order

satisfied by such a family u (x, y, z) = u, we consider the equation
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for substituting, multiplying the second row by/', the fourth by ^Uif", the

fifth by ^u.,f", the sixth by | "a/", and subtracting the sum of these multi-

plied rows from the first, we have a row of zeros.

Similarh% it is satisfied by

9 = xg {u), 6 = yh{u), 6 = zk(u);

the process of verification is the same, save that the respective factors are

ccg', yh', zk', for the second row

;

^xu^g" + g', ^i/u^h" + h', ^zujc" + k', for the fourth row
;

^xu^g", ^yu2h", ^ziL^k", for the fifth row

;

^xu.^g", ^yuJi", ^zu-ik", for the sixth row.

Similarly, it is satisfied by

d = {oif + y'- + z-)l{u),

the process of verification being the same, but with the multipliers

{of + y" + z^) r, for the second row,

'21, for the third row,

^ (x- + y- + Z-) u^ I" + 2x1', for the fourth row,

I {x^ + 2/^4- ^-) ud" + 2yl', for the fifth row,

I {x^ + 2/" + ^') "s^ " + 22"/', for the sixth row.

Now the equation quoted is linear in the derivatives of 6, and therefore the

sum of any number of integrals with constant coefiicients is an integral ; thus

is an integral. But
=

satisfies the equation; and so we have Darboux's theorem*:

—

Any family of surfaces u {x, y, z) = u, satisfying the equation

T = {x"^ + 2/'^ + Z-) l + x(i -\- yh + zk + /*

where f, g, h, k, I are any arbitrary functions of u, is a Lame family

belonging to a triply orthogonal system.

For the development, and for some applications, of the theorem, reference

should be made to Darboux's treatise f.

* Apparently, there are five arbitrary functions iu the integral, instead of three ; but the live

can be reduced to four, by taking a new variable u', such that ldu = du'. The four functions

involve only one parameter u ; each of the three functions in the primitive (after the statement

of Cauchy's existence-theorem in § 252) contains two independent parametric variables.

t S!i-''tf-iiu's orthogonaux, Book i, chap. iii.
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Bouquet surfaces.

261. As the general primitive of the equation of the third order has not

been obtained, it is worth while considering some special classes of surfaces

that belong to triply orthogonal systems. Among these are the w-surfaces,

whose equation* has, or can be made to have, the form

u^X + Y+Z,

where X is a function of x only, Y of y only, Z of z only. Then

Wii = X" , Uoz = 0,

A,, = rX"'-2X'\ A.^ = 0,

and similarly for the others ; hence the equation of the third order, when
expanded, is

X'Y'Z'^{X'X"' - 2X"-) {Y" - Z") = 0.

Manifestly the factor X'Y'Z' can be dropped: and so the equation becomes

(X'X'" - 2X"-'){Y" - Z") + {Y'Y'" - 2 F"^) {Z" - X")

+ {Z'Z'" - 2Z"') {X" - Y") = 0.

The equation can be established ah initio by the following method which

also contributes some knowledge of the other families in the triple system.

Assuming that the w-surface does belong to a triply orthogonal system, the

other families are given by

X'v,+ Y'ii, + Z'v, = 0,

X'wj + Y'tu.2 + Z'uj., = 0,

v^iUi + V0.W2 + V3W3 = 0.

As regards the first two of these equations, we take two independent integrals

of the subsidiary set

dx _dy _dz
T'Y'~T"

say
' dx

f dy ^ [ dx fdz

and then the first two equations are satisfied in complete generality, by

taking v and w as any two functions of a and /3 only. Let these functions

be substituted in the third equation ; it becomes

1 /dv dv\ few dw' 1 dvdw 1 dvdw

that is,

'dv dv\ /div diu\ X '^dvdw X'-()vdiu_

Kda^dB)\doL^d^)^Y^-da.doL^'Z^-d^dB^

* They were first considered by Bouquet, Liouville, t. xi (1846), pp. 446—450.

F. 29
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There are three independent variables, though v and w are functions of only

two independent combinations of them. Change the independent variables

choosing them to be a, /3, x ; then ^Z is a function of a and x, while z is a

function of /3 and x, such that

dx X" dx X''

Differentiating the modified equation with respect to x, and noting that v

and iv now do not involve x but only a and /3, we have

X"-Y" dvdw X^-Z" dv^dw^

Differentiating again, we have

X'X '" - Y'T" - 2 Y" {X" - Y") ^^> ^w

F'2 aa da

X'X'" - Z'Z" - 2Z" {X" - Z") 'bv'bw ^^ Z' aysa/3

Eliminating the derivatives of v and w between the last two relations, we find

{X'X"'-'LX"-'){Y" -Z") + {Y'Y'" - 2F"2) {Z" - X")

+ i^Z'Z'" - 2Z"') {X" - Y") = 0,

which is the equation in question.

When we use the earlier of the two derived relations to eliminate Y'^ from the

a-/3 equation, we find

dv di'\ /dw . ctv\
. r. cv dw

da
"^

dti) \va'^cli)'^^cSidii~
°'

where
X-~Z"-Y"
Z-i X"-Y"'

'

It is not difficult to verify, through the critical equation of the third order, that P is a

function of a and /3 only.

Suppose that the w-surface does satisfy the Bouquet form of the critical

equation. Then, for the other two families, we have

"^J^"^-^ = MY'HZ" - X"),
da da

where M is a quantity whose exact value is not required. Thus ^ / o~

and ^/^ are the roots of the quadratic equation

0, Y'2 ^z" - X") + e
I
Y"' {Z" - J ") + Z'-' {X" - Y") - X" ( Y" - Z")\

^ Z"'{X"-Y") = Q).
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One of the linear ftictors gives a homogeneous linear equation of the first

order for v ; the other of the linear factors similarly supplies tu. When
these equations are integrated, the values of v and of w are known; and
so we have the triple system.

Accordingly, the first step is the determination of values of X, Y, Z which

shall satisfy the critical equation of the third order. It may be written

where A and B are independent of x, while

^ = X'X"'-2X"\

Differentiating with respect to x, we have

^' + ^X"' = 0,

so that

XT-'// -^1 >

consequently both sides of this equation must be constant, so that

^'=aX'", A= — a.

The former gives

X'X'" - 2X"' = ^ = aX" + b,

where b is an arbitrary constant ; and then

B = b

The relations A + a = 0, B — b = 0, give

Y'Y"' - 2Y"-' = aY" + b, Z'Z" - 2Z"^^aZ" + b.

Hence the most general resolution of the critical equation is constituted by

the set of equations

X'X"'-2X"'=aX"+b\
Y'Y'" -'lY"'=aY" + b\

Z'Z" - 2Z"-' = aZ" + b J

Ex. 1. Consider the case when a = 0, 6= 0. Then

Z'Z"'-2A'"2=0, F'7"'-2r"2 = 0, Z'Z'" - Z"^= Q.

The primitives of these equations are

X =m log {x - m') + m",

V= n log (;y
- n') + n"

,

Z = p log {z-p') + p",

whex'e all the quantities m, ..., p" are arbitrary constants. No generality is lost by

annihilating m', ?;', p', m", n", p" ; so we have

X—m log X, Y= n log y, Z=p log z.

The w-surface has therefore the simple form

£/= e»= e^'+^+^

=

x"^y''^ zf>

29 2
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For the other two families in the triple system, we tirst deal with the equations

-Ox + - fi +-«•;) =0,

m n V
?/', + - W-i-\-- W3= 0.

A' ' IJ - Z •

Hence, if

both f and w are fmictions of a and j3 alone. The equation

Vi Wi + V-i W-i+ y.'j M'3=
then becomes

Hence
„, 3« dw /dv dw dv di('\ , „, dv dtv .

8y dw dv dio _
''dad^'^^dBd^

The equation satisfied by v is

/dv\^ fp-\-m n +m A do dv ^ /c^A' ,.

and the same equation is satisfied by iv. Let

/p +m n+ 77i \^ ^ ^A=i^- — a- /3 +4ai3;
\ n P J

then we can take

Let integrals of

and of

be

^ dv ( p-Vm n + 7n ^ h\ dv ^

da \ 11 p J d{i

^ dw / p +m n + m ,^ x\dw ^

^^ra + [-7r'—p~^-''-)d^='^-

\ n p ' )

fp+ vi n+m i\

\ n p JP

g (a, /3) = constant, /> (a, fi) = constant,

respectively ; the two other families of the system are

g{a, I3) = v,

Ex. 2. Shew that a triply orthogonal system is given by the equations :-

(i) the hyperbolic paraboloids — = u;

(ii) the closed sheets of the surface

(^2 _ ^2)2 _ 2a
(f+ s2+ 2,t-2) + a2= ;

(iii) the open sheets of this same surface.
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Ex. 3. Obtain the families, to be associated with the family

xyz= u

so as to give a triply orthogonal system, in the form

V = (^1-2+ af + a2 ^2) * + (.^2 + a2_^2 -I- a02)
t

,

IV = (.^2 + „y^ + a^z''') * - (.1-2 + a2 ?/2 + a02) ^

,

where a is an imaginary cube root of unity.

Ex. 4. Shew that the critical equation of the third order is satisfied for the surface

where X is any function of x. Shew also that the families of surfaces to be associated with

it in a triply orthogonal system are

-4cf—

Ex. 5. It was shewn that a general resolution of the critical equation leads to three

equations of the form
X'X"'-2X"^' = aX" + b.

Thus we have
A 'X'" = 2Z"2+ aX" + b

= 2{X"-p){X"-a),

where p and ware constants. Assuming them unequal, let

X _ j^ _ ]_

p — <T p — (T

then

so that

(X"-p)^X"-trr= c2T'2,

an equation that u.'^ually is transcendental. Now

dX"
dX— y,„

^^"
dX"

2{X"-p){X"-a)

so that

= 1-^{X" -pf'-\X" -af"-^ dX",

v-:^o=^J{X"-pf'-'{X"-ar'-'dX".

If it were possible to invert this relation, so that

_(Pf{x-_XQ^
^ " dx'-

then
X=f{x-Xo, c) ^-Ax.

Similarly

Y=f{y-y^, e') +A'y,

Z=f{z-Zo , c") + A"z.

But, in general, the relation cannot be inverted so as to give an explicit form for f.
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Ex. 6. Integrate the equation, so as to obtain the w-surfa.ce in the following cases :

(i) when h= 0,

(ii) when a = 0,

(iii) when a-= 86.

Quadrics.

262. Now consider the possibility of having a family of central coaxial

(but not necessarily confocal) quadrics as a family belonging to a triply

orthogonal system. Their equation will have the form

of y'^ z-
<j>{oo,y,z,u) = -^ + --^ + -^,-l = U,

Avhere A, B, C are functions of the family parameter u. We have

2 2 2

,'hile

fo ; '

and so for the values of the other quantities ^,.,, by cyclical rotation of the

indices and magnitudes. Substituting in the Darboux equation of § 257, and

evaluating, we find (on the rejection of a merely numerical factor)

1 1\ ,, /I 1\ r., ,

/I 1

Hence, rejecting irrelevant factors and non-vanishing factors, we have

A(B-C)A' + B{C-A)B'+C(A-B)C' = 0,

as a differential equation to be satisfied by the quantities A, B, C, which are

functions of the family parameter u. And then, for an}' values of A, B, C

as functions of the parameter it which satisfy the equation, the family of

quadrics

W'^ if Z^ -, _

belongs to a triply orthogonal system.
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Ex. 1. The simplest solution is given by

A'= \, 5' = 1, C" = l,

so that
A=a-\-u, B= h+ u, C=c+ u,

where a, b, c are any constants. The equation of the family of surfaces is

+,^^—+ = 1
;a+u o+u c+u

the family is composed of confocal quadrics of the same kind. The other two families in

the system are the two sets of confocal quadrics of the other two kinds.

Ex. 2. Manifestly, a somewhat general solution is given by

AA'= Ah+g^

BB'=Bh+gy,

CC" = Ck+g}

where h and g are any disposable functions of u. We have one set of solutions of this

character by taking

A==(u-\-b){u + c), B= (u + c){u+ a), C'=(u + a){7c+ b),

if

h = 3u + a+ b + r, -g=z[,t + a) {n + h){ii + c)
;

and the family of quadrics, forming part of the triply orthogonal system, has the equation

(u + a)x^+ {u + b)7/^+ {u+ c)z^={ic-\-a) (u+ b) (u+c).

The other families of the triple system satisfy the equations

X (u+ a) i\ +y (u+ b) v.y +z (u+ c) v-j =0^

X (u+a) u'l+y {u+ b) ^V2-\r z{u-\-c) w^= o\ .

ih w'l + ?'2 Wo + i'3 w;3= j

The first step in the construction of these families is made by integrating the equations

dx dy dz

x{ih-\-a) y{u + b) z{u+c)^

being the characteristics of the first two partial equations of the first order. When we

equate each of these functions to /" (m) du, where / is another unknown function, the

integi'al of these characteristics can be taken in the form

;i-= Je(« + «)/'(")-/("n

_y
= 5e(« + 6)/' {")-/(») I

5 =Ce(« + <^)/' («)-/(")]

where A, B, C are ai-bitrary constants ; and then the value of/(?<) satisfies the equation

42(,«+ a)e2(» + «)/'(») + ^'^(?t+ 6)e2(« + 6)/'(«)+ C2(M + c)e2(« + c)/'(«)

= (?«+ «) (t«+ 6) ( ?i+ c) 6'-/H

When this value of /'(") i- I'egarded as known, we can take the two integrals a and 13 of

the subsidiary characteristic equations in the form

o_ ,jrf« (6— c) yb {c - a) ^c {a - Ii) g{a -l){b- c) {c -a)/' («) •

and then v and w are appropriate functions of a and ^, satisfying the equation

(b-cf ( dv ^dv a(u + b+c)-bc\ i dw
^

^dw a(u + b+ c)-bc]
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263. Next, consider the paraboloids represented by

where Z, 2f, N are functions of a parameter u ; can the paraboloids, for some
appropriate functions as values of L, M, N, be a family of surfaces belonging

to a triply orthogonal system ? Writing

(/) {x, y, z, u) = 2x + ^ + ^ + L,

Ave have

31" N

and then

2

c/)3=2N

</>:« = ^,

^.

^„ = 0, ^,, = 0, ^,, = 0.

Thus (removing the merely numerical factor 16) the critical equation is

0,

0,

1,

2,

0,

0,

which, when expanded, becomes

^2. ,
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We may set aside, as a particular family, the surfaces for which 31= X; they

are paraboloids of revolution. Thus the critical equation becomes

L' f ilf + i\^' = 0.

so that

X + if+ iV= constant.

Ex. A jjarticular family is given by

M=u, JV=-u, Z/= con.stant.

The surfaces are

^ +2x+ c=
u

which (by change of origin and axes) become the sui'faces

rz=^lX.

We have ah-eady (§ 261, Ex. 2) dealt with the triple system to which this family of

jmraboloids belongs.

Isometric systems.

264. Among triply orthogonal systems, there is one special class of

surfaces of particular importance. They arise in two ways.

In the first way, they were connected (by Lame, to whom their earliest

consideration is due) with the equation

d'd d'-e d^d ^

dw^ dy- oz-

which has many physical interpretations—among them, that of representing

the temperature of space in a state of heat equilibrium. If a family of

surfaces

</> {x, y, 2,u) =

is isothermic, we must have

6=f(u),

where 6 satisfies the foregoing equation. Then

and so the equation becomes

It follows that, if the family of surfaces is isothermic, the parameter u of

the surfaces (when regarded as a function of the variables) must satisfy an

equation

where g (u) is a function of u alone.
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Should the condition be satisfied, the temperature of the surface is given

by the equation

f"{u)-\-f'{a)g{u) = Q,

so that

f{u) = A+B^e-i'^"^'''du.

That the necessary condition is satisfied for a family of confocal quadrics

of y~ z"-
1

^—
-I

= 1
a^-Vu, b^ + u c' + u

can easily be verified. We have

and therefore

Again,

du

dx
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It was seen (in Chap, iii) that some surfaces have their lines of curvature

of the isometric orthogonal type ; so it is natural to enquire whether a triply

orthogonal system of surfaces exists, in which each family is of that type.

Naturally, the parametric curves of isometric division will be the lines of

curvature on every member of each of the families. Hence, on the w-surface,

we must have

H^' : H^' = function of v only : function of tu only

;

on the y-surface,

Hs' : H{- — function of w only : function of tt only

;

and, on the w-surface,

H^^ : H.2^ = function of ;/, only : function of v only
;

the three ratios being subject to the conditions

iL = constant, v = constant, w = constant,

respectively. Now let

A' = any function of v and iv, independent of u
;

B' = w ... u, y

;

C" = ti ... V, IV

;

then we can take

H, = B'C'a-\ H,==C'A'n-\ H,==A'B'n-\

where 12 is any function of u, v, w, so far as concerns the foregoing ratio-

conditions.

Ex. It was stated (in the example in § 245) that, for a triply orthogonal system con-

stituted by three families of confocal quadrics

for \ = u, V, to, the values of Hi, H^, H-^ are given by

{u-v){u-u') _ (u-v) {u-w)
4^1^=

{a+ u){b+ u){c+u} U

When we take

^^''~{a+v){b + v){c + v) V

±U'>= {w-u){w-v) _ {-w-u){w-v)
^ {a-\-w){b+ w){c+tv) W

,,i_"-W ^,o_i^-« <^'2_«Jlf

which satisfies the restrictions upon A', B\ C\ and when we also take

all the conditions are satisfied. Hence the triple system is of the isometric type.
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The quantities H^, H.,, H, have to satisfy the Lame relations. Following*

Darboux, we write

^=e-B+c-iogn ff_.gC+A-\o^ci ff^gA+B-\ogn

where
log^' = ^, hgB'=B, logC"=a

When we substitute in the second set of these relations, we have

n,, = n,B,+n,B,+ns.l

,

where

S, = (B,,-A,d(C,-A,)-A,A,\

S, = (C,-B,)(A,-B,)-B,B,

S, = (A,-C,)(B,-C,)-C,C,

The equations for Ho;;, fi;,!, Cl^^ should lead to one and the same value for

11,23. Differentiating the first with respect to u, and substituting for Hjo and

flis fi'om the second and third, we have

n,^ = n,B,G,+ n,c,A,+ n,A,B, + n
(^-^^

+ s,A, + s,A,y,

and similarly from the others. Hence

f) Si 7)^ 7)'^

"P + S,A. + S,A, =p + ^3^3 + S,B, =p + S,C, + S,G,.
oil ov otu

Now
>S;^, + S,A, = -A,B,C,- A,B,C,

= S3B3 + >S\i?i

= S1G1+ S2 Co ',

thus the foregoing conditions become

dSi dS2 dS-j

du dv dw

'

Let the values of /S'j, S.,, Sj be substituted in these conditions ; then

G,,iBs-A,) + B3^(C,-A,)

= C,,{A.,-B,)^A.^{C3-B,)

= A^{B,-G,) + B,,(A,-G,)

= 0.

by taking each of the three equal expressions as equal to one-third of their

sum. Thus

—
^ = — = — =

du ' dv ' dw '

* Ann. Kc. Norm. Sup., V" Ser., t. iii (1866), p. 131.
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SO that S^ is a function of v and iv only, S.. of lu and u only, and S. of u and v
only. Thus

(B,-A,)(C,-A.^ = K„ (C,-B,)(A,-B,) = K,, (A,- C,){B,- C\) = K,,

where K^ is a function of v and w only, Ko of w and ?< only, and K, of « and
V only.

266. To find K^, let ?/ have any constant value, say zero, an assignment
which does not affect K^. Then

B3 becomes a function of w onlv, = ic. say,

C2 V only, = Vo say

;

and let

Ws-As = J, v..-Ao = I,

B,-iv, = T,, a-v. =T,.
Then

so that

^^
+

^^
+ 1=0.

Now I and ./ do not involve u ; hence

duAtJ duATj

But 7^2 does not contain v, and T3 does not contain w ; hence both fractions

are functions of u only, say

b" {u)
.

then

Substituting in

we have

6'(u)'

nr = h{u)c (v) + a (v) = b, c.^ + a.^,

— = 6 (m) c' (<<;) + a' («y) = 6iC;j + f'3.

2l + E+^=«'

61 (c,/ + Cs-/) + a.^ + a^J +1=0.

Now / and ./ are functions of v and iv only ; hence

a^I + a.iJ+ 1=0, Co/ -r CyJ = 0,

so that

/ J ^ 1

C3 C2 ttgCs flsCo
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Consequently

A2 = V2- I =v^ H ,

Q

53 = ^3+^2 = Ws + ,
, ,

a, = lu + T, = v., +^—

.

OiCa + tta

Change the variables from a, v, w to U, V, W, where

then

ar ''^ + ]jr_pr. aF~ ' w-v

where

^^^2 = V2 KJr , a function of V only,

^/=^^3||. ^only,

^ 1 dv
0=—^-^, K only at the utmost,

</> = 7^W' ^cdW
But

')~dv[dw)'dWKdVj dVKdWJ'
therefore

e =
(f)
= h,

where h is a pure constant. Thus

A^Vo + W,-h\og{W-V).
Similarly

B = W,+ U,-/i\og{U-W),

G = U, + V.-h\og{V-U);
and so

ff _ gB+C-logfi

H, = ]. e^'.+T'.+ T^V^w

(

w - V)-" (
U' - V)-^ e^^,n

n^3 = 1 eC^ + n+Jr3-7^.^(f/_ >}^)-A(7_ If )-Aeir.
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Returning now (as is permissible) to our old variables, we have

_ {v — w)~'* {lU — u)~^

QU
{u — v) ''' (tv — v)~^

QV

TT _{U — IU)~^ (V — W)~^*

Instead of modifying the equations, we substitute once more in the second

set of Lame relations ; then

(w - u) Q31 ^h{Q.^- Qi) I
,

(u-v) Q^,= h{Q,-Q.^\

the conditions of compatibility being satisfied.

Thus, for confocal quadrics

Q = 2, h = -^,
where

U- = {a+ u) {b + u) (c + u)
;

and V and W are the same functions of v and of w as U is of u.

267. We now must have regard to the first set of three Lame relations

of § 246 which have to be satisfied by H^, H^, H,,. For simplicity, we shall

take

Q = constant = 1,

so that the equations for Q are satisfied. One of the relations is

du \H, du 1
^ dv \H^ dv J'^ H./ dw dw '

that is,

H, du"
"•"

H^ dv' H,' du du Ho^ dv dv B,' dw dw

Now
\dH^_ h Ji U^ ^^_ h H
Hi du v — u vj - u IT' diu w — u

dHi h „ d-Hi h^ + h j^

dv V — u dv^ {v — u)-

and similarly for the others. Inserting these values in the foregoing relation

and reducing, we have

H;^ U Hi V

^w-u w -v) Hi \u-v u-w) Hi \v -w v - uj Hi

'
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The other two relations similarly give

_( h A_ \ 1
/_J^

h_\ J_ / h _ 1 \ 1

\u — V u— luj Hi- \v — w V— u) Hi \iu ~u lu — v) H^-

'

m w H} u
h /i \ 1

, /_J fj_\ l_ / h

yV — w V — uj H.2- \w — u IV — vj H? \u — V u — w) Hf
'

The sum of the left-hand sides of these three equations is zero ; hence the

sum of their right-hand sides must be zero, that is,

Now the variable factor, being

— 1 j/tt — vy /v — wy ^iv — uV]

(u — v){v — w) {w

is not zero. Hence
1 -h 2A = 0,

so that /i = - I ; and therefore

TT-o {v — u)iw — ii) TTo _{'^'' — ^){^^' — v) TT o _ Ju — w){v — w)

The first of the three equations now is

{w-v)UU' + {u-w)VV'

2 {v — w){w — u)

1 (3w — V — 2w) [v — w)
j-r.^ _ 1 (3y -2w- u) {iv — u) „,

2 {u — v){w — u) 2 (v — w) {u - v)
'

and the other two are obtainable by cyclical interchange of the three

variables.

The equations, in this form, are linear and homogeneous in U'^, V-, 11'-

and their derivatives of the first order. The symmetry suggests an ex-

pectation that U^, F^ W- are similar polynomials in u, i\ w or, at least, that

solutions of this type certainly exist. If n be the common degree of these

polynomials, it is easy to see that

n=3;
and it is easy to verity that

f/- = KU^ + an- -I- /3<^ -f- 7 ^

V- = KV^ -f av- + /3v + 7 >

,

W- — KiiT' -f aw- -i- ^w + y)
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where k, a, /3, 7 are arbitrary constants, of which only the ratios are essential.

As a matter of fact, these relations constitute the primitive of the three

equations.

The values of H^, H^_, H^ thus obtained belong to the triply orthogonal

system of confocal quadrics.

Darboux shews that a general triply orthogonal isometric system is given

by the triple set of families of surfaces having the equation

/ . . , -n., 070 . 70 4cZ^ - a? , W - ¥ , 4!d'-c' ^

for A, = u, V, w. The equation for the arc-element in space is

[
U V w

where

U = («. + a) {u + b) (a + c) (u" - 4d-)'

V =(v +a) {v +b) (v + c) (v- - 4c^^)

W = (w + a) (w + b) (tu + c) (lu" - 4o?2)

For this result, and for further developments, reference should be made to

his memoir already cited and, above all, to his treatise on orthogonal

systems.

EXAMPLES.

1. Let p and o- be the radii of curvature and torsion of the intersection of the surfixces

V (x, y, z)= V, w {x, 3/, z) = ^v,

in a triply orthogonal system
;
prove that

2. A family of surfaces is given by the equation

(j){x,i/, z, u)= 0,

and X and 9/ are regarded as the independent variables. Shew that the critical equation

of the third order, which must be satisfied if the family belongs to a triiAy orthogonal

svstem, is

{{l+q')s-pqt]j-r^+{{l+p')t-{l+f)r]^^ + {pqr-{l+p')s}^ = 0,

where

3. Shew that any family of planes, the equation of which contains only one parameter,

can form part of a triply orthogonal system.

In any one of the planes, let two sets of curves be drawn cutting one another

orthogonally. Let the plane be moved so as always to touch the developable surface

which is the envelope of the family of planes
;
prove that the two families of surfaces

generated by the two sets of curves complete a triply orthogonal system.

F. 30
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4. Circles are drawn, cutting a given surface orthogonally and also a given plane

orthogonally. Shew that there is a Lame family of smfaces cutting the circles

orthogonally.

5. In the Bouquet surface u = X + F+Z, denote the equation which X must

satisfy by
X'X"'= 2{X"-a){A"'-b);

and let X and /x be the roots 6 of the equation

X'-^ Y'^ Z"^ _
e-x'^e-r'^e-z

Also let

/A -^ -^- / X'2 V'^ Z'2 \

"=/ «'-«)'-"(''-*)»-'(^-+,--r+^z)''«'

shew that the M-surface, the j;-surface, and the -ir-surface thus obtained, are a triply

orthogonal system.

6. Obtain equations for the orthogonal systems of which the surfaces

aa?+ hf+ cjs+ X (^-2 +^2+ ^2)= ^^

a^+ 6/+ C2*+ X (.?;2+/+ 22)= M,

(where a, ft, c, X are constants) respectively form part.

7. The envelope of the family of surfaces

(-3"(^-0(X+ — ) X5= constant,
v)

where X is the parameter for the family, constitutes a triply orthogonal system, provided

m-\-n +p + q is not zero.

Discuss the case when m-\-n+p + q= 0, obtaining a triply orthogonal system partly

through the envelope.

8. A particular Lam^ family consists of surfaces of constant negative curvature — -^

,

where U may be a function of u. Shew that we may take

Bi= U^ , ^2= <^t)^Q) ^3= sin Q,

where O must satisfy the four equations (due to Bianchi)

o^Q c^Q sinflcosQ

!;2 dw^ U^
=

e3Q 8q d^Q. ^ cQ. 82q
^—— cot Q + ;^ ,^-„- tan Q =

a /sinQ\ a /c^Q \ do. 32Q
5- - rr - — rs-- sec Q + A— ,:;—;^ cosec 12=
ou \ U J CO \dvcu / cw owou

9 /cosQ\ d /d'^Q \ da d^Q
5- I —rr ) + 5~

\ o -. cosec Q + 3- 0-5- sec Q=
ou \ U J ow \dwcu J CO ovou J

Prove that a solution of these equations is given by

jTT- J2 = am {oo + f{u)],

where f{u) is any arbitrary function of ?/, c is a pure constant, atid the modulus of the

elliptic fimctions is IjcU ; and verify that these w-surfaces are surfaces of rotation.



CHAPTER XIL

Congruences of Curves.

The present chapter deals solely with the elements of the theory of congruences of

curves ; and within the range of that theory, attention is restricted to curves which are

either straight lines or circles.

The simplest example of rectilinear congruences (in which, moreover, there is direct

appHcatiou to a physical subject) occurs when the straight Hnes are composed of a set

of lines that can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces—such as the rays of light

issuing from a centre. They were considered at an early stage by ]\Ialus, Dupin, and

Hamilton.

The theory of congruences of plane curves, and particularly of circles, owes its early

systematic development to Ribaucour.

Detailed references to many of the numerous writers on the subject will be found in

the second volume of Darboux's Theorie gmeraJe des surface.i, Book iv, chapters i, xii, xiii,

XV, and iu chapters x and xviii of Bianchi's Geometria Diferenzmle.

268. In almost all the preceding investigations, whether surfaces or

space constituted the subject of investigation, the discussion has been based

upon point-coordinates by taking a point as the initial element. Two

exceptions arose ; for each of them, the discussion was based upon plane-

coordinates, by taking a plane as the initial element. In one of these

exceptions, the equation of the osculating plane of a skew curve was taken

as the analytical definition of the curve (§ 16); in the other of them, the

coordinates of the tangent plane to a surface were used, to complete the

spherical representation of the surface (§ 162).

Now, in algebraic geometry, it sometimes proves convenient to use line-

coordinates by taking a straight line as the element of space, instead of a point

or a plane ; more generally, we could take a curve, plane or skew, as the element

of space. For this purpose, we note that space may be regarded as containing

00 ^ points. For our purposes, a curve through a point will have a definite

direction (or one of a limited number of definite directions); so that the

curve will associate, with the point, x ^ other points or a finite multiple of

00 1 other points ; consequently, we should have x ^ curves for our investigation.

As they are curves in space, they require two independent equations for

their analytical expression ; as they are x ^ in numerical range, these equations

must involve two independent parameters. Such an aggregate of curves is

30—2
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called a congruence of curves, sometimes a congruence, sometimes a congruence

with a prefixed epithet (rectilinear, cyclical, or the like).

Examples of congruences of curves are frequent enough. Thus the

aggregate of the normals to a surface is a rectilinear congi'uence, as is the

aggregate of tangents from a twisted curve to a surface in space. Systems

of rays in theoretical optics have been the subject of many investigations

;

and the importance of the congruence of characteristic curves in connection

with the primitives of partial differential equations is well known.

To illustrate the origin of a congruence, consider two similar problems,

one of Avhich leads to a congruence, while the other does not. Take any two

algebraical surfaces and, for greater definiteness, suppose that they are not

parallel ; let it be required to find the aggregate, (i) of straight lines which

are orthogonal to both surfaces, (ii) of circles which are orthogonal to both

surfaces. The equations of the surfaces are taken to be

f{x, y, z) = 0, g (x, y, z) = 0.

(i) If Xq, 2/0, Zo be a point on the former surface ; and if x^, y^, z^ be a

point on the latter surface ; where the straight line

X — A'o y j/o z 2'o

•^1 -^0 y\~ ija ^i ^0

is normal to both surfaces, we have

/(^o, i/o, ^o) = 0, g{x^, ?/i, 2,) = 0,

1 df _^
1 df ^ I df

^

A'l - x^ dx^ ?/i
-

2/0 9^0 ^1 - ^0 3^0

'

1 cig _ 1 B<7 _ ^ dg

Xi - Xo 9^1 2/1
-

.^0 9j/i ^1 - s'o
9^1

"

Thus there are six equations for the determination of the six quantities

^'0. 2/0, Zq, x^, 2/i, Zi. In the absence of special relations between the surfaces

(such as parallelism, which would identify the last two pairs of equations), it

can be inferred that they furnish a limited number of solutions, real or

imaginary. Thus there is only a limited number of straight lines, normal

to the two surfaces ; they do not constitute a congruence.

(ii) Any circle in space can be represented by equations

{x- CLf + {y - ^f ^- {z-^f = p'^

l{x-a) + ni {y -^) + n(z-y) =

Let this circle cut the surface f(x, y, z) = orthogonally at ^'o, ^o. ^o> and the

surface ^ (.r, y, z) = orthogonally at x^, y^, z,. Then the equations

/(*'o, i/o. ^o) = 0, g{x„ y„ z,) = Q,

{x, - af + (3/0
- ^f + (^0 - 7)' = p\ I ('-^'u

- «) + '"' (yo - /3) + " ^^0 - 7) = ^^

(^1 - af + (y, - ^y + {z, - ryf = p^-, I (x, -cx) + m {y, -0)+n{z,- y) = 0,
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9/' W W p
da-o dyo dz^

\\

I , 111 ,

^0-7

n

dg da dg „
^

a^i a^i 3^1 . r- / I

11
I , m , n

I!

must be satisfied. Thus, in general, there are ten equations (some of them

not homogeneous) involving the twelve quantities x^, yo, S'o, ^u ^i> ^i- ^i. /3. 7> P-

I : 111, I : n; hence two of these quantities may be regarded as ultimately

independent parameters. They do constitute a congruence ; such a double

system of circles is often called a cyclical congruence.

But it does not, of course, follow that a congruence of circles is necessarily

orthogonal to two independent surfaces.

269. Accordingly, we take a congTuence of curves represented by two

equations

f{x, y, Z; p, g) = 0, g {x, y, z, p, q) = 0,

where p and q are two parameters ; and we shall assume that the equations

are algebraical. When full variation is allowed to p and q independently of

one another, we have a double infinitude of curves in the congruence. The

curves, passing through a given point Xg, y^, z^ in space, are determined by

values of p and q which satisfy the equations

/'(•'•o, yo, zq, p, q) = ^\ (^'o. yo, ^o, p, q) = 0.

Usually, these provide only a limited number of values of p and q, so that

then the number of curves passing through the assigned point in space is

limited. But it may happen that the two equations only determine a

relation between p and q, so that p is not restricted to any definite value

or values : in that case, a simple infinitude of curves pass through the point.

The double infinitude of curves can be grouped so as to constitute

surfaces. Taking any relation

? = </> (2J)>

and eliminating p and q between this equation and the equations of the

curves, we have a surface ; and by taking an infinitude of forms for <^, so as

to exhaust the congruence, we obtain a simple infinitude of surfaces. These

are called the surfaces of the congruence.

When any direction dx, dy, dz is taken at a point on the surface in the

tangent plane, we have

^^d,^^ldy + fdz+\^^ + ^^<f>'(p)]dp = 0;
Ox dy ^ dz [dp dq^ ^ }
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and therefore

%d.^% dy + l-dz = ^ e:i d. + ?2 rfy + 1^ ,/.) ,

dx dy "^ ?z ^\^.^ dy ^ dz J

where

Thus the direction-cosines of the tangent phme are proportional to

a^_3/' ^_^/ ^_?/"
^ dx dx ' dy dy' dz dz'

The curve of the congruence, passing through the point of contact of this

tangent plane, lies on the surface ; and so its tangent lies in the tangent plane

to the surface.

270. The equations /= and g = are independent of one another, so

far as concerns variables and parameters ; hence their Jacobian with regard

to any two of the arguments involved (e.g. with regard to p and q) does not

vanish identically. Thus the equation

dp dq dq dp

is usually a new equation, satisfied independently of the equations of the

curve /= and g = 0; taken simultaneously with them, it determines a

finite number of sets of values of x, y, z, that is, it determines a finite

number of points on the particular curve, which are independent of the

existence of any assigned I'elation between p and q. For all such points,

the value of /j, is independent of the form of <^' (p) ; and so all the surfaces

of the congi'uence, which pass through the particular curve, have the same

tangent plane at each of the points in question. These points upon the

curve are called its focal points.

It has been remarked that the number of focal points is limited, being

the points given by the (usually) limited number of sets of simultaneous

solutions of

^
' ^' ' dpdq dqdp

For a rectilinear congruence, /= and g = are planes ; so the equations

are of order 1, 1, 2 respectively. The number of focal points upon any line

of the congruence usually is two ; on particular lines, the two focal points

may coincide.

For a congruence of circles,/= is a sphere and r/ = is a plane ; so the

equations are of order 2, T, 2 respectively. The number of focal points upon

any circle of the congruence usually is four ; for particular circles, coincidences

among the focal points may occur.
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For a congruence of conies, the number of focal points upon each conic

effectively is six. For sphero-conics, the number is twelve. For quadri-

quadric curves, the number is sixteen. For plane curves of order n, the

number is n (» + 1). In the last case, there may be decrease of the

number of focal points in the finite part of space, owing to some speciality

in the form of the curve. In all the cases, there may be apparent decrease

in the number owing to coincidences among the focal points in the general

aggregate.

The focal points of any curve are given by the equations

/=0, g = 0, J =l^, = 0,
d (p, q)

whatever law between /; and q is postulated. When p and q are eliminated

between the three equations, usually a single relation between x, y, z is the

eliminant. The surface, which is represented by this equation, is the same

whatever values may have been assigned to p and q ; thus it is the locus of

all the focal points of all the curves, and so it is called the focal surface of

the congruence.

Any surface (jf the congruence meets the focal surface at the focal points

of any of its curves. At any point on the focal surface, we have

i/^^i/y^i^'^ip^^^^^^-''^

and a corresponding equation derived from ./ = 0, which (with these two)

would give the direction-cosines of the normal to the tangent plane. Corre-

sponding to the focal points on the curve, we have

dp dp ' dq dq'

so that

J^da; + ^dy + ^d2 = K(J^ dx + ^ dy + ^dz)

,

ox dy oz \dx dy dz J

as the equation for directions in the tangent plane of the focal surface. But

at these points on the surface of the congruence derived through our curve

>

we have /^ = /c; so that the direction -cosines of the normal to the tangent

plane to the latter at these points are proportional to

^dgJl^ ^^J__df^ «^-^,
dx dx ' dy dy' dz dz

'

and therefore are the same as those of the normal to the tangent plane to

the focal surface at the point. Hence any surface of a congruence touches

the focal surface at the foci of any of its curves ; and any two surfaces, con-

taining a particular curve, touch one another at the foci of the curve.
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The last result suggests the consideration of envelopes of the curves in

the congruence. We cannot usually have

op dq dp dq

So we imagine a family selected according to some law between p and q ; and

then its envelope is given by

f=0 q = 0,
^' + §^'^ = ^^ +^^ = 0.

'
' dp dq dp 'dp dq dp

\Vhen we eliminate a\ y, z, we have an ordinary equation

of the first order: this will determine the required law. Also, the equations

are included in, but are not so extensive as, the set of equations

/=0, (7 = 0, ./=0;

and so the envelope of the selected curves lies upon the focal surface, touching

the curves at their focal points.

Surfaces normal to a congruence.

271. Consider the possibility, that the curves in a congruence should be

normal to some surface. Along the curve

f{x, y, z, p, q) = 0, g {x, y, z, p, q) = 0,

we have
dx dy _ dz

JIMfJTiIfJTn)''
\y, zj \z, xj \x, y)

and so a surface, cutting the curve at right angles, is given by

J {f^\ dx + ./ [i^\ dy+J (i^) dz = 0.
\y, zj \z, xj '' \x, yl

If the surface is to cut all the curves of the congruence at right angles, the

values of p and q must be imagined as obtained from /= and g = 0, and

then be substituted in J (-—] , J (•^^] , ./r^^), wherever thev occur.
\y, zj \z, xj \x, yj

Let the resulting values of these quantities, which now are functions of

the variables alone, be denoted by X, Y, Z; our equation is

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = 0.

In general and unconditionally, this differential relation is not integrable,

in the sense that its integral equivalent consists of only a single equation;,

and therefore there is no surface orthogonal to all the curves of an arbitrarily

assigned congruence.
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But the differential relation has an integral equivalent consisting of a

single equation, if the condition i»f integrabilit}' is satisfied, viz. we must have

/ = X fiJ- - ^] + rm -''S\^z e-^ - ?I^ - 0.
,dz dy J \dx dz J \dy due

As regards this equation there are two possibilities.

First, it may happen not to be an identity. In that event, it is a relation

between x, y, z, which is algebraical in form and so can be regarded as pro-

viding one or several values of z. If, for any one of these, the equation

Xdx+Ydy + Zdz =

is satisfied, then the equation giving the value of z in terras of ;' and y

provides a surface orthogonal to all the curves of the congruence. But it is

not usually the case that values of z thus obtained do satisfy the differential

relation ; even those, which do satisfy it, only provide isolated surfaces

orthogonal to the curves ; and the number of these isolated surfaces is

limited, so that it cannot be greater than the degi'ee of the function /.

Secondly, the condition of integrability ma\' happen to be satisfied

identically. In that event, the relation

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz =

has an integral equivalent consisting of an equation

N {x, y, z) = a,

where a is an arbitrar}' constant ; the integral equivalent is obtained in the

customary fashion. The integral equation gives a family of surfaces. All the

curves of the congruence are cut orthogonally by the family.

Further, we have assumed that the congruence is represented by integral

equations/= U and g = 0, which are algebraical. It may be given initially by

differential equations

dx _dy _ dz

the primitive of which contains the two necessary parameters and consists

of two integral equations. These two integral equations are, however, not

necessarily algebraical, even when X, Y, Z are algebraical. The argument is

otherwise unaltered ; and so we have the result :

—

^4 congruence of curves is usually not capable of orthogonal section

by a surface; but there may be isolated surfaces normal to the curves

in particular congruences, the number being limited when the curves are

algebraical ; and it may happen {under the condition indicated) that a

congruence is cut normally by a family of surfaces.
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Ex. 1. For the congruence

dx dy dz

«/(2+l) z{x+l) xijf+ l)'

so that

X=y{z+\\ r=.-(.i- + ]), Z=x{^ + \).

Tiie equation 7=0 is not satistied identically, being

yz + zx+ xy-\- x+y + 2=0.

The value of z given by this relation does not satisfy the equation

Xdx-^r Ydy + Zdz= ;

there is no surface orthogonal to the congruence.

£v. 2. For the congruence
dx _ dy _ dz

y — z z — x x— y''

being a congi-uence of circles

X Ary +z =p^

:tfl+f+ z^= q.

the equation 7=0 is satisfied identically. Hence the circles can be cut orthogonally by a

family of surfaces, whose difierential equation is

(y - z) dx+ (2 - x) dy+ {x-y) dz= ;

the integral equation of the family is easily found to be

y-z= a{x-z).

Ex. 3. Shew that the congruence

py -qx= 0, .t'2+ _y2 4- ^2 _ ^px - 2g_y+ 1 = 0,

being a congruence of circles oi-thogonal to the two particular surfaces

.- = 0, .^2 +2/2 +22=1,
has

dx _dy _ 2zdz

X ~ y ~ zi-x^-f+l

for its diflPerential equations. Prove that the condition of integrability is satistied ; and

verify that all the curves of the congruence are cut orthogonally by the family of sjiheres

x^ +y2+ z^-l = az,

where a is the parameter of the family.

272. The general condition of integrability is

When the congruence is given by the equations

f{x, y, z, p, q) = 0, (J
{x, y, z, p, q) = 0,

of the most general type, then

a {y, z)
'

d{z,x)' d {x, y)
'
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and the values of ^9 and q, in terms of x, y, z from/= and g = ^, have to be

inserted, explicitly or implicitly, in X, Y, Z before the partial derivatives are

framed. Let

ds " dx dy dz

'

so that d^ds represents derivation along the curve of the congruence: and

write

^^dfdg_^dfdg_^dfdg^
dx dx dy dy dz dz

'

C
I) -(I) -(IT

Then the foregoing general condition' can be expressed in the form

. d_g d idf\ d (df\ d (df\ _ ,

- df d (d_g\ d (dg\ d id£

dx ds \dx

B

\dxj ' 0^5 \dpj ' ds \dq/

C

fd_g\ d (dg\ d idj\

\dxj' ds\dpj' ds\dqjdx ds \dxj ' ds \dp

¥
dp

A

B

ds \dqj

dq

^1

dq

ds \dpj ' ds \dqj

¥
^ ¥

dp ' dq

^_l
cg_

dp ' 85-

When the equations of the congruence have the simpler form

/= ^ + 7; + t - i^ = 0, f/
= a + /3 + 7 - ? = 0,

where a and ^ are functions of x alone, /3 and 7; are functions of y alone, and

7 and ^ are functions of z alone, we have

X = 777' - ^'13', Y = t'a - fV, Z = ^'/^ - v'a' ;

and then the condition of integrability becomes

a
, P , 7

Hence we must have
a"^' — a^' — poi + a^' '\

7 b - 7 fe
= py + a-g )

where p and a are pure constants. And similarly for other forms.

Ex. 1. Shew that the congruence

^+ '?+ C=p]

where a, b, c are constants, can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces ; and determine

the family.
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Ej\ 2. Find the congruence of curves, lying in parallel jtlanes and upon the surfoces

which can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces ; and determine the orthogonal

family.

Rectilinear con(jruences.

273. We now proceed to consider in some detail the properties of

congruences composed of straight lines, commonly called rectilinear con-

f/rueyices. Their equation has the form

^-^ _ v-y _ K-z
X Y Z '

where x, y, z, X, Y, Z are functions of two independent parameters jo and q.

The point x, y, z may be regarded as a point on a director surface
; the

quantities X, Y, Z are the direction-cosines of the line (often called the ray)

through X, y, z, and, on the sphere

x' + Y' + z' = ^,

they give a spherical image of the congruence.

Distinction must be made between a congruence of lines, thus defined,

and a complex of lines. The equation of a complex has the above form

X Y Z '

where now x, y, z is any point of space, and the direction-cosines X, Y, Z are

any definite functions ; so that the complex involves three parameters, while

the congruence involves two. We shall deal only with congruences.

Take any distance I from x, y, z along the ray through that point on the

director surface ; the coordinates of the point so obtained are

x + lX, y + lY, z + lZ.

The square of an arc-element in space at the point is

Xdx- + 2dllXdx + 2ltdxdX + dP + PldX-.

Of the quantities which occur in this expression, ^dx' is the square of the

arc-element on the surftxce ; its form has been amply studied in earlier

chapters, and the significance is of minor importance for the lines in

the congruence. The quantity IXdx will occur from time to time ; its

evanescence is the condition that the lines are normals to a surface. The

quantity XdxdX is a new quadratic form ; we write

a = Xxi Xi, b = ^^2 Xi, b' = S.Ti X2, c = S^a X.,
,

ox ox
where a;, = r- , ic.2 = ^ , and so for the other quantities ; then

XdxdX = adp- + (b + b') dpdq + cdq".
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The quantity dl is mereh' an element of length along the ray ; it is, of course,

independent of p and q. The quantity %dX- is the square of the arc-element

in the spherical image ; we write (as before, § 159)

e = ^X-\ f=tX,X,, g = 2X.^,

and
2c/X- = dO- = edp- + 2fdpdq + gdq-,

so that dd is the angle between the rays (p, q) and {p + dp, q + dq).

The parameters p and q are at our choice ; the choice can be exercised so

as to make

To prove this, take two new independent variables u and v, which are

functions of j) and q to be determined. The new quantity / is

dXdX . dYdY . dZdZ

that is,

1 f-
—

9m dv du dv da dv

^dpdp_^^/dpdq^dpdq\ dqdq^

dudv \dudv dvduj diidv^

and so the new quantity /" will vanish if p and q, as functions of u and v,

satisfy the equation

^^^_^.(^_pdq^dpdq\ dqdq^^
dudv -^ \dudv dvduJ dudv

The new quantity b + b' is

that is,

„ /dxdX dxdX\
\dv du du dv J

'

JJl^-l + (b + b')(^^^-'^ + ^P^)+c^^-3.
du dv \du dv dv diiJ du dv

and therefore the new quantity b -\-b' will vanish, if p and q satisfy the

equation

Jp^2 + a + b') f^^^-2 + ^ ^"j + c ^ -^ = 0.
3^9?; \dudv dvduJ dudv

Thus two relations have to be satisfied.

Two cases arise. Firstly, let the relations be different from one another

;

then we have two partial equations of the first order involving two dependent

variables ; by the general existence-theorem for such equations, they possess

integrals which even satisfy assigned conditions. Thus the transformation is

possible. Secondly, let the relations be the same ; then the single relation

can be satisfied b}^ taking q any function of u and v, and using the modified

relation to determine jj. Thus the transformation is possible in an infinitude

of ways, when
e:f:g = a:b + b':c;

such a congruence is called isotropic (§ 279).
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In both cases, therefore, we can make/=0, b + b' = 0, without loss of

generality.

274. Take two consecutive rays determined by (p, q) and (^j + dp, q + dq).

Let dn denote the shortest distance between them, and cos a, cos /3, cos 7 its

direction-cosines ; then

X cos a + F cos /3 + Z cos 7 = 0,

(X + dX) cos a+{Y + dY) cos ^ + (Z + dZ) cos 7 = 0,

so that

M cos a = YdZ -ZdY={ YZ, - ZY,) dp + ( YZ, - ZY,) dq

\

J/ cos yS = ZdX - XdZ = {ZX, - XZ,) dp + {ZX., - XZ.^ dq \

,

3/COS7 = XdY- YdX = {XY,-YX,) dp + {XY.,-YX,)dq]

where
M' = dX'- ^dY'+ dZJ = dd\

Then
dn = dx . COS a+ dy . cos ^ + dz . cos 7,

so that

dddn = t [{x,dp + x.,dq) {( YZ, - ZY,) dp + {YZ,- ZY.) dq]].

On the right-hand side, the coefficient of dp^ is

Xx,(YZ,-ZY,).
Now (^ 162)

X,Y,-XJ\=^vZ, Z,X,-Z,X, = vY,

where v = {eg —f")^ ',
and so the coefficient of dp-

=
\ Ix, [Z, {Z,X, - Z,X,) - F, (Z, Y, - XJ\)]

=
J

2^', {X, (Zi« + F,^ + Z,^) - X, {X, X, + F F, + Z,Z,)]

= \{eh'-fa).

Similarly, the coefficient oi dpdq is

-{ec-fb+fb'-ga),

and the coefficient of dq- is

lifc-gh).

We thus have

dddn = " \{eb' -fa) dp- + (ec -fb +fb' - ga) dpdq + (fc - gb) dq-]
V

1,
edp+ fdq, /dp + gdq I

.

a dp + bdq, b'dp + cdq\
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Further, let t denote the distance along the ray (p, q) between the point

w, y, z and the foot of the shortest distance dn between the consecutive

rays under consideration ; and let t + dt denote the distance along the ray

(p + dp, q + dq) between the point x + dx, y + dy, z + dz and the foot of the

same shortest distance. Then

a; + tX + dn .cos a = x + dec + {t + dt) (X + dX)
= X + dx + tX + Xdt + tdX,

when infinitesimal quantities of the second order are neglected ; thus

dn cos 0.= dx + Xdt + tdX.
Similarly

dn cos ^ = dy + Ydt + td Y,

dn cos 'y = dz -\- Zdt + t dZ.

Multiplying by X, Y, Z, and adding, we have

dt-^l.Xdx = 0\

multiplying by dX, dY, dZ, and adding, we have

l^dxdX ^ttdX' = 0,

that is,

_ adp' -\- {h + h') dpdq + cdq^

edjf + 2fdpdq -\- gd<f

These results are general, whatever be the parametric variables {p and q) that

may originally have been selected.

The first relation shews that, if the congruence is normal to the director

surface, it is normal to any parallel surface ; for dt and S Xdx vanish together.

275. The latter relation makes t a function of the ratio dp : dq. There

are two values of this ratio for which t has a stationary (maximum or

minimum) value; and there is a corresponding quadratic giving the two

stationary values of t.

When ^ is a maximum or minimum, we have (denoting the ratio dp : dq by p.)

t (e/i +/) + ayu, + i (6 + 6') =

When yu- is eliminated, we have the quadratic giving the stationary values

of ^ ; it is

et + a
, ft + h{h + h') =0,

ft+h{h-¥h'), gt + c \

that is,

(eg -p) t^ +{ec-f(b+ b') + ga\ t + ac-\{h^- b'f = 0.

The directions, determined by the ratio dj) : dq on the director surface, for

which t has one or other of these two stationary values, are obtained by

eliminating t; they are given by the equation

{2fa -e(b + b')} dp- 4- 2 {ga - ec) dpdq + \g (b + b') - 2fc\ dq' = 0.
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Now V-, = eg —f", is not zero ; so we may take the directions of the parametric

curves to be given by the quantities u and v (of § 273) ; that is, without loss

of generality, we may take

/=0, b+b'=0;

and then the rays that give the maximum or minimum value of t are

p = constant, q = constant.

Let ti and to denote the maximum and minimum values of t along the ray

;

say, let

so that

edp^ + gdq"

As to the form of this result, particular consecutive rays are chosen through

the parameters of reference, the ray p = constant giving the value ^i and the

ray 5^ = constant giving the value fa-

Let cos «!, cos /3], cos 71 denote the direction-cosines of the shortest

distance between the former ray and the current ray; and let cosoo, cosySo,

cos 72 denote those of the shortest distance between the latter ray and the

current ray ; then, as

de, cos a, = ( YZ. - ZYo) dq, dd, cos a, = ( YZ, - ZY,) dp,

and similarly for the other quantities, we have

de.de^l. cos a, cos a, - [S ( YZ. - ZY.^ (YZ, - ZY,)] dpdq

= {tX-'lX,X.- IXX.IXX,} dpdq

= 0,

with our curves of reference. Thu.s the two shortest distances are perpen-

dicular to one another.

Further, let a denote the angle which the shortest distance between the

ray (p + dp, q + dq) and the ray (p,q) makes—on the special reference—with

the shortest distance between the rays {p, q + dq) and (p, q). Then, as

d6d0, S cos a cos a, = t{{ YZ., - ZY,) dq} {( YZ, -ZY,)dp + ( YZ, - ZY.^ dq]

= {l.(YZ.-ZY.;)^]dq'

on our reference, we have
dOdO^cos Q) = gd(f.

But

and therefore

Similarly

dd(- = gdq-,

dd cos (o=g^ dq.

ddsm 6) = e- dp,
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the two equations being consistent with

rf^'-= edp^ + gdq^.

Hence we have
t = ti cos- fo + ^2 sin^ CO,

a result due to Hamilton.

The analytical analogy with Euler's theorem as to the curvature of normal

sections of a surface is obvious.

The two points determined by t^ and ^o are called the limits of the ray.

The two planes through the ray and the two directions, associated with the

limits, are called the principal, planes of the ray ; manifestly they are perpen-

dicular to one another.

276. Next, consider the foci of the ray. We know that the foci of a

curve in a congruence

f(x, y, z, p, q) = 0, g {x, y, z, p, q) = 0,

can be obtained by associating the equations

dp hq' dp dq'

with the equations of the curve. In the case of the ray, its equations are

^-x = lX, 7}-y = lY, ^-z = lZ,

where I is independent of p and q ; thus the equations to be associated

with them are

i»i + IXi = K (x2 + IX^),

y, + lY, = K{y, + lY,),

Z^ \-lZ^^ K (^2 + IZ^).

Multiplying by X^, Fj, Z^, and adding, we have

a -\- le = K {b -\- If) ;

multiplying by X^, Yo, Z^, and adding, we have

h'^lf=K{c^lg);

and therefore the positions of the foci on the ray are given by the equation

a -V le, 6 + If = 0,

b' + If c + lg

that is,

{eg -/-) l^ 4- {ec -f{b + b') + ga] I + ac - bb' = 0,

the roots of which are their distances along the ray from the director surface.

Thus, in general, there are, two foci ; let their distances from the director

surface be ^i and L.

Then
ac — bb'

I ,

; ec-f{b + b')+ga , , _
61 + ^2 = —'

j^i ' ^'1 2
—

31
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and, from the equation for the limits, we have

_ec-f(b + b') + ga _ac-i(b + b')\

eg -r eg -f-
hence

t, + t, = l^ + k,

<,_,,_(,_,,.|^\
Thus the point midway between the foci is midway between the limits ; and

when the foci are real, they lie between the limits.

When the ray was referred to its principal planes, we had

t = ti cos^ (o + t2 sin^ 6),

so that, in passing along the ray between the two limits, the magnitude of co

varies from to ^tt. Let its values for l^ and ^2 be (Oi and ooo
',
then

^1 = ti cos- &)i + 1., sin- coi, '2 = ^1 cos- Wg + ^2 sin- w^,

and

Hence
cos- Wi + cos- COo=l ',

and therefore, as &)i and (o« are not negative and as neither of them is greater

than ^TT, we have

(Wi + tt)2 = h TT.

The planes, through the ray and the two directions determined by these

angles twi and twa associated with the foci, are called the focal planes. They

are not perpendicular to one another; but, because twi + tog = i"". it follows

that the plane through the ray bisecting the angle between the focal planes

bisects also the angle between the principal planes.

It is natural to consider which rays (if any) meet one another. The

shortest distance dn between the two rays (p, q) and {p + dp, q + dq) is given

by the equation

vdddn = edp +fdq, /dp + gdq

adp + bdq, b'dp -\- cdq

and therefore the two rays will meet if dp : dq satisfies the equation

edp +fdq, fdp + gdq

ad]) + bdq, b'dp + cdq

= 0.

Hence there are two rays, which are consecutive to a given ray and intersect

it ; and therefore two of the surfaces of a rectilinear congruence are develop-

able surfaces.
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Moreover, the intersections of the two rays with a given ray are the foci

of the latter. For the intersections are on the edge of regression of the

developables, which is given by

O^dx + ldX^-Xdl,
that is,

and similarly

= (a?i + /Xi) dp + {xo + IX^) dq + Xdl
;

^ (t/i + ^ FO dp + {rj, + l Y^) dq + Ydl,

= (^1 + IZ,) dp + (^2 + IZ^) dq + Zdl

Multiplying first by X,, Fj, Z^ and adding, and next by X^, Fo, Zo and adding,

we have
(a + le) dp + (6 + If) dq = 0,

{h' + lf)dp^{c + lg)dq^O,
and therefore

I

a + /e, 6 + ^/ =0,

I
h' + //, c + lg

being the equations for the focal distances.

Clearly the focal planes of a ray are the tangent planes to the developable

surfaces of the congruence that contain the ray ; and it is easy to shew that

if n be the angle between the focal planes through the ray,

sm 11 = .

Thus on any ray in the congruence there are five special points, viz., the

two limits, the two foci, and the middle point (that is, the point midway
between the limits and midway between the foci).

When we take all the rays in the congruence, each of these points

generates a surface as its locus ; and so we have the limit surfaces, the focal

surfaces, and the middle surface. The two limit surfaces are two sheets of

one and the same surface ; it is called the Iwiit surface. The two focal

surfaces are two sheets of one and the same surface ; it is called the focal

surface. Each ray touches the two sheets of the focal surface at the respective

foci ; the focal planes of the ray are tangent planes to the focal surface at the

foci.

Normal rectilinear congruences.

277. Among rectilinear congruences, which are defined by the equations

^ = x + lX, y = y + lY, ^=z + lZ,

special interest attaches (through various physical theories) to those which

are capable of orthogonal intersection by a surface and therefore (excluding

exceptional cases such as those indicated in § 272) by a family of surfaces.

Such congruences are called normal.

31—3
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If the property is possessed by the rectilinear congruence, then there must

be variations off, t], ^representing directions perpendicuhir to X, Y, Z ; and

these, accordingly, are such that

Xd^+Ydv + Zd^=0.

When the values of ^, 7;, t, are substituted, this relation becomes

Xdx+Ydij + Zd2 + dl = 0,

so that Xd.r + Ydi/+ Zdz is a perfect differential as it stands. The analysis

is reversible ; and therefore it is necessary and sufficient, that the quantity

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz shoidd be a perfect differential, in order to secure that the

rectilinear congruence should he normal—a theorem due to Hamilton,

Much analytical and geometrical simplification in the general formulae

arises, when we deal with these special rectilinear congruences. We have

-dl = Xdoc+ Ydy + Zdz,

while X, Y, Z, oc, y, z are functions of p and q ; hence, writing

P = ^Xx„ Q = tXx,,
we have

-dl = Pdp + Qdq.

The right-hand side must be a perfect differential : thus

dP^_dQ _ _ JH_ .

dq~ dp
'

dpdq
'

and so

Thus
h = h';

and therefore (§ 276)
t^-U = l,- L.

Consequently, as

ti + t. = l, + L

for all congruences, we have
Cj = tj

,
1^2 ^^ IJn

for a normal congruence.

Again, all the analysis is reversible. It follows therefore that, for a normal

congruence, the focal surface is also the limit surface ; and the focal planes,

becoming the principal planes, are perpendicular to one another.

Further, as we have
-dl = Pdp + Qdq,

the right-hand side being a perfect differential, the integral determines / save

as to an additive constant, which is arbitrary ; hence a normal congruence

of rays is cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces—a result to be expected

(after § 274), since the surface given by a definite value of I does not arise

through any singular condition.
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The simplest example of a normal congruence occurs when it is composed

of the aggregate of normals to a surface. The foci are the centres of principal

curv^ature ; and the focal surface is the centro-surface of the original surface.

278. One of the most interesting theorems relating to normal rectilinear

congruences is connected with a system of rays, subjected to any number of

reflexions and refractions, viz. -.—the system, once normal, remains normal

throughout*. To establish the theorem, consider the effect of any refracting

or reflecting surface on the system. We take the surface as the director

surface ; x, y, z is any point upon it ; we denote by X, Y, Z the direction-

cosines of the incident ray, by X' , Y' , Z' the direction-cosines of the refracted

(or reflected) ray, and by X" , Y" , Z" the direction-cosines of the normal to

the surface at x, y, z. Then as the incident ray, the refracted (or reflected)

ray, and the normal to the surface, lie in one plane, we have

X", Y", Z" =0,

X, Y, Z

X', Y', Z'

and therefore quantities \ and yu, exist such that

X = xX"^ixX'^

Y= \Y" ^ixY'

Z = \Z" \- jmZ'

YZ" - ZY" = ii{Y'Z" - Z'Y"),

ZX" - XZ"=,x{Z'X" - X'Z"),

XY" - YX" = fi (X'Y" - Y'X"),

and therefore

{(
YZ" - ZY'J 4- {ZX" - XZ"f + {X Y" - YX"y-]^~

=
fi, [{Y'Z" - Z Y"y + {Z'X" - X'Z'J -f- iX'Y" - Y'X"Y^'

.

The left-hand side is the sine of the angle between the incident ray and the

normal to the surface ; the radical on the right-hand side is the sine of the

angle between the normal to the surface and the emerging ray ; hence /x is

the constant index when there is refraction, and is — 1 when there is reflexion

—

in either case, /u. is a constant.

Now for variations along the director surface, we have

X"dx^Y"dy-^Z"dz = ^\

Xdx + Ydy \-Zdz = ix, {X'dx + Y'dy -f Z'dz).

The quantity Xdx-\-Ydy -^ Zdz is a perfect differential, because the incident

system can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces ; and /a is a constant.

* The theorem usually is connected with the names of Mahis and Dupin ; see Darboux, t. ii,

pp. 280, 281.

Consequently
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Hence X'dx + Y'dy + Z'dz is a perfect diflferential ; that is, the emerging

system can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces. This result happens

at every refi-acting or reflecting surface ; and so a system of rays, if normal,

remains normal after any number of refractions and reflexions.

It is easy to deduce the property that, along any ray in a heterogeneous

medium, the value of \ fjbds between two points of its course is less than the

value of the same integral along any other path between the same two points.

279. In connection with rectilinear congruences, it was shewn that a

transformation of the variables so as to make /= and 6 + 6' = is always

possible ; and such a transformation is possible in an infinite number of ways, if

a : 6 + 6'
: c = e : 2/ : g.

For a congruence of this type, (called isotropic), we have

• ti = t2 = t,

so that the limits of a ray coincide and its foci are imaginary. The feet of

the shortest distances, between the ray and consecutive rays, coincide in the

point which is the single limit; and all these shortest distances lie in the

plane through the single limit perpendicular to the ray. The two limits

coincide with the middle point ; and the two limit surfaces (or principal

surfaces) coincide. This single surface can be called the middle surface of

the isotropic congruence. Moreover, the plane through a point on the middle

surface perpendicular to the ray will have an envelope. This envelope may

be called the middle envelope ; it is distinct from the middle surface of the

congi'uence.

When we have any rectilinear congruence, we have ruled surfaces in the

congruence. For those sets of two which correspond to the variables of the

principal planes of the ray, the lines of striction coincide with the loci of the

limits. For any ruled surface in an isotropic congruence, the line of striction

coincides with the locus of the middle point ; and so the middle surface of an

isotropic congruence contains all the lines of striction of all the ruled surfaces

in the congruence.

Now choose as the parameters of reference the (Weierstrass) parameters

of the nul lines in the spherical representation ; we have, as usual,

1 +UV

9 = 0.
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and the position of the middle point of the ray is given by

.6 + 6'

The director surface is at our disposal ; let it be chosen so as to be the unique

middle surface of the congruence. Then we always have t= Q, that is, 6+6'= 0;

hence, with the middle surface of the isotropic congruence as its director

surface, we have

rt = 0, 6 + 6' = 0, c = 0.

It at once follows that

dxdX + dydY + dzdZ = ;

and therefore any arc on the middle surface is orthogonal to the corresponding

arc in the spherical representation.

The fact that the property

dxdX + dydY + dzdZ =

holds for the middle surface of an isotropic congruence, also suggests an

association with Weingarten's method for considering the deformation of

surfaces and specially the infinitesimal deformation of surfaces ; but the

consequences will not be developed here.

.280. The middle envelope, connected with an isotropic congruence, is

actually a minimal surface. The theorem is due to Ribaucour*, and may be

established as follows.

Take the middle surface of the isotropic congruence as the surface of

reference ; denote by x, y, z the coordinates of the middle point of the ray,

and by X, Y, Z the direction-cosines of the ray, which therefore are also the

direction-cosines of the normal to the middle envelope at the point where it

is touched by the plane through x, y, z perpendicular to the ray. Let this

latter point be denoted by ^, ?;, ^, which of course are functions of the two

parameters. As in § 279, the parameters of reference are taken to be the

parameters of the nul lines in the spherical representation.

Because the congruence is isotropic, we have

a = 0, 6 + 6' = 0, c = ;

and therefore

2^1Xi = 0, SiCj Xa = — jo, S^oXj = p, Sa'oXo = 0.

Also

tX^- = e = ^, tXi = g = 0,

SXiZ,=/.

Inserting these values e = 0, g = in the results given in § 163, we find

Xii = -7.Xi, Xi2 = —fX, X^^ = —,Xo;

and similarly for the derivatives of Y and Z.

* Mem. Acad. Roy. Belg., t. xliv (1882), p. 31. See also Salmon's Treatise on the analytic

geometry of three dimensions, 5th ed., edited by R. A. P. Rogers, vol. ii, p. 78.
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For the middle envelope, at the point ^, 77, ^, the direction-cosines of the

normal are A'^, Y, Z , and the mean curvature is expressible (§ 33, Note) in

the form

gL-2fM + eN
eg -/'

As e = 0, ^ = 0, and /' is not zero, the condition necessary and sufficient to

secure that the middle envelope is a minimal surface is

3f=0,

which can be expressed in the two (equivalent) relations

The theorem will be proved if these relations can be established.

From the equation of the plane, we have

and because it is enveloped at |^, r}, ^, it follows that

2Z^i = 0, %X^, = 0.

Differentiating the former relations with respect to the two parameters in

succession, we find

S (X,,^ + XS2 + X,^, + Z^,,) = t iX,,x + X,x, + X,x, + Xx,,).

But differentiation of 2A^i = gives

t{X,^, + X^,.^ = 0:

so, using 6 + 6' = 0, we find

2X12! + M=1 {X,,x + Xx,^).

When the values of X^^, Yu, ^12 are inserted, this becomes

-flX^ + M= -ftXx + 2Z^j2,

and therefore

Again,

and, because a = 0,

hence

and consequently

M^lXx,,.

SZi2.x'i + XXiXy, = 0;

f^Xx-i = 'ZX1X12

• =|-^(SZ,^,)--^2Z,*-,

du fP'
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Similarly

Therefore

that is,

and so

Consequently

ov ou

tXx,, = 0.

31=0,

the condition sufficient to secure that the middle envelope of an isotropic

congruence is a minimal surface*.

E.v. The extremities of a straight line, the length of which is constant and the direction

of which depends upon two parameters, are made to describe two surfaces apphcable to

one another ; shew that the middle point of the line generates an isotropic congruence.

Congruences of circles.

281. Another set of congruences of considerable importance is constituted

by those congruences which are composed of circles. When all the circles in

a congruence can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces, the congruence

is said to be normal ; and it usually is called a cyclical system. The elements

of the theory of cyclical systems, the initiation of which is due to Ribaucour,

can be stated in a form somewhat similar to that adopted for rectilinear

congruences.

Any circle in space is given by two equations

{x — a)- + {y- h)- + (2 — cf = r-,

X{x-a)+Y{y-b) + Z(z-c) = 0,

where
X'+Y' + Z- = l.

When (/, h, c, r, X, Y, Z are functions of two parameters, we have a congruence

of circles, by allowing unlimited variations to the parameters. Any point on

the circle is given b}' the equations

x = a + Ir, y = b + mr, z = c + nr,

where
l^ + m- + n^=l,

Xl+Ym + Zn = 0;

and I, m, n are functions of p and q, as well as of a current variable along the

circumference, say the arc r6 measured from a fixed point. Let the radius

* For further developments, see Darboux, t. i, § '260.
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through this fixed point have direction-cosines \, fi, v, and let a perpendicular

radius have direction-cosines X', /a', v' \ then

^X, + miM + nv = cos 0,

IX' + in/x' + nv' =sin^,

where

Hence

X- + fj:-
+ v- = l, Xk' + fi/J^' + vv' = 0, \'- + /jb'- + v'-=l.

I = \ cos ^ + X' sin ^
'

m = fi cos 6 + fjf sin

n = V cos 6 '\- V sin 6

X = fiv' — fM i>, Y = vX.' — j/X, Z = \/X — X fM.

Thus the point on the circle is given by

x = a + r{X cos + X' sin 0)
'

ij=h + r(/jL cos 6 + fx' sin 0)

z= c+ r (v cos + v' sin 0)

where

SX'=l, 1XX' = 0, SX'-^=1;

and the quantities a, b, c, r, X, fx, v, X', /x' , v are functions of the two parameters

of the congruence, viz. p and q, while is the current variable along the

circle.

Both sets of equations will be used, as may be found convenient. For

the purposes of the analysis, derivatives of a with regard to jj and q will be

denoted by a-^ and a^, and so for other magnitudes. The derivative of / with

regard to Avill be denoted by 4> and so for m and n ; these quantities, and

their derivatives, alone involve 0, in addition to ju and q.

Certain combinations of the derivatives are occasionally useful, particularly

the combinations connected with the variations with respect to j) and q. We
take

SXi- = e, SXiXi' = e" , 2Xi'- = e'

SXiX.3=/, %x,x:^-<\>, Sx;x, = ir, Sx/x,'=/'

XX.^=g, X\>x: = rf" , 2x:- = 5f'

where the summation is for the cyclical interchange of X, fx, v among one

another, and for the simultaneous cyclical interchange of X', /*', v' among one

another. We take

X'Xj + /xVi + v'vi = — t

,

X'X.j + fi'fx.j + v'v-2 = — t'

,

XX/ + flfjLi + VVi = t

xXo' + ^l|x.! + vv.! = t
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and then we easily find

Aj = - tX' + (e - t-)^ X
fi, = -tiJL' + {e-ff-Y

v, = - tv +{e- ff Z

X/ = t\- (e- t-)^ X^

fjLi = t/jL — (e — t-)^ Y

v^= tv -(e'-t')^Zj
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Thus

X, = -t'X' + (g-t''yX

V, = -t'v +{f/ - t'-f Z j

x:= t'X-{g'-t'-f-X

/Xo'= t'fi-{g'-t'-f-Y

v:= t'V - {g' - t'-f-

Z

e" = XjX/ + /A,/i/ + I'iv/ = — (e — t-y- (e — t-y

1 1 ,

/ = XjXo + fii/j,.2 + i\v., = {e - t-)- {g — 1 2)- + tt

(f)
= \^\.: + fj^^^.: + j,j ,a/ =-{e -t-f- {g -

t'-'f-

yjr = X/Xj + /^iVi + ^i^'2 = — (e' — ^")- (g — t'^)-

f = x/Xo'+zxi'/Ltg' + viVo — {e' — t'Y ig' — t'-y- + tt'

fj" = x,x; + ^l,^l^ + v,v.^ = -(g -t'^f {g' - t'^y^

and

Also

S^i^ = e cos- 6 + 2e" cos 6 sin 6 + e sin^ 6 \

2^i4 =/cos2 e + {(j> + ^|r) cos 6 sin 6 +/' sin^ 6 1 .

2/./ = g COS" ^ + 2g" sin ^ cos ^ + ^' sin^ d j

Zi = X' (e' - t-'f- - X (e - ^^^)^

I

Z„ = X' ((/' - t'f -X(g- t'-)^)

Y, = /i' (e' - f-F -f^{e- f)^ - , F, = yu' (g' - t"^f -^(g- f')^

'

Z, = v' {e - t')^ - v{e- t-f-] Z. = v' (g' - t'')^ - v(g- t'-')^

282. According to the general theory, the foci that lie upon any curve

of a congruence

f{x, y, z, p, q) =0, g (x, g, z, p, q) = 0,

are given by combining these equations with the equation

¥dj _dfdg^^
dp dq dq dp

Consequently, the foci of a circle of the congruence

/'= {x - af + {y - by + (z - c)- - r- = 0,

g = X{.x-a) + Y(ij-b) + Z(z-c)=0,

are its intersections with the surface

.r}\ + {x—a) «! + {y— b)bi + (z-c)ci, rr2 + (x— a)a2 + (g—b)b.2 + {z-c)€2 =0.

I X{x-a)X,-lXa,
,

l{x-a)X,-^Xa^
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As this equation is of the second order, the number of sets of values of x, y, z

satisfying the three equations is equal to four (§ 270); but if a, h, c are

constant (so that all the circles of the congruence are concentric), the new

equation is only of the first order, and so the number of sets of solutions

X, y, z of the three equations is only two.

When the alternative form of the equations of the circle is used, the

third equation becomes

- S Xa, + r^lX, , - S Xa, + r %IX,

= 0,

y'=- (e' - t'f,

in the general case ; in the special case when the fixed point is common to

all the circles of the congruence, the equations for the foci are

x^ + y^ + z- = r^,

Xx+Yy + Zz = 0,

i\tlXo-r,tlX, = 0.

We shall deal only with the general case. Let

XX'a, = a, %\'a, = /S', IX'X, = y, XX'X, = B',

so that

8 = -([/- t'-^)i

also, let

'ZXa^ = p, ^Xcu^a:

Then the equation giving the foci of the circle in question is

1\ + a cos ^ + a' sin ^ , r.j + /3 cos ^ + ^8' sin ^ = 0,

-/} + ? (7 cos 6 + y' sin 6), — a + r {8 cos 6+8' sin 6)

an equation manifestly giving the values of which settle the foci of the

circle. The equation leads to four values of in general, so that there are

four foci upon a circle in a general congruence ; when the circles all pass

through a fixed point, a, a', /8, /3' vanish, and then the equation leads to two

values of determining two foci upon each such circle.

The equations of the focal surface of the congruence of circles are

X = a + r (\ cos + X' sin 0),

y ^ b + r
(fj,

cos + fi' sin 0),

z = c + r{v cos + V sin 0),

together with the above determinantal equation ; its explicit equation results

from eliminating p, q, and 0, among the four equations. Manifestly, the focal

surface is four-sheeted.
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283. We know that, in rectilinear congruences, certain selected con-

secutive rays intersect one another; the points of intersection of any ray
with the (two) different rays, which meet it, are the foci of the ray. It is

natural to enquire which circles (if any), consecutive to a given circle, do
intersect it ; we easily find that there are four such consecutive circles, and
that each of the four points of intersection is a focus for the circle.

The proof is simple. Any circle

X = a + lr, y = h + hir, s= c + nr,

intersects a consecutive circle if

= da + Idr + rdl,

= db + mdr + rdm,

= dc + ndr + rdn,

that is, if the equations

(«!+ h\-\- rk)dp + {ao+ lr.+ i-l.) dq + d:4d = 0\

(6i + m7\ + mil) dp + {1.2 + nu\ + rvu) dq + rm^dO =^ [

(Ci + ni\ + rni) dp -k- {0^+ nr.. + rn.^ dq + rn^dd = oj

are satisfied at the point. Multiplying the equations by I, m, n, adding, and

remembering that

l^ + 711^ + n- — 1

,

we have

(n + 2 ^a,) dp + {r, + ^ la.^ dq = 0.

Multiplying the equations by — X, - Y, — Z, adding, and remembering that

XI + Ym + Zn =-• 0,

so that

^Xk = -^IX„ tXL = -%lX„ SA73 = 0,

we have
(- XXa, + rtlX,) dp + (- tXcu + rtlX.^ dq = 0.

Eliminating dp : dq, we have

?*i + "^loi , n + ^la.2

-lXa, + 7-llX„ - 2 Xa, + rt IX.

^

= 0,

which is the equation giving the four foci of the circle. Hence the inter-

sections of the circle with consecutive circles are its four foci.

The circles, that are consecutive and intersect, are determined by the

quantities p + dp, q + dq; and the point common with the consecutive circle

is given by the value 6 + d6 on that consecutive circle. Now our two

equations are

i\dp + r.^dq + {adp + ^ dq) cos 6 + (adp + /3'dq) sin $ = 0,

— pdp — adq + r {ydp + 8dq) cos 6 + r (ydp + B'dq) sin ^ = ;
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hence

?- adp -\- ^dq, a dp + fi'dq

ydp + 8dq, 'y'dp + B'dq

adp + ^dq, /?", dp + n\dq

rydp-^Bdq, — pdp + adq

+ a dp + ^'dq, ri\ dp + ri\dq

'y'dp + h'dq, — pdp— adq

This is an equation of the fourth order in dp : dq ; its coefficients are functions

of p and q only ; and therefore it determines four consecutive values of p
and q, which give consecutive values of a, b, c, r, X, Y, Z, and therefore give

four consecutive intersecting circles. And then the value of d6 is given by

the expression

rdd = {t + asmd -a cos 6) dp + {t' + ^ sin - ^' cos 6) dq,

for each of the ratios of dp : dq.

284. These results are general ; and they belong to any congruence of

circles, without any limitations upon the congruence. Every circle meets

four other consecutive circles ; it intersects each of the circles in a single

jDoint, the four points being the foci of the circle.

Now the greatest number of points in which two circles can intersect is

two : and so it is conceivable that a congruence of circles may be such as to

allow two of the four foci of a circle to lie on one consecutive circle, and the

other two to lie on another consecutive circle. In that event, there will be

two (and not four) values of dp : dq, which give consecutive intersecting

circles ; for each of these two values of dp : dq, there will be two values

of 6, giving the two points upon the consecutive circle which are foci of the

first. In order that this distribution of the foci may be possible, the two

equations

d7' + "SiXda cos + 'l.X'da sin ^ = 0,

- tXda + rtXdX cos 6 + rtX'dX sin ^ = 0,

cannot be independent ; for, if independent, they avouM determine cos 6 and

sin 6 uniquely for an assigned value of dp : dq, and so there would be only a

single focus on the consecutive circle. Accordingly, we must have

-1.xda IXdX
rdr 2Xc?a

IX'dX
IX'da'

and these equations are to determine two values of dp : dq. Let yu, denote

either of these values of dp:dq; then our equations are

— p/jL — a _ 7/i, + S _ y'fjb + 8
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The condition, that only two values of /a are thus to be provided, requires

that the third fraction shall be unconditionally equal to each of the other

two ; and so quantities I and ./ must exist such that

/v + -h' = - P
jn +.n' =-cr\

la + Ja = rr^

Consequently, the two conditions, represented b}- the equations

= 0,a ,
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285. Now let these two quantities p and p be taken as the parameters

;

in other words, we may take p and 5 to be p and p. Then the equations

-^Xda ^\dX IX'dX
rdr 2\da Xxda

are to be satisfied by dp = and dq = 0. Let the common value of the

fractions be Q when dp — 0, and be P when dq = ; so that Q is a function

of q only, and P is a function of jo only. Then we have

XXai = — Prri \ SXog = — Qrr2

2\Zi =Pt\a, I . 2XZ„ = QSXtta

%\'X, = P2X'a,J 2VX = QXx'aJ

From the first set, we at once have

X, = P (a, - XXXa^)

'

Y, = P{h-Y%Xa,)[;
Z,^P{c,-Z^Xa,),

and from the second set, we have

X, = Q {a, - X^Xa.^
]

l\ = Q{h,-YlXa.^-

Z, = Q{c,-ZXXa,))

^{X- aP) = - aP, - X (PXXa,),
dp

Then

^(Y-bP) = -bP,-Y{PtXa,),

^{Z-cP) = - cP, - Z (PSXtti),
dp

|^{(SZa)-Ha^ + ^>^ + c-r^)P}

= - 1 {a' + b' + c'-- r"-) P, - (IXa) (PtXa,).

Now our congruence of circles is given initially by the equations

a;- + y- + Z-— lax — 2by — 2cz + a? + b- + c- — r- =
1 _

Xx + Yy + Zz- tXa = )

'

it can therefore be expressed, in an equivalent form, by the equations

hj^ {x"- -f 3/^ + z') - {(SZa) - 1 {a^ + 6^ + c— r') P\

+ (Z- aP) X + {Y -bP) y + {Z - cP) 2 = Q

\P, {x' + y' + z-") + {IXa) {tXa,) + ^ (tt^ + 6^ + c— r'O P,

- x [aP, + X {PtXa,)] - y [bP, + Y{P%Xa,)] - z [cP, + Z{P^Xa,)] =
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Comparing these two forms of equation with the preceding relations, which

follow from the relations connecting derivatives of X, Y, Z, a, b, c with

respect to p, we can express the result in the following form :

—

When a congruence of circles is such that each circle, of the set along

directions given by a constant value of the parameter q, is intersected in

two points by a consecutive circle of the same set, the equations of the

congruence can be taken in the form

P (x' + y-+ Z-) - 2ax - 2/3y - 2ry2 +28= 0]

Pi (^2 + y' + Z') - 2a,a: - 2/3,^ -2-i^z+ 21, = oj
'

Equations, connecting the derivatives of the quantities P, a, /3, 7, h with

respect to q, also exist. Writing

"j /3r 'y_r' ^n
we can take the equations of the congruence in the form

x" + 2/- + z' - 2Ax - 2By - 2Gz + 2i) = 0]

A^x + B,y + C\z - Pj = ,

and again there are relations involving the derivatives of ^4, B, C, D.

A corresponding form could be obtained by using the equations involving

A'2, F2, Z2, a^, 62, Co] and its parametric magnitudes would be subject to

relations connecting their derivatives with respect to jp.

286. Instead of developing the limitations which are imposed by these

relations for either of the forms, we shall now assume that the congruence

is given by the foregoing pair of equations. Should the congruence be given

initially by more general equations, the determination of the appropriate

variables p and q can be effected (§ 284) by the integration of two isolated

ordinary differential equations, each of the first order ; and so no generality is

lost by the immediate adoption of the pair of equations, so that we may take

a = A, b = B, c = C,

x = SA„ Y=eB,, z=ec\, tXa = eD,.

Now two of the foci of the circle lie upon another circle given by a consecutive

value of^; the equations for these two foci are

^2 + y2 ^ ^2 _ 2Ax - 2By - 2Cz + 2D = 0,

A^x + B,y + C^z - Pi = 0,

A,,x + Buy + Cnz- P„ = 0,

and therefore the equations of the line joining them are

A,x +B,y + C\z -Pi =0

Aux + Bny+Cuz-Du = 0.

P. 32
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As the other two foci are to lie upon a consecutive circle, for which p is

unaltered and q has a consecutive value, these other two foci must satisfy

the equations

a;- + 2/2 + ^- - 2^^ - 2% - 2C'^ + 2D = 0,

A^x + B^y + C^z - A =0,

A^x + B.^y + C„z - A = 0,

A ^ox + By,y + Cjo^ - Di2 = 0.

The equations are to provide tw^o points ; hence the last three equations are

not independent, and so two relations are satisfied, viz.

A,, B,, C, D, [1=0.

A^ , X>2
,

C2 , A
•^12) -t>V2j ^12 > -^]2

These relations can also be expressed in the form

Ai^ = pAi + a-A^,

By, = pB, + (tB,
,

C]2 = pOi + o-Cg

,

i>i2 = pD^ + O-A ,

where the quantities p and a can be any functions of |> and q. The equations

of the line through the two foci are

A,x-\-B^y-]-C,z-D, = 0\

A^x + B.,y + C^z - D, = 0[

Gathering together the various results, we have the theorem* :

—

Let four quantities A, B, C, D be taken as solutions of an equation

d'd de dd
px f- O"

dpdq dp dq'

where p and <t are any functions of p and q ; then, on each circle of the

congruence
a? + 2/' + ^' - 2^^ - 2% - 2C0 + 2i) - ^

dp dp dp dp J

two of the foci lie on one consecutive circle, given by the same value of q and a

consecutive value of p, and the other two foci lie on another consecutive circle,

given by the same value of p and a consecutive value of q.

The result may also be stated in the form :

—

Let any five functions A, B, G, D, E of p and q be chosen from among

integrals of an equation

MOn + Nd,^ + PO,, + M'd, + N'd, + P' = ;

* Darboux, t. ii, p. 316.
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also let 711 : n be chosen so that

Mri" - Nmn + Pm- = ;

then the equations

A {x" + if + z^) + Bx + Gy + Dz + E =0\

(m~ + n pj {A (x' + y' + z') + Bx + Cy + Dz + E] = o\

define a congruence of circles of the foregoing type.

287. The surfaces, generated by consecutive circles which intersect, have

a relation to the congruence of circles similar to that which is borne to a

rectilinear congruence by its developables ; and the two-fold locus of the

foci of the circles (which, from their equations, manifestly lie upon the

envelope of the circles) is a double curve on these surfaces, corresponding

to the edge of regression of the developables in the rectilinear congruence.

The equations of this two-fold locus for one system of circles are obtained by

eliminating p between the equations

x^ + y^ + z^- 2Ax - 2By -2Gz + 2D =

AiX + B^y + CiZ - Bi =

An^+B,,y+Cn2-Dn =

and for the other system of circles through the elimination of q between the

equations

x^ + y^ + z'- 2Ax - 2By - 2(7^ -h 22) =
j

A^x + B^y + G,z - D, =0
A,,x + B,^y + G,oZ - As =

Also, the equations of the two surfaces, generated by consecutive circles, are

• obtained by eliminating jj and q respectively between the two equations

of the congruence.

288. The equations for obtaining the magnitude, direction, and position

of the shortest distance between any two consecutive circles {p, q) and

(p + dp, q + dq) of the congruence are as follows. Let its magnitude be dr

and its direction-cosines L, M, N ; then

Ll^ + Mm.^ -I- iY/i, = 0,

Ldl^ + Mdm^ + Ndn^ = 0.

Also, let di^ be the angle between the tangents to the two circles at the feet

of the shortest distance, so that

d^^ = dlz + dm^- + dn^
;

then
Ld^ — m^dn^ — Usdnis \

Md^ = n^dl^ — ladtis l .

Nd(fi = lidm^ — TUsdls I

32—2
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Again, by projection on the axes of reference, we have

a + lr + Ldr = a + da + (I + dl) (r + dr),

that is,

Ldr = da + rdl + ldr
;

and similarly

MdT = d'> + rdm + mdr,

Ndr = dc + rdn + ndr.

We at once have

dipdr = da + rdl + ldr, /.,, di,

db +rd7u + mdr, m.^, dm^

dc + rdn + ndr, n-^, dn^

which gives an expression for dr involving functions of and also d6.

Multiplying the equations for Ldr, Mdr, Ndr by /:;, m., n^, and adding,

we have

%kda + rikdl + dr^ll^ = 0.

Now
2^/3=0, ^lidl = dd — tdp — t'dq,

so that

(- a sin ^ + a! cos 6 - rt) dp + (- /3 sin ^ + iS' cos ^ - rt') dq + rdd = 0,

an equation expressing dO in terms of dp, dq, and functions of 6.

Multiplying the same three equations by d/o, dm^, dn-^, and adding, we

have
^dadk + r^dldl, + drXldl, = 0.

Now
^dadls= - dO'Zlda - sin d^dadX + cos 6%dad\',

Xdldla = dp^'^lji3 + dpdqS (1^1.3 + hh-^ + dq^lkk:^,

Xldl^ = - dO + tdp + t'dq.

Inserting these values and substituting from the former equation for dO, we

obtain an equation of the form

A cos 26 + B sin 26 + G cos 6 + D sin ^ + ^ = 0,

where A, B, C, D, E are quadratic functions of the ratio dp-.dq; they do

not involve 6, and they have magnitudes connected with the congruence for

their coefficients.

Accordingly, this is the equation for 6. When an appropriate value is

found, the earlier equation gives dd in terms of dp and dq ; and then d<^ is

known. We thus have the value of dr in terms of dp and dq, and of known

magnitudes that do not involve dp or dq.
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Cyclical Systems.

289. Just as special importance centres in those rectilinear congruences

which can be cut orthogonally by a family of surfaces, so also it is necessary

to take particular account of congruences of circles which can be cut

orthogonally by a family of surfaces. Such congruences are called cyclical

systems.

The direction -cosines of the tangent to any circle of a congruence repre-

sented by
X = a + Ir, y = b + mr, z = c + nr,

are l^, m-^, n^; hence every direction dx:dy:dz at the point, perpendicular to

the tangent to the circle, must satisfy the relation

l^dx + Dhdy + n^dz = 0.

If the circles of the congruence can be cut orthogonally, this differential

relation must have a single equation as its integral equivalent, the single

equation representing of course the family of orthogonal surfaces ; and the

condition, necessary and sufficient to secure the result, is the customary

condition of integrability. When we write

P = S^3 («! + I'll + ^^'i) = — a sin 6 + a cos 6 — rt,

Q = XI, (tta + rl, + Ir.^ = -^smd + /3' cosd- rt',

(with the notation of §§ 281, 282), the foregoing differential relation becomes

Pdp + Qdq + rde = 0.

The condition of integrability is

i-S-^(|-f)--(S-g)-.
which, when the values of P and Q are substituted, becomes

Tcos^ + r'sin^ + @ = 0,

where
T = r {tl3 - t'oL) + n/3' - r^a' - r/9/ + ra/

'

T' = /• {t^' - t'a!) - ?-iy8 + r.oi + r/3i - ra.

©= a/3' -a'/3 ^-rHi-r% ]

T, T', @ manifestly being independent of 6.

The condition of integrability may be satisfied identically, so that

T=0, T'=0, @ = 0.

In that case, let

n = constant

be the integral equivalent of the differential relation ; it is the equation of

the family of surfaces cutting the congruence of circles orthogonally.
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If the condition is not satisfied identically, it may provide no value of 6,

or one value of 6, or two values of d. In the first case, there is no surface

orthogonal to the congruence. In the second case, if (and only if) the value

of 6 satisfies the differential relation, there is one special surface orthogonal

to the congruence. In the third case, if (and only if) one of the values of 6

satisfies the differential relation, there is a special surface orthogonal to the

congi'uence ; there can, at the utmost, be two special surfaces thus orthogonal

to the congruence.

Ex. 1. Consider the congruence of cii-cles, which lie in the tangent planes to a surface

and have their centres at the point of contact of the tangent plane with the surface.

Let the surface be referred to the lines of curvature as the parametric curves ; then

we can take these directions as the axes of reference in the planes of the circles, so that

Then

Also

and, similarly.

Hence

X
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It is not difficult to prove that the surfaces, orthogonal to these circles, are themselves

surfaces of constant negative curvature — l/r^.

Ex. 2. Shew that, when any four of the orthogonal surfaces of a cyclical system are

taken, the anharmonic ratio of the four points in which they cut any circle of the system

is the same for all the circles.

EXAMPLES.

1. Three surfaces, independent of one another, are given by equations

f i-v, ?/, 2, p, g-)= 0, g (.r, y, z, p, q) = 0, h {x, y, z, p, q) = ;

and Xi , X2 denote the derivatives of x with regard to p, q, and similarly for y and z. Prove

that

•'(i!:^)^—'-e,4) a^^<-.) 'i-<M) I'

with two similar relations ; and verify that the direction-cosines of the normal to the

focal surface of the congruence

at any point are jjroportioual to

dx dx ' dy cy'' dz dz

'

2. If all the curves of a congruence meet a fixed curve, this fixed curve lies on the

focal surface.

3. Shew that, on each sheet of the focal surface of a rectilinear congruence, the curves

corresponding to the two sets of developable surfaces of the congruence are a conjugate

system. What are these curves ?

4. When the two sheets of the focal surface of a rectilinear congi'uence are the same,

the Gaussian measure of curvature of the focal surface at the point where it is touched by

the ray is

1_

with the notation of § 275.

5. In a normal rectilinear congruence, the distance between the foci of a ray is the

same for all rays ; shew that the two sheets of the focal surface have their Gaussian

measure of curvature constant and negative.

6. Shew that, if the rectilinear congruence

ay — bx+ c'= 0, cx — az + b'= 0, bz-cy+ a'=

is normal, the expression

{a- + b-+ c^)~^ da,
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9. Shew that, if a congruence of circles normal to two surfaces is such that each of

them is jnet in two points by one of the consecutive circles, the congruence is normal.

10. The envelope of a sphere depending upon a couple of parameters is formed ;
and

the lines of curvature on the two sheets of the envelope correspond. Circles are drawn,

each cutting a sphere normally at its two points of contact with its envelope ;
shew that

they form a cyclical system.

11. Shew that with a given rectilinear congruence it is generally possible to as.sociate

a unique cyclical system, so that the rays in the former are the axes of the circles in the

latter.

12. Shew that, if the planes of all the circles in a cyclical system [)ass through a fixed

point, the circles are cut orthogonally by a sphere having its centre at that point, unless

the point is at infinity when the circles are cut orthogonally by a plane.

13. Prove that the family of surfaces, orthogonal to a cyclical system, belongs to a

triply orthogonal system.

14. In a normal congruence of plane curves, the envelope of the planes is a surface
;

shew that, when the surface is deformed so as to carry its tangent planes with it while the

curves in the planes are unaltered, the congruence remains normal.
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1. A cubic helix has the plane at infinity for an osculating plane. Shew that it can

be represented by the equations

.v= \(a-t-it^), y=\at\ z= fi (a'^t+ ^fi).

2. In a skew curve of constant torsion, the direction-cosines of the binomial have

the form

a cos d + b cos 49, a sin 6 + b' sin 4^, c cos 1 6.

Find constants a, h. a', b', c so that the curve may be algebraic ; and obtain its equations.

3. Shew that the binormals of a skew curve generate a scroll on which the ciu"ve is

the line of striction ; that the principal radii of curvature of the scroll at a point on the

curve are o- tan |/3 and - o- cot ^/3, where o- is the radius of torsion of the curve and

tan /3 = 2/)/o- ; and that the other inflexional tangent at the point makes an angle with

the generator.

4. Prove that any skew curve is a geodesic on some developable surface ; and find the

angle between the curve and the generator of the developable at any point.

When a linear relation or a quadratic relation exists between s and pja, the edge of

regression becomes a point or a conic respectively when the siu'face is developed into a

plane.

Shew also that, if the lines of curvature on a developable are spherical curves, the edge

of regression is a geodesic on a cone and so belongs to the first class of curves indicated.

5. Denoting by k and r the curvature and tortuosity at the origin of the line of

curvature of the surface

2=1 (a.r2 + hf)j^l(Aa^ +,Wxhj+ 3 Cxy^+ Dy^)+ ^ {ax^ + A^.vh/+ ...),

when it is referred to plane z=0 as a tangent plane, prove that

, {3a-b)AB-3aBC a/3
""^^

(a - bf <^^*

6. The tangent lines to two skew curves are conjugate with respect to a sphere. The

distances of their points of contact from the centre of the sphere are ;• and ?•'
; the

perpendiculars upon the tangents from the centre of the sphere are p and p' ; and the

radii of curvature and of torsion are p, a, and p', a', for the two curves respectively

Prove that
r,2«3

(T?'* cr'r''

-\
and that rr {a-a' ) - is equal to the radius of the sphere.

7. Two skew curves ai-e such that their tangent lines at corresponding points are

polar conjugates with regard to the pai-aboloid x'^+y'^= 2z. Denoting by n^ and ny' the
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cosines of the angles between those tangents and the axis of z, by v and v' the moments

of the tangents about that axis, by 713 and %' the cosines of the angles between the

binormals and the axis, and the tortuosities by a- and a', prove that

vv'= —ni7ii'. crar'= —n^his'^.

8. When a surface is represented in cylindrical coordinates by the equation z = f{)\ 6)y

its Gaussian measure of curvature is

0-2 \d6'^
"' '

vr) V drde dd

9. Points Pi, ..., P,i move in such a way, that their mean centre is a fixed point and

the tangent planes to their loci at corresponding points are parallel. Let Rr and Ry be

the principal radii of curvature of the locus of P,. ; and let co,. be the angle which a line of

curvature makes with a line in the tangent plane parallel to a fixed plane ; shew that

n n 11

2 {Rr+ R,:) = 0, 2 {R,.-R,!)cos2co,.=0, 2 (^,.-/2,') sin 2co,= 0.

r=l )=1 '=1

10. The surface z= f{.v, y) has ux+ vy + tvz=-\ for a tangent plane, where iv is some

function of u and v. Shew that

x +z^=0, y^z^ = 0,

\bx^ dy'^ \dxcy) j [cu^ dv'^ \dudvj
J

'

and apply the last result to compare the measures of curvature of a surface and of its polar

reciprocal at corresponding points.

11. When a surface is defined as the envelope of a plane

ux+ vy+ wz = l,

where iv is a function of u and r, its principal curvatures are the values of k given by

K {u-+v'^+W')^ =X {icwi 4- vw.) - w),

the values of X being roots of the equation

Xwu + 10^- + I, Xrri2+ Wi iv.2 , u+ wwi 1
= 0.

XWl2+ U\ «'2 ,
XW^+ ^2^+ 1 ) ' i' + ^"'^"2

U + lVtVi
,

V+ WWo , H^+ V^+ W-

12. Skew surfaces are generated by drawing normals to a given surface at points

which lie on different curves traced upon it. Shew that, for surfaces containing an

assigned normal, the Gaussian measure of curvature at the centi-es of principal curvature

of the original surface is constant ; and that, for surfaces touching along an assigned

normal, the principal radii of curvature at the centres of principal ciu-vature of the

original surface are the same.

13. The generators of a ruled surface all belong to a linetir complex
;
prove that the

asymptotic lines can be determined by a single quadrature. Shew that, for the surface

iyz-Ji:)-=y'^{.v^+y^),

they are given by
xy

yz — X y
+ -= constant.
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14. On a surface I'epresented by

^=^'1^1, y=UoV2, z==UsVs,

where Ui, U-i, C/3 are functions of m only, and Fi, V^, F3 are functions of v only, such that

the parametric curves are a conjugate system, shew that the asymptotic lines can be

determined by quadratures. Obtain them for the surface

x= A{u- a'y" (v - a)"', 1/= B{u- 6)'" (y - bf\ z= C{u-~ c)'"
(
v ~ c)'".

15. On the surface

2By= {h+uf + {h->rv)A,

^Cz =(c +uf+ {c +vf]

which is the locus of middle points of the chords of the curve

Ax= {a-\-uf, By = {h + uf, Cz= {c-iru)'\

the asymptotic lines are given by ?< + v= constant.

16. Prove that the curvature of an asymptotic line on any surface is

(-_a^)^
J_5

/ «V . ? ( _§\^\

where a and ^ are the principal radii of curvature, and where «, v are the parameters

of the lines of curvature.

17. The necessary and sufficient condition, that the lines of curvature may divide a

surface into infinitesimal squares, is that the quantity

should be a perfect diflferential, k and k denoting the circular curvatures of the lines of

curvature on the snrftxce.

18. At any point P on a pseudos2Jhere (of constant curvature —1) a unit length PQ
is taken along a tangent, drawn in such a direction that the tangent plane at Q to the

locus of Q passes through PQ and is perpendicular to the tangent plane at P. Shew that

the locus of Q is also a pseudosphere.

19. Prove that, on a surftice of constant negative curvature - l/r^, the area of the

maximum triangle, which can be formed with two of its sides of given lengths a and Z*, is

2r2 sin
~

' ( tanh ;-- tauh —
\ 2r 2r

20. Obtain the general equation of geodesies on the surface

±v= / ( 1 - w^) ?<» - 1 c^M + / ( 1 - v^) ;'"
-

1 dv,

^yi= - I (1 + ii'-i) ?<»-! du-Y / (1 +1''^) v«-i dv,

%+

1

where n is a constant, in the form

log - = « I
{«- + ^" ( 1 + ^-)1 ^ -^ ,

B denoting uv, and a and c being arbitrary constants.
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21. Shew that one system of the lines of curvature on the surface

X=f (X) cos X -/' (X) sin X + F{fi) cos X,

y=/(X) sin X+/' (X) cosX + F(fi) sin X,

is compoaed of curves in parallel planes.

22. A point in space is determined by the parameters X, fx, v of the quadrics, which

pass through it and are confocal with .i-'la+y^/b + z-lc=l. Obtain the equations of a

straight line in the form

^^
=0, 2 ^

i=0,
{(X-a)(X-/3)/(X)}* {(X-«)(X-^)/(X)}i

where
/(X) = (a + X)(6+ X)(c + X),

and a, ^ are constants. Hence shew that the tangent lines, common to the quadrics of

parameters a and /3, are normals to a family of parallel surfaces given by

23. The coordinates of a point on a quadric x^ja+y''lh-\-z^jc= \ are given in the form

x^ a — b „ „ y^ h-a , „ z^ ''""j 9 j o- = sn^ u sn^ V, v = 7 en- w cn^ v, — = t dn'' u dn- v,

a a-c b b-c c c—b

where the modulus of the elliptic functions is (« - 6) ^ (a - c)
~ 2. Shew that the equations

of the lines of curvature are

?(= constant, r= constant

;

and that those of the generators are

ii+ y= conStan t, u— v= constant.

24. A point on the ellipsoid x^/a^ + i/^lb^+z^jc^=l is represented by

X=zasnu dn v, y= b en u en v, z= c dn u su %\

where the modulus is 2"^, and the ellipsoid is such that 26^= a2 + c^. Shew that u and v

are the parameters of its lines of curvature ; discuss the surface of centres ; and prove

that the curve 2f + v = y is the intersection of the ellipsoid with the quadric

ac {y^ - 6^) en y — ib'^xz dn- y + abcy sn'^ y= 0.

25. Find the geodesies on the surface ds^={u-\-v)~'^ dudv ; and use the integral

equation to shew that, on a surface generated by rotating a tractrix about its asymptote,

the geodesies lie upon the cylinders

and cut the cuspidal edge at an angle a, where

-5 = sec^ a — d)^.

26. A pseudosphere is represented by the equations

T" • —
,1;= a^- cos o) cos ^, 3/= rt^'cos 6) sin 0, z = a \ {\—k'^s,m^ 6)'^ dd

;

J

obtain the integral equation of its geodesies in the form

tan cl) = A sin k
{(f) + ^).

Prove also that the equation of the geodesic parallel, having its centre at w = a, = 0, and

having ^arr for its radius, is

cos ^0 + tan 0) tan a = 0.
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27. A closed circuit of given perimeter is drawn on a surface, so as to cut off' a

maximum area of the surface. Prove that the geodesic curvature of the circuit is

constant ; and shew that, in general, only a limited number of such circuits of the same
perimeter can be drawn through any assigned point of the surface.

28. The geodesic distances of any point on a surface from two fixed points on the

surface, geodesically distant c from one another, are r and r'. The surface is such that

the curves

(l+«)r2+ (l-a)/2 = a

are parallel curves (a being the parameter of the family) ; shew that the angle between

the curves
;•= constant, ;•' = constant,

at a point of intersection is

cos 1 ^r-v .

29. Obtain the equation of geodesies on Enneper's minimal surface in the form

du dv ,, ,, N.,1 1 fdu dv\ ^+ l+fl«i; l + !aO-}-2 — +_ =0,

where a is an arbitrary constant.

30. The line of striction of a scroll is one of its asymptotic curves
; prove that the

angle at which it cuts any generator is equal to its angle of contingence t, and that the

asymptotic curves cut the generators at a distance r from the curve measured along the

generators, where
2 r 3

*
—

J-
= a+ Ir^ cos t ds,

rr^ J

T being the tortuosity of the curve at the point.

31. A skew curve has assigned terminal points and assigned directions for its

tangents at the terminal points ; and it is to have the property that I kMs along the

curve has a stationary value, where k is the circular curvature at any point. Denoting

the torsion at the point by r, prove that

'di

where a and b are constants.

+ a^ + bK^ + lK^= 0,

32. The arc-element on a surface is given by

rfs^= —r, (du^+ dv'^+ dtv^),

where tL^^v^-^iv^—\.

Shew that the geodesies are given by linear equations between u and v.

Denoting the geodesic distance between two points i<, v, xo and v!, v', w' by p, prove

that
Ar,r,' Sinh2 (p/2a)= (^ - ^'f + {rj~ rj'f,

where
au aw

and so for ^' and ?;'. Obtain the arc-element in terms of | and rj ; and determine the

curves in the plane of |, t] which correspond to geodesies on the surface.

Prove that the Gaussian measure of curvature for the surface is constant.
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33. All surfaces, whose lines of curvature can be spherically represented by two

systems of orthogonal circles, can be generated as envelopes of the plane

,./«-C0Sa\ r-/l — »icosa\ „
l^+ ,ny+ nz^lf

[^ J— j
+mF

(^ ^^
j = 0,

where I-+ m^ +11^= 1, a is a constant depending upon the particular set of orthogonal

circles, and the axes of .v and z are parallel to the lines through which the planes of the

two circles pass.

34. When a surface is geodesically represented on a plane, curves of finite constant

geodesic curvature on the surface do not in general become circles on the plane.

35. Prove that the surface, represented (in the ordinary notation of elliptic functions)

by the equations

2K^x=E{u) + E{v)-{l-K^)iio + v) \

2Khj= i{E{u)-E{v)-{l+K'^){u-v)] I,

6*2 = (dn u— K en u) (dn v - k en v) J

is minimal, and that its principal curvatures are

+ 2 (en a dn u en v dn *') 2 (1 + sn ?f sn v)~'^.

36. Prove that the surface

x='K cos a + sin X cosh fx,

•
y=M + cos a cos X sinh /A,

z = sin a cos X cosh /x,

is a minimal surface ; that the parametric curves are plane lines of curvature ; and that

the Gaussian measure of curvature is

— (cosh jj. + cos a cos X) ~ * sin^ a.

37. A rigid boundary consists of two finite per})endicular straight lines OP and OQ,

and two infinite straight lines through P and Q perpendicular to the plane POQ drawn

in the same sense. Shew that the minimal surface with this boundary is obtained by

taking

F{ti)^ - ik (1 + 2u'^ cos a + u*)-'^

in the Weierstrass equations, where k and a are real, and OP, OQ are the axes of x and t/.

Obtain relations between k, a, and the lengths of OP and OQ.

38. Taking the conies subsidiary to the construction of a Dupin cyclide as the focal

conies of a system of confocal quadrics, prove that the equation of the cyclide can be

expressed in the form

tti + ag -H «3= constant,

where «[, aa, as are the primary semi-axes of the confocals through any point.

39. When the fundamental magnitudes E, F, O are (i) functions of one parameter

only, or are (ii) homogeneous functions of two parameters of degree -2, the surface is

ajjplicable on a surface of revolution.

40. A portion of a sphere is deformed, and 6 is the angle which the normal to the

deformed surface makes with the axis of 2 ;
prove that JI i~—^-\- ^-tA sec 6 cannot be

negative for the deformed surface, // denoting the mean measure of curvature.
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41. A surface is generated by the revolution of the curve

x = k{a + bGiiu), y= bE{u),

round the axis of _y, where k is the moduhis and a>b. Prove that the zone between the

planes u = 2K and ?/.= - 2K is applicable to a pox'tion of an anchor ring.

Shew that the real branches of the asymptotic lines upon the surface are closed

curves, if

ro
hk'snv \2

J m
dv= —

; du V — bk' sn t

where m and n are integers.

42. Prove that helicoids of a special type exist, which are applicable to scrolls of a

special type so that the helices of the former coincide with the orthogonal trajectories of

the generators of the latter.

Prove also that the surfaces of revolution to which the helicoids in question can be
applied are generated, by rotation round the axis of y, of one or other of the curves

J 1 „
/ N 7 o sn « en ?<

.rdnM=l, y= u —E {u) + k^

xcmi = \, kij= u —E {u) +
sn u du u

43. A geodesic circle is defined as the locus of points on a surface at a constant

geodesic distance from a centre. It might also be defined as a curve of constant geodesic

curvature. Prove that, if the definitions agree for one centre, the surface is applicable to

a surface of revolution
; if they agree for all centres, the Gaussian measure of curvature

is constant.

44. Prove that an infinite number of scrolls can usually be found applicable to a

given scroll, so that their generators correspond ; and that scrolls, with their generators

parallel to those of a given cone, can be found similarly applicable to the given scroll.

Let the given scroll be the cylindi'oid

x=ucos,i\ y= uii\nv, z= pii\n2v,

and the given cone be x^ + y'^= z^ co\:^ a ; shew that the equations of the line, on the scroll

applicable as above to the cylindroid, which corresponds to the axis of z on the cylindroid,

are

x= +psin a

y= +psina

"cos {(seca+ 2)y+/3} cos {(sec a - 2) «>+ /3}

sec a + 2 sec a — 2

"sin {(sec a + 2) y + /3} sin {(sec a - 2) v + fi^f

sec a + 2

+^cosa sin 2i),

a-2) v + ^'r\

:Ca-2 J'

where ^ is an arbitrary constant. Shew also that this line is the line of striction on its

scroll.
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45. Prove that the ruled surface, which is applicable to the hyperboloid

and has its generators parallel to those of the hyperboloid in the same sense, is given by

the equations

X u . 2bc ^ _j /c(a2--62)^ . 1

cosv= smv -. j-tan i \— ^ sui vV
,

V u . 2ac . , ,
fc(a2-62)^ |

% sni v= -cos vA -. r- tanh* ' \—^ r cos v>
,

^ ^ (62+^.2)i(a2_62)^ U(62 + C2)* J

2ab ^
,

(a{b-'+c^)^. \= r ptan-1 <~ ^tani'^,
(a2+ c2) 3(62 + ^2)5 I6(a2+ c2)5 J

where

c A

A2= a2 gQy 2 ^,^ ^2
j^^j

jj2 y ^ (,2

46. The quadric z=xy is deformed into a surface

Z=f{x,y\ X=g{x,y\ Y=li{x,y);

prove that a solution of the partial equation of the second ordei' for Z is

Z= {x^y^+ axyf^+a log [{xy)^ + (a + xij)^},

where a is an arbitrary constant ; and obtain the values of A' and Y to be associated with

this value of Z.

47. Three quantities a, /3, y connected with the parameters X, )u, v of three quadrics,

passing through a point in space and confocal with x^la+y^lb + z^/c, are defined by the

relations

2{a + \)~^ dX= da, 2 {b + X)-Ua+\)~'^ dX = d^, 2 (c+ X)-i (« + X) ~ ^ rfX=(i?y.

Prove that the surfaces defined by a, ^, y as parameters are a triply orthogonal system
;

and obtain the arc-element in space as given by

4ds'=da^-\-i^_ d'^^+{^ dy\
c- h~ c

where
f{6)={d+\){e+y.){6+v).

48. Obtain the equation of confocal cyclides in the form

ae bn^' ct'^
,~-

1 —I— - =1
a+X 6+X c+X '

where X is the parametric variable, and ^, rj, ( are the pai-arneters (to be replaced by the

functions of the variables) of a system of triply orthogonal spheres.

Shew that the cyclides constitute a trii)ly orthogonal system.

49. Obtain a triply orthogonal system of surfaces such that

where A, B, C are functions of iv alone.
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50. Shew that the surfaces

.tv/= uz^, .f2+ 3/2+ 2^=2;^ x^ -\-y'^ \- z^=w {x^— y'^)
,

are a triply orthogonal system.

51. The coordinates of a point in space are given by the equations

X= 2a -—
r-„ . o -^cos V— iw — v) sin v\,

sin u . . , V • ^

y= 2a z—; „ . „ {sin -y+ (?/j - v) sui v],

fi /J. IX 2cosM= a -^ log (tan i?*) + -—- ro-^^^

Shew that the w-surface is a sjihere having its centre on the axis of z, that the ?<>-surfaee

is a pseudosphere having its measure of curvature equal to — 1/a^ and that the y-surface

is a surface of revolution round the axis of z. Verify that the parametric surfaces are a

triply orthogonal system, by obtaining the arc-element in space in the form

ds^=
^i

—

-, ,o '
o
- [{1 - {vj - vf sin^ v\ difi+ 4 Uo - vf sin-* u dc-+ 4 sin^ v. div'X

P. 33
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207, 220; the second, 208, 223; when the

first vanishes, it gives nul lines, 209; when

the second vanishes, it gives isometric vari-

ables, 210.

Beltrami's method for deformation of ruled

surfaces, 392.

Beltrami's theorems, on geodesic parallels, 174

;

on the geodesic representation of a surface on

a plane, 246 ; on a ruled surface applicable

to another ruled surface, the generators being

parallel, 388, with examples, 390, 391.

Bertrand curves, 30, 408.

Bianchi, 1, 23, 32, 64, 94, 124, 235, 261, 310,

344, 355, 401, 409, 410, 466, 467.

Binary forms (simultaneous), connected with

curves on a surface, 191, 195; some relations

between them, 192; their geometrical signifi-

cance, 193, 196; their expressions as in-

variants, 205;

as leading to differential invariants of

one curve, 218, 226, with their signifi-

cance, 219, 226; and to differential

invariants of two curves, 230, with

their significance, 231-233.

Binormal to a skew curve, 4, 17.

Bolza, 125.

Bonnet, 51, 154, 196, 210, 269, 299, 355, 366,

380, 409, 422.

Bonnet's adjoint minimal surface, 299.

Bonnet's equation for the deformation of sur-

faces, 366.

Bonnet's expression for the geodesic curvature

of a curve, 154, 196, 210, 222.

33—2
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Bonnet's theorem on the deformation of scrolls,

380.

Bonnet's theorem, that the fundamental mag-

nitudes of the first order and the second order

give the complete intrinsic determination of

a surface, 51-57 ; extended to space, 422-428.

Boundary condition (as to curve and tangent

developable) for minimal surface under

Cauchy's theorem {q. v.), 302; but the

boundary of the surface must not be a nul

line, 302 ; method of Schwarz for using, to

determine arbitrary' functions in the Weier-

strass equations, 303 ; conjugate of assigned

boundary, 308.

Bouquet surfaces in triply orthogonal system,

449 ; equation to be satisfied by, 450, with its

resolution, 451, and examples, 451-453, 466.

Bour's equation for the deformation of surfaces,

355, 366.

Calapso, 373.

Calculus of variations, propositions relating to

a function of a single variable as required for

geodesies, 124-129 ; relating to functions of

two variables as required for minimal sur-

faces, 270-273.

Campbell, 211.

Catalan minimal surface, 309.
"^ Catenoid, the only minimal surface of revolu-

tion, 291 ; as satisfying given boundary con-

ditions, 303 ; deformation of, 357.

Cauchy, 302, 431, 447, 448.

Cauchy's existence-theorem, for the integral of

a partial differential equation of the second

order, 302, 374 ; used to define the assigned

boundary conditions for a minimal surface,

302 ; for integrals of partial diii'erential

equations of the first order, applied to triply

orthogonal systems, 430, 448.

Cayley, 95, 102, 118, 139, 148, 310, 315, 325,

333, 339, 376, 391, 409, 410, 434.

Central function in Weingarten's method for

deformation of surfaces, 402 ; satisfies an

equation of the first or the second order, 403

;

leads to deformable surfaces, 404.

Central projections of a sphere, 244.

Central quadric, fundamental magnitudes and

measures for, when it is referred to its lines

of curvature as parametric curves, 105 ; sur-

face of centres for, 114, and the configuration

of its sheets, 117.

Centre of circular curvature of a skew curve, 4

;

of spherical curvature, 7 ; in Kouth's diagram,

11.

Centre of generator of a ruled surface, and the

line of striction as its locus, 385.

Centres of curvature of a surface, 42, 110.

Centro-surface, see surface of centres.

Characteristic curves, equation for, must not

give nul lines for minimal surfaces so far as

boundary conditions are concerned, 302 ; of

equation for the deformation of surfaces are

the asymptotic lines, 364 ; of equations of the

second order in general, 374.

Characteristic equation, for geodesies, 181 ; in-

volves the geodesic property {q. v.), 131;

various forms of, 132 ; satisfied by nul lines,

133 ; deduced from the definition by the

geodesic property, 146
;

for minimal surfaces, and its geometrical

significance, 271.

Charpit's method for integrating partial differ-

ential equations of the first order, 165, 176

;

applied to obtain geodesic parallels and

families of geodesies, 170-173, and to discuss

polynomial integrals, 176.

Christoffel, 204.

Circle of curvature of skew curve, 3.

Circles, congruence of, 468 ; number of its focal

points, 470 ; see congruence of circles.

Circular curvature of curve on a surface and

associated binary forms, 193, 196.

Circular curvature of geodesic, same as that of

normal section of the surface through the

tangent, 145; its measure and associated

binary forms, 193, 196, 225 ; derivatives of

its measure, 224, 226.

Circular curvature of skew curve, 3 ; its analy-

tical expression and the direction-cosines of

the radius, 4; when the curve is defined by

its osculating plane, 17; when known, how
far it defines a curve, 27.

Circular lines of curvature : surfaces which

possess only, are Dupin cyclides or anchor-

rings, 343.

Closed geodesic, when possible on a surface of

revolution, 136; total curvature of portion

of surface bounded by, 162.

Codazzi, 49, 419.

Complex of lines and congruence of lines, 476.

Condition of integrability, for surfaces in

general, 37, 40; for surfaces with plane or

spherical lines of curvature, 317 ; analytically

is equivalent to the condition of orthogonality

of the lines of curvature, 318; in triply or-

thogonal systems, 433.

Confocal quadrics as triply orthogonal system,

419; are also isometric, 458, 459.

Conformal representation of space upon itself,

428-430.

Conformal representation of surfaces, its funda-

mental property, 236; adequately given by

representation upon a plane, 237, with the

conforming relation, 238; of planes on planes.
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239 ; of surfaces of revolution on planes, 239,

243; various projections of spheres, 240; of

oblate siAeroid on plane, 243 ; is also geodesic,

only if the magnification is constant, 253.

Congruence of circles, number of focal points,

470 ;
general equations for, 489 ; fundamental

magnitudes for, 490 ; special class of, with

particular disposition of the four foci, 493,

494; magnitude, position, and direction, of

shortest distance between any two consecutive

circles, 499 ; see cyclical systems.

Congruence of straight lines, 468; see rectilinear

congruence.

Congruences, of curves in general, 468; illus-

tration of, 468; general equations of, 469;

surfaces of, 469 ; focal points of, 470 ; focal

surface of, 471 ; not usually capable of ortho-

gonal section by a surface, but there may be

particular orthogonal surfaces or even an

orthogonal family, 473; see congruence of

circles, cyclical systems, rectilinear con-

gruence.

Conjugate of an assigned boundary on a mini-

mal surface, 308.

Conjugate lines and directions on a surface,

66; condition that two directions should be

conjugate, 67; equations for direction con-

jugate to given direction, 68 ; condition that

parametric curves are conjugate, 68, 92;

lines of curvature are the only orthogonal

directions which are conjugate, 69; in a

spherical representation, 257.

Conjugate points on a geodesic, 88, 127; when

the geodesic is drawn on a surface of revolu-

tion, 139 ; on an oblate spheroid, 142 ; on a

sphere, paraboloid of revolution, anchor-ring,

144.

Contact of a skew curve with its tangent, oscu-

lating plane, sphere of curvature, 8, 9.

Contingence, angle of, for a skew curve, 4 ; in

Routh'5 diagram, 10.

Continuous groups, see Lie's theory of.

Coordinates of point, on a skew curve, at a

small arc-distance from any assigned point,

10 ; when the curve is defined by its osculating

plane, 17;

on a surface, equations satisfied by, 46.

Coordinates x, y, z, of a point in space, as con-

nected with triply coordinate system, equa-

tions satisfied by, 416, and by x- + y'^ + z^, 418.

Correspondence of surfaces, point-to-point, 235

;

Tissot's theorem on conservation of a single

orthogonal system, 250.

Critical equation for range of minimal surface,

307.

Critical function for range of geodesic, on sur-

face of revolution, 138, 139, 143, 144 ; on an

oblate spheroid, 143 ; on a sphere, 144 ; on a

paraboloid of revolution, 144 ; on an anchor-

ring, 145.

Cubic integral of the equation A(p — 1 for

geodesic parallels, 188.

Cubic scrolls, ruled sui'faces associated with,

under Beltrami's theorem, 391.

Curvature of normal section of a surface through

a tangent, 41.

Curvature on a surface, lines of ; see lines of

curvature.

Curvatures of skew curve, when completely

given, define the curve intrinsically, 21 ; if

given as to ratio, or either alone, how far

they define a curve, 15, 23, 25, 27.

Curves, in space: definition by current co-

ordinates, current parameter, arc, 2; by

means of osculating plane, 16; by some
organic property, 21-28 ; uniquely determined

by the assignment of the two curvatures, 21

;

having curvatures in a variable ratio, 15, and
in a constant ratio, 23 ; with assigned torsion,

25; assigned circular curvature, 27.

Curvilinear coordinates in space, 410.

Cyclical systems, 468, 469, 5U0; general equa-

tions for, 501 ; example of, 502.

Cyclides, 325.

Darboux, vii, viii, 1, 10, 19, 23, 27, 33, 64, 70, 72,

76, 87, 94, 95, 96, 121, 124, 136, 172, 176, 204,

209, 235, 249, 269, 271, 303, 310, 311, 325,

844, 355, 366, 378, 385, 395, 401, 409, 410,

413, 434, 438, 440, 447, 448, 460, 465, 467,

485, 489, 498.

Darboux, on surfaces with two plane systems

of lines of curvature, 325, 331 ; the equation

for the deformation of surfaces, 369; the

equation of the third order satisfied by the

parameter of a family of surfaces in a triply

orthogonal system, 434; on Lame families

(q. v.), 448; on isometric triply orthogonal

systems, 460-465.

Deformation of a curve assigned in deformation

of a surface, 376.

Deformation of surfaces, in general, 132, 356;

leaves (iauss measure of curvature unaltered,

356 ; of surfaces of revolution with constant

Gaussian curvature, 359
;
partial differential

equation of second order, with the use of the

integral, 364-369;

with one curve rigid, is possible when

the curve is an asymptotic line, 376,

406; so that a given curve is deformed

into another given curve, 376, or into

an asymptotic line, 378, 394, or into

a plane line of curvature, 395;

by Weingarten's method, 396, 401
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Deformation of surfaces {cont.)

central function in, 402, satisfying an

equation of the second order, 403;

construction of, 404.

Deformation of minimal surfaces into minimal

surfaces, 298; conservation of spherical re-

presentation throughout, 299; associated

surfaces, and adjoint sui'faces, 299; special

example, 309.

Deformation of particular surfaces; catenoid,

357 ; centro-surface of a Weingarten surface,

850, 351 ; helicoids, 290, 357 ;
paraboloid of

revolution, 371, 373; plane, 370; pseudo-

sphere, 357; spheres, 370.

Deformations that are infinitesimal, see infini-

tesimal deformation.

Demartres, 346.

Derivatives of x, y, z of the second order, 46;

of A', Y, Z of the first order, 39; of x, y, z

of the third order, 60, 62; of X, Y, Z of the

second order, 122.

Derived magnitudes, of the third order, 57, and

relations between them, 58; used to express

derivatives of x, y, z of the third order, 60;

variations of, under infinitesimal transfor-

mations, 213;

of the fourth order, 58, and relations

between them, 59 ; expressions for,

when surface is referred to lines of

curvature as parametric curves, 104;

for a central quadric, 106 ; for mini-

mal surfaces, referred to nul lines, 286.

Derived surfaces, 118; fundamental magnitudes

for, 119; special cases (centro-surface, middle

evolute, parallel surfaces), 120, 121, 123.

Differential equation of a surface, 37, is in-

tegrable, 40; see condition of integrability.

Differential invariants for one curve in general,

possible arguments in, 211; definition of, by

a relation, 211; partial differential equations

characteristic of, constructed after Lie's

theory of cimtinuous groups, 211-215; ex-

pressions for, as solutions of these equations

in an algebraically complete aggre,s;ate, 218;

geometrical significance of, 219-226
;

for two curves in general, with partial

differential equations characteristic of,

229; algebraically complete aggregate

of integrals, 230, with their signifi-

cance, 231-233.

Differential invariants, methods for, 204

;

simple examples of, directly constructed,

205, 210; Beltrami's two differential para-

meters, 207, 208 ; illustrations of use, 209.

Differential parameter, Beltrami's first, 165,

207 ; Beltrami's second, 208 ; see differential

invariants.

Differentiation, along a curve and along a

geodesic tangent, difference between, with

examples, 224, 225, 234; along a geodesic

normal to a curve, 219 ; significance of these,

in construction of differential invariants by

Darboux's method, 221.

Dini, 235, 249.

Direction-cosines of a line, Weierstrass complex

combination of, 19.

Direction-cosines (.Y, Y, Z) of the normal to

a surface, 36 ; first derivatives of, 39 ; second

derivatives of, 122.

Directrix curve on a ruled surface in deformation

taken to be an asymptotic line, 394; geodesic,

394, 395 ;
plane line of curvature, 395.

Double surfaces (minimal), after Lie, 295; ex-

amples, 297, 308, 309.

Dupin, 66, 325, 409, 415, 467, 485.

Dupin's cyclides, 325 ; the general equation of

order four, 326; lines of curvature and para-

metric equations, 327 ; fundamental magni-

tudes, 328 ; family of, are parallel surfaces,

328 ; limiting case of, when the general

equation is of order three, 329, 333; example

of, 332 ; derived from general equations, 344
;

part of a triply orthogonal system, 412.

Dupin's theorem on lines of curvature as inter-

sections of triply orthogonal systems of sur-

faces, 415, 445

;

theorem on normal congruences, 485.

Elliptic functions, and geodesies on an oblate

spheroid, 141 ; and umbilical geodesies on an

ellipsoid, 148.

Elliptic type of pseudo-sphere, 361.

Enneper on integral equations of minimal

surface, 283.

Enneper's minimal surface, tangential equation

of, 288 ; is of class six and order nine, 289

;

properties of, 289; lines of curvature on,

354 ; infinitesimal deformation of, 407.

Envelope of curves in a congruence, lying upon

the focal surface, 472.

Equations characteristic of differential in-

variants constructed after Lie's theory of

continuous groups, 211-215 ; integration of

these equations, 216 ; algebraically complete

aggregate of their integrals, 218; examples

of other integrals, 226.

Euler's theorem on the curvature of the normal

section of a surface, 66, 125.

Evolute, of a curve does not exist as a locus

of centres of curvature, 10; of a surface,

108.

Excess-function, for a single independent vari-

able, 128 ; the test satisfied for all geodesies,

130, and for a minimal surface, 273.
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Fabry, 27.

Family of curves, arbitrarily assumed, are not

geodesic parallels, 159 ; any curve of such a

family can be made the foundation of a

family of geodesic parallels, 159, but the

form of its equation must be changed, 160.

Family of surfaces in triply orthogonal system

;

their parameter must satisfy a partial differ-

ential equation of the third order, 433 ; de-

termination of the associated families, 434.

First order, fundamental magnitudes of the;

see fundamental magnitudes.

Flexion, radius of; see radius of circular

curvature.

Focal planes of a ray, 482 ; in a normal con-

gruence are the principal planes, 484.

Focal points of a congruence of curves, 470;

property of the surfaces of the congruence,

470; number of, for lines, circles, conies,

sphero-conics, quadri-quadric curves, 470,

471 ; see foci.

Focal surface, of a congruence of curves, as the

locus of the focal points, 471; contains the

envelope of selected families of curves in the

congruence, 472; of a rectilinear congruence,

483 ; coincides with limit surface from normal

congruence, 484 ; of a congruence of circles,

492.

Foci of a congruence of circles, 492 ; are inter-

sections with four selected consecutive circles,

493 ; may lie, in two pairs, on two consecutive

circles, 494, with conditions, 495.

Foci of a ray in a rectilinear congruence, 481;
''

how related to the limits, 482; are inter-

sections with two selected consecutive rays,

483; coincide with limits in a normal con-

gruence, 484 ; in isotropic congruence, 486.

Forsyth, 37, 51, 58, 69, 95, 97, 132, 139, 146,

148, 166, 170, 190, 204, 216, 229, 233, 235,

239, 267, 276, 302, 308, 344, 364, 372, 373.

Fouche, 27.

Fourth order of derived magnitudes, see derived

magnitudes.

Frenet's formulaj for skew curve, 17.

Fresnel's wave-surface, asymptotic lines on,

72.

Frost, 31, 290, 362.

Fundamental magnitudes, connected with a rec-

tilinear congruence, in canonical form, 477;

connected with a congruence of circles, 491

;

for triply orthogonal systems of surfaces,

410, 411
;
give the fundamental mag-

nitudes for each family, 414 ; for con-

focal quadrics, 419 ; Lame relations

satisfied by, 419; when given, they

determine the system except as to

orientation and ijosition, 423-429;

Fundamental magnitudes (cont.)

Cauchy's existence-theorem for in-

tegrals applied to, 431;

in a spherical representation, 255, 259

;

quantities associated with, 260;

of a surface, of the first order, 33 ; of the

second order, 38 ; are iuvariantive for

all orthogonal transformations of Car-

tesian axes of reference, 33, 38

;

satisfy the Gauss characteristic equa-

tion, 47, and the Mainardi-Codazzi

relations, 49 ; when known, give unique

intrinsic determination of a surface,

51-57; of higher orders, see derived

magnitudes; expressions for, when
the surface is given by a Cartesian

equation, 61;

for a central quadric, 105 ; for the sheets

of a centro-surface, 111 ; for minimal

surface, 285 ; for a Weingarten surface,

345 ; for each family in a triply ortho-

gonal system, 414.

Gauss, vii, 1, 19, 32, 47, 89, 124, 162, 235, 243,

255, 355, 420.

Gauss characteristic equation between the

fundamental magnitudes of a surface, 47, 77,

85, 86, 91, 104.

Gauss measure of curvature. A', for a surface,

44 ; expressible in terms of magnitudes of

the first order, 47; its first derivatives, 59;

expression for, when the surface is given by

a Cartesian equation, 61 ; expression for,

when parametric lines are (i) asymptotic, 74,

(ii) nul, 77, (iii) isometric, 85, (iv) geodesic

polar, 91, (v) lines of curvature, 103; for an

inverted surface, 108 ; for each sheet of a

centro-surface, 112

;

as a differential invariant, 206, 222;

derivatives of, 228; when constant

(positive, zero, or negative) surface

can be geodesically represented on a

plane, 247; unaltered by deformation,

256.

Gaussian curvature, see Gauss measure.

General equations for a surface, 46 ; when the

parametric curves are (i) conjugate, 69; (ii)

asymptotic lines, 74; (iii) nul lines, 77; (iv)

isometric lines, 85; (v) geodesic polars, 90;

(vi) lines of curvature, together with measures

and derived magnitudes, 103 ; specially for a

central quadric, 105.

Generators of scrolls, how deformed when scroll

is deformed into a scroll, 380; their ortho-

gonal trajectories, 386, 387 ;
property of any

plane through, 388.

Geodesic circles, as depending upon a theorem
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due to Gauss, 89; expressions for cii'cum-

ference and area, when small, 93.

Geodesic contingence of a curve, angle of, 150;

connected with geodesic curvature, 150.

Geodesic coordinates, whether families are con-

current or not, lead to same equations for

surface, 157 ; determination of concurrence

or non-concurrence, 158.

Geodesic curvature, of a curve, 150; of para-

metric curves, 151; Liouville's expressions

for, 151, 153; another expression for, 153;

the two expressions are equal, 154; a third

expression, due to Bonnet, and equal to each

of the other two, 154 ; of a curve and as-

sociated binary forms, 194, 196, 222 ; of any

curve on a ruled surface, 386.

Geodesic, defined as shortest distance and so is

curve of a tight string on a surface, 88, 124

;

its osculating plane contains normal to sur-

face, 88; can be limited in range, 88, 125;

when a plane curve, is a line of curvature,

and conversely, 88.

Geodesic ellipses and hyperbolas, 163, 164.

Geodesic on ruled surface, property of, when

also a line of striction, 386 ; made a directrix

curve, 394.

Geodesic parallels, family of, 89, 158; signifi-

cance of the parameter, 158; limitation in

form of equation, 159 ; determined by the

equation A^ = 1, 165 ; lead to the orthogonal

geodesies, 166; Beltrami's theorem on, 174;

equation for, when the parametric curves are

nul lines, 173.

Geodesic polar coordinates, 89 ; conditions that

parametric curves may give, 90, 157, 158

;

properties of vector multiplier D in, 91, 162.

Geodesic property, that the osculating plane

contains the normal to the surface, defined,

125 ; involved in the characteristic equation,

131 ; used as a definition, 131, 145, and leads

to the characteristic equation, 146.

Geodesic representation of surfaces, upon a

plane, 244; only possible when the Gauss

measure of curvature is constant, 246, with

the three cases, 247-249 ; upon one another,

when the surfaces are Liouville surfaces (with

the equations of the corresponding geodesies),

252, and when they are Lie surfaces, 255

;

is conformal, only if magnification is

constant, 253.

Geodesically parallel curves, see geodesic

parallels, parallel curves.

Geodesies and associated binary forms, 201,

203.

Geodesies connected with theoretical dynamics,

124, 134, and with the theory of partial differ-

ential equations, 125.

Geodesies, family of, derived from family of

geodesic parallels in connection with the

equation A(p=l, 166 ; connectedwith Jacobi's

theorem on last multiplier, 170 ; when para-

metric curves are nul lines, 174.

Geodesies, general (characteristic) equations of,

130-133, shewing that geodesies through

a point are uniquely determined by their

directions at the point, 132, 162 ; are con-

served under deformation, 132; Gauss ex-

pression for variation of inclination to para-

metric curves, 149 ; equation obtained through

the vanishing of the geodesic curvature, 150,

153.

Geodesies, on central quadrics, 146; first in-

tegral of the general equation, 147 ;
primitive

of the general equation, 148; various forms

of, 148, 187; on Liouville surfacq^, 182; on

a hyperboloid of one sheet, 187; umbilical,

on ellipsoid, 187 ; on non-central quadrics,

188; on minimal surfaces, 287, 309.

Geodesies on surfaces of revolution, 133; the

primitive of the difierential equations, 134;

three kinds of geodesies near the neck, 135

;

away from the neck, a geodesic undulates

between two parallels, 136; when they can

be closed curves, 137 ; investigation of range,

138 ; on an oblate spheroid, 139, and through

an umbilicus on an ellipsoid, are exjiressible

by elliptic functions, 141, 148; on a sphere,

144 ; on an anchor-ring, 187.

Gnomonic projections of a sphere, 244.

Goursat, 121.

Guichard, 355.

Hadamard, 125.

Halphen, 124, 139.

Hamilton's theorems on systems of rays, 467,

481, 484.

Hancock, 125.

Helical curves, defined, 25 ; properties of, 28, 30.

Helicoids, as minimal surfaces, 290; family of,

deformable into one another, 290 ; are double

and periodic, 297 ; deformation of, 357.

Henneberg's surface, tangential equation of,

288; is of class five, 288, and of order fifteen,

290 ; properties of, 290 ; is double, 297.

Herman, vii, viii, 20.

Hirst, 106.

Historical notes, 1, 19, 27, 32, 47, 64, 66, 94,

121, 190, 204, 235, 243, 269, 310, 355, 372,

409, 467, 485.

Hyperbolic paraboloids as a family in a triply

orthogonal system, with the associated sur-

faces, 452.

Hyperbolic type of pseudo-sphere, 361.

Hyperboloid, deformation of, 376.
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Hyperboloid of revolution, ruled surface as-

sociated with, under Beltrami's theorem, 391.

Hyperelliptic functions and geodesies on an

ellipsoid, 148.

Infinitesimal deformation of surfaces, 395

;

critical equation of second order for, 397,

400; of paraboloids, 399; of minimal sur-

faces, 400 ; of Enneper's surface, 401.

Inflexional tangents, 71.

Integral equations, example of, 137.

Invariants and covariants of simultaneous

binary forms connected with a surface and

curves on the surface ; see differential in-

variants, binary forms (simultaneous).

Inversion, as conformally representing space

upon itself, 430.

Inversion of surfaces, 106; conserves lines of

curvature, 107, also orthogonal curves in

general, nul lines, umbilici, but not asym-

ptotic lines, 108 ; relation between measures

of curvature after, 108, 122.

Isometric lines, on a surface, 81 ; relation to

the surface, 82
;
parametric variables, though

not unique, are restricted in range, 82 ; their

aggregate gives the conformal representation

of a surface on itself, and on a plane, 83

;

conditions that parametric curves should be,

84, on miuin:al surface, spherical representa-

tion of, 277.

Isometric lines of curvature, on surface of

revolution, 83; on central quadric, 84

general equations for surfaces having, 85-87

on surface of constant mean curvature, 87

on developable surfaces, 93.

Isometric triply orthogonal systems, 457; con-

focal quadrics, 458, 459 ; Darboux's general

investigation of, 460.

Isothermic lines on a sm-face, .see isometric lines

Isotropic rectilinear congruences, 477, 486; the

limits on a ray coincide and the foci on a ray

are imaginary, 486; properties of, 486, 487.

Jacobi, 124, 125, 139, 170, 174.

Jacobi's theorem on last multiplier connected

with equation of families of geodesies, 170, 174.

Jellett, 407.

Joachimsthal's theorems on plane or spherical

Imes of curvature, 197, 198, 310, 312, 313, 341.

Kneser, 125.

Knoblauch, 32.

Kobb, 273.

Kcenigs, 124, 176, 183, 184, 355.

Kommerell, 64.

Lagrange, 19, 235, 239, 243, 269.

Lagrange's theorem on minimal area, 269, 271.

Lame, 204, 409, 410, 419, 420, 447, 457.

Lame's curvilinear coordinates in space, 410;

isometric triply orthogonal systems, 457.

Lame family of surfaces (in a triply orthogonal

system), 447; Darboux's theorem on, 448.

Lame relations (in two sets) satisfied by the

three fundamental magnitudes for triply

orthogonal systems, 419-421 ; degree of

generality possible in their primitive, 431.

Laplace equation, satisfied by coordinates of

a point on a surface, 69; in infinitesimal

deformation of surfaces, 401 ; in Weingarten's

method for general deformation, 404.

Last multiplier (Jacobi's), and families of

geodesies, 170.

Legendre, 125, 269.

Levi-Civita, 204.

Lie, V, 80, 181, 190, 204, 211, 249, 255, 268,

296, 297, 352.

Lie double minimal surfaces, 295 ; associated

with a single nul line in space, 298.

Lie surfaces, admitting a quadratic integral

of the equation A0=1 for geodesic parallels,

181 ; are deformable into surfaces of revolu-

tion, when real, 182; geodesically represent-

able on one another, 255.

Lie's construction of nul lines in space, 79,

and of minimal surfaces by means of nul

lines, 80, 280, 298.

Lie's theorem concerning lines of curvature on

a Weingarten surface, 352.

Lie's theory of continuous groups, used to con-

struct the equations characteristic of relative

differential invariants, 190, 204, 210-215,

229.

Limit surface, of rectilinear congruence, 483

;

coincides with focal surface in a normal

rectilinear congiuence, 487 ; of isotropic

congruence, 486.

Limits of a ray, in a rectilinear congruence,

481 ; how related to the foci, 482 ; coincide

with foci in a normal congruence, 484; in

isotropic congruence, 486.

Line of striction on ruled surfaces, 384; pro-

perty of, if also geodesic, 386 ; how related

to the orthogonal trajectories of generators,

387; in an isotropic congruence, 486.

Linear integral of the equation A0= 1 for geo-

desic parallels, 179, 183 ; does not coexist

with independent quadratic integral, 187.

Lines of curvature, assigned systems of, equa-

tions for surfaces which have, 339 ; examples,

in Dupin's cyclides, 343, and in anchor-ring,

344;

of a surface, 41; the equation for their

directions, shewing that they are ortho-
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Lines of curvature {cont.

)

gonal to one another, 43 ; conditions

that parametric curves may be, 65 ; are

the only perpendicular directions which

are conjugate, 69 ; if geodesic, are plane

(but not conversely), 89 ;

in a spherical representation, 256, 258;

when the distance T also is given,

equation of, 268

;

on a surface of revolution, and on a

central quadric, are isometric, b3 ; on

surfaces .r'(/"'r" = a, 122; on non-cen-

tral quadrics, 122

;

on minimal surface, 274; general equa-

tion of, 286; when plane, 354; on a

Weingarteu surface, 352 ; as intersec-

tions of triply orthogonal surfaces,

Dupin's theorem on, 415;

on two sheets of a centro-surface corre-

spond, if and when the original sur-

face is a special Weingarten surface,

113;

plane or spherical, Joachimsthal's theo-

rems on, 197, 198; some general pro-

perties of, 198, 199, 203 ; why specially

considered, 312; cannot have all their

parameters arbitrary, 316 ; surfaces

with one system plane, other spherical,

333;

primitive of differential equation for,

and the parametric variables, 94;

become indefinite at an umbilicus,

95; configuration of, in immediate

vicinity of an unbilicus, 96-100 ; de-

termination of, when the surface is

given by a Cartesian equation, 100,

with example, 101 ; conserved under

inversion, 107.

Lines of folding, asymptotic lines as, 376.

Liouville, 1, 26, 151, 152, 164.

Liouville's, expressions for geodesic curvature,

151, 153.

Liouville surfaces, that are pseudo-spheres, 93;

that are developable surfaces, 93; geodesic

parallels and families of geodesies on, 171,

180; course of a geodesic, 172; admit a

quadratic integral of the equation A0= 1 for

geodesic parallels, 182 ; examples of, due to

Kcenigs, 183; can be geodesically represented

on one another, 252.

Liouville's theorem that surfaces, with families

of geodesies cutting at a constant angle, are

developable, 152, 164.

Mainardi-Codazzi relations between the funda-

mental magnitudes of a surface, 49, 74, 77,

85, 86, 91, 103, 104.

Malus, theorem of, on normal congruences,

467, 485.

Mathews, 10.

Mean curvature, H, of a surface, 44 ; vanishes

for a minimal surface, 44, 273 ; its first deri-

vatives, 59 ; expression for, when the surface

is given by a Cartesian equation, 61 ; expres-

sion for, when parametric lines are (i) asym-

ptotic, 74, (ii) nul, 77, (iii) isometric, 85,

(iv) geodesic polar, 91, (v) lines of curvature,

103 ; for an inverted surface, 108 ; for each

sheet of a ceutro-surface, 112 ; as a differen-

tial invariant, 206, 226 ; derivatives of, 228.

Mean curvature constant, central equation for

surface having, 78 ; related to pseudo-sphere,

78, 121; asymptotic lines on, 79; possesses

isometric lines of curvature, 87 ; as Wein-

garten surfaces, 346.

Measures of curvature, see Gauss measure,

mean curvature.

Mercator's projection of spheres on planes, 241.

Meunier's theorem on curvature of curves on a

surface, 65.

Middle envelope of isotropic congruence is a

minimal surface, 487.

Middle evolute of a surface, 118, 121 ; harmonic

middle evolute, 123.

Middle surface of rectilinear congruence, 483 ;

of isotropic congruence, 486, and connected

with Weingarten's method for deformation of

surfaces, 487.

Minding, 355, 392.

Minding's method for deformation of ruled

surfaces, 388.

Minimal lines, see nul lines.

Minimal surface constructed by means of nul

lines in space, 80, 280
;

definition of, 270; characteristic pro-

perty that the mean curvature vanishes,

obtained by calculus of variations, 271,

and by properties of derived surfaces,

272 ; second variation, for weak vari-

ations, 272

;

deformation of, into associated and

adjoint minimal surfaces, 299 ; in-

finitesimal, 400

;

integral equations of, 280 ; after Monge,

281 ; afterWeierstrass, 283, 285 ; funda-

mental magnitudes of, 285 ; derived

magnitudes of third order, 286 ; of

revolution is a catenoid, 291;

intrinsic equations of, 279 ;

organic lines on, 273
;

range over which it is a least area, 306;

conjugate of a boundary curve, 308;

spherical representation of, is conformal,

256, 275 ; image of asymptotic lines.
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Minimal surface (cont.)

268 ; imape of nul lines, 276 ; image

of isometric lines, 277 ;

tangential equation of, 288 ;

that is algebraic, 81, 292; that is real,

293; that is double, 295; that is

periodic, 2'.i6, 297

;

uniqueh- determined by passing through

an assigned curve (if not a nul line)

and touching an assigned developable

along the curve, 302; this property

used by Schwarz, to determine the

arbitrary functions in the Weierstrass

equations, 303 ; touching an ellipsoid

along aline of curvature, 304
;
passing

through a straight line, has the line

for axis of symmetry, 305 ; having

plane line of curvature, 306, 354.

Monge, 1, 13, 26, 151, 269, 280, 281.

Monge-Ampere equation for the deformation

of surfaces, 364 ; its characteristics are

asymptotic lines, 364 ; is the essential con-

dition, 369.

Monge's integral equations of minimal surface,

287.

Mukhopadhyaya, S., 21.

Nodal curve on centro-surface of an ellipsoid,

118.

Normal plane of a skew curve, its equation, 3.

Normal rectilinear congruences, 483 ; Hamil-

ton's condition of their existence, 484; cut

orthogonally by a family of surfaces, 484

;

example of, in the normals to a surface, 485
;

remain normal through reflexion and refrac-

tion in anj' heterogeneous medium (theorem

of Malus and Dupin), 485.

Normal section of a surface through a tangent,

expression for its curvature, 41.

Normal to a surface, direction-cosines of, 39 ; co-

incides withprincipal normal ofa geodesic, 88.

Nul line in space, 79 ; Lie's construction of,

79; used by Lie to construct minimal sur-

faces, 80, 280 ; leads to Lie's double surfaces,

297, 298, with example, 308.

Nul lines on a surface, 76; conditions that

parametric curves may be, 76; their para-

metric variables, 77 ; equations for a sphere,

when nul lines are parametric, 92 ; conserved

under inversion, 108; analytical properties

of, connected with associated binary forms,

202, 203 ; on a Weiugarten surface, 353
;

as parametric curves, used to determine

geodesic parallels and families of geo-

desies, 173;

on minimal surface, 273 ; their spherical

representation, 276 ; are the convenient

Nul lines (cont.)

parametric curves, 278, 280, 281, (with

possible, but limited, exceptions, 283)

;

parameters of, 292 : must not be

boundary for conditions assigned

irnder Cauchy's theorem (q. c), 302;

connection with conjugate of an as-

signed boundary, 308.

Oblate spheroid, geodesies on, 140; a right-

angled geodesic triangle on, compared with

right-angled triangle ou a sphere, 141; un-

dulation of, 142; range of, 143;

conformally represented on a plane, 243.

One-sided surfaces, see double surfaces; example

of, 309.

Organic curves, of surfaces, 68-92; on minimal

surfaces, 273 ; spherical representation of,

275 ; their equations in general, 286 ; and on

adjoint surface, with correspondence. 301.

Orthogonal curves, condition for parametric

cur%'es, 64; are conserved under inversion,

108; in a spherical representation, 256.

Orthogonal section of a congruence of general

curves, when possible, 473, 475; with ex-

amples, 474.

Orthogonal system in birational correspondence

of surfaces, Tissofs theorem on conservation

of unique, 250.

Orthogonal trajectories of generators on ruled

surfaces, 386 ;
i^roperties of, 387

;

of geodesies, see geodesic jjarallels.

Orthographic projection, 244.

Osculating circle of a skew curve : see circle of

curvature.

Osculating developable of a skew curve, 16.

Osculating plane, of geodesic contains the

normal to the surface, 88;

of a skew curve, 3 ; used to define the

curve, 16, 79, 80.

Parabolic type of pseudo-sphere, 362.

Paraboloid of revolution, deformation of, 371.

Paraboloids, ruled surface associated with,

under Beltrami's theorem, 390 ; infinitesimal

deformation of, 399

;

as a family in a triply orthogonal system,

456.

Parallel curves on a surface, 159 ; family based

on any arbitrarily assumed initial curve, 160 ;

equation of family satisfies a differential

equation, 159.

Parallel generators, applicable ruled surfaces

possessing, 389.

Parallel surfaces, 118, 121; special pair of. in

pseudo-sphere and a particular surface of

constant mean measure, 121; properties,
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122 ; Dupin's cyclides as example of, 328 ; as

a family in a triply orthogonal system, 444.

Parameter of family of surfaces in a triply

orthogonal system, 410 ; must satisfy a

partial diiierential equation of the third

order, 433, which has various forms, 435-

441.

Parameters of lines of curvature, which are

plane or spherical, are subject to one con-

dition, 316, which is the condition of

integrability of the differential equation of

the surface, 317;

nul lines in the Weierstrass equations

of a minimal surface, 292.

Parametric curves on a surface, 34; variation

of angle between, 51 ; may be orthogonal,

64; lines of curvature, 64; conjugate, 69;

asymptotic lines, 73; nul lines, 76; isometric,

84; geodesic polars, 90 ; summary of results,

91 ; and their geodesic tangents, curvatures

and torsions of, 197.

Partial differential equation A0 = 1, and its

connection with geodesic parallels and families

of geodesies. 165-172 ; form of, when para-

metric curves are nul lines, 173
;
polynomial

integrals of, 176.

Partial differential equations of the first order,

in the deformation of surfaces, 369.

Partial dift'ereutial equations of the second

order, Ampere's method of solving, 372;

Cauchy's existence-theorem for, 374 ; charac-

teristics of, 374

;

for the deformation of surfaces, 364 ; the

characteristics are the asymptoticlines,

364 ; forms of, 3(55, 366, 368, 369 ; for

infinitesimal deformation, 397, 400,

401 ; for Weingarten's central func-

tion, 403.

Partial differential equation of the third order,

satisfied by parameter of a family in a triply

orthogonal system, 433 ; Darboux's construc-

tion of, 434 ; various forms of, 435-441 ; for

Bouquet surfaces X + Y + Z = u, 450 ; for

surfaces <f> {.r, y, z, u) = 0, 438, 465.

Periodic minimal surfaces, 296, 297.

Perspective projections, 244.

Pirondini, 15.

Plane lines of curvature, families of surfaces

possessing, chapter ix; minimal surfaces

possessing, 305, .see Joachimsthal's theorems.
Plane through generator of a ruled surface,

property of, 388.

Planes, deformation of, 370.

Planes (parallel) as a family in a triply ortho-

gonal system, with the associated families,

441; any family of, when the equation

contains one parameter, 465.

Polar developable of a skew curve, 13.

Polar line of a skew curve, 12.

Polynomial integrals of the equation A^ = 1

for geodesic parallels, 176; can be taken

either odd or even, 177 ; form of, when para-

metric curves are nul lines, 178; if linear, sur-

face is deformable into surface of revolution,

179 ; quadratic, 179 ; but simultaneous quad-

ratic iutegrals, independent of one another,

do not coexist, 185 ; nor linear and quadratic,

186; cubic, 188
;
quartic, 189; of any order,

189.

Primary quantities, sec fundamental magni-

tudes.

Principal axes of a curve, 5.

Principal curvatures of families in triply

orthogonal systems, 418.

Principal lines of a curve, 5 ; see binormal,

principal normal, tangent.

Principal normal of a curve, 4.

Principal planes of a ray in a rectilinear con-

gruence, 481 ; are the focal planes in a normal

congruence, 484 ; in an isotropic congruence,

486.

Principal radii, see radii of curvature.

Projections of spheres, confornial, 240; Mer-

cator's, 241; stereographic, 242; for star-

maps, 242 ; non-conformal (perspective,

orthographic, gnomonic), 244.

Pseudo- sphere (surface having the Gauss

measure of curvature constant and negative),

74 ; central equation for, when parametric

curves are asymptotic lines, 75, when para-

metric curves are lines of curvature, 76

;

connected with surface of constant mean
curvature, 78, 121 ; forms of equation for,

when they are Liouville surfaces, 93 ; evolute

of, 123;

and spherical rejireseutation, 266; area

of a quadrilateral bounded by asym-

ptotic lines, 266

;

as a Lame family (q. v.), 466;

as a Weingarten surface, 345, 349

;

congruence of certain circles in tangent

planes to, forms a cyclical system, 502

;

deformable into itself in an unlimited

number of ways, 357; which are sur-

faces of revolution, 359, 361; hyper-

bolic, elliptic, parabolic, types, 361,

362 ; other deformations, 407, 408
;

geodesically represented on a plane, 248

;

one particular class, of which the geo-

desies are conformally represented by

a double familj' of circles on a plane,

238.

Puiseux, 23, 415 ; on triply orthogonal systems,

445.
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Quadratic integral of tlie equation A</) = 1 for

geodesic parallels, 179-184 ; does not coexist

with an independent quadratic integral, 185,

nor with an independent linear integral, 187.

Quadrics, central and coaxial, as a family in a

triply orthogonal system, 454 ; examples of,

with associated surfaces, 455.

Quartic integral of the equation A^ = 1 for

geodesic parallels, 189.

Eadii of curvature of a surface, 43 ; associated

with the respective lines of curvature, 44, 65.

Radius of circular curvature of skew curve, 3

;

its analytical expression and its direction-

cosines, 4 ; when the curve is defined by its

osculating plane, 17.

Radius of torsion of a skew curve, 6; when the

curve is defined by its osculating plane, 17.

Range (for least area) of a minimal surface,

306.

Range of geodesic, as shortest distance between

two points along a surface, may be limited,

127 ; on surface of revolution in general, in-

vestigation of, 137, with critical function for,

138, 143 ; on an oblate spheroid, 143, 145

;

on a sphere, paraboloid of revolution, anchor-

ring, 144; is unlimited on an anticlastic

surface, 162.

Rays of a rectilinear congruence, 476 ; length

and position of shortest distance between con-

secutive, 478; limits of, 481, principal planes

of, 481; foci of, 481, 482, and relation to

limits, 482; focal planes of, 482.

Real minimal surfaces, 293.

Rectifying develoi^able of a skew curve, 13

;

used to determine curves which have their

curvatures in an assigned variable ratio, 15.

Rectifying line of a skew curve, 12.

Rectifying plane of a skew curve, 12.

Rectilinear congruence, 468 ; number of focal

points of, 470; equations of, in general, 476;

fundamental magnitudes connected with, 476,

with their canonical form, 477 ; length and

position of shortest distance between consecu-

tive rays of, 478; limits, principal planes,

foci, focal planes, of rays in, 481, 482 ; focal

surface of, 483 ; limit surface of, 483 ; middle

surface of, 483 ; when capable of orthogonal

section by a surface, see normal rectihnear

congruences.

Representation of surfaces upon one another,

general character, 235; see couformal repre-

sentation, geodesic representation, spherical

representation, deformation of surfaces.

Ribaucour, 113, 114, 121, 355, 467, 487, 489.

Ribaucour's theorem on the correspondence

(i) of lines of curvature, (ii) of asymptotic

lines, on the sheets of a centro- surface, 113,

349;

that the middle surface of an isotropic

congruence is minimal, 487.

Riccati equation, connected with Serret-Frenet

formulae, 20; another form, 29; for asym-

ptotic lines on ruled surface, 383.

Ricci, 204.

Right-angled geodesic triangle on oblate sphe-

roid, 141.

Rigid curve in deformation of surfaces, 374,

405 ; when the surfaces have their Gauss
measure of curvature constant, 407.

Rogers, R. A. P., 487.

Rouquet's method (by spherical representation)

of constructing the equation of surfaces that

have two plane systems of lines of curvature,

310, 329-333.

Routh's diagram for a skew curve, 10, 15.

Ruled surface, applicable to ruled surface with

parallelism of generators, 389 ; examples,

390, 391

;

general deformation of, 381 ; general

equations for, 383; line of striction

on, 384; when an assigned curve

becomes an asymptotic line, 394

;

see scrolls.

Salmon, 32, 410, 489.

Schwarz, on properties of surface adjoint to

minimal surface, 269, 300 ; uses them to

determine a minimal surface under assigned

boundary conditions, 302.

Screw curvature of a skew curve, 12.

Scrolls, deformation of, into scrolls, 379
;
gene-

rators of, how deformed, 380 ; if deformable

into one another, may be deformable into

ruled quadric, 381 ;
properties of, when de-

formable into one another, 408; see ruled

surface.

Second order, fundamental magnitudes of the,

see fundamental magnitudes.

Second variation for weak variations of mini-

mal surface, 272, 306.

Secondary quantities, see fundamental magni-

tudes.

Self-conjugate directions, 71.

Serret, 1, 16 17, 26, 310, 315, 325, 333, 337, 339.

Serret-Cayley treatment of surfaces with plane

or spherical lines of curvature, 315, 324, 331,

337-339.

Serret-Frenet formulae, 19 ; applications of,

21-28 ; used to determine torsion of curve on

a surface, 194.

Significance of differential invariants of one

curve, 225, of two curves, 233.

Skew curves defined, 1; see curves, in space.
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Smith (Henry) double surface, 309.

Space conformally represented upon itself, 428.

Special congruence of circles such that each

circle is intersected twice by a cii'cle in the

same set, 493-499.

Specific curvature of a surface, see Gauss

measure.

Spheres, deformation of, 370; as a family in

a triply urthogonal system, with the as-

sociated families if concentric, 442; if they

touch one another, 443.

Spherical curvature of a skew curve, 7, 8;

properties of locus of centre of, 11, 12, 28; on

a surface and associated binary forms, 195.

Spherical indicatrix, connected with a skew

curve, 6.

Spherical lines of curvature, families of sur-

faces possessing, chapter ix; see Joachim-

sthaKs theorems.

Spherical representation, of surfaces, 255 ; the

fundamental magnitudes, 255, 259 ; inap-

plicable to developable surfaces, 256 ; usually

is not conformal, 256; of minimal surfaces,

is conformal, 256 ; of orthogonal lines, lines

of curvature, conjugate lines, asymptotic

lines, 258 ; used to prove Joachimsthal's

theorems, 258;

how far it determines a surface, with

various cases, 263, 267 ; of minimal

surfaces, and their organic lines, 274-

278 ; of a Weingarten surface, 353 ;

of an isotropic congruence of rays,

486, 487;

used (by Kouquet) to obtain the equations

of a surface with two plane systems of

lines of curvature, 329.

Stahl, 64.

Star-maps, as conformal projections of a sphere

on a plane, 242.

Steiner's surface, 70.

Stereographic projections, 242, 244.

Striction, line of, see line of striction.

Strong variations, and the test by the excess-

function, 128 ; satisfied for all geodesies, 130;

satisfied for all minimal surfaces, 273.

Surface of centres, for any surface, 42, 108;

is two-sheeted in general, 108; relations of

the two sheets, 109 ; cooi'dinates of points

(as centres of curvature) corresponding to the

original point, 110; fundamental magnitudes

of the first order. 111, and of the second order,

112; the two measures of curvature for each

of the sheets, 112; conditions of correspond-

ence of lines of curvature and of asymptotic

lines, 113

;

of an ellipsoid, in parametric represen-

tation, 70, 114 ; is a surface of order

Surface of centres (cont.)

twelve, 115 ; sections of, by principal

planes, 116; configuration of the

sheets, 117; nodal curves on, 118;

of Weingarten surface, deformable into

surface of revolution and other pro-

perties, 350-353.

Surface W, see Weingarten surfaces.

Surfaces derived by measuring a variable

distance along normals to a surface, see

derived surfaces.

Surfaces having plane or spherical lines of

curvature, Serret-Cayley discussion of, 316

;

with two plane systems, 318, and their

general equation, 324, constructed also from

the spherical representation, 329; with one

system plane and the other spherical, 333.

Surfaces having posi tive constant Gauss measure

of curvature, not deformable if any curve is

kept rigid, 407.

Surfaces of a congruence of curves, 469 ;
pro-

perty of, at the focal points, 470.

Surfaces of revolution, with constant Gauss

measure of curvature, deformable upon them-

selves, 359 ; in general, when deformable

into surfaces of revolution, 362; the only

real ruled surfaces deformable into, 408.

Surfaces orthogonal to a congruence of curves,

when they exist, 473; to a congruence of

lines, 484 ; to a congruence of circles, 501,

502.

Symbols used, and their significance, xix.

Symmetric variables, parametric for nul lines

on a surface, 77 ; are conjugate for isometric

lines, 81.

Systems of surfaces, triply orthogonal, see

triply orthogonal systems.

Tangent to a skew curve, its equations, 3, 16;

is the intersection of consecutive osculating

planes, 4.

Tangential coordinates .Y, 1', Z, T of a surface,

261 ; when given, they determine the surface

completely, 262; equations satisfied by, 262;

when a spherical representation and the dis-

tance T are given, the surface is determinate

except as to orientation and position, 263,

with equation of its lines of curvature, 268

;

how far a surface is determined by a know-

ledge of X, Y, Z, or oi a. spherical repre-

sentation, 263, with illustrations of, 267.

Tangential equation of minimal surface in

general, 287 ; of Enneper's surface, and of

Henneberg's surface, 287.

Theoretical dynamics and geodesies, 124, 134.

Third oi'der of derived magnitudes, see derived

magnitudes.
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Third order, partial differential equation of

the, satisfied by parameter of a family in

a triply orthogonal system, 433, in various

forms of, 435-441.

Tissot, 244, 250.

Tissot's theorem on conservation of a single

orthogonal system under the birational

correspondence of surfaces, 250; two ex-

ceptions to, 252.

Torsion, angle of, for a skew curve, 5, 7

;

analytical expression for, 6 ; in Routh's dia-

gram-, 10 ; when a curve is defined by its

osculating plane, 17; when known, whether

variable or constant, how far it defines a

curve, 25.

Torsion of a curve on a surface, how related to

the torsion of its geodesic tangent, 155 ; the

associated binary forms, 194, 196.

Torsion of a geodesic, 156 ; and associated

binary forms, 195, 196,222; expressions for,

226 ; derivatives of, 228.

Total curvature, of a surface at a point, see

Gauss measure; of closed area on a surface,

161; of a geodesic triangle, 162; of portion

of a surface bounded by a closed geodesic,

162 ; of an area on a pseudo-sphere, 266.

Trihedron of a skew curve, 5.

Triply orthogonal systems of surfaces, 409;

the three parameters, 410 ; the three funda-

mental magnitudes of, 410, 411 ; example, in

Dupin cyclides and associated surfaces, 412

;

curves of intersection are lines of curvature,

415 ;
general equations for, 416 ; principal

curvatures of, 418 ; determined, save as

to orientation and position, by the three

fundamental magnitudes, 422-428 ; under

Cauchy's existence-theorem for integrals,

430 ; Puiseux's discussion of, 445

;

examples of, 412, 419, 441-444, 447,

451-453, 455, 464, 465 ;

that are isometric, 457 ; Darboux's in-

vestigation of, 460-465.

Umbilical geodesies on an ellipsoid, 148 ; do

not return upon themselves, 187.

Umbilicus on a surface, 43, 95 ; lines of curva-

ture indefinite at, 95 ; forms of lines of

curvature in immediate vicinity of, 96-100;

on a central quadric, 106, 122 ; conserved

under inversion, 108 ; on an ellipsoid, 122.

Undulation of geodesies between parallels, on
a surface of revolution, 135 ; on an oblate

spheroid, 142 ; between lines of curvature on

an ellipsoid, 148.

Weak variations, 128, and the tests, 126-129 ;

one of the tests satisfied by all geodesic

curves, 129; for minimal surfaces, 272.

Weierstrass, 19, 125, 148, 269, 280, 283.

Weierstrass combination of direction-cosines,

19;

integral equations of minimal surface,

283, 285 ; on algebraic, and on real,

minimal surfaces, 292.

Weingarten, 87, 311, 344, 350, 351, 355, 396,

401, 406.

Weingarten's method for deformation of sur-

faces, 396, 401 ; central function in, 402,

satisfying an equation of the first or the

second order, 403 ; on deformable surfaces

associated with any arbitrarily assumed sur-

face, 404-407 ; connected with middle surface

of an isotropic congruence, 487.

Weingarten surfaces defined, 59; some pro-

perties of, 113, 114, 121; in general, 344;

fundamental magnitudes for, 345 ; examples

of, in surfaces with constant measures of

curvature, 346; minimal surface, with centro-

surface, 347 ; other examples, 348 ; centro-

surface in general, 349 ; Lie's theorem as to

lines of curvature on, 352 ; spherical repre-

sentation, 353.

Zorawski, 204.
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